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ENV Developments in Engineering Practice ; New Inventions
and Discoveries ; Modifications
in Existing Theory ; and Methods of
Fixing, Using, or Adjusting Electrical
Plant and Accessories, will form the
main theme of the Magazine.
It is, we realise, a difficult matter to
cater for all tastes, even in this specialised branch of engineering, but
fortunately engineers of all grades have
many interests in common.

Whilst the consulting engineer is
rarely called upon to engage in the
manual work of engineering, he must
know the very best methods and the
latest improvements in the practice of
his profession.
The engineering apprentice is not
likely to be asked to plan a wiring
scheme or to design a generator, but
every apprentice and junior engineer
worth his salt hopes one day to be engaged
in the higher branches of his chosen
profession. This is why we hope that
the Magazine will make an equal appeal
to those engaged in every phase.
Some of our friEnds have criticised
the design which we are using for the
first number of the Magazine. There
is, nevertheless, a good reason for our
choice.
The cleverest designs and the most
abstruse calculations made by engineers,
are all brought to fruition by the
trained artisan. Show- us the engineer
who has never actually worked with
his hands in an engineering workshop,
and we will show you an engineer
whose training is incomplete. We
believe that practical men in the electrical profession will endorse this view.

N

The Engineering Apprentice, in common
with the Consulting Engineer, earns his living
by using the laws and forces of nature
to the best advantage. If the designer
of a Hydro-electric scheme does not
take proper account of mechanical and
electrical laws the scheme will be a
failure. No amount of clever and
plausible arguments will alter this
hard fact. In the same way, the
would-bd cable jointer who takes no
account of the fact that solder will not
adhere to an oxidised surface will
never be able to make a satisfactory
joint.
The Apprentice
and the
Consultant
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TESTING A MAGNETO
By E. HILL
In this article Mr. E. Hill gives automobile engineers some useful advice
on testing magnetos

DISTRIBUTOR HEADS.
There are two types of these—the jump spark and brush wipe. To clean the jump spark a stiff
.dusting brush is generally used. If segments are badly pitted it means a new distributor, as these
segments are specially pinned and cannot be replaced. On the brush type, if it is black or sooted, a
piece of fine emery is used, but if the distributor and segments are badly scored it means refacing.

Armature Testing.
SIMPLE and effective test can be
made with the aid of a 6-volt
battery and a condenser.
Connect the positive lead from the
battery to the centre screw at the contact
breaker end of the armature.
Twist a turn of copper wire—i6-G. bare
—round the slip ring, using one end of the
wire to retain this in position, and bringing
the other end within in. of the armature
core laminations to form a spark gap.
The condenser, which can be taken
from a coil ignition distributor, is connected between the positive and negative
leads from the battery.
The negative battery lead should then
be used to make intermittent contact
with the armature core laminations. This
can be done by holding the lead against
the core and then withdrawing it.
Each time the battery circuit is broken

A

there should be a flash across the improvised gap if the armature windings are
sound.

Testing Continuity of Windings.
A test lamp can be used to test the
continuity of the primary and secondary
windings.
To test the primary coil the test leads
should be held one against the centre
screw and the other against the core, and
for the secondary one against the core
and the other against the slip ring. The
secondary coil has a very high resistance,
so that the lamp will only give a faint
glow unless high voltage is used. .
To test the condenser on the armature
it is advisable to dismantle the armature
by removing the ball race, slip ring
bobbin and the core. The connection
between the primary coil and the condenser can them be unsoldered and the
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DISMANTLING A MAGNETO—POINTS TO NOTE.
To remove contact breaker take out centre
screw, then with a little easing it will come out.

3

REMOVING COLLECTOR CARBON HOLDER.
Care must be taken to see that screws or
washers do not drop into machine.

CONTACT BREAKER.
A quick method of examining face of contact
points is to turn retaining springs, and prise
rocker arm off the bush.

To CLEAN PLATINUM POINTS.
See that all marks are removed and that the
surface is perfectly flat, otherwise the points will
be bearing only on the highest parts.

To EXAMINE AND TEST CONDENSER.
Remove the four housing screws and unsweat
armature connections. Remove condenser
fixing screws, and remove condenser from its
housing, which should be thoroughly cleaned
out. Examine empire cloth ; replace if brown
or burnt.

TESTING THE CONDENSER ( I).
The easiest way to do this is to take two
leads off an ordinary light with a lamp in circuit,
then tap the two leads into each lug of the
condenser. If the lamp should light there is a
dead short in the condenser and it is of no use.
(Euston Ignition Co., Ltd.)
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TESTING THE CONDENSER (2).
Should the lamp fail to light, then take one wire off and bridge the two lugs with the other. A
spark should be given off showing the condenser discharging. The insert shows the circuit arrangement for the tests illustrated in this and the previous illustration.
(Euston Ignition Co., Ltd.)

test lamp used to determine whether Demagnetisation.
Failure through demagnetisation of the
there is any leak between the condenser
terminals.
magnets may be due to the lead from the
To ascertain the source of the trouble, contact breaker cap to the earthing switch
run the engine and test for spark dis- coming in contact with the battery posicharge from each plug, either by a screw- tive connection, or by the short circuiting
driver blade held against the plug terminal of the armature at high speeds on account
and just clear of the cylinder head, or by of " sooted up " plugs. Earthing the
removing one plug and laying it on the magneto by operating the ignition switch
cylinder head. If no spark is visible, when running at a high speed will also have
remove the end cap of the make and a deleterious effect on the magnets.
break device and retest.
If still ineffective, remove the magneto Mechanical Breakdown.
and test for loss of magnetism, breakMechanical breakdown may be due to
down of armature or condenser, and overheating caused by the magneto being
examine for mechanical failure in mounted with its spindle out of alignment
gears or in bearings.
with the driving shaft.
Failures in the external circuit may be :—
Should no defect be apparent it is
probable that the
I. Defective plugs
SzconfoRRy CO/ 4
PR/A4171?),
earth connection beor plug leads.
Com._
tween the magneto SLIP R//VG
2. Defective igbase or flange and
nition switch which
CznirRE
ScaEw
the mounting
shorts the primary
bracket is ineffecwinding in its on
tive owing to the
position.
surfaces being oily
3. Shorting of the
EXTERNAL
or dirty.
primary winding by
o;voNsER
Failure located in
contact between the
SPRRK GRP
ignition switch lead
the condenser may
/NTERM/7TE/VT
be due to the plug
and loose wires on
CONTRCT
the switchboard.
spark gaps being
6 Vocr
4. Defective igtoo wide apart and
BR7TERY
the safety spark
nition switch lead.
5. Defective
gap oiled up through
earthing.
overoiling.
CONNECTIONS FOR TESTING ARMATURE.
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How

SOUND FILM/ ARE MADE
By J. I. MARTIN, A.M.I.C.E.

The recording of sound for films is one of the most important aspects of the motion picture
industry with which the electrical engineer is vitally concerned. In this article
Mr. .7. I. Martin describes the electrical processes involved in the recording of sound
both on disc and on film, and discusses some of the difficulties that have still to be solved.

FILM RECORDING MACHINE WITH MAGAZINE AND EXPOSURE CHAMBER DOORS OPEN.
The driving motor can be seen on the right. (Western Electric Co.)

T

HERE have been recent developments in the technique of disc
recording which give this method
certain advantages over the other system,
i.e., recording on film.
Unless there are corresponding imrrovements in the technique of film recording,
it is highly probable that there will be a
tendency in the near future to revert
more to disc for studio recording, using
up-to-date methods. There are many
advantages gained by employing disc for
the major part of all studio recording and
then to re-record on to film for copies to
be issued to the theatres.

ABOUT THE MICROPHONE.
Position.
In straight studio recording, after the
camera and the lighting have been suitably
arranged, the microphone is brought into
position. This is usually suspended from
the end of a boom, which can be raised
or lowered at will, and this is mounted on a
mobile truck so that it can easily be
moved about.
Condenser-type Microphone Generally Used
With 2-Stage Amplifier.
The microphones most commonly in
use at the present time are of the con-
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denser type. These are usually rather
insensitive and of high impedance and
require to be polarised. For these reasons,
their associated circuits are liable to pick
up extraneous electrical disturbances from
neighbouring electrical apparatus and
cables. To overcome these difficulties
it is usual to incorporate with them a
single or two-stage valve amplifier the
output of which is connected to the main
amplifiers by means of low impedance
circuits.
THE RECORDING ENGINEER.
The Mixing Room.
Before going on to the main amplifier
rack the microphone cables are taken to a
control panel, which is usually situated in
a position, insulated acoustically from,
but overlooking the studio where the
action is taking place. This is called the
mixing room, and it is here that the
engineer who controls the input to the main
amplifier takes up his position.
How Sounds are " Mixed " or Combined.
Sometimes more than one microphone
is used simultaneously. One may be
used to pick up the voices of the principal
actors while another may be used to pick
up the noises of a crowd in an adjoining
room or nearby. The outputs from each
source are combined and passed on to the
main amplifier. It is one of the duties of
the engineer to control the relative inputs
from each source, and it is from this
function that he gets his title of " mixer."
" Monitoring " During Recording.
To enable the engineer to judge the
volume of the output, he is provided with
suitable measuring instruments and headphones and loud-speakers connected to
the main amplifiers. In the Western
Electric Co.'s system of film recording,
additional provision is made so that either
headphones or loud-speakers can be connected to a photo electric cell which is
situated behind the film as the latter is
passing over the recording drum. This
cell picks up the light impulses exactly
as they are photographed on to the sound
film. These impulses are amplified
by a separate amplifier situated close to the
recorder and passed back to the mixing
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room so that the engineer is enabled to
judge the quality of the sound as it is
being actually recorded on to the film.
The Main Amplifier Rack.
At the main amplifier rack the electrical
intensity of the speech or music or other
sounds is raised to a suitable level and
distributed to the requisite film or disc
recorders and loud-speakers or headphones.
Simultaneous Recording on Disc and Film.
Sound is frequently recorded simultaneously on both disc and film, even if
the disc record is not required to accompany the film when complete, as the disc
record can be " played back," immediately
after it has been taken, for the benefit
of the director or others interested. A
disc record may also be taken if it is
desired to keep a permanent sound
record of a particular " shot."
DISC RECORDING.
The material on which disc records are
made is a metallic soap having an extremely
fine texture and the appearance of a
highly refined beeswax, but of much
harder consistency. The cakes are usually
about 16 inches diameter, and when new
are about inches to 2 inches in thickness.
Before being used they are very accurately
machined all over to a high polished
finish on special machines.
The Cutter—Ruby or Sapphire.
The electro mechanical recorder itself
comprises an armature, which is pivoted
on a knife edge and is energised by the
electrical currents from the main amplifiers.
This is caused to oscillate, in a plane at
right angles to the direction of rotation
of the disc, between the poles of a separately
excited electro magnet. To the armature
is attached a stylus cr cutter terminated
by a sapphire or ruby cutting edge.
The Cutter is Traversed from Inner to Outer
Edge of Disc.
During the recording process the recorder itself is caused to move at a uniform
rate of feed from near the centre and towards the outer edge of the disc. The
average pitch of the grooves thus produced
is about .01 inch. When no sound is being
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FILM RECORDING MACHINE SHOWING MICROSCOPE IN POSITION FOR FOCUSING LIGHT VALVE.
(Western Electric Go.)
A, unexposed film in upper magazine which is never opened except in dark room or when empty.
B, photo electric cell inside main recording drum. C, magnet coil of light valve. The lantern containing the exposure lamp is on the extreme left-hand side.

recorded the grooves take the form of a
uniform spiral and when signals are
being received the grooves take the form
of wavy spiral lines slightly oscillating
from side to side from the normal.

What Happens to the Shavings.
Provision is made during the recording
process for the shavings to be immediately
removed by suction nozzles placed close
to the cutter as soon as they are formed.
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Amplitude of the Oscillations.
The characteristic of the Western Electric recorder is such that the amplitude
of the oscillations is inversely proportional to the frequency, from 25o cycles
upwards, for constant signal input ; and
of constant amplitude for frequencies
below 25o cycles down to about 3o cycles.
This is a limitation that is introduced
for the practical consideration of keeping
the spacing of the grooves within certain
limits and would result in a falling off in
loudness of frequencies below 25o cycles
were it not for the fact that compensation
for this is provided for in the reproducers
by giving these a rising characteristic
at the lower end of the frequency range.
LIGHT VALVE
RIBBONS.
FILAMENT
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In the Western Electric system the
light valve or shutter consists of a loop of
duralumin ribbon 6 mils wide by 3 mil in
thickness stretched between the poles of a
powerful electro magnet.
Pole Pieces.
One pair of pole pieces is attached to
the end of the magnet cone, which has a
hole through its centre. The other pair
of pole pieces is attached to a flat rectangular-shaped piece of iron, which also
has a hole through it, and this is called
the light valve yoke. Each pair of pole
pieces has a narrow gap between its
edges. When the valve yoke is in
position the flat faces of the two pair
of pole faces are
within 8 mils to
10 mils of one
SECTION OF
EXPOSURE CHAMBER
another, and it is
across this gap
that the magnetic
field is created.

The Duralumin
Loop.
LIGHT VALVE
POLE PIECES 1 •
TIO
The duralumin
MAGNET
COKE
FILM PASSING OVER
loop is supported
LAMP
DRUM AT CONSTANT
VELOCITY
by, but insulated
from, the valve
DIAGRAMMATIC VIEW OF WESTERN ELECTRIC LIGHT VALVE RECORDING
yoke. The workASSEMBLY.
ing portion of
The light valve yoke, upon which the ribbons are supported, is detachable from the light valve assembly.
the loop is
stretched across
The turntables are run at a constant two bridge pieces or piece rs so that
the narrow edges of the ribbon on two
speed of 333 r.p.m.
When a particular record is no longer sides of the loop are within I mil of one
required it can be obliterated by machining another, and the flat sides of the ribbons
off the surface of the disc, which will then are about 4-5 mils from the faces of the
pole pieces. The gap between the edges
be ready for a further recording.
of the ribbon is also parallel with and in
FILM RECORDING.
the middle of the gap between the edges
In film recording the sound record is of the pole pieces.
Provision is made for adjusting the
first made on an entirely separate film to
tension of the loop, the middle of which
that used for the camera.
passes around a small pulley to ensure
Why Positive Film Stock is Used.
uniformity in each side of the loop.
Positive film stock is used for this pur- The ends of the loop pass over small
pose, as it is cheaper than negative capstans and are connected to two tercamera stock and has a finer granular minals on the valve yoke.
texture and for this reason it gives better
quality reproduction. The main amplifier The Optical System.
A condensing lens system concentrates
is connected to the light valve of the
the light emitted by an incandescent electric
recorder.
CONDENSER

MAGNET coR Nr OBJECTIVE LENS

PE
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lamp, consuming i8 amps. at 6 volts,
through the hole in the middle of valve
yoke, on to one side of the duralumin loop.
An objective lens, enclosed in a lighttight tube, focuses the image of the i mil
gap between sides of the loop, through a
hole in the case of the exposure chamber,
on to the film as it passes over the recording drum. This objective lens effects
a two to one reduction so that the image
of the normal gap when focused on to the
film is only I- mil instead of Z mil.
How the Light Valve Operates.
When speech currents are caused to
pass through the loop the ribbons
on each side move farther away
from or closer to one another,
according to the direction and
intensity of the currents at any
particular instant.

9

The rotors of the motors are connected together in parallel and to the
rotor of the distributor. This ensures
that all the rotors run together in
synchronism.
Why a Distributor is Used.
The distributor is a machine having a
standard three-phase stator and a threephase wound rotor which is mechanically
coupled to a special D.C. machine with
which is associated a special electrical
control device which keeps the speed
absolutely constant and independent of
variations in the frequency or voltage of the

The Recording Drum.
The recording drum, over
which the film passes, is situated
inside the exposure chamber, and
is provided with teeth which
engage with the sprocket holes
in the film. The drum is cmvided with a gap about s inch
in width extending over its entire
periphery and this gap is opposite the portion of the film upon
" WAX " BLANK SHAVING MACHINE.
which the sound is recorded.
Showing suction nozzles for removing shavings.
This permits the remaining light
which is not absorbed by the
film, amounting to about 5% of the main A.C. supply. Thus the speed of all
criginal, to pass through the film. It is the motors is kept constant.
then picked up by a photo electric cell,
HOW A FILM IS TAKEN.
which is located inside the recording
drum and connected to the monitoring Synchronising the Action and Sound
Negative Films.
apparatus.
When everything is ready for a " take "
The speed of the film during recording
the cameraman and engineer in charge of
is 90 feet per minute.
the film recorder open the exposure
MOTORS FOR DRIVING CAMERAS, chambers of their respective machines
ETC.
and mark on the film with a special pencil
The motors which are used to drive the the " take " number and any other inforcamera and the film and disc recording mation which may be required to identity
and re-recording machines are all three- the part. A hole is then punched or some
phase type having three-phase wound other mark made in both the action and
rotcrs. The stators are all connected sound negative films and the motors are
together in parallel to the main A.C. turned by hand until these marks are
supply. To the same supply is also con- exactly opposite the lenes of the respective
nected the stator of a distributor.
machines. •
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The motors and distributor are then
all interlocked by switching in on one
phase.
Starting the Motors.
When the director in charge of operations considers everybody is ready he
calls for silence and gives the signal to
start. A button is pressed which operates
a relay connecting up all phases of the
supply to the motors and starting the
distributor. All motors now speed up
together in a few seconds.
DIAPHRAGM AND
COIL ASSEMBLY
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How the Editing Machine Works.
The action or scene is viewed through a
magnifying lens and the film being illuminated from underneath by a small
incandescent lamp. The sound is picked
up by passing the sound print through a
sound gate similar to that which is fitted
to a standard theatre reproducer. The
output is amplified up so that a small
loud-speaker or headphones can be used.
The machine is driven by a small motor
which is under the control of the operator
and can be run in either direction and at

POLE PIECE SLOT
AIR CHAMBER

TUBE

AIR CHAMBER
POLE PIECE SLOB

DETAILS OF MICROPHONE CAPABLE OF A SUBSTANTIALLY UNIFORM FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF
FROM ABOUT 30 TO 10,000 CYCLES. (Western Electric Co.)

When the " shot " is complete all any speed, as desired. The film after
motors are stopped together and camera passing over the machine is allowed to
and recording machines prepared for the deposit itself into baskets.
next " take."
When enough film has been exposed the
separate negatives of the action and sound Position of the Sound on the Film.
are developed and printed on to separate
In the printing process the start of the
positive stock.
sound portion is 144 inches or DA frames
in advance of the corresponding start of
The Editing Machine.
the action, to provide for the difference
A considerable amount of thepreliminary between the light and sound gates of the
editing and cutting may be done before the reproducing machines.
film is properly reviewed. A number of
the " takes " which it is known will not News Reel Work.
be required are eliminated after examining
For some kinds of news reel work the
the film by passing the action and sound
prints through a small machine called an sound may be recorded on to the same
editing machine. This is a small machine film as that upon which the action is
which can be operated by one person. photographed.
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Photographing Action and Sound on the
Same Film.
In this case the recorder is incorporated
with the camera; the film after it has passed
the camera shutter passes through the
sound recording compartment, the distance
between the two points being 14 inches.
U3ing a "Neon-type " Lamp.
A special " neon-type " lamp is used
which is fed from a source of constant
potential. A speech transformer is interposed between the supply and the lamp.
The primary of this transformer is connected to the microphones through suitable amplifiers. At the chosen supply
pressure these lamps are very sensitive
to small voltage changes and the modulation of the lamp voltage produces considerable changes in the light intensity.
The light from the lamp is condensed
by means of a lens which forms part of the
lamp assembly. The film actually passes
in contact with this lens, which is silvered.
A slit is engraved on the silvered portion
and it is through this narrow slit that
the light reaches the film. As there is
only one film, the positive prints are
taken direct from the original negative.

zZ

AN IMPORTANT PROBLEM THAT HAS
TO BE SOLVED.
It is to the question of frequency
response and the reduction of extraneous
noise that the greatest attention is required.
Correct Reproduction of All Audible
Frequencies.
Intelligibility of speech and music is
largely dependent on the correct reproduction of the frequencies in the middle
and lower end of the scale, but the quality
which distinguishes one person's voice
from that of another or enables one to
identify one instrument from another
even when playing the same fundamental
note is the predominance of certain harmonics or overtunes accompanying the
fundamental.

Limit for Satisfactory Results.
Broadly speaking, it can be said that
satisfactory results would be obtained if
we could reproduce up to 8,000 cycles
for the human voice and most instruments.
Percussion instruments really require a
range up to Io,000 cycles, but it cannot
be said that these instruments usually
ADDING SOUND TO A SILENT predominate or that a falling off in the
higher ranges would greatly affect the
PICTURE.
general results.
In some other kinds of news reel work
and for special films where the sound
accompaniment may be descriptive or Limit for Disc Reproduction.
only incidental to the action the scene
At the present time it must be said that
may be taken as a silent picture and the for disc there is very little reproduction
sound added at a later stage. In this of the original sound at 5,000 cycles, and
case the picture negative is developed and at this frequency the greater part of the
printed and reproduced in a small theatre. sound produced consists of needle scratch,
After rehearsal the incidental music, most of which is produced by the abrasive
speech or sound effects may be recorded material that is incorporated with the
while the picture is being shown on the material of which the records are made.
screen.
Disc Recording.
The sound may be recorded on disc or
film. If on disc it is usual to re-record
on to film and to marry the sound and
scene negatives.
Film Recording.
If the sound is recorded on film the
sound and scene negatives are married
without any further re-recording.

Limit for Film Reproduction.
Film reproduction, when well recorded
and properly processed, is capable of a
better frequency response than this when
reproduced over a good-class reproducer,
but there is still a very considerable and
steady falling off in the higher ranges,
and there is very little reproduction of
value above 6,000 cycles. Above this
frequency the noise begins to predominate.
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Why Reproduction of Higher Frequencies is
Limited.

It might be said here that there is very
little difficulty in designing and producing
amplifiers capable of handling frequencies
up to 8,000 or even up to io,000 cycles.
The limitations in producing the higher
frequencies have been mainly due to the
following : microphones, material of which
the records are made, in the case of disc
reproduction, losses in transfer of energy
on to and from the film and during the
processing of the film, and limitation in
the response of loud-speakers.
The Hill and Dale Method of Recording
May be Used.

In disc recording new materials are
available for the purpose of making
reccrds and with the reversion to the
hill-and-dale methods* of recording in place
of the lateral cut methods it is no longer
necessary to introduce abrasives fcr the
purpose of grinding the needles, and the
spacing of the grooves is not governed
to the same extent by the amplitude of
the movements or oscillations of the cutter.
Improvements in the design cf the recorders and pick-ups have kept pace with
the improvements in the material and it
is now possible to rel reduce on disc
frequencies up to io,000 cycles.
Records Made of Cellulose Compounds.

With the new records made of cellulose
compounds it is possible to provide
enough sound track for a i6-inch record
running at 333 r.p.m. to play for 20
minutes. Records made of this new material
are flexible, not so easily damaged, have
a longer useful life and do not require the
same care in storage and handling. There
is no longer the necessity for changing
needles every time a record is played, as
the pick-ups are provided with sapphire
points.
*In this system the recording needle moves
up and down, as in the original phonograph,
instead of front side to side.
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Improvements in Loud-speaker Design.

Hitherto there has been little necessity
for loud-speakers capable of reproducing
over 6,000 cycles, but in the matter of
frequency response speaker design has
mere than kept pace with the improvements in recording. For theatre work
it is now possible to extend the upper
range response of existing speakers of
the logarithmic horn type by placing
inside them a very much smaller speaker
which has a frequency range from 3,000
cycles to io,000 cycles, giving the combined arrangement a frequency response
from about 6o-io,000.
New Western Electric Microphone—

This instrument is of the moving coil
type and the field is provided by a permanent magnet. The dial hragm is made
of duralumin. The moving coil is made
of duralumin ribbon wound on edge.
The adjacent turns are held together and
insulated from one another by a special
varnish which is also used to secure the
coil to the dial hragm.
The centre of the diaphragm being
dome shaped can be sa4d to be rigid in
itself and therefore moves as a complete
unit. Flexure of the diaphragm takes
place in the annular portion between the
dome and the part of the diaphragm
where it is gripped by the securing ring.
The various air cavities and restrictions
play a very important part in securing
the uniformity of response from 35 to
io,000 cycles.
—And Its Advantages.

The advantages of this microphone,
apart from its frequency characteristics,
are : (1) robust ; (2) not subject to atmospheric conditions ; (3) has a low impedance
output and can therefore be removed
some considerable distance from its associated amplifier ; (4) does not require
polarising ; (5) has a higher efficiency
than the condenser type microphone and
not so susceptible to wind noise.
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A QUICK MEANS OF MEASURING CURRENT
An instrument of particular value to power station, distribution and
woris engineers is one that enables them to measure currents
without the need for bredzing connection. This article shows
how to use such an instrument for measuring direct or alternating
current from I amp. up to 200 amps.
NSTRUMENTS for measuring current two bobbins can be made up having, say.
without the need for electrical con- zoo turns of wire as shown. By this
nections consist of an iron circuit, means readings of fractions of an amp.
usually in the form of a ring or rectangle, can be made.
which can be opened and then closed round
How to Measure Higher Currents.
a conductor.
In the case of the instrument described
For higher currents, if the high reading
here the iron circuit is broken at one movements are not available, various
point (as well as between the two halves devices are available for increasing the
which open) and a movement somewhat range. If the " tongs " are not closed
similar to those used in moving iron am- round the conductor, but are kept wide
meters is inserted.
open, the real current will be about three
times the indicated current. These
How to Work the " Tongs."
methods of measuring high currents are
The trigger opens the " tongs," which not officially recommended by the makers,
must be opened and closed just before a but are useful hints.
direct current reading is made to prevent
errors due to hysteresis in the iron. In Some Uses in the Garage, the Factory and
on Installation Work.
many circuits some length of cable can
be found where readings can be taken in
Some of the measurements which can
this way.
be made with this instrument include the
load on motors which are not provided
How to Take a Reading at the Fuseboard. with ammeters, to determine their starting
If the whole of the cable is enclosed, current for the purpose of fusing the circuit
however, then a reading can be taken at correctly or getting the right overload
the fuseboard as shown.
setting on the starter ; to measure the
running current of motors, to check overWhat to Do if the Circuit Cannot be Broken. loads or to see whether a motor is conIf the circuit cannot be broken, it may siderably larger than is required and,
be possible to hook the two bare ends of consequently, is working inefficiently ;
a short length of cable round the contacts to determine the capacity of electrical
into which the fuse bridge is inserted, apparatus, such as fires, which have no
and then remove the bridge ; but this is rating plates ; and to measure the load on
an operation requiring some care.
feeders or the maximum load on a lighting
installation when it is desired to add more
Range of Readings Obtainable.
lamps or additional apparatus and it is
Normally the instrument reads from not easy to check up the consumption of
5 amps. to 200 amps., but lower currents the total connected load.
can be read by winding two or more
turns of the cable round the limbs of the A Useful Point About Power Measurements.
tongs. With four turns, for example, the
In connection with power measurements,
actual current is a quarter of that indicated. it is useful to remember that on a 400-volt,
three-phase system an average 3-h.p.
How Readings of Fractions of an Amp. motor takes about 5 amps. on full load.
Can be Made.
The Tong Test instrument described
For measuring the current taken by above is manufactured by Messrs.
very small motors, such as those in fans, Crompton Parkinson, Ltd.

I
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THE " TONG - TEST "
INSTRUMENT, TYPE A,
IN OPEN POSITION.
This shows the instrument just prior to
measuring current in
the insulated cable.
When the tongs are
closed the instrument
gives a direct reading of
the current in the cable.

How TO TAKE A
READING AT A FUSEBOARD.
When the cable containing the current to
be measured is inaccessible, a reading
may be obtained by
removing the fuse wire
and connecting a short
piece of wire to the
terminals, as shown.
The reading should, of
course, be divided by
the number of turns
round the tongs.

READING FRACTIONS
OF. AN AMP.
In this case, the
current required to be
measured was so
small that it was
necessary to multiply
it by Ioo, so two coils,
each with 5o turns,
were put round the
tongs. The reading
was then 45 amps.
which, divided by roo,
gave .45 amp. as the
current flowing. The
number of turns round
each limb should be
equal.

How TO MEASURE
HIGHER CURRENTS.
By putting an
ordinary hexagonal
Pencil between the
jaws of the " Tongtest " instrument the
reading is approximFor
ately halved.
example, if the reading
is 6o amps., the
current flowing is
120 amps.
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ALTERNATOR MAINTENANCE
By G. A. NEILD
In this article Mr. G. A. Neild, of W. H. Allen, Sons & Co., Ltd., gives some
really practical notes on the care of turbine driven alternators. These notes, in
general, are equally applicable to direct current machines. In particular the
remarks relating to the care and attention to exciter commutators and brush gear
are appropriate to commutators and brush gear of ordinary direct current
generators.
Cleanliness.
ARE must be taken—no matter what
particular system of filtering or
cooling is employed—to keep the
surface of the coils and air passages
through the core free from any accumulation of dirt which will be deposited from
the air drawn through the machine. Such
accumulation will impede the ventilation
of the machine, and. may cause injurious
overheating.
The length of time which may elapse
between successive cleanings will depend
on the locality, the amount and nature of
the impurities in the air, and the efficiency
of the filtering or cooling system, so it
must be determined by frequent examination, i.e., at least twice a year.
When it becomes necessary to clean the
machine thoroughly the rotor must be
taken out.
The following instructions should be
noted when taking out and replacing the
electrical rotor.

C

TAKING OUT
ELECTRICAL
ROTOR.
Remove Slip Rings,
Brushes and
Exciter Connections.
The machine having been shut down,
disconnect slip-ring
leads and raise slipring brushes. Disconnect any exciter
connections necessary to enable the

exciter to be removed, and raise exciter
brushes.
Next Remove Bearing Caps and End Cover.
Remove centre and alternator outboard
pedestal bearing caps, and also end cover
of alternator outboard bearing housing,
so as to gain access to the exciter coupling
bolts. Take out these coupling bolts and
support the exciter armature in the
magnet frame with suitable packing, such
as a piece of fibre sheeting.
Withdrawing the Exciter Armature.
Remove exciter bearing pedestal and
withdraw exciter armature coupling from
electrical rotor shaft, then after undoing
the magnet frame holding-down bolts,
lift oft the complete exciter.
Next the Main Coupling Bolts and Top
Halves of Main Bearing.
Remove electrical rotor main coupling
bolts and top halves of both bearings.
Air Shields and End
Shields.
Dismantle air.
shields and en d
shields, take the precaution of seeing
that isolating links
are removed and that
all connections are
made dead, then
disconnect stator
main leads.

TAKING OUT ROTOR—FIRST POSITION.
Shaft at exciter end is supported from crane hook
and at other end by adjustable sling of stretcher
beam. (By courtesy of B.T.-H. Co., Ltd.)

Oil Guards
Remove end cover
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well as the bearing housing is
removed.
Fixing the Lifting Pin.
The rotor is then moved towards the exciter end sufficiently
far to enable a lifting pin extension
to be screwed into the rotor at
the turbine end. The rotor is
now allowed to rest in the stator
while the stretcher beam sling is
moved to the end of the extension pin, and the rotor is then
carried forward.
TAKING OUT ROTOR—SECOND POSITION.
The rotor is moved towards the exciter end sufficiently How the Rotor is Lowered to the
far to enable a lifting pm extension to be screwed into
Floor.
the rotor at the turbine end. (Courtesy of B.T.-H. Co., Ltd.)
One end of the rotor is now
allowed to rest in the stator and
oil guard housing, from the alternator the other end supported on suitable packcentre bearing pedestal, and oil guard from ing, while the stretcher beam sling is
the alternator outboard bearing pedestal ; removed, and the sling from the crane
hook arranged around the rotor so that
also the air shields and end shields.
the weight is balanced. The rotor can
Removing the Rotor.
now be moved forward until it is clear of
Take the weight of the electrical rotor the stator, and then lowered on to the
at coupling end and remove the bottom floor.
half centre bearing, pack up the rotor,
using special blocks where provided for Windings.
The dirt must now be removed from
this purpose, and then repeat the process
at the outboard bearing pedestal end. the winding surfaces, within the ends of
Remove the outboard bearing pedestal the rotor and at the ends of the stator,
and it will now be possible to take out the care being taken that the ventilating
spaces between the stator windings are
rotor.
left quite free from obstruction.
Using the Stretcher Beam.
A wooden plank may be used as a Ventilating Ducts.
All ventilating ducts in the .stator and
stretcher beam. In the case of larger
machines a special lifting beam, stretching rotor cores must be cleaned out with a
between and attached to
the turbine exhaust casing
and the alternator stator,
is usually supplied. This
beam acts as a runway for
a suspended arm which is
mounted on ball bearings,
and to which an adjustable
sling is attached. The shaft
at the exciter end is supported by a sling from the
crane hook and at the other
end by the adjustable sling
of the stretcher beam. After
TAKING OUT ROTOR—THIRD POSITION.
the weight has been taken
The rotor is allowed to rest in the stator while the stretcher
the bottom half of the beam sling is moved to the end of the extension pin and the
alternator centre bearing as rotor is then carried forward. (Courtesy of B.T.-H. Co., Ltd.)
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suitable brush. Before reassembling, all
the parts should be blown out with dry
compressed air to remove the loosened
dirt. The use of a small portable air compressor to supply compressed air for this
purpose is recommended.
CLEANING.
Shaft Journals and Oil Guards. .
The shaft journals should then be
examined and any roughness or burrs
removed with an oil stone, similar defects
and hard marks in the bearings being
removed with a scraper. The oil guards
should also receive attention and
be touched up if damaged.
REPLACING ELECTRICAL
ROTOR.
After cleaning the rotor it can
be put ba_k in the stator, noting
that the various stages of this
operation are in reverse order to
that when taking the rotor out.
The remainder of the parts dismantled should then be similarly
reassembled.
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reassembled it is advisable to run the
machine up to speed and check the
mechanical balance before lowering the
brushes. The brushes should be inspected,
bedded and renewed if necessary, and the
machine then run up again to check
excitation ; raise machine volts steadily
and everything being found satisfactory,
the machine will be ready for load.
If the stator leads have been disconnected,
sec that they are reconnected to the same
terminals as originally.
Slip Ring Brush Gear.
Care must be taken to keep the slip

TAKING OUT ROTOR—FINAL POSITION.
The sling from the crane hook is arranged round the
rotor so that the weight is balanced. (Courtesy of B.T.-H.
Co., Ltd)

Locating the Outboard Bearing
Pedestal.
The alternator outboard bearing pedestal rings, brush holders and brushes clean.
is located by means of dowels which are The brushes must be bedded properly on
supplied with the machine for this purpose the slip rings and the spring tension
only. After the pedestal has been bolted adjusted to give a pressure of about 2 lb.
down in its correct position, the dowels per sq. inch of brush contact surface.
must be removed, and stored away for
The brush holders should be staggered
future use.
sufficiently to distribute the brushes over
It should be also noted that this pedestal the entire width of the slip ring, in order to
is insulated from the baseplate to prevent ensure even wear. The slip ring surface
shaft currents, the fixing bolts and oil- must occasionally be wiped with an oily
pipe connections being also insulated for rag to keep it in good condition.
a similar purpose.
THE EXCITER.
Testing the Pedestal for Insulation.
All parts of the exciter, especially
After the pedestal is in position, all the exposed live parts, must be kept clean and
oil piping in place, and the electrical rotor free from moisture or carbon dust.
raised up so that it is not in contact with
the outboard pedestal bearing, the pedestal Commutator Troubles.
Commutator troubles are almost always
should be tested for insulation to the baseplate, with a megger, and any obvious of a mechanical nature, due to inattention
connection to earth searched for and or neglect of small irregularities, such as
sparking. The latter, if not attended to at
remedied.
once, will lead to further complications and
Check the Balance after Assembly.
the commutator will quickly get into an
After the complete alternator has been unsound condition and ultimately require
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to be trued up again either by turning or
grinding, while a new set of brushes will
probably have to be fitted.
Commutator troubles are, therefore,
cumulative, and expensive repairs can be
avoided by careful attention and the
application of simple remedies to small
irregularities immediately they arise.
HOW TO CURE SPARKING.
If any sparking should take place, it
should be dealt with first of all by wiping
the commutator, while rotating, with
canvas slightly coated with vaseline. If
no improvement results, the trouble will
be due to other causes, usually mechanical,
but occasionally electrical ; under these
two headings particulars now follow of
defects likely to arise and how they can be
remedied.
(1) Mechanical Defects Causing Undue
Sparking.
Before despatch from the makers' works,
exciters are given a prolonged test at full
load, followed by shorter periods at overload, and this serves to discover any defeCt
in the design and workmanship of the
machine.
Mechanical defects which may subsequently arise and cause commutation
trouble are as follows :—
(f) Brushes not properly bedded on the
commutator, or incorrect pressure on the
brushes.
(2) The commutator may develop one or
more high or low bars.
(3) With the normal wear of the commutator surface, mica between the bars will
appear and cause irregular contact with
the brushes.
(4) Abnormal slackness in the exciter
bearings.
(5) Buckling of coupling discs, due to
mishandling when dismantling, or some
other cause, giving rise to vibration of the
exciter armature.
Bedding Down the Brushes.
The brushes must be carefully bedded
on the commutator by passing beneath
them No. o sandpaper, the smooth side
being held down firmly against the
surface of the commutator. Move the
sandpaper in the direction of rotation of the
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armature, with the brush under pressure
taking up its correct setting in the box,
and on drawing the sandpaper back for the
next cut, raise the brush to free it from
the sandpaper. No. 2 sandpaper may be
used at first if necessary, but the final
bedding must be done with No. o. If any
attempt is made to fit the brushes without
raising them when drawing the sandpaper
back, satisfactory results will not be
obtained.
The Question of Oiling.
It will also be found advantageous to
touch the surface of the commutator from
time to time with a clean oily pad, so that
the part of the brush near the rubbing
surface may accumulate a small charge of
oil ; this will improve the running properties of the brush. It is advisable to
repeat this lubrication after the brushes
have been in service for some time, as the
original charge of oil may then be used up.
Brush Pressure.
The pressure on each brush should be
about 2 lb. per sq. in. Care should be
taken to replace brushes before they get
too short, as when the spring pressure is
decreased sparking may result.
Brush Replacements.
The brushes supplied with high speed
exciters are of a fairly soft quality, and
therefore, as they are liable to chip and
break, require very careful handling. They
should not be replaced by brushes of any
other type without the approval of the
makers.
Sandpapering.
If the surface of the commutator appears
to be irregular when running it must
receive immediate attention. A piece
of fine sandpaper applied to the commutator running at full speed, with the brushes
raised, will usually remedy this.
Using a Commutator Stone.
It will frequently be found, however,
that the commutator, while too rough to be
properly smoothed with sandpaper, is not
sufficiently bad to require turning ; in
such cases it can be put in good order by
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the application for a few minutes of a
suitable commutator stone.
Before applying the stone, the windings
and bearings of the machine must be protected, as far as possible, from the dust
which will be produced.
After stoning and polishing, all dust and
grit must carefully be cleaned away, particularly from the brushes and armature
winding, using a brush or dry compressed
air for this purpose.
The brushes must always be raised when
the commutator is being stoned or polished
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diagram furnished with each machine.
If, on examination, the arrangement
arouses suspicion, a test should be made
with the sequence of the suspected connections reversed.
Incorrect Brush Setting.
Another cause of trouble may be the
wrong setting of the brushes. In the event
of the brush setting being in doubt, and
rocking the brush holder does not have
effect, a simple test can be made to check
the correct running neutral position of
both positive and negative brushes.
Before taking a brush volt test, examine
the commutator to see that it i , in good
condition and that there are no rough
spots or high mica on the edges of the
segments.

Undercutting the Mica.
It is very essential on high-speed commutators to reduce the mica between the
segments to a depth of about ilT.,-in. below
the surface of the copper, as the mica is
harder than the copper and will remain
above the surface after the copper is slightly How to Test for Incorrect Brush Setting.
worn away. A short length of hack saw
When the machine is running on load,
blade makes a suitable tool for accomplish- the two leads " A " and " B " from a low
ing this work. Great care should be reading voltmeter " V " are placed in
taken to see that no small flakes of mica contact with the commutator close to the
are left on the segments.
leading and trailing tips of the brush.
It is necessary to clean out carefully beThe leading tip of a brush is the tip first
tween the segments after turning, stoning reached by a commutator segment, and
and polishing, in order to make sure that no the trailing tip is that which the commuconducting material is lodged between the tator segment leaves after having passed
segments, thus forming a bridge across under the brush.
them. When the commutator copper
wears down to the level of the mica, the
Over Compensation.
latter must again be reduced.
For over-compensated conditions the
leading tip of a positive brush will be
Commutator Clamping Nuts.
The commutator clamping nuts some- positive and the trailing tip negative,
times require tightening, particularly in and on a negative brush the leading and
the case of new machines. Tightening trailing tips will be negative and positive
must be done with the commutator hot respectively.
after running, and before stoning or
Under Compensation.
polishing.
For under-compensated conditions the
ELECTRICAL DEFECTS CAUSING UN- leading tip of a positive brush will be
DUE SPARKING.
negative, and of a negative brush positive,
whilst the traling tips will be positive and
Wrong Internal Connections.
When undue sparking occurs at the negative respectively.
If the brush is set in the correct running
exciter commutator and it cannot be
remedied by any of the foregoing methods neutral position there should be practically
the cause of the trouble should be looked no difference in potential between the two
for in the connections to the commutating tips, and the voltmeter should not register
poles or shunt poles, as these may have more than o.r volt, indicating that the
been broken or wrongly connected. The machine is slightly over-compensated,
connections are arranged uniformly from which gives the best commutating conpole to pole, and should agree with the ditions.
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How to Check the Brush Spacing.
Brush spacing should also be checked at
this stage. A strip of paper about an inch
wide should be wrapped around the commutator and cut off to a length exactly
equal to the circumference.
Remove the strip and divide it up into
as many equal parts as there are brush
arms, by folding it on itself the requisite
number of times. Replace the strip on the
commutator and, if necessary, adjust the
brush boxes so that the tips of the brushes
of each brush arm exactly coincide with
the marks of the folds on the strip. The
brushes should then carefully be rebedded
with fine sandpaper, which should be
pulled through a few times in the direction
of rotation, and not backwards and
forwards.
Method of Setting Brushes in Neutral
Position.
When the brush boxes have been disturbed in any way it is desirable, after
spacing the brushes, to set them in the
neutral position whilst the armature is
stationary. An accurate way is to employ
the electrical " flick " method, involving
the use of a D.C. supply of about half the
nominal exciter voltage and a low reading
voltmeter, of say, 1.5 volts full-scale reading. A millivoltmeter could be used
with advantage. With the exciter
stationary, connect the voltmeter across
brush arms of opposite polarity. Excite
the main field off the D.C. supply, with a
switch in circuit so as to make and break
the circuit, and on each make and break
watch the " flick " of the voltmeter
needle. The end shield carrying the
brushes should be gradually moved round
until the " flick " is reduced to a minimum.
If moved too far the " flick " will increase
again, but in a reverse direction.
The position giving minimum " flick "
of the voltmeter needle is then the electrical
neutral position on which the brushes
should be set for running.
The Final Adjustment of Brushes.
This neutral position may not be quite
correct when the exciter is running on load,
owing to certain factors, such as armature
reaction and compensation. The brushes
should then be finally adjusted to the
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running neutral position for the normal
load conditions, by the tests described for
determining the compensation by taking
the voltage drop across a brush.
A Peculiar Fault.
A peculiar kind of exciter trouble sometimes develops even after the machine
has been in service for some time. This is
evidenced by serious sparking as the
machine is excited previous to synchronising. This effect arises from a certain
inherent instability of the magnetic system
of a shunt-wound machine at low voltages,
and may be cured either by the use of the
alternator rheostat at low loads, when such
a rheostat is available, or by increasing
the air gap of the main poles by withdrawing a shim from the back.
REVERSED POLARITY OF EXCITER.
How Caused.
On rare occasions a heavy short circuit
or surge on the system may so react
through the alternator rotor and the
exciter as to reverse the polarity of the
exciter, so that when the fault is cleared,
the instrument leads require reversing.
During the period of depressed voltage
while the fault lasted, the alternator will
have slipped a pole, so that when the fault
clears, this new condition, combined with
the fact that the exciter polarity is reversed,
will leave the machine in proper phase and
synchronism with the recovered busbar
voltage.
There is no need to be anxious about the
alternator on such occasions, because the
voltage of the alternator is depressed
during the period of fault, and therefore
contributes the minimum amount of
current and energy to the fault.
This phenomenon is most likely to
occur when the alternator is lightly loaded
and the exciter is consequently carrying a
weak field.
Precautions Against Reversal of Polarity.
After the alternator has been taken off
the busbars, move the main field rheostat
to the " all-in " position, and afterwards,
the exciter field rheostat to the " all-in "
position. The exciter field switch may
then be opened.
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CULT
By Prof. S. PARKER SMITH, D.Sc., M.I.E.E.
CAR DYNAMO CIRCUITS

T

HE automobile furnishes cne of
the commonest and most useful
applications of automatic regulation of the voltage—indeed, it may be
said that for this purpose it is indispensable.
For the r2-volt battery, a voltage
variation of about 5o per cent. is needed
to cover the range of cell voltage from the
fully discharged condition of LS volts to
the fully charged condition of 2.7 volts.
The charging dynamo on the other hand
has a speed variation from zero to the
maximum speed of the engine. To exclude the range below which the dynamo
voltage is less than 12 volts, an automatic
cut-cut is essential, tut even if this operates at an engine speed of r,000 revolutions per minute, there still remains
variation of 30o to 400 per cent., for engine
speeds of 3,000 to 4,000 revolutions per
minute. Since the electromotive force
induced in an armature winding is proportional to the product of the magnetic field
and the speed at which the machine
rotates, an automatic device is required
to maintain a practically constant voltage
as the speed of the vehicles changes.

for this purpose are often referred to as
the constant current and the constant
voltage method. In the former a threebrush dynamo is employed ; in the latter
an automatic voltage regulator. The
three-brush dynamo is the system commonly employed on private motor vehicles
in this country ; whereas the voltage
regulator finds general use in Germany,
and it is also used on motor buses and
coaches in Great Britain.
THE REVERSE-CURRENT RELAY (OR
AUTOMATIC CUT-OUT).

The type of automatic cut-out employed
on automobiles is the reverse-current relay.
This consists of two coils—the voltage or
shunt coil connected across the dynamo
terminals, and the current or series coil
connected in the circuit between the
generator and the battery. The coils
are mounted on a core which forms part of
an all-iron magnetic circuit, except for a
small air-gap. The upper part of the
magnetic circuit consists of a light movable
arm, hinged at one end and provided with
a contact at the other end. Opposite this
movable contact is a stationary contact
to which the current coil is connected,
so that the circuit between the generator

Constant Current and Constant Voltage
Methods of Reg .elation.

The two methods most commonly used
Charging
Current

6./
Field
Dynamo

Contacts

Hinge
.'

Current
Coil
Voltage

P. Spring

+

Battery
Load

'Flux
Reverse Current Re/ay
ESSENTIAL CONNECTIONS OF AN AUTOMOBILE CUT-OUT.
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As soon as this reverse current becomes
large enough to weaken the magnetic pull
sufficiently, the spring causes the contacts to open, and they remain open until
the dynamo voltage becomes high enough
to close them again.
THREE-BRUSH GENERATOR.
CONNECTIONS FOR THREE-BRUSH
GENERATOR.
If instead of exciting the field off the
main brushes, the existing voltage be
obtained between a main brush and an
auxiliary or third brush, the voltage on
load will not rise so rapidly as in the plain
shunt generator.

and battery is made when the contacts
are closed. The spring tends to keep the
contacts apart.
The Action of the Cut-out.
The action of the cut-out is very simple.
As the voltage of the generator increases,
the pull exerted by the flux produced
by the exciting current in the voltage
coil also increases until eventually the
opposing force of the spring is overcome
and the contacts are closed. This is,
made to occur when the dynamo voltage
is approximately equal to the battery
voltage. The dynamo can now send a
charging current into the battery, or
supply current to a load. (Although the
dynamo voltage is now more or less
anchored by the battery voltage, unless
the battery is comparatively large, the
combination with the plain shunt dynamo
would be unsatisfactory to maintain constant voltage over a wide speed range—
hence the three-brush dynamo.)
It will be noticed that any current
supplied by the dynamo passes
through the series coil and reinforces the pull exerted by the shunt
coil.
What Happens When Dynamo
Speed Falls.
\\ hen the dynamo speed falls
so that the generated voltage becomes less than the battery voltage, a reverse or discharge current
flows from the battery to the
dynamo through the current coil.

If instead of exciting the field off the
main brushes, the exciting voltage be
obtained between a main brush and an
auxiliary or third brush, the voltage
on load will not rise so rapidly as in
the plain shunt generator. This arises
from the field distortion produced by the
reaction of the armature current, which
makes itself felt much more between the
exciting than between the main brushes.
This effect alone, however, would not
suffice to maintain the dynamo voltage
constant as the speed varied. For this
purpose a battery is required.
The Battery in the Third Brush Control
System.
Although a battery of ample capacity
(low resistance) is needed to anchor the
voltage effectively, the arrangement is
much more satisfactory with a three-brush
than with a plain shunt machine. At the
same time, the large battery is useful for
starting.
From this it follows that the threebrush dynamo, as used for automobiles
or train lighting sets, not only requires a
battery, but that the battery is indispensable. There must be no isolating switch
between the battery and the bus bars.
Field
Resi tance

Hinge
Vibriatings
Contact Arm
Field
Electromagnet
Voltage Coil
CONNECTIONS FOR SIMPLEST FORM OF AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE REGULATOR.
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CONNECTIONS FOR AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE REGULATOR WITH BATTERY AND CUT-OUT.
Showing how the action of the voltage or shunt coil is reinforced by a current coil placed
in series with the load. The three-brush generator is connected in a similar manner.

A Defect of the Three-brush Generator.
The three-brush dynamo is a bad
partner for the battery, for the output
of the dynamo rises with the battery
voltage—thus the higher the state of
charge of the battery the greater the
charging current, and conversely.

and consequently the current in the
electromagnet to fall, thus enabling the
spring to close the contacts again. The
cycle then recommences, and the contacts
are opened and closed as the iron bar
rapidly vibrates to and fro.
It will be noticed that this action is in
no way dependent on the battery, and the
voltage can be maintained at its desired
value on no load or on load, with or
without battery.

AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE REGULATOR.
The principle here involved is the same
as in the Tirrill regulator, used for controlling automatically the voltage of
machines in power stations. By means of The Current Coil.
In the actual regulator used on the
a vibrating contact, a resistance can be
switched in and out of the field circuit, or, automobile, the action of the voltage or
alternatively, the field winding itself can shunt coil on the electromagnet is reinforced
be short-circuited. In this way the volt- by a current coil placed in series with the
age of the generator can be controlled load. Across the current coil a diverter is
as desired independently of the battery. connected, and by varying the resistance
When used on an automobile, an auto- of the latter, the designer can adjust the
matic cut-out is needed, as also with the ampere-turns of the electromagnet.
three-brush generator, to cut out the Addition of Stationary Contact.
dynamo when the engine is running
A further refinement of the voltage
slowly or is at rest.
regulator is the addition of the stationary
contact C In this case a field resistance
The Connections.
The generator is a plain shunt machine. of lower value is employed, and as
The field resistance is connected across soon as the contacts A and B no
contacts, which are closed by the spring ; longer suffice for maintaining the voltage
while the contacts are opened by an at its required value, the arm is drawn
electromagnet excited off the dynamo to the electromagnet until the contacts
brushes. As the speed and voltage of the B and C meet. When this occurs the
dynamo rise, the pull of the electro- field winding is short-circuited, and the
magnet increases until eventually the field resistance is placed across the dynamo
iron vibrating arm is drawn towards the terminals. The former rapidly reduces
magnet, the contacts being thereby sepa- the dynamo voltage, while the latter
rated and the resistance inserted in the prevents a rush of current between
field circuit. This caus 2s the voltage orushes before the field has collapsed.
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FURTHER CAR DYNAMO CIRCUITS
Field
Main

M. in

Field Fuse

Field Fuse.
Feed
di ech

te
%Field

Switch

Main

Main

THIRD BRUSH CONTROL.
FIELD ON POSITIVE SIDE.
With this type of regulation the dynamo is a
variable speed self-regulating machine capable of
generating an approximately constant current
over a wide range of
speeds.

Main

Main

Two - POLE DYNAMO
WITH Two MAIN AND
Two CONTROL BRUSHES.
Half the field circuit
is connected across one
main and one control
brush and the other
half of the field circuit
connected across the
other pair of brushes.

THIRD BRUSH CONTROL.
FIELD ON NEGATIVE SIDE.
The field switch shown
in this and the previous
diagram is used for
switching the dynamo oft
when the battery is
charged and the lights
are not in use.
Main

Main

Tied Half and Full
Charge Switch
Main

Fie/d Switch

SHORT CIRCUITED
BRUSH CONTROL.
In this case the shunt
field circuit is connected across the main
brushes and the control brush connected
to a main brush.
Main

OUTPUT ADJUSTMENT
BY THERMOSTAT.
In some systems a
thermostat is included
in the regulated shunt
field circuit to reduce
the output of the
generator at a predetermined temperature, usually about
180° F. This device
acts as an overload
circuit breaker and the
resistance may be
used in place of a fuse.

Resistance
Main

OUTPUT ADJUSTMENT BY
RESISTANCE.
When the switch is
closed the resistance is
short-circuited and the
dynamo then generates
its full current.

Auxiliary
Field

,

Ma n

, Lamp
'1Switch
In

Field
Main

Resistance
and Output
Adjuster

THIRD BRUSH CONTROL WITH
OUTPUT ADJUSTER.
This shows in a simple form
the vibrating contact type of
regulator. Notice that the
contacts take the place of the
full charge and half charge
switch shown in the previous
diagram.

OUTPUT ADJUSTMENT BY
VIBRATOR.
This illustrates the
same system as is shown
at the top of page 23,
applied to a three-brush
generator.

OUTPUT ADJUSTMENT
BY LAMP SWITCH.
Note the auxiliary
field winding. In this
method the headlamp
current is taken
through series coils
on the dynamo and
boosts the output
when the lamps are
on.
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DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF A
POWER AMPLIFIER
By A. E. WATKINS
In this article Mr. A. E. Watkins, the well-known wireless expert,
tells how to construct a power amplifier that can be used for publicaddress systems, gramophone or radio amplification. Readers will
appreciate the simple design and layout of this piece of apparatus.
MONGST radio apparatus a high a fairly flat overall output from 5o to 8 ,000
quality amplifier is one of the cycles, falling off gradually to about
most useful pieces there is, 15,00o cycles.
for it is readily assembled and possesses
lasting utility. Once constructed it will Specification.
not go out of date as it is the nucleus
Variable input to first L F. valve
around which we may build either an followed by two stages of L.F. amplificaelectric gramophone or radio receiver, it tion push-pull, 24 watts anode dissipation.
being only necessary to add either a pick- All A.C. operation, automatic grid bias.
up for gramophone amplification, or a
Should it be necessary to operate this
detector and, if
amplifier from D.0 .
required, H.F.
mains or accumuLIST OF COMPONENTS.
stages for a high
lators, this can be
Mains transformer, output 500-500, 7.5-volt,
quality radio.
done conveniently
4-volt ( Varley EP24).
by means of an
Smoothing choke, 45 henries at i zo m a.
Output of the
M.L. convertor,
(Parmeko).
Amplifier.
Output filter choke, 30 henries at 5o m a.,
this being the most
centre tap (Parmeko).
Unlike a comsatisfactory
Push-pull transformer AF3C (Ferranti).
plete radio remanner of operatCondensers, 800-volt working—
ceiver, which is a
ing an amplifier
C. i, C. 2, I mfd. (T.C.G)
specialised apparaC. 6, C. 7, C. 9, 4 mfd. (T.0 C.).
of this description
C. 5, C. 8, C. 3, C. 4, 2 mfd. (T.G.C.).
tus and in some
for
it requires 500
C. II, C. 10, .0003 mica.
cases of only a temvolts at 120 m. a.
C. iz, C. 13, .01 (T.C.C.).
porary interest,
Resistances—
the components
R. 1, r,000 ohms, wire wound (Watmel).
Advantages of
R. 2, R. 3, ioo,000 ohms, wire wound (Watmel)
for the amplifier
R. 4, R. 5, 25,000 ohms, wire wound (Watmel).
Push-pull
are an invaluable
R. 8, 15,000 ohms, wire wound (TV atmel).
Output.
acquisition, for the
R. 9, 2,500 ohms, to carry 15o m.a., wire
L.F. amplifier has
wound (Watmel).
For high quality
R. 10, 50,000 ohms, Type 3. Potentiometer
so many uses. It
output for operat(IVatmel).
can be used for
ing one or more
R. 7, 600 ohms, Type 1. Potentiometer
public-address
large moving coil
( Watmel).
systems. gramoR 6, 15 ohms, Type 3. Potentiometer (Watmel).
loud-speakers,
H.F. choke, Type D.X. 3 (Watmel).
phone amplificapush-pull output
Input and output terminal blocks (Belling and
tion or radio
• is undoubtedly the
Lee).
amplification. By
most satisfactory
Mains plug (Belling and Lee).
using the comValves—
for the following
V. 1, 354 V. (Mallard).
ponents menreasons :—
V. z and V. 3, P.X. 4, for push-pull (Osram).
tinned, the amI. It greatly
U. 8 Rectifier (Osram).
plifier will have
reduces the har-
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monic caused by curved characteristics.
2. It gives at least double the power of
one valve because of the reduction of
harmonics.
3. The arrangement enables the D.C.
magnetisation due to the steady plate
current of the valve to cancel each other
out, and therefore there is less chance of
distortion due to high D.C. magnetisation
of the iron core.
4. The signal passes from the valve
plate to valve plate ; practically none
passes through the H.T. supply, hence
there is less chance of feeding back to
previous stages with consequent selfoscillating or motor-boating.
5. Any ripples in the H.T. supply, grid
bias or filament supply do not appear in
the transformer or speaker, since they
affect each half of the winding by equal
amounts in the opposite directions.
Power Control.
High quality output has been the aim
in the design of this amplifier, but this does
not mean that the power is overwhelming,
for the input can be controlled by the
potentiometer in front of the first L.F.
valve, but the vastly different relative
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amplitudes of voltage can be accommodated by the grid and, due to the generous
output, the valves may be under-run so
that effect of the curvature of the characteristics becomes insignificant while considerable power output is available when
occasion demands.
The Circuit Diagram.
Before describing the construction it
would be as well to look at the circuit
diagram, which is quite straightforward
and contains no complications. Should
the reader wish, the values of the various
resistances may be varied to suit other
makes of valves. This, of course, particularly applies to the grid bias resistances
and the voltage dropping resistance in the
anode circuits, for the resistance of the
transformers and chokes will remain
constant.
Calculating the Value of the Resistances.
The calculation of the value of the
resistances is very simple. First, we must
refer to the valve maker's data. Take, as
an example, the P.X.4. The maximum
anode voltage is 250 with an average
anode current of 48 milliamps. with a grid

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM FOR POWER AMPLIFIER.
The values of the resistances and condensers are as follows : R.', i,000 ohms (2o m.a.) ; R.2, ioo,00c.
ohms ; R.3, too,000 ohms ; R.4, 25,000 ohms ; R.5, 25,000 ohms ; R.6, 15 ohms ; R.7, 600 ohms
(15o m.a.) ; R.8, 15,000 ohms (zo m.a.) ; R.9, 2,50o ohms (15o m.a.) ; R.io, 50,000 ohms ; C.i and
C.2, I mfd. C.3 and C.4, 2 mfd. ; C.5, 2 mfd./800 volts ; C.6 and C.7, 4 mfd./800 volts ; C.&
mfd.
2 mfd./800 volts ; C.9, 4 mfd./800 volts ; C.io and C.11, .0003 mfd. ; C.12 and C.13,
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PLAN SHOWING THE ARRANGEMENT OF COMPONENTS AND WIRING.

Note how simple the wiring is, due to earthing direct to metal baseboard covering.

bias voltage 34. Now 25o and 34 equal
284. Therefore, the remainder of the
voltage from the rectified H.T. current
must be dropped between the smoothing
choke, anode choke or transformers, and
any resistances in the plate circuit.

Output after Smoothing.
Using a rectifier valve of the Osram
U.8 type with 500 volts on each anode,
the output after smoothing will be
approximately 475 volts at 120 milliamps.,
and it is from this voltage that the calculations for the resistances in the various
circuits are made. In making these calculations it is as well to work backwards,
that is, from the output valves, as any
resistance in the anode circuit of the output valve is usually used as part of the
resistance for the earlier valves. The
resistance of the filter choke has a total
of 37o ohms. This is the Parmeko filter

choke, Type F. As only half of this choke
is in each plate circuit of the P.X.4 output
valves the resistance is divided by two
and each side of . the choke will carry
approximately 5o milliamps and will,
therefore, only drop 9 volts, which need
hardly be taken into consideration.

Resistance with Tapping Points.
Using the P.X.4 valves, therefore, we
will have to drop another 191 volts in the
resistance. As this resistance will also
be carrying the anode current of the first
L.F. valve it will be passmg, approximately, ror milliamps., with a 345 Mullard
valve which is being used. As the first
valve may be varied to suit the conditions
it would be advisable to have a larger
resistance with tapping points so that it
can be altered according to the conditicns.
When passing 'or milliamps. the resistance will be, approximately, 2,000 ohms;
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RONT VIEW, SHOWING THE VOLUME LON EHOL ON THE LEFT.
The first L.F. valve is just behind.

therefore, the resistance is adjustable
and can be adjusted to suit almost any
valve which it may be desired to use,
either in the first amplifier or the principal
output stage.
The author will be pleased to supply a
simple line chart for easy calculation of
resistances to any reader who writes to
him, c/o the Editor.
The Circuit Described in Detail.
We will now describe the circuit in
detail, beginning from the input.
First, there is a 50,00o-ohm potentiometer placed between the grid and cathode
of the first valve, and is of the Watmel
Type 3 non-inductive.
In the cathode lead are the grid bias
resistances and the by-pass coupling
condensers. In the anode circuit it will be
noticed that an H.F. choke is included
with two by-pass condensers .0003. While
it is not essential to use this H.F. choke
when the amplifier is used purely as a
radio gramophone, it is nevertheless an
advantage when it is used for radio

reception as it effectively prevents any
H.F. current being transferred to the output
valve. Secondly, if the first valve was used
as a detector, reaction could be used from
the plate.
Transformer.
The transformer is a Ferranti AF3C
push-pull, and will effectively carry the
anode current necessary for the first valve.
In circuit with the primary is the necessary voltage dropping resistance of 15,000
ohms and by-pass smoothing condenser
.2 mfd.
In each output grid lead from the transformer are two resistances, the value of
these being approximately 25,000 ohms,
any value near this being perfectly satisfactory. They are included to prevent
self-oscillation if the valves are slightly
defective or soft.
How the Anodes of the Valves are Coupled.
The anodes of the valves are coupled by
an output filter choke, but this may be
replaced with a suitable push-pull output
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transformer if preferred, or, in some cases
where the speaker itself is fitted with an
output transformer, it may be connected
direct. In the case of high resistance
wound speakers, the output choke is the
best system to use as owing to the tapping
it can be adjusted to suit the impedance
of the speaker, but it must be remembered
that each tapping must be adjusted so
that there is equal balance between the
centre points.

H.T. Smoothing Choke.
The H.T. smoothing choke is wound
in two sections, being joined together in
the centre and the condenser coupled between earth (in some cases this condenser is
better left out). This in effect gives two
smoothing chokes in series.
Mains Transformer.
The mains transformer is the Varlet/
E.P. 24, which is easily adapted to any
supply for the input voltage of 200 to 250
is in steps of io volts. The output for the
valve rectifier is 50o plus 50o volts while
there are various tappings to suit the
filaments of the valve and also the rectifier
valve.
This, therefore, gives a very
flexible unit suitable for all conditions of supply
but for voltages
below 200 a
special transformer will be
needed.
Smoothing
Condensers.
It is most important that the
smoothing condensers used in
the anode circuit
of this amplifier
should have a
high voltage
break-down test
and 800 volts
working condensers are
chosen, for on
certain parts of
the circuit we

have a steady voltage of approximately
50o volts and at times surges will
be set up greatly in excess of this
voltage ; also, the two output condensers should be of the high voltage type
as between these condensers and earth we
have a high voltage and a short circuit in
the speaker leads may cause a breakdown
of these condensers unless they can withstand at least 800 volts.
Decoupling Condensers.
The decoupling condensers in the grid
bias circuit will be perfectly satisfactory
if they are capable of standing 25o volts
working, but the two condensers C. ir
and C. io should be of mica dielectric.
In the output valve filament circuit a
resistance across the filament will be
noted. This is to adjust the centre point
and to reduce hum.

Adjustable Grid Bias Resistance.
The resistance R. 7 is adjustable so that
the correct grid bias may be obtained.
By making this adjustable, the anode
current can be quickly adjusted to the
correct values, if any other type of valves
is fitted in an emergency. The value of
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END VIEW, SHOWING MAINS TRANSFORMER, RECTIFYING VALVE
AND SMOOTHING CHOKE.
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THE MAINS TRANSFORMER AND SMOOTHING CHOKE.
The mains transformer has multiple tappings to suit the conditions of power supply. The smoothing
choke is wound in two sections, the centre terminals being bridged and, in the case of this amplifier,
connected to a 2 mfd. condenser.

this resistance is in excess of that required
for the correct grid bias voltage for the
valves chosen, but should a valve be fitted
which consumes lower anode current, it
can readily be adjusted, for the less the
anode current the greater the resistance
usually required to produce the necessary
voltage for proper bias.
Valves should be Matched.
When ordering valves for push-pull
output it is advisable to tell the makers
that they are required for this purpose.
They will then send matched valves,•which
greatly improve the working, as otherwise
the grid bias on each filament must be
separately adjustable and we should then
require a transformer with two secondary
windings, but this is not necessary if the
precaution is taken in ordering correctly
matched valves.
CONSTRUCTING THE AMPLIFIER.
Having now described the component

parts of the amplifier in detail, we will
proceed with the construction. This has
been kept as simple as possible.
All the components are mounted upon a
base board lined with metal so as to earth
every component, which is a very necessary
precaution with high voltage amplifiers.
Those who wish may construct a metal
cover completely to house the whole instrument, but ventilation holes should be
made in the sides to allow for the free
circulation of air for valve cooling as the
valves will get appreciably warm when in
use. The cover must make effective earth
contact with the base board. ,
Base Board Size.
A convenient size for the base board is
13 in. by 17 in. by i in. with two battens
along each end securely screwed so as to
prevent warping. Heavy components,
such as the transformers and smoothing
chokes, should be bolted through the base
board, for wood screws are not sufficiently
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GROUP OF SMOOTHING CONDENSERS, RESISTANCES, POTENTIOMETERS AND TERMINAL
BLOCKS.

It is important that the condensers in this amplifier should be capable of standing a pressure of
Soo volts working (not 800 volts test).

strong to carry these heavy components.
The lighter pieces, such as condensers,
valve holders, and resistances, may be
fitted with wood screws as all these are
light.
Layout.
A convenient form of layout is that
shown on page 27. It has been carefully
arranged so as to simplify the wiring as
much as possible and prevent any interaction between the various components;
but as most of the components are of the
L.F. nature, a small rearrangement is not
likely to affect the operation.
Hints about Wiring.
All the wires used in the amplifier should
be covered with high-voltage sleeving,
particularly those carrying the anode voltages. Where there are terminals on a
component, if the wire is properly twisted
round the terminal and tightly screwed
it will be just as effective as soldering ;
in fact, there is not the likelihood of a
broken joint occurring as in the case of a
soldered tag which has a poorly made joint.
When the wires are twisted round the
terminals it is advisable to place a washer
on the top so that when screwing down

the terminal nuts the loop is not distorted.
Where the terminals are small use a
heavy gauge solder tag, passing a wire
through the hole, bending it over and
well soldering. Do not just solder the wire
on to the tags as this is not mechanically
strong.
Wires from Filaments should be Twisted.
The wires from the filament of the valve
should be of heavy gauge and twisted
together. The reason for twisting the
filament wires is that they are carrying
raw A.C. current, and if not twisted they
set up hum in the amplifier due to interaction between the other leads. A large
independent earth terminal is an advantage as an amplifier should always be
earthed.
ORDER OF ASSEMBLY AND CONSTRUCTION.
Cover the base board with a piece of tin
or copper, turning up the corners and
driving into the board. Clean the paint
from under the condensers, transformers,
etc., so that they make good contact with
the metal earth plate. Now proceed as
follows :—
I. Fix the mains transformer,.smoothing
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choke, output filter choke, push-pull
transformer, then the three 4 mfd. condensers and the one 2 mfd. condenser at
the back of the board.
2. Fix the three 2 mfd. condensers bythe side of the mains transformer.
3. Fix the two i mfd. condensers in
front of the push-pull transformer.
4. Arrange the small resistances and
valves holders in a convenient position,
making sure that there is sufficient clearance for the valves.
5. Fit the three variable resistances on
brackets, which can be made from pieces
of brass bent at right-angles. It is important to note that the potentiometer for the
volume control and also the variable 15ohm resistance (R. 6) must be insulated
from the bracket, so make the holes in the
bracket sufficiently large to allow for an
insulating bush.
6. The H.F. choke and the two small
by-pass condensers are now fitted near to
the first valve holder, where there is
plenty of room.
7. Lastly, the input and output terminal blocks are screwed into position,
and as these are not fitted until after the
wires are attached they can, therefore, be
left until the last moment.
Why Control Knobs are Omitted.
It will be noted that the control knobs
for the filament resistance and the grid
bias resistance are omitted. This is done
purposely, as without the knobs there is
not the likelihood of anyone turning and
altering the adjustment, for if this adjustment was altered, particularly in the case
of the bias resistance, serious damage
might be done to the valve. If one wishes,
this variable resistance may be replaced
by a fixed one ; but the advantage of the
variable resistance is, that it may be
adjusted to suit various types of valves.
The resistance R. 9 has been designed
so that it may be fitted across the terminals
of the smoothing condenser. This makes a
convenient fixing.
The gauge of wire used in this resistance
must be of ample size, as it is passing
120 m. a. approximately.
WIRING THE AMPLIFIER.
Having now fitted all the components
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in position, we may proceed with the
wiring. It is better to begin from the mains
transformer end. First connect up the
two small condensers across the primary,
then wire up the rectifier valve and filament supply continuing on through the
smoothing choke, resistances, output and
push-pull transformer, as in the diagram,
to the input terminal.
After having completely wired the amplifier, test out all the circuits so that you
are certain that the correct values of
resistances are used in the right position
and that all condensers, where shown, are
earthed. Here will be seen the advantage
of using a metal base board as the earth
connections may be made direct to the
metal casing of the condenser or from the
terminal of the component and soldered to
the metal covering. This adds to the neatness and saves long wiring, making a short
return to earth where necessary.
What to do if Hum Occurs.
If the amplifier has been carefully constructed with the components described,
in operation it should be hum free. If hum
is encountered, first look to the brushes of
the gramophone motor should one be in
use. Next, earth the frame of the gramophone motor and look to the leads of the
pick-up. These leads should be screened
and the carrier of the pick-up should be
earthed. If there is still any scund of hum
it may be traced to a bad earth connection
of one of the components.
Using the Amplifier in a Radio Gramophone.
If built into a radio gramophone cabinet
the L.F. amplifier may be placed at the
bottom and the detector and H.F. stages
at the top, deriving the filament current
and H.T. voltage from the common amplifier, for if the valves as specified are
used, we have still approximately io to
12 milliamps. to draw upon.
In conclusion, the constructor will be
amply repaid for constructing this amplifier, as without any doubt an amplifier
of this description is an exceedingly useful
instrument, being flexible with sufficient
power to meet all the demands which will
be required under ordinary conditions. It
will be perfectly suitable for a small dance
hall, tennis court, garden parties, etc.
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CABLEGRIP SERVICE JOINTS
Cable jointing is one of the most important operations that the electrical engineer has
to perform. The following series of photographs illustrate various stages in making a
service connection to a main cable, and give a splendid idea of the latest modern
practice in carrying out this operation.
Thanks are due to Mr. W. H. Nichols,
manager of the engineering department of Messrs. W. T. Henley's Telegraph
Works Co., Ltd., for permission to reproduce these photographs.
MARKING OFF THE CABLES WITH A
TEMPLATE.
This is done after the cables have
been laid in position. Where a template is not available the lower half
of the box should be placed in position
and the cables marked to allow serving
to project * in. inside armour clamps.
A wire binder is then placed around
serving of service cable * in. outside
point at which it is to be removed.
The armouring and serving is then
stripped off and the lead sheath
removed.

PREPARING THE MAIN CABLE.
This is prepared in a similar manner
to the service cable. Where the template is not being used, allow armouring
to project * in. inside outer wall of the
box and lead sheath j in. inside castiron shuttle.

REMOVING BELT PAPER.
Bind the belt papers with thread
I in. away from ends of lead sheath.
Remove belt paper to within r in.
of each end of lead sheath. The belt
papers are also stripped from the
service cable and the cores splayed out.
The cores are then lapped with impregnated selvedge cotton insulating
tape.

FITTING. CLAW CONNECTORS ON SERVICE
CABLE CONDUCTORS.
After inserting a wood wedge in the
main cable, claw connectors are slipped
on the conductors of the service cable.
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CONNECTING SERVICE CABLE TO
MAIN CABLE.
Bare the two conductors of the
main cable just sufficiently to take
the claw connectors. The position
of the service cable should be
checked with the template or lower
half of box.

INSERTING A PAPER CHUTE.
After connecting the service
cable to the main cable by means
of the claw connectors, a paper
shute should be inserted underneath the claw connector to direct
the flow of the solder.

SWEATING THE CLAW CONNECTORS.
The paper chute is used to direct
the flow of the solder. To determine
whether the solder is at the correct
temperature, fold a piece of white
paper and plunge it into the metal
for about two seconds, when it
should turn brown. If it ignites,
the metal is too hot.

LAPPING THE JOINTS.
This is done after removing the
paper chute. The joints should be
lapped with impregnated selvedge
cotton insulating tape. If preferred,
plain selvedge cotton tape for
impregnating on site can be used.
To impregnate this tape it should
be boiled in compound until all
moisture has evaporated, which is
indicated by the fact that bubbles
cease to appear on the surface of
the boiling compound.
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LAPPING
LEAD
STRIP ON TO LEAD
SHEATH OF CABLE.
Thoroughly clean
and brighten fin.
wide lead strip and
then lap it on lead
sheath of cable so
that its diameter is
rather more than
the maximum diameter over lead for
the box in question.
Place a temporary
wire binder round
the lead strip.

MAKING A TEMPORARY
WIRE BINDER ON LEAD
STRIP.
This is done after
thoroughly cleaning a-in.
wide lead strip and lapping it on armour of
cable (having first slipped
end of strip under free end
of armouring) until diameter is rather more than
the maximum diameter
over armouring for box
in question.

PLACING THE LOWER
HALF OF THE Box IN
POSITION.
All boxes are coated
with Dr. Angus Smith's
solution. Where the
lead strip has to be in
contact with the cast
iron, viz., inside glands
and armour grips, this
coating should be removed with coal tar
naphtha from both
lower and upper halves
of the box.
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REMOVING THE WIRE
BINDERS.
This is done after the
armour grips have been
placed in position and tightened down. The next step is
to remove the cover plates
from the top half of the box,
prior to warming the lower
half with a blow lamp.

WARMING LOWER
HALF OF Box.
After removing
the cover plates
from top half of
the box by unscrewing the nuts,
slacken the shuttle
screws but do not
remove the shuttles
and bridge ,pieces
from the top of the
box. The lower
half of the box is
now warmed preparatory to filling
groove with compound.

FILLING THE GROOVES OF
THE Box WITH COMPOUND.
This is done after the
box has been warmed and
the top half prepared as
described. The lower half
is now ready for the top half
to be placed in position.
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PLACING THE TOP HALF OF THE Box IN POSITION.
This should be done as soon as possible so that
the compound does not have time to chill. The
bolts are then tightened on the box. Warm
the box again and further tighten down the bolts.

TIGHTENING THE SHUTTLES ON TO LEAD BONDING STRIP.
A special spanner is supplied for this purpose.
This operation is done after tightening the bolts
on the box, and the box is now ready for the
gland pockets to be filled with compound.

FILLING THE GLAND POCKETS OF THE Box
WITH COMPOUND.
This is done after tightening the shuttles on
to the lead banding strip with the special spanner
supplied for this purpose.

WARMING THE Box AGAIN BEFORE GIVING THE
BOLTS A FURTHER TIGHTENING.
This is done after filling the gl'and pockets
with compound.

3S
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POURING
COMPOUND INTO THE
Box.
Fill the box
three-quarters full
with compound.
Then temporarily
replace cover plates
to keep out dust,
etc., and allow compound to cool to
temperature
of
surrounding air.

FLOODING THE COVER
PLATES WITH COMPOUND.
This is done after
topping up the box
with compound and
replacing cover plates
in position. The box
should not be filled
completely in one
operation or there
will be a tendency for
a vacuum to form, due
to shrinkage of the
compound in cooling.

THE COMPLETED
SERVICE JOINT.
The ends of the
box have been
caulked with tarred
jute, and all the
cover plates have
been flooded with
compound.
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THE AERZ-PRICE PROTECTIVE SYSTEM
By H.

W. JOHNSON

In this article Mr. H. W. Johnson describes the working and maintenance
of the Merz-Price system of protection for the prevention of dangerous
currents in alternator, transformer and feeder circuits.
NE of the most widely used and
successful systems of protection for
the prevention of dangerous and excessive currents in alternator, transformer
and cable feeder circuits is that of MerzPrice.

0

tors and transformers, a balance of
current is used.
Application to Alternator Protection.
A current transformer is connected in
each end of each leg of the generator
windings. The pair of transformers which
are connected in any leg are identical,
so that the induced currents in their
secondaries will be similar when conditions
are normal.
The secondaries of the transformers are
connected together with pilot wires, and
the mid points of these pilot wires are each
connected to a relay
coil which operates
the tripping circuit
of the main circuit
breaker of the
alternator. The protective transformer
secondaries are
always e art hed
direct.

The Principle of the Merz-Price System.
Under normal conditions the current
which leaves an electric circuit will be the
same as the current passing in. Should a
" fault " develop in the circuit, for example
a leak to earth, then the outgoing current
will differ from the incoming current. This
difference of currents
in the two parts
of the circuit can
be arranged to operate a tripping device
through a relay and
open the circuit,
thus preventing a
dangerous current.
This arrangement is
independent of the
direction of the flow
of current. The
relays may be arranged to operate
either when the
voltages are different, called a balance
of voltages, or when
the currents are
different, called a
balance of curEAR,.
rents.
When the system
CONNECTIONS FOR MERZ-PRICE PROTECis applied to feeder
TIVE SYSTEM APPLIED TO AN ALTERNATOR.
cable protection a
The star points of the generator windings and the current transformers are
balance of voltage
earthed. The three pairs of D.C. termiis used, and when
nals of the relay are connected in parallel,
used for the proenabling the trip coil of the oil switch
tection of alternato be connected to them.

Direction of Currents in Secondary
Winding.
The direction of
the currents in the
secondary windings
of each pair of
transformers is such
that at any instant
they oppose each
other, so that when
conditions are normal the relays are
not energised, as no
current will pass
through their coils.
Should a fault occur
between windings or
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which connect the pairs of the secondary
windings of the current transformers
together. In order to prevent the main
breakers being tripped when switching in,
due to a large magnetising current which
may occur, fuses are connected in parallel
with the relays. These fuses, if made of
small capacity (2 amperes), do not
impede the instantaneous action of the
relays to any great extent, in the event of
a fault occurring on the transformer to be
protected.
Merz-Price protects both high and low
voltage windings. Stand-by overcurrent
protection is employed to protect transformer from damage due to sustained
faults at other points in the system.

CONNECTIONS FOR MERZ-PRICE SYSTEM
APPLIED TO TRANSFORMERS.
Time limit fuses are connected in series
with the secondary windings of the
current transformers. In the event of
a sustained short circuit on the L.T.
side the fuses melt and the main breakers
are tripped, due to the current being
diverted from the lower set of transformers
and through the relays.

Application to Feeder Cable Protection.
The widest sphere of application of the
Merz-Price protective gear is to that of
protecting cables. In this case the current
transformers are of special construction.
These transformers should be capable of
running with open circuited secondary,
and the secondary voltage characteristics
of the pair of transformers which normally
oppose each other must be exactly similar
under all conditions.

any of the windings be " earthed,"
then the system will be unbalanced
and a current will flow through
the pilot wires to the relay
coils, which are now energised.
The trip coil circuit ofthe alternator
main breaker is now closed and
the breaker is opened.
Transformer Protection.
Similar current transformers are
connected in each of the primary,
and secondary windings of the
transformer to be protected. It
is desirable also to protect the
transformer from the effect of a
sustained short circuit on its
low tension side. To effect this,
time limit fuses are connected in
series with the pilot wires,

CONNECTIONS FOR MERZ-PRICE PROTECTIVE SYSTEM
APPLIED TO FEEDERS.
The currents at the two ends of the feeders are balanced
one against the other. In the event of a fault, the current
flowing in will exceed the current flowing out and the
balance of voltage in the two sets of transformers will
be upset causing the relays to trip both oil switches
simultaneously. Normally no current flows in the pilot
wires, the secondary voltages being balanced against
each other.
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Each transformer is tested for balance
with a standard test transformer, being
connected " back to back " with it, and
the various readings taken should be equal
in numerical value and also be in phase.
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What Happens When a Current Flows
Through the Relays.
A pair of current transformers is connected in each end of the cables to be
protected. The secondaries are connected
together through pilot wires to relays
which close the trip circuit of the feeder
switches. When a current flows through
the relays, due to the balance in the
secondary circuit being upset by the
occurrence of a " fault " on the feeders,
the trip coils of the switches are energised
by the closing of the relay and the feeders
are disconnected.
Elimination of the Capacity Currents in the
Pilot Wires.
The capacity current of the pilot wires
in the balanced voltage system is sometimes enough to cause the relays to trip
unless their settings are high. Then the
cable is subjected to overloads. To reduce
the capacity current, and so prevent
overloading, the wires are provided with a
metal tape sheathing, which is wound
spirally over the insulation. The sheath
is not continuous but has a break near
the centre of the wire.
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CONNECTIONS OF FAWSETT AND PARRY'S
RELAY FOR USE WITH MERE-PRICE
SYSTEM.
When a " fault " occurs the A.C.
w inding is energised and the switch
blade is moved on to the auxiliary contact
causing the D.C. circuit to the trip coil
of the main switch to be closed, through
the D.C. winding of the relay. The
switch blades now move completely into
the main contacts and the D.C. current
of the relay is completed through them
shunting the hairspring connection to
the switch arm.

Effect of a Break in the Pilot Wires of a
Balanced Voltage System.
A break in the pilot wire circuit of the
balanced voltage system will render the
protective gear inoperative should a fault
occur, and consequently frequent inspection
and testing of this circuit is necessary.
With the balanced current system, as
used for the protection of alternators and
transformers, a break in the pilot wire
circuit will cause the switches to trip if
the current flowing at the time is large
enough to operate the relays.

at all times, and for this purpose a motor
generator is used.
When it is not possible to have a D.C.
source of power, an A.C. trip may be used.
In this case the relays in operating close
the circuit of the current transformers
through the trip coils. When the feeders
to be protected are short, it is necessary
to increase the resistance of the pilot wires
in order that when a fault occurs sufficient
voltage may be induced to operate the
trip coils. Artificial resistances are connected in series with the pilot wires to
increase their resistance to the required
amount.

The Power to Operate the Trip Coils of the
Main Switches.
The power necessary to operate the trip
coils of the main switches is generally
obtained from a battery of accumulators.
This battery should be kept fully charged

Relays for Merz-Price Protective System.
One interesting type of relay used in
connection with the protective system is
that of Fawsett and Parry. The principle
(of action) of this relay is similar to that
of a repulsion type moving iron ammeter.
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How the Core is Built Up.
The core of the relay is built up of
rectangular iron stampings with a rectangular space in the centre.
This space is bridged across by fixed
and moving irons in such a manner as to
leave small air gaps. These irons are
surrounded by two concentric coils : one
carries the fault current and the other the
tripping current which operates the trip
coils of the switch. The moving iron is
rifted to a pivoted spindle which carries
a switch arm, and the whole movement is
controlled by a spiral spring. The spring
also serves to conduct the current from the
switch arm to the auxiliary contact.
When a " fault " occurs the out of balance
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current flowing round one of the concentric
coils causes the moving iron to be repelled,
thus closing the trip coil circuit.
The current flowing in this circuit is
also made to flow round the second of the
concentric coils, so that an extra torque
is placed on the switch arm. This improves
the contact of the switch. The main
switch is thus opened by the trip coils,
and in breaking, the tripping coil circuit
is opened by an auxiliary switch which
causes the relay movement to return to
its normal position. The relay is very
sensitive and will operate with a consumption of about .02 volt ampere, thus
enabling very low fault settings to be
obtained.
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THE B.T.-H. SYSTEM OF CIRCULATING
CURRENT PROTECTION FOR THREE-PHASE
TRANSFORMERS.

THE B.T.-H. METHOD OF SELF-COMPENSATING PILOT WIRE PROTECTION
FOR THREE-PHASE A.C. FEEDERS

The windings of the protective transformers are proportioned so that normally
the two ends of each relay coil are at
equipotential. If a fault develops the
relay coils operate and close the trip coil
circuit. Interior details of the relay are
shown on the page opposite.

This method is an improvement on the
original Merz-Price system. Note that the
relays are connected at each end of the
middle pilot wire. The ends of the latter
are connected to an auto-transformer
and resistance in such a manner that
pilot capacity currents are eliminated.
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This illustration shows the details of the relay used in the B.T.-H. system of transformer protection. Compare with * on opposite page.

TWO PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF THE SYSTEM.
Circulating Current Protection of Threephase Transformers.
The circuit details of this are shown
clearly in the left-hand diagram opposite.
Note the auxiliary switch A B. This opens
automatically when the circuit breaker is
tripped and must not be closed until the
relay has been reset.
The Self-compensating Pilot Wire for
Feeder Protection.
This ingenious modification of the MerzPrice system is illustrated in the righthand diagram opposite. The pilot compensator has three parts : a conversion
transformer, a resistance and an autotransformer. The resistance and autotransformer are adjusted at each end of
the pilot wire so that capacity currents
are entirely eliminated. This obviates the
need for sheathed pilot wires and has been
found to be highly satisfactory in practice.

Maintenance of Merz - Price Protective
Gear.
Examine and test regularly the continuity of the pilot cables; their connections
to the transformers and relays should be
clean and secure and should be soldered.
The movements of the relays must be
quite free. A little clock oil on their pivots
will prevent sticking. Examine the contacts of the relay switches and clean when
necessary with fine glass paper.
Keep all parts of the relays clean and
free from dust. Examine the relay
settings and tighten any adjusting screws
which may be slack.
When the balance of a pair of current
transformers is suspected, they may be
checked by connecting a low reading
voltmeter in their pilot wire. No
appreciable reading should be obtained
when conditions are normal.
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FUSED PLUGS
Something to remember when buying or selling electric clocks, table lamps, mains units, etc.
F small appliances are to be adequately
protected from short-circuit damage,
the wireman is compelled to fuse them
at a much lower value than 5 amperes.

I

The up-to-date method is to use a
fused plug. The simplicity of fuse renewal
is well illustrated in the pictures below,
which show the " Crabtree " pattern.

THE FUSED PLUG DISMANTLED FOR RENEWING FUSE WIRE.

This is done by unscretving the screw between the two plug points. Note the spare supply of
fuse wire which is contained on the small bobbin which forms part of the plug.

/111!,
INSERTING THE NEW PIECE OF FUSE WIRE.

The old wire has been removed and the new wire is being unwound from the bobbin of spard wire.

REPLACING THE ASBESTOS

CORD IN POSITION.

THE FUSED PLUG BEING REASSEMBLED.
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PRACTICAL TIPS ON WIRELEff WIRING
The following series of photographs shows some useful tips for making
a neat job when erecting an aerial or wiring up a wireless set.

LASHING AERIAL WIRE TO INSULATOR (r).
After unravelling and straightening the
strands for two or three inches put the wire
through the insulator and begin lashing by
binding one strand tightly around the aerial
and the free strands.

LASHING AERIAL WIRE TO INSULATOR (2).
As each strand comes to an end, begin
binding with another strand, keeping each
winding close up to the previous turn. The
final strand will be on the aerial only, making
the neatest and strongest binding possible.

LASHING COVERED AERIAL TO INSULATOR (I).
Put wire through insulator and begin
binding with galvanised wire as shown.
The binding secures both strands of aerial
as well as the short end of the binding.

LASHING COVERED AERIAL TO INSULATOR (2).
Continue binding tightly and twist the
two ends of the galvanised wire. Cut off
ends neatly to complete the job.
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MAKING NEAT ENDS TO WIRING (I).
Bare about four times the diameter of the
loop you wish to make.

MAKING NEAT ENDS TO WIRING (2).
Grip the end in round-nose pliers and make
a complete turn, pressing wire against pliers
with the thumb.

MAKING NEAT ENDS TO WIRING (3).
When turn is complete, turn pliers backwards i n the loop until they meet the stem and
give a sharp bend by pressing with finger-tip.

MAKING NEAT ENDS TO WIRING (4).
Showing results obtained by method described above. These are obtained as quickly
as by affixing spade terminals.
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PREVENTING FRAYED FLEX (I).
When making a connection to an adapter,
there is no need for the above unsightly
frayed ends.

ATTACHING ENDS OF FLEX TO TERMINALS (I).
Wires should always be attached with
their free ends to the right so that when
the terminal is tightened the wire tends to
draw closer to the shank.

47

PREVENTING FRAYED FLEX (2).
Before screwing up the cover of the
adapter, tie a piece of thick string tightly
round the flex.

ATTACHING ENDS OF FLEX TO TERMINALS (2).
This shows what often happens when soft
or multiple wire is placed the wrong way
round on the terminal.
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The Editor invites correspondence from readers on any subject of general interest
to members of the electrical engineering profession. Letters should be addressed
to THE EDITOR, The Practical Electrical Engineer, 8-11, Southampton
Street, Strand, W.C. 2.
The Diesel Electric Generator.
SIR,—I have been keenly interested in the
collection of valuable information which was
contained in "Practical Electrical Engineering,"
and am very glad to know that you have
decided to publish a monthly magazine dealing
with practical electrical engineering problems.
I venture to suggest that many of your
readers would be glad of an opportunity of
discussing their particular problems through the
medium of a correspondence column, and I would
like to initiate such a discussion on the claims
of the Diesel electric generating plant for pro'ding power for industrial undertakings
In these days of keen competition cheap power
is of vital importance to the manufacturer, and
a saving on the power account means a reduction
in production costs For average industrial
undertakings the price of current from a distributing company is not less than id. a unit,
and often it is dearer For a medium load, say,
of ioo k w a Diesel electric plant will generate
at about Gd per unit, this figure taking into
account capital, maintenance and attendance
charges, and the sax ing is obvious
It would be interesting to have the views of
your readers on the important issues involved in
the consideration of the question of the independent Diesel electric plant as against the public
supply, and I do hope you will be good enough
to open your columns to a discussion of this
matter.
A. P. Q (YEovit.).
The qiustion iazscd / 5 of great zniportance to the
electrical industry. If, as claimed, a Dieselelectric generator will enable an industrial works
or factory to generate its own power at an " all-zn "
cost of o 6d a unit, this method must iebeive
serious consideration by electrical engineers and
mite leaders to give their t mars
consultants
L ED
Scale Models for Electrical Testing.
SIR,—Recently attention has been drawn in
the technical press to the expense of testing
circuit breakers designed for use on the grid
system One authority states that the expense
of carrying out rupturing tests may amount to
20 per cent of the manufacturing costs. As a

non-specialist in switchgear matters I should
like to know whether the use of scale models
has been tried in this connection. From a
purely mechanical standpoint there would
presumably be little difficulty, but the scaling
down of the electrical quantities might present
some new problems. If the method has been
tried I should be interested to know how the
voltage, current and energy are " scaled down "
to correspond to a reduction of the mechanical
dimensions
A J. T. (WEmBLEY).
Whilst scale models are used with success in
other branches of engineering, notably in aeroplane
design and ship design, it appears doubtful that
the problems of electrical switchgear design could
be successfully solved in this manner. The
suggestion, however, is an interesting one and
readers' views are invited
[ED ]
A Wiring Problem.
SIR,—Recently I have wired two houses for
electric bells, in each case using Sax bells and
indicators, and employing wet cells of the
Leclanche type to supply electricity. One house
was already wired in capping and casing with a
too-volt D.0 plant to provide current for lighting. There w as also a battery-driven wireless
set employing an indoor aerial This set dro\ e
two loud speakers, one by the set, and the second
(in an outhouse) was fed by a pair of overhead
wires. We had one bell and one push in the outhouse, both fed from the house by overhead_
lines parallel to about 15 ft away from the
speaker feeds. With the set working and either
this bell rung or the push depressed the sound
was heard on the speakers.
In the second house, which was supplied for
lighting by the local supply company at a
pressure of ioo olts A C , an all-mains wireless
set was used This time all the balls and the
loud speakers were in the house, and any bells
rung sounded on the speakers
In both cases all our bell wiring was kept as
far as possible from the lighting wiring, and nowhere came in close proximity to the extensions
for the loud speakers or the aerial or earth leads
Is there any way of overcoming this trouble
W . H. C (FARNHAM).
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UR first number has been
given a very good reception by electrical engineers.
Amongst the many congratulatory
letters received, were several asking for
advice on technical matters and others
making valuable suggestions for articles
to appear in subsequent issues.
Here are a few items
What Readers which have been sugWant
gested : Fault Location
on Underground Cables,
Rotary Converters with reference to
switching for straight and inverted
runnings, Control of Motor Converters,
Transformer Protection, Pole-mounted
Substations, Modern Methods of House
and Factory Wiring,Safety Regulations,
Electric Welding.
These letters are especially valuable
as they provide the very best possible
guide as to the kind of information
which is likely to be most useful to
readers.
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want every reader to feel that the contents have been planned to suit the
reader and that in buying the magazine
he is getting real value for money.
We welcome advertising from repu, table firms in the industry, but we
believe that their interests can best
be served by including in the editorial
pages only that information and those
articles which are likely to be of real
value to the reader without whose
support the magazine would not exist.
We shall be very pleased to include
useful practical information relating to
any new product, but the usual descriptive " write-up " from the maker's
catalogue will not find a place in the
editorial pages.

We are publishing in
this issue an important
article by Sir Richard
Glazebrook,
Tetley
M.I.E.E., F.R.S., one of the few
remaining old students of the illusThe object of this trious Clerk Maxwell.
Value for
In this article Sir Richard explains
magazine so far as the
Money
editorial side is con- Clerk Maxwell's fundamental ideas concerned can be stated in cerning electro magnetic theory and
a very few words. It is to give the shows how these are reconciled with the
electrical engineer the best possible most modern discoveries regarding the
value in technical information. We nature of electricity.
A Noteworthy
Article

E.
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We are sure that every reader will
appreciate the value of this article
which has been specially written for the
magazine by one of the foremost
physicists of the day. We hope from
time to time to include further articles
by some of the most eminent men in
the profession.

So long as he remains a reader of the
magazine he will be entitled to receive,
free of charge, advice or information
connected with electrical engineering.

As already mentioned

expert technician. If
your query relates to telephony you
will receive the advice of an expert
telephon?, engineer. If it relates to
extra-high-tension transmission it will
be dealt with by a transmission engineer
and so on. If you wish the enquiry
to be treated as confidential this will
be done.
Enquiries should relate to problems
encountered in actual practice, and
should be kept as concise as possible.

Technical
we have received a numAdvice Service ber of letters from
readers asking for technical advice on some particular matter
which has cropped up in their everyday
work. We have decided to offer to
registered readers a Free Technical
Advice Service. Every reader who
wishes to avail himself of this should
to detach the coupon herewith, fill
up and forward it to the address given .

All queries submitted
by registered readers
About the
Advisory Bureau will be answered by an

A STUDY IN ILLUMINATION
The two photographs below afford striking proof of the value of scientifically
applied knowledge, as compared with rule-of-thumb methods

A STREET IN BROMLEY—OBSOLETE LIGHTING.
Compare this with the second picture,
which shows the same street after Mr.
W. G. Trend, the Borough Electrical Engineer, in collaboration with the General
Electric Co., had set to work to devise the highest possible lighting efficiency at all points.

THE SAME STREET—UP-TO-DATE LIGHTING.
This installation consists of totally enclosed
Wembley lanterns with asymmetric prismatic glass refractors and 500-watt lamps.
The supporting cables are of copper-weld
wire, i.e., steel-cored with copper covering.
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CLERK MAXWELL'S ELECTRO-MAGNETIC
THEORY
IN THE LIGHT OF PRESENT-DAY KNOWLEDGE
By SIR RICHARD TETLEY GLAZEBROOK, F.R.S.
In recent times there has been much discussion as to the bases on which to build
any account of electro -magnetic action. We have been fortunate in securing from
one of the last survivors of Maxwell's pupils this interesting statement of what
he understands to be involved in Maxwell's views.
0 the practical electrical engineer, changes, these effects are assigned. The
magnetic force and the magnetic motion of 'the iron filirgs, the compass
field are generally regarded as needle or the suspended coil shows that
important effects which follow the certain bodies in the field are acted on by
passage of an electric current through forces : the force at any point has direction
a coil of insulated wire, effects which and magnitude and its direction is indiare markedly modified and usually cated by the curves, lines of force they
greatly magnified by the presence of iron are called, in which the iron filings set
in the neighbourhood of the coil.
themselves.
Iron filings
Employing
sprinkled on a
somewhat vague
and not very
sheet of cardscientific 1 a n board or paper
arrange themguage, we may
say that the magselves in definite
netic conditions
curves; the
in the neighbourneedle of a comhood of the coil
pass is deflected ;
a r e disturbed
variations of the
and, to quote one
current in the
writer, the discoil produce,
turbance is said
while they are in
to be in the form
progress,currents
of flux
while
in neighbouring
" the magnetic
coils, while a
flux can be desecond coil, susfined as the sum
pended near the
total of magnetic
first in a manner
disturbance
free to move,
through a cross
when carrying a
section perpencurrent tends to
dicular to the
set itself in a
lines of force."
definite position.
The physicist
The space near
JAMES CLERK MAXWELL.
is inclined to ask
the coil appears
Whose brilliant mathematical researches into
what is it that
to be in a special
the nature of electro-magnetic action enabled him
is disturbed and
state and to this
in effect to calculate the properties of wireless
constitutes this
state, or to its
waves before these had actually been discovered.

T
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flow—flux means flow—along the lines of
force. What in fact is this flux ?
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" The ends of a long thin magnet are
commonly called its poles. In the case
of an indefinitely thin magnet uniformly
Faraday's Discovery.
magnetised throughout its length the
extremities act as centres of force and
Now Faraday showed that if a coil be
the rest of the magnet appears devoid of
placed in a magnetic field there is some
magnetic action. In all actual magnets
quantity linked with the coil to which
the magnetisation deviates from unithese effects are due ; variations in this
formity so that no single points can be
quantity set up an electromotive force
taken as poles. Coulomb, however, by
round the coil ; this electromotive force is
using long thin rods magnetised with
measured by the rate of decrease of the
care succeeded in establishing the law of
quantity ; calling it y5 we have an equation
force between two magnetic poles."
which we may write as
It is true of course that we cannot
d(f)
E — ,
isolate a single pole. Any magnet contains a series of pairs of equal and opposite
and hence, by the use of a ballistic poles, and if we suppose that a pole
galvanometer or other suitable appliance possesses its attractive or repulsive prowe can measure 4). To do this we require perties because a quantity of magnetism
to develop the theory of the galvanometer is concentrated in its immediate neighbourand this involves a consideration of the hood it follows that the total quantity of
action between a current and a magnet.
magnetism in the magnet is zero.
Attempts have been made, somewhat
If a long thin magnet is broken into a
unconvincingly it appears to me, to build number of pieces each of these is found to
up a theory of magnetic or electro- be a magnet, and thus we come to regard
magnetic action on the basis of " flux " any magnet as composed of chains of
identifying it with the quantity whose molecular magnets, dipoles they are some
variation was shown by Faraday to be times called. The ends of each such
proportional to the E.M.F. set up round the molecule carry equal and opposite charges
circuit, thus avoiding any reference to the of magnetism.
idea of a magnetic pole which by some
Now we know that we can magnetise a
authors is dismissed as inadequate and piece of steel by bringing it near to a
artificial, avoiding also any attempt to coil carrying a current, while, moreover,
analyse " flux."
magnetic effects due to a magnet can be
replaced by those due to a coil suitably
Clerk Maxwell's View.
placed and carrying a current of definite
Now this was not the view of Clerk amount.
Maxwell ; the Treatise on Electricity and
Magnetism was published fifty-nine years How Maxwell's View Can Be Reconciled
with Modern Theory.
ago and there have been many advances
The electric currents that light our
in our electrical knowledge since that
date, but Maxwell's equations of the lamps or drive our trams are due, we
electrical field have been, and still are, believe, to the motion of electrons in the
the foundations on which most of those conducting circuits; may it not be the case
advances rest, and when developing these that the molecular magnets of Maxwell
equations it is necessary I consider to start are due, as suggested long ago by Ampere,
from the conception of magnetic poles. to molecular currents within the substance
Here are his words, after describing how of the magnet? Do we need to suppose
certain bodies, e.g., the iron ore called that there is anything of the nature of
loadstone and pieces of steel which have free magnetism distributed throughout a
been subject to a certain treatment and magnet ? I take it that the answer to the
are known as magnets, have, when sus- first question is in the affirmative, that to
pended freely, directional properties and the second in the negative. It may be
can exert forces of attraction or repulsion. that magnetic action is the means by
which we appreciate the existence of these
He states :
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molecular currents and that free mag- same. The assumption that these forces
netism, regarded as attracting and repelling arise from magnetism distributed in a defimaterial distributed throughout a magnet, nite manner throughout the magnet enables
has no existence. At present we do not the physicist to calculate their effect in
know. Following Maxwell again, we must many cases. Maxwell by this means
therefore seek for a mode of expression arrived at equations from which far-reachwhich shall not be capable of expressing ing consequences verified by experiment
too much and which shall leave room for have been shown to follow.
the introduction of new ideas as these are
Electro-magnetic theory as developed by
developed from new facts. This he finds him starts from the assumption of the
in the statement
existence of
that the partimagnetic poles
cles of a magnet
attracting and
are polarized.
repelling acSo far as we
cording to a
are at present
certain law of
force discovered
aware each
by Coulomb.
molecule of a
magnet m a y
Our belief in
the truth of
itself be a
this law does
molecular magnet with equal
not depend on
the accuracy of
quantities o f
Coulomb's exopposite magperiments but
netism, at its
on the fact that
ends, and the
the complex
state of polariconsequences
zation may conwe can deduce
sist in causing
from the asthe axes of there
sumption are
molecules to set
borne out by
more or less
experiment.
exactly in the
This process
same direction,
or it may be
satisfied Maxwell. It satisthat round each
molecule there
fied also Lord
Kelvin, while in
flows an electric
SIR RICHARD TETLEY GLAZEBROOK , F.R.S.
Former Director of the National Physical Laboratory more recent
current—a
one of the few remaining pupils of the illustrious years Lorentz
rapidly moving and
Clerk Maxwell. In this article Sir Richard describes what
defines m ag electron or he understands to be involved in Maxwell's views.
netic field
stream of electrons—and the polarization consists in strength or force as a vector which
setting the planes in which these currents measures the force exerted on a
flow more or less nearly parallel. Accord- north magnetic pole of unit strergth, and
ing to modern views this is the more after statirg some of the properties of
probable explanation of the effects this vector, states that it can easily be
observed.
proved that the magnetic force in a field
Provided there is a suitable relation due to one or more magnets, if calculated
between the quantity of magnetism and according to Coulomb's law, satisfies these
the strength of the current the effects so conditions.
If d3 be the area of one of the molecular
far as we can measure them by the forces
and i the current then each circuit may
which the magnet exerts on external circuits
be replaced by a magnet of moment M with its
bodies or the reactions to which it is axis normal to the circuit given by the relation
subject when in a magnetic field, are the M = idS.
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I would urge therefore, that the fact
that we cannot realize an isolated pole,
since magnets in every case are dipolar,
and that it is very probable that free
magnetism nowhere exists, should not lead
Ili to forsake the historic basis of magnetic
theories for the vague idea of " flux "
but that this basis should still be accepted as
the means whereby we can best co-ordinate
the experimental facts and through them
advance to new knowledge.
It may be of interest that I should state
the lines along which it seems to me, as
an old pupil of Maxwell, our teaching may
best proceed.
The Fundamental Statements.
We imagine the electric charges and
magnetic pols with which we are to deal
are situated in a medium—air or a vacuum
will serve—which is a non-conductor of
electricity and incapable of magnetization.
In such a medium Coulomb's laws hold
and we may write these (1) for two
electric charges e,e' at a distance r arart
ee'
Force =le.7
2 and
(2) for two magnetic poles m,m'
mm'
Force = [Lor 2
where ko and ti.o are constants which
depend on the medium.
But there is a force between a magnet
pole and a wire in which an electric
current flows ; it is convenient for
purposes of calculation to analyse this
into a series of forces between each
element ds of the wire and the magnet
pole and it was shown by Ampere that the
resultant effect was consistent with the
assumption that the force between a
pole m and an element of current ids at a
distance r apart is proportional to the
expression mids sin 0/1.2 where 0 is the
angle between the directions of r and ds.
This force acts in a plane perpendicular
to r and ds.
We therefore write
mis sin Gds
Force .=r2
A'
where A is a third constant.
It can be shown from these three
equations that A2 /110 k0 must represent
the square of a velocity, and experiment
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teaches us that this velocity is the velocity
with which electromagnetic waves travel.
moreover it can be shown that A is
necessarily the same in all ncn-magnetisable media ; it is a universal constant and
Maxwell assumes it to be unity ; according
to other theories it is the velocity of
electro-magnetic waves in free space.
According to Maxwell then
c2,
if c represents the velocity of an electromagnetic wave in the medium considered.
Thus either p.o or k both have dimensions.
For the present we assume both to be
dimensional quantities.
Magnetic Field Strength.
Now since the force between two poles
is mm'/µ0r2 and the strength of a magnetic
field is the force on a unit pole, the field
strength due to a pole m at a distance r
is mALor2, and so long as tzo is a constant,
the field strength due to any number of
poles,any distribution that is of magnetism,
can be calculated by compounding the
forces due to each of the poles.
Magnetic Induction.
The quantity m/r 2 is defined as the
magnetic induction due to a single pole m ;
it is obtained from the force by multiplying
the field strength by [Lo and takes place in
the direction of the force. It thus can be
compounded in the same way as the force,
and if H. be the field strength at any point,
Bo the value of the induction, we have
Bo =µ H..
MAGNETIC FLUX.
The total amount of induction passing
through an area, measured by the sui face
integral of the induction normal to the
area, is known as the magnetic flux through
the area.
Thus, if we are dealing with a single
pole the flux through an area S of a
portion of a sphere with its centre at the
pole is mS/r2 and since the area of the
complete sphere is 47;r2 the flux across
the whole sphere is 4irm.
From the expression mS/r2 the flux
across any surface due to a given distribution of poles can be calculated.
Magnetic Media.
A magnetic medium is one, such as iron
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steel and some few other substances,
which becomes magnetised, when placed
near a permanent magnet or a coil
carrying a current.
Intensity of Magnetisation.
Here it is convenient to introduce the
term intensity of magnetisation. By this
i , meant the ratio of the magnetic moment
of any small volume of a magnetised
substance to that volume. If we take as
the volume a cylinder of cross sectional
area dS and length a in a direction parallel
t-) that of the magnetisation the volume is
a.1S and the magnetic moment is ma
where m is the strength of a pole of the
elementary magnet thus formed. Thus I
the intensity of magnetisation is given by
the equation
I=ma,/adS=m -'dS
or m=IdS.
Hence I may be regarded as the surface
density with which magnetism is distributed over the area d.S, and if we now
suppose this cylinder to be removed, it
f Jllows that the magnetism is distributed
over one end of the hollow cylinder thus
left in the material with density I, over
the other end with density — I.
Magnetic Field Strength in a Magnetised
Material.
To obtain a measure of this we imagine
a small portion of the material removed
and a magnetic pole introduced into the
cavity thus formed, which is filled with
material of permeability [.L. Owing to the
magnetic force to which the material is
subject the surface of the cavity will be
coated with magnetism and the force on
the pole will be made up of the external
force Ho to which this magnetisation is
due and the force due to the surface
magnetism. This will depend an the shape
and size of the cavity ; in practice it is
convenient to consider two cases. In each
of these the cavity is supposed to be very
small, cylindrical in form, with its axis
parallel to the direction of magnetisation,
in the first case it is supposed to be long
compared with its cross section, tunnelshaped in fact; in the other it is assumed
to be short compared with the cross section, disc or crevasse shaped. In neither
case is there any magnetism on the sides
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of the cylinder ; since these are parallel
to the magnetisation, the additional force
is that due to the ends.
In the tunnel the ends are small compared
with their distance from the pole and
crntribute as a result an addition to the
unpassed field strength Ho , which is
negligibly small. In the other case the
ends are lai ge compared with the distance,
each may be treated as a plane of infinite
extent, exerting force on a particle very
close to its surface, and magnetised with
densities I and — I respectively. The one
repels the magnetic pole with a force equal
to m

X 27r 1

the other attracts it with the
t4c,
same force. The effect of the crevasse
therefore is to add to the field strength Ho
a quantity 471
Thus we arrive at the result* that the
field strength in the tunnel is Ho , that in
the crevasse is H0 +4 71 or as it may be
Written

Ho (1

471
—)

µc110

This last quantity is defined to be the
field strergth in a magnetic material when
magnetised to 'ntensity I under a magnetising force Ho.
If we call this quantity H„ we have
Hi=H0 (i+ 471 ).
Now we have seen that in a medium in
which the field strength due to an isolated
pole is given by m/t.tor2 the magnetic
induction is found by multiplying the force
by v.°. The pole which is now under
consideration is surrounded by 5 uch a
medium. Hence in the medium the
magnetic induction which we denote by
B1 is equal to ti.oH,.
Thus B,--=
(r 47rI
and
if we write B1 as v.,Ho, we have
+4 -rrI)
Fr1= P-0
I.Lo Ho
In this expressiOn the quantity t.to is
known as the permeability of the unmagnetisable medium in which we suppose
*This assumes that H. and I are co-linear. It
may happen that this is not the case and the
statements made would then require modification
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the forces with which we are dealing are
mean ured ; it is a constant and is found by
experiment to have very nearly indeed
the same value in all Lut the few media
which are capable of magnetisation.
The quantity [LI on the other hand is
not constant but depends on I and Ho ;
it is the permeability of a medium such as
iron or steel which is capable of magnetisation. In such a medium the magnetic
induction is given by the relation B1= t./.1110,
and the ratio of the induction to
the field strength is no longer constant.
The above relation can be written
[Li
u
Bi
-±"1.
Bo
I.Lo
[L.
So that v.1/tz.o measures the ratio of the
induction in the medium to the induction
in air—or a vacuum—which is produced
by the same magnetising force.
Electrostatic and Electromagnetic Systems.
We have seen that in the above development of Maxwell's theory three constants
ko , 1./.0 , and A are introduced and that
these are connected by the equation.
AZ
c2 where c is the speed of radio
ko
waves in the medium considered.
Of the three Maxwell assumed, for the
reasons already given, that A is unity.
Since then i/I.Lok. = c2 one at least of
the other two must involve the units of
space and time, provided we assume, as
Maxwell does, that all the quantities we
deal with in Physics can be expressed in
terms of the units of mass, length and
time.
As, however, we are entirely in ignorance
of the actual values of ko and t.to, and know
only that they are connected by a single
equation we may, in the development of
our subject, make any assumptions we
like as to these quantities, consistent with
this one equation, and investigate the
conclusions, to which these assumptions
lead.
The equations we have hitherto relied
on, have been called in Germany magnitude equations. They are true in whatever
consistent system of units the quantities
involved are measured ; we wish for the
purposes of measurement and calculation
to turn them into numerical equations
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implying the measurement of the quantities
involved in terms of units defined by the
equations themselves ; to do this we must
fix on numerical values for t.to and ko, and
we have an infinite choice.
One obvious solution is to assume that
ko is unity ; then go must be equal to
i/c2 ; we obtain what is known as the
electrostatic system of units and we a: e
able by the aid of our fundamental equation to decide in what way the electrical
quantities depend on the units of length,
mass, and time, what are their dimensions
in terms of these fundamental units.
A different assumption which we can
make is that p..0, the magnetic permeability
of air—or a vacuum—is unity. Then ko
is equal to i/c2.
We have then Maxwell's electromagnetic
system and can again detei mine from our
fundamental equations the dimensions
of our electrical quantities. These will
clearly differ from the values found
previously since they are based on a
different assumption on the electrostatic
system.
On that system a unit quantity of
electricity placed a distance of r cm. from
an equal quantity repels it with a force of
one dyne, while a unit magnetic pole
placed at a distance of one cm. from an
equal pole repels it with a force of c2
dynes.
On the electromagnetic system these
statements are reversed ; the force between
the two units of electricity is c2 dynes,
that between two unit magnetic poles
is one dyne. This does not mean any
change in the actual value of a given
quantity of electricity or a given pole.
It merely involves a change in the unit in
terms of which we choose to make our
measurement ; it is as though at one time
we measured a mass of matter in tonnes, at
another time in milligrammes.
It may, of course, be true that we cannot
express a quantity of electricity in teims
of mass, ler gth and time. It may be preferable to realise that it is, like these, a
quantity of its own kind and to include in
cur dimensional equations some symbols
to indicate the unit of electrical charge or
to retain in our equations the symbols ko
and t./.0 to indicate quantities of unknown
dimensions, as has been done in the above
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brief account of the development of a
theory. We should, of course, no longer
be able to state the dimensions in mass,
length and time of a magnetic pole; we
should on the other hand avoid the
apparent inconsistency of the statement that a magnetic pole has different
dimensions in the two ordinary systems of
measurement.
Maxwell's Definition of Induction.
As has already been stated the magnetic
induction B1 in a magnetisable medium is
given by the formula
B, = t.1.011. = to(i+ 4 ' I) H = .1-11
µ0H0
oHo ° ;2
where H1 is the field strength in a
crevasse, Ho in a tunnel.
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On Maxwell's electromagnetic system
we are to put IL° = unity and we have
B, = H
Thus on this system magnetic induction
is equal to the field strength in a crevasse
normal to the direction of magnetisation.
It is therefore a quantity of the same kind
as magnetic force. If on the other hand
we adopt a more general view and retain
I/O as a quantity of unknown dimensions,
we have B,
H1 = 1.e,Ho, and then
B, and H, are quantities of different kinds.
In our practical methods of measurement it is the ratio Bi/B0, the induction
relative to air, that we require and since
BI/Bo = p..,/1/0, the result we obtain is
the ratio of the permeability of the medium
to that of air ; it is the relative
permeability and is a pure number.

FULL LOAD CURRENT AND MINIMUM LINE CABLE
SIZES FOR THREE-PHASE A.C. MOTORS
H.P.
Output.

Volts per Phase ioo
or Line Volts 173

Volts per Phase 23o
or Line Volts 400

Amps.

Cable.

Amps.

1.3
2.5
3.9
7.8
11.7
14.3
18
34.5
51
66
84
99
113
127
139
154

1/.044

In.

2
3
4
5
10

15
20
25
30
35
4°
45
50

3/.029
3/.029
3/.036
7/.029
7/.029
7/.036
7/.052
19/.052
19/.064
19/.072
19/.083
19/.o83
37/.o64
37/.o72
37'. 083

.56
1.1

1.7

3.4
5. 1
6.2
7. 8
15
22
28.5
36.6
43
49
55
60.5
67

Cable.
In.
1/.036
17.044
1/.044

3/.o29

3/.029
3/.o29
3/.036
7/.029
7/.o36
7/.044
7/.052
7/.064
19/. 044
19/.052
19/.o52
19'.o64

Volts per Phase 290
or Line Volts 500
Amps.

Cable.

.45
.87
1.35
2.7
4. 1
4.9
6.2
12
17.5
22.5
28.5
34
39
43.5
48
53

In.
1/.036
1/.044
1/,. 044
3/.029
3/.o29
3/.029
3/.029
7/.029
7/.036
7/.036
7/.044
7/.052
7/.o64
7/.064
19/.044
19'.o52
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LOCATING A SIMPLE FAULT
ON A TWIN-CORE FEEDER CABLE
to one terminal of the battery and the
other terminal of the battery is connected
to earth.
First place the slider about mid position
and close the tapping key. Note the
direction in which the galvanometer needle
is deflected. Now move the slider to one
end of the potentiometer. Close the key
and note whether the galvanometer needle
is deflected in the same direction as before.
If so the slider must be moved towards the
The Problem.
other end of the potentiometer until a
It is known that there is an earth fault position is found at which no deflection
on one of the cores of a twin-feeder cable is obtained when the key is closed. Then
between two junction boxes, and it is if a, and a, are the values of the two
required to find the approximate position portions into which the potentiometer
scale has been
of the fault.
divided and 1
JUNCTION BOX
The Method of
is the distance
Procedure.
in feet between
(;)
the two juncAfter the sustion boxes and
pected portion
a2 1 I
\c'
x-0x the distance
of the line has
ENDS OF SOUND
AND FAULTY
of the fault
been made safe,
CORE JOINED
from the juncone end of the
tion box at
sound core
the
which
should be conends of the
nected to the
sound and f aulty
end of the
cores have
faulty core at
been connected
the first junc- CONNECTIONS FOR LOCATING A SIMPLE FAULT ON A TWINCORE FEEDER CABLE.
together then,
tion box. The
using the
consumers'
premises along the faulty portion of the well-known principle of the Wheatstone
feeder must next be disconnected. Bridge, we get
1
a1
= a2 so that x — (a1—a2)
a,+ a 2
l—x
/H-x
Locating the Fault.
In
practice
the
calculation
is quite a
The loop test is now applied at the other
end of the twin-core cable as shown in the simple one. For instance, suppose the
diagram attached. The method is quite potentiometer scale is ro in. long and the
simple and it consists in connecting the zero position of the slide is found at a
sound core and the faulty core to the two point 2 in. from the end to which the
faulty core is connected and the distance
ends of a potential divider.
A fairly sensitive galvanometer is also between the junction boxes 33o ft. then :—
connected across the terminals of the X_ 8 x 33o — 2 X 33o 6 x 33o 198 ft.
io
ro
divider in series with a tapping key. The
slide of the potentiometer is connected from the other junction box.

0 attempt will be made in this short
article to deal with the whole
subject of fault location, but the
following example of the method of
applying the loop test to a twin-core
feeder cable will, it is hoped, be interesting
to most readers. In later issues we hope
to deal in much greater detail with this
very important branch of distribution
work.
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HOW A D.C. MOTOR If MADE

THE COMPONENT PARTS BEFORE ASSEMBLY.
Here we see the complete set of parts used in the manufacture of a typical D.C. motor. It will
be seen that the field magnets are four-pole, built up of laminations, whilst the armature has 23 slots,
with a 45-section commutator.

Y the courtesy of the Lancashire which serves the double purpose of
Dynamo and Crypto, Ltd., we limiting the current- flowing in the
have been enabled to secure a armature and also providing a powerful
most interesting series of photographs starting torque.
The curve below shows armature curwhich illustrate the whole process of
building a fractional horse-power D.C. rent, in relation to speed. The exact shape
of the curve depends on the proportion
motor.
The particular motor here illustrated is between the shunt and series windings.
When the motor has
compound wound, the
reached its normal
series turns being
running speed,the bac150
added to enable the
E.M.F. of the arma
motor to be switched
ture opposes the flow
direct on to the line
of current through the
by means of a doubleseries coils and the field
pole switch without --.41, /00
magnets are therefore
the need for a starting iv
energised chiefly by
resistance. Another
the shunt windings.
advantage obtained by V)
T h e photographs
compounding is the
'es
high starting torque
50,
which follow illustrate
which enables the
the whole r recess of
assembly of a f-h.p.
motor to speed up
direct current motor.
quickly under a
moderate load.
In a later series we
0
When the power is
shall
show in the same
150
100
50
0
detail the method of
switched on, the series
% Armature Current assembling an alterturns carry a heavy
nating current motor
current. This produces
A TYPICAL CHARACTERISTIC CURVE
a strong magnetic field
of similar size.
FOR A COMPOUND-WOUND MOTOR.

B
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A m INS; THE ARMATURE STAMPINGS.
Note the rod which is placed in one of the slots to ensure proper alignment during assembly.
Note also that the shaft is gripped between lead pads placed on either jaw of the vice, so as to avoid
accidental damage.

INSULATING THE ARMATURE SLOTS.
Note that three layers of insulation are used for this purpose. First a sheet of Leatheroid, next
a sheet of Empire cloth. Finally, a second sheet of Leatheroid. The superfluous insulation is cut
away after the slots have been lined.
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WINDING THE ARMATURE.
Here we see the armature being wound with single cotton-covered wire. Special care is taken
to distinguish the ends of the various coils, so that there shall be no confusion when these are to be
soldered to the commutator segments. After winding, the armatures are impregnated and baked
for twenty-four hours.

ASSEMBLING THE COMMUTATOR.
This shows how a jig is used for positioning the segments whilst t: c centre is inserted.
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(Above)
CONNECTING THE ARMATURE COILS TO COMMUTATOR SEGMENTS.
Here we see the ends
of the armature coils being
soldered to the respective
segments of the commutator.
(Left)
TESTING THE ARMATURE
FOR BALANCE.
The
armature
is
mounted up on ball races
in the testing machine.
The motor-driven belt,
which is shown above the
machine, is then lowered
on to the armature. When
the motor is started up,
this belt, pressing on the
armature, causes it to
revolve. At a speed of
about 3,000 r.p.m. the
belt is lifted off and the
armature allowed to slow
down. As the critical
speed is reached, any
vibration of the armature
is recorded by pointers
on two chalked glass
plates which can be seen
on each side of the
machine. If the armature is out of balance,
weight is put in the
slots of the armature
until no vibration is recorded.
Plastieine is
used to provide weight.
After the test, this is
removed, weighed and
equal weights of copper
strip substituted.
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(Above)

WINDING THE FIELD COILS.
It will be seen that the field coils are
wound on a former, thin wire being used for
the shunt winding and stouter wire being
used for the series turns.
The number of turns and size of wire
depend on the size of the motor and also
the voltage at which it is to be run. When
a machine has to be rewound owing to a
burn-out, the easiest method is to " copy
wind " it, i.e., count the number of turns
and note the sizes of wire for the various
coils and replace exactly as previously.
To rewind for a different voltage the new
windings must carefully be calculated.

(Right)
PLACING THE FIELD COILS IN POSITION.
After winding, the field coils are carefully
taped and placed over the poles. Note that
the slots between the poles are insulated with
Leatheroid and Empire cloth in a similar
manner to the armature slots. It will be
seen that each coil has four leads coming out
from it. Two of these are the ends of the
shunt winding and the other two are the
ends of the series winding. The shunt tarns
of the four coils' are connected, together in
series ,and the series turns are also joined up
in a similar manner.
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CONNECTING THE FIELD COILS T3 THE BRUSH HOLDERS.
The picture shows the shunt windings connected across the brushes. The ends of the series
winding have still to be connected.

ASSEMBLING THE ARMATURE AND END PLATES.
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WINDING BEARING WITH YARN.
Note that after the gaskets have been placed in position and before the end covers are put on, the
end of the spindle is wound with yarn which acts as a retaining medium for the lubricant.

THE FINISHED MOTOR.
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FULL LOAD CURRENT AND MINIMUM CABLE SIZES
FOR D.C. MOTORS

0

4. CU(J.>IJ 1J
Cr! 4.
U1

. H
0(.110U10(A0Ul4. Cu IN) . .1. 44-

H.P.
Output.

ioo volts.
Amps.

Cable.

2.5
4.9
9.2
18
27
35.5
44
85
126
166
205
2 44
283
322
362
400

In.
3/.029
3/.o29
3/.036
7/.029
7/.044
7/•055
7/.o64
19/.072
37/.064
37/.083
37/.093
61/.093
61/.093
61/.1o3
91/.093
91/.103

230 volts.
Amps.

I.'

2.1
4.0
7.8
11.7
15.5
19.1
37
55
72
89
106
123
140
157
174

Cable.
In.
1/.044
3/.029
3/.029
3/.036
3/.036
7/• 02 9
7/.036
7/.o64
19/.o52
19/.064
19/.072
19/.o83
37/.064
37/.072
37/.083
37/.o83

500 volts.

460 volts.
Amps.

.51
1.1

2.0
3.9
5.9
7.7
9.6
18.5
27.5

36
44.5
53
61.5
70
78.5
87

Cable.
In.
1/ .036
1/.944
1/.944
3/.029
3/.029
3/.036
3 '.036
7 .036
7,• 044
7/• 054
7'.064
19/.052
19/•052
19/.064
19/.064
19'.072

Cable.

Amps.

In.
1/.036
1/.944
1/.044
3/.029
3/.029
3/.036
3/.036
7:.029
7/.044
7/.052
7/- 064
197.052
19/.052
19/.064
19/.064
19/.064

•5
1.0

1.8
3.6
5.4
7.1
8.8
17
25
33
41
49
57
65
72
8o

DYNAMO FULL LOAD CURRENT AND POWER
REQUIRED TO DRIVE
Full-load Current, Amperes.
Output.

Efficiency.

Power
to
Drive

6
volts.

12
volts.

16.6
33.4
83
166
250
334
835
1,666
2,500
3,340
4,166
5,000
6,666
8,350
--

8.3
16.7
41
83
125
167
417
833
1,250
1,666
2,083
2,500
3,333
4,170
5,000
5,833
6,666
7,510
-

50
volts.

volts.

220
volts.

.91
1.8
4.5
9. 1
13.6
18
45
91
136
182
227
272
364
450
545
635
725
817
910

.45
.91
2.25
4.5
6.8
9.1
22.7
45
68
91
113
136
282
227
272
318
364
408
454

II0

440
volts.

500
volts.

Kilowatts.
.5

.2
.5
1

1.5
2
5
10

15
20

25
30
40
50
6o
70
8o
90
100

.7
.75
.8
.85
.88
.88
.89
•9
.92
.92
.93
•93
.94
.95
.95
.955
.955
.957
.96

i
4
1
I/

4
3
74
15
22
3o
36
43
57
701
85
98
112
126
140

2
4
Io

20
30
40
Ioo
200
300
400
500
600
800
L000
1,200
1,400
1,600
1,800
2,000

.227
.45

.2
.4

1.1

I

2.3
3.4
4.5

2

3
4

II

10

23
34
45
57
68
141
113
136
159
182
204
227

20
3o
40
50
6o
8o
Too
120
140
16o
18o
200
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ELECTRICAL
CIRCUIT
DIAGRAMS
CAR ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT.
HE diagrams which follow deal Charging Connections.
with a typical car electrical inIn the third and fourth diagrams the
stallation.
dynamo is of the third-brush type, and
The first diagram shows a typical car the charging switch is shown open, or in
wiring system in a conventional form, the " off " position. When it is turned
while the second diagram is a pictorial clockwise into the " on " or " charge "
representation of the same circuit. Note position, its upper blade connects the
that the system employed is coil ignition. dynamo positive and dynamo field terThe dynamo has the usual third brush minals, thus enabling the dynamo to
control, and an insulated return is em- build up or excite and so furnish current
ployed. All the return wires are shown when its speed is high enough.
dotted.
It will be seen that the dynamo positive
terminals on the cut-out and dynamo are
How the Circuit is Divided Up.
connected by being joined together at the
It may be mentioned that no two makes switchboard charging switch terminal ;
of cars are wired in exactly the same the dynamo negative terminal connecmanner, but a careful study of the dia- tions join on the negative bus-bar ; while
grams given herewith will enable the the battery positive terminal leads are
reader to analyse the circuit of any car connected to the positive bus-bar.
with which he may have to deal. It will
be seen that the method employed here is Starter Connections.
In the diagram showing the remote
to divide up the circuit as below : —
control circuit for the starting motor, A is
(a) The starting circuit for the motor.
(b) The charging circuit, which includes the starter positive terminal, B the batthe dynamo, the cut-out, control switch tery positive terminal and C the pushbutton switch terminal. With this parand battery.
(c) The lighting circuit, consisting of ticular system of connections, the remaining push-switch terminal is conbattery, switch, ammeter and lamps.
(d) The ignition circuit, consisting of nected to the negative bus-bar of the
battery, ignition switch, distributor and switchboard.
contact breaker and plugs. An earth Lighting Connections.
return is, of course, always employed on
In the diagram showing the typical
the high tension side.
lighting circuit the switch is shown in the
(e) Ignition circuit, in the case of " off " position. Turning it clockwise,
magneto ignition. This consists of mag- the first stage of the movement puts it
neto primary and contact breaker, igni- into the " side and tail " position, in
tion switch, magneto secondary, distri- which the positive bus-bar is connected
butor and plugs.
to the side and tail terminal block ST.
The separate study of each of these A further clockwise movement preserves
sub-sections of the main wiring diagram the positive bus-bar to side and tail block
will be found invaluable whenever a connection and, in addition, connects
fault in the electrical circuit has to be the positive bus-bar with the headlamp
traced.
terminal block H.

T
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relating to the coil ignition, the ignition
switch is the same as the charging switch ;
but the charging blade of the switch is
insulated from the ignition blade. The
coil is switched on by turning the switch
clockwise.
In this example the primary winding of
the coil is entirely insulated
11
11
from the secondary winding ;
and one end of
cur-our
-the secondary
II
S
Lie:NT/Ng
winding is
it 14
SWITCH.
I I11
earthed, to proI
1
vide a return
path from the
Icasing of the
II
sparking plugs.
14.4 1I I
Comauve-o
The primary
/QNmav & CHAP&Na
S‘vircri
and secondary
1
v Bus 8412.'
DISTR/BUTOR.
coils are someI
I !-v Bus BAR.*
COIL
times connected
elONITION)
as shown by the
WAW
0
dotted line X ;
on.
the earth con4E.
40.
nection shown
4E.
•11.
on the left is
CONTACT
then omitted and
: I
BREAKER.
4
the
secondary is
D-1 0* OF
'V
earthed through
STARTER,C=1
1
11
the contact
SwircH
breaker.
DYNAMO

Ammeter Connections.
In most of these diagrams it will be
seen that the ammeter shows the current
which is passing into or out of the battery,
apart from the starter current. An ammeter able to measure the starter current

5555

0Q04.0Q.00,

Izt

...,1

1111 .1111111C%
BATTERY •

STARTER

In the case of
the diagram
showing the ignition connections of a magneto, the magneto is switched off by
earthing one end of the primary winding
when required ; the other end is always
earthed and is connected to one end of
the secondary winding.
Compare the switch in this figure with
that in the diagrams of the coil
ignition circuit and the typical
wiring diagram to obtain a clear
Notice
idea of its several functions.
the position of the charging blade B

A TYPICAL WIRING DIAGRAM.
The above circuit shows all the parts of a modern car lighting equipment,
iz , lamps, cut-out, switchboard and instruments, coil ignition, dynamo,
battery and starter. Compare with diagram on facing page.

would be of interest to comparatively
few people and would not show the much
smaller charging and lighting currents
with reasonable accuracy, if, indeed, the
ammeter needle moved at all. The ammeter, in fact, is in the lead connecting
battery positive with switchboard positive
bus-bar.
Coil Ignition.
In the diagram showing the wiring

Magneto Ignition.
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with reference to the ignition blade
of the switch.
Accessories.
Accessories such as an electric horn are
usually wired to the positive bus-bar of
the switchboard
through the
appropriate
operating
switch of one terminal, and by
the other to the
busnegative
bar or to earth.
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How to Trace Out the Circuit of an Old Car.
When an old car is under consideration
and it is not possible to obtain a circuit
diagram either from the makers or from
any other source, the best plan is to take
the circuit in which the internal trouble

Wiring
Other
Diagrams.
One of the
chief sources of
difference
between one wiring
diagram and another is the construction of the
switchboard,
and, in particular, the construction of the
switches. Some
of the rotating
parts of combination switches
are not easy to
draw in diagram
form if examined
by themselves ;
but if the connections to the
fixed contacts be
PICTORIAL DIAGRAM OF TYPICAL WIRING SYSTEM.
traced and plotBy comparing this diagram with the technical circuit diagram shown
ted on a diagram opposite, the reader will be able to follow the connections of the various
difficulty components without difficulty. The horn and windscreen wiper switches are
the
usually dis- not shown.
appears at
once.
Wiring diagrams tor most of the chief is suspected and trace it out wire by wire
makes of motor-cars are published by and make a systematic diagram for this
Automobile Electricity, 53, Shorts Gardens, alone. This procedure can be carried
London, W.C. 2, and whenever these can out with other parts of the circuit until
be obtained it is a simple matter to split the fault is traced. Usually it is not
up the circuit into component parts as necessary to construct the entire diagram
before the fault is found.
shown in the diagrams which follow.
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CHARGING CIRCUIT.
This shows the main parts of the dynamo
and battery circuit, Including the cut-out.

REMOTE CONTROL CIRCUIT
FOR THE STARTING MOTOR.

October

PICTORIAL DIAGRAM OF CHARGING CIRCUIT.
Compare this with the diagram on the
left.

REMOTE CONTROL STARTER
CIRCUIT (EARTH RETURN
SYSTEM)

PICTORIAL DIAGRAM OF THE
REMOTE CONTROL CIRCUIT
FOR THE STARTING MOTOR.

CO/L
/G/VIT/011,
SWITCH
/tvOrc 'POS/TION

PWGS

r-1

—

D/S TR/BUTOR

I C0^17-ACT
BREAKER

L .

Edarr-i'

8.4 rreRY -""r

PICTORIAL DIAGRAM OF A COIL IGNITION
CIRCUIT.

TECHNICAL DIAGRAM FOR A COIL IGNITION
CIRCUIT.
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5NEADZAMPS
czi

SIDE

SIDE

9

C:17

9- 9-

S sT

Liaw-ravo Swrov.
"orA-',"'Sitz• & 7:4/.4L'„_A
kif
":4hz"
Bas BAR
AMMETER

- Bus BAR
1
11[1'

MI L.*
I I I 1I

-

-

I
I
001412

774/L

Lamp

BATTERY

HS

(Above)
TECHNICAL DIAGRAM FOR A TYPICAL
LIGHTING CIRCUIT
FOR A MOTOR-CAR.

(Above)
PICTORIAL DIAGRAM OF A TYPICAL
LIGHTING CIRCUIT
FOR A MOTOR-CAR.

VIR
SI y

The switch is
shown in the " off "
position.

Compare
this
with the technical
diagram.

BY

"Ir LB

v EH

ELECTRIC HORN CIRCUIT
(SINGLE-POLE SYSTEM) .

ELECTRIC HORN CIRCUIT
(DOUBLE-POLE SYSTEM) .
MAGNETO /sne/r/oN
Swn-cH IN OFF

MAGNETO IGNIT/ON
Siy/rc,i IN "OFF"
PosirAw

0

POSITION

SwircHaoARo--,
MAGNETO
.2/S7 arectroR.

PA/MARY

Gmvohvo

DarRaturoR
CONTACT

8.4,z4orip

MAGNETO
ARMATURE.

CONTACT"
BREAKER
EARTH

"9' "Ti

SAORK/NO R.1103.

TECHNICAL DIAGRAM OF MAGNETO IGNITION
CIRCUIT.

PICTORIAL DIAGRAM OF MAGNETO IGNITION
SYSTEM.
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THE GRID /MEM. AND THE ELECTRICAL
ENGINEER

I

N a few words, the grid scheme involves
the closing down of a fair number of
the smaller power stations so that the
remaining stations can generate at higher
efficiency with fewer standby units. Its
development tends to restrict the field

for advancement for the man engaged
strictly on the power generation side as
there will be fewer worth-while jobs
available.
There is, however, always room at the
top and the man who determines to get
there can still do
so. He will need
to acquire a good
GRID SYSTEM OR ELECTRIFICATION
knowledge of
E.H.T. work if
11..
132,600 V MAIN TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
he wishes to
make good in this
SWITCHING STATIONS
sphere in the
future. The
boiler house is
becoming more
132,000 V MAIN TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
important
TRANSFORMING /32,0001340g;
because economy
STATION
in steam generation is of greater
GENERATING STATION
importance
now
SYSTEM .33,000
than ever before.
34000 k
3. 000 IA'
inefficient
The
6, 60o 4,"
stations will
SECONDARY
eventually be
TRANSMISSION
SYSTEM
closed down.
Another effect
OUTDOOR
TRANSFORMING
of the grid is the
COMBINED
STATION
SWITCHING
great increase in
66001990, 2304,
TRANSFORMING
the demand for
STATION
7/, 0002'
33,000//f 000
engineers capable
9570 I/
230 2/
of dealing with
the E.H.T. transmission side.
TRACTION
There is splendid
CINEMA, SHOPS, HOUSES
.YIKIMV..- SUB STATION
I
scope here for the
OUTDOOR
/4000 /7C/
I
/550 I/ .0 a
TRANSFORMING
young ambitious
1.41L
STATION
IL _1000
man. New prob11,000 1,790,2301/
lems of all kinds
have to be solved
D. C 5501
grgo
and the man who
2301/
acquires a good
LJI
knowledge of this
TRACTION
VILLAGE, FARM
side should make
rapid progress.
The most
A TYPICAL SCHEME FOR RURAL, COMMERCIAL AND TRACTION SUPPLY.
This diagram and that opposite show only two variations. They will, important effect
of the grid
however, serve to show the surprising flexibility of the Grid scheme.
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ELECTRIC SUPPLY

73

COMMERCIAL AREA

FOR

SWITCHING STATION

I 3Z000 V MAIN TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

-7).,1••;c
E
:

GENERATING STATION
SYSTEM 4600
SUB STATION
6,600/fro0//
fffig
all ME Bit§ 11111

0600
L

FACTORY

goo

6,600li
TRACTION
SUBSTATION
6,600,70/5So c

SUBSTATION
6,600/ 6,60o

sli
0' f'

.990 2301/

‘J.

I

!

171)

6,600 1/.

4470
.230.14

.5501‘.0 C.

TRACTION

550 c
OO CHZIOCI

00 00 00
00
00
OFFICES

L
SHOPS

TRACTION

_1

4

HOUSES CINEMA

A TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT SHOWING IN PICTORIAL FORM HOW THE EXTRA HIGH VOLTAGE
GRID SUPPLY IS STEPPED DOWN FOR INDUSTRIAL, COMMERCIAL AND DOMESTIC PURPOSES.
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scheme has not yet been felt in full. This by the million, and electric motors, switchis the great development which is sure gear and transformers by the thousand.
What a wonderful opportunity for men
to follow on the distribution side of the
industry. A recent survey of 12,000,000 with vision to look ahead and secure the
houses showed that 8,000,000 were still advantage of this inevitable expansion
without an electric supply of any kind. in the industry. It almost seems as if
Millions of new consumers will be secured the day may come when electrical engineers
will receive from the rest of the community
in the next few years.
Premises will have to be wired, service an adequate recompense for the study and
connections made ; lamps, fires, irons, skill which they must give to their
cookers, fans, refrigerators, will be required work.

HOW IS AN EXCITER STABILISED?
so that on the descending saturation curve,
with the exciter field rheostat cut " all in,"
the alternator line volts will be between
35 per cent. to 40 per cent. of the normal
value. The stabilising winding must be
continuously energised when the machine
is in service, and its controlling switch
must always be closed before, and opened
after, the main field switch.
On large machines a separate small
exciter is sometimes arranged on the same
shaft as the main exciter and provides
excitation for the main exciter, thus ensuring absolutely stable and quick operation under all conditions of load.

For the purpose of stabilising exciters
when alternator rheostats are not provided, a separately excited field winding is
wound on the main poles in addition to the
shunt field, the current required being not
more than 0.125 amp. This stabilising
winding is energised off a constant D.C.
supply of anything up to 25o volts, and
may be regarded as increasing the residual
magnetism of the magnetic system. A
series resistance consisting of six resistance
units (25o, 500, 1,000, 2,000, 3,000 and
4,000 ohms respectively) is provided,
suitably encased for mounting on the back
of the switchboard, and should be adjusted

CURRENT CONSUMPTION OF LAMPS
Watts
Ratmg.

Units Hours
per
per
Hour. Unit.
.015 66.6
.025 40
25
.04

15
25
40
100

.1

200

.2

300

.3
.5

500
1,000

I

2,000
3,000
4,000

2

5,000

3
4
5

6
12
volts. volts.

100

110

volts.

volts.

2.5 1.25
4.17 2.08

.15
.25

.136
.227

6.7

.4
.6
.75

.36
.55
.68

10

3.3
5

12.5
16.7

6.25
8.35

5
3.3

---

---

2

--

--

3
5

200
volts.

210
volts.

.075
.125
.2

.0715
.119
.19

220
volts.

230
volts.

.o68
.114
.18

.065
.108
.174

250
240
volts. ' volts.
.0625'
.104 '
.167
.25

--

--

10

2.7
4.5
9.1

.5
.33
.25

----

----

20

18.2

TO

3o
40

15
20

19

18.2

17.4

16.7

.2

--

--

50

27.2
36.4
45.5

.26
.286
.27
.326
.312
.357
.34
-415
.455
.435
.475
.91
.87
.835
.95
1.25
1.44
1.36 1.3
2.27 2.17 2.08
2.38
4.55 4.35 4. 15
4.75
8.35
8.7
9.1
95
12.5
14.4
13.6 13

25

23.8

22.7

21.7

20.8

.o6 16.6
.075 13.3

60
75

Current Consumption, Amperes.

TO

I

I

2

.3
.375
.5

.91
1.8

I

1.5
2.5
5

.o6
.1

.16
.24

.3
-4
.8
1.2
2

4
8
12
16
20
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OPERATION OF TRAFFIC SIGNALS
By C. CAMERON KIRBY, A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.E.E.
In this article Mr. C. Cameron Kirby describes how traffic signals
are operated by manual and automatic means

A TYPICAL TRAFFIC SIGNAL INSTALLATION.
This shows four two-way traffic signals in operation.

T

HE increasing density of road
transport in recent years and the
congestion that already exists in
city thoroughfares has grown to such
dimensions that tree movement of traffic
has been considerably hampered. The
limitations of the " point duty " policeman
are well known, and in the nature of things
unavoidable, and in consequence the
demand has arisen—and is being supplied
—for automatic means to control and direct
traffic at many points on our highways.
Light signals for traffic control were first
installed in New York in 1918, and were
manually operated by the police from
control towers by special switches. This
has since been developed into the completely automatic equipment in use to-day.

The Flexible Progressive System. A system that has been found to
possess many advantages is known as the
Flexible Progressive System." The
period for a complete cycle of changes
must be of the same duration for all the
intersections controlled, but the total
time at each intersection may be divided
between " main " traffic and cross traffic
to suit the volume of each. The timing of
the signals as a whole may be adjusted to
meet the varying traffic conditions during
the day and to permit the continuous
movement of traffic at predetermined
speed.

Location of the Signal Posts.
The actual location of the signal posts
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NowN6.->s<-
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I
/ I

/ I
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WHITE LINE

WHITE LINE

ii

WHITE LINE
/ I
/

\

R

PEDESTRIANX-

---XREOESTRIAN

POSITION OF S GNALS FOR A THREE-WAY
SYSTEA ON EACH CORNER.
R = Red light. G = Green light.
Vehicles—
Signals Visible.
Moving
One or both of the
signals on the left,
and the far-side signals on the right, if
not obscured by
traffic.
Waiting ..
Two far-side signals
and possibly nearside signal on left.
Pedestrians . .
Correct signal straight
ahead at all points.

1

r

POSITION OF SIGNALS FOR TWO-WAY SIGNALS
AT 180° ON EACH NEAR CORNER.
R = Red light. G = Green light.
Vehicles—
Signals Visible.
Signal on near side to
Moving
left and/or far side
signal on right, if
not obscured by
traffic.
Far-side signal on
Waiting ..
right and possibly
near-side signal on
left.
Pedestrians—
Crossing on right Correct signal straight
ahead.
hand of intersections.
Crossing in other No correct indication
visible ahead.
directions.

1

o5

1
O

2

•

.O

O

•

0

•

O
L

L SIGNALJ
EAST & WEST

SIGNAL
NORTH 1 SOUTH

O

0

0 10

L
-J
L
....1
-J
L
L
4
CONTROLLER CONTROLLER CONTROLLER CONTROLLER
1ST. POSIT/ON 2Ao.P0,51770N 3RD. POSIT/ON 4TH. POSITION
R-NoRTHIGoum RIA-NormaSouni G-Noirn i iSourif A- NoRTHSSami
6- EAST 1 WEST A-EAST A WEST R- EAsT S WEST RSA- EAST A WEST

AUTOMATIC TRAFFIC SIGNAL.
Sequence of controller switching operations for one complete cycle.
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at a crossing obviously has a direct effect
on their utility, and the diagrams show
respectively the lay-outs recommended
for two-way and three-way signals, the
latter type being recommended where it
is advisable to afford a guide to pedestrians.
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East and West light signals. Further, the
duration of each light signal period per
cycle has to be capable of variation, and
the duration of the cycle itself has also
to he capable of alteration. The end of the
first period coincides exactly with the
beginning of the second period, and the
beginning of the third period occurs at
the same instant as the end of the second
period, etc.

How the Signal Indications are Given.
Each signal consists of three lenses
arranged vertiFROM
cally—Red,
CONTROLLER
Amber and 425361
(0:- OMIT THESE FOR FOUR TWO-WAY SIGNALS)
Green, with the
163524
Red at the top.
•
The signal indications are given in
0
iS
the following
®®0"order during any
•®
complete cycle :
(r) Red, (2) Red
and Amber together, (3) Green,
KEY
1.COMMON.
(4) Amber, and
6. AMBER.N.S.E.6W.
so on. With the
5. RED. E.% W.
majority of signal
2. RED. N.ZS.
the
controllers
4. GREEN. /115.
time for a comGREEN. E.Sk Y.
3.
plete cycle may
be adjusted from
about 40 seconds
0
0•
to three minutes,
•
and the periods
for Red and
Green signals
from 25 per cent.
to 75 per cent.
6
3
of the total cycle
5
z
in either direc•
tion. The duration of the
DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS OF AUTOMATIC TRAFFIC SIGNALS.
Amber signal is
This is for four three-way signals to grs, e red-amber change period.
adjustable from
2 to 10 seconds,
depending on the width of the crossing The Switches.
and speed of the traffic.
Consequently four switches are required,
each one to light up the lamps required
Details of the Electrical Control.
for the particular period. These switches
From the above it is clear that the are interlocked, either mechanically or
electrical control deals with repetitive electrically according to the particular
cycles, each of which contains four distinct make of control mechanism, so that this
periods. Moreover, there are two distinct definite sequence of switching operations
sets of electric light signals, namely, the is performed. The schematic diagram of
North and South light signals, and the connections for these operations shows a
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VIEW OF TIMER OF TRAFFIC SIGNAL CONTROL Box.
The three white knobs shown in the lower right-hand
side are for varying the relative positions of the cams.
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Red showing north and south
streets.
Green showing east and west
streets.
No. 2 switch closed or controller
2nd position :—
Red and amber showing
north and south streets.
Amber showing east and west
streets.
No. 3 switch closed or controller
in 3rd position :—
Green showing north and
south streets.
Red showing east and west
streets.
No. 4 switch closed or controller
in 4th position :—
Amber showing north and
south streets.
Red and amber showing east
and west streets.

How Signal Posts are Connected
to the Control Box.
For the actual connections
from the control box to the signal posts a sixcore cable, is run ; this usually consisting of
conductors of 3/.o29 in. or 3/.o36 in. soft
tinned copper wires. Each core is covered

main road signal (i.e., North and South)
and a cross-road signal (i.e., East and
West) with the connections to each of the
four positions comprising one complete
cycle. The polarities
have been marked with
a + and a — sign to
0
0
facilitate tracing out the
()MANUAL SWITCH
0
flow of current and do
3
not necessarily indicate
that direct current is
used. Signals are made to
work satisfactorily on
both A.C. and D.C.
circuits.
How the Four Switching
IDisconNECTIN6
6wn-ca
/
Positions are Obtained.
Com RED oe6raommei
l0 0
MOTOR SWITCH
INSENENWEAN
2-POLE
These four switching
i
AUTOMATIC To
MAIN LINE
MANUAL TRANSSWITCH
CONNECT/ON BOARD FOR 6-CORE
positions may be obFER SWITCH
CABLES TO SIGNAL POSTS
tained by the use of four
individual switches, or as
is adopted in some cases,
by the use of a " drum '
controller.
MOTOR CO/LS
AND DISC
This sequence may be
briefly tabulated as
follows :—
No. i switch closed, or INTERNAL WIRING OF CONTROL Box FOR AUTOMATIC OR MANUAL
controller 1st position :—
OPERATION.
0 4

I
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with a distinctly coloured braiding which
facilitates the connection of the signal
post wiring to the correct terminals in the
control box. The wiring diagram shows
the various cores to whith individual
signal lights are connected in order to give
the correct sequence of signals. This
diagram should be studied in conjunction
with the diagram of connections.

The Barcol Controller.
There are many types of control boxes
on the market and various methods are
employed to achieve the same final result.
One type which has been in successful
operation for some years is the Barcol
controller, which consists of a motor driving
a camshaft through reduction gearing,
the various cams operating the four switches
necessary to work the signal lights.

Motor Used in A.C. Systems.
In the case of alternating current
systems the motor consists of a Foucault
or eddy current disc similar to those in use
in ordinary A.C. house service meters,
with two field coils, one above and one
below the disc, and these are connected
in opposition. The interaction of the
energised field coils, each having the same
magnetic polarity at any instant, induce
a current in the disc of opposite magnetic
polarity, and accordingly the disc rotates
like a simple single-phase motor.

Varying the Speed of a Complete Cycle of
Operations.
One of the two field coils is attached to
a movable bracket and this can be adjusted to bring the field either nearer the
centre of the disc or farther from this
point. If the field is moved out to the
circumference, the effect is that of a
retarding force acting with a longer arm
or fulcrum, and the motor slows down.
This lengthens the time for a complete
cycle of operations.
Moving the coil
towards the centre of the disc shortens the
cycle. This adjustment is made by hand
on the face of the control box, whilst the
installation is in operation.

EXTERIOR VIEW OF TRAFFIC SIGNAL
CONTROL BOX.
Showing where the handle fits when
manual working is employed.

particular time of the day without shutting down the signals. This is accomplished
by varying the relative positions of the
cams. The three white knobs shown in the
lower right-hand side of the controller
photograph are for this purpose, two being
for the period of duration of amber light
in each direction, and the third enabling
the proportion of time for main street
traffic to be varied from 75 per cent. to
35 per cent. of the total period.

Working the Signals by Hand.
The tubular pillars shown on the inside
of the door are contactors brought into
use when the signals are manually operated. The external view of the box shows
where the handle fits when manual working
is employed.

Adjusting the Timing of the Signals.

Internal Connections of Controller.

In addition to varying the total cycle,
it is necessary to allot varying proportions
of the cycle to the N.S. street and the
E.W. street, and to vary these according
to the volume of traffic existing at any

At the top of the diagram of the internal
connections for the Barcol controller are
shown the connections to the handoperated controller, which is normally
in the position indicated, i.e., making
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such a position that
the policeman operating the signals
manually can observe the movement
of vehicles and give
a longer or shorter
period in favour of
each street as may
be required. When
changing over the
signals to automatic
operation, the officer
opens the doublepole switch shown
on the middle left,
and switches in the
motor switch.
Cam - operated
Switches.

L

The cam-operated
switches are depicted at the bottom
5 of the diagram.
P, Q, R and S are
switches connected
to the supply by
03
flexible leads and are
6A ,
S
4
moved by the cams
6
a4 either to the right,
or left, in an horizon(c)3rd. Position
(S) 4th. Position
tal direction, makCAM-OPERATED SWITCHES
ing contact with
Showing sequence of switching operations for one complete
the fixed studs as
cycle.
shown. The supply
connection between contacts L and 8, connection is brought to No. 8 contact
and the handle is so interlocked mechani- and conducted via the flexible leads to
cally with the contactor spindle which it the moving contacts or switches. These
operates, that it cannot be taken off in switches take the current for lighting the
any other position. For manual operation signals to five of the cores of the six-core
the handle is moved downwards from the cables, only two of these cores being alive
position shown in an anti-clockwise at any one time. The sixth core, that
direction, pausing at position 3, 2, to give numbered 1 in the diagram is the common
the right of way to E.W. traffic, moving return, and may be assumed to be at earth
on to 2, 6A, to show Amber, etc., for potential. This core is connected directly
clearing the crossing and moving on to the to the connection board shown in the
5, 4, studs in favour of the N.S. traffic. centre of the diagram and has no switch
Having reached this position the handle in circuit with it, apart from the main
is brought back in a clockwise direction, switch.
and after the 5, 6A, studs are cleared the
The last illustration shows diagrammaticycle is repeated.
cally the four positions of these camPosition of Control Box.
operated switches which occur during the
The control box is always placed in operation of a complete cycle.

6

6
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THE C.T$, WIRING SYSTEM
The C. T.S. wiring system is too well known to electrical engineers to need
a lengthy description. We hope, however, that these notes will prove
useful to those who have occasion from time to time to estimate for outdoor
and factory wiring schemes, and also for temporary wiring installations

SHOWING THE RUNNING OF THE CABLE
AND FIXING WITH LEAD SADDLES.

HE illustrations given in the following
pages show at a glance the work
involved in using this particular
system on wiring schemes. This class of
wiring is particularly suitable for use
in factories and workshops, especially
where flexible leads are required for
supplying current to accessories such as
electric drills, inspection lamps, electrically driven air compressors, etc. It is
also ideal for use in wiring outdoor extensions such as garages, home workshops,
etc. Very little description of the system
is necessary for the practical man, but
there are just one or two points to which
special attention may be drawn.
It may be remarked that this system,
unlike the metal sheathed surface systems,

T

Two CABLE ENDS BEING TRIMMED READY
FOR PASSING THROUGH PATERAS BLOCK.

requires no bonding at switches, junction
boxes and other fittings.
Running the Wires.
The simplest method of running the
wires is by using lead saddles as shown in
the first illustration. These are usually
cut from lead strip on the job. Ordinary
nails are quite suitable for securing the
saddles if the wiring is being carried along
a wooden partition, but in the case of
brick or stone walls Rawlplugs can be used
most effectively.
It will be seen from the second illustration above that the twin or multi-cored
wire has an outer sheath which must be
removed before the separate wires can be
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TWISTING CABLE ENDSAFTER
PASSING THROUGH AND FIXING WOOD BLOCK.

FIXING CEILING ROSE TO
BLOCK AND MAKING CONNECTIONS.

prepared for insertion into the ceiling rose
or switch. In making all terminal connections, care should be taken to twist
the strands together as shown so as to get
the best possible contact.

Composition Fittings.
The illustrations show 2-way and 4-way
junction boxes suitable for use with this
system of wiring. The last illustration
shows one of the commonest applications,
viz., for supplying power to portable
electric tools. The sturdiness of the
insulation renders this cable much more
suited to workshop conditions than the
ordinary twin flex. It is unaffected by
moisture, acid fumes or paint. It is
extremely flexible, and owing to the
fact that the outer covering is of tough
rubber there is practically no danger of
accidental shocks.

Uses in Chemical Works.
In situations where corrosive fumes or
specially damp atmosphere is likely to be
met with it is important to use with this
system corrosion proof fittings and a
sealing compound should be used for
protecting the exposed ends of the wires.
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STANDARD TUMBLER SWITCH
SHOWING
(ASSEMBLED),
WIRES BEING CONNECTED.

The metal fastenings for the saddles
should be painted.
For Greater Safety.
Wherever C.T.S. cables are used for
supplying current to portable electric
tools, small D.C. or single-phase motors,
etc., 3-core cables should be used. Two
of the cores are for supplying the appliances
with current, and the third core should be
used for earthing the casing of the machine.

Improving the Appearance.
Wherever the appearance of a job is of
importance, for instance in offices attached
to works, where this system is in use, it
is recommended that the wiring should
be run in wooden casing. A special type
of casing can be obtained for this purpose.
The cable is held in position by special
clips which take the place of the ordinary
lead saddles, and each clip is provided with
side extensions which grip the sides of the
wood casing.
We are indebted to the St. Helen's
Cable and Rubber Co., Ltd., for facilities
for staging the illustrations which accompany this brief description of the C.T.S.
cable systems.
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STANDARD C.R. FOUR-WAY CONNECTOR ,B DX, WITH VARIOUS SIZES OF SINGLE AND TWIN
CABLES, COMPLETE WITH COVER.

JOINT,

USING THE STANDARD C.R. STRAIGHT-THROUGH (TWO-WAY) CONNECTOR Box.
This method has superseded the old method of twisting cable ends together after stripping, insulating and taping, and is now a standard practice.
How TO MAKE A

ISING CAB TYRE SHEATHED FLEXIBLE CABLE IN CONNECTION WITH PORTABLE TOOLS, I.E.,
BENCH DRILL IN WORKSHOP.
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How TO EXPLAIN ELECTRICAL TERM/ IN
A SIMPLE MANNER
This article is intended to show electrical engineers how they can
explain electrical terms in a simple manner when the occasion arises

T

HE electrical engineer, especially the
man who is connected with the
commercial side of the industry,
often has occasion to explain electrical
terms in a simple manner to householders
who may be contemplating the use of
electric irons, fires, etc. The following
notes will prove very useful in helping
people to visualise what terms such as
" amperes," " kilowatts " mean in relation to the cost of using electrical accessories.
Water as an Analogy for Electric Current.
Visualise your electric current as water
passing along a pipe. A pipe will only
convey according to its size a certain
number of gallons per hour. Similarly, an
electric cable will only take a certain
flow, in this case known as amperes. The
following will be helpful in roughly estimating the cost of installing points :—
Maximum Current.
Size of Cable.
6 amps.
1.045
12 „
3.036
18 „
7.029
7.036
2 4 ,y
31 „
7.044
These figures are for normal runs of
not more than 40-50 feet from the plug
to the fuse board. If the length is much
greater intermediate fuse boards should be
fixed or the size of the cable increased.
Electrical Terms in Simple Language.
Continuing the idea that electricity in
a cable corresponds to water in a pipe,
you can easily explain the following
electrical terms to the non-technical
customer.
Ampere.—This is the volume of electricity flowing down the main.
The V olt.—This is the pressure of the
electricity, and corresponds to the pounds

per square inch of water pressure in a
pipe. The voltage, of course, is determined by the supply authority for the
district.
The Watt.—This is a term of measurement. It is found by multiplying the
" volts " by the " amps." One thousand
watts is known as one kilowatt, or usually
one KW.
Explaining the " Ohm."
Water flowing along a pipe encounters
a certain amount of friction. Electricity
flowing along a cable also encounters
friction, which is known as the ohm.
This was named after a celebrated scientist
who evolved what is known as " Ohm's
Law." This simple equation is one which
will help the electrical engineer in practically every visit he makes when explaining his particular appliance, and it is that
Amperes x Volts = Watts.
Finding the Cost of Using an Electrical
Appliance.
From this he will be able to explain
how to arrive at the cost of using any
electrical appliance, for example :—
An electric iron, on which the makers
put " 2 amperes ; 200 volts will consume
2 X 200 = 400 watts."
Electricity is measured by units, and
the Board of Trade have set out a standard
which lays down that i,000 watts used
for one hour constitute one unit. Taking
the above example, in which it was found
that the iron consumed 400 watts, this
means that the iron consumes 400 watts
in one hour, or one unit in
1,000
400
or just over two hours ; in other words,
the householder could be told the iron
will use a unit of electricity in just over
two hours' use.
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Giving Advice About Heating.

In estimating the size, or advising on
the size of fire or heating appliance
necessary, a fair basis to take is that one
kilowatt will raise 800 cubic feet of air
approximately 7' in one hour, or, allowing for the average position and window
space of the ordinary room, If watts per
cubic foot of space will be sufficient.
Local conditions, of course, will vary
this, but here a higher technical knowledge
and study of heating will be necessary
to arrive at definite and accurate results,
but for ordinary purposes the figures
given above will suffice.
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Cold water temperature
50° F.
6o° F.
Room temperature ..
..
•• roo° F.
Bath temperature
•. 120° F.
Washing-up temperature
. . 212°F.
Boiling temperature ..
With the average electric appliance
one kilowatt will boil two gallons of water
in one hour.
To ascertain the capacity of a rectangular tank :—
Height x Width x Depth .
(inins.) =galls.
276
i gallon = 276 cubic in.
lb. water =- 27.6 cubic in.

Water Heating.

Hints About Cooking Appliances.

The average family of four to five
persons require approximately 5o gallons
of hot water daily, at an average temperature of 120° to 15o°.

The average cost of cooking for domestic
purposes for the average family up to six
persons is one unit per person per day.
For hotels and restaurants the cost
varies with the type of meals produced,
but for the average ,meal it is half a unit
per person per meal. This is for a standard
two or three-course dinner.

Temperatures.

The following will be found useful
data :—

STAND-BY LIGHTING SUPPLY FOR CINEMAS
The idea that gas, oil lamps or candles which informs the audience that the
provide a satisfactory secondary lighting cinema management has assured the
system in cinemas is rapidly being dis- public safety and comfort by 'installing
pelled in most places, but there are still a storage battery which will maintain the
a few diehards who are not well disposed to light in the building even though the
surrounding district may be in darkness.
electricity.
Apart from the expressions of appreciation
As a result of an intensive campaign by
of this service from
the battery makers to
cinema managers it is
influence licensing
SAFETY&COMFORT
another step in the direcA
authorities favourably
tion of bringing the
to regard electricity as
public to that state of
the best medium for
bhe management of this
" electrical mindedness "
the cinema safety lightTheatre have installed
which will help in the
ing system which the
a StorageBattergPlant
as CI precaution against
loading of the distribuHome Office regulations
lighting failure.
tion centres of the
demand, large numbers
of cinemas are being
grid.
equipped with storage
Cinema engineers who
battery installations.
would
like to have fuller
Accumulator
The
riffri
ffire
details
can obtain them
Makers' Association has
from
the
Accumulator
gone further by issuing
BEETIMMEL
Association,
Makers'
the neat lantern slide
66, Victoria Street,
shown here to the
S.W. I.
THE LANTERN SLIDE.
cinemas so equipped,
CERTIFICATE

TNF

ACC.11.11ATOR MAKERVASSOCIATION
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THE ILLUMINATION OF STAGE PLAY:
By FENTON J. HURST
Stage lighting is a subject of great importance to electrical engineers.
In this article will be found an outline of the apparatus used
and the effects that can be obtained by stage lighting electricians
HE art of illuminating stage plays Efficient Apparatus Necessary.
This cannot be done without efficient
in this country—although fairly
well established—has not received apparatus, which must be capable of
the amount of attention that its importance covering the whole of the principles of
correct illumiwarrants.
Especially is
nation. Glarthis so in circles
ing sources of
devoted to the
visible light cn
production of
.the stage, fcr
example, would
amateur theatricals, concerts
tend to focus
attention k o n
and other
the lightir g and
functions which
are presented
not on the prefrom a staging
It
sentation.
and viewed
would also
from the usual
fatigue the eye
auditorium or
and cause irribalcony of what
tation to the
often purports
audience.
All se urces
to be a firstclass hall. The
of light must
legitimate theacarefully be
tre,' especially
concealed, and
in provincial A CLOUD PICTURE, SHOWING BOTTOM TIER OF HORIZON where it is
districts, is also
necessary to
COLOUR FLOODS.
This effect is obtained by using a cyclorama.
frequently sadly
provide a visilacking from a
ble " property
production point of view as regards stage light " such, for example, as a lighting
lighting and its control.
standard in a supper table or bedroom
scene, this must merely be rendered
The Art and Science of Stage Lighting.
sufficiently luminous to fulfil its apparent
The lighting of stage plays is a science function. In no sense must it form a part
and an art. It is a many sided art, but of the general illumination of the stage.
there are certain fundamentals that must
be observed if stage plays are to be pre- Standardised Stage Lighting Equipment.
sented successfully. Light on the stage
The aim of stage lightinitis to provide
is not only necessary in order to permit lighting of any intensity, hue or tint,
the audience to follow the action of the whenever it is required. This needs
play, but it is also a medium whereby efficient apparatus and capable control.
certain mental efforts may not only be Most of this equipment, although it is not
created to follow the play as the author generally known, is standardised, and can
planned it, but to make the playgoer be bought and installed in the same way
yield himself body and soul—for the time as the more widely known home electrical
being—to the intricacies of the plot and fittings, such as switches, lampholders and
the machinations of the different characters the like. In the main it consists of some
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half a dozen items which will be found
suitable for both large and small halls.
Generally speaking, these may be summarized as follows : footlights, battens
or border lights ; wing floods, acting area
floods and spotlights of various orders
according to the size of the hall or stage.
Provision must also be made for the
control of the lighting by this equipment,
such as by a switchboard, dimming
apparatus, etc. This plant should be
installed in a convenient operating chamber from which the electrician can command a full view of the stage in order that
he may control the lighting in accordance
with the instructions of the producer.
The Cyclorama.
Other and more costly apparatus may
here be cited, such, for example, as the
cyclorama, for producing an artificial sky
or horizon, the latter consisting of a
creaseless white cloth running on a curved
rail at the extreme rear of the stage, and
which is easily folded up whenever
required. By the aid of special projectors
with motor-driven optical effects, many
charming horizon settings are easily produced.
Effects Produced by Using the Cyclorama.
The projections may simulate a clear
blue sky across which fleecy clouds float
gently by, a darkened storm sky, or a
pleasant twilight evening. Rain, lightning
and other effects are also easily contrived
by auxiliary " effect " attachments.
Where a cyclorama is used there is
necessarily less scenery required, so that,
although it is fairly costly to install, the
cost may easily be covered by substantial
savings in outlay on scenic items. When
cyclorama scenes are being operated, the
usual standard stage lighting is usually
reduced by means of dimming or blacking
out, so that the lighting from the footlights or overhead battens does not overwhelm the delicate colour tones that form
so pleasing a feature of a cyclorama background or horizon setting.
Footlighting Apparatus.
But let us return to what we may call
the " bread and butter " necessities of
stage lighting.
First, every stage must
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have footlights. Footlights to-day are
usually sunk in a trough below stage level
and their function is to provide strong
general illumination from the stage level
to intensify the facial expression of the
performers, and as a set-off against
shadows cast by the overhead frontal
Eghting battens or border lights.
Footlights are usually of one of three
types, viz., trough, magazine or combined
direct-indirect.
Trough-type Footlights.
The first is a simple metal trough fitted
with a given number of lampholders, each
of which must be lamped, usually spaced
about six inches apart. The inner reflective surface may be painted white or lined
with a polished metal reflector element.
Its principal merit is cheapness, and
although now almost obsolete, will answer
quite well for small stages of church halls
and the like, where the more elaborate
magazine type is considered too expensive.
Using Coloured Lamps.
The trough type may be wired on any
number up to four circuits, and can be
equipped with coloured lamps, spaced in
the order white, red, blue and amber, or
colour screens, when very telling effects
can be obtained. Suitable wattage lamps
must, however, be employed, or there will
be a lack of light owing to absorption by
the colours.
Magazine-type Footlights.
The magazine or compartment type
footlight has now largely superseded its
predecessor, the simple trough type. As
its name implies, it is made up in a series
of compartments, each with its own
individual reflector containing a single
lamp. Each lamp is usually spaced at
6 in. centres which, fitted in front of
reflectors of polished aluminium, stainless
steel or glass, provides a higher intensity
of illumination than the trough type.
Again, three or four colour circuits may
be employed, the wiring being carried in a
separate channel at the rear of the fitting.
Colour mediums, either of glass—in which
case strips should be employed in preference to one piece glasses allowing for
expansion by heating—or what are more
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generally used nowadays—gelatine colour
mediums. Either are held in position by
wire frames. As modern practice decrees
that footlights should be let in flush with
the stage, it is necessary that the fittings
should be amply ventilated, either by a
series of holes or louvres.
Combination Direct-Indirect Footlights.
The direct-indirect type is little used in
this country. It possesses certain merits
however, but could not be recommended
for installing around a curved stage. It is
essentially a straight front stage footlight.
It is not elaborate in character. In the
main it consists of separate lamp sections
mounted on a spindled framework which
can be rotated through 18o° the whole
length of the fitting. Normally it functions directly, but when rotated its light
impinges on to a curved metallic reflector
which re-reflects light of slightly lower
intensity upwards. By rotation, of course,
the intensity varies through this halfcircle.
This type is frequently wired for five
circuits and usually the lamps are spaced
at 4 in. centres. Rotation through its
orbit with different coloured lamps gives
great variation of lighting, and dimmer
control is not absolutely essential. This
type is eminently suitable for cyclorama
presentations. Usually footlights are subdivided into 3 ft. or 5 ft. sections depending, of course, on the number of connections it is desired to control from the
switchboard.
Battens.
These are generally used for frontal
curtain lighting also in conjunction (with
footlights). They are wired similarly to
footlights and suspended on barrellings
with raising and lowering adjusters, but
for fear of falling glass on to the stage,
gelatine colour mediums only must be
employed.
Floodlights.
Next we come to floodlights. These
are of various kinds. Acting area or box
floods for providing downward illumination over the acting area of the stage, and
wing and perch floods. Wing floods are
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portable and are designed to be plugged
into conveniently situated sockets on the
stage. They may be single, double or
triple floods, mounted on a telescopic stand
on a heavy base equipped with 500, L000
or 1,50o watt lamps. Perch floods are
installed in fixed positions overhead and
above the proscenium opening. Mobile
ground floods are also used extensively for
supplying lower stage lighting from
the wings. These may have colour screens
if it is desired to introduce colour at the
base of the scenery.
Spotlights.
Spotlights come next, and they are
designed, as their name implies, to throw
a concentrated beam of light on to a
performer or a setting. In small halls
what are known as " baby spotlights " are
used. These are very inconspicuous, quite
effective and can be installed almost
anywhere. Long throw spotlights,
familiarly known as " front of house
projectors," are necessary for large halls
where throws of zoo ft. and upwards are
necessary, but they are so practical nowadays for illuminating either one performer
or the whole stage, or introducing effect
lighting, that they are always worth
investing in. In fact, apart from the
footlights and battens, they are almost a
lighting installation in themselves.
Switchboards and dimmers, both liquid
and metallic, and control apparatus,
although governing stage lighting, are
frequently harnessed to the general lighting.
Regulations Regarding Stage Lighting.
It will be appreciated that only the
barest fringe of the art and science of
stage lighting has been touched on, and
readers who desire more detailed enlightenment on this fascinating subject, particularly as to wiring details and control,
would do well to study the official handbooks issued by the Institution of Electrical
Engineers, containing the many regulations applying to this subject, as it is
impossible to quote the whole of the
regulations here—varying as they do for
different types of halls according to their
seating capacities.
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RESISTANCE NETS FOR ELECTRICAL
PURPOSES
In this article will be found some practical advice on using resistance
nets for building up resistance units for use with motor starters,
accumulator-charging plant, etc.
N excellent method of building up
electrical resistance units for accumulator-charging plant, motor
starters, dimmers, and similar appliances,
is to utilize resistance nets as 'clearly
explained and illustrated in the following
article.

A

but by connecting several nets in parallel,
resistances up to 70o amperes capacity
have been successfully constructed and
operated with entire satisfaction.
Method of Connecting to Obtain Requisite
Value.
Standard resistance nets are provided
with two flexible connections. They can
also be supplied with the addition of
" short loops " for short circuiting a few
turns to cut out some of the resistance.
Selvedges or " fixing margins" are provided on two opposite sides of each net.
For regulating resistances, shunt and
series regulators, the nets are supplied
with tappings
—5, 7 and 8
steps according
to requirements.
A combination
of resistance
nets will make
up a shunt
regulator resistance of any
conceivable
capacity.

Description of Nets.
The nets consist of resistance wire
woven between asbestos yarn, the complete
net being perfectly rigid and free from
vibration.
The wire used is nickel-copper alloy.
Flat-ribbon is also used in place of wire
for nets of large current capacity.
Ohmic Value
and Range.
Regarding
the accuracy of
the ohmic value
of the resistance
nets, for ordinary commercial purposes,
the nets are
usually wound
within plus or
minus 5 per
cent., but for
special requirements they can
be calibrated to
within i per
cent. accuracy.
The standard
range of resistance nets is
from .093 to 54
amperes for
single nets,
AN ASBESTOS WOVEN WIRE RESISTANCE NET.,

PRACTICAL
EXAMPLES.
A Typical Motor
Starter.
To make up
a resistance
suitable for a
5-H.P., 400-volt
direct current
motor starter,
five type A.C.I
nets connected
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How A MOTOR
STARTER OR SHUNT
REGULATOR
IS MADE UP.
This shows the
bank of nets (or
resistance bank)
ready for mounting.

First Build up the Nets to Form a Complete Resistance.
These nets are made in different sizes
to suit the starter case and assuming that
the correct size nets have been obtained
(in this case 71 in. by 8 in.) the next step
is to build up the nets to form a complete
resistance ready for mounting inside the
starter case.
First, four pieces
of mild steel rod
6 in. long and
threaded throughout,
are obtained. On to
each piece of rod
mica tubing / in. hole
by 1 in. outside di=
ameter are threaded.

Placing the Nets on
M i c a-insulated
Rods.
The resistance
nets are now placed
on the four micainsulated rods, care
being taken to see
that a porcelain
spacing washer of the

THE M 0 T 0 R
STARTER OR SHUNT
REGULATOR
COMPLETED.
the
Showing
complete resistance
unit mounted in
ventilated box.

SECOND STAGE IN
MAKING UP A
MOTOR STARTER
OR . SHUNT
REGULATOR.
the
Showing
unit
resistance
being fitted with
the box.

in parallel would be required. The nets
would have seven tappings and are suitable
for a starter having 8 studs, i.e., seven
equal steps.

correct size is placed between each net and
one at each end.
An ordinary washer and nut is then
slipped over each piece of steel rod still
projecting (about 2 in. to 4 in.) and the
whole screwed up tight. The resistance
is now complete and ready for fitting into
the starter case.
The connections between contact studs
on the starter and the corresponding
tappings on the resistance nets can now
be completed and the starter made ready
for service.

An Accumulator
Charging Resistance.

Gi

li b ri

milli i ri n, n
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DETAILS OF A COMPLETE RESISTANCE.
Comprising five resistance nets.
Note the tappings at the top of the
nets for motor starter or shunt
regulator.

Resistance nets of
the type described in
the foregoing paragraphs form an ideal
resistance unit for
accumulator charging
and are made up in
exactly the same way
as for motor starters,
assuming that it is
desired to vary the
charging rate and that
a radial type battery
charging resistance
is to be employed.
When a battery
charging resistance
with a fixed charging
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rate is decided on, ordinary resistance
nets with two flexible connections (no
tappings) are employed. The nets are
then suitably connected and mounted inside the resistance case and the connections
completed.
A Lamp Dimming Resistance.
This type of dimming resistance is
similar in appearance to the standard
protected type front-of-board shunt regulator and is operated in the same way.
The method of building up the resistance from the nets is again precisely
the same as in a motor starter.
It should be noted, however, that for all

VIEW OF BACK-TO-BACK BOARD TYPE
REGULATOR, WITH COVER REMOVED.

This shows the resistance nets fitted
and connected at the back.

insulated iron frames. As many nets as
required would be made up in this way
and connected in parallel until the total
loading of the heater would be, say,
5 K.W.
The frames holding the nets are now
bolted together or dropped into grooves
or slots which form the frame of the
heater.
elittiMMIMMINUOMMINX
DOUBLE RESISTANCE BANK MOUNTED IN IRON
FRAMEWORK.

apparatus in which the resistance is to
be in circuit for long periods, continuously
rated nets fOr cool running must be
employed, otherwise
there is the danger
of the resistance
getting hot.

Making up a Heater
for Drying-oat
Transforme:s.
A typical electric
heater for dryingtransformers
out
would be made up as
follows: The heating
elements consisting
of standard resistance nets (with two
copper flexible connections only) would
be fitted into

Where Obtainable.
These nets are manufactured in all
required sizes by the Cressall Manufacturing Company, of 31 Tower Street, Birmingham, 19, who will be glad to answer any
technical enquiries on the subject.
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A TYPICAL ELECTRIC HEATER FOR DRYING OUT TRANSFORMERS.
The heating elements consist of standard " Cressall " heating nets.
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The Editor invites correspondence from readers on any subject of general interest
to members of the electrical engineering profession. Letters should be addressed
to THE EDITOR, The Practical Electrical Engineer, 8-11, Southampton
Street, Strand, W .C.2.
The Diesel Electric Generator.
SIR , —The problem your correspondent A.P.Q.
mentions is of considerable importance and is
many-sided.
Undoubtedly the efficiency and reliability of
the Diesel or other oil engine driven generator
will steady any tendency of the " Grid " supply to
overcharge consumers who use a fair amount of
power.
This is undoubtedly necessary, as one or two
syndicates, controlled to some extent by Amencan capital, are attempting to form a closed ring
round all industrial districts with the object of
squeezing from the consumer every farthing
he can be made to pay.
The small and medium oil-driven set will give
the manufacturer and the large city store an
alternative method of obtaining power and light,
and for a time at perhaps a lower cost.
When, however, the powerful interests which
are now seeking to make a monopoly of electricity
supply between the Grampians and the South
Coast feel this competition acutely they will
undoubtedly work to get a stiff tariff placed on
fuel oil ; this point must be remembered. This
attempt to tax fuel oil would also be supported
by the colliery interests on behalf of British
coal : for it is not yet possible to produce commercially the requisite quantity of fuel oil from
coal.
Thus, if the " Grid " supply is made too stiff, it
can only be defeated by using foreign oil in
place of British coal.
There is another side to the question.
A manufacturer may find that to purchase
energy costs him L1,500 a year, whilst to generate
it costs him only £1,350 a year ; but he may
actually be out of pocket on the deal. In order
to make sure of the soundness of his policy, he
must calculate how many manufacturing machines of his special trade could be accommodated
in the space devoted to his power house, oil
fuel store, engine and generator stores, together
with the small workshop space necessary to
maintain properly the oil engines, generators
and accessories. He then has to place the profit
the machines which could occupy the generating
plant space would earn in a normal year against
the saving he has made in the cost of electrical
power, by generating it himself.

In the case quoted, if the manufacturing plant
which occupied the generating station could
earn f250 a year clear profit, it would pay the
manufacturer to buy power rather than generate
himself.
Speaking generally, where purchased electricity
is over o.75d. a unit, and profits earned per
square foot of factory space are high, it will pay
to buy and not generate.
Again, if special current applications are
required in the factory, it may pay to generate
even at a higher cost. Whilst on the score of
absolute reliability the outside supply is inferior
to a well-planned single set private supply.
A.M.Inst E.E. (SHEFFIELD).
Cost Figures of Heavy Oil Engines.
SIR, —The question raised by your correspondent, A.P.Q. (Yeovil), is an important one
to electrical engineers.
I am sure the cost figures given below will
be of much interest to your readers.
Typical figures of cost of Petter 25o B.H.P.
two-stroke heavy oil engine for industrial drive.
CAPITAL COST.
Engine and Pipes, Air Comp. Equipment, etc. ..
Erection Complete ..
.
140
Water Tanks ..
14°
Foundations, 47 cub. yds. at 45s. ..
105
Z„2,085
OPERATING COSTS.
Based on full load operation.
Io hours per day 30o days per year = 3,000
hours per year.
No. of H.P. hours per year = 750,000.
Per
Per B.H.P.
Year. hour
Pence.
INTEREST AND DEPRECIATION AT
I I PER CENT. . .
..
. . Z229
.073
Repairs and Renewals ..
35
.011
Insurance Fire .
.. 15
.004
Insurance against Breakdown
..
. . 42
.013
and ex. ,000 .
47
Water and Stores
.015
Attendance-52s., 40 hours
.. 150
048
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LUBRICATING OIL.
Cons. .005 pint per B.H.P. per
.. 68
hour at 3s. per gallon..
FUEL OIL.
.43 lb. per B.H.P. per hour at
L5 7s. 6d. per ton ..
774
,(1,36o

.022

.247
.433

Typical costs for a " Crossley-Premier " 200K.W. four-stroke heavy oil engine set working
under conditions as follows :—
Average load ..
..
. ...164 K.W.
2,444
Hours per annum
Units supplied at switchboard
.. 400,000
Fuel at
per ton. Lubricating Oil at 3s.
per gallon.
Water—No Charge.
Fuel ..
£550
Lubricating Oil
25
Stores ..
o
25
Maintenance ..
Wages ..
155
765
Nett Cost per Unit
Capital Charges on Engine, Generator and
Equipment—
Interest at 5 per cent.
..
[i6o
Depreciation at 5 per cent. ..
i6o
Gross Cost
..
1,085
Gross Cost per Unit ..
.65od.
The following data refers to a factory installation using a Rushton oil engine set. Current
was metered on the switchboard and the other
figures of cost are taken from invoices, etc.
52 weeks from March 31st, 1925, to April 1S/, 1926.
47 hours per week = 2,444 hours.
The total number of Units generated =
176,390 K.W.-hour.
The initial total cost of the
Plant was ..
£3,54 2 0 0
Interest on initial outlay, 5
per cent. 011
Depreciation on Engine 7i per
cent., and Dynamo 7i per
Wages ..
..
Insurance
..
Fuel Oil (Specific Gravity .87),
6o tons 2 cwt. 3 qrs. 25 lb.
at
17s. 6d. per ton
..
Hauling Fuel Oil from Station
Lubricating Oil, 2571 gallons
at 3s. I id.

117

2

0

265 13 0
193 13 I0
55 2 0
2 93

16

4
I

3
2

5o

8

7

1,051

4 10

176,390 K.W.H. = 1.43d. per K.W.-hour.
The working cost per unit (exclusive of
capital charges, etc.) is roughly .75d. per unit,
a figure which compares with an average of
rather over .75d. per unit in the case of a number
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of public supply generating stations, of all
sizes, using oil engines, where the conditions
may not be so favourable to low costs as in the
case of a factory plant.
Yours, etc.,
J. Y. (MOTHERWELL).
Radio Interference from Bell Wiring.
SIR,--With reference to the letter of your
correspondent W. H. C. (Farnham) in your
September issue, radio interference from bellwiring circuits is not at all unexpected. General
wireless interference from supply mains and
mains apparatus has recently occupied a good
deal of attention, chiefly because it is more
prominent and also because it is possibly less
under the listener's control than the use of
electric bells in his own house.
It is extremely difficult to specify what may
be a complete remedy in any particular case,
but it is not so difficult to indicate general
palliative methods that may give adequate relief.
First, of course, in these days of sensitive
radio sets, all bell wiring should be done in metalcased bell-wire such as is now available at no
great cost from many of the cable makers.
The metal sheath should naturally be bonded
and earthed just like the heavier mains wiring.
This type of wiring is additionally to be recommended because of the neatness of the job
that can be done with it.
A condenser across the contacts of the bell
would most probably give considerable relief. A
standard method of improvement is a filter
unit consisting of two H.F. chokes and two
condensers. The chokes are inserted in series
in the leads, while the two condensers are
joined in series with each other and put across
the wiring pair with their mid-point earthed.
This should alternatively be tried in the leads
immediately next to the battery, but is more
likely to be effective close up to the bell. The
condensers should be of not less than 4 microfarads.
Reliable information on interference-prevention can be got from the Engineer-in-Chief s
Department of the G.P.O.
" ELECTRODE " (WINDSOR).
Car Dynamo Control.
should be glad if you could inform me
through the medium of your magazine on the
following point : What is the value and cost of
the resistance to insert between the positive
brush and field winding of a car dynamo to
obtain half charge when the switch is open ?
Can this system be fitted to any is-volt, 120watt machine ?
H. W. T. (SUTTON GOLDFIELD).
It is impossible to give the value for the " half
charge " resistance unless the resistance of the
shunt windings is known. For a case in which
the shunt windings have a resistance of 5 ohms,
the value of the additional resistance would be
about r2 ohms.—[ED.]
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A MAGNETO MAGNET MAGNETISER

T

HE magneto magnet magnetiser must be brought out, a slot should be cut
described in this article will be in the fibre flange used at the end of the
found invaluable for automobile spool where the winding is started. It is
engineers. It can be constructed and also advisable to cover the lead out wire,
wound from the particulars given in the when located in the slot, with another
cambric washer or flange insulation. This
diagram and the accompanying table
The windings are wound on spools made will prevent any possibility of a shortof brass tubing and sheet metal for the circuit between this wire and any of the
flanges. If the windings are wound on the successive and adjacent end turns of the
spools with the circular iron core assem- winding.
bled in the spool,
Well treat each windMAGNET
the spools will be
ing with shellac varnish
a tight fit on the
and finally wrap with
core.
cotton taping for protection, giving the
Insulation.
taping a
AGriETI5ER coat of
The windings DRASS
are entirely insu- .51'00L.
shellac
03
lated from the •j_ljrd
varnish.
r
spools and if the
magnetiser is intended 6
Check the Windings.
for operation on a
The windings are
voltage of ioo or
connected
in series,
over, very great care
and before finally
must be taken in resoldering and taping
gard to insulations. In
the connections,
such case, three turns
check with a comof varnished cambric
pass needle to see
should be wound round
that
the magne6V4'.
the tubing and in
tiser poles are of
5LOT Fl ttVS & SPOOL
addition to cambric
s
A5 ii
opposite polarity.
on the flanges, sheet
Larger magnefibre or presspahn intisers
for magnetising
sulation at least
assembled magnetos
equal in thickness to
may be purchased
the diameter of the
from various manufacwire should be used.
turers (see adverts. in
Cut a Slot in the Fibre
motor trade journals).
Flange.
These are, however, too
4.
large to be made except
Since the beginDETAILS OF MAGNETO MAGNET
by manufacturers.
MAGNETISER.
ning of each winding
PARTICULARS OF MAGNETISER WINDINGS.
Voltage.

46o

230

200

100

50

25

12

Volts.

..
Size of wire
Approx. turns per
..
..
coil
No. of layers ..
Current consump..
tion ..
Approx.wt. of wire

.018"

.026"

.028"

.040"

.056"

.072"

.104"

D.C.C.S.F.

8400
35

468o
26

426o
25

225o
18

1180
13

730
10

365
7

I.27
11.5

2.5
13.0

2.63
14.0

5.15
14.75

12.7
15.75

25.4
16.5

9.6
15.25

NOTE . —The windings on the two limbs of the magnetiser are connected in series.

Amperes
Lbs.

1/4

N
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OLLOWING our usual practice
we are publishing in the present
issue another article by one of
the foremost authorities on electrical
work, viz., Mr. A. T. Dover, M.I.E.E.,
who is Consultant to several large
engineering firms, Examiner in Electrical Engineering to the University of
London, and Head of the Department
of Electrical Engineering at the Battersea Polytechnic. This article deals
with Methods of Battery Charging.
We believe that this subject has never
before been so thoroughly dealt with
in a magazine article, and we feel sure
that readers will appreciate the value
of this for purposes of reference, as it
covers practically all standard methods
of charging in power stations, private
generating plant, stand-by plant for
cinemas and theatres, and petrol service
stations both large and small.
Other articles which deal
Why
with matters of immediate
Frequency
interest to the engineer
Control is
Important to who wishes to keep in
the Electrical touch with latest deveContractor
lopments are those dealing
with the Cathode Ray
Oscillograph, and with Methods of
Frequency Control in Modern Powei

F
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6 months' Subscription, 7/— Post Free
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Stations. To the man engaged on the
retail distribution side of the industry
it might appear that frequency control
is of rather remote interest, but on the
contrary, it is a subject which has a
very direct bearing on his everyday
work.
There is still an immense market for
the sale of domestic electric clocks,
which, of course, depend for their
accuracy upon the control of frequency
at power stations. We propose next
month to publish an article dealing
in a practical manner with the selling
and installation of electric clocks.
We have received hundreds of letters from
The Technical readers of the Magazine in
Advice Bureau
response to the offer made
in the October issue, and
our Technical Advice Bureau is now
dealing with a large number of queries
every day. Every effort is being made
to deal with queries promptly, but
readers will realise that in certain cases
where experts have to be consulted a
little time must elapse before a full reply
can be sent. As a large percentage of
queries are of general interest to electrical engineers we shall in suitable cases
publish these together with the replies.
I
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ELECTRICAL
CIRCUIT
DIAGRAMS
BATTERY CHARGING CIRCUITS
By A. T. DOVER, M.I.E.E.
HE diagrams which follow deal
with the various methods of
charging accumulators or storage
batteries.
Although only a simple fundamental
principle is involved in charging any storage battery, the actual charging arrangements are numerous owing to different
conditions and circumstances, such as the
size and location of the battery, the purpose for which it is employed, the nature
of the supply available, etc.

T

Principle Involved and Requirements to be
Met.
When charging any storage battery a
certain amount of electrical energy (watthours) in the direct current form must be
supplied to the battery. The charging
current must not exceed a prescribed value
and its direction must be opposite to that
when the battery is discharging. The
electrical energy required fully to charge
a battery is always greater than the energy

EitarrEar
Fig.

&ELI)

FIELD
IN/NO/NG RHEOSTAT

I.-SIMPLIFIED CIRCUIT OF CHARGING
DYNAMO.

discharged from the battery since its
previous full charge, because of PR
losses in the battery during charge and
discharge, losses due to leakage or selfdischarge when standing, and losses due
to the conversion of electrical energy into
chemical energy and vice versa.

Ampere-hours Instead of Watt-hours.
In practice it is more convenient, when
dealing with the charging and
C SUPPLY
discharging of batteries, to
consider ampere-hours instead
of watt-hours. The number
of ampere-hours required is
equal to the number of am+ Pere-hours discharged divided
by the ampere-hour efficiency
of the battery (which is the
ratio of the ampere-hours discharged and the ampere-hours
required to recharge the
battery to its previous condition). Thus, if charge and
discharge ampere-hour meters
were connected in the battery
circuit, we should be able to
ascertain exactly- the charging
Fig. 2.—SIMPLIFIED CIRCUIT OF CHARGING BOOSTER.
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SWITCH PANEL.

A.C.ORD.C .
SUPPLY
STARTER

0 0

BATTERY

.)4\1\1\MAM/1
RHEOSTAT

MAIN SWITCH
a FUSES

MOTOR GENERATOR

Fig.

3.—MOTOR GENERATOR SET ARRANGED FOR CHARGING.

ARMATURE MNO/NGS

3 CELL BATTERY

(Left)
Fig.

4.—C ONSTAN T VOLTAGE
CHARGING USING DOUBLEWOUND GENERATOR.

(Below)
Fig.

5.-CONSTANT - CURREN T

CHARGING FROM CONSTANTVOLTAGE MAINS USING SERIES
REGULATING RESISTANCE.

3 CELL.
BATTERY

6' CELL
BATTERY

FIELD RHEOSTAT

requirements (i.e., the number of amperehours required) if we knew the amperehour efficiency.
Factors which Govern Ampere-hour Efficiency.
Unfortunately this quantity is generally
not known with exactness, as its actual
value depends upon the rates of discharge
r— —
LAMPHOLDERS

C

CHARGING
TERMINALS

L
D.P5w/TcH

fiffx

ti

Pcua .

a FusEs

Fig.

TUMBLER SWITCHES

6.—ARRANGEMENT OF " CHARGING BOARD " WITH LAMPS AS RESISTANCES.
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D.0 SUPPLY
•—wAAANvv
R2

+

(Below)

No.

No.2

Fig. 8.—METHODS OF REPRESENTING
BRIDGE-CONNECTED METAL RECTIFIERS.
(a) CONVENTIONAL " BRIDGE " DIAGRAM ;
(b) ACTUAL ARRANGEMENT OF ELEMENTS
SHOWING TERMINALS ; (c) CONVENTIONAL
DIAGRAM OF ELEMENTS IN ACTUAL
RECTIFIER (b).

O 1 11 1

•--vwv\AAAN
RI
No.3
1111111 +

rFh

•---AMAAMAN
Rat

Ac

Fig.

7.—SERIES-PARALLEL GROUPING OF BATTERIES AND REGULATING
RESISTANCES FOR CHARGING FROM A
CONSTANT-VOLTAGE SYSTEM.

_ AC

AC

AC

tstr
(b)

(c)
(Left)

Fig.

Q.—BRIDGE-CONNECTED METAL
RECTIFIER WITH DOUBLE ELEMENTS.
(a) CONVENTIONAL CIRCUITS : (b) ACTUAL ARRANGEMENT OF ELEMENTS
AND TERMINALS ; (c) CONVENTIONAL
DIAGRAM FOR (b).

(c)
Ballast Resist c'

BATTERY
Transformer

Rectifier

Fig.

I0.—CONVENTIONAL DIAGRAM OF BRIDGECONNECTED METAL RECTIFIER WITH TRANSFORMER AND BALLAST RESISTANCE.

Transformer
Fig. II.—METAL RECTIFIER WITH TAPPED
RESISTANCE IN BATTERY CIRCUIT.

Tapped Choking Coll
AC

BATTERY A
LIZ

Transformer
Fig.

Transformer

Recl-i Fier

I2.—METAL RECTIFIER
CHOKING COIL.

WITH

TAPPED

L

Fig. 13.—METAL RECTIFIER WITH,i TAPPED
SECONDARY WINDING ON TRANSFORMER.

La.

Rectifier
0

BATTERY

Fig.

Fig.

I4.--HALF-WAVE METAL RECTIFIER FOR
MEDIUM AND HIGH VOLTAGES.

Condensers

15.—METAL RECTIFIER ARRANGED FOR
FULL-WAVE RECTIFICATION USING THE " VOLT(Westinghouse.)
AGE DOUBLER " CIRCUIT.
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THREE-PHASE SUPPLY

ioi

and charge, the age
of the battery, the
condition of the plates,
temperature, etc.
TRANSFORMER
Hence, when this
method is used in
Sec.A
practice the meter
readings must be taken
Tappingin conjunction with
Switch
observations of the
Rect-IFIer specific gravity and
temperature of the
acid at the end of the
charge. The actual
values of specific gravFuse
ity of a fully charged
cell vary slightly with
the make and design
Ballast of cell, but the table
ResistV below gives some
which are common.
Regulating
Resist',Charging Current.

A Charging

r

+ Terminals

Fig. 16.—COMMERCIAL CHARGING EQUIPMENT WITH METAL (WESTINGHOUSE) RECTIFIERS. FOUR DIFFERENT CHARGING CIRCUITS ARE PROVIDED, VIZ.: A, FOR CAR BATTERIES ; B, C, FOR PORTABLE BATTERIES,
LARGE AND SMALL SIZES ; D, FOR WIRELESS H.T. BATTERIES.
(Westinghouse Brake and Saxby Signal Co.)
TABLE OF VALUES OF SPECIFIC GRAVITY.
Temperature °F.
..
4o
5o
6o
70
Specific gravity (fully charged)
.. 1.258
1.254
1.25
1.246

The charging current
may be supplied at
either a constant or
a variable rate. In
the former case (called
constant current charging) the current
8o
roo
90
1.242 1.238 1.234

BATTERY
Rectifier
Fig.

I7.—HALF-WAVE VALVE RECTIFIER.

Fig.

18.—FULL-WAVE VALVE RECTIFIER.

Rectifier

Fig. 19.—TWO

HALF-WAVE VALVES ARRANGED
TO GIVE FULL-WAVE RECTIFICATION.

Fig.

20.—GAS-DISCHARGE FULL-WAVE VALVE
WITH BARRETTER BALLAST RESISTANCE.
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is maintained approximately constant by adjusting, from time
to time, either
the voltage of
the charging
supply or a
variable rheostat
connected in
series with the
Battery
battery.
In the second
Fig. 2I.—SIMPLEST ARRANGEMENT OF ARGON
case (called conFILLED, HALF - WAVE
st a nt voltage
RECTIFIER.
(TUNGAR)
charging) the
(B.T.-H. Co.)
is
charging
effected from a
circuit of constant voltage and the
current (which has its maximum value at
the commencement of charging) tapers
off to a low value as the back-e.m.f. of the
battery increases.
Trickle charging is a form of constantvoltage charging in which the charging
current is much below the normal charging
current. This method is intended to compensate for the self-discharge and leakage

AC

losses in a
fully charged
battery which
is standing,
such batteries
being used for
emergencysupply and for
standby purposes.
NOTES ON
THE DIAGRAMS.

Battery

Circuit with Booster.
FIG. 2 shows the simplified circuit when
a booster is used for charging. This method

Rectifier

MAIN TRANSFORMER

000660

'0666691

(/2 cella)

FIG. I shows Fig. 22.—TUNGAR RECTIthe simplified FIER WITH REGULATING REACTANCE (B.T.-H. Co.)
circuit when
a separate
dynamo is used for charging. This machine
is shunt wound, and the charging current
is adjusted to the required value by means
of the field rheostat. In practice additional
apparatus is necessary for the satisfactory
operation of the plant. This apparatus is
shown in the complete diagram of connections in Fig. 27.

Anodes
Anodes
athodeChoke
RECTIFYING
BULB

STARTING COIL
706Z3A)

(9,1.11N1.11.1

1••• •
••

LINE INDUCTANCE

ps2
RESISTANCE

+ DC

Maa6666-eaMatraNDri:
AC

TRANSFORMER

Fig. 24.—MERCURY ARC SINGLE-PHASE RECTIFIER. (Hewittic Elec. Co.)
ARC RECTIFIER FOR SMALL CURRENTS UP TO
5 AMPS. (Hewittic Elec. Co.)
When the exciter anodes come into action the
S1, cut-out switch for starting coil ; S2, cut- starting anode is cut out by a switch operated
by the anode choke.
out switch for excitation circuit.

Fig. 23.—SIMPLEST ARRANGEMENT OF MERCURY
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is employed when a battery is used in
conjunction with direct-current generating
plant, e.g., as a standby or for loadequalising purposes. The maximum voltage of the booster is equal to : (Maximum
voltage required to charge the batteryminus voltage at the bus bars). Hence the
maximum output required from the booster
is much lower than that which would be
necessary from a separate generator
operated according to the
method shown in Fig. I.
The complete connections
ai e shown in Fig. 28.

Charging Cells Requiring Different Currents.
FIG. 7 shows how a number of cells,
requiring different currents, may be
grouped for charging from constant voltage D.C. mains.
Elements of a Bridge-connected Fullwave Metal Rectifier.
FIG. 8 shows methods of representing

Rectifier
Main

Anodes

..--Excite Anodes
Stara g Anode
Cathode Choke

Connections for Motor
Generator.
FIG. 3 shows the simplified connections when
a motor-generator is used.
Constant Voltage Method
with Double-wound
Generator.
FIG. 4 shows the simplified connections for a
constant voltage method
of charging in which a
double-wound generator
is used to enable two or
three voltages to be available at the same time.
The machine has two
armature windings (each
with its own commutator
and brush gear) a common armature core, and
a common field magnet
system with a shunt
winding.
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Auk
Cutout

Anode
Chokes

ExciterTransfr

Threephase
Transfr
Fig. 25.—MERCURY-ARC THREE-PHASE RECTIFIER. ( Heuntitc
Elec. Co.)
Starting and excitation are effected in the same manner as in
the single-phase rectifier (Fig. 24).

Constant Current Charging with Adjustable Rheostat.
FIG. 5 shows how constant current
charging may be obtained from constant
voltage D.C. mains by means of an adjustable rheostat which is adjusted from time
to time to maintain the current at the
required value.
Charging Board with Lamps as Resistances.
FIG. 6 shows a simple " charging board "
in which lamps are used as resistances for
charging low-voltage cells from D C. mains.

low-voltage bridge-connected full-wave
metal rectifiers (copper-oxide or coppersulphide types) in which a single element
is used in each " arm " of the
bridge.
FIG. 9 shows how the elements
are arranged when currents larger than
that obtainable from a single element
(Fig. 8) are required. Still larger
currents may be obtained by connecting three or more elements in
parallel according to this scheme (Fig.
9).
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Fig. 26.—SKELET ON ARRANGEMENT OF METAL RECTIFIER
FOR THREE-PHASE CIRCUIT.

Charging With Metal Rectifiers.
Fig. io shows a bridge-connected fullwave rectifier arranged for charging
FIG. II shows how the circuit of Fig. io
may be adapted when batteries of different
voltages (e.g., 2, 4 or 6 volts) have to be
charged at different times. The resistances
R1, R2 R3 must be adjusted to suit the
circuit conditions.
FIGS. 12 and 13 show more efficient
methods than that shown in Fig. io. In
Fig. 13 the transformer secondary winding
is provided with tappings, and in Fig. 12
a tapped choking coil is used. In some
cases a transformer with an adjustable
core is used.
NOTE.—With all metal rectifiers a
ballast resistance or reactance is necessary
to prevent overloading the rectifier.
Half-wave Rectification.
FIG. 14 shows how a metal rectifier is
arranged for half-wave rectification for
charging wireless high-tension batteries.
Full-wave Rectification.
Fm. 15 shows how a metal rectifier is
arranged for full-wave rectification for
charging wireless high-tension batteries.
The elements of the rectifier are arranged
in the same manner as those for a halfwave rectifier, but a tapping is brought
out from the centre. Full-wave rectification is obtained by means of reservoir
condensers (CO, each of 4 microfarads
capacity.
A Commercial Charging Equipment.
FIG. 16 shows how a number of metal
rectifiers are supplied from a single transformer. This arrangement is employed in
commercial charging equipment for battery
service stations, in which batteries of
various sizes and voltages have to be
charged at the same time.
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Charging with Valve Rectifiers.
FIGS. 17 to 22 show various
charging arrangements with halfwave and full-wave valve rectifiers. The single-valve rectifiers
(Figs. 17 and 18) are used for
small currents (up to about 120
milliamps.) at medium voltages
(5o to 35o volts). The doublevalve rectifier (Fig. 19) is used
for higher voltages.

A Barretter Regulator.
FIG. 20 shows how a full-wave gas
discharge valve is arranged with a special
ballast resistance lamp (called a barretter)
to give a constant current. The barretter

CHARGE

DISCHARGE

C

-Q

To Circuits

Generator

—
Battery

Fig. 2 7.—ARRANGEMENT OF CHARGING EQUIPMENT FOR COUNTRY HOUSE OR ISOLATED
GENERATING PLANT.
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consists of a centre-tapped resistance
filament in a sealed bulb containing
hydrogen, and possesses the property
that within certain limits the resistance
increases directly in proportion to the
current.
Argon Filled Rectifiers.
FIGS. 21 and 22 show half-wave argonfilled (Tungar) rectifiers for charging low
voltage batteries at currents up to 5 amps.
Mercury Arc Rectifiers.
FIGS. 23 and 24 show modern singlephase rectifiers. In both cases automatic
starting and light load excitation are
provided. The smaller bulb (Fig. 23) is
started by a high voltage discharge between
the mercury cathode and one of the anodes;
and is maintained in service at light loads
by a resistance connected (automatically)
in parallel with the D.C. load.
The larger bulb is started by an auxiliary
anode which is provided with either a
bimetallic strip or an external electroISury

opl

Coil

Spring

Fig. 29.—CHARGING EQUIPMENT FOR BATTERY
SUPPLYING EMERGENCY LIGHTS. (KEEPALITE
SYSTEM.)

Trickle charging is effected through the lamp
resistance L, when the contactor is normally
closed. High-rate charging is obtained, when
necessary, by closing the switch S. (Chloride
Elec. Storage Co.)

11.

Fig. 28.—ARRANGEMENT OF
CHARGING EQUIPMENT L SING
BOOSTER.

Main Lights

D. RD"
Contactor

Io5

magnet for automatically striking the
initial arc. Adjustment of the D.C.
voltage is obtained by means of tappings
on the transformer.
Country House Lighting Plant.
FIG. 27 shows the full connections of a
switch panel for a country. house or isolated
plant in which a battery supplies the
current for lighting purposes. Regulating,
or end-cell, switches enable the voltage
during discharge to be adjusted. The
battery is charged by a shunt-wound
generator, and an automatic cut-out C
prevents the battery discharging into the
dynamo if the voltage of the latter should
fall below that of the battery.
Central Station Booster Charging Plant.
FIG. 28 shows the charging arrangements
when a battery is used in conjunction
with D.C. generating plant. The circuit
breaker in the battery circuit is electrically
interlocked with that in the motor circuit
so that the opening of the motor circuit
breaker will trip the battery and booster
circuit breaker, thus preventing the
booster running as a motor.
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FREQUENCY CONTROL IN THE MODERN
POWER STATION
By G. W. STUBBINGS, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
The increasing use of electric clocks makes the subject of frequency control at a
power station one of great interest to electrical engineers. In this article
Mr. G. W. Stubbings describes the most modern methods of frequency control
F the many services rendered by will never require winding or any other
electricity in the domestic field attention.
The frequency of an alternating current
that of the provision of accurate
time is not the least important. It is is a measure of the speed of the generator
not so very long ago that the indication from which it is derived. The numerical
of time in the average household was sub- value of the frequency is equal to the
ject to an error of the order of five minutes. product of the number of revolutions per
The provision of radio time signals second of the alternator and the number
of pairs of poles.
enabled domesin the magnet
tic clocks to be
The
system.
set as often as
most modern
might be dealternators supsired, but, of
plying 5o-cycle
course, did
current have a
nothing to imtwo-pole magprove their in
net system, so
herent accuracy
that the nomiThe latest sysnal speed of
tem of frethese alternaquency control,
tors is 5o revonow general in
lutions per
all large power
second, or 3,000
stations, has
r.p.m.
carried the
matter of doAdjustment of
mestic time inGovernor
dication to what
Control.
may be conThe speed of
sidered as the
an alternator
final stage, in
depends upon
that, in all
the load it is
houses conneccarrying and
ted to a supply
the governor
system of conThis
control.
trolled frecontrol is adiquency, an inTHE ROTOR AND STATOR OF THE FERRANTI ELECTRIC
justable from
expensive elecCLOCK.
the switch room
tric clock will
Note that the stator pole is serrated and serrations are
give time in- made in the rotor of a slightly different pitch. The yoke of the power
dications with of the rotor has been removed, together with the stator coil. house, and it is
The stator coil only is energised from the supply mains
an error of but and when the rotor disc is spun round it automatically by means of
a small fraction falls into step with the frequency of the supply. This is adjustment of
governor con_
of a minute, and the type of clock used in thousands of homes to-day.
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trol that correct allocation of the total load between several generators is
carried out. If two alternators are operating in
parallel, an adjustment
of the governor control of
one of them, tending to
increase the speed, will
cause this machine to
carry a greater fraction of
the load. Unless, however,
another adjustment is
made to the governor of
the second machine, the
frequency of the system
will rise. Frequency is
thus controlled from the
switch room of the power
station.
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executed exactly in step
with those of the generator
supplying it. If the motor
and the generator have the
same number of poles in
the magnet systems then
the revolutions they perform when electrically connected will be exactly the
same over any period, however long. By counting
the revolutions of a synchronous motor it would
thus be possible to measure
the average frequency of
a supply at any point of
the system. Conversely, if
the average frequency were
known to be constant, the
counting of the revolutions
of the synchronous motor
could be used to measure
time.
This principle is utilised
in the ordinary clock, as
here we have a spring or
weight-driven motor which
is constrained to work in
exact synchronism with a
pendulum or balance having a constant and standard frequency. A synchronous motor, geared to
a clock, could, therefore,
on a system of constant
frequency, be utilised to
indicate time in the usual
way.

Speed of the Prime Mover.
Frequency, as we have
seen, is primarily a
function of the speed of
the prime mover, and its
true values are instantaneous. We can, however,
visualise an average value
of the frequency ° as the
ratio of the number of
revolutions of the prime
mover, executed over a
considerable period, to the
time of this period. Thus
the average frequency of
a power supply over one
day would be measured by
the total number of revoTYPE OF EVERETT
lutions of the prime movers LATEST
The Warren Synchronous
EDGCUMBE
ALL-ELECTRIC
executed during this day. " SYNCLOCK " MASTER FREMotor.
If the average frequency
This idea has been pracQUENCY METER.
With impulse driven standard
were constant, then the
tically realised by the innumber of revolutions per clock as used in power stations
vention of the small synThe lower left-hand clock dial
day would also be con- is driven by a synchronous chronous motor, first assostant. It is also easy to see motor and the right-hand clock ciated with the name of
that, with constant average dial is an electromagnetic Warren. The Warren
frequency, the number of impulse type clock movement. motor consists of an elecrevolutions executed by
tromagnet the poles of
the generators will be a measure of time. which are fitted with shading rings, to give
a rotating field. The rotor consists of an
The Synchronous Motor.
iron disc, which, due to the action of the
It is a fundamental property of a. syn- rotating field and to its own magnetic
chronous motor that its revolutions are hysteresis, is constrained to rotate in exact
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synchronism with the supply.
The rotor is geared down to a
spindle which makes one revolution per minute. The whole motor
with gearing measures only about
2 in. square, and consumes abcut
4 watts. Such a motor can be
easily incorporated into an ordinary clock case. A clock of this
kind will indicate. correct time
when operated from a supply
system the frequency of which is
maintained at an exact average
value.

Slipping Clutch
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Star Wheel
Stroke,A

Ternnnals for Auxiliary
Dials of any.

Reefif ier

Centre

Oise (Frequency Ti.,.)

Outer Dial (9tartelara Tone)

Instruments for Indicating
Ws;
Frequency.
Maintaireinej Arm
400417 Gathering
Pawl
Ordinary instruments for inNip
dicating frequency depend for
their action on either electrical or
Pelletal urn
mechanical resonance. They inWheel
herently give instantaneous values. In other words, their indication is a measure of the
instantaneous speed of the alternator from which they are supplied. The possible error of these
instruments is of the order of r per
cent.
Suppose that the frequency of GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF EVERETT EDGCUMBE MASTER
FREQUENCY METER WITH IMPULSE-DRIVEN CLOCK.
a power supply, controlled by
Duplicate motors with a change-over switch are promeans of the readings of indicat- vided for driving the frequency disc and time hand.
ing frequency meters, were mainThe impulse electromagnets are supplied with direct
tained with an error of one half current (at about rz volts), which is obtained from a
of one per cent. The error of a rectifier and a step-down transformer.
synchronous motor clock connected to this system would be the same there are 1,440 minutes in one day,
as the error in the frequency. Since the clock would gain or lose about seven
minutes per day. Now an error
of frequency control by indicating
instruments of the order suggested
is one which might easily arise,
while an error of seven minutes a
day in a clock would be intolerable. It is thus clear that the
control of frequency by indicat
ing instruments cannot be accurate enough for time service.
SECTION THROUGH THE SYNCLOCK (WARREN) MINIATURE
SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR, WHICH MEASURES ABOUT 21 IN.
SQUARE.
A, shading rings producing a rotating field. B, steel
disc drawn round thereby. C, brass housing protecting
the gearing and forming an oil bath, D.

Control of Average Frequency.
The final solution of the
problem of using an alternating
current system for time service
is found in the control, not of
instantaneous, but of average fre-
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quency. This is carried out in a very quency was first suggested, control room
simple way. Suppose in the control room operators anticipated that considerable
of the power station there are two clocks difficulties would be experienced in maininstalled side by side, the one driven by taining the system time, as indicated by
a synchronous motor supplied from the the motor clock, at a value not differing
system and the other a standard instru- by more than a few seconds from the
ment which gives absolutely accurate time. correct value. It was thought that,
Then all that is required to maintain unless the prime mover speeds were concorrect average frequency is that the stantly being adjusted, the system time
speed of the prime movers is so adjusted would fluctuate by considerable amounts
that the readings of the two clocks are from the true time. This was not found
always the same. Since all synchronous to be the case, and the required accuracy
motor clocks move at exactly the same of the system time can be maintained by
speed, the error of any clock on the very occasional adjustment of the governor
system, if initially set correctly, will not control of the prime movers. A little
exceed that of the motor clock in the thought will show that this is the case,
control room of the power station.
as an error of Z per cent. in the frequency
In the Warren master frequency meter will only build up an error of three seconds
there are two concentric pointers, the one in the system time in a period of five
driven by a synchronous motor and the minutes.
other from an accurate master weightThe fluctuations in the system time are
operated clock. The pointer of the stan- thus accumulated gradually, and very
dard clock makes one revolution in three soon the operator can judge the adjustminutes.
ment required to correct a tendency for
the error of the system time to accumulate
How the Control is Effected.
in any direction. The adjustments to
The control of the average frequency of the governor control will naturally depend
the system is effected by so regulating the upon the known conditions of load variaspeed of the prime movers that the tion. If, for instance, system time were
pointer driven by the synchronous motor a few seconds fast at a time when the
never deviates by more than a few seconds load was increasing the operator would
from that driven by the standard clock. probably rely on the reduction of freThe difference between the control of quency consequent on the load increase
average frequency and the maintenance to correct the time. If, on the other
of a constant instantaneous frequency hand, the system time were slow at a
cannot be too clearly grasped.
time when the load was increasing, a slight
With a controlled frequency the in- adjustment of the prime mover speeds
stantaneous frequency may vary con- would be called for.
siderably due to putting machines into, or
taking them out of, service, or due to the Automatic Control Not Justified.
action of the governors of the turbines
At the time that the control of frequency
at certain loads. Such fluctuations do was first developed, suggestions were put
not necessarily affect the average fre- forward for automatic gear to maintain
quency. All that the operator has to do the speed of the prime movers at the
is to arrange that the total number of correct average value. There would be no
revolutions of the prime mover and of the great technical difficulty in carrying out
clock motors, executed from the time when such a suggestion. Experience has, howthe controlled system was inaugurated, ever, shown that manual control of
corresponds to the correct value.
frequency is so efficient and so easy, that
the additional complication of apparatus
Only Very Occasional Adjustment Necessary. for automatic control could not be justiWhen the system of controlling fre- fied.
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THE
QUA/I-ARC irVirTEAt OF ELECTRIC WELDING
By H. S.

MARQUAND

No method of joining, strengthening or repairing metallic structures is more simple or
efficient than the process of electric arc welding. In this article will be found some
practical advice regarding the installation and operation of the Ouasi-arc system
OR many years the metallic arc
process developed along the lines
of using bare or lightly coated mild
steel electrodes and indeed even to-day such
electrodes are used to a considerable
extent, unfortunately too often to the detriment of the electric arc welding progress.
The inventor of the Quasi-arc
Electrode was probably the first to
realise that the ultimate success of
electric arc welding would depend upon
the ability to provide an electrode which
was based on scientific metallurgical and
chemical lines in order to ensure the
deposition of a metal which is free from
defects caused by oxides and nitrides and
other impurities, and that the deposit
would possess the physical and chemical
properties of the metal parts being
welded.

F

The Electrical Equipment.
In order to obtain the best results it is
essential that the welding equipment
should be capable of giving a stable arc
at the collect amperage for the electrode
in use.
Electiical Connections.
The diagram of electrical connections of
a special welding generator is shown
below. The current for welding is
regulated by means of a radial switch
which gives four progressive ranges of
output in conjunction with a field regulator
for the necessary finer control.
The Field Regulator.
The field regulator is arranged as a
separate unit which the operator can
keep at his side when at work.

--{AMMETER
rAGE

Swan~
PANEL
VIEWED FP044

FRonir

WELDING
TERMINALS
ELECTRODE
Noi.OER

CURRENT
REGULATOR

WORK

EARTH

DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR " QUASI-ARC " SINGLE-OPERATOR WELDING GENERATOR.
The current for welding is regulated by means of a radial switch giving four progressive ranges of
output.
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Eke trode
Metal core
Electrode
cos ertng
This space
must he
kept cleat
of slag
Penetration

Crater

How THE TIP OF THE ELECTRODE SHOULD BE
NEPT JUST BELOW THE SURFACE OF THE SLAG.

Working Off A.C. Mains.
If it is desired to work direct off
alternating current mains a specially
designed welding transformer and inductive current regulator can be used. These
transformers can be built for single or
multiple phase supply, and can be arranged
for two or more operators.
The internal arrangement of the special
current regulator is shown in the diagram.
Other Equipment Required.
In addition to the welding machine, it
is advisable to provide :—
I. A steel plate, say, 3 ft. by 2 ft. by
in. thick, resting on a bench or iron
trestles at bench height.
2. Suitable lengths of trailing cable.
3. Portable screens about 6 ft. 6 ins.
high covered with asbestos cloth painted
green or with lamp black.
4. A portable drill and grinder.
5. Convenient lifting gear.
6. A supply of clamps, copper strips
for backing up a weld if required.
7. A steel straight edge.
8. A hand and face shield fitted with
a special coloured glass window, for
welding.
9. A hand shield fitted with a clear
window, for chipping.
fo. An electrode holder with five yards
of special flexible welding cable attached.
ii. A pair of leather gauntlet gloves.
12. An ammeter and voltmeter.
13. A chipping hammer.
14. A wire scratch brush for cleaning
the weld.
15. An earthing clip for connection of
supply cable to work to be welded.
Connecting Up Cable From Plant to Job.
The negative cable from the welding

generator or source of welding current
should be connected to the table or plate
by means of a clamp or bolt. The plate
should be efficiently connected to ground.
The regulator should be in a position
convenient to the operator's hand, in order
that he can make fine adjustments of the
welding current without having to move
tar from his working position.
Connecting Electrode to Current Supply.
Connect the socket on the electrode
holder cable to the plug on the regulator
or to the positive terminal on the control
panel of the machine, as shown.
Adjusting Welding Current.
Now grip the bared end of the electrode
chosen for the job on hand in the holder
and adjust the welding current, as recommended by the makers according to the
diameter of the electrode and the class of
welding. This is done by means of the
four pole control switch on the control
panel at the machine, or by turning the
handwheel on the regulator if using A.C.
equipment, to the required stop.
STRIKING AND MAINTAINING THE
ARC.
Having connected up the machine,
adjusted the current to about 85 amperes
(assuming that we are going to commence
welding with a No. io gauge electrode)
and placed a piece of, say, sin. steel for
practice in good contact with the welding

Outif
PC,

Path of Elactroda

Start. Art Hera

How TO RECOMMENCE WELDING WHEN AN ARC
IS BROKEN
Strike the atc about in. tog in. in front of
the crater and travel quickly back over the
crater and then forward again at the normal
rate of progress
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LIFTING EYEBOLT.

INPUT

AMMETER,

OUTPUT

TYPE 'AC70/cs'
PLUG CURRENT REGULATOR

SWITCH,* FUSE
XANDLE

THE QUASI-ARC SINGLE-OPERATOR WELDING GENERATOR CONNECTED UP FOR USE.

AN IMPORTANT APPLICATION OF ELECTRIC WELDING IS THE REPAIR OF RAILWAY TRACK.
This shows a welding operator in position, ready to strike the arc.
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bench, we are all set to commence operations. Now take the welder's hand screen
(with the coloured window) and be careful
to hold it in front of the face well down
to the work before striking the arc. The
electrode holder should be gripped lightly
in the right hand with
the electrode pointing down
to the work at an angle of
about 45 degrees.
Position of the Welder.
Successful welding depends very largely upon
the position taken up by
the welder. The operator,
whenever possible, should
sit to his work, and, resting his left arm on the
table or work, hold the
hand screen over the arc.
The right arm is best held
close to the side and the
muscles of the arm and
wrist well relaxed, so that
the manipulation of the
electrode holder is a free
natural movement of the
wrist.

II3

the same rate that it is fused by the current
in the arc.
When confidence is gained in striking the
arc, the next step is to maintain the arc
until a whole electrode is run out and to
practise keeping the arc as short as
possible.

Welding arc has travelled along
too slowly.

Not enough heat used.

How the Electrode Burns
Away.
With quasi-arc electrodes the special covering
burns away in such a
manner that a sleeve of
insulating slag is maintained about a in. beyond
the end of the metal core.
If this sleeve is kept
slightly touching on the
work, the arc will be
about in. long inside and
will be protected the whole
time from the atmosphere.
Practice in Laying Down
Deposit of Metal.
The deposit of metal from
the electrode should be
laid down, for practice,
in smooth straight runs of
various lengths from one
electrode, each run being
of an even thickness and
width of metal throughout.

How To Strike the Arc.
To strike the arc, lower Too long arc used or too rapid
travel.
the tip of the electrode
down to within about 1
4
in. of the work at a point
JUDGING CORRECT
where it is required to weld
VALUE OF CURRENT.
and then with the face proThe question of the cortected by the screen, touch
rect amperage to use for
the work as though striking
various gauges of electrodes
a match, but only removis one which would seem
ing the electrode tip in an
important to the beginner.
upward direction about
It is not possible to
A satisfactory weld.
in. An arc will then start CROSS. SECTION OF BEADS fix a standard current
between the electrode tip DEPOSITED UNDER DIFFERENT density, as the amount of
CONDITIONS.
and 'the plate and imamperage will vary with
mediately the electrode
the thickness and mass of
end will commence and continue to the work being welded, the type of joint,
burn away and will be deposited in the and position of the work relative to the
form of beads upon the plate.
electrode. Generally speaking, the thicker
or heavier the work the higher the current
that will be required with a given size
How To Maintain the Arc.
electrode.
In order to keep the arc going it is
The correct current is when the metal
necessary to feed the electrode down at from the end of the electrode flows freely
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DIAGRAM OF WELD SHOWING DEPOSITED
METAL AND THE DIRECTION OF POINT OF
ELECTRODE.
When reinforcing a surface the second and
subsequent runs overlap each previous one.

and at the same time effects good fusion.
What Happens When Current is Too Low.
If the current is too low, the arc will
be sluggish and difficult to maintain, the
metal will pile up without penetrating the
metal of the work, and difficulty will be
experienced in keeping the slag from the
electrode mobile.
Current Too High.
On the other hand, if the current is too
high the arc will be fierce and splutter
and the metal will flow too freely from
the electrode to be controlled.
JUDGING THE ARC.
The welder should, before attempting
serious welding jobs, be thoroughly conversant with his welding arc and the
behaviour of the electrodes and the
coating thereon.
Sense of Touch.
By keen observation the welder will be
able to develop a real sense of touch and
a sense of colour, which are both invaluable
to expertness in manipulating the welding
arc.
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TACK WELDS AT ENDS.

deposited from the electrode will be
intimately mixed with the fused area.
The colour of the metal around this spot
will gradually shade off until it finally
becomes black at a short distance from the
arc. The colour shades indicate the
temperature of the metal.
To Get Maximum Amount of Fusion.
The aim of the welder should be to
distinguish for a certainty the different
temperatures and concentrate his arc at
the hottest spot in order that the parent
metal and the deposited metal will be
well fused and united.
It will be found possible to keep the tip
of the electrode just below the surface of
the slag covering all the time and by deft
movements of the wrist to keep the slag
floating just ahead of the arc. The welder
should concentrate on the hot metal in the
crater, filling it with deposited metal as
the process of welding proceeds. To
facilitate this the electrode is inclined
forward pointing into the crater which will
then automatically follow the movement
of the arc.

Breaking the Arc.
The arc must never be broken suddenly,
for if this is done the hot metal in the
What Happens to Metal at Arc.
crater will quickly cool and contract and
When watched through the screen entrap air, gas or particles of slag which
window, the molten metal at the arc will are dissolved in the hot metal and which
appear dull red and the molten slag a will not have time to be set free before
bright red.
takes
place.
Each
solidification
Where the arc strikes
time the arc is sharply
the work the metal will
interrupted a weak porous
become molten. Due to
spot is left in the weld.
the gyratory action inThe correct way to
herent in the quasi-arc
break the arc, that is, to
this pool of metal will be APPEARANCE OF GOOD RUN OF WELDING stop welding in order
agitated. The metal JOINING TWO PIECES OF 1" OR T3F," PLATE. to replace a new elec-
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trode or for any other reason, is to
gradually lengthen out the arc, at the
same time gradually travelling the arc
back over the welded metal. In this way
the crater is filled with deposited metal
before the heat is suddenly interrupted.
How to Recommence Welding.
When an arc is broken care should be
taken in recommencing to close the gap
in the deposited metal and also to guard
against leaving a lump of metal on the
bead. Strike the arc about f in. to a in.
in front of the crater and, keeping a veryclose arc, travel quickly back over the
crater, then move the arc forward again at
the normal rate of progress.
Speed of Travel.
The correct welding speed is closely
linked up with gauge of electrode, current
used and arc length, width and height of
deposit required. However, the chief
thing to aim at is good penetration while
using the closest possible arc. The appearance of a bead deposited under
different conditions is shown and should
be studied carefully and results of actual
deposited beads compared with the sections
shown.
FURTHER WELDING PRACTICE.
When the welder can hold and maintain
a close arc and can deposit a neat uniform
single bead of metal, the next step is to
chip and brush away thoroughly all slag
covering a run of metal and deposit
successive runs of metal parallel with the
first one. Each successive run should
Single runs No. 10 Electrode.

Binh' up
Feather
No 10
Electrode.

THE BUILDING -UP OF METAL TO REPRESENT THE
REINFORCEMENT OF A WORN SHAFT.
This also shows the building up of a solid
feather or tooth.

Corner Weld
1st tun No 10 Electrode. 2nd run No 8 Electrode

Fillet Weld, half.
length of sample
from other end
One run No. 10
Electrode.

TWO PIECES OF g IN PLATE FORMING AN
ANGLE CORNER, PARTLY WELDED.

overlap about one third the width of the
previous bead, so that a regular and
uniform surface is obtained,
Varying Width of Deposit.
The width of the deposited bead can be
varied as desired by a gentle side to side
motion of the arc.
Removing Traces of Slag from Weld.
Having so deposited several beads, all
traces of slag on top of the weld should be
removed. With quasi-arc electrodes this
is easily and quickly done by a few blows
with the chipping hammer, followed by
brushing.
Depositing Layers of Metal.
Next deposit layers of metal, covering
that already laid down, taking great care
that each successive layer of metal is well
fused into the previous layer, thereby
removing the possibility of slag inclusions
in the deposited metal.
JOINING TWO PIECES OF PLATE.
Not until the welder is really proficient
in the work already described should the
joining together of two plates (butt
welding) be attempted.
Butt welding presents an entirely new
difficulty to the beginner, as it now
becomes necessary to watch the butting
edges of both the plates to ensure that
these are effectively fused and thoroughly
united by the deposited metal.
Preparing the Two Plates for Welding.
The two pieces of plate to be joined
(start off by joining two pieces of flats in.
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Two PIECES OF IN. PLATE PARTLY WELDED.
Plate edges not bevelled but set
" open.
Note penetration at crater.

plate) should first be bevelled and laid
parallel with one another, with their
bevelled edges set apart about . in.
A tack weld is made at each corner.
The First Run of Metal.
A run of metal, using a No. 10 gauge
electrode, is now made along the bottom
of V so made. This first run of metal
in making a butt joint is extremely
important. Make certain that the deposited metal projects slightly through on
the underside of the joint.
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A Likely Fault—
First attempts at butt welding usuallyshow that all the penetration is on one side
only and that the deposited metal from
the electrode is welded to one plate
bevelled edge only. Practice and patience
will overcome this difficulty however.
—and How to Avoid it.
The effective fusing of the two edges of

ORDER OF BUTT WELDING THICK PLATES.
Fill in bottom of V with No. so electrode,
following on with several successive layers with
No. 8 electrode. Finishing top layer calf:be
No. 6 electrode.

the plates is obtained by alternately
pointing the tip of the electrode from one
side to the other in a slow lateral movement, but pausing rather longer on the
plate edges and moving slightly quicker
over the hot deposited metal.

•REINFORCING WORN SHAFT.
New metal deposited in runs parallel to axis
of shaft in order shown.

The Second Layer.
The next step is to chip and brush the
run of weld metal and deposit a second
layer with a slight lateral movement of the
electrode, so as to distribute the heat on
both edges of the plate.
The Finishing Run.
The finishing run should overlap the
two plate edges by about 38- in. on each
side.
Testing the Welded Joint.
The welded joint should now be gripped
in a vice with the parallel edge of the weld
down on the jaws of the vice and the top
half of the plate given a few sharp blows
with a hammer. The behaviour of the
welded plates will be a very good indication of the quality and success of the
weld.

Butt Welding Heavier Plates.
Heavier sections of plate can be buttwelded.
In this case the first run at the bottom
of the V joint must be made with a No. io
gauge electrode, using 75 to 8o amperes,
and succeeding runs with a No. 8 gauge
electrode and II() to 115 amperes. Larger
gauge electrodes and higher currents can
of course be used for the finishing runs-of
very heavy welds.
Before commencing to weld the plates
together they should be set up in such a
position that the line of the joint is at
right angles to the front of the welder and

PROCEDURE FOR VERTICAL WELDING.
Note inclination of electrode.
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the weld should be started at the end
farthest away from the operator.
LAP WELDS.
A lap weld is one in which the edges of
two plates are overlapped and the welding
material is so applied as to bind the edge
of one plate to the face of the other plate.
The weld so formed is of triangular
section. To give the maximum strength
as regards binding the two plates together,
the vertical height of the weld should be
equal to the horizontal length of the
triangle. A " fillet " weld is so formed,
and is a type of weld which is extensively
used in arc welding procedure.
T Joint Lap Weld.
A T joint, which occurs when two
plates have to be welded at right angles
to each other, is made by applying fillet
welds. The weld may be made with
either a single fillet weld or with a double
fillet weld, that is a fillet weld along both
sides of the vertical plate at its junction
with the horizontal plate.

the weld against loading stresses, particularly when the weld is to be subject to
bending.
Completing the Fillet Weld.
The fillet weld can now be completed by
P.PE,PRA".97/0A,

Making the First Run.
A sealing run is now made by striking
the arc in the far corner of the abutting
edges and keeping a very short arc
(nearly touching the plate) to ensure good
penetration and to counteract the tendency
of the molten slag to run ahead of the
electrode tip. Draw the arc along the
apex of the joint at a uniform rate.
This sealing run is of very great importance. If perfect penetration is not
obtained right along the two abutting
plates, a nick will be left which amounts
to an initial fracture, thereby weakening
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Setting Up the Plates.
- When making a fillet weld with quasiarc electrodes, the two plates are set up
in the correct position and a tack weld is
made to hold the plates in secure alignment.
Electrode and Current Required.
Start the weld at the end of the joint
away from the operator, using a No. 10
gauge electrode, and about one-fifth more
current than would be employed for a
butt weld, say, go amperes.
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How THE PLATES TO BE JOINED SHOULD BE
PREPARED.
Also the manner of laying down the metal
together with the correct inclination and movement of the electrode.

using a No. 8 gauge electrode and about
ID) amperes.
First see that all traces of slag have been
cleaned away and that the surfaces are
clean and dry.
Start the bead at the top edge of the
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required width of weld and move downward at an angle of about 45 degrees from
the vertical in the direction of the weld
until the opposite edge of the weld is
reached ; now sweep the arc upwards
rather more quickly, parallel to the first
bead, descend again over the upward run
and repeat the cycle until the length of
weld required is completed. In this way
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up to the full section with a sealing run
and one finishing run with a No. 8 gauge
electrode.
Heavier sections of fillet welds are made
by adding successive suns applied in the
manner already described for the second
run of the in. weld.
Faults Met With in Fillet Welds.
To turn out a strong neat-looking fillet
weld with the same amount of deposited
metal on each plate is by no means easy.
The sharp wave-like motion of the
electrode is necessary to keep the slag
moving freely back over the deposited
metal, otherwise slag inclusions may be
found in the weld.
Again, in a fillet weld the slag has a
relatively smaller area to cover than in
any other type of weld, which means that
there is proportionately more slag to
contend with. Hence, it will be found
advisable slightly to increase the current
value as the section of plates to be welded
increases or the power of the plates to
conduct away the heat increases.
CONCLUSIONS.
We can sum up by emphasizing that the
essential factors in producing good welding
are :—
Keep a uniform short arc and make
quite certain of effecting good penetration.

ARRANGEMENT AND MANNER OF MAKING FILLET
WELDS.

the electrode is kept moving over relatively
cool plate, so that the deposit cools
quicker than it otherwise would do if the
electrode were allowed to stay in the same
place long enough to deposit the complete
section.
This method, if carefully carried out,
ensures correct contour, facilitates separation of the slag from the weld metal, and
permits, if desired, the section to be
completed in one operation.
Sizes of Electrodes Required.
A fillet weld on a fin. lap can be built

Fusing Metals Properly.
Not only is it necessary for the welder
to make sure that the weld metal
penetrates and fuses into the edges of the
plates being welded, but special care
should be taken that each successive layer
of metal is well fused into the previous
layer, thereby removing the possibility of
slag or foreign inclusions in the deposited
metal.
Cleanliness an Essential.
See that all joints or parts to be welded
are thoroughly clean and free from grease
dust or other foreign matter ; that the
welding bench is clean and tidy, and that
the welding tools and equipment are at
all times in a state of good repair.
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How AN A,C, MOTOR If MADE

THE COMPONENT PARTS BEFORE ASSEMBLY.
Here we see the complete set of parts used in the construction of a typical small A.C.motor. It
will be seen that both stator and rotor are built up of laminations and that the stator is ventilated
by means of holes behind the slots. The disc at each end of the stator is made of insulating
material.

B

Y the courtesy of the Lancashire
Dynamo and Crypto Ltd. we have
been enabled to secure a most
interesting series of photographs, which
illustrate the whole process of building a
fractional h.p. A.C. motor.
Details of two motors are shown here :
A, a repulsion start induction motor, and
B, a three-phase squirrel cage motor.
A.—Repulsion Stait Induction Motor.
The repulsion start induction motor
running on a 5o-cycle supply gives a speed
of approximately 1,490 r.plm. light and
1,42o r.p.m. on its rated output.
The motor is switched direct on to the
line by means of a double-pole switch
without the use of a starting resistance.
This motor is fitted with a rotor wound
in exactly the same way as a D.C.
armature and fitted with a commutator.
The brushgear is similar to that of a D.C.
machine, but unlike a D.C. machine the
brushes are shorted by a piece of flexible
copper wire.
Operating Details of the Repulsion Start
Motor.
With the brushes in the neutral position
no starting torque is obtained and the
rotor will not rotate. When the brushgear is moved to one side of the neutral the
rotor will rotate in one direction, and if

the brushgear is moved to the other side
of the neutral position, the rotor will
rotate in the other direction.
The position of maximum torque is
The motor runs
obtained on test.
up to approximately two thirds of its
synchronous speed as a repulsion motor ;
a centrifugal device on the commutator then operates, shorting all the
segments of the commutator together
and converting the rotor into a standard
S.C. induction motor and it then has all
the characteristics of an induction
motor.
The starting torque of this class of motor
is very good ; 2 to 3 times full load with
2 to 3 times full load current.
A brush lifting device is fitted when
perfectly silent running is required. This
is a centrifugal device which raises the
brushes off the commutator as soon as
the latter is short circuited.
B.—Three-phase Squirrel Cage Motor.
The 3-phase type of motor has a S.C.
rotor. Rods of copper are driven into
the rotor and solid copper rings are brazed
to the rods at each end as shown.
These motors start up with a triple-pole
switch and are put direct on to the line.
They start up against twice full load
torque and will stand an overload of
loo per cent.
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ASSEMBLING THE STATOR STAMPINGS.
Note the studs at each corner which ensure that the slots of the complete stator are absolutely in
line. The built up stator is put under a hydraulic press, and the clamping ring at each end
riveted on.

TURNING THE REGISTER.
The built up stator is
fitted on a mandril and a
register turned on each
side accurately to fit the
endplates.
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INSULATING THE STATOR SLOTS.
The insulation consists of a sheet of leatheroid and a sheet of empire cloth, both the same size and
about k in. longer than the slot, and a second piece of thinner leatheroid which projects through
the top of slot. The latter is used to prevent the insulation on the wire being damaged during
winding.

INSERTING STATOR COILS IN POSITION.
The stator coils are former wound. The wires are fed through the openings of the slots, care
being taken that the wires lie parallel and that there are no crosses.
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CONNECTING THE STATOR COILS.
When all the stator coils have been wound, it is necessary to connect them to give the correct
polarity. The ends of the coils are cut off to the correct length, cleaned and tinned. The starting
end of one coil is connected to a terminal wire, the finish of that coil to the starting end of the next
coil and so on. The finishing end of the last coil is joined to a terminal wire.

SPRAYING THE STATOR WINDING.
The completed stator is sprayed with an insulating varnish to make them impervious to damp. ;
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CONNECTING STATOR COIL
TO THE MAINS TERMINALS.

The two terminal leads
are connected to terminals
which are fixed in a bakelite terminal board.

BUILDING UP THE ROTOR FOR THE SQUIRREL CAGE, THREE-PHASE MOTOR.

The rotor discs are threaded on a key on the shaft and the slots are kept in line by means of two
rods on opposite sides.
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TURNING AND GAUGING THE ROTOR. (THREE PHASE).

The rotor, after building and winding, is turned so that its diameter is slightly smaller than that
of the stator, the actual size depending on the size of the motor. This operation must be carefully
performed as the clearance on these small machines is about 6 to 8 thousandths of an inch, and must
not vary by more than I thousandth.

ADJUSTING THE BRUSHGEAR ON THE COMMUTATOR A.C. MOTOR.
This shows the assembled machine. The position of the brushgear is adjusted by loosening the
locking screw as shown, and moving the brush rocker in the slot to obtain the correct rotation and
maximum starting torque.
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FINISHED MACHINE ON TEST.
It is run on its normal voltage for about 2 hours to ensure that the bearings are satisfactory. It
is then subjected to a brake test, and readings taken of current and watts input when running light,
on its full rated output, and its maximum overload. The efficiency and P.F. are calculated and
compared with that specified for this particular type of machine.
The starting and running up torque are also checked. The motor is then belted to a generator
and run on its full load current for 6 hours. The temperature of the windings and iron are taken
by thermometers to ensure that the motor does not overheat.
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INTERPOLE/ AND ARMATURE REACTION
By H. E. J. BUTLER
Interpoles are used to secure sparkless commutation at all loads within the capacity
of a D.C. dynamo or motor. This article emphasises why interpoles are necessary.
M OST modern D.C. dynamos and
motors, except the very small
sizes, have interpoles. The interpoles of a dynamo or motor are the smaller
pole pieces located mid-way between
each pair of main field magnet poles.

noid placed with its axis horizontal in
the main field. The polarity of the armature field due to the current in its conductors is as shown. This effect is called
armature reaction.
The direction of the lines of force due
to the armature magnetization will be
The Object of Interpoles.
such that they flow out of the north
The purpose of interpoles is to secure armature pole into both magnet poles and
sparkless commutation at all loads within out of both magnet poles, back to the south
the capacity of the machine. To obtain side of the armature, thus forming the
efficient commutation on a machine with- complete magnetic circuit of the field due
out interpoles it is necessary to adjust the to the currents in the armature conductors.
brush rocker when the load is altered.
The lines flowing, or tending to flow, from
Interpoles must not be confused with the north magnet pole to the north armacompound field windings, which have a ture pole are in opposition to one another,
different object.
and the field due to the north magnet
pole and the south
A
Armature Reaction.
armature pole are
The first illusassisting, or strengC
tration represents.
thening,
the main
S
diagrammatically, a
flux. Thus, the
/
plain bipolar dyna000 ood
fields between A B
O
.0
mo without interthe geometrical neup
O
T
poles. The armature
L
tral axis and the
leading pole tips
conductors are re/
1,
L,L, are weakened.
presented by a single
N
4
ring of circular conConversely, the
/
ductors between the
fields between the
L (3,
z/
e T
two magnet poles.
geometrical neutral
,I GPC)
For the direction
axis and the trail/ 0700—
®j
ing pole tips T,T,
of rotation, shown
kI ,,
are strengthened.
in the diagram, the
D
This is in effect as
conductors facing
though the main
the north pole are,
B
field was moved
as it were, going into
the paper, and those THE THEORETICAL ARMATURE CURRENTS AND round in the direcREACTION EFFECT IN A
tion of rotation.
facing the south pole RESULTING ARMATURE
BIPOLAR DYNAMO.
That is to say,
are coming out.
The direction of the currents in the conductors
The field produced crossed is into the paper and the direction of the the magnetic neuby the current in currents in those dotted is outwards. A B is tral axis CD
geometrical neutral axis of the main field
moved round in
armature the
these
and line C D represents the resulting neutral
conductors is similar axis produced by the interaction between the the direction of
rotation.
in effect to a sole- armature and main fields.
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the top of the diagram, and the north at
the bottom. If the interpoles are placed
with their axes along A B and respectively of the same polarity and strength
as those of the armature, the armature
reaction is neutralised.
Since the armature field varies with the
load, the strength of the interpole fields
must vary in like amount. This is done in
practice by exciting the interpoles by the
main current, so that on no load when the
armature reaction is nil, the interpole
field is also nil, and when the load and
armature reaction is a maximum the interpole fields are also at their greatest intensity.
Motor Armature Reaction.
THE CONNECTIONS OF A SHUNT CONNECTED
BIPOLAR DYNAMO WITH INTERPOLES.

The Condition for Sparkless Commutation.
Since the brushes must bear on those
commutator bars which are connected to
the conductors passing through the region
of the magnetic neutral axis, the brushes
must, for a dynamo. be given a lead,
corresponding in amount with the angular
displacement of the main field. The
armature currents are shown as though
there were no field displacement, with the
brushes set on the geometrical neutral
axis. Under working conditions the
brushes would be advanced by the amount
of field displacement, represented by the
angle between A B and C D.
It will be seen that, as the magnitude
of the current in the armature conductors
varies, due to variations in load conditions,
the strength of the armature field will alter
in sympathy. Consequently the angular
advancement of the main field also varies,
which explains the necessity for shifting
the brushes with altered load condition.

The armature reaction in a motor is
similar to that of a dynamo, but for the
same conditions otherwise the polarity of
the armature is opposite. If the first
illustration were to represent a motor the
polarity of the armature and the direction
of the currents in the conductors would be
reversed, for the same main field polarity
and direction of rotation. Consequently,
in a motor, the main field is distorted
against the direction of rotation. The
brushes of a motor without interpoles are
therefore moved against the direction of
rotation with increasing load.

Neutralising Armature Reaction.
It is evident that in order to obtain the
best running conditions at all loads with
a fixed brush rocker, it is necessary to
neutralise the effect of the armature
reaction. This is accomplished by having
auxiliary poles or interpoles. It will be
seen that the armature south pole is at

THE CONNECTIONS OF A SHUNT CONNECTED
MOTOR WITH INTERPOLES,
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Rule for Interpoles.
The interpoles of a motor are of the
same polarity as the adjacent main poles
trailing them while the polarity of dynamo
interpoles is the same as the adjacent
main poles leading them in the direction
of rotation.
Reversing Interpoled Machines.
When the direction of rotation of a
dynamo or motor with interpoles is
reversed it is necessary also to reverse
the relative polarity of the interpoles.
Since the direction of rotation can be
reversed by reversing either armature or
main field, do not reverse by changing
over the brush connections, because this
leaves the interpoles unaltered. The best
way is to change over the ends of the
main field connections only, the interpole
end connections being left unaltered.
Dynamo Interpole Connections.
The second diagram shows the connections of a bipolar shunt connected
dynamo with interpoles. The direction
of the windings on the main poles and
interpoles is also shown. It will be seen
that when the direction of rotation of the
dynamo is reversed by transposing the
main field leads X and Y, the polarity of
the main fields is reversed, while the rule
that the interpoles shall be of the same
polarity as the adjacent main poles is
still observed, because the polarity of the
interpoles is unaltered.
Motor Interpoles.
The connections of the field poles and
interpoles of a shunt wound motor are
shown in the third figure. The difference
between the polarity of the interpoles to
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THE CONNECTIONS OF A SERIES CONNECTED
MOTOR WITH INTERPOLES.

those of a dynamo are shown by comparison with the previous figure. The direction of rotation of a motor of this type is
accomplished by changing over the field
leads X and Y. The connections of a
series wound motor with interpoles is
shown in the last illustration. As for the
shunt motor the direction of rotation is
best reversed by the transposition of the
main field leads X and Y.
Multipolar Machines.
The principles explained may be applied
to machines having any number of pairs
of poles. The diagrams may be taken to
represent only one pair of main poles and
interpoles.
The term commutating pole is synonymous with the term interpole.

THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
PROGRAMME OF INFORMAL MEETINGS FOR
SESSION 1932-1933.
At Savoy Place, Victoria Embankment, London,
W.C.2.
(Hour of meeting, 7 p.m.)
1932.
Oct. 24. Discussion on " The Future Prospect
for Electrical Engineers."
(Opened by the President, Professor E. W. Marchant, D.Sc.)
Nov. 7. Discussion on " The Present Depression—Is Electricity the Way Out ?
(Opened by Mr. J. F. Shipley.)
21. Discussion on " Loud-speakers."
(Opened by Dr. N. W. McLachlan.)

Dec. 5. Discussion on " Street Traffic Signals."
(Opened by Mr. E. S. Perrin.)
Discussion on " House Wiring Simplification and Elaboration."
(Opened by Mr. F. Raphael.)
1933.
Jan. 9. Discussion on " Television.'
(Opened by Mr. H. J. Barton
Chapple, B.Sc.(Eng.).)
23. Discussion on " The Use of Electricity
in Agriculture."
(Opened by Mr. F. E. Rowland.)
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THE CATHODE RAY OSCILLOGRAPH
By "ELECTRODE"
The cathode ray oscillograph can be used for a great variety of purposes in
electrical work. This article explains the principle of this useful device
and describes some of the tubes now available on the British market

COMPLETE ASSEMBLY OF EDISWAN CATHODE RAY OSCILLOGRAPH.

(This and the following photographs were specially staged to illustrate this article by. the Edison
Swan Electric Co., Ltd.)

T is now many years since Crookes
gave the name of " cathode rays "
to a certain effect which he observed
to proceed from the cathode in an evacuated discharge tube. We now know that
the effect was simply that of obtaining a
beam of electrons, but the mysterious
name " cathode ray " still persists, and
the instrument in which the beam is
turned to good practical account still
goes under the name of " cathode-ray
oscillograph," although there seems little
doubt that we should now call it an
" electron-beam oscillograph."

I

Instrument of Many Uses.
A very wide range of uses is claimed for
the modern sealed-off glass type of
oscillograph working at anode voltages
of 30o to 400 to 1,30o or 2,000, and it is the
purpose of this article to show how applicable it is to a great variety of electrical and
allied measurements. Perhaps the best
proof is to quote some of the uses to which
it has already been applied. These include :—

Measurement and characteristics of
machine noise.
Problems of phasing.
Synchronisation of alternators.
Standardisation and comparison of frequencies (high and low).
High-frequency voltmeter.
Measurement of amplifiers and performance of radio transmitters and receivers at high and low frequency.
Delineation of wave forms of transients,
sounds, etc.
Measurement of nerve reactions.
Reception of radio signals.
Measurement of signal-strengths.
Visual radio direction-finding.
Accurate measurement of small time
intervals.
Delineation of valve characteristics.
Properties of magnetic materials.
Mechanical problems where mechanical
impulses or forces can be converted into
electrical effects.
Television.
The last-named application may well
prove to be the widest of the many uses.
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filament is heated
by current (usually of about I
ampere or so) to
a medium red,
when it becomes
an emissive
source of electrons. The anode
is a disc with a
central hole. If
a steady voltage
of, say, 30o to
50o v. is applied
between anode
and cathode, as
shown, electrons
emitted from the
cathode are
drawn from the
filament towards
the anode. Some
STAGES IN THE MANUFACTURE OF A CATHODE RAY TUBE.
of the electrons
Sealing an exhaust tube.
arrive in the
vicinity of the
anode with
It is true that up to date it has not been sufficient velocity to shoot through the cenmuch used in England, but considerable tral hole. By various means it can, indeed,
progress has been made in America and be arranged that by far the greater number
in Germany. At the recent Berlin Wire- of electrons leaving the cathode are shot
less Exhibition at least two television through the hole instead of being taken
receivers were shown using cathode-ray directly into the metal of the anode.
oscillographs for domestic reception. This may well be taken as
an indication of the simplicity of
their use.
Production of Electron Beam.
The general principles of the
cathode-ray tube are really very
simple, although it should be
said that a great deal of work
has been put into the process of
applying these principles and
getting them into their present
amenable condition of use. These
principles are illustrated on page
131. The containing envelope is a
glass bulb of the shape shown and
seen more clearly, perhaps, in some
of the photographs of actual
commercial tubes.
The cathode is a filament
usually of the typical loop shape
approximately as shown. The

STAGES IN THE MANUFACTURE OF A CATHODE RAY TUBE.
Showing the electrodes being welded in position.
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How the Electrons are Kept in a Concentrated Beam.
After they have shot through the
anode there is a natural tendency for
them, as it were, to repent and try to
get back into the metal of the anode,
after the usual manner of the diode or
two-electrode valve. By still other means,
however, it is possible to keep them in a
concentrated beam, which is of fine
cross-section at the point where it hits
the inside of the bulbous end of the tube.
This end is coated internally with a material which has the property of glowing
when it is struck by the electrons, so that

a

e.

SHOWING THE USE OF A NEGATIVE CYLINDER
ROUND THE CATHODE TO CONCENTRATE THE
BEAM THROUGH THE ANODE.
(a) Shows no cylinder ; (b) a cylinder with
insufficient negative bias, and (c) a cylinder
with correct negative bias.
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CATHODE ANODE

PRINCIPLES OF PRODUCING ELECTRON BEAM
IN A CATHODE RAY OSCILLOGRAPH.

ago—that of the Western Electric Co.,
later Standard Telephones and Cables Co.
—the beam was " focused " by means
of ionisation of the small residue of gas
(argon) that remained in the tube. The
anode was in the form of a short fine
tube which first helped to project the
electrons in a beam. In their progress
along the tube the electrons collided with
atoms of the low-pressure gas and produced
positively charged ions which tended to
move towards the cathode in the opposite
direction to the electron movement. In
doing so they created a magnetic field

the point S glows with a fluorescence, the
brightness of which depends upon the
value of the " accelerating voltage " V and
whose colour depends on the nature of the
material.
Focusing the Beam.
The methods which are used to maintain
or, rather, to control the beam so that it
arrives in the form of a fine point are
interesting, and, although they do not
actively concern the user, they are worth a PRINCIPLE OF DEFLECTING ELECTRON BEAM
brief mention. In the first type of BY MEANS OF PLATES WITHIN THE TUBE.
cathode-ray oscillograph that was commercially available some nine or ten years which constrained the electrons in a
narrow path.
In the process of design and manufacture the dimensions of the bulb and the
pressure of the remaining gas were
adjusted so that, at the normal working
temperature of the filament, the degree of
ionisation produced was such as to give
11)111111)M 111)1] (Ili I
exactly the magnetic field required to
focus the beam at the fluorescent screen.
The degree of ionisation was, in turn,
controlled by the filament temperature,
DEFLECTIONS OF BEAM BY MAGNETIC
FIELD DUE TO CURRENT-CARRYING COILS.
which was thus the sole control.
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Concentration by Cylinder Round the
Cathode.
More recently it has become the practice
to surround the filament by a metal cylinder, an innovation which was due to the
German, M. von Ardenne. This cylinder
is made negative to the filament and
immediately exercises an all-round
constraint on the (negative) electrons
shooting off from the filament and gets
them into the form of a convergent beam,
which is all the more easily shot through
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There are thus two controls involved
in focusing the beam, one the filament
temperature and the other the cylinder
biasing voltage. In practice, however,
this dual control offers no real difficulty,
and the use of the shielding cylinder has
had a valuable effect in permitting the
use of much higher voltages, while also
adding to the life of the filament. The
whole of the beam-producing system is
frequently referred to as the " electron
gun.
USING THE
BEAM.
The foregoing
account
deals
entirely with the
process of obtaining the electron beam and
getting it to
shoot along the
axis of the tube.
What are we to
do with it once
we have it? In
the third sketch
on page 131, we
have the same
elementary
beam -producing
system as previously shown.
Additionally,
however, two
parallel metal
TESTING AN EXPERIMENTAL CATHODE RAY TUBE.
Showing how the apparatus is rigged up in the laboratory.
plates are introduced into the
tube a small way
the anode aperture. An illustration of this along the beam from where it emerges
process is shown in the sketch on page 131, from the anode. It must be remembered
which is traced from photographs made by that the electrons forming the beam are
von Ardenne.
each small negative charges.
In (a) no cylinder surrounds the
filament, in (b) the filament is surrounded Applying a D.C. Voltage.
by a cylinder which is not, however,
If, therefore, we apply to the parallel
sufficiently negatively biased and there- plates a voltage of the sense shown, the
fore leaves the beam still coarse in upper plate, positively charged, will
passing through the anode. In (c) the attract the electrons, while the lower
cylinder is adjusted to the correct negative plate, negatively charged, will repel them.
voltage and causes a sharp beam to pass The beam between the plates is thus
through the anode aperture. Once through deflected upwards, and the fluorescent
the anode, the electrons are kept in a spot S is moved to a new steady position,
fine beam and brought to focus by ionisa- as illustrated.
Actually it will be seen that on account
tion after the manner already considered.
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of the length of the beam there is a
considerable leverage applied to the deflection of the beam, so that a small
movement in the neighbourhood of the
deflecting plates gives a much bigger
movement to the spot on the screen.
Effect of Reversing the Voltage.
If the voltage on the deflecting plates
be reversed it will be seen that the spot
would similarly be moved downwards.
Applying an Alternating Voltage.
If, instead of the steady D.C. voltage,

TRAIN OF WAVES SHOWN BY LINEAR TIME
BASE.

the spot will still vibrate up and down on
the screen, but its rate of vibration will
be so rapid that the eye will not be able
to follow its individual excursions and
will simply see an apparently steady
vertical line on the fluorescent screen.

WAVE FORM ON LINEAR TIME BASE.

How the Beam Serves as an Indicating
Device.
The essential use of the electron beam
is thus to serve as an indicating device,

we apply an alternating voltage to the
deflecting plates, it will be seen that the
fluorescent spot will move up and down
on the screen in accordance with the
alternating frequency. If the frequency
is low, e.g., below about 20 per second or
so, the eye will be able to detect the fact
that the spot is vibrating up and down.
If the frequency is high, say, 50 or more,
WAVE FORM OF I-WAVE RECTIFIER OUTPUT.

ELLIPSE FORMED7BY DIFFERENCE OF PHASE
BETWEEN DEFLECTOR POTENTIALS.

but it is an indicating device which is
incomparably light compared with any
other that can be devised. Being merely
of electrons, it is effectively free of inertia
and can thus be vibrated at practically
any frequency. Thus the same electrode
system shown in the third sketch can be
used for deflections of mains frequencies of
25 to 5o -- or it can equally be used at hundreds of kilocycles. A further advantage is
to be found in the fact that the electron
beam behaves like a sort of universal
joint and can be deflected in any direction.
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INTERIOR OF TIME BASE UNIT.
Showing mercury vapour discharge tube; bias battery
for adjustment of time-base length ; and diode used as
frequency controller.

Thus if another pair of deflecting plates be
introduced at right angles to those already
shown, they can be used to deflect the
beam 'horizontally.
For example, in this sketch (b) the plates
VP are those already shown in (a)
deflecting the spot vertically as considered
above ; H P is one of a pair of plates at
right angles capable of deflecting the spot
horizontally. Practically all the applications of the oscillcgraph already cited
involve the use of both deflecting
systems.
DEFLECTION BY CURRENTCARRYING COIL.
Besides being capable of deflection in the manner considered.
it is also to be remembered that
the electron beam is a stream of
moving electrons. This is exactly
the equivalent of a current, so
that the beam is effectively a
current-carrying wire, with the
important difference that it is a
wire of no inertia. As a currentcarryirg wire, however, the beam
is capable of beirg deflected by
a magnetic field. This is easily
shown by bringing a magnet close
up to the tube, when the beam
is seen to move to a new position.
Instead of using the plates for
deflection, we can therefore de-
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flect the beam either steadily or
in an alternating manner by
means of the magnetic field from
current-carrying coils brought
close to it.
A sketch shows the neck of a
tube with a pair of such coils
attached to it, the two coils being,
of course, in series and arranged to
be additive in their effect on the
beam. Another pair of coils could
also be used at right angles to
those shown so as to give twodimensional deflections, as with
the plates. It is indeed possible
to combine deflection by plate and
by coil, and some applications do
use both means of controlling
the movement of the beam.

An Important Point to Remember.
An important point in using
either system, however, is to remember that
in the case of deflection by the plates the
movement of the spot is at right angles
to the plane of the plates, while in the
case of coils the movement is parallel
to the plane of the coils.

DEFLECTIONAL SENSITIVITY.
Another point of interest that should
be mentioned here is the sensitivity
of the electron beam to deflecting forces.
Using electrostatic deflection by means
of the plates, the sensitivity of deflection

INTERIOR OF EXCITER UNIT.
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SHOWING THE ELECTRODE SYSTEM AND DEFLECTOR PLATES IN AN EDISWAN CATHODE RAY TUBE.

varies inversely as the accelerating voltage (V of first sketch).
Thus with anode voltages of 300
a tube may give a spot movement of 1 mm. for one volt on the
deflecting plates. If the beam be
accelerated by I,000 volts, so as
to give a much brighter spot, 3.3
volts will be required to give
the same deflection as before,
etc. With magnetic deflection
by means of coils, the sensitivity is inversely proportional
to the square root of the
acceleratir g voltage. Thus if a
certain pair of coils gives i mm.
deflection for one milliampere
with an anode voltage of 300,
1.82 milliampere will be required
if the accelerating voltage is
increased to L000.
FLUORESCENT SCREEN
MATERIALS.
A number of materials have
the property of glowing under
the influence of bombardment
by the electron beam. One

favourite material is
zinc silicate or Willemite, which glows
a bright yellowgreen and has the
merit of giving a
good response at
relatively low accelerating voltages.
Another material is
calcium tungstate,
which glows a pale
blue. It requires a
much higher voltage for equal visual
brightness—as compared with zinc
silicate — but its
colour is more
photcgraphi c ally
active.
Thus for maximum sensitivity and
visual observation
zinc silicate is the
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COMPLETE EDISWAN
CATHODE RAY TUBE.

better material, while for
photographic purposes, calcium tungst ate is more advantageous, although it is
accompanied by some loss of
sensitivity to deflection.
Mixtures of these materials
have been used to provide
a screen which gives a compromise of these qualities.
With modern tubes, good
photographic response for
many rapid types of recording
can be obtained with accelerating voltages of I,000 or
1,200, using a screen of calcium tungstate.
BRITISH COMMERCIAL
OSCILLOGRAPHS.
ELECTRODE SYSTEM OF
COSSOR OSCILLOGRAPH.
C is the controlling
cylinder with the
filament within it. A
is the anode; P the
deflecting plates; and
S an electrostatic
shielding screen.

The first available tube
was, as has already been
stated, that of Standard
Telephones and Cables. On
its original appearance, about
io years ago, this instrument
marked a very notable ad-
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vance in raising the oscillcgraph from the
level of a laboratory toy to that of a
working tool. An example of its utility
is to be found in the fact that it was
very quickly used to show—for the first
time—the shape of wireless atmospherics,
revealing that these are transients having
an average duration of the order of onethousandth of a second. This is surely
an adequate tribute to the utility of the
device. The Standard Co.'s oscillcgraph
was suitable for working at voltages of
only 300 or .foe.
After a period of little development in
tube design, the next notable step was
that due to von Ardenne, viz., of introducing a controlling cylinder round the
filament. Besides improving focusing,
this permitted operation at much higher
voltages, i.e., up to 2,000 or 3,000, with
consequent increase of the uses to which
it could be applied.
The Ediswan Oscillograph.
A British tube of appearance and
construction generally similar to that of
von Ardenne is that of the Ediswan Co.
The upper tube has only one pair of
deflecting plates, but the lower has two.
The general dispositions of cathode, cylinder
and anode are approximately on the lines
shown in the fourth sketch. The connections to filament, cylinder and anode are
made by a valve socket of ordinary British
pattern ; connection to the deflecting
plates is made by side stalks on the tube.
The Ediswan tube can be worked up to
2,000 volts.
All the photographs of apparatus as
well as the oscillographs shown in page
133 were specially taken to illustrate this
article. For the facilities in staging and
operating the apparatus we are indebted
to the Ediswan Electric Co., Ltd.
A Recent Design.
More recently the Standard Telephone
Co. has produced a new design, which
also uses a cylindrical shield, but working
at a slight positive voltage. The anode
is very close to the filament and cylinder,
being separated by mica insulation. Connection to all electrodes is made by a
socket of American valve type. This
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oscillcgraph is still of the low voltage type,
being intended for operation at 300 to
600 volts.
The Cossor Oscillograph.
The latest comer to the British market
is that of Messrs. A. C. Cossor, the valve
makers. This is an extremely welldesigned oscillcgraph, capable of being
used from 300 or 400 volts up to 2,000
volts or so. All eight connection points—
two for filament, one for cylinder, one for
anode and four for deflecting plates, are
brought in special pinches on to an eightpoint cap, fitting with bayonet catches
into the special low-capacity socket as
shown. The anode is spaced from the
cylinder and filament by means of mica,
capable of high-voltage operation of the
order stated.
The Shielding Cylindrical Screen.
An excellent feature is the addition of
the shielding cylindrical screen S of
the sketch on page 135. This is connected
to the anode, and serves to prevent the
formation of static charges on the walls of
the oscillograph. The Cossor tube is available with visual or photographic screen materials, and samples which the writer has
seen in operation suggested that they
gave an excellent response at the various
operating voltages appropriate to their
purpose.
Operating Voltages.
It is impossible in the course of this
single article to cover all the practical
points that arise in connection with the
cathode-ray oscillograph. It is hoped,
however, to give further data later.
Before concluding the present article,
however, it may be mentioned that,
although operating voltages of i,000 or
more have been quoted, these need
represent little difficulty in practice.
The currents taken are very small, being
less than half a milliampere at even
r,000 or 2,000 volts. If A.C. supply is
available, the high voltage can be obtained
from a simple type of rectifier unit, the
small currents involved making smoothing
very easy and inexpensive.
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THE
INSTALLATION OF UNDERGROUND CABLES
By C. CAMERON KIRBY, A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.E.E.
In this article Mr. C. Cameron Kirby describes the three most modern
methods of installing cables underground, i.e., the solid system, the conduit
system and the direct system
HE general principles involved in LAYING CABLES SOLID—SYSTEM (A).
In this case the cable may be plain lead
laying cables apply equally to all
types of cables, irrespective of the covered with no additional protection over
electrical pressure for which they are the lead sheath or it may be armoured.
intended. Cables may be single core, Troughs are laid in the bottom of the
twin, three core, four core or may possess excavated trench and cable placed in
additional cores for the purpose of a position in the trough. Bitumen is poured
street lighting switch wire. They may into the trough and the troughing covered
incorporate small section pilot wires for with bricks or tiles or other suitable prouse with protective gear or private tele- tection. Various :types of troughing have
phone systems for communication between been used in this method.
substations and the central works' offices. Types of Troughing.
Creosoted wood has been extensively
In the case of super tension cables of 33,000
volts workemployed on
many undering pressure or
takings and
higher, greater
has many adcare in handvantages. The
ling and more
gentle treatresistance it
offers to damment in bendage from stray
ing the cable
pickaxes and
round corners
bars is conis called for
siderable. It
than in the
can be obcase of low
tained in long
tension cables,
lengths and is
but in other
reasonably
respects t h e
cheap and
problems are
may be insimilar.
stalled with
M odern
comparatively
methods of
unskilled
installing
labour. Cast
cables underiron troughs
ground may
make a sound
be divided
job •for footinto three secpath work,
tions: (A)
can only be
solid system,
obtained i n
(B) conduit
short lengths
system, and
and are expen(C) direct
FEEDING A .5—.25—.5 SQ. IN. Low TENSION THREE-CORE
sive. Stonesystem.
ARMOURED LEAD-COVERED CABLE IN TRENCH.

/T
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dimensions of the troughing might be
5 in. wide by 4 in. deep. Saddles are then
placed on the bottom of the trough from
r ft. to 2 ft. 6 in. apart, the more flexible
the cable the nearer they are placed.
Wood bridges or saddles should not be
used as these absorb moisture through
joints in the troughing and provide leakage
paths for stray currents to leave the
sheaths of lead covered cables.
Best Material for Saddles.
The best material for the saddles is
asphalte which as well as being nonhygroscopic, softens on the surface in
contact with the hot compound and tends
to unite with this compound into a homogeneous filling. The cable is now run off
the drum and laid alongside the troughing
in the bottom of the trench. Any loose
soil that may have fallen into the troughing
is brushed out, the cable is placed in
position on the saddles, and very hot
compound is poured in to a depth of
about z in. After this has been allowed
to cool off somewhat, the troughing is
filled up with compound at a temperature
of from 250° F. to 300° F.
THE CABLE TRENCH BEFORE FILLING IN.

ware troughs have been extensively
employed, but here also the lengths
are limited to about three feet, and
the frequency of joints in the troughing
is a source of weakness. Where cables
have to cross a road carrying heavy traffic,
both iron and stoneware troughing have
been found to give rather unsatisfactory
service as the pounding of heavy vehicles
in time results in the troughing collapsing
at the joints and failure of the cable
ultimately results. Road crossings should
never be laid at a depth less than three
feet, and greater depth is always advisable
with both systems (A) and (B).
How the Cables Are Installed.
In installing cables on the solid system,
troughs are first laid and bedded on sifted
earth at the bottom of the trench. The
troughs are jointed for as many yards as it
is intended to " pitch in " in one operation.
For an individual cable the internal

The Final Stage.
The final stage is to " top up " and
place the covers on the molten compound,
thus effectively sealing the troughing. In
the case of wood troughing the covers will
normally be creosoted wood planks about
6 ft. in length. Where sections of the
trcughing terminate in brick pits, as is
frequently the case when disconnecting
boxes are inserted in circuit, the troughing
should be finished off with asphalte. This
prevents the bitumen from running into
the pit, and effectively seals the troughs
should any heating of the cable occur.
Mains laid on the solid system should be
installed in fine weather, as the effect of
showers on partially completed work is
very harmful.
Advantages of the Solid System.
This system of laying is invaluable in
those areas where stray currents from
tramway rails are known to exist and is
probably the best solution to the problem
of electrolysis of underground cables. It
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is also the best method where cables have
to be laid in " made " ground, consisting
of dinker or chemically active ground.
When carefully installed it is a safeguard
against chemical or electrolytic corrosion.
The cables cannot, however, carry as
much current without undue heating when
installed in this manner as with system (C).
It possesses similar limitations to this system inasmuch as the cables have to be of
sufficient size when originally installed to
allow for future development in the load.
CABLES IN CONDUITS—SYSTEM (B) .
The conduit system consists of ducts or
pipes laid under the footpath or roads
into which are drawn lead covered cables.
These pipes are laid so as to drain into
pits or draw boxes every 200 to 30o ft.,
and the pits have sumps at the bottom
which are usually connected to the surface
water draining system of the local authority. These pits should be sufficiently
large and deep for a jointer to work in
comfort. This size will vary with the
number and type of cables installed, but
should not be less than about 4 ft. 6 in. by
3 ft. wide by 3 ft. deep.
Where possible the cables should be
brought out of the duct mouth at one end
of the pit, round the side of the pit, and
fastened to the wall by cable hangers or
brackets, and then into the ducts at the
other end of the pit. This obviates the
cables being used as steps to assist a man
to descend to the bottom, and reduces
maintenance to a considerable extent,
especially with the smaller size of cables.
Pits are normally fitted with double frames
and covers, these being made especially
strong for roadway use, and they are
lifted by means of special keys inserted in
holes at each side of the covers.
Materials Used in Conduit Systems.
The materials used for conduit lir.es
may be cast iron, fibre, or glazed stoneware
pipes, the latter being more generally
used than other types. Cast iron pipes
are very suitable in those areas liable to
electrolysis, and they can be manufactured
in long lengths with spigot and socket
joints. The joints are made with yarn
and lead and then caulked. Cast iron
pipes are fairly expensive but are often

VIEW ALONG CABLE TRENCH.

Showing tunnel under entrance to works.

used for cables crossing bridges, where the
amount of working depth is very limited.
Fibre conduits are made in 5 ft. lengths,
and are impregnated with a compound of
bitumen during manufacture. The jointing is of the spigot and socket type and
the overall diameter of the joint is the
same as the pipe. Only single pipes are
made of this material.
Installing Fibre Conduits.
When installing these pipes the trench
is excavated to the required depth and
width. A concrete bed is laid on the bottom of the trench to form the base for the
number of duct ways required. This bed
will usually be from 4 in. to 6 in. thick,
varying with the nature of the ground and
the weight of the traffic above. The first
tier of pipes is then laid on the concrete
bed, and these are evenly spaced by means
of a wooden comb-like template designed
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to take the requisite number of pipes on
each tier.
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facture. It has been claimed that no
additional treatment is necessary in order
to make a waterproof joint. It is, however, an advantage to paint the joint
surfaces at each end of the pipe with a hot
mixture of one part of Russian tallow to
four parts of resin, melted together. It is
essential to apply the
mixture hot and not in a
thick state, the correct
consistency being that
of a heavy motor oil.

Lining Up the Templates.
These templates are placed about 3 ft.
apart along the pipe line and are lined up
and kept in position by means of packing
from the side of the
trench. The spaces between these templates
are now filled in with a
mixture of cement, sand
and fine spar or foundry
slag, and the sides of the
The Butt Joint.
trench are filled in with
rough concrete to the
With the butt joint
level of the pipes. The
the conduits are aligned
templates are next reby means of wooden
moved and the spaces
mandrils. A band of prewhich they have left are
pared canvas is wound
filled in with the fine
round the joint to preconcrete mixture. The
vent loose material getfirst tier is allowed to
ting into the duct line
set for several hours,
during the completion of
after which the process
the work. An iron shoe
is repeated until the total
or mould is next placed
number of duct ways is
in position round the
laid, and finally a rough
joint and a strong cement
concrete is again used to
mixture run in to this.
complete the block. It
With both these types
is advisable that the conof conduit, the joints of
creting of the ducts beadjacent pipes are stagtween two pits should be
gered. In the case of
completed as quickly .as
a multi-way conduit of
possible, to ensure the
the butt - jointed type
keying together of the
installed in the carriageconcrete.
way, it is sometimes
One of the advantages
deemed advisable to
of fibre conduits is that
encase all the pipes comthe pipes can be slightly
pletely in concrete. This
bent, if desired, by CABLE GRIP ATTACHED TO END OF is shown in the sketch
PLAIN LEAD-COVERED CABLE.
warming them with a
which also depicts the
blow lamp, and this
staggering of the joints.
enables one to avoid obstacles.
When layers of multi-way spigot and
socket ducts are placed on top of each
How Stoneware Ducts are Installed.
other the spaces between the layers are
Stoneware ducts may be either of the filled with cement mortar to a thickness of
spigot and socket type or butt jointed about i in. The ducts are thus supported
type and are manufactured in varying over the whole of their area, and no undue
lengths up to 3 ft. and from single pipes to weight is thrown on to the socket end.
sections of 9-way conduits. The spigot In cases where the ducts are laid on earth,
and socket type are usually manufactured the earth should be scooped out at these
with self-aligning joints, and both ends points where the collars of the socket end
have a layer of bituminous jointing will come, and this will ensure a level
compound attached to them during manu- bedding of the duct line.
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How the Cable is Pulled into the Duct.
Before pulling a cable into a duct, the
latter has to be " rodded up." Drain rods
about 5 ft. in length are pushed into the
duct and fastened to each other by means
of a screw coupling and locking catch.
When the whole length of the duct line
between the two adjacent pits has been
rodded up, a light rope is attached to the
last rod. This is pulled in, and an attachment to it is also pulled through the duct.
This attachment consists of a mandril,
about in. less in diameter than the duct
itself, and if this passes without difficulty
the charge hand knows that the duct is
clear. To the other end of the mandril a
stouter rope, sometimes of steel, is tied and
this rope is used to do the actual pulling
in of the cables. This rope may be
attached to a cable grip made of fine steel
wires which goes over the lead sheath of

How THE STONEWARE TROUGHS ARE ARRANGED

the cable and grips the lead sheath tighter
as the pull on the rope increases.

Precautions with Heavy Cables.
With heavy cables there is a danger of
the lead sheathing being drawn partly off
the cable or broken or damaged in other
ways. To avoid this, the cores of the
cable may be sweated into a special socket
or lug which is attached to the rope and
thus the cable cores take the strain
directly.

HAND OPERATISD
WINCH

How THE DRUM IS MOUNTED.
This shows the position for mounting a drum
for running off cables into a pit.

A labourer should be specially detailed off
to look after the cable as it is being fed
into the duct mouth, and to grease the
lead liberally during this process. Another
labourer should be placed at the top of
the pit, from which position he can give
instructions to the men handling the
drum, and keep an eye on the progress of
the cable into the duct. At the next pit
to that at which the drum is mounted
there will be a gang of perhaps 15 men
pulling the rope attached to the cable.
To assist them to pull together the ganger
may have a small whistle which he will
blow about every 4 seconds.

When to Use a Winch.
With very heavy cables it may be
necessary to use a winch in order to draw
the cable through the ducts. The winch
is mounted immediately above the manhole and the wire rope is carried round an

Mounting a Drum.
The position for mounting a drum for
running off cable into a pit is shown in the
sketch. The bending of the cable should
be as little as possible, and the larger the
radius of the bend the better for the cable.
Plain lead covered cable is invariably used
for draw-in systems, and it should be
coated with a suitable lubricant such as
vaseline as it enters the duct mouth.
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duct a larger size of cable. The system is,
therefore, very flexible. Cables in ducts
will not, however, carry as much current
for the same increase of temperature as
cables laid direct, but the advantages in
the directions indicated are so real that
they are a great asset to large cable
systems in towns.
LAYING CABLES DIRECT

SYSTEM (C).

Ground is excavated to a depth of 18 in.
in the footpath, the trench being about
15 in. wide, and the bottom is levelled and
cleared of sharp stones. The cable is
then placed in position in the bottom of
the trench and about 3 in. of sifted earth
is filled in. Protective tiles are now
placed along the trench immediately in
line with the cable, these tiles being
interlocked to prevent displacement. The
ground may then be filled in and well
rammed down. The proportion of men
engaged on punning the loose soil ought
PARTIALLY FILLED-IN CABLE TRENCH.
Showing .25 sq. in. three-core 6,000-volt
cable with interlocked warning tiles for protection.

idle pulley and then through the duct on
to the cable. The idle pulley is about
2 ft. in diameter and its position in the
pit is adjustable so that its bottom bearing
surface is in line with the duct mouth.
The sketch illustrates this point and shows
both the pit into which the cable is being
fed and the adjoining pit some ioo yards
or so away where the winch is mounted.
If hand drawing is resorted to, the pullingin gang will take the place of the winch.
Where the ducts are fairly deep, it may be
necessary to break away one side of the
pit to enable the gang to get a more direct
pull.
Advantages of the Conduit System.
The conduit system is extensively used
in the centres of large towns for feeder
cables. It is rarely used for distributor
cables, where services have to be connected
every few yards, and has nothing to
recommend it for this purpose. As the
load on a network grows, it is a very
simple and inexpensive matter to draw out
an old cable and draw into the vacated

DRAWING A .5—.25—.5 SQ. IN. THREE-CORE
LEAD-COVERED AND ARMOURED LOW TENSION
CABLE ALONG CABLE TRENCH, SUPPORTED BY
ROLLERS.
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to be twice as many as those engaged in
shovelling this soil into the cutting.
Some undertakings use creosoted wood
boards as a warning of the presence of a
cable, but it would appear that hard
burnt clay tiles have a much longer life.
These tiles have letters cut into their
surface indicating the presence of a cable
beneath them. Thus in the photograph
shown, the tile bears the inscription 6 kv.
ELECTRICITY, which informs any subsequent excavator of the proximity of a
6,000-volt cable, and ensures the cautious
use of pickaxes.
Drawing the Cable Along the Trench.
When laying cables in a footpath
entirely free from obstruction, it is possible to run all the cable off the drum and
lay it bodily in the trench. More frequently, however, there are numerous gas
and water services crossing the trench.
Threading the Cable Under Obstructions.
Then it becomes necessary to thread the
cable under these obstructions. The use
of rollers placed in the trench for cable to
rest upon speeds up this work, and enables
longer lengths of heavy cables to be pulled
in than would otherwise be possible. The
cable drum is mounted on jacks at a
convenient position at the side of the
trench, and a " stocking " cable grip,
as shown in the photograph, is attached to
a stout rope, and also to the end of the
cable. Three men are detailed off to
attend to the rotating of the drum, whilst
others pull on the rope and feed the cable
into the trench. As the cable travels over
the rollers along the trench, other men
stand straddle in the bottom of the trench
and each holds a rope sling which passes
beneath the cable . As a signal from the
ganger the men pull on the rope slings and
the cable moves along the trench a yard
or so. The men now move their slings
forward and the procedure is repeated.
The rollers are placed at 15 ft. intervals.
Take Care Not to Damage Other Pipes.
Usually it is not advisable to excavate
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for a greater distance than zoo yards at a
time. Great care should be taken not to
damage gas or water pipes, and any
damage should be reported at once to the
ganger in charge who will immediately
notify the proper authorities. Cables
from which services are to be taken should
be laid about 2 ft. 6 in. from the property
line, where possible, and should be at
least 6 in. from gas mains. Where cable
is laid through " made " ground such as
ashes, clinker, etc., it will be necessary to
bring clay from some other place and
surround the cable with this to prevent
corrosive action. Alternatively, the cable
may be laid solid through bad patches of
ground.
Armoured Cable.
Usually all cable laid direct is of the
armoured type the armouring consisting
of double steel tapes which overlap each
other. These tapes are wound over a
layer of tarred jute, which provides a
bedding between the lead sheath and the
armouring. A similar bedding is laid over
the armour and this is white-washed to
prevent the coils of cable sticking to each
other on the drum.
The Mangnall Irving Thrust Borer.
Where a road has to be crossed it is
often possible to avoid excavating the
roadway. The Mangnall Irving Thrust
Borer enables one to do this. Two holes
are excavated on opposite sides of the
toad which it is desired to cross. A
special mechanism similar to an hydraulic
ram is lowered into one hole and adjustments are made to line up the ram with
the hole across the road. Rods are now
connected to the piston of the ram and
hydraulic pressure applied to one side of
the piston which forces the rods through
the earth in the required direction. The
pump for maintaining the water under
pressure is mounted on the footpath or
roadway outside the pit, and the high
pressure water conveyed by flexible tubing
to the ram below.
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CORRESPONDENCE
The Editor invites correspondence from readers on any subject of general interest
to electrical engineers. Letters should be addressed to THE EDI TOR,
The Practical Electrical Engineer, 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
Seale Models for Electrical Testing.
Sin,—A. J. T. (Wembley) raises an interesting point in your first number ; interesting in
more ways than one because the world of models
is at all times extraordinarily fascinating, but
I think the answer to your correspondent's
question is : No ; models will not help.
To use water as an analogy (as is done so often
in electrical work), your readers will probably
still have fresh in their minds Kaye Don's feat
in Miss England III. Before this boat was
built, experiments were carried out with scale
model, rocket-driven hulls, in an endeavour to
ascertain various points.
At least one authority has subsequently
definitely stated that with the speeds achieved,
further improvement can only be reached by
experimenting with full-size craft. As with
the boat, so with the switchgear, and the chief
difficulty would appear to be the resistance,
since, if a quarter-scale model were made, its
insulation values would not be a fourth of those
in the full-size gear.
L. R. L. (STROOD).

MICR OFU

The Gold Film Fuse that The Microfu will
Guarantees definite safety. 'blow' under overload
before the wire has
even time to get warm.
This remarkable speed
is due to the pure
FLAT TYPE
TYPE from 50 to 500 m/a. gold film. Gives full
FUSES 6d each.
Holders 6d. each. protection to valves
Complete 1/and delicate meters.
Type F.2. for all wireless 'purposes.
Write for folder" E"

-

The Diesel Electric Generator.
Sin,—Your correspondent A.P.Q. (Yeovil), on
the subject of " Diesel Electric Generation,"
quotes the " all in " cost of .6d. per unit as being
the practicable figure for a typical small works
plant of ioo K.W. capacity.
I should be obliged if he would itemise it
under the following headings :—
Per Unit Generated.
Wages (running)
Fuel
Lubricating oil ..
Stores and water
..
Maintenance
„
Interest on capital
Depreciation .. „ „ „
Insurance, rent, rates, taxes and a proportion
of management expenses per unit generated.
In arriving at the above costs, the annual
load factor should be taken as 3o per cent.,
which represents that of the average factory,
while the running plant load factor would be
about 70 to 75 per cent. G.T.J. (HAROLD WOOD).
Will J.Y. (Motherwell), whose letter appeared in the October
issue, please forward his full address. (ED.).
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The President of the
Institution of Electrical
Prospects in Engineers, Dr. E. W.
the Industry Marchant, recently gave
some interesting views
concerning the future
prospects for Electrical Engineers. In
the course of his address, Dr. Marchant
expressed the opinion that tremendous
developments would be seen in the
industry within the next few years. He
considers that the greatest scope lies
in the extension of electricity supply to
rural areas, and that a rich reward
awaits the engineer who can show a
way of cheapening the existing cost of
overhead connections from the grid to
distribution lines. We understand that
at present the cost of tapping the grid
is in the neighbourhood of L2o,000.
Readers who had not the opportunity
of listening to Dr. Marchant's address
will no doubt be interested to read this
very condensed summary of his views.
In the present issue
readers will notice that
Britain Still special attention has been
Leads
paid to the latest developments in electrical practice. A fine achievement
of the British Thomson-Houston Corn-

No. 4

Price - 1/- Monthly
Yearly Subscription, 14/- Post Free
6 months' Subscription, 7/- Post Free
Registered for Transmission by Canadian Magazine Post
Cat.wlian Rate: Yearly Subscription, 13/6 Post Free
6 months' Subscription 6/9 ,.

pany, which is dealt with in the article
on " Fabricated Construction," is an
encouraging indication of the presentday tendency for Britain to re-establish
her old supremacy in the engineering
world.
Dr. C. C. Garrard's
article, " The Tendency
Still a Burn- of Modern Switchgear Deing Question sign," is well worth careful perusal by every
reader whatever his position in the industry may be. The
adequate control of the enormous
quantities of electrical energy which
the grid will ultimately be capable of
delivering, is a problem of vital concern
to everyone who depends directly or
indirectly on the electrical industry
for their livelihood.
The articles on Photo-electric Cells,
Electric Clocks, Shop Window Lighting, Battery Charging and the Design of an A.C. Mains Transformer,
will, it is hoped, be appreciated by
those readers who, while interested
in the larger questions, are, after all,
primarily concerned with the application of electricity to the affairs of
everyday life.
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THE TENDENCY OF MODERN SWITCHGEAR
DESIGN
By

CHARLES C. GARRARD, Ph.D., M.I.E.E.

In this interesting article Dr. Garrard, one of the foremost designers of switchgear in the
country, explains in a most interesting manner how the new problems which have arisen as
a result of the grid development are being tackled and solved by switchgear engineers
P to comparatively
recently the centre of gravity, so
to speak, of electrical
engineering was the
power station, and the
generation of the current
was the main preoccupation of the electrical
engineer. But nowadays
things are different. We
have, in fact, pretty well
come to a limit with
what we can do as
regards generation, at
least if steam is to continue to be our prime
mover. By means of
larger units, higher steam
pressures, and the like,
we increase the efficiency
of our power stations
to a clearly defined
asymptotic limit.* From
this point of view we
cannot do much more
to reduce the price of
electricity, that is to say,
of course, failing the
invention of some entirely
new method of producing electricity on the
large scale.
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in this country for many
years to come. This
knowledge is the basis
upon which the grid has
been established in Great
Britain by the Central
Electricity Board. A
steam turbine (if its size
be the same) has an
equal efficiency whether
it feed the grid or supply
an isolated system.
Increased Load Factor
Lowers
Electricity
Costs.
The
interconnection
afforded by the former
enables the load factor
to be increased, and as
the capital charges form
the bulk of the costs of
electricity, the total cost
is reduced in a ratio
approaching that of the
load factors of the two
conditions of working.

Control and Its Paramount Importance in
the Grid Scheme.
Now all this improvement depends on the
CONTROL INDICATOR AND TELEPHONE control of the electric
The Grid and the Turbo- BOARD FOR THE CONTROL OF LARGE supply, and it may be
INTERCONNECTED SYSTEMS.
alternator.
said, therefore, that
the main tendency
However, we all know
there is a big field for the cheapening of of the work of the modern switchgear
the cost of electric power based upon engineer is away from the mere design of
generation with the steam turbine, individual switches and pieces of apparatus,
which as far as can be seen at present, and towards the development of systems
will be our main source of power of control upon which, there can be no
doubt, depends the whole possibility of
*It closely approaches ideal conditions, though
progress in electric supply.
absolute perfection can never be achieved.
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Centralised Control.
It is obvious that if the benefits indicated
in the previous paragraphs are to be
obtained with present-day large interconnected systems, it is impossible to allow
the individual power houses to follow
their own inclinations as to how their plant
is to be run. They must each be
subordinated to the running conditions of
the whole of the system. This is not to
say that the interests of the constituent
generating stations will suffer. On the
contrary, they will be benefited, as, as has
been pointed out, their respective load
factors will be increased. It will be
realised, however, that the proper functioning of the whole combination depends
upon the work of the central control
engineer.
The Central Control Rooms.
In each of the areas of the Central
Electricity Board—for example, Central
England, South East England, etc.,
there is provided a central control room.
This is connected by central indicators and
telephones with the various substations
and generating stations within the area,
and these constitute the means by which
the necessary central control is exercised.
These control rooms illustrate very well
the present state of the art, and at the
same time the ultimate condition to which
this branch of engineering work is tending.
Tendency in Control Room Practice.
While in them it is possible to tell at a
glance the whole electrical state of affairs
in every part of the area, yet the controls
are not directly exercised from them.
This is done by telephonic communication
with the station engineers.
The whole tendency is to direct centralised control whereby the operations of the
plant in the stations are directly initiated
in the central control room, the intervening chain of working being entirely
automatic in nature.
An Opportunity for Inventive Capacity.
Herein is a large field for the energies and
inventive capacity of the switchgear engineer. As it is, progress is very rapid. It is
only a few years since supervisory control
(the generic name of this class of work) was
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thought of. Statistics are already available which prove its reliability, and it may
be said that in general, in all branches of
electric control, the more the human
element is eliminated the better are the
results.
CONTROL ROOM INDICATOR PANEL.
The diagram shows one panel of a central
indicator and telephone board of the type
just described.
SUbstation Connections.
At the top of the panel will be
seen lines corresponding to the 132 kV.
connections in the substation. It
should be explained that the latter consist
of duplicate bus bars shown (single line)
by the two horizontal lines. It will be
seen there are six feeders going out from
the substation, three vertical and then to
the left, and three vertical and then to
the right.
The Oil Circuit Breakers.
In each of the vertical connections
(at the top of the panel) are three
small circles ; these are indicating
lamps which show the state of the oil
circuit breaker which is situated at that
point.
The three small circles arranged
vertically between the two horizontal bus
bars in the middle are to indicate the bus
bar coupler oil circuit breaker.
The Transformers and Corresponding Circuit Breakers.
It will be seen there are two transformers,
the oil circuit breakers of which are each
indicated by three lamps (shown as three
small circles side by side horizontally)
in each transformer circuit. It will be
observed that the vertical lines from each
transformer and each feeder cross the two
horizontal bus bar lines, the whole having
the appearance of a series of rectangles.
Transformer and Feeder Connections at
Substation.
In explanation of this it must be pointed
out that either transformer, or any feeder,
can be connected at will to either bus bar by
means of hand-operated isolating selector
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switches in the
substations. The
positions of these
isolator and
selector switches
are, however, not
automatically indicated en the
control board. A
separate master
key diagram
shows these.
The Instruments
and What
They Show.
There are
seven instruments, the nature
of the indications
of which is shown
on the diagram. (VARS
means reactive
volt - amperes.)
Further, at the
bottom of the
panel, the two
position indicators (long vertical rectangles)
will be noted.
These automatically indicate the
position of the
tap-changing
switches on the
substation transformers.
The
total indications
on the panel are
therefore
29 indicating
lamps
7 instruments
2 tapping
switch indicators.

A

TRANSFORMER KIOSK WITH SUPERVISORY CONTROL.

(G.E.C.)

Connections from
Control Room
to Substation.
These,together
with the telephones, are
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operated over a single Post Off ce
telephone pair connecting the control
panel with the substation. This connection does not always follow the same
route ; all that the Post Office does is to
connect through from the control room to
the substation similarly to an ordinary
telephone connection. The current in the
pilot pair is an alternating current of a
high frequency (speech frequency).
What the Pilot Currents Do.
The use of such pilot currents enables the
control to be exercised over long distances
as repeater stations can be connected in
the pilot if necessary.
How the Control Panel is Used.
Such a control panel enables the control
engineer to see at a glance the exact
electrical state of affairs in each substation. If he desires to make a change
he telephones his instructions.
The Next Stage of Development.
The logical development is that he should
initiate the change directly as in the
control room of a power house. There can
be no doubt this will be the next stage of
evolution.
It will be easily realised that direct
control of this character over a very large
interconnected system of generating plant
and transformer substations is not an
easy task. Its complete solution, at a cost
which will render its use an economic
possibility, is only a matter of time.
AUTOMATIC STATIONS.
Apart from the increased reliability
there are two other considerations which
are among those to which the marked
tendency to automatic working is due ;
that is to say, the saving in labour charges
and the improved service given by the
electric supply.
How Automatic Working Affects the
Consumer.
An important feature in connection
with the last point is that of constancy
of supply voltage. The consumer,
after all, pays for a constant voltage
to he maintained at his terminals. If his
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declared voltage be 23o and the actual
supply be, say, 190 or 200 volts, the service
he receives goes down very much more
than the reduction in his meter readings.
This matter becomes of increasing importance when dealing with scattered areas
and rural supply. It has been suggested
that the limit of permissible variation
from declared voltage allowed by the
electricity commissioners should be increased in such cases. But this would
certainly detract from the popularity cf
the use of electricity, and here again
automatic working combined with supervisory control methods come to the
rescue.
Transformer Kiosks with Remote Control.
Kiosks containing small transformers
with remotely controlled tap-changing gear are now available. A number
of these can be supervisorilv controlled
in tandem over two telephone lines,
i.e., four conductors, and the whole
cost is so low that a standard of supply is
obtained in such scattered areas that can
be said to be revolutionary in character.
Part of a kiosk so equipped is shown in the
photograph, and it will be seen that the
supervisory equipment is a very small
affair.
RELIABILITY OF SUPPLY.
It has been said by some pessimists that
the reliability of electric supply in this
country, depending as it will to a greater
extent upon overhead transmission lines,
will be less in the future than in the past.
As regards this, all that need be said is
that experience already available has not
confirmed these fears, nor, as wellinformed engineers know, is it likely to be
the case. There can be no doubt that
this is due, to no small extent, to the
developments which have been made and
are being made in discriminating protective
gear, which is designed to localise the
effects of system disturbances.
Where Britain Leads.
This country has always led the way in
the production of protective gear. As
regards the one scheme where the Continent was more advanced then we were,
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that is the distance relay, for use with
overhead lines, the position has been
entirely reversed, as British reactance
and impedance relays are nowadays
unsurpassed. There is, however, a vast
field for development still open in protective gear engineering. The tendency
is to discard special pilot wires ; in fact,
for long transmission lines their use is
prohibitive on account of cost.
Carrier Current Systems.
Hired Post Office telephone lines are
being used in some cases, but there can
be little doubt that the future lies with
carrier current systems. The Central
Electricity Board has already installed one
such system (Reyrolle-G.E.C.) on the Little
Barford-Bedford line. The engineers responsible for this development are prepared
for the largest and widest applications.
Naturally the initial development charges
are very high for this class of work, but
these having been liquidated, the installation costs should thereafter be comparatively low, and a very large extension of
such applications is to be expected. At
any rate, there is a considerable field for
the switchgear engineer in this branch of
work.
SWITCHGEAR APPARATUS.
It is only possible in a short article to
give a few indications of the tendencies
operating in the vast range of switchgear
apparatus. The most marked is that
towards metal-clad construction. In order
to diminish eddy current and hysteresis
losses in the metal enclosures, these are
now largely made of silicon-aluminium
alloys. Such aluminium alloys are fireproof, and for equal or greater mechanical
strength are much lighter than cast iron,
with resulting saving in building costs.
Round or Rectangular Tanks ?
For oil circuit breakers, round tanks are
being strongly pushed in some quarters.
With round tanks in the case of 3-phase
breakers (with the 3 phases in one tank)
it is not possible to use steel plate phase
separation. Such phase separation is an
advantage in preventing phase-to-phase
faults. It is probable, therefore, that the
rectangular tank will continue to be used
for 3-phase breakers, the round one
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being confined to those cases where each
phase is in its own tank.
Gas Blast Breakers.
It is, of course, possible that the oil
circuit breaker will become entirely superseded by some other form of circuit
rupturing device. Considerable work is
being done with gas blast circuit
breakers and breakers utilising steam as
the arc quenching medium.
Pneumatic Actuating Gear.
Pneumatic operation of large air-break
contactors for mine hoists and for traction
control gear is, of course, old ; but the
adoption of air pressure pistons to close
the large oil circuit breakers in the Kraftwerk West in Berlin and the Blackman
Meadows Station of the Sheffield Corporation in this country, is likely to be extensively followed in the future. One of the
chief reasons for the adoption of pneumatic
operation is to secure quicker closing of
large breakers. An electric solenoid has a
time constant which is the longer the
larger the size. If a closing motor be
used, the closing has to be done by means
of a spring, which is a great difficulty with
a heavy mechanism. The air cylinder
gets over both these difficulties.
High Speed Circuit Opening—The Switchgear Engineer's Problem.
If it be necessary in some cases to speed
up the closing of electric circuit breakers,
it is yet more essential to quicken their
opening. This does not refer to the
velocity of movement of their parts ; this
is fixed within certain limits by the
physics of arc quenching in oil. Rather
it refers to the celerity with which the
occurrence of a fault in the system is
followed by the opening of the arcing
contacts in the circuit breaker nearest to
the fault. This is probably the greatest
problem facing the switchgear engineer at
the present day. Unfortunately it is not
simply a question of mechanism design.
The time interval which, in the interests
of system stability, it is desired to shorten,
is mostly due to the protective gear.
Considerable progress has been made in
the solution of the problem, but much
remains to be done.
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SHOP WINDOW LIGHTING
By E. H.

FREEMAN,

M.I.E.E.

In this article Mr. E. H. Freeman gives an authoritative summary of the most modern practice in shop window lighting

TYPICAL WINDOW LIGHTING WITH CONCEALED REFLECTORS.

HE effective lighting of the display
windows of the modern shop is
recognised by all shop fitters to-day
to be one of their most valuable methods
of advertising. Tests have been made
to ascertain the value of good lighting
and one such test showed that an increase
in the illumination of a shop window from
17-foot candles up to 8o-foot candles,
resulted in an increase in the number of
persons stopping to examine the goods
displayed from 32 per hour to 212 per
hour.

T

Lighting with Modern Lamps.
The advent of the modern gas-filled
lamp with very high intensities and of
larger sizes than the early lamps, coupled
with the growing demand for improved
illumination, completely altered all the
methods of lighting, and the modem
window reflectors fixed usually at the top
of the windows is the result.
Window lighting is now almost universally carried out on this principle, though
in exceptional cases some modification is
necessary.
Intensity of Illumination Required.
The quantity of light that should be

provided for any particular shop must
depend on a variety of factors—its
location ; the lighting schemes for adjacent shops; the class of goods to be
displayed and so on. The primary object
of the shop window is to call the attention
of the passer-by to the shop and it should
therefore have some distinctive features.
This may be achieved by providing better
lighting than in neighbouring windows and.
this result may be obtained in one district
with a much smaller current consumption
than in another. The illumination
necessary in Regent Street would be quite
unnecessary, and even out of place, in a
small surburban shopping district.
The goods to be displayed also affect
the matter. Goods dull in colour and
texture, such as tweed cloths, require much
more brilliant lighting for effective display
than blacks and whites.
In most cases the lighting must be provided to suit displays varying from day
to day, and it is therefore necessary to
wire for and install reflectors that will
carry the maximum size of lamp necessary
for the most uninteresting class of goods
and to leave the shopkeeper, if he wishes,
to vary the amount of light to suit different
displays.
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ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF WINDOW LIGHTING
FROM EXTERNAL LAMPS.
WINDOW LIGHTING FROM EXTERNAL L 9INI PS—
Now OUT OF DATE.

Most of these reflectors are made with
fluted mirrored glass interiors to give a
high efficiency of reflector.
Narrow Windows.
For the ordinary narrow window up to
5 or 6 ft. in depth, a single row of reflectors
will usually be ample, arranged close to the
glass front. The lamp sizes provided
should give from 5o to too foot candles
near the bottom of the window. The
reflector used should be selected to throw
the light where it will be most useful. This
must depend on the goods displayed, as
these may be mainly shown at the bottom
or at the back or in the central area in
different cases.
Lamps Required
per Foot Run
of Frontage.
For modern
conditions the
following lamp
sizes may be
taken as providing very good
lighting for
average windows.
Import ant
shopping centres : 150 to 200
WINDOW LIGHTING BY INwatts
per foot
TERNAL EXPOSED LAMPS.
Unsuitable with modern run of frontage ;
Ordinary main
lamps.

road shops : too watts per foot run ; Side
streets : too watts per 2 ft. run or more
if it is desired to attract attention from a
main road nearby.
The lamps must, of course, be fitted in
suitable reflectors in each case.
Deep Windows.
If the windows are over S or to ft. in
depth it may be necessary to provide a
double row of reflectors or to tilt alternate
reflectors so that some direct the light
down for the front area and others direct
it backwards for the back area. The
result might be obtained by fixing the
reflectors at an angle or by using special
types that reflect sideways.
The total quantity of light must be
increased according to the depth of the
window, but it
would probably not
be necessary to
double the quantity
even for windows
up to 15 ft. deep.
Concealing Window
Reflectors—Pelmets.
The effective concealment of the
window reflectors is
often a matter of
great difficulty. The
usual system is to
place the reflectors
on the ceiling as
high as possible and
as close to the glass

WINDOW LIGHTING
WITH CONCEALED REFLECTORS.
Standard practice for
modern schemes.
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TYPES OF WINDOW REFLECTORS WITH THEIR POLAR CURVES.

as possible and to provide a pelmet or
screen in front of them of such depth
as is necessary to hide the reflectors.
Such pelmets may be decorative or may be
used to provide a background for advertising matter. If the window is high the
pelmets must be deep and this is often
objectionable, as they may be a great
obstruction to daylight.

Double Rows of Reflectors.
If a double row of reflectors is necessary,
the problem is naturally more difficult,
but may be overcome by using an internal
pelmet or screen between the two rows of
reflectors. This must be arranged so that
it does not cut off the light from the front
row of reflectors whilst affording a -creen
for the back row.

False Ogling.
It is sometimes . possible to fix the
reflectors above a false ceiling. If such an
arrangement is possible it should certainly
be adopted, and it will also allow the
depth of pelmet, if any, to be reduced.

Corner Windows.
Another difficult problem arises with
the lighting of corner windows—particularly those now becoming common with
large display areas on each side of an arcade
leading up to an inner shop entrance.
An adaptation of the " cell " lighting
mentioned later will probably be necessary
if the reflectors are to be screened in such
a case, short metal or opaque screens being
dropped between each two reflector,.

Reflectors Behind Beams.
Another method of concealment that is
sometimes available is to place the reflectors behind a beam or blind box. Such
beams frequently exist, and if the ceiling
behind is not carried down to the bottom
of the beam, the beam itself maybe used as
a screen.

Island Cases.
The problem is still more difficult with
island windows. If these are comparatively narrow—that is, say, only 6 or S ft.
wide—an inner pelmet will probably be
sufficient, but if the window is very much
wider, this pelmet would
probably c u t
off the light to
such an extent
as to leave the
centre of the
window insufficiently lit, and
FALSE
in such a case
CE1.[ //VG
some central
lighting on the REFLECTORS CONCEALED
cell principle or IN FALSE CEILING TO
from an illumi-WINDOW.

1

ARRANGEMENT OF DOUBLE Row OF REFLECTORS
FOR VERY DEEP WINDOW.
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nated laylight would be necessary. Two
of the illustrations show the methods
suggested for corner and island windows.
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" cells " and lamps can be adjusted to suit
ceiling decorations and planning and the
intensity of illumination required.
One of the illustrations shows the interior of such a window with rimpled glass
screens between the reflectors. A lamp
and reflector is fixed in each cell.

Special Shields for Reflectors.
In extra deep windows further precautions may be taken to ensure effective
lighting over the entire display area. The
entire ceiling has been divided up into Bottom Lighting.
Another method of improving the
" cells " somewhat like an enlarged honeycomb, with a lamp and reflector in each. lighting in deep windows is to provide the
The sides of the " cells " in such a scheme equivalent of stage footlights. Such
must be deep enough to ensure that the lighting must be installed with great care
lamps cannot be seen by the customers as obviously the lamps are in a position
in the street and the lamp sizes can be where they must be very carefully screened
much reduced, as lighting is provided over if they are not to be visible to the public.
the whole display area and not from one
The lamps must be concealed, and strong
side only. About 4o watts per square objection is often made to the appearance
foot should be ample, but the sizes of the of the main floor of the window falling
LIGHT AND COLOUR EFFECTS.
COLOUR OF LIGHT FALLING ON OBJECT.
Natural
Colour of
Object.

Red.

Orange.

I

Yellow.

Green.

Blue.

Violet.

RESULTANT COLOUR APPEARANCE.
Black

ReddishBlack

OrangeBlack

YellowBlack

GreenishBlack

BlueBlack

VioletBlack

White

Red.

Orange.

Yellow.

Green.

Blue.

Violet.

Red

Red.

Scarlet.

Orange.

Brown.

Purple.

ReddishPurple.

Orange

OrangeRed.

Orange.

YellowOrange.

GreenishYellow .

VioletBrown.

Red.

Yellow

Orange.

YellowOrange.

Yellow.

YellowishGreen.

Green.

ReddishBrown.

Light Green

ReddishGrey.

Yellow-GreenishGreen.
Yellow.

Green.

Blue-Green.

LightPurple.

Deep Green

ReddishGrey.

Rusty-YellowishGreen.
Green.

Green.

GreenishBlue.

GreenishPurple.

Light Blue ..

Violet.

Slate-YellowishGrey.
Grey.

GreenishBlue.

Blue.

VioletBlue.

Deep Blue ..

Purple.

BluishGrey.

Slate.

BlueGreen.

Blue.

BlueViolet.

Violet

Purple.

RedPurple.

VioletGrey.

Blue.

VioletBlue.

Violet.

j

The above Table indicates the appearances of Coloured objects when subjected to different coloured
Lights. (Reproduc'ed by courtesy of the Lighting Research Bureau).
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away behind to a lower level. The
reflectors must be placed behind a glazed
screen to prevent goods falling on the
lamps with consequent risk of fire, and this
also involves difficulty and expense in
construction, as the screens must be dusttight and yet easily moved for lamp
renewals.
Such a scheme of lighting is not suitable
for corner or island windows, as the lamps
would be directly in sight from the opposite
side.
Spot Lights.
It is frequently desirable to call special
attention to some particular article and
a special spot light with a bright beam of
light directed on to this will be of great
value. To allow the use of these, plugs
should be provided at intervals at both top

/,
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LIGHTING FOR CORNER WINDOWS WITH SCREENS
BETWEEN REFLECTORS.

and bottom of the windows and in wiring
should be rated as carrying 30o to 5oo watts
per plug, according to the conditions. These
plugs should be at the top and bottom
corners of each window with additional
intermediate plugs, if the windows are over
io ft. in width (frontage to street).
Colour Screens.
In certain cases it may be necessary or
desirable to provide for the use of colour
screens on the main system of window
lighting reflectors. This involves no difficulty as such screens are standardised to
clip on to the reflectors, but it does involve

REFLECTORS CONCEALED BEHIND BLIND

Box.

the use of much larger lamps. The screens
used may reduce the illumination by from
5o per cent. to 8o per cent., and to obtain
the same lighting effect this means that
lamps of two to four times the size must be
used. The wiring must be arranged
accordingly.
It is only occasionally that colour
lighting is really effective.
Effect of Colour Lighting.
That this must be so is obvious from the
table on page 154, published by the
Lighting Research Bureau, which shows
the appearances of various colours when
lit by coloured beams.
Needless to say, to display yellow fabrics
and flood them with blue light so that they
appeared grey (for example) would not be
advantageous to the shopkeeper.
Jewellery and Similar Windows.
The ordinary display of goods in a
jewellery and silversmith's shop, and in

LIGHTING FOR ISLAND WINDOWS WITH INTERNAL
PELMET.
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some others of a similar character, consists
of small articles that will reflect the light,
and such windows call for a method of
lighting quite different from that required
for relatively dull materials in large
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The lamps may be of tubular form concealed behind a metal trough reflector,
like the Linolite, or of standard types in
small cup-shaped reflectors. Such lamps
and ref ectors can be clipped on to the
shelves or to the
frames of the
windows.
Whatever
method of fixing
is adopted it is
necessary to
screen the actual
lamp effectively
so that there is
no possibility of
direct glare, and
this usually involves the use of
a comparatively
large number of
low candle-power
lamps and small
reflectors.

The Use of Standard Lamps.
If the type of
goods displayed
permits, effective
results can sometimes be obtained
by including
small standard
lamps as part of
the display, the
position of these
standards and the
type of shade
used being arranged to throw
the light on to
other goods. The
shades must be
opaque, or nearly
THE ENTRANCE ARCADE TO THE ARDATH GIFT SHOP IN REGENT STREET.
so, in order that
(Designed by Mr. J. Emberton.)
they shall not
provide a patch
windows. There are usually many shelves of brilliant lighting that would be detricarrying the small articles that would cut mental to the display of other goods.
off the light from the lower goods if only
Power Plugs.
top lighting were used.
If the tariff for current used shows a
To meet these conditions, plugs should
be provided freely and numbers of some considerable difference between lighting
form of screened lamp wired from these. and power rates, it may be desirable to
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DIAGRAM SHOWING CELLULAR ARRANGEMENT OF
CEILING FOR DEEP WINDOWS WITH REFLECTOR
IN EACH CELL.
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Strong lighting is
not required as it
is not desirable to
provide transome
illumination of an
intensity that will
compete with the
windows. Small
reflectors averaging
3o watts per foot
or thereabouts
(depending on the
position in which
they can be placed; BOTTOM LIGHTING Al
the kind of glass FRONT OF WINDOW.
used for the transome and so on) will probably give the
desired effect. The reflectors should, if
possible, be placed so that they are not
noticeable from the shop.

provide one or two power plugs in each
window. Attractive displays can frequently be arranged by providing some Facia Lighting.
Facia lighting is often a very important
moving machinery, and a power plug to
which the necessary motor can be attached part of the shop lighting as seen from the
street, but it
is then very useful. Such dismust depend enplays will rarely
tirely on the
require more than
architecture of
h.p., and wiring
the shop front.
TUBULAR LAMP REFLECTOR.
should be run
In many cases
accordingly.
none is required,
the facia being of metal or stone and
Transome Lighting.
any names being also of metal and so
The larger modern shop has almost not requiring illumination.
abandoned daylight for ground floor areas.
The only source of daylight is usually Opaque Letters and Background.
If such a facia is to be lit, a method
from the front window, and the value of
the window is so great as an advertising must be adopted that (A) gives no direct
medium that it must be used in this way. lighting except on the facia ;
(B) Provides even illumination over the
A dark background for the goods is usually
essential, and daylight is thus cut off whole area.
The last condition usually
entirely, unless the front is sufficiently
makes it
high for transome windows to be provided impossible to use any
form of bottom lightabove the display windows.
In such cases ing. The projecting
it is desirable to trough does screen
provide lighting the lamfs and profor the transome vides for even lightso that this area ing, but it will also
shall not show obstruct the view of
from the street the facia lettering
as a dull feature from the customer
SMALL METAL REin the general on the pavement FLECTOR
FOR
below.
Reflectors
appearance
of
the
JEWELLERY
OR
TYPICAL SPOT LIGHT FOR
lighted shop. placed above the SIMILAR WINDOWS.
LIGHTING EFFECTS.
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FACIA AND LETTERING WITH NEON TUBE LIGHTING.

and very effective facia is obtained by
the use of Neon tubes. These may
be bent to form the actual letters
required and placed directly on the
facia board, but this method provides no
effective display in daytime. The more
usual plan is to provide suitable lettering
in metal fixed to the facia, and to outline
these letters with Neon tubes. The tubes
can be of different colours, if desired, and
are scarcely visible in daytime, so that the
full daytime benefit of an attractive facia
Glazed Facies.
The use of a glazed facia is unusual, i.e., is obtained, unspoiled by reflectors or
lamps, combined with
of one which can be combrilliant lighting at
pletely illuminated from
night. In the illustrabehind. If such a facia
MAWSO/VE
tion of such a facia the
is used the lighting is
.Z/G17'.7-,,G
corner " coat of arms "
generally a simple
TO•C
in this case is also outmatter, the only problem
lined in Neon tubes of
being to ensure even
different colours.
lighting. This involves
a glass of considerable
density, and an indeSHOP
Ventilation Schemes.
pendent opal glass backProblems due to the
ing may be necessary to
heating effects are most
avoid patchy lighting.
important and a later
Neon Tube Lettering. ARRANGEMENT OF REFLECTORS FOR TRAN- article deals thoroughly
with ventilation schemes
SOME LIGHTING.
Another very common
letters are also difficult as they are so
easily seen by the person looking up, and
it is almost impossible to screen the lamps
and avoid all glare effects and at the same
time ensure effective lighting of the letters.
If the facia can be arranged with, a
definite slope forwards, either straight or
curved, the problem is much simplified
and schemes can be brought into use
which will give very attractive results.
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ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION AND
DISTRIBUTION IN SWEDEN
By A. T. DOVER, M.I.E.E.
In this article Mr. Dover, who spent several weeks in Sweden this summer, gives
some first-hand information concerning Sweden's national electric power plants

Fig. s.—VIEW OF THE MAIN, OR UPPER, FALLS AT TROLLHATTAN.
One of the roller regulating dams is just visible through the spray and the opening in the masonry
arch. The water flow was practically at its minimum value when this photograph was taken on July
i2th, 1932.

SOME FACTS CONCERNING SWEDEN.
WEDEN—the country of forests,
rivers, lakes and waterfalls—has
an area of 173,035 square miles
(i.e., about z2 times the combined area
of Great Britain and the whole of Ireland),
but its population is less than that of
Greater London. Its largest city, Stockholm, has a population of only 600,000.
Yet Sweden is one of the most progressive countries in Europe, particularly
as regards electrical developments.
The main Grid transmission voltage
(130,000 volts) is practically the same as
used in this country (132,000 volts).

S

Electrical Energy Not Extensively Used
for Heating and Cooking.
Although electrical energy is produced
on a large scale, it is used principally for
industrial, agricultural, lighting and traction purposes. Electric cooking and room
heating are not used to the extent to
which one might expect, as although water
power is abundant, the costs of development, transmission and distribution are
such that, at present, the energy cannot be
supplied to domestic consumers at a price
sufficiently low to compete with silver
birch when burnt in the .special types of
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ments are in progress for still
f urther increasing their economy.
Again, the winter temperatures are lower than those of
this country, and the residential
quarters of large towns consist
entirely of large blocks of flats,
the majority of which are cen•PORJUS
trally heated. Hence for electric
room heating to be possible
under these conditions the
electrical energy would have to
'Lle3
be supplied at a very low price
per unit. All the modern flats,
however, are provided with
electric lifts.
NORRFOR§.
THE
NATIONAL GRID SYSmea
TEM
OF SWEDEN.
4
The Swedish Government
6
(Royal Board of Waterfalls)
has had in operation for a
Sundsvall
number of years a system
of inter-connected power stations
and transmission lines supplying
power to industries, railways and
towns in Central Sweden.
ALVK RLEBY
Four water-power stations (viz.
Trollhattan, Lilla Edet,
Alvkarleby, Mot ala) and a
WESTERAS
reserve
steam station (Westeras)
Stockholm
are connected to the grid. The
Waterfalls Board own in addition two other water power
O
TROLLHATTAN
stations in North Sweden : one
MOTALA,
LILLA EDET
of these (Porjus) is used principally for supplying power to
Gothenbur.,
the z8o-mile mineral railway
and the iron mines in Lapland :
the other (Norrfors) supplies
power to a large industrial
district connected with the
timber trade. These stations,
•
•
••
um re in if y.
however, are not interconnected,
and operate entire independently
Fig. 2.—MAP OF SWEDEN SHOWING THE NATIONAL of the " grid " stations in
POWER STATIONS (CAPITAL LETTERS) AND THE PRINCentral Sweden. The location
CIPAL RIVERS AND LAKES.
of the stations and the routes
The heavy lines indicate the routes of the main
of the trunk transmission lines
transmission lines.
are shown in the map, Fig. 2.
enclosed heating and cooking stoves Plant Capacity of the Grid Power Stations.
The four interconnected water-power
which are in common use in all country
houses and town flats not provided with stations of the grid have an aggregate
central heating. These enclosed stoves plant capacity of approximately 300,000
are very economical in fuel, and develop- h.p., or 225,000 kW. (320,000 kVA. at
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0.7 power factor). Of the northern
stations, Porjus has a plant capacity of
8o,000 h.p. and Norrfors 25,000 h.p.
These stations represent about onethird of the whole of the water-power
plants which are in operation throughout
the entire country.
In this article we shall confine our
attention to three of the stations of the
grid system which possess features of
special interest, viz. : (1) the largest power
station (Trollhattan), which is the " heart "
of the grid system and is equipped with
horizontal turbines working at a moderate
head of water ; (2) the most modern
station (Lilla Edet), which is equipped with
vertical turbines working at a very low
head of water ;
(3) the standby
steam station ;"-----, To Gothenburg
and Lilla Edet
(Westeras).
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1,000,000,000 kWh. per Annum.
The one-hour peak load is about
130,000 kW., and the energy generated
per annum is of the order of 1,00:1,000,000
kWh.
How the Water is Regulated.
The water required for the power station
is taken from the river a short distance
above the falls at the " intake " shown
on the large-scale map of Fig. 3. It then
flows along the " power " canal or " head
race " to the penstock house (which is
located just above the power house).
The flow in the power canal is regulated
normally by a regulating dam of the roller
type, immediately above the falls, but
Regulating Dam
Main Falls

r.
!

Cite Eh'
THE POWER
PLANT AT
TROLLHATTAN
Trollhattan is
Sweden's largest
water-power
station. Its
turbine plant has
an aggregate output of approximately 200,000
100 290 300 490 600 640 metres
Transmission Lines
9
h.p. The station
Fig. 3.—MAP OF TROLLHATTAN, SHOWING THE POSITIONS OF POWER STATION,
is situated just
INTAKE, ETC.
below the reRefelence.-1, regulating dam ; 2, intake ; 3, 4, power canals ; 5, forebay ;
nowned Troll- 6, power house ; 7, switch house ; 8, outdoor transformers ; 9, shipping canal.
hattan waterfalls
(Fig. 1), on the Gotha river, which is a sluice gates are also provided across the
45-mile navigable waterway (for vessels power canal.
up to 1,35o tons) connecting Lake Venern
The Power Canals.
and Gothenburg. The falls are nearly
The first 1,15o ft. of the power canal
a mile in length and the gross head
has a cross section of 2,70o sq. ft. at normal
available at the power station is 103 ft.
water level. The remaining portion (about
The flow of water at the head of the falls
3,20o
ft. long) consists of two separate
varies between 90,000 and 240,000 cubic ft.
per second, depending on the outflow from, canals (see Fig. 3), each terminating in its
and the level of, Lake Venern. A scheme own forebay. The two forebays have a
common overflow.
is in progress to control the level of the
lake and so obtain a more uniform flow How Ice is Dealt With.
throughout the year. The power availIce floes entering the power canal at
able at the falls with the maximum flow the intake are diverted into the larger
is about 280,000 h.p., of which nearly section and travel down to the larger
200,000 h.p. can be utilised in the power forebay, where they are turned into the
plant.
overflow and thence into the river. The
0
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Fig. 4.—GENERAL VIEW OF TROLLHATTAN POWER PLANT.
On the extreme right foreground is the tail race. The large building is the power house ; above, is the penstock house ; and to the left (on the
high ground) is the switch and control house. The large towers carrying the whole of the transmission lines across the shipping canal are just
visible in the background. The industrial part of Trollhattan is shown in the background of the power house and penstock house.
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formation of ice in the penstocks is prevented by electrically heating the water as
explained below.
The Penstocks.
Each of the 13 main turbines receives
its water from the forebay through a
separate pipe or penstock, 14 ft. in diameter, which terminates at the cylindrical
casing of the appropriate turbine.
The flow of water in each penstock is
controlled by a sluice gate in the penstock
house. Before entering the penstocks
the water is screened to prevent debris
from entering the turbines. The general
arrangement is shown in Fig. 5.
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cylindrical casings, and operate at a speed
of 410 r.p.m.
The power house commenced service in
1910 with four main A.C. generating
units, each consisting of a 12,500-h.p.
turbine and an ii,000-kVA., ii,000-volt,
25-cycle three-phase alternator. This
plant supplied power to large electrochemical works in the immediate neighbourhood.
175,000 kVA.
Extensions were carried out during the
period 1915-1920, and on completion the
plant consisted of eight 12,50o h.p.
turbines each coupled to an ii,000-kVA.,

Penstock House
Electrically Heating the Water
to Prevent
Freezing.
Each screen is
constructed of
metal bars, which
Sluice
are arranged
Gates
electrically
in
three balanced
Screens
sections, insulated from one
another. Connections are brought
out to terminals,
Fig. 5.—CROSS-SECTION OF POWER HOUSE AND PENSTOCK HOUSE AT
to which a lowTROLLHATTAN.
voltage threeThe penstock house is about ioo ft. above the power house and the penstocks
phase supply may are 14 ft. iron pipes laid in tunnels cut in the rock.
be connected
when desired. Thus any tendency for ice to ii,000-volt, 25-cycle three-phase alterform on the screens may be prevented by nator; three 12,500 h.p. turbines each
connecting the three-phase supply to the coupled to an ii,000-kVA., ii,000-volt,
screen and dissipating just sufficient 5o-cycle three-phase alternator ; two
energy in the water to keep its temperature 13,20o h.p. turbines each couples to a
double alternator, viz., a 25-cycle, 13,500-above the freezing point.
kVA., ii,000-volt three-phase alternator ;
and
a 5o-cycle, 13,50o kVA., ii,000-volt
Power House.
three-phase alternator ; three 500 h.p.
The power house is an imposing build- turbines each coupled to a 350-kW.,
ing of granite nearly 500 ft. long. It 220/300-volt D.C. generator ; a 4,750
contains 13 main A.C. generating units ampere-hour storage battery. The D.C.
and three auxiliary D.C. units, all with hori- generators and battery supply the lighting
zontal shafts and Francis (reaction type)
and auxiliary services.
turbines.
The main turbines have double wheels Reconstructed Units—Obtaining 16,000
h.p. from a 12,500-h.p. Turbine.
or runners in cylindrical casings, and
A scheme is now in progress for the
operate at a speed of 187.5 r.p.m. The
auxiliary turbines have single runners in gradual reconstruction and modernisation
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of the turbines with the object of obtaining
a larger output and higher operating
efficiencies.
By increasing slightly the diameter
of the runners and the dimensions of the
casing, and using the existing foundations,
the output from the 12,500-h.p. turbine
has been increased to 16,oco h.p.
Efficiencies.
At the same time the efficiency at a load
of 12,500 h.p. has been increased from 82.3
per cent. to 90.6 per cent. The most
efficient load is now 15,000 h.p., at which
the efficiency is 91.6 per cent., and the
maximum load is 17,800 h.p., at which the
efficiency is 83 per cent. These figures
refer to the mechanical efficiency of the
turbine itself.
How the Expense of Reconstruction Will
be Recovered.
The result of the reconstruction is
that an additional output of 1,000 h.p. is
obtained with the same quantity of water
passing through the turbine. The revenue
obtained from this additional output will
be sufficient to pay for the cost of reconstruction in a very short time, after which
this revenue will form an additional
credit balance to the undertaking.
The existing alternators are able to
give the increased output without exceeding the standard temperature limit, but
on account of the increasing demands for
5o-cycle energy, some of the reconstructed
units will be provided with double generators, viz., the existing 25-cycle generator
and a new 5o-cycle generator rated at
16,500 kVA.
Switch House.
The switchgear and the control room
are located in a separate building on the
high ground a short distance from the
power house. The connections between
the generators and the switchgear are
made by underground cables run in
tunnels drilled in the rock.
Remote Control.
The control room is well laid out and is
in accordance with modern ideas. Miniature control switches are mounted on
desk-type panels, by means of which all
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the control operations for the plant in
the power house and penstock house can
be carried out. In addition to the
indicating instruments for the generators
recording instruments are installed to show
continuously the levels of the water in
(1) Lake Venern (2) the intake ; (3) the
forebay ; (4) the tail race. As Lake Venern
is 9 miles distant, and the intake is nearly
mile distant, from the control room,
these instruments are operated electrically
through pilot wires.
Transformers.
On account of the varied nature of the
transmission system supplied by Trollhattan, three different groups of transformers and switchgear have had to be
provided. Thus in the switch house there
are three step-up transformer banks,
totalling 44,000 kVA , To 000 /50,000 volts,
25 cycles ; one step-up transformer bank
totalling 22,000 kVA., for 10,000/50,000
volts, 5o cycles.
The switchgear for these transformers is
of the indoor type and is installed in the
switch house.
Adjoining the switch house there is an
outdoor transformer station with three
3-phase transformers totalling 48,000 kVA.
for 10,000/130,000 volts, 5o cycles. The
130,000-volt switchgear is installed out of
doors adjacent to the transformers.
Transmission Lines-130,000 Volts for
Trunk Transmission.
The transmission and distribution system
now covers a territory with a maximum
radius of nearly ioo miles. In addition,
a trunk transmission line, about 200 miles
long, connects Trollhattan directly with
the Westeras standby steam station, and
thence indirectly with the water-power
stations at Alvkarleby and Motala, so that
Trollhattan can supply energy to the latter
stations during times of low waterflow.
The trunk transmission line operates
at 130,000 volts and is run on steel towers
and hollow concrete poles, depending upon
local conditions.
A 130,000-volt line (5o miles long) also
supplies Alingsas, which is an important
distribution centre and is one of the
substations for the Gothenburg—Stock-
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Fig. 6.—SHIPPING CANAL CROSSING AT TROLLHATTAN.
The whole of the transmission lines (13o kV., 5o kV., ro kV). are carried across the shipping canal
on these towers.
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holm railway. This line, and also the
trunk transmission line, operate at 5o
cycles.
Fig. 6 shows the steel towers carrying
the whole of the transmission lines across
the shipping canal at Trollhattan.

secondary transmission system at voltages
of 30,000, 20,000 and io,000 volts. This
secondary transmission system includes
nearly 1,50o miles of lines and .'fiver 300
transformer substations.

Telephone Service Over 130,000-volt Transmission Lines.

The consumers are normally supplied
from these substations by a 4-wire distribution system at 220 volts between lines
and neutral. Large consumers, however,
are supplied direct from the secondary
transmission system.
Wood poles are used exclusively for the
secondary transmission lines and the local
distributing lines.

The 130,000-volt trunk transmission
line and the 50,000-volt lines interconnect-

Low Tension Distribution.

THE POWER PLANT AT LILLA EDET.
General.
The Lila Edet power station is situated
on the Gotha river, 121 miles below
Trollhattan, at a point where there are
short low head falls (21 ft. head). Thus
the water which is discharged from Trollhattan is again utilised for power purposes.
The station supplies energy principally
to the city of Gothenburg (about 35 miles
distant) and to industrial works in the
immediate vicinity. It is operated as a
base-load station (i.e., the machines run
as far as possible fully loaded), peak loads
being supplied by Trollhattan. All the
energy produced at Lilla Edet is at 25
cycles.
The one-hour peak load is about 25,00o
kW., and the energy generated per annum
is about 150,000,000 kWh.
Fig. 7.—PLAN OF THE POWER PLANT AT LILLA
EDET.
Refeiente.--I, regulating dam (roller type) ;
2, sluice gates.

ing the power stations are used for private
telephone service between the power
stations at the same time as they are
transmitting electrical energy. The carrier-current or " wired-wireless " system
is used.

Substations.
The principal transformer substations
(ten in number) for the primary transmission system are supplied at 50,000 volts,
about 250 miles of lines being involved.
From these substations secondary transformer stations are supplied through a

Features of Technical Interest.
Although the station is small compared
with Trollhattan its relative smallness
does not deprive it of technical interest.
On the contrary, the Lilla Edet staticn
possesses many features of special interest
to the electrical engineer, because it is the
most modern of Sweden's water-power
plants and represents the most advanced
ideas in hydro-electric practice. Moreover, owing to the low head available and
the large quantity of water required,
the design of the head and tail races, the
layout of the station, and the type of plant
installed form a complete contrast to those
at Trollhattan. The chief features of
contrast between the stations are summarised in Table I.
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Layout of the Station.
A transverse cross-section of
the station is shown in Fig. 9,
and a sectional plan in Fig. ro.
The design and layout are such
that extensions can easily be
made when required.
Turbines.
Three turbines, each of
10,000 h.p., are installed. Two
of these are of the Lawaczeck
propeller type with fixed blades,
and the third is of the Kaplan
propeller type with movable
blades.
Impellers—Blades Adjustable to
Meet Variations in Load.
Sketches of the impellers or
Fig. 8.—GENERAL VIEW OF POWER PLANT AT LILLA EDET.
This view was taken before the transmission lines were
runners of the Lawaczeck and
erected on the roof of the building.
Kaplan turbines, together with
that of a Francis turbine for
comparison, are shown in Fig.
but the efficiency rapidly decreases at
The inclination of the blades of the lighter loads, becoming slightly less than
Kaplan turbine are adjusted automatically 70 per cent. at half load. On the other
by the governor gear to meet variations hand, the efficiency of the Kaplan turbine
in the load, and in this manner a very is not only high (about 90 per cent.) at
" flat " efficiency curve is obtained over a full load, but is maintained at approxiwide range of load.
mately this value down to half load, due
to the movable blades. The maximum
TABLE I.
efficiency occurs at about three-quarter
Comparison of the layout of and the plant in Lilla Edet and
load, and is 9z per cent.
Trollhattan Power Stations.
The comparison of the efficiencies of
LILLA EDET.
TROLLHATTAN.
the two types of turbine is shown better
in Table II, which gives the mechanical
efficiency of each turbine at various
Low operating head (21 ft.).
Medium operating head (103
loads.
ft.).
In normal operation the Lawaczeck turVertical shaft turbines and
Horizontal-shaft turbines and
generators.
generators.
bines are kept fully loaded and all variaTurbines of the propeller
Turbines of the reaction type
type with single wheels.
with double wheels.
tions of load are taken by the Kaplan
Island site in river.
Land site on river bank.
turbine. The station could also be run
Single building housing
Separate buildings for power
power plant, control
plant, penstock house,
efficiently
at light loads (below I0,000 h.p.)
room, switchgear, transswitchgear, transformers,
formers, etc.
etc.
by means of the Kaplan turbine.
Intake adjoins power station.

Single voltage and frequency.
Base-load station.

Intake nearly a mile from
power station, requiring a
" power canal."
Two voltages and two frequencies.
General-load station.

Efficiencies 90 per cent. Efficiency at
Half Load.
The Lawaczeck turbines have a high
efficiency (nearly 90 per cent.) at.full load,

How the Impeller Blades are Adjusted.
Each of the blades of the Kaplan
impeller is fixed to a short shaft which is
mounted in bearings in the boss of the
impeller. To each of these shafts levers
are fitted which are connected by links
to a horizontal spider fitted to a control
shaft inside the hollow main shaft. Thus
vertical movements of the control shaft
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TABLE IL—MECHANICAL EFFICIENCIES OF LAWACZECK AND KAPLAN TURBINES AT VARIOUS LOADS.
Load, as percentage of full load

..

3o

4o

5o

6o

7o

So

90

I00

Efficiency, Lawaczeck turbine (per cent).

53.3

6o .3

66.6

73. 2

79.2

84.8

90.5

89

Efficiency, Kaplan turbine (per cent.)

84

87.2

89.7

90 .7

91.7

92

91.7

89

Maximum efficiency of Lawaczeck turbine is g3 per cent, at 95 per cent. of full load.

cause corresponding movements of the
spider and linkwork, by means of which
appropriate angular movements are given
to the blades.
The control shaft is operated by a servo
motor which is supplied with oil under

r.p.m. The design follows conventional
practice for a vertical shaft machine, but
provision has been made in both stator
and rotor for operation at 5o cycles should
this be required at a future date. The
alterations involved (which could be
carried out at
the power
station) would
be (I) rearranging, reconnecting
and re-insulating the end
connections
without disturbing the
conductors in
the slots ; (2)
replacing the
present 48
poles and field
coils with 96
new poles and
field coils. The
present stator
winding is of
the doublelayer type
with the end
connections
Fig. 9.—TRANSVERSE CROSS-SECTION OF POWER STATION AT LILLA EDET.
arranged as
The cross-section is taken through the centre line of the Kaplan turbine unit.
shown in Fig.
The intake is on the left-hand side and the tail race is on the right-hand side.
12.
If this
The screens and sluice gates are located in the compartments at the left-hand side
winding is to
of the turbine. The rooms on the right-hand side of the turbine contain the
switchgear and transformers.
be reconnected for 5o
pressure from valves controlled by the cycles the end connections would be rearranged as indicated in Fig. 13.
governor.
Generators Can be Converted horn 25 to
50 Cycles.
The three generators are identical as far
as the alternators are concerned. Each
generator is rated at io,000 kVA., 0.7 power
factor, ro,000 /Ir,000 volts, 25 cycles, 62 5

Gear-driven Direct-coupled Exciters.
The exciters for the generators driven
by the Lawaczeck turbines are mounted
above the alternators and are driven from
the alternator shaft through planetary
gearing of 6 : I ratio, so that the exciters
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run at a speed of 400 r.p.m. In this manner
an economical design is obtained.
For the Kaplan machine a separate
exciter set consisting of a small vertical
Kaplan turbine and a 200-kW., 220-volt,
375 r.p.m. D.C. generator is installed.
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are bedded upon a total of 496 spiral springs
fitted in the bearing housing. The segments are entirely immersed in an oil well
formed in the bearing housing.
Two guide bearings are provided, one
just below the supporting bearing and the
other just below the field magnets of the
alternator. These bearings are of the
babbited sleeve type.
All the bearings are lubricated by forced
circulation of oil from a motor-driven pump

The Hydraulic Brake.
As the rotating parts of each turbine and
generator weigh approximately 230 tons
and the external diameter of the pole
wheel is over 22
ft., a hydraulic
brake is fitted
which can, when
-mating;
—
im illt—liN iiiur—Siii
required, bring
the machine to
tai
lii
as
rest from full
limm alis an
PM I 112 2 =
speed in one
minute.
,
7=7,,z,
The brake will
hold the machine
,,
'Anti; 1
stationary in the
'Anti;
event cf leakage
of water into the
turbine when the
gates are closed.
It is also used for
lifting slightly
the rotor when
the main supporting bearing is
inspected.
The brake
blocks engage a
supplement ar y
ring fitted to the
yoke ring of the
F2g. I0.—SECTIONAL PLAN OF POWER STATION AT LILLA EDET.
The section is taken through the turbines and shows the runners and
alternator field
stationary guides or wicket gates. The Kaplan turbine is on the left,
magnets.
How the Supporting Bearing Carries a
Load of 600 Tons.
The whole of the weight of the rotating
parts together with the end thrust due to
unbalanced water pressure (which total
to nearly boo tons) is supported on a single
bearing which is carried in the upper crossarms of the alternator frame. This bearing is of the spring-supported segmental
type and the general arrangement is
shown in the perspective sketch of Fig. 14.
The supporting hub, which is fixed to the
shaft, rests upon 16 segmental babbited
bearing surfaces, which, in their turn,

in the basement of the power house. The
oil is pumped through separate pipes to all
the bearings and also to the gearing driving
the exciters ; it then drains to a common
sump, where it is cooled and filtered before
being used again.
Transformers and Switchgear.
The station building contains three
transformer banks totalling 33,000 kVA.
for 10,00o/50,00o volts, 25 cycles, together
with appropriate switchgear (indoor type).
THE STANDBY STEAM STATION.
Owing to the national importance of
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whole of the plant at the steam
station but also the entire electrical plant at all the other waterpower stations.

How a Load of 70,000 kW. can be
Supplied in 10 Minutes horn a.
Cold Start.
The standby station is remarkable for the short time in
which it can come into full
operation in an emergency. Thus,
in the event of the breakdown or
failure of one of the water-power
Fig. II.—SKETCHES OF RUNNERS stations, the steam station can
FOR WATER TURBINES.
Top left: Propeller type (Lawa- take over its load (up to a total of
czeck). Top right : Propeller type 7o,000 kW.) in the space of 10
(Kaplan, with movable blades) minutes. This remarkable perBottom : Reaction type (Francis).
formance, however, does not
necessitate having banked boilers
permanently under steam.
maintaining continuity of service under all
contingencies, a standby, or reserve,
Upper
steam station has been built at Westeras.
Conductors
End Connections
This station occupies a central posiin Slots I A
tion with respect to the whole grid
B
C
system and is situated on the shores of
Lake Malaren, which is in direct connection (via the SOdertalje Canal) with the
Baltic. Coal vessels and barges up to
Lower End Connections
6,000 tons from the Baltic ports may be
unloaded at the wharf adjoining the station.
The station adjoins the large works of
A.S.E.A. (The Swedish General Electric
Co.). This firm supplied not only the
Upper End Connections

Fig. I3.—SHOWING HOW THE END CONNECTIONS
OF THE WINDING OF FIG. 12 WOULD BE REARRANGED WHEN THE FREQUENCY IS CHANGED
TO 50 CYCLES.
The number of poles in the rotor is doubled,
so that the winding now has r slots per pole
per phase. Each phase group consists of oneturn and two-turn coils arranged alternately.
The conductors belonging to the three phases
are lettered A, B, C.

Fig. 12.—ARRANGEMENT OF END CONNECTIONS
OF THREE-PHASE, 25-CYCLE ALTERNATOR AT
LILLA EDET.
This is a standard arrangement for a double
layer winding with two conductors per slot and
three slots per pole per phase. Each phasegroup consists of three coils, and the phase
groups are lettered A, B, C.

The quickness with which the station
can supply load is due to (1) the use
of steam turbines of the Ljunstrom
type ; (2) the installation of tubular boilers
of a special vertical type with rapid
steaming properties and arrangements for
burning either oil (when quick steaming
is necessary) or coal ; (3) the installation of a 3,000-kW. electric boiler
which is permanently under steam (the
steam being produced by electrical energy
obtained from the water-power stations) ;
(4) the operation of the turbo-alternators
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normally as synchronous condensers,
so that these machines
are always running at
full speed.
All the turbo-alternators are 5o - cycle,
3,000 r.p.m. machines,
and the steam turbines
are supplied with steam
at 300 lb. per sq. in.
and 35o° C.
THE POWER PLANT
AT ALVKARLEBY
AND MOTALA.

In both these stations
horizontal doubleFig. 14.—ARRANGEMENT OF THE MAIN SUPPORTING BEARING OF
runner Francis turbines
THE LILLA EDET GENERATOR UNITS. ( A .S.E. A.)
are installed, there
The bearing supports a load of nearly 600 tons. The lower bearing
being five 15,000 h.p.
surface consists of 16 segmental babbitted bearing surfaces which are
units at Alvkarleby
bedded upon a total of 496 springs. The bearing is entirely immersed
in oil, which is circulated by a pump and cooled by an external cooler.
and two 6,000 h.p.
units at Motala. All
the A.C. generators are single-unit, 50- But the quantity of water available is
cycle, three-phase machines wound for relatively small on account of the drainIr,000 volts.
age area being only about 2,550 sq. miles.
The water flow at Alvkarleby is The available head is about 5o ft.
extremely variable due to the river from
which the station is supplied draining a Acknowledgments.
rocky and mountainous country of about
Acknowledgments are due to the Royal
10,26o sq. miles. In consequence, the Board of Waterfalls, A.S.E.A. (London,
full output of the station can only be Gothenburg, Westeras), and Dr. Alfred
obtained during the spring and early Ekstrom (Stockholm) for many coursummer. The available head varies be- tesies and facilities in connection with the
tweed 53 and 65 ft. according to the water visits to the power stations. Special
flow.
thanks are due to Mr. John E. Molin
On the other hand, the water flow at for many courtesies at Trollhattan, and
Mot ala is fairly regular, as the river for supplying the photographs and plans
Motala is supplied from Lake Vattern. illustrating this article.
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PHOTO-ELECTRIC CELLS ARE USED
IN INDUSTRY
By A. L. WHITELEY, B.Sc.

The photo-electric cell has been known to electrical engineers for many years. It is
only recently, however, that it has been employed to any large extent in industry.
Mr. Whiteley, in this article, gives a survey of some present-day applications

T

HOUGH the photoelectric cell as a
article
laboratory
has been known at least as
long as the thermionic valve,
it is only within the last
two years that it has entered
the industrial field. The
steady demand by the Talking Film Industry has enabled the device to be
produced on a manufacturing basis, with the result
that it is no longer a laboratory article, but a device
which can be put into continuous use, with a long
useful life.

required, and is invariably
carried out by a thermionic
valve, in order to operate
electro-magnetic relays.
Two Main Classes for Industrial Application.
The applications of photoelectric apparatus are very
diverse and embrace many
industries, but for the
present purpose can be
divided into two main
classes, first, those applications where a relatively
large change of light is
available and is required to
open or close an electric
circuit, anct Eeccndly,
the various applications where the photoelectric cell is used to detect
rapid or minute changes
in light and accordingly is
used in conjunction with
special apparatus.

Brief Outline of Operation.
It is not-proposed in this
article to enter into a
detailed description of the
mode of operation of the
photo-electric cell itself,
since many articles describPE7B PHOTOing its action have appeared A IVIAZDA
ELECTRIC CELL.
Opening or Ciosing an Elecrecently in contemporary
Briefly, the operation of
tric Circuit.
technical journals. It is the cell is that when light
sufficient to state that when falls on the sensitised
Applications of the for(the semi-cylindrical
light falls on the sensitised cathode
mer type are, of course, in
plate) electrons are emitted
cathode (the semi-cylindrical which under the influence the majority and to meet
plate which can be seen in of a potential between these applications photothe photograph) electrons cathode and anode (the electric relays with somewire) are attracted what similar operating
are emitted, which under the centre
to the latter. The flow of
influence of the potential be- these electrons constitutes features have been placed on
tween cathode and anode— the photo-electric current. the market by various manthe centre wire-are attracted
ufacturers. In this article it
to the latter. The flow of these electrons is proposed to deal with applications of
constitutes the photo-electric current, these relays only, since the special appliwhich is proportional to the light intensity cations each require separate treatment.
on the cell cathode. As this current is
very small, being in the order of one A Relay for Industrial Control Purposes.
millionth of an ampere, amplification is
The photograph shows a photo-electric
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relay developed by the British ThomsonHouston Co., Ltd., for industrial control
purposes, and is arranged to work off
A.C. supply mains. The essential components of this relay are the photo-electric
cell and an amplifying circuit. The latter
combines a thermionic valve, a transformer
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All components with the exception of
the cell are housed in a steel case, for wall
mounting. The use of an external cell
makes the device more flexible since the
cell can be placed in any convenient
position to receive the controlling beam of
light, whereas the main relay case must
be mounted vertically.
The Light Source or Exciting
Lamp.
A description of the photoelectric apparatus is not complete
without mention being made of
the light source, or exciting lamp
which projects a beam of light
into the photo-electric cell. It
will subsequently be seen that
applications of the relay exist
where no special light source has
to be provided, but in the
majority of cases it forms a
necessary part of the photoelectric gear. A low voltage, thick
filament type of lamp as commonly
used in motor-car headlamps is
the most suitable, especially if the
apparatus is mounted on a
machine subject to vibration.
Such a lamp when under-run in
voltage has a good life. The
photo-electric relay can be
arranged to operate at distances
up to 25-3o ft. with a relatively
simple projector lamp.
Having thus described the
essential features of the photoelectric relay apparatus, an outline of the main types of application will be given.
1.—CONTROL OF OPERATIONS
ON DELICATE FABRICS.
A very obvious advantage • of
control by light exists when a material
being handled in an industrial process is too
delicate or insufficiently rigid to actuate
the usual form of limit switches or control
levers. Thus, photo-electric relays have
found various applications in the papermaking, printing, and allied industries.
A very simple use to which the relays have
been put is to detect the breakage of a
" web " (i.e., the paper sheet) during the
manufacturing process. A photo-electric

A B.T.-H. PHOTO-ELECTRIC RELAY FOR INDUSTRIAL
CONTROL PURPOSES.

for supplying suitable potentials to cell,
valve, etc., together with various resistances and condensers. The thermionic
amplifier energises a sensitive electromagnetic relay, which in turn controls
a small contactor, or magnetic switch.
The latter is capable of making and
breaking a current of several amperes,
and provision is made so that a circuit
can either be made or broken when light intensity on the photo-electric cell increases.
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relay and light source are placed on occurs in the control of the specific gravity
opposite sides of the web, which normally of the liquid produced by an acid plant.
obscures light from the cell. If breakage A hydrometer floating in the acid carries
of the web occurs, light reaches the cell, a small screen ; when the acid is of the
and the relay operates to give a warning correct density the screen part cuts off
and stops the plant ; thus, any mechanical a narrow beam of light from one photocontact on the delicate-moving " web " electric cell and just allows another beam
to reach a second cell.
is avoided.
Using a Relay in Paper Bag Manufacture.
In the manufacture of paper bags it is What Happens if Acid Density is too Great.
usual to feed a continuous web of paper
If the acid density is too great, the
to the bag-making machine. To ensure hydrometer rises and cuts off light from
a satisfactory product it is essential that the first cell, which thereby operates the
the " side lay " i.e., the lateral displace- relay connected thereto ; the contactor
ment of the web, should be maintained of the photo-electric relay closes and
within certain limits. Two photo-electric energises an electrically operated valve
cells are now being used with a single relay which allows water to flow in, to lower
to observe the position of the edge of the the acid density.
paper web during its
transmission to the bagINCLINED
m aking machine. A
MIRRORS.
warning is given by the
relay if the side lay
varies so that the edge
of the paper crosses the
field of vision of either
LENS
PROJECTOR
cell. A similar system is
LAMP
in use on a machine
which cuts and folds THIS SHOWS THE ARRANGEMENT OF MIRRORS WHEN A PH010ELECTRIC CELL IS USED TO FORM A " BARRIER " IN FRONT OF A
tissue-paper napkins.
PRESS.

OPERATION OF In the production of pressed steel work it is desirable that during
THE PHOTO-ELECTRIC the down stroke of the die of the press, the operators should be clear
RELAY AS SPECIAL of the machine. This diagram shows how a system of mirrors is
to permit a single photo-electric relay to take care of an
FORM OF LIMIT arranged
area wider than a single light beam.
SWITCH.
Electrical limitswit ches operated by some What Happens if Acid Density Falls.
form of lever mechanism are frequently
Conversely, if the acid density falls,
found on electrically driven apparatus ; light is received on the second cell, and
e.g., overrun of an electric lift is prevented the corresponding relay serves to open
by the provision of a limit switch at the a valve permitting the inflow of conlimits of travel of the lift, so that if by centrated acid. Thus the acid is autoaccident the lift approaches dangerously matically maintained within definite limits
near the top or bottom of the shaft, of specific gravity.
it runs against a limit switch and the latter
operates to shut down the lift motor. Photo - electric Relays for Measuring Instruments.
In many cases, however, the moving object
which is required to open or close a circuit,
It is often convenient to perform
may be too light and may be incapable an operation according to the movements
of providing sufficient force to operate of the needle of an instrument, hut in
the conventional form of limit switch.
many cases the torque of the instrument
is too low to operate a switch, and further
Control of Specific Gravity of Liquid the addition of the latter is likely to
Produced by an Acid Plant.
impair the accuracy of the instrument.
An example illustrating the foregoing Thus, photo-electric relays are being used
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on automatic weighing machines ; a
photo-electric cell together with a suitable
light source is placed against the dial of
the weighing machine, so that when the
weight of material fed to the machine
reaches the desired amount the pointer
cuts off light from the cell, thereby causing
the feed of material to the hopper to be
stopped. This method of automatic
weighing is particularly suitable for weighing out quantities of tea, sugar, coal, etc.
How a Relay Can Replace a Mechanical
Stop in the Production of Rolled Steel
Bar.
Only one further example of a photoelectric relay acting as a limit switch need
be given to illustrate the wide diversity
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operates the photo-electric relay, and
causes the shear to descend. Thus apart
from the shear itself, all mechanical parts
subject to wear are eliminated.
THE PHOTO-ELECTRIC RELAY AS A
PROTECTIVE DEVICE.
The burglar alarm type of protective
device is now well known. It is only
necessary to point out here that the
" invisible ray " is derived from an
ordinary electric bulb with an infra red
filter. The latter only allows the infra
red or heat rays to pass, which though not
visible to human eye, are quite satisfactory for operating the modern type of
cxsium film photo-electric cell.

Reducing Risk of Accidents
to Operators of Plant.
The photo-electric relay can
LA
act as a protective device in
0 _
a more important respect,
viz., in the prevention, or at
least, in reducing the risk of
accidents to operators of
certain types of plant. In the
PHOTO-ELECTRIC CELL
LAMP 8 LAMP
LEADS — TO AMPLIFIER
TRANSFORMER, HOLIS/NG
production of pressed steel
How A PHOTO-ELECTRIC CELL IS USED AS A SMOKE DENSITY work, it is desirable that
INDICATOR.
during the down stroke of
This consists of a source of light projecting a beam across
a chimney stack into a photo-electric cell, which is connected the die of the press, the
to a relay and so arranged that when the light intensity of the operators should be clear of
cell falls below a predetermined value, an alarm is given. the machine, and not in a
Alternatively the cell can be connected to an amplifier with position where they might be
a meter in the anode circuit,
tempted to make hurried final
of applications under this heading. In adjustments to the work.
The accompanying illustration shows
the production of rolled steel bar it is
customary to cut it into lengths as it how a system of mirrors is arranged near
comes from the last stand of the mill. the machine, forming a " barrier " of
The red-hot bar is normally run out until light. If a beam is intercepted during
it comes against a mechanical stop ; the down stroke of the press, power is
a shear then descends, cutting the bar to cut off from the latter, and a brake
the required length ; the bar is then pro- applied to stop the die.
pelled forward again and the operation
The arrangement of mirrors shown
repeated. The photo-electric relay has permits a single photo-electric relay to
been used here with advantage, replacing take care of an area wider than a singlethe mechanical stop, which was subject light beam, which usually is of only 2 in.
to severe wear due to repeated impacts diameter. The arrangement shown is
from the red-hot bar.
being used to protect an area of approxiThe photo-cell is placed near the position mately 7 in. x 5 ft., which is generally
formerly occupied by the stop, and the red quite sufficient, since the operator is only
hot leading end of the bar passes before the in danger during the final part of the stroke
field of vision of the cell, and in so doing of the die.
OUTS/DE A/R DRAWN
PAST LENS— INTO
STACK

STACK WALLS
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REMOTE OPERATION BY PHOTOELECTRIC RELAYS.

The photo-electric relay may often be
used with advantage when a remote or
inaccessible object is required to actuate
an electrical device or machine. A few
characteristic examples will indicate the
general form taken by this type of application.
Relays for Counting Passing Objects.

One of the simplest uses to which the
relay may be put, viz., the counting of
passing objects, can be classified under
this heading. A magnetic type counter is
suitable for use in conjunction with the
relay, a count being made every time an
object intercepts the light beam on the
photo-electric cell. Traffic counting, or
counting of customers entering a store,
etc., are obvious applications. The relay
is particularly suitable, however, for the
counting of light or rapidly moving articles
on a conveyor belt. A standard form of
relay and counter will count up to 35o
per minute. For higher speeds, a relay
can be constructed to operate the counter
for every second or higher multiple of light
interruption, so that it is possible to count
the flickers of an electric lamp on a 25cycle A.C. supply.
Automatic Floodlighting of Electric Signs
by a Passing Train.
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photo-electric control ; a beam of light is
focused in a photo-electric cell at a suitable distance from the door, so that the
person approaching the door cuts off light
from the cell ; the relay connected to the
cell then energises the door-opening
mechanism, which may be a system of
levers operated by a solenoid, or preferably an electric-hydraulic device.
PHOTO-ELECTRIC INSPECTION.

The photo-electric cell provides a means
of rapid inspection of mass prcduced
articles. For the detection of small flaws
in a quantity prcduced article, elaborate
apparatus with special thermionic amplifiers may be necessary. Cases exist,
however, where a standard form of relay,
as previously described, may be used to
eliminate visual inspection. For example,
a photo-electric relay is being used to
reject rubber caps for storage batteries, if
not provided with vent holes.
SMOKE DENSITY INDICATORS.

The restrictions enforced by kcal
authorities, aiming at smoke abatement,
have opened up a further industrial
field for the photo-electric cell, which
can be u ed to actuate an alarm or to
give smoke density readings on a meter.
Simplest Form of Smoke Indicator.

The simplest form of smoke indicator
A different example of a form of remote consists of a source of light projecting
control by photo-electric methods is the a beam across the chimney stack into a
operation of flood lighting of electric signs photo-electric cell. The latter may be
facing a railway, according to the passage connected to a relay, which is arranged
of trains. A passing train intercepts a to close its contacts when the light intenlight beam spanning the railway track, sity of the cell falls below a predetermined
and thereby causes the adjacent signs to be value, and thereby gives an alarm indiilluminated. The system has the double cating that the smoke density in the stack
advantage of increased advertising value, is above the permissible limit.
due to the sudden illumination of the
displayed matter when in view of the How a Meter Can be Calibrated in Terms
of Smoke Density.
passengers, and it also results in a saving
Alternatively, the cell may be connected
of power. With a sign consuming 15 kw.
or more, it can be shown that the cost of to a thermionic amplifier, in the anode
the photo-electric control may be recovered circuit of which is placed a meter. As the
smoke density rises, cutting off light from
in a year or thereabouts.
the photo-electric cell, the current in the
Automatic Opening of Restaurant Service latter falls. The amplified current through
Doors.
the meter is, therefore, reduced also, and
The automatic opening of restaurant hence the meter can be calibrated in terms
service doors has been accomplished by of smoke density.
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DOMESTIC ELECTRIC CLOCKS
By D. WINTON THORPE, A.M.I.E.E.
In this article Mr. Thorpe, who writes from close personal knowledge of the contracting side
of the industry, gives some useful advice regarding the selling and installaticn of electric clocks
LTHOUGH most engineers already
understand the operation of the
clock perfectly, it may be as well
if I make a passing reference to the fact
that under the new Central
Electricity Scheme the frequency
of the " grid " is standardised
at 5o cycles per second.

A

not the majority—got into the hands of
music-shops and garages, instead of passing
through the hands of the electrical
retailers. This trade is now coming back

The Grid Has Made the Electric
Clock a Commercial Proposition.
Now this does not mean
that the frequency is approximately 5o cycles ; it means that
it is exactly 5o cycles, no more
and no less. In fact, the " grid "
system is what is known as
" frequency controlled." That is
to say, there is not the slightest
variation in the number of
alternations which occur on any
system which is connected with
this " frequency controlled" grid.
If, therefore, we have a motor
which will run ab clutely synchronously with this frequency we
can be certain that the speed of
the motor will not vary in any
degree whatsoever. Thus, it is
only a matter cf mathematics
so to gear this motor that it
THIS SHOWS Two ALTERNATIVE POSITIONS FOR THE
CLOCK PLUG.
turns the hands of a clock at a
constant and unalterable speed
which represents the correct chrono- into its proper channels, but a lot of
metrical speed.
ground has been lost. In the same way
I think that there is a very serious risk
Radio Receivers and Electric Clocks—A that electrical retailers may neglect the
Note for the Electrical Dealer.
boundless possibilities of stocking and
Although I may be accused of digressing selling synchronous electric clocks now
I should like to interpolate here a sug- that what we may, I think without
gestion which may not be out of place. exaggeration, call the electric clock boom
It is this. When, several years ago, the is upon us. If electrical retailers do
wireless boom started, the retailing neglect this opportunity to assert themindustry was very slow, with the result selves as the normal and proper channel for
that a large part of the wireless trade—if distributing these appliances, then; as in
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the wireless boom, they will find that
other trades have got in before them, and
it will be a comparatively difficult matter
to get back the trade in synchronous
electric clocks into their own hands.
Some Sales Points.
It is, I think, one thing for an electrical
engineer to understand a particular subject, or a particular commodity ; but it is
quite a different matter for him to have
at his tongue's tip the arguments in
favour of this commodity when he is
trying to advocate its use to laymen. It
always seems to me that in the matter of
synchronous electric clocks the trade,
generally speaking, is too diffident in
laying emphasis on the fact that a synchronous electric clock cannot keep bad
time. It can stop. It is very unlikely
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No Ticking
It is an advantage that the clock itself
is comparatively cheap. It is an undoubted advantage that there is no
irritating ticking connected with the
operation of the clock. These and several
other advantages are undoubtedly helping
to popularise the use of the clock.

Cannot Keep Bad Time.
But the fundamental and by far the
most important asset possessed by the
synchronous electric clock is the fact that
it cannot keep bad time. Regulating
becomes a thing of the past and there is
no longer any excuse for missing one's
train. If evidence is needed of the amazing
convenience of a clock of this sort, it is
only necessary to point to the fact that
synchronous electric clocks are in operation
on the mains of supply companies which
are not vet
"frequency controlled." That is
to say, that in
spite of a very
slight discrepancy in the
declared frequency of supply,
these clocks are
still an improvement on their oldfashioned clock
TYPICAL BAD ARRANGEMENT OF LOOPED PLUG OUTLETS ON CIRCUIT
work, spring-opeSERVING A CLOCK.
If either plug outlet causes a fuse to blow, the clock will stop.
rated ancestors.

•

to do so, but we must admit that if the Installing.
supply from the main ceases for any
So much then for the sale of electric
reason, such as a temporary breakdown clocks. With the sale, however, there is
on the part of the supply undertaking, bound up the question of installation.
then the synchronous electric clock will I do not, of course, mean that there is any
undoubtedly stop. But such occurrences great labour or ingenuity necessary to plug
are so rare that they may be reasonably in to any given outlet the flexible cord
ignored.
connected to the clock, but if reliance is
placed on this method of connecting
clocks, I am afraid that their popularity
No Winding.
will suffer very considerably. In fact,
Short of an actual breakdown, that is it is in this feature of their use that the
to say an actual interruption of the supply chance of the electrical contractor and
of current to the clock, it is physically retailer chiefly lies.
impossible for that clock to do anything
but keep the correct time. It is of course Keep Flexible Connection Short.
an advantage that one does not have to
The average house to-day is rather
wind a synchronous electric clock.
overwhelmed with flexible cord. Flexible
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cords connect lamp standards to lighting
plugs, flexible cords connect radiators to
heating plugs, flexible cords connect
vacuum cleaners to power plugs and so on.
Therefore, we can start with the maxim
that the less flexible cord there is connected with the use of electric clocks the
better.

z 79

obviously working and more or less the
correct time, its very infallibility would
lead the occupants of the house to assume
that it was showing the correct Greenwich
time, whereas, in fact, it would be two
minutes slow. To obviate this disability,
therefore, it is normally arranged that the
clock shall not restart itself when the
current is reconnected. Thus, the very
fact of having to operate the trigger to
start the clock is a reminder that the
clock must also be put right.
The third, and probably the most
important, reason why a synchronous
electric clock should not be connected to
an ordinary plug outlet is because this
plug outlet is on a circuit having its own
controlling fuse, which may blow owing
to the failure of any other piece of apparatus on that circuit. Let us, for instance,
assume that a synchronous electric clock

The " T " Adaptor.
Further than this, if we assume that
the owner and user of an electric clock
plugs his clock flex into the nearest
electricity outlet, we immediately find
that that outlet was designed for and is
probably normally used for, say, a standard
lamp. This means that he is depriving
himself of the use of a standard lamp,
unless he uses that pernicious accessory
the T adaptor. If he does take his clock
supply in this manner there will undoubtedly be occasions
when, accidentally or deliberately, he removes the plug
or the adaptor
from its connection. The moment
he removes the
plug or adaptor
the clock will
stop. And it will
be necessary for GOOD CIRCUITING ARRANGEMENT IN WHICH CLOCK IS TAKEN BACK TO
him to restart it
SEPARATE FUSES ON BOARD.
The clock is here quite independent of faults occurring on plug outlet circuit,
and put it right.
A Self Checking Feature of the Electric
Clock.
Again, in parenthesis, it is necessary to
observe that the better type of synchronous
electric clock is so arranged that if the
current is cut off for any reason, the clock
stops naturally, but will not resume when
the current is reconnected. In order to
start the clock it is necessary to operate
a small trigger. The purpose of this is
obvious ; if there were to occur any
temporary failure in the supply of electricity, whether due to the supply station
or temporary disconnection of a plug in
the house, it would be extremely misleading if, perhaps, two minutes after the
interruption had occurred the clock
resumed working. For, since it would be

is connected by its flex and plug with an
outlet which is on a circuit which also
serves a standard lamp. If, for any reason,
such as the lamp burning out or somebody
tripping over the flex of the standard
lamp, the circuit fuse were to blow, this
would immediately stop the clock, though
the clock itself had no hand in causing
the fuse to blow and, given a separate
circuit to itself, would not have stopped.
The Best Method of Installing.
It is, th4efore, the best practice always
to arrange that clock circuits are wired
straight back to their own fuses on the
board. Sometimes it is a little difficult
to persuade customers to incur the slight
extra expense of so wiring these circuits
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back. But the facts of the cace confi- rather unsightly, should be arranged so
dently presented will usually inspire that it comes behind the clock and is
sufficient return of confidence to allow masked by it. Again, if the chimneythe work to be carried out in this manner. breast is liable to become really hot, this
Now, if we can arrange a separate must be taken into consideration before
circuit for clocks, then there is no reason running wires, whether in steel tubing or
to be hidebound in the matter of choosing in lead-covered cable in a chase in this
the position for the plug outlets to serve breast. However, these are all points
these clocks. For instance, it is a con- which must be decided by the electrician
ventional idea that all plug outlets should carrying out the work.
be on the skirting board. This clearly
is the most inconvenient position for a There are Immense Possibilities for Electric
Clocks in Large Buildings.
plug outlet for a clock, particularly when
we bear in mind the fact that we are
Although when dealing with the question
trying to avoid as far as possible long of electric ciccks one's mind is apt to turn
lengths of flexible cord.
automatically to their use in private
The Ideal Position.
houses, it is a fact that probably the most
The ideal position for a clock plug valuable use for them is to be found in
outlet, to my mind, is the mantelpiece. schools, hospitals and institutions generIf we have a wooden mantelpiece, or one ally. The importance of exact time and
which it is possible to cut into, quite the correct time being available throughout
a large institution
is very great indeed. And the
presence of a
large number of
clocks in corridors, classrooms,
wards, etc., all
giving
exactly
the same time
and not competing with one
another in novel
methods of timekeeping, is an
CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENT FOR USING MORE THAN ONE CLOCK IN A HOUSE
asset for which it
Note that it is not necessary to use more than one fuse for the circuit.
is well worth paymost inconspicuous position for a plug ing quite alot of money. Fortunately, it is
is let into the horizontal surface of the not necessary to pay even as much money
mantelpiece. Preferably the position for this as would be the case with reliable
should be more or less central, so that clockwork clocks.
what flex there is should be underneath
The actual list price of synchronous
the clock and will not straggle along the electric clocks varies, of court e, considerably. But from a figure of about thirty
top of the mantelpiece.
Sometimes it is impossible or undesirable shillings up to ten pounds or so there exists
for the plug outlet to be placed actually a very wide variety and range of clocks.
on or in the horizontal surface of a mantelpiece. In this case it is usually a simple Looking Ahead.
matter to arrange that the plug outlet
Whether the watchmaker or the electriis placed on the vertical surface of the cian reaps the benefit from this remains to
wall behind the mantelpiece. In such be seen. But the electrician who makes no
cases, however, it is as well to bear in effort to secure this very lucrative and
mind, in the first place, that such a plug entirely satisfactory business will have
socket which, at the best of times, is nobody to blame but himself.
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CONTROLLING THE LIGHTS ON A STAIRWAY
By H. W. JOHNSON
Multiple
Switching
Arrangements.
The contractor and
wireman would be well
advised to bear in
mind the possibilities
offered for multiple
switching
arrangements in houses and
larger buildings. If
such possibilities are
tactfully pointed out
to the customer in
many cases he will be
very glad to avail himself of the additional
convenience which can
be secured by utilising
the range of switches
which are now available from the leading
m aker s.

HE first and
second - floor
staircase lights
of a warehouse are controlled by two-way and
intermediate switches
fixed on the ground,
first and second floors.
ground-floor
The
staircase light may be
turned on or off by a
separate switch when
the first and secondfloor lights are switched
off, but this light is
always lit when the
first and second-floor
lights are switched on.
The following diagrams show clearly how
this is effected, and will
it is hoped be found of
interest. The enlarged
views of the switches
show respectively the
two positions of the
two-way switches, and
the two positions of the
intermediate switch.

T

Po S/T/O/V I.
CABLE
CONNECTIONS
To SWITCH

POS/T/ON 2

CABLE CONNECTIONS

(Above) This shows the positions
of the switches.
(Left) This illustrates the two
positions of the two-way switches
A and C. The common contact i is
connected to contact 2 in one
position of the switch, and to con- CABLE CONNECTIONS
tact 3 in the other position of the
switch.
(Right) The two positions of the
intermediate switch B. The switch
has two pairs of contacts, r and 2
and 3 and 4. In one position
contact i is connected to contact 2 ;
and contact 3 to contact 4. In the
other position of the switch contact
is connected to contact 3, and
contact 2 to contact 4.
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,5'w/TcH W/RE

This shows how the first
and second-floor lights may
be switched on or off by
any of the switches A, B
and C. The ground-floor
light must be lit irrespective
of the position of the switch
blade in the separate two-way
switch D. Compare this
with the first diagram which
shows the positions of the
switches in a warehouse.

2WAY

Sw/rc,-/
SEPARATE SWITCH
OF 7frvo WAY TYPE.

FEEDS FROM

Disr.e/surinee BOARD

GROUND
FLOOR

SWITCH

FEED

L/GHT

2 WAY SWITCH
SECOND FLOOR

FEEDS FROM
DISTRIBUTION BOARD.

SEPARATE SWITCH
OF WiE 2 WAY 7PPE

SWITCH FEED

Here the first and
second-floor lights
have been switched
off by switching
over the two-way
switch A to its
other position. The
ground-floor light
INTERMEDIATE may now be
switched on or off
SWITCH.
by the separate
Figsr FLOOR.
two-way switch D.
With the switch D
in its present position the groundfloor light is
switched off, and
it may be switched
on by switching
2 WAV SWITCH
over the switch D
GROUND FLOOR
to its other position.
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A USEFUL BATTERY CHARGER

THE COMPONENTS REQUIRED FOR A BATTERY CHARGER TO GIVE 5 AMPS. AT 12 VOLTS.

T

HE diagram shows a battery charger
giving an output of 12 volts at
5 amperes. This incorporates a
Westinghouse metal rectifier, style R.F.
4.4.8, with a 125-watt transformer giving
an output of 25 volts A.C.

The Secondary Winding.
The secondary coil consists of 125 turns
of 15 S.W.G. double silk-covered copper
wire. This is wound on top of the primary
or mains winding, from which it is insulated
with two layers of k-in. thick presspahn.

Design for Transformer.
The Circuit.
The rectifier is suitable for charging
The transformer required is easily
constructed and has two windings. The up to six cells in series, that is 12 volts.
- The rheostats must
size of the stampPRIMARY WINDING FOR DIFFERENT VOLTAGES.
be designed to carings are as shown
ry 3 amperes each,
in the illustration.
Volts.
S.W.G.
Turns.
The core section
or more if the two
100
20
465
is 14 in. by ri in.
charging circuits
110
20
511
120
21
The primary
are unequally
557
200
23
93o
loaded. If R, is
winding for sup210
23
975
200 ohms, this will
plies of 50/6o
220
23
1023
cycles is given in
enable single cells
230
23
1070
240
24
1115
to be charged at
the accompanying
116o
250
24
table.
I ampere, and by
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How THE COMPONENTS ARE MOUNTED IN POSITION.

making R, ro ohms
single cells may be
charged at 1 ampere
in this point of the
Circuit. The total
charging current
must not exceed 5
amperes.
The variable resistance may be
constructed from 18
S. W. G. resistance
wire, about 2 lb.
of which are required
to produce 3o ohms.
The two switches
shown on the left
CIRCUIT OF A
BATTERY CHARGER GIVING AN
OUTPUT OF I2
VOLTS AT 5 AMPERES,
Note that a
switch should be
included in each
separate battery
charging circuit.

are inserted in the
two battery charging circuits. These
are necessary to prevent the cells discharging through
th rectifier when
the mains supply is
switched off.
The complete kit
of components
shown can be
obtained from the
Westinghouse
Brake and Saxby
Signal Co., Ltd., 82,
York Road, N

DETAILS OF THE STAMPINGS.
The width of the stampings is 21 in.

25v.

—r—
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THE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF
MAINS TRANSFORMERS
By FRANK PRESTON, F.R.A.
In this article Mr. Frank Preston descrites how to construct a mains transformer suitable
for use when building practically any all-mains receiver having up b four valves

B

Y making use
to be handled this
of componarea can safely be
ent parts
reduced to / sq. in.
now supplied by
many manufacWindings — Turns
turers transformers
per Volt.
of any type can
Next
we must
be constructed at
decide on the numa cost of no more
ber of turns to
than half that of
allow per volt.
ready-made ones.
This figure depends
And, what is more,
upon the core cross
the home-made insection and the
strument can be
frequency of the
just as good as the
mains supply. With
commercial job proa cross section of
vided that a sound
sq. in. and a
design is adopted
frequency of • 5o
and that reasoncycles per second,
able care is exerTHE TRANSFORMER DESCRIBED IN THIS
ARTICLE.
eight turns per volt
cised. The amount
is most suitable ;
of care necessary is
no more than that required when dealing this figure applies to both primary
with any electrical appliance which is and secondary windings. If either the
subject to more or less high voltages and frequency or core cross section is doubled
is certainly no greater than the average the number of turns per volt (usually
wireless enthusiast takes when making stated as t.p.v.) may be halved, and
a receiver or any of its accessories. The conversely if either of those factors is
principles of design are not hard to halved the t.p.v. must be doubled.
understand if a few simple rules are
Gauge of Wire.
borne in mind.
Having decided on the core cross section,
Design—The Core.
and hence the t.p.v., -we must find what
First we must choose a core. This will gauge of wire will be required for each
be made up of a number of stampings of a winding. The current to be taken from
size which will be determined by the the secondary is known, so the smallest
amount of power, or the number of watts, gauge of wire capable of carrying that
with which the transformer has to deal. current without undue heating is chosen
Without going into theoretical considera- by making reference to Wire Tables. If
tions, it can be stated that for powers up to, more than one secondary winding is resay, 5o watts (the maximum required for quired this process must be repeated for
any ordinary receiver having up to five each one. The primary current is not
valves) a core with a cross section of I sq. known, but can easily be found by ascerin. is ample. When only about 25 watts are taining the power it has to handle. The
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power in watts is the sum of those of all
the secondary windings plus about 10
per cent. to compensate for any losses
occurring in the core and windings. When
the number of watts has been found, the
current (in amps.) is obtained by dividing
the mains voltage into it. Thus :—
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vary from slightly over 5 sq. in. to just
under i sq. in.

A TYPICAL EXAMPLE.
It is now proposed to deal with the
construction of a transformer which is
suitable for use when building practically
any all mains receiver having up to four
Primary current Primary watts
valves. The H.T. secondary will give
Mains voltage
From this we can decide on a suitable 250 volts at 3o milliamps., which is suitable for use with a style H.T.7 metal recgauge of wire for the primary.
tifier connected on the half-wave principle.
Two L.T. secondaries are provided, one
Winding Space—Size of Spools.
When the number of turns and gauge of to supply 4 volts, 3 amps. for the cathodes
wire for each winding are known, it is not of three indirectly heated A.C. valves and,
the other to
give 6 volts,
CORE CLAMP
TERMINAL BLOCK
CORE CLAMP I amp. for the
filament of a
directly
heated super
power output
valve. The
primary is
tapped for
2m- or 240volt, 5o-cycle
A.C. supply
mains ; actu"U" STAMPINGS
WINDING SPOOL
"T. STAMPINGS
ally it works
THIS SHOWS THE COMPONENTS REQUIRED FOR A SMALL TRANSFORMER.
equally well
on any voltdifficult to calculate the amount of space age from 200 to 240 by choosing the
required for the whole of the windings tapping nearest to the supply voltage.
The total output is about 25 watts, so a
(by consulting our Wire Tables again to
find the number of turns that can be core of 2 sq. in. cross section would be
wound per sq. in.). The numbers given sufficient. As, however, the winding
in the tables assume perfect regularity spools chosen have a core tunnel measuring
and evenness of winding so it is well to .14 in. square this size of core is employed.
subtract about m per cent. to allow for The total area is approximately .9 sq. in.,
the inevitable unevenness. To the cal- but as each stamping has a layer of insuculated winding space must be added the lation on one side, the actual area of iron
space taken by the winding spools and the will be slightly less. In consequence, m
turns per volt will be suitable.
necessary insulation.
It is the winding space which determines
the actual size of the core stampings, The Spools.
The spools employed are " Lurnenite "
because although we have already decided
upon the cross sectional area there are a (Reg.) ones and three Size 4 spools just
variety of core sizes for each area, all fit on the " tongue " of No. 4 Stalloy
having a different winding space. For stampings. These special spools have a
instance, Stalloy stampings Nos. 4, 3o, great advantage over those of more usual
30A and 308 each have a tongue ft in. type in that they are made of bakelite
wide and can therefore be built up to and can thus be made with very thin end
give cores of similar cross section, but cheeks so that they occupy a minimum of
areas of winding space in the four cases space. They also have a circular winding
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track, even though the core
tunnel is square, and this enables
the wire to be maintained at a
more even tension whilst it is
being run on.
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Winding the Spools.
Before winding it is well to
WINDING SPOOL
6%1,k'
make some kind of holder for the
TERMINAL BLOCK
LISEC.H.T. SEC.
PRIMARY
spools. The simplest way is to
SECONDARIES
take a slightly tapered length of
SECTIONS THROUGH THE SPOOLS.
square wood which will tightly
Showing arrangement of windings and, on the right,
fit the tunnel; the wood can details of terminal block.
then either be gripped in a lathe
or held in the hand.
sufficient winding space for the thicker
Commencing with the primary this wire, which is easier to handle.
consists of 2,40o turns of 36 s.w.g. enaBoth L.T. windings are put on the
melled wire wound in one spool—start same spool. a few layers of empire cloth
by soldering a r2-in. length of rubber- separating them. The 4-volt winding
covered flex, pass about 7 in. of this consists of 4o turns of 20's gauge d.c.c.
through one of the side holes and let the wire and the 6-volt one of 6o turns of
remainder form the first turn of the 24's gauge d.c.c. Both windings have a
winding. Continue winding until about centre tapping. In bringing out the leads
1,200 turns have been put on and cover
from the L.T. spool the side holes cannot
with a layer of empire tape ; then proceed be used because the spool has to fit flush
with the winding, taking care that no up to the other two.
later turns slip past the insulation. When
the 2,-rooth turn is reached solder another Assembling the Core.
length of flex to form a tapping and cover
When all the windings are complete
the joint with a small piece of empire tape the core stampings can be inserted. These
or waxed paper. Take the flex once round latter are of " T " and " U " shape and
the spool before bringing out the tapping. are inserted from alternate ends. Notice
Finish the winding by putting on the last the relative positions of the spools shown
30o turns and then solder a third length of in the drawing; they are arranged so
flex to the end. Cover the windings with that the L.T. one is between the other
two or three layers of empire tape after two. Since the L.T. windings will be
marking the leads by sticking on pieces connected to earth (in the set) they act
of stamp edging. The H.T. secondary is as a screen between the other windings
wound on another spool in exactly the and so prevent the passage of mains hum
same way, putting on 2,500 turns of the into the H.T. circuit. First put in a
same wire no tapping is required. It " T " and then a " U " from one end, do
will be noticed that 36 s.w.g. wire will the same from the other and repeat
carry a good deal more current than the the process until the spool tunnels are
H.T. secondary requires to do, but there is quite full. The stampings should be
made to fit as tightly as possible to
"T" STAMPINGS prevent vibration, so it might be
"lr STAMPINGS
necessary gently to tap the last
few into position. In assembling
the core notice that the insulated (white) sides of all the
stampings must face in the
same direction so that each one
is insulated from its neighbour.
2No
LAYER
isr
LAYER
BUILT-UP CORE
The next thing is to grip the
DETAILS OF THE CORE.
core in the clamps, but before,
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and carefully soldered to the appropriate
terminals (also indicated on the drawing).
It then only remains to put the terminal
block in position and firmly to tighten
up the clamp screws.

240 v.
21 Ov.

C OM

How THE TRANSFORMER IS CONNECTED TO
RECTIFIER.

finally tightening up, the terminal block
must be prepared and fitted. The latter
is a " Lumenite " one specially made for
use with the spools. Its width is equal
to the thickness of the core so it
is gripped by the clamps and held in
position without the use of screws.
The positions of the terminal holes are
shown in a drawing and they should be
made 1
4,T in. diameter to take 6 B.A. terminals. The terminals should be fitted
with a small soldering tag under the nut
to receive the leads. When the terminals
have been put in place the leads from the
windings can be cut off to suitable lengths

Transformer Output.
A circuit diagram is given to show
how the transformer should be connected
to the metal rectifier. A 6o m.a. safety
fuse is wired in one transformer lead to
protect both the transformer and rectifier
in case of a short circuit.
With the connections shown, a maximum
D.C. supply of 220 volts at 28 milliamps.
is available. Of course, the usual smoothing choke and condensers will be required
and the resistance of the former will
reduce the voltage to just about zoo, which
is the maximum required for most indirectly heated A.C. valves.
Wire Tables.
For the benefit of those who are not
in possession of a set of wire tables the
abbreviated one given below will prove
useful. Only those gauges of wire
generally required for transformers of
the type described are dealt with.

Enamelled.
Standard
Wire Gauge.
IS
20
30
32
36
38
40

Safe Current
in Amps.

7
4
•5
•4
.18

.1
.07

Winding turns
per sq. in.

Double Cotton Covered.

Yards per lb.

392
685
5,400
6,900

700
920

13,000
20,000
32,500

3,491
4,900

47
8o

I, Soo

Winding turns
per sq. in.
300
470
2,000
2,500
4,000
5,000
9,000

Yards per lb
45
73
550
700
1,325
3,000
4,500
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FABRICATED CONSTRUCTION FOR LARGE
ELECTRICAL MACHINES
By A. T.

DOVER,

M.I.E.E.

In this article Mr. Dover shows how fabricated construction has been used for the
construction of a large alternator motor. No patterns or castings are needed and
the resultant machine is considerably easier to transport than would have been the
case if older methods involving the use of heavy castings had been employed

MADE IN RECORD TIME.

On August 19th the British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., received an order from the Tata Iron
and Steel Co., India, for a large synchronous motor with automatic control gear for the main
drive of a steel rolling mill. On October 8th—seven weeks after the order was received—this huge
machine was completed and had passed its final tests. Fabricated construction contributed largely
to this amazing triumph of British electrical engineering.

IFTY DAYS after the receipt of the
order for a large 7,500 h.p. slowspeed special synchronous motor
the machine had passed its final tests!
The dates concerned are :—receipt of
order, August. 19th, 1932 ; completion of
tests, October 8th, 1932.
An astounding feat ; but only possible
with modern methods of construction and
works organisation.
The firm responsible for such a recordbreaking achievement is the British
Thomson-Houston Co., Rugby, and the
machine concerned is the first large slowspeed synchronous motor to be built in

F

this country for rolling mill direct drive.
In fact, the motor may be the largest of its
kind in the world. Its destination is the
Jamshedpur Works of the Tata Iron and
Steel Co., India.
The Motor.

The motor is rated at 7,50o h.p.,
6,300 volts, 5o cycles, 93.8 r.p.m., and
will take peak loads of 18,75o h.p. It is
of the totally enclosed type with closedcircuit air-cooling, and has 64 poles.
The outside diameter of the stator
frame is 26 ft., and the overall length of
the complete machine over the coupling
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ft. no in. The w,igot of the complete
motor, including baseplate and pedestal
bearings, is i6o tons ; of which the complete stator accounts for 53 tons ; the
complete rotor, 47 tons ; and the shaft,
21 tons. The weight of the stator laminations is about 19 tons, and there is nearly
27 miles of copper strip in the stator
winding and field coils.

is 22

December

template clamped to the boiler plate.
The flame cuts through the boiler plate
automatically, and the path of the cut
agrees with the shape of the guiding edge
of the templ ate.
For small and repetition work a
machine working on the copying principle
is used. The operator merely guides the
point of a stylus over a " copy," or outline
drawing, of the shape required. The
flame then cuts out from the boiler plate
a piece of material of exactly the same
shape as the outline of the " copy " and

Fabricated Method of Construction.
The extraordinary quickness of delivery
of this motor was due to the fabricated
method of construction. In this method
the whole frame,
rotor spider and
bedplate are constructed by welding
together pieces of
steel plate which
have been cut to
the required shape
and size in a special
oxy - acetylene
flame - cutting
machine. Thus the
delay due to the
making of large
patterns and castings is completely
eliminated. In fact,
constructional work
in cutting out the
steel plates for the
stator frame of the
motor was actually THE STATOR FRAME BEING TURNED OVER FOR COMPLETION OF WELDING.
commenced within
24 hours of the order being received ! of the required size, which may be, and
usually is, larger than the " copy." Thus,
Equipment Necessary.
pole end-plates, and the smaller parts of
Special equipment is, of course, necessary machines can be rapidly cut out with the
for cutting out to shape the steel plates, greatest ease, and to the correct sizes,
and for welding the several pieces together from flat sheets of steel boiler plate.
The size of flame is adjustable to suit
to form a rigid structure.
the thickness of the plate to be cut, and
Automatic Flame-cutting Machines.
when once adjusted the flame remains
automatic
flame-cutting constant. Thus a constant rate of cutting
Special
machines are used for cutting out the can be obtained by moving the stylus
steel plates from flat sheets of boiler uniformly round the outline of the
plate. Thicknesses up to about =4 in. copy.
can be cut quite easily and rapidly.
For cutting out large work the cutting How the Flame-cut Steel Plates are Welded
Together.
torch is fitted to a motor-driven carriage,
After the required number of plates
which is propelled slowly over a full-sized
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WINDING THE STATOR.
The stator frame is of box section fabricated from heavy steel plates and cross bars.

have been cut out they are placed in the
correct relative positions and the seams
are joined by electric arc welding so as to
form a rigid structure. The welding is
done by hand, and skilled operators are
necessary.
Two forms of electric arc welding are in
use for steel plates, viz. : (I) the directcurrent metallic arc ; (2) the alternating
current atomic hydrogen arc.

The D.C. Metallic Arc Process:
In the direct-current metallic-arc process the arc is struck between the work
and a metal wire, which forms the functions of both electrode and filling material.
The arc is kept very short (116 in. to * in.)
to ensure good penetration and to facilitate
the transfer of metal from the wire
electrode to the work.

SHOWING THE FABRICATED CONSTRUCTION OF THE ROTOR SPIDER.
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The A.C. Atomic Hydrogen Arc Process. of the ultimate tensile strength are :
In this process a single-phase A.C. arc boiler plate, 24 tons per sq. in. ; cast iron,
is maintained between adjustable tungsten 14 tons per sq. in.) ; (3) the lighter conelectrodes, and hydrogen gas is fed to the struction facilitates transport, ; (4) very
arc around the electrodes. The hydrogen quick deliveries of special machines can
molecules are broken up into atoms by be effected.
the intense heat, and, in recombining Applications of Fabricated Construction.
outside the arc, heat is liberated far in
Fabricated construction is better suited
excess of that obtainable by any
gas flame.
This heat is
used to fuse the
metals to be
joined together.
Owing to the
great heat high
welding speeds
are possible.
When additional
metal is required
to fill the joint a
filler rod is fused
into the work.
The chief advantages of this
process over the
older directcurrent metallicarc process, are :
(I)higher welding
speeds ; (2) the
job being welded
THE COMPLETION OF ASSEMBLY.
does not form
Note that even the baseplate is fabricated from heavy steel girders.
part of the electric circuit ; (3) hydrogen, being a reducing to large and special machines than to
agent, prevents the formaticn of oxides at moderate-size standard machines which
the weld, so that flux-coated electrodes have to be manufactured in quantities.
are unnecessary.
In fact, the more special the design of the
Advantages of Fabricated Construction. machine, the greater will be the advantage
The chief advantages cf this method of of fabricated construction.
construction are : (I) elimination of large
Fabricated construction is now used
patterns, moulding operations, castings, `extensively by all the largest electrical
and the delays associated there- manufacturers for large water-wheel alterwith ; (2) the fabricated steel frame can be nators, large special induction and synbuilt very much lighter than a cast-iron chronous motors, turbo-alternators, large
frame of equal strength, owing to the and small bedplates. Transformer tanks
high tensile strength of steel boiler plate have been made of welded boiler plate for a
compared with cast iron (average values number of years.
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N a recent letter to a contemporary
a correspondent states that after
college training and an apprenticeship with a well-known company,
the only prospects he could see for a
young man in the electrical industry
were as a canvasser for vacuum cleaners
or water softeners. Are matters really
as bad as that in the industry ? Emphatically no.
In the electrical industry there is less
unemployment than in most of the other
in:portant industries of the country.
Here are a few typical figures :—
Coal Mining 34%, Iron and Steel Manufacture 48%, Marine Engineering 56%, Electrical
Engineering 16%, Electrical Wiring and Contracting 17%, Electric Cable and Lamp Manufacture I 0% .

The average unemployment in all
industries is about 25%, so that the
electrical industry is amongst the more
fortunate.
Other bright spots in the industrial
horizon are :
Hosiery Manufacture 8.5%, Dressmaking 8° o ,
Cocoa, Chocolate and Confectionery Manufacture i 2%, Tobacco Manufacture 6.9%,
Printing 10 5 %, Tram and Omnibus Services
6.4°0, Commerce, Banking, Insurance and
Finance 5.6 %, Laundries, Dyeing and Cleaning 9 0, 0,
Paint and Varnish Manufacture io 500.

In every one of these industries there
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is scope for extended use of electric lighting, electric heating, and electric power.
A special feature of this
issue is an account of the
electrical equipment installed at the Newnes and
Pearson Printing Works,
where millions of periodicals are printed and bound each week.
Electricity is used throughout the
works, not only for lighting and power,
but also for heating the monotype casting machines, the moulding presses, the
nickel-plating vats and other appliances.
Twelve years ago there was not a single
electric lamp in ,the works. To-day the
current consumption is in the neighbourhood of r,000,000 units a year. And
it is recognised as one of the most progressive in the country.
The photo electric inFresh Fields setter and the Gigant
moulding press described
to
on pp. 215 and 221 respecConquer.
tively, are two examples
which give a glimpse of the still unexplored possibilities of electrical engineering when intelligently applied to the
problems of the industrial works and
factory.
An
All-electric
Printing
Works.
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EMERGENCY (DUAL) LIGHTING IN
THEATRES AND CINEMA:
By A. T. DOVER, M.I.E.E.
This article is of special interest to the Cinema and Theatre Engineer
and the Electrical Contractor, more especially in those districts where
there is no " Theatres main" to provide an alternative lighting supply.
Compulsory Dual
Lighting in
Theatres and
Cinemas.
N theatres,
cinemas,
concert halls
and similar places
of public entertainment a dual
system of lighting from independent supply
systems is compulsory by
statute. This
lighting must
comply with the
requirements of
the local licensing
authority.

I

Home Office
Requirements.
The Home
Office insists in
its regulations :
(t) that in any
theatre or cinema
I.—TYPICAL INSTALLATION OF SAFETY LIGHTING SUPPLY EQUIPMENT
there shall be an Fig.
KEEPALITE " SYSTEM) AT A PROVINCIAL CINEMA. ( Chloride Electric
adequate number
Storage Co.)
Reference.—D, distribution box. K, " Keepalite " control panel. R,
of safety or emergency lights rectifier. S, switch and fuses. T, transformer for safety lights.
NOTE.—The connections are shown in Fig. o.
which must be
illuminated the
whole time that the public is present majority of cases the main lighting is
in the building ; (2) that these lights taken from the local electricity supply,
must be fed from a source which which arrangement necessitates another
is entirely independent of that of the separate source of supply for the safety
main auditorium lighting. In the lights.
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London County Council Requirements.
In London the London County
Council requires that in the
auditorium or main hall the
degree of lighting on each of the
dual systems shall be not less
than is sufficient to enable the
public to see their way out of the
premises at any time. In other
parts of the building to which
the public has access, good general
lighting must be provided, but
on neither of the dual systems
must the degree of lighting be
less than is sufficient for the
public to see their way out of the
premises.
How Independent Supplies are
Obtained in London.
Formerly, in London, alternative supplies for the main and
safety lights were obtained in
many cases from two supply
authorities operating independent
(i.e., non-interconnected) generating stations. But on account of
the unification scheme for London's electricity supply such an
arrangement is not now always
possible.
London's " Theatres Main."
In the case of the majority of
the London West End theatres
this specially approved independent source of supply takes the
form of a special " theatres main,"
which is entirely independent
of the ordinary distribution network (from which the main
lighting is taken) and is fed from
an independent source at the
substation.
How an Alternative Supply is
Obtained When Special Mains
are not Available.
Where such special mains are
not available a separate source of
supply must be installed on the
premises and for this purpose
the storage battery is unequalled

AC
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for reliability and economy. Fig.
shows a typical installation at a
cinema.

London County Council Requirements When a Storage Battery is Used.
Unless the
Motor-Generator
Council agrees
otherwise, any
storage battery
which supplies
either of the dual
Over:current
lighting systems
&Reverse
must be capable
Circuit
of maintaining the
breaker
full load on that
system for at least
1----,
twelve consecutive hours. Such
a battery must be fully charged
Battery
before the public are admitted
to the building, and must not
be recharged while the public
are on the premises. Moreover, the circuits and switchgear must be such that the
Sifey
Li4hts
battery cannot be charged
while it is connected to the
lighting system.
Fig. 2. — FLOATSubject to certain restricING BATTERY AND
tions, the Council may accept
D.C. GENERATOR
" floating " or (in certain cases)
SYSTEM OF SUPPLYING SAFETY LIGHTS.
" trickle-charged " batteries of
NOTE.—The enda considerably lower capacity
cell regulating
than that indicated in the
switches are not
preceding paragraph. In these
shown.
cases the size of the battery
AC
is usually such that the
full load on the lighting

Battery

Fig. 3.—How THE TRICKLE
AND HIGH-RATE CHARGING
CURRENTS ARE OBTAINED
FROM A RECTIFIER.
The trickle-charging current is adjusted to the correct value (read on the milliammeter) by the lamp resistances, L. The high-rate
charging current is adjusted
to the correct value (read
on the ammeter, A) by the
resistance, R, this circuit
being controlled by the
switch, S.
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system which it supplies can be maintained This recharging is effected from the
for a period of three consecutive hours.
rectifier.
Floating Battery System of Supplying
Safety Lighting.
A floating
battery is one
which, being
fully charged, is
connected in
parallel with
direct-current
plant (generator or rectifier)
and is norOperating
mally inactive
Coil
(i.e., it is
Armature
neither discharging nor
being charged),
the voltage of
the battery
always balancing that of the
generator.

End-cell Switches.
End-cell or regulating switches are
necessary in the
battery circuit
for the purpose
of adjusting the
number of cells
in circuit so
that in normal
operation the
voltage of the
battery
balances that
of the rectifier.
In some installations
these switches
are provided at
both
(positive
and negative)
ends of the
battery in order
that all the
regulating cells
may be brought
into use by
using the cells
at the positive
and negative
ends on alternate days.

Floating Battery and
Rectifier.
As applied to
a theatre or a
cinema in London the battery
floats across a
rectifier which
is connected to,
Floating Batand normally
tery and
supplies, the
Generator.
Fig. 4.—STANDARD " KEEPAL ITE " CONTROL PANEL WITH
safety or seconSome local
COVER REMOVED. (Chloride Electrical Storage Co.)
dary lighting
The cinema panel is fitted with a triple-pole contactor
authorities
instead of the double-pole contactor shown in the illustrasystem.
The
allow the
tion. The " mains " switch is a double-pole switch for
rectifier is conbattery to be
isolating purposes. The " charge " switch is a singlenected to the
floated in
pole switch for high-rate charging. The " lock-off " is a
A.C. supply
mechanical device for locking the contactor in the " off "
parallel with a
or neutral position shown in the illustration.
system which
D.C. generator
supplies the
which is drivcn
main lighting.
by a motor receiving power from the mair s
In the event of the supply failing, the from which the main lighting is supplied.
safety lights are supplied by the battery In this case a reverse-current circuit
without any interruption of the lighting. breaker must be provided in the generatc r
Upon the restoration of the supply the circuit to prevent the battery discharging
lighting is again supplied by the rectifier, into the generator in the event of the
and the battery again floats across the failure of the supply to the driving motc r.
rectifier. The battery must, of course, Fig.2 shows the scheme of connections. Endbe recharged at the earliest opportunity. cell switches are alsonecessary in this case
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TABLE 1.—PARTICULARS OF BATTERIES FOR STANDARD CINEMA SAFETY LIGHTING EQUIPMENTS
(" KEEPALITE SYSTEM).

Equipment
reference
No.

I
3
4
5
6
7
8

Number
of cells.

14
26
26

26
26
50
50
50

Voltage of
emergency
lighting
circuit.

25
50
50
50
50
100
100
200

Ampere-hour capacity of
Battery.
I hour
discharge.

3 hours
discharge.

so hours
discharge.

15
15

21
21

30

43
64
86
64
86

30
30
60
90
120
90
120

129

18o

45
6o
45
6o
90

Total load in kW.
which the battery can
supply forI

hour.
0.375
0 .75
1.5
2.25
3.0

3
hours.

0.179

0.358
0.716
1.075
1.433

4.5

2.15

6.o
9.0

2.866
4.3

Trickle - charged Battery System of Difficulties may then be encountered
Supplying Safety Lighting (" Keep- in the charging arrangements unless a
alite " System).
three-wire supply system is available.
In this system the safety lighting is
normally fed from the public supply Trickle Charging.
system which supplies the main lighting.
This is a method of maintaining a
But an automatic change-over switch is fully charged standing battery in the fully
provided which will instantly switch charged condition by passing a very small
the safety lights over to a standby battery, charging current continuously (i.e., day
which is normally maintained continuously and night) through the battery. The
in the fully charged condition by trickle current must just balance the losses
charging. After an emergency discharge (e.g., self discharge due to surface leakage,
the battery must be given a quick recharge gradual sulphation, etc.) which occur in
at the normal rate.
the particular battery on open circuit.
The battery must be of sufficient size - By these means any tendency for the
to maintain the safety lights for a period electrolyte to combine with the active
of three hours.
material of the plates, and so cause
With an A.C. supply system, low voltage sulphation, is counteracted so effectively
safety lights are used, which are normally that the plates never become sluggish,
and retain their full capacity for an
supplied from a transformer.
indefinite
period.
This system is used in a large number of
provincial theatres and cinemas, and a
typical installation is illustrated in Fig. I. Current Required for Trickle Charging.
Particulars of the batteries for standard
The current required for trickle charging
equipments are given in Table I, and the is very small—only a few milliamperes in
ratings of the transformers for these some cases as a modern Plante type
equipments are
stati9nary battery
given in Table II.
does not lose more
TABLE II —R kTING OF TRANSFORMER~ FOR CINEMA SAFETI
With a D.C.
than 2 per cent.
LIGHT CIRCA IT, WITH BATTERS
EHT IRMEN Ts GIN EA
IN
TABLE I.
supply system,
per day of its
however, the
ampere-hour
Equipment
safety lights and
capacity at the
Reference No.
I
4 i s' i 6
`,
2
3
in Table I.
the batterysupplyto-hour rate.
ing them must be
Continuous Rat
Thus, with a goI g of Transtor- ,
suitable for the
ampere hour batmerr\ olt-ampg, 2.00 1 375 835 125o 1500 2500 3000 1 4500
I
I
mains voltage.
tery (to-hour rate)
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to the required value by suitable series
resistances (usually lamps), and the highrate charging current is obtained by
switching a resistance in parallel with the
2
--- X 90 = I.S
trickle charging resistance. Fig. 3 shows
foo
am; ere hours, which must be compensated the general scheme of connections when
by the ampere-hours supplied by the a valve rectifier is employed.
"Keepalite
charging current.
Automatic
Hence, the
Switch and
charging current
C ontrol
1.8/24 = 0.075
Panel.
ampere, or 75
The automatic
milliamperes.
Main
switch in the
In practice, the
Circuits
"Keepalite" syscurrent is usually
tem of safety
fixed slightly on
lighting fulfils
the liberal side
two functions,
to take care of
viz. : (r) It convariations in the
nects the safeopen circuit
ty lights to the
losses. The corbattery when the
rect value may
normal supply
be ascertained by
fails ; (2) it reobservation of
connects the
the specific grabattery to the
vity, voltage, and
charging circuit
gassing of the
when the main
cells, as exsupply is replained in the
stored and mainlater paragraphs
tains the battery
on maintenance.
continuously on
trickle
charge
Charging
during normal
Arrangements.
conditions.
The charging
A typical conarrangements
trol panel is
will depend upon
illustrated
in
the
of the
Fig. 4. This type
battery and the
of control panel
nature of the
is used in all
main supply.
standard "KeepBattery
alite" equipCharging from
A.C.
Mains Fig. 5.-CONNECTIONS OF " KEEPALITE " A.C. CINEMA ments, and a
EQUIPMENT.
slightly modiwith Rectifier.
fied form is
When the main
supply is alternating a rectifier outfit used in the cinema equipments.
is employed to provide both the trickle
charging current and the high-rate Connections of " Keepalite " Cinema
Equipment for A.C. Mains.
charging current for the standard equipFig. 5 shows the connections of a
ments given in Table I.
standard cinema equipment in which a
How the Trickle and High-rate Charging transformer is used to supply the
Currents are Adjusted.
safety lights. In all these cinema equipThe trickle charging current is adjusted ments the automatic switch takes the form

having an open circuit loss of 2 per cent.
per day, the loss of ampere-hour capacity
during 24 hours would be

January
of a triple-pole
double-throw
contactor,
two
of the poles being
used for switching the safety
lights from the
transformer to
the battery, and
the
remaining
pole. for switching the charging
circuit and controlling an alarm
circuit.
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3-Wire
DC Supply

Charging Equipment
Operating Coil

Change-over Contactor
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Connections of
"Keepalite"
Cinema
Equipment
for Threewire D.C.
Mains.
Fig. 6 shows
the connections
when a threewire D.C. supply
is available. In
this case the
safety lights are
normally
connected between
one of the outers
and the neutral,
and the battery is
of this voltage.
Charging is
effected from the
outers of the
supply system.

pring
How the Automatic Switch Economy Resistance
Works.
The operating
coil of the contactor is permanently conBattery
nected across the
How the Tricklesecondary windc har.
gir g and
Safety Lights
ing of the
High-rate
transformer
Fig. 6.-CONNECTIONS OF " KEEPALITE " D.C. CINEMA
Charging
which normally
EQUIPMENT FOR THREE-WIRE SUPPLY.
C.rcuits are
supplies the safeArrarged.
ty lights. Hence,
as long as this supply is maintained, the
The trickle-charging and high-rate chargarmature will be attracted to the pole ing circuits are arranged similar to those in
piece, the upper moving contacts will make the A.C. equipment, but the series resistcontact with the upper set of fixed contacts, ances are of higher value.
and the lower contacts will remain open.
Thus the safety lights will be supplied from How Energy Consmred by the Cperating
Coil i3 Reduced.
the transformer, and the battery will
In order to reduce the energy consumed
be trickle charged all the time that the
main supply is maintained on the operating by the operating coil, the winding of this
coil. But immediately this supply fails, coil is designed so as to close the
contactor when it is excited with the
the contactor will drop over to the lower
mains
voltage, and, after closing, a
contacts, and the safety lights will be
resistance
is connected in series with the
connected to the battery. At the same
winding
to
reduce the current to such a
time an alarm circuit will be closed to
value
as
to
hold the contactor in the
indicate that the main supply has failed.
closed position.
When the supply is restored the contactor
will switch the battery over to the charg- The Auiliary Suitch.
ing contacts. The battery may then be
An auxiliary switch is required on the
given a high-rate charge, if necessary, by contactor to short-circuit this resistance
closing the " charge " switches.
when the moving contacts of the contactor
The trickle and high-rate charging occupy the lower position (i.e., when the
currents are indicated on separate am- main supply is " off," and the safety lights
meters.
are supplied from the battery).
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THE PROTECTION OF ELECTRICAL PLANT
AND APPARATUS
By H. W. RICHARDSON, B.Sc., M.I.E.E.
The rapid development of electric power systems has resulted in an increasing
demand for effective systems of protection. In this article Mr. H. W. Rich:irdson
describes the G.E.C. system of protection which is based on McColl patents
GENERATION ago the homely fuse
wire and the earlier forms of
circuit breaker with automatic
tripping device were the standard forms
of protective apparatus for electrical
plant and systems. The best testimony
to their value on low-tension circuits lies
in the fact that after many years of reliable
service, these two methods are still widely
in use for such circuits carrying small
quantities of power. But as a result of
the rapid rate at which electric power
systems have developed, leading to ever
higher voltages and ever increasing quantities of power, the need for altogether more
effective forms of protection has arisen.
In consequence, what is in effect a new
branch of electrical engineering has been
created, for the science and practice of
protecting adequately the plant and
apparatus used in modern
practice is a very wide subject,
and one which younger electrical engineers would do well to
study.

A

Why Modern Conditions Demand a High Degree of
Protection.
It is not always appreciated
why modern conditions demand
so high a degree of protection
as is considered necessary by
those who have made a study
of the subject. There has
been a tendency in some
quarters to regard sytems of
protection in vogue to-day
as introducing altogether unnecessary complications. But
such opinion would not appear
to have given sufficient consideration to the alternatives
to really effective forms of pro-

tection. For instance, if a 50,000 kw. turboalternator were not protected against all
untoward contingencies that might a ise,
many thousands of pounds worth of
damage could conceivably be done within
comparatively few seconds Moreover,
capital need not be locked up in unproductive standby plant, if continuity of
service can be reasonably ensured by the
adoption of proper protective apparatus.
A Typical Protective System.
It would require a bulky volume to
describe the many systems of electrical
protection which have been devised, and
the almost countless forms of relay
'ntroduced during the last few years. It is
therefore proposed to try and give an idea
of modern protection by describing some
of the methods of application of one wellknown protective system to the
equipment used in a modern
power-supply system. The protect ve system chosen for
description is that developed
by The General Electric Company, Ltd., which is based
upon McColl patents.

Two
ELEMENTARY
CIRCUITS FOR PROTECTION.
On the left, the
elementary principle of
balanced protection ,
on the right, the method of parallel feeder
or split conductor protection.

Common Conditions Against
Which Protection Must
be Provided.
In order to be in a position
to understand the application
of such a system, it is necessary first to review briefly what
are the most common cond tions against which protection
must be provided and the
fundamenta' method of dealing
with them. Common faults
comprise overloads, i everse
currents, faults between phases
and earth, failure of excitation,
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BALANCING PRINCIPLE APPLIED TO
THREE-PHASE CIRCUIT.
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etc. These arise in a
variety of ways, in the
majority of cases due
to faulty insulation
with consequent leakage. Many leaks are
of a very small order
when they first occur,
but the extent of the
leakage often develops
rapidly and the operation of suitably designed protective gear
will isolate the section
of the system containing the fault before a
dangerous state of
affairs is reached.

Underlying Principle of Modern Protective
Systems.
The underlying principle upon which
most modern protective systems are based
is that, providing there is no fault in the
apparatus to be protected, the current
entering the apparatus is the same as that
leaving it. If current transformers are
connected on both sides of apparatus
and their secondaries connected by pilot
wires to a relay, so long as the apparatus
is sound and there is no fault in it a state
of balance exists and no current will flow
through the relay.
What Happens When a Fault Occurs.
Immediately a fault occurs in the apparatus there will be a difference in the
current flowing into and out of it, with a
consequent upsetting of the balance in
the secondary circuit so that a current
will flow through the relay, thus operating
it and causing the isolation of the faulty
apparatus. The elementary form of circuit based on this principle is illustrated, the pilot wires being omitted for
the sake of simplicity. " X " in this
diagram may be either a phase of a
generator or a feeder. A variation of this
elementary principle is furnished by the
protection of parallel feeders or the split
conductor system is also shown. The
load will normally be shared between the
two conductors A and B, a state of balance
thus existing. Should a fault develop in
either of them an excess current will pass
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into the damaged conductor, thus upsetting
the balance of the current transformers and
operating the relay.
Split Conductor System.
The use of the split conductor obviates
the need for pilot cables, but—against this
advantage special split cables are involved and special switches. The split
conductor system is, however, in use in
a good many places.
Balancing of Three Phases.
Another common application which will
make clear the further application of the
balancing principle is furnished by the
balancing of three phases as illustrated.
If no fault exists the sum of the
currents is zero, and no current will flow
into the relay. Immediately the balance
is upset by leakage the relay operates.
In giving these three simple illustrations
of balanced protection it must not be
assumed that they are applicable in such
elementary fashion in practice, or that any
one of them necessarily represents all the
protection required for the part of the
system under consideration. For instance
the method s'..lown obviously affords no
protection against faults between phases,
which require special attention. So far
we hava considered only the fundamental
principle.
The Principle of Balanced Protection.
The G.E.C. system of protection, incorporating McColl patents, which has been
chosen as an example for the purpose of
this article, is based upon this principle
of balanced protection.
The
great feature of
the system lies,
however, in its
introduction of
the biassing
principle, t h e
addition of
which has so
tremendously increased the
value of the THE BIASING PRINCIPLE
balan cin g ADDED
TO BALANCED
principle.
PROTECTION
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Two Important Properties.
Before the great importance of
biasing can be appreciated, it
will be necessary to discuss two
important properties of a protective scheme. These are
sensitiveness ; and (2) stability.
Sensitiveness.
Considering first, sensitiveness,
this property may be defined as
the ratio which the lowest fault
current which operates the relays
bears to the normal current which
flows in the circuit protected.
This ratio is expressed as a percentage, and it is obviously of
the greatest importance that the sensitivity should be as low as is possible,
in order that the faulty section of the
apparatus shall be isolated before the
fault has developed sufficiently to cause
any serious trouble.
Fault on a 20,000 kVA. Turbo-alternator.
How important this point is may be
grasped readily by considering the case
of a fault on a 20,000 kVA. turboalternator. Should the relays be capable
of tripping at 20 per cent. of normal
current, i.e., if the sensitivity is not less
than 20 per cent., a fault may develop
between phases involving as much power
as 2,300 kVA. before tripping. It will thus
be realised that a value of sensitivity of
much less than this figure is desirable in
the case of turbo-alternator protection.

s10

TOPPLE WEIGHT ADDED TO BEAM RELAY.

BEAM RELAY WITH COVER REMOVED.

On the other hand there is a limit to the
minimum value of sensitivity which is
obtainable.
Minimum Value of Sensitivity.
This arises due to capacity and magnetising currents which flow into feeders and
transformers. It is only at no load or
very light loads that these currents assume
any significance, but clearly it must not be
possible for them to operate the relay.
In consequence, the fault current which
will be sufficient to operate the relay
must be just greater than that due to
capacity and magnetising effects.
Stability.
We now pass to the second important
property of a protective scheme referred
to above, namely, stability, the function
of which is very closely linked up
with sensitiveness. Stability is that
property of a circuit in virtue of which
the relay will not operate to isolate
a section of the system when there is
no fault on that section. Lack of
stability proved one of the greatest
bugbears in the early days of protective
schemes, and considerable ingenuity
was necessary before protective schemes
were available which could be described
as truly stable.
Why Stability Was Difficult to Obtain.
It was not that stability was difficult of attainment for normal conditions of load, but when short circuit
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conditions arise currents of as much
as 20 times the normal may flow
passing right through the apparatus
protected. The effect of such through
currents on the current transformers
may cause different currents to flow
of higher value than the fault setting
of the relay, in spite of the fact that the
currents are perfectly balanced at normal
loads. In this way a section of the apparatus might be isolated when there is no
fault in it. Stability, then, is the ratio
of the highest through current which will
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to have a fault setting of the order of
double the normal load. In other words,
the sensitivity would be 200 per cent.

A System Which Combines Minimum
Sensitivity With Maximum Stability.
The outstanding feature of schemes
based upon the McColl patents is that they
are able to combine minimum sensitivity
with maximum stability, and thus a
sensitivity of 5 per cent. to io per cent.
is regarded as a standard for the G.E.C.
system of protection, while the stability
might be regarded as infinite for reasons
which will shortly be apparent.

How This is Obtained.

•

DRUM CONTACT BEAM RELAY.
With cover in position.

permit of the system being stable to the
lowest fault current that will cause fault
tripping.

A Cause of Inefficiency in Protective
Systems.
At first sight it must seem that
sensitivity and stability are properties
which cannot both be possessed by a
protective system, for if a circuit is to be
stable it must have a high fault setting,
and this is incompatible with sensitivity.
It is in this respect that many systems
of protection have been inefficient. In
some cases, in order that the system might
be rendered stable, it has been necessary

This attainment of minimum sensitivity
and maximum stability has been made
possible by the application of the principle
of biasing. Without the coil R, the diagram given would represent the balanced
protection of one phase of a generator.
But a biased relay is used consisting of
the operating coil 0, a restraining coil R
and a biasing provision. This relay
operates when the effect of the excess
current flowing through 0 overcomes the
effect of the load current in R. Thus the
excess current required to operate the
relay is varied automatically with the load
and consistent protection is given at all
loads. The biasing is usually provided
by employing a beam relay, the degree of
bias depending upon the relative numbers
of turns upon the coils. A typical beam
relay is i lustrated here.

Fault Current Will Increase in Proportion
to Load Current.
The truth of the statement made above
that the stability of a protective system
employing the biasing principle might
be regarded as infinite is now clear, for
however great the load current may be,
the fault current will increase in proportion
and thus indiscriminate tripping will not
be effected.
Construction of the Beam Relay.
As the beam relay is the fundamental
item of apparatus in the system under
discussion its construction is of practical
importance. Its main features are evident
from the photographs.
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The operating and restraining coils
together with the beam are securely built
up on the laminated iron circuit, which
acts as the basis of the apparatus. The
beam is of aluminium, and is fitted with
knife-edge pivots.
Terminals and Trip Contacts.
Both the terminals and the trip contacts
are mounted directly on an enamelled
slate base. The moving contact ;, usually
attached to the beams, consist of laminated
brushes of silveroid, which has been found
to be the most satisfactory metal for the
purpose.

Generator and Transformer Protection.
For generator and transformer protection, the main pivot is in the middle
of the beam, the bias being produced by
suitably proportioning the turns of the
operating and restraining coils. For
feeder protection the pivot is displaced a
sma 1 distance from the centre line, in
order to give the desired bias in favour
of the restraining coil.

Relays.
Relays may be made self-resetting or
hand-resetting. For the latter purpose,
a vertical resetting rod is fitted which is
clearly indicated.
Relays are frequently required to make
three or more contacts, in order to close
the trip circuits for all the protective
operations directly. Or may be desired
that a relay which has tripped shall
continue to effect the full pressure even
after the current has been cut off.

Why a " Topple " Weight is Used.
For this purpose, a very simple
and effective addition is made to the
standard relay, consisting of a " topple "
weight, which rotates on centres formed
at the ends of the main pivot. When
the beam is in the " off " position,
the supporting screw of the weight rests
lightly upon the restraining side of the
beam, the centre of gravity of the weight
being just behind the dead centre. But
mmediately after the beam begins moving,
the weight passes over the dead centre,
and comes right down upon the operating
side, producing the following effects :—
(I) Greatly magnifying the pressure on
the contacts ;
• (2 Increasing the speed of operation

DRUM CONTACTS AND SENSITIVE LEVER SYSTEM
FOR BEAM RELAY.

(in the case of very small faults) ;
(3) Maintaining the pressure after the
main circuit has been tripped ;
(4) Indicating which relay and which
phase have caused tripping.
The pressing of the usual resetting
button is sufficient to restore the whole
to the " off " position.
Drum Contact Beam Relay—
Another form of beam relay giving
identical effects with those described above
is the drum contact beam relay.
In this model the contacts are
not mounted at the ends of the beams but
press upon a vertical rod, which releases a
substantial contact drum engaging with
any desired number of fmgers.
Although the drum is rotated by a
powerful spring, it is effectively tripped by
the lightest touch of the beam through
the medium of an ingenious system of
compound levers.

—And its Uses.
By the use of this type of relay, it is
possible to open certain contacts in addition to closing other contacts when tripping occurs. The standard drum makes
provision for the opening of four contacts
as well as for the closing of four more if
desired.
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AN ALL-ELECTRIC PRINTING WORKS
By W. T. KENNEY, Chief Engineer of the Newnes & Pearson Printing Co., Ltd.
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wire armoured cables laid in troughs and
are connected to the supply company's
switch in Newnes and Pearson's premises,
one acting as a spare to the other in case
of breakdown.

Main Circuit Breakers.
The company's circuit breakers referred
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to above are of the Reyrolle heavy industrial ironclad type, of the draw-out pattern.
The switch is housed in the same room
as the transformers.
Six Transformers-4 for Power, 2 for

Lighting.
These belong to the Printing Company
and are 6 in
number —4 for
power and 2 for
lighting loads.
Each of the four
power transformers are of 250
kVA., 5,000/400
volts, 3 ph., 5o
cy. capacity. The
two lighting
transformers are
respectively zoo
kVA. and roo
kVA. with ratio
of 5,000/200
volts, 3 ph.,
5o cy.

The H.T. Busbars
—Tinned

Copper Strip.
The H.T. busbars, to which
are connected the
cables from the
supply company's switch, are
fixed above and
between the two
banks of transformers and are
of solid tinned
copper, mounted
on porcelain insulators.

The H.T. Panels,
Equipped with
Liquid Fuses.
Between the
H.T. busbars and
the H.T. side of
THIS SHOWS THE REYROLLE INCOMING SUPPLY MAIN SWITCH.

The Notting Hill Electric Supply Company's main (in duplicate) can be seen
on the left. Note the busbar coupler, which will " loop in ' the station
on to the grid ring. The circuit breakers are rated at 300 amperes and have
a breaking capacity of ioo,000 kVA.

the transformers
are mounted the
H.T. switch fuse
panels.
Each
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consists of a sheet steel panel on which
are mounted:the 3 isolating link switches
and 3 Empire liquid fuses. The liquid
fuses are supplied by the Electric Control
Company, Limited, of Brighton, their
main function being to protect the H.T.
windings against a heavy surge from the
supply company's side of
the oil switch,
as these fuses
operate in a very
small fraction of
a second, much
quicker than the
oil switch would
take to trip.
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to the unit ironclad switch fuse panels
described later.

The Power Feeder Panels.
The panels controlling the incoming
supply for power are fitted with oil
immersed switchgear and fuses, ammeter

H.T. Connections

to Transformers.
Tappings are
taken from the
H.T. busbars to
the live side of
the link switches
on these panels
and from the
bottom clips
holding the liquid
.fuses, lead
covered 6,6 o o
volt
V.I. R.
cables are connected through porcelain bushes to
the H.T. connections in the
transformers.
The Power
Switchboard.
This consists
of 6 sheet steel
panels, all mounted on rigid angle
iron fram work.
Four panels" control the L.T. incoming 400 volt
supply from four
zoo kVA. transformers and
panels control 6
sets of outgoing
triple pole feeders

A GENERAL VIEW OF THE TRANSFORMERS.
Four power transformers and two lighting transformers are installed.
The down leads from the H.T. busbars pass to the transformer terminals
through link switches and liquid fuses.
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and voltmeter and
all necessary busbars at back. The
feeder panels have
the triple pole link
switches all mounted at back of
panels, the fronts
being plain except
for a P.F. meter
periodicity
and
meter. Solid copp e r busbars run
the whole length of
these panels, to
which the copper
connections from
the switches are
connected.
Lighting Panel.
This consists of
six slate panels,
two of which control the incoming
200 - volt supply
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cables from the ioo
kVA. and 200 kVA.
transformers, and
the four others the
outgoing feeders to
the triple pole distributing fuse
boards situated in
suitable positions in
the works.

CLOSE UP VIEW OF LINK SWITCH AND LIQUID
FUSE PANEL.

Distributing Panels
I o r Outgoing
Feeders.
From the feeder
panels on the power
switchboard cables
are run to four
banks of ironclad
switch fuse panels
of the unit type.
Two of these are
b y M and C Switchgear, Ltd. and two
by Johnson and
Phillips.

A JOHNSON AND PHILLIPS SIX-PANEL SHEET STEEL FLAT BACK TYPE SWITCHBOARD.
This is designed for operation on a 400-volt, 3-phase, 5o-cycle system, arranged to control incoming
supplies from four 25o kVA. transformers and 400-ampere outgoing feeders. Incoming feeders
controlled by means of 600-ampere triple pole automatic oil circuit breakers and outgoing, feeders
by means of air break isolating switches.
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BACK VIEW OF JOHNSON & PHILLIPS SIX-PANEL ENAMELLED SLATE FLAT BACK TYPE SWITCHBOARD.

Arranged to control incoming supplies from zoo kVA. and ioo kVA. transformers and twelve
',Do-ampere heating and lighting circuits. Incoming supplies controlled by means of air break
automatic circuit breakers and outgoing feeders by means of air-break knife switches and fuses.

How the Feeder
Cables are Bonded.
Each bank is subdivided into separate units all connected through a
busb ar chamber
running the length
of the complete
panel. The feeders
from the separate
units are taken
from the top of the
unit and in nearly
every case are 3
core 19/.o83 V.I.R.
steel armoured jute
covered cables. The
glands used for
bonding the armouring to the trifurcating box at the top
of the units is
clearly shown in
the photograph.

Load Consumed.

FRONT VIEW OF JOHNSON & PHILLIPS SIX-PANEL
ENAMELLED SLATE FLAT BACK TYPE SWITCHBOARD.
•

The load consumed in the works
has increased year
by year since the
first motor was installed in 1921,
when the total units
consumed was
55,000. The curve
shows the gradual
increase in the demand due to the
expansion of the
works, and it is
estimated that for
the year ending
31st December,
1932, the consumption will have exc eeded
950,000
units.
Average Power
Factor, .87—
Although the
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of 3 ph. comm.
A.G. motors
which are installed in the
press room, for
driving the
larger magazine
rotary presses.
THE
MACHINE
ROOM.
Press Room
Rotaries.
The Press
Room naturally
demands the
highest load
and it is estimated that 8o
per cent, of the
works load is
taken by the
motors driving
the presses.
There are altogether 32 magazine rotary

HERE WE SEE THE BANK OF IRONCLAD
UNIT TYPE SWITCH PANELS BY M & C
SWITCHGEAR, LTD. ON THE RIGHT IS A CLOSE
UP VIEW OF GLAND, SHOWING METHOD OF
BONDING WIRE ARMOURING.

motors installed throughout the works
total about , 2,00o h.p., numbering
approximately in all 250 and ranging
from 8o h.p. to i h.p., the average
power factor :is .87, as verified by
figures supplied by the supply company.
—And the Explanation.
This exceptionally good power
factor is no doubt due to the number
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GENERAL VIEW OF COMPOSING ROOM.
Showing lighting by 13o—ioo-watt gas-filled Mazda lamps in Benjamin R.L.M. reflectors.

presses, nearly all driven by double
motor A.C. equipments, 13 being of
B.T.H. manufacture, four by Witton
James, two by the Fuller Electrical Company, all of which are fully automatic.
Pioneer Work in 1921 and 1922.
There are also four J. H. Holmes semiautomatic single motor equipments for
the slower presses. These were the first
alternating current motors to be installed
at the works in 1921. As a matter of fact,
it may be claimed that these latter must
have been almost the first variable speed
hand-operated A. C.3-phase slip-ring motors
which had ever been installed for driving
printing presses. At any rate, the two
3-phase variable speed A.C. commutator
motors (shunt characteristics) supplied by
the Swedish General Electric Co. in 1922
were certainly the first of their kind
installed in any printing house in this
country. All these motors are still
running and giving excellent service,
besides having been trouble-free since
they were first put down.

zG THE RADIO TIMES " PRESSES.
The most interesting and perhaps most
up-to-date equipments are those driving
the large magazine four-roll presses printing The Radio Times, and a general
description of these units here may be of
interest.
The Driving Units.
The driving units for the magazine
rotary presses consist of main motor,
barring motor, chain sprocket for drive
to the press shaft, and worm reduction
gear for the barring motor with a centrifugal ratchet type coupling and a solenoid
brake. All the above parts are carried
on a cast iron baseplate provided with
slide rails for chain tension adjustment.
The unit is erected in a pit at the side
of the press, fitted with covers at floor
level to allow the operators free access
to all parts of the press.
Ratchet Coupling between Main Motor and
Barring Motor.
The ratchet coupling allows the main
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THE ELECTRO-FUNDITOR METAL POT HEATER.
All the casting and composing machines at the Newnes and Pearson
Printing Works are equipped with this modern heating appliance. A Thermostat control maintains a constant temperature in the pot.

motor to overrun the barring motor and
so automatically disengage the latter
when the main motor takes up the drive.
All the mechanical parts of these units
are supplied by Messrs. David Brown
and Sons.
The barring motor is a B.T.H. double
squirrel cage machine, rated to give
ample starting torque under the worst
operating conditions.

January
Characteristics of
Main Motor.
The main
motor is a B.T.H.
A.C. shunt type
commutator
motor with a 4
to i speed range
obtained by
means of motoroperated brushgear. This type
of machine gives
an infinite number of speed
points over the
working rang e
and consequently
gives extremely
smooth acceleration and retardation. Both of
these features
are of great importance in
printing pr ess
operation.
The driving
unit for a single
press has a continuously rated
main motor of
55/14h.p.
870
/220 r.p.m. and
an half - hour
rated barring
motor of 6 h.p.,
95o r.p.m., the
worm gear ratio
being 950/21.7
r.p.m.

Arrangement for Running Two Presses
Simultaneously or as Separate Units.
In many cases at these works two
presses are arranged so that they can
be operated simultaneously to produce
one publication and in these instances
six of the presses are equipped with a
driving unit consisting of an 8o/2o h.p.
main motor and 8 4-h.p. barring motor.
The two presses can then be coupled
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mechanically and
driven by the
8o h.p. unit.
Push - Button
Control.
The B. T. H.
control gear is
of the fully automatic contactor
type controlled
by push buttons
mounted at various points on
the press frame.
The contactor
panel carries a
motor - operated
master drum
switch which
operates the contactors in the
correct sequence
and with the
appropriate time
delays where
necessary.
It
also carries a
hand reversing
switch for the
barring motor for
use in exceptional circumstances,
such as when the
press has to be
reversed by hand.
THE GIGANT MOULDING PRESS.
Three factors are of prime importance
in operating this press :—
(a) The working pressure must be
" just right " (in this case, 1,75o lb.
sq. in.).
(b) The heat applied to the mould
must be accurately controlled.
(c) The mould must be kept under
pressure for a definite time—neither
more nor less.
In this plant all these factors are
controlled electrically.
(a) The manometer needle closes a
contact and stops the motor when the
correct pressure is reached.
(b) A Thermostat controls the heat
applied to the mould to within 3° F.
(c) The minute finger of an electric
clock closes a contact and rings a bell
as soon as the correct number of
minutes have elapsed.
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HERE ARE SHOWN THE THREE CANNING VATS USED IN THE NICKELLING ROOM.
The solution is electrically heated and is agitated by compressed air whilst in operation. It is
found that this nearly doubles the speed of working and gives a better deposit.

Two main push-button stations are
provided for each press giving " inch,"
" raise," " lower," " stop " and " on and
off " control. Also eight subsidiary
stations are supplied labelled " safe " and
" run " to safeguard the operators when
working at remote positions on the press.
In those cases where an 8o h.p. unit
has to drive two presses coupled together
a multipole change-over control switch is
provided to enable the presses to be
controlled, if necessary, from those pushbuttons which normally control the 55 h.p.
unit.

amount of head room obtained for lifting.
It will be seen from the picture that a
special trolley framework is constructed,
with the motor and rope drum mounted
on one end and the lifting hook on the
other.
The Flat Bed Presses.
In addition to the rotary presses there
are installed a number of flat bed presses.
These are all driven by semi-automatic
3-phase A.C. motor equipments. Motors
were by J. H. Holmes and Fuller Electrical and Manufacturing Company, and
the control gear by Igranic Electric
Company.

Chain Drive Preferred.
Morse rocker joint chain drives are An Important Innovation. The Photoused on all equipments, as these have
Electric Inset Registering Device.
been found eminently suitable for the
An electrically operated insetter mechanexacting work they have to perform ism
now being worked successfully in
owing to the continual inching, starting theseisworks.
and stopping of the presses.
An interesting hoist block (Herbert The Purpose of the Photo-electric Control.
Morris, Limited) is shown on page 220,
The purpose of the photo-electric control
the feature of which is the maximum is to maintain running register between a
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pre-printed web and the printed matter on
the main press.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PHOTOELECTRIC INSETTING DEVICE.
A description of this inset registering
device, which has been developed by the
British Thomson Houston Company in
conjunction with Messrs. Newnes and
Pearson Printing Company and Messrs.
Hoe, Ltd., is here of interest. The first
one was installed at these works and has
given every satisfaction on actual production.
Duty of Inset Registering Device.
The function of the inset registering
device is to feed a pre-printed web from
a roll and to so control the feed that the
printed matter shall always occupy the
same position relative to the collating
or folding cylinder within predetermined
limits, in the present case plus or minus
in.
Principle of Operation.
The apparatus consists of the following
essential parts :— •
1. Inset feeding device.
z. Photo-electric apparatus (built into
feeding device).
3. Contact maker.
4. Control pillar.
The Feeding Device.
The feeding device consists essentially
of a pair of rolls gripping the web, and
driven from the existing cover printing
section of the press. These rolls draw
the web off the reel, and are driven through
a variable speed gear. The feeding device
also includes a compensating roll moving
in a loop of paper, by means of which
the web may be advanced or drawn back.
The Photo Cell.
The photo-electric cell device consists of
a lamp arranged to throw a narrow beam
of light through the web, this light
impinging on a photo-electric cell. Special
marks are printed on the web, bearing a
definite relation to the normal printed
matter, and the photo-electric cell is so
connected through amplifiers and trans-
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formers that a momentary voltage impulse
is produced on the output terminals
every time a rapid variation occurs in the
light received by the photo cell.
The Contact Maker.
The contact maker is driven through
gearing from the collating cylinder so that
it makes exactly one revolution for every
copy delivered. It is provided with two
contact making arrangements displaced
from each other so that over a short part
of the revolution neither contact is made.
Just prior to this, the " too fast "
contact is made, and just after it the
" too slow " contact is made.
These contacts are connected in circuit
with the output terminals of the photoelectric device, and also with the apparatus
controlling the correcting pilot motor,
which apparatus is housed in the control
pillar. If the impulse due to the passage
of the mark or hole on the web past the
photo cell occurs when both contacts are
open, the correcting pilot motor is not
started.
If the impulse occurs whilst the " too
fast " Contact is closed, the correcting
pilot motor is started in a direction to
retard the web.
If the impulse occurs when the " too
slow " contact is closed, the correcting
pilot motor is started in a direction to
advance the web.
The Correcting Motor.
The correcting pilot motor performs
two correcting functions simultaneously :—
(a) It makes a slight adjustment to
the speed of the feeding roll by adjusting
the variable speed gear, through which
the latter is driven ; and
(b) It adjusts the position of the compensating roll. If the web is running
too fast the feeding roll is slowed down
and the compensating roll is moved in a
direction to draw the web back, and
vice versa.
Each impulse controlling the starting
of the correcting pilot motor is momentary,
but the pilot motor runs for a definite
predetermined number of revolutions, this
being determined by a cut-off switch
driven from the pilot motor itself.
In order to avoid operation of the
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CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF POWER SWITCHBOARD.

Johnson & Phillips six-panel sheet steel flat back type switchboard, 400 volts, 3 phase, 5o cycle.

correcting device by printed matter other
than the lines specially printed for the
purpose, a blank space is left on the
pre-printed web immediately before and
after these lines, and the contact maker
is so arranged that contact is only made
for a short part of the revolution corresponding to this blank space.
The Feed to the Folder.
The web, on leaving the feeding device,
is fed into the folder by existing drawing
rolls geared to the folder, as at present.
These drawing rolls maintain a tension on
the web because their peripheral speed
is slightly higher than the web speed. It
should be borne in mind that when
feeding pre-printed web which may have
stretched slightly the mean speed of the
pre-printed web may be slightly greater
than would be the speed of a web printed
on the press.
In addition to this, the intermittent

movement of the correcting device will
produce periodically momentary increases
of the speed of the web of the order of
o.i per cent. above the mean speed.
It is necessary that the peripheral speed
of the drawing roll should be sufficiently
high to maintain the tension on the web
under these conditions.
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CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF LIGHTING SWITCHBOARD.

Johnson & Phillips six-panel enamelled slate flat back type sn itchboard,

200 volts, 3

phase, 5o cycles.

Mechanical Details.
The essential moving parts of the
feeding device are shown in the sketch
which is diagrammatic only, but serves
to indicate gear ratios and direction of
rotation.
It will be seen that the feeding rolls
are driven through a variable speed gear
of the belt and cone pulley type, driven
through a pair of increasing spur gears
and vertical shaft and mitre gears from
the reel-up roll shaft on the cover section
of the press. The gear ratios and roll
diameter are such that with the belt in
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its " mid" position the web will
be fed through
the feeding rolls
at the same
speed as it would
be fed from the
cover cylinder.
The cone pulleys allow of an
increase or decrease of 22 per
cent. in the feeding roll speed
from this nominal
speed.
How the Belt is
Moved Along
the Cone
Pulleys.
The belt can
be moved along
the cone pulleys
by means of two
flanged guide
pulleys, which
are traversed by
means of a screw
rotated through
chain gearing by
the pilot motor.

VIEW OF THE MAIN DRIVE TO ONE OF THE HOE MAGAZINE PRESSES.
Note the barring motor on the left for slow running and also the small pilot
motor which operates the brush gear for speed control.
•
Reduction
Gear

Cone Pulley

leadno,
Screw F,/Belt
Guide.

Pilot
Motor

Pfik-

Rotar yy

e--- o
Pre\ „nd-h
e,/
Adjustment
for InitiO/

Compensoio
Roll.
Cone
Pulley.

(ewer 17.
-4111
1
1
t64

Drawing
Rolls

Pre-printed web.

Webs prkiled on
Main Press.

.\
4

Fixed
Guide
Rolls

Drive
from Location of
photo- Cell.
Main
Press.

Drawing Rolls
of Main Press.

To Po/ding and
Cutting Cylinder.

DIAGRAMMATIC ARRANGEMENT OF MECHANICAL PARTS OF THE INSETTER.

How the Compensating
Roller is
Operated.
The same chain
through a worm
gear and worm
quadrant moves
the radius arms
carrying the compensating roller.
The possible
movement of the
compensating
roller is therefore
tied up directly
with the movement of the belt
guide, and this
movement is
limited by suit-
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which it should be fed between
the feeding rolls, an arrangement
is provided whereby he automatic compensator roll referred
to above can also be moved by
means of a hand-wheel. The
movement obtained in this way
is limited by stops, so that when
th3 hand adjustment has been
made to its full extent the roll
still has sufficient play for the
full amount of automatic adjustment.
Sufficient hand adjustment is provided to extend over
considerably more than the full
length of one cover.
It will be understood that the
effect of the automatic inset control is to maintain a constant
relation kwithin limits) between
the position of the printed matter
and the position of the collating
cylinder ; what this relation is,
however, must depend on the
length of web between the photoelectric device and the collating
cylinder, and this length can be
adjusted by means of the existing
compensator controlled by a handwheel. By means of this second
compensator, therefore, it is posSIX ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN GREENBAT TRUCKS ENABLE
sible to arrange that the printed
THE HUGE OUTPUT TO BE HANDLED QUICKLY AND
mark shall appear on the fold, or
EFFICIENTLY.
on any other portion of the sheet
Each truck has a battery of x2 Ironclad Exide cells of
desired.
129 amp. hrs. capacity supplying current to Greenwood
and Batley totally enclosed traction motor.
Electrical Arrangements.
The equipment is arranged for
able stops ; should either stop be reached both a 400 volt, 3-phase, 5o-cycle A.C.
due to some accidental condition, damage supply and a 400/200 volt, 3-wire D.C.
is prevented by a slipping clutch interposed supply. The A.C. supply serves for the
between the pilot motor and the chain pilot motor and for the valve and thyragear.
tron heaters whilst the D.C. supply serves
for the photo cell valve and thyratron
Self-stopping Action of Pilot Motor.
anode circuits. Both supplies are brought
The pilot motor also drives a cut-off to the control pillar, which should be
switch, which is arranged to stop the located as near as convenient to the inset
motor after one revolution of the switch.
feeding device.
The pillar houses, in addition to the
How the Web is Adjusted for Register control gear for the pilot motor, have a conBefore Starting.
tactor controlling the A.C. input, and
In order to permit of rapid hand adjust- another contactor controlling the D.C.
ment of the register being made when input.
the web is first fed in, since there is
It is desirable that the valve and.
nothing to indicate the correct instant at thyratron cathodes should have time to
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heat up before the device is brought into
operation, and the contactor controlling
the A.C. input will therefore be interlocked with the existing control panel- of
the press, so that it will close as soon as
either the barring motor or the main
motor is started up and will remain cloSed
until the " off " push-button referred to
below is pressed.
The D.C. input contactor is controlled
entirely from an " on " and " off " pushbutton station located on or near
the inset feeding device. This
push-button station will be so
wired that pressing the " on "
button brings the automatic
registering device into operation,
pressing the " off " button takes
the device out of operation, and
at the same time if the press is at
a standstill cuts off the A.C. supply to the registering equipment.
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operated rheostat fixed on frame work
on side of machine. Similar motors
supplied by Messrs. Witton James are
also installed on a number of the casting
machines.
Funditor Fitted on Monotype and Linotype
Machines.
The Electro Funditor fitted to the
monotype and linotype machines is now
constructed in the London works of

THE COMPOSING ROOM.
There are two installations in
the composing room which are
of interest, viz., the lighting and
the electric driving of the monotype casting machins and the
electrical heating of metal pots on
same.
Lighting—Spacing of Lamps.
The lighting in the main composing room is carried out by
means of Benjamin R.L.M. reflectors with mo-watt gas-filled
lamps. The arrangement is clearly
shown in the photograph on page 211. The lamps are spaced
5 ft. apart and 8 ft. from the
ground, giving an intensity of
about ro/12 foot candles at the
working plane.
Monotype Casting Machines—
Electrically Driven and Heated.
The monotype casting machines
are all driven by their own individual motors. The photograph shows a Fuller 2 h.p.
3-phase 5o-cycle 90/580 r.p.m.
slip ring motor driving one of
these machines, the variable
speeds being obtained by hand

THIS SHOWS THE MORRIS ELECTRIC HOIST-BLOCK
SPECIALLY DESIGNED TO GIVE A MAXIMUM HEIGHT
OF LIFT IN MINIMUM HEAD-ROOM.
The controller is chain-operated. The motor is 3-phase,
supplied from overhead trolley wires one of which can
be seen in the picture.
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ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN BELT CONVEYORS.
Four of these are in use, in the new building. They were supplied by S.A.P., Ltd.

Messrs. Funditor, Limited, of Mitre House,
Fleet Street, E.C. The heating elements
are immersed directly into the metal
and by means of the specially designed
regulating box, automatic control of the
temperature of the metal, within the
limits of 3°, can be obtained. The
regulating box consists mainly of a
mercury thermostat connected to a hollow
spiral, which will expand and contract
through the influence of a variation in
temperature of metal. The spiral acts
on a rod which is connected with a lever
controlling a tilting mercury switch.
Pkii FOUNDRY.
Nickel Room.
The arrangement of copper bars from
the plating sets to the nickelling baths is
clearly shown in the photograph on
page 214. They are of .78 sq. in. section
round copper bars. Two of the baths
receive their current from a Canning
6-volt 750-amp. motor generator set,
self-excited, running at 95o r.p.m., and
the third bath from a Holmes 6-volt
250-amp. set, separately excited (shown
in photograph). Considerably increased
production in the depositing process is

obtained by a motor-driven agitator
plant.
" Gigant " Moulding and Drying Press.
The " Gigant " automatic moulding and
drying press, now manufactured in this
country by S.A.P., Limited, of Fleet
Street, is a self-contained unit complete
with motor equipment and electrical
heating. The whole of the electrical
equipment is either mounted directly on
the press or in close proximity to it, so
that everything is under the eye of the
operator. The motor for operating the
self-contained oil pump, on the hydraulic
principle, is a 4 b.h.p. 400-volt 3-phase
5o-cycle A.C. slip-ring motor by Witton
James running at 1,420 r.p.m. and is
started and stopped by push button.
The pressure required on the formes is set
on the manometer—on this particular
press up to 1750 lb. /in. 2—and is maintained at the set pressure until the motor
is stopped. The heating of the table is
also done electrically and can be set to
any desired temperature from 25o° to
350°F., and is thermostatically controlled
to maintain the set temperature within
the limits of 2° to 3°.
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A DIESEL-ELECTRIC SHUNTING LOCOMOTIVE
E have just witnessed a demonstration of one of the dieselelectric locomotives in the
Rugby works of the British ThomsonHouston Company. The locomotive is
one of a number which has been made for
use in the Ford Motor Works at Dagenham.

W

and is designed to have a drooping
characteristic. There are four traction
motors, two on each bogie. Two motors
are connected permanently in series.

Control.
A special patented device is provided
which enables any
of five different
settings to be given
to the governor
gear so that the
engine will run at
either 15o, 25o,
35o, 450, or 55o
r.p.m. The motors
can be run either
all in series or
in series-parallel.
Provision is also
made for running
the motors with a
weak field. The
sequence of operaTHE B.T.H. 44-TON DIESEL-ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE READY FOR DUTY.
tions follows:—
(1) Engine Governor Setting 15o r.p.m. Motors in Series.
Not a Substitute for Main Line Electrifi„
250 r.p.m.
(a)
(3)
„
„
35o r.p.m.
cation.
(4)
55o r.p.m.
These diesel-electric locomotives are
(5)
545: r.p.m.
rPm MotOrs in Parallel
(6)
designed to have just the right characterFull Field.
55o r.p.m. Motors in Parallel(7)
istics for their work, and from an electrical
weak Field.
engineering point of view they are
The master controller has a " dead man's
extremely interesting. They are not, of
handle " which cuts off the power and
course, intended as a substitute for main
applies the brakes if released in a running
line electrification where the requirements
position.
are entirely different from those of shunting operations.
Performance.
The equipment was started up from cold
The Engine.
in less than one minute.
The power unit consists of a six-cylinder,
The most noticeable feature about the
four-stroke, airless injection " Allen "
performance was the wonderfully smooth
diesel engine, rated 15o h.p., at 55o r.p.m.
acceleration and extreme ease of handling.
continuously, and capable of giving io per
The fuel consumption ranges from
cent. overload for two hours or 4o per cent.
i2/it gallons of oil per hour with a
momentarily.
performance of 250/300 ton miles per
gallon.
The Main Generator and Motors.
This is directly coupled to a 95-kilowat
generator which is mounted on the same
bedplate. The generator is compoundwound with separately excited shunt and
differential series windings and compoles,

Owing to the rapid progress in the design of
electrical apparatus and to our efforts to keep our
readers in touch with the latest developments, we
give no warranty that apparatus described in our
columns is not the subject of Letters Patent.
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BRUSH TROUBLES AND CURES
By F. C. ORCHARD, A.M.I.E.E.
In this article Mr. F. C. Orchard deals with some of the causes
and cures of sparking at the working edges of brushes
PARKING at the
a piece of cartridge
Brush Gear Support
working edges of
paper tightly round
brushes is a trouble
the commutator and
Collector Ring
met with sooner or
mark very carefully
Rake between the
later by every user
indeed the leaving
trailing edges of
or operator of rotating
the brushes and
edges of each set of
a commutator
electrical machinery,
brushes. The markir g
bar edge
and the causes are
must be done as
FAULTY BRUSH ALIGNMENT TEST.
sometimes difficult to
accurately as possible
diagnose The cure
for an error in this
after accurate diagnosis, however, is very check of even ih in. may mean overoften obvious and easily put into effect. looking the true cause of a sparking
For easy reference the main causes of trouble. Remove the paper and check
brush sparking and the cures will be up by measurement the distances between
divided into two classes, those due to the marks. These should all be regular.
mechanical and those due to electrical
3. Incorrect Brush Pressure.
effects.
It is essential that the pressure exerted
MECHANICAL CAUSES.
by the brush spring should be of the
1. Faulty Brush Alignment.
correct value for the size and grade of
Sparking will be observed on those brush used as well as for the purpose of
brushes situated farthest forward of other such use. To test for correctness of
brushes in the direction of the armature pressure use a spring balance and make a
rotation. To check up the alignment, bar pull on the pigtail absolutely vertical to
the armature round until the trailing or the plane of the working face of the brush.
leaving edges of the brushes coincide with This is important if accurate readings are
the edges of a commutator segment. If to be made.
there is a rake, i.e., if the brushes and the
Normal pressures for carbon or graphitic
commutator bar edge do not coincide right brushes are II, lb. per square inch of
across the commutator, then adjust the working contact area of the brush on the
brush arm or carrier until coincidence is commutator or slip ring for turboobtained. A word of warning however, alternators ; 21 lb. per square inch for
is necessary in making this adjustment ; traction rotary converters or heavy rolling
do not alter the intermill motors, i.e , plant
spacing between adjacent
subject to sudden heavy
brush arms when realignover-loads ; motor car
ing the faulty arm.
starters
about 9 lb. per
Brush
square inch, and motor
2. Incorrect Brush
car generators 6 lb. per
Spacing.
square inch. For brushes
The symptom is the
on slip rings about 3 lb.
x
same as for fault No. I
per square inch is a
Trailing edge positions of
and in order to check up
suitable
pressure but if
Brushes on a 6- pole machine
the spacing between the
metallic brushes are used
brush arms all round interspaces"X"should all be exactly equal.
then a pressure up to
the commutator, wrap INCORRECT BRUSH SPACING TEST. about 4,1, lb. per square

S
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Direction of Pull

inch may give
better results.
The symptoms of incorrect brush
pressure are
glowing of
brushes, discoloured pigtails due to
overheating ,
burning of
brushes and
blackening of
the commutator.

INCORRECT BRI, SIT PRESSURE
TEST

4. Chattering.
Brush chatter may be produced if the
brush arms are not rigidly supported or if
excessive clearance exists between brush
holder and brush. The cure is obvious.
5. Brush Clearance.
When the clearance is excessive vibration or chatter will be set up and if
armature oscillating gear is fitted the
chatter will be in two directions and have
a marked tendency to produce flats on the
commutator in addition to producing very
bad sparking. Conversely lack of sufficient clearance will cause the brushes to
bind in the holders so that as
wear takes place the spring tension is
not capable of keeping the contact pressure
at the desired value. Accumulation of
dust and dirt will prove to be the most
likely cause of this last trouble. The
correct clearances, however, which should
not be exceeded are 0.007 in. in the
Gap to be constant when
commutator is barred round
Test with a large feeler gauge

Commutator Surface

Test Block
adjustment
set pin

COMMUTATOR ECCENTRICITY LEST.

circumferential direction or 0.009 in. in
the axial direction at any time.
Furthermore, the distance between the
bottom of the brush holder and the face
of the commutator or slip ring should be
adjusted to give a clearance of 33 in.
6. Eccentric Commutators.
Sometimes a commutator becomes
eccentric due to repeated heating up and
cooling down under service conditions,
producing a slacking off in the commutator
bolt tension. High bars may be produced at the same time. When the
machine speed is high the time for up and
down motion of the brush in the holder
may be such that the brush may actually
leave the surface of the commutator and
Brush moved to fit two sides of Brush
box to measure clearances given

Brush box
Circumferential
Clearance
0.007"

Commutator

Axial clearance
0'009"

Box —
Clearance

BRUSH CLEARANCES.

on the downward fall be struck a hard
blow by the high bar during rotation.
In other words the brush fails to follow
the motion of the surface of the commutator and brush bouncing will result
with bad sparking and the production of
flats if the trouble is not cured at once.
To check for eccentricity use a scriber
fixed in such a way that the point is near
to the surface of the commutator and
then to bar the armature round carefully,
noting whether the gap remains constant
all round the commutator. The cure is to
run the machine if possible on load for a
sufficient length of time to get the commutator hot, then the machine should be
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shut down and the commutator bolts
should be pulled up tight. The commutator must then be turned.

Slight Bevels to
Commutator Bars
Undercut Mica
Oireirit

7.

Commutator Segment Burring.
Burring will cause brush chatter and
sparking so that it is a good practice after
undercutting the mica insulation between
segments to slightly bevel the edges of
the bars.
8. High Bars.
These produce a distinct clattering
noise as they strike the leading edges of

Test
Voltmeter
gives

Maximum Reading Vial
across two
Segments here./
ource of Test Su p pl

TESTING FOR AN OPEN CIRCUIT IN THE ARMATURE
OF A L AP WOUND MACHINE FITTED WITH EQUALISER BAR CONNECTIONS. TEST CURRENT FLOWS
IN THE DIRECTION OF THE ARROWS.

Note that if no equalisers are fitted, current
may be circulated through the windings at
diametrically opposite segments however many
poles are used. For a four-pole wave w Indmg
with two circuits, but without equaliser connectors, circulate test current through segments
one brush gear interspace distance apart.
In this case, however, there will be two high
oltage readings at diametrically opposite
points of the commutator.

the brushes and frequently the brushes are
chipped in consequence of these blows.
Any bars showing bright leading edges
must be suspected. Apply cure as in 6
above.
9. Low Bars.
This fault is invariably the result of bad
works assembly and if the subsequent
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SECTION Of COMMUTATOR
COMMUTATOR SEGMENT BURRING.

turning has not been properly carried out
flats will be observed. Returning is the
only safe cure.
10. Armature Balance.
Out of balance of the armature will
cause a fluctuation of brush pressure and
sparking. The cure for this is not always
possible on site and is a matter to be taken
up with the manufacturer.
11. Faulty Connections.
Where bad soldering of the joints
between the bars and the windings are
found, then flats will nearly always be
found, too, on the affected bars. To cure
the sparking remake the joints.
12. Air Gaps.
If the ail- gaps of the field poles or of
the commutating poles are not arranged
to give a good flux balance to the whole
system of the machine, circulating currents
will flow within the armature and will
result in bad sparking. (See No. 16.)
Brush curves should be taken and the
thickness of shim packing adjusted to
give a straight line potential curve at full
load.
ELECTRICAL CAUSES.
13. Armature Open Circuit.
When an open circuit occurs exceedingly
bad sparking will be experienced and
often the sparking will develop into
Diagram to indicate relative brush sparking
intensity for positions either side of true
neutral position

Ahead of '
True Neutral

Back from true neutral
Indicator for
rocker positioning

-c—Yoke
"*Brush gear rocking cradle

Armature rotation
INCORRECT NEUTRAL PORITION TEST.
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ENLARGED VIEW
Tart lead OF TEST NEEDLE

Low reading
Voltmeter

Soft lead pencil

*...Wood cut away/
and lead makes
contact with lead

Teat needle to be placed at relative
points on the commutator surface
or end as shown with dote

METHOD OF TESTING FOR TAKING BRUSH CURVES
PO
X

K

K
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be obtained by running the machine with an excited field but
off load and if a heavy soft
piece of iron is held near to the
armature and pulsations are felt
in the test piece, then the worst
may be feared. Shutting down
the machine and feeling round
the armature one may find a coil
which is much hotter than the
remainder. Coil replacement is
required.

0
15. Incorrect Neutral Position.
If the machine has not been
Straight Ilne
Under
set with the brushes in the elecCommutation
Commutation
trical neutral position sparking
TYPICAL BRUSH CURVES.
will be the result. By rocking
AIR GAPS.
the brushes backward then forward
If the air gaps of the field poles or of the commutating
through the neutral position to
poles are not arranged to give a good flux balance to
the whole system of the machine, circulating currents
some point ahead of neutral with
will flow within the armature and will result in bad
a constant steady load on the
sparking.
machine a position will be found
where sparking is a minimum.
severe flashing. The mica between the However, when convenient it is advisable
bars connected to the open circuited coil to test for the true neutral position by the
will be found to be badly burned. The " kick " method or by running the
failure of a joint connection between a machine excited but with brushes lifted
bar and the coil will give the same effect. and pressure difference readings taken
Also a partial failure which introduces a across a two-bars distance at a place
high resistance in the coil circuit will give normally covered by a brush, while the
similar results. Replacement of the brush gear is rocked. The neutral position
faulty coil or remaking the faulty joint is the one giving minimum potential
is the remedy. As a check against the difference.
visual location of the trouble arrange to 16. Faulty Field Coils.
pass a small amount of current at a very
Whether the fault is due to faulty
much reduced voltage through the arma- windings or faulty connections, an out
ture while the machine is at rest and with of balance of flux distribution in the field
a suitable sensitive voltmeter take pressure system with consequent circulating curreadings between consecutive bars around rents in the armature will arise. If no
the commutator. An abnormally high equaliser connectors are fitted to the
reading indicates the locality of the faulty machine then these circulating currents
coil or joint.
will pass through the brushes and sparking
will be observed on certain arms only.
The volt drop across each field coil should
14. Short-circuited Armature Coils.
be the same.
Suspect these if a pulsating vibration
These causes and effects do not exhaust
is noticed in the machine and the comm. the subject for a book could quite easily
bars are found to be burned. Repeat test be devoted to it, but sufficient information
as for 13 above but in this case an abnoi- has been given to cover the more common
many low reading will indicate the seat of cases met with by the average mainthe trouble. A rough practical test may tenance man in the works or substation.
1.0

Over
Commutation

PO
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THE CHANGEOVER PROBLEM IN
ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN FACTORIES
By ROBERT RAWLINSON

The question of group versus individual drive is of great importance
to the works engineer in the frequency change of a factory,
and this importait question is fully discussed in this series of articles

A MODERN INDIVIDUAL DRIVE MACHINE SHOP.

EFORE the inception of the " Grid " the D.C. system, it will be necessary to
with its standard frequency, there replace every motor except, perhaps, the
were many small individual stations very smallest, which may be of the
supplying electrical power to factories, and universal type. This changing of motors
these worked some on D.C. and some on A.C. , will apply in every case, unless the D.C.
while in the latter case there were many load is exceptionally heavy and unless there
different frequencies, such as 25, 333, are a number of applications for which
4o, 5o or 831 cycles, to mention only a D.C. is absolutely essential. In these
few. The completion of the super power cases it may be most economical for the
network will see the abolition of the non- supply authority to install converting plant,
standard systems and frequencies with but it may be taken that this will only
the result that any factory or works apply in exceptional circumstances. The
which obtained its supply at anything but average factory will have to change over
three-phase, 5o cycles, will be faced to the A.C. system in every case.
with the problem of changing over to the
In those instances where the origina
standard frequency.
supply was taken on the A.C. system,
but where the number of phases or the
The Changeover Problem.
periodicity differed from the standard of
Where the original supply was taken on three-phase, 5o cycles, it will be necessary

B
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to change the majority of the motors in
some way. In certain cases, it may be
j cssible to rewind or reconnect some
machines so that they will operate with
almost the same characteristics when
connected on the new supply ; in other
cases, the motors must be replaced ;
and some few small motors will not
require any attention at all.
The Attitude of the Supply Authorities.
The general attitude of the supply
authorities has usually been extremely
helpful. Since they are responsible for
the cost of the changeover and have either
to carry it out themselves or else remunerate their customer for the cost of the
new or altered machines (being credited,
of course, for any replaced motors or
scrap), they have taken up the stand
that a factory may reorganise its motor
power to any reasonable extent providing
the cost does not exceed that of a plain
machine-for-machine replacement, or adjustment, or alteration of existing motors
where this is possible. A couple of
cases will make this clear.
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L400, and that 200 motors must be replaced, the cost of which would be, as
before, £2,000. This factory also may
revise and reorganise its motor power
in any way it wishes so long as the supply
authority is not called upon for more than
the plain changeover cost as set down
above, i.e., £2,400. Any reasonable number of new machines may be installed,
but the factory must bear any excess of
cost over the L2,400 already mentioned,
and in some cases there is a stipulation
that the power factor must not be appreciably lower after the changeover is
completed.

Questions Which Arise.
In most cases, full advantage of the
changeover is taken in order to reorganise
and modernise the electrical drives of
the factory, but before this can be done,
consideration must be given to the different characteristics which the new
5o-cycle motors will exhibit when compared with the machines which they
are replacing. Some of the questions
which the factory engineer has to answer
A Typical Case.
may be summarised as follows :—
Suppose that a factory already has 200
I. How many horse power do I require ?
D.C. motors, all of which will have to be
2. What starting torque is necessary ?
replaced, the cost of complete replacement
3. What speeds can I .get and how must
being £2,000. According to the attitude I alter my belting and gear drives ?
of the supply authorities which has so
4. Shall I regroup my driven machines,
far obtained, this factory may reorganise or would individual drive be better ?
its plant and drives in any way it wishes,
5. Which of my existing A.C. machines
providing only that the cost to the supply can I alter ? Can my own maintenance
authority does not exceed the £2,000, electricians carry out the alterations, and
which would be the cost of a plain change- how shall I work out the correct windings
over. Any excess of cost over this figure or reconnections so as to make the altered
must be borne by the factory itself, but motors suitable for the new supply ?
no stipulation is made as to the number
6. Can I take advantage of the new
of new motors which are installed ; types of motors and enclosures so as to
they may either exceed or be less than gain improved reliability, better operathe original zoo, as the reorganisation tion and easier maintenance ?
demands.
7. Will it pay me to install special
power factor correction apparatus ?
Another Example.
8. How can I deal with the applications
In the second case we may consider which must have a D.C. supply ?
The above queries are the main ones
a factory which originally obtained its
supply on the three-phase A.C. system, which should be carefully considered
the periodicity being different from the before commencing any alterations to the
standard 5o cycles. Suppose that in this factory drives. Next month we shall deal
case there are 20 motors which may be fully with methods of determining the
rewound or reconnected at a total cost of horse power required.
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THERMAL OVERLOAD TRIPS FOR
SMALL MOTORS
By G. W. STUBBINS, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.

T

ILL quite recent years the fusible
cut-out was the only convenient
available device fol. the protection
of small motor circuits. Although the
fuse is very suitable for lighting circuits,
in which excessive currents rarely cccur
excepting through insulation failure, it has
serious limitations when used for motor
circuits, and particularly so when the
motors are of the A.C. induction type.

to protect the motor in circumstances
when currents representing moderate overloads are flowing.
The Small A.C. Induction Motor Starting
Conditions.
It will be useful briefly to recapitulate
the nature of the conditions in which
abnormal currents can flow in a motor
circuit withcut there being any failure
of the insulation. We have already
referred to the high starting current required by small A.C. induction motors of
the cage rotor type, as these motors are,
almost invariably. The reason that a
motor of this type requires a very high
starting current in comparison with a
direct current motor of similar rating
is that, at the instant of starting, the
current taken by the motor is of very low
power factor.

Why Fuses are Unsuitable.
The unsuitability of the fuse in such a
circuit arises from two circumstances.
In the first place, it is possible for a current
to flow in a motor circuit which, although
not excessive to the degree of a short
circuit current, is too high to be carried
for any but a limited period. Secondly,
transient currents which may be four
or five times the full load value may
be taken by the motor during starting
conditions, the operation of the ma- Result of Low Power Factor.
The result, or we might almost
chine being quite normal. Although
the action of a fuse in interrupting a say the meaning of the low power
circuit is not instantaneous, except the factor, is that the association of
current have a very high value, the the motor current and voltage gives rise
t o a relatively
time lag in its operation is never very
feeble torque on the
dO
large. In other
rotor. If the starting current of a cage
words, if with a fuse
of certain size we
rotor induction motor
were limited by inpass a current which
serting resistance in
is very little in excess
of that which it can
the circuit, as is done
just carry indefiwith a D.C. motor,
nitely, the action of
the starting torque
Circuit Bre aker
the fuse will not be
would be so reduced
delayed for more
that the motor might
than perhaps 20
not start. A high
starting current, of
seconds. If, thereFuse
fore, the size of the
the order of three or
fuse in a motor cirfour times the value
0
cuit is so graded as
400 of the full load cur300
200
100
0
to be large enough
Per Cent of lull Load
rent , is therefore
to carry the heavy
almost essential with
ILLUSTRATING THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE
starting current the TIME LAGS OF A FUSE AND A THERMAL OVERLOAD small A.C. induction
tuce will be too large
motors.
RELEASE.
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" Single-phasing " of Three-phase Motor.
Moderately excessive currents in an A.C.
motor circuit can, of course, be set up
by overloads, as with a D.C. motor. There
are, however, two circumstances, other
than overloads, and peculiar to A.C.
motors, which can give rise to excess
currents. One of these circumstances
arises from what is known as the singlephasing of three-phase motors. If one of
the leads supplying a three-phase motor is
opened, the motor will continue to run
as a single-phase machine. In this condition the current taken by the motor will
be increased about twofold. Here, then,
we have the case of a moderately excessive
current brought about by a condition
other than insulation failure or overload.
If the fuse of a motor working in this
condition is rated to carry double the
full load of the motor, then it is evident
that, through single-phasing, the motor
might draw one and a half times full load
current from the mains till it burnt out.
Unbalanced Supply Voltage (Three-phase).
A second possible cause of moderately
excessive currents may be badly unbalanced supply voltages. It is a fundamental property of an induction motor that
it automatically tends to correct voltage
unbalance, and it does this by drawing
unbalanced currents from the mains,
additional to those required for the load.
The unbalanced currents help to mitigate
the voltage unbalance, but they heat up
the motor. An effect of this kind is not
likely to be very pronounced, but it might
be sufficiently serious with a motor which
is delivering its rated load, or perhaps a
small overload, to increase the currents
above the value of that which can be
carried indefinitely. Here we have another case of a moderately excessive
current which cannot be dealt with by a
fuse which is large enough to allow of the
starting current to be carried.

Construction and Operation.
This device comprises a circuit breaker,
the latch of which is controlled by the
deformation of a bi-metallic strip placed
in proximity with a heating coil which
carries the motor current. The bi-metallic
strip is composed of two metals having
different rates of expansion, and the effect
of the rise in the temperature of the strip,
due to the heat communicated from the
heating coil, is to bend the strip, and
release the latch holding the circuit
breaker in the closed position.
The Action of the Thermal Release.
The action of the thermal release is inherently slower than that of the fuse, for, not
only are the parts heated by the load current
of greater thermal capacity than a fuse,
but the heating of the strip takes place
comparatively slowly by radiation from
the heating coil. Consequently time lags
of over one minute can be obtained, and
these time lags are quite consistent, in that
they will be repeated with considerable
accuracy with the same value of the
current.
Time Lag and Trip Setting.
The time lag characteristics of fuses and
thermal overload trips are shown in the illustration, and it will be seen that it is possible
to set the thermal trip so that the motor is
protected from the effect of a continuous
overload of 125 per cent., but no tripping
will take place with a transient current
of four times full load at starting. It will
also be seen from the diagram that the
time lag of the thermal trip persists for
very large overload currents, and that
this device is not suitable for providing
instantaneous isolation in the event of a
short circuit. For this purpose fuses
should be used.
The following schedule sets out the
relative advantages and disadvantages
of the fuse and the overload trip for A.C.
motor protection.
1 hei mal Trip

THE THERMAL OVERLOAD TRIPPING
ATTACHMENT.
Efficient protection of small A.C. motors
has recently been made possible by the
development of the thermal overload
tripping attachment.
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Oserload protection I er5 efficient
. 525 per cent of
I "anal setting
lull load
Short cuing pio- Not suitable
test ion
None, automat 1Maintenance
cal ls
resets
alter operation
ithin 5 per cent
NccuraQ.

Fuse
Practicallc useless
Four times tun load
Suitable
Considerable
Poor, unless frequenth renei5ed
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LOCATING FAULTS IN POWER CABLES
By C. GROVER, A.M.I.E.E.
The accurate and speedy localisation of faults in cables is of vast importance
in electrical work, and in this article Mr. Grover describes some of the
principle causes of faults and explains the best methods of locating them
AILURE of the dielectric in cables
usually results in a failure of
supply, therefore, accurate tests
for the localisation of faults must be made
as soon as possible after the occurrence of
the failure.
The faults may be situated in the cable
itself, a joint, a terminal sealing chamber
or in L.T. cables only, a disconnecting box.
The same methods, however, are applicable whatever the
fault position.

F

TasnNB

with the resistances calculated from the
known conductor areas.
From these two sets of measurements,
the condition of the fault can be determined.
An Example of a Faulty 3-core L.T. Cable.
Take for example a o.i sq. in. 3-core
L.T. cable 1,057 yards long. known to be
faulty. Calling the red, yellow and blue
phases R, Y and
6 AM.SE
B
respectively,
Y Pgast. the insulation tests
by a megger
Ausi were :—
R to Y, B Free

Principal Causes of zNo.
Faults.
The principal
causes of mains
Fig. r.—A TYPICAL FAULT CONDITION.
faults are :—
This fault can be accurately localised by the
R to B, Y Free
(r) Damage to
Murray loop test, but it is essential that the conIoo megs.
tinuous or the B and R cores are selected for forming
sheathings and
the loop
Y to B, R Free
insulation through
roo megs.
external blows ;
R to Earth or
(2) Subsidences and expansion troulead sheath = o megs.
bles ;
Y „ Earth or
(3) Defectively constructed joints or
lead sheath =0
service connections.
B „ Earth or
How the Condition of the Fault can be
lead sheath = 100
Determined.
The conductor resistance tests by WheatBefore any particular test can be applied stone bridge were :—
with an assurance of obtaining a correct
R looped to Y
= 5.3z ohms.
result, the precise fault condition should
R„
„ B
= 0.52 ohm.
be ascertained. This is best done by making
Y
,B
= 5.35 ohms.
the following measurements :
R to lead sheath
,,
= 950
(1) The insulation resistance between
= 23o
each conductor of the cable and between
each conductor and earth. A megger What the Megger and Resistance Tests
Show.
would ordinarily be used, but if the
readings are zero the fault resistance comThe megger tests and resistance tests
ponents are not necessarily zero : a further on the faulty cores to lead sheath show
test should be made with a \\ heatstone that the insulation of the B core is sound,
bridge
but the R and Y cores each have compara(2) The resistance of each loop which tively low resistance earth faults. Solving
can be formed by pairing cores of the the simultaneous equations for the loop
cable. The results should be compared resistances, the resistance of the Y core
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is approximately 5 ohms in excess of the
value calculated from the B.E.S.A. Specification No. 7 for the resistance of the
length of o.i sq. in. conductor, whilst the
resistances of the R and B phases are
in fairly close agreement with this calculated value. Obviously, the yellow core
is burnt through leaving a low resistance
at the break. The fault condition is
therefore represented by Fig. I.
It will be seen later that this fault can
be accurately localised by the Murray
loop test, but it is essential that the
continuous or the B and R cores are
selected for forming the loop. If the
discontinuous core is included in the loop
the test result will be valueless.
x
2 ilAv
Sivn-cs

_

y

ii

ix

J
Fig. 2.—How TO CONNECT A BATTERY GALVANOMETER AND A WELL-INSULATED TWO-WAY
SWITCH.
For making a capacity test where the faulty
cable section does not exceed a few hundred
yards.
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Faults on Twin or Concentric Cables.
The diagnosis of the fault condition on
a twin or concentric cable would be made
on similar lines but fewer tests would be
required In the absence of a sound
return conductor, single core cables present
some difficulty in checking continuity,
because if this is done by a Wheatstone
bridge resistance test with the far end of
the cable conductor earthed, polarisation
currents or earth currents at the fault
make balance very difficult to obtain.
As, however, a fall of potential method
would probably be resorted to, the continuity check is of lesser importance,
as the accuracy of this test may be
unaffected by a conductor break of low
resistance.
TYPES OF FAULTS.
Faults can be classified as follows:—
(A) Discontinuities or breaks leaving
high insulation.
(B) Discontinuities or breaks leaving
low insulation.
(c) Low insulation between conductors
only.
(D) Low insulation between conductors
and earth only.
(E) Any combination of (A), (B), (c)
and (D).

Effects of a Fault Arc on E.H.T. Cable.
As E.H.T. cables, that is those operating
at voltages above 3,30o, are usually protected by switchgear which operates very
rapidly on the occurrence of a fault, the
effects of the fault arc are limited, rarely
causing severance of conductors or a
complete burn-out of all insulation.

Methods of Localising Cable Faults.
The methods of localising cable faults
ordinarily used are :
(I) Capacity tests ; applied to (A) only.
(2) Murray loop test ; applied to (c),
(D) and (E).
(3) Fall of potential tests ; applied to
(B), (c), (D) and (E).
(4) Induction methods ; applied to
(A), (B), (D) and (E).

Effect of Fault on L.T. Cables.
On the contrary, however, L.T. cables
protected by heavy fuses or heavily setover load circuit breakers are more liable
to severe burning on the cccurrence of a
fault, hence, whilst it is strongly recommended that loop resistance tests be made
on faulty E.H.T. cables, they are not s-)
vitally inmortant as in the case of L.T.
cable faults. In the latter case, however,
failure of supply at any consumer's terminals gives a direct indication of a break.

CAPACITY TEST.
Assuming the faulty cable section does
not exceed a few hundred yards and each
end of the broken conductor complies with
condition (A), connect a battery galvanometer and well insulated two-way switch
as in Fig. 2. The galvanometer should
be a highly sensitive moving-coil instrument, preferably of the suspended coil
type. The two-way switch may be an
ordinary two-way tumbler lighting switch
of good insulation.
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Connecting the Switch and Galvanometer.
This is first put into the position which
connects the cable to the battery and left
on for a few seconds ; it is then switched
to the other position which causes the
cable to discharge through the galvanometer giving a deflection d, which should
be made reasonably large by adjusting
the battery voltage. Now substitute a
1!0th microfarad condenser, shown dotted
in Fig. 2 (a wireless pattern is quite
suitable), for the cable, using the same
battery E.M.F. and repeat the switching
operations, noting the deflection d 2. If K
represents the capacity of this condenser,
the capacity of the cable K, up to the
break from the testing end is given by
Kx = K
From the other end of the cable, observe
the discharge deflections on the cable and
condenser similarly and let these be
d 3 and d 4 respectively ; the capacity of
the cable up to the break from this end is
Ky =

Fig 3A.—I SING A CAPACITY BRIDGE TO TEST
FOR A BREAK.
C is adjusted to give minimum sound in headphone,,

As the deflections of the usual types of
portable galvanometers can only be
observed to two significant figures, this
test cannot be applied with any accuracy
to cables several thousands of yards in
length.
If only one side of the break conforms
to condition (A), then it is best to use
a known length L of sound similar size
cable in place of K, with its lead sheath
effectively earthed. Then
L yards.

x=

If L is the length of the faulty cable in
yards
d i d, L
Kx L
yards.
=
d3 d,
Kx
Ky d, d4
If there • is a sound similar core or cable
available d 3 may be observed on this
instead of the condenser, which may then
be dispensed with and the test made from
one end only ; whence the fault distance
is then :—
d,
x = — L yards.
d,
Good Insulation Essential.
Leakage will upset the accuracy of this
test : the cable and a-iparatus should
therefore have an insulation of several
megohms.
SOUND CORE

Fisz. 3P.—CONNECTION FOR CAPACITY BRIDGE
TEST WHERE A SOUND SIMILAR CORE IN A
FAULTY AILILTICORE CABLE IS AVAILABLE.

2 33

2

-

Best Voltage to Use.
The best voltage to use in this test will
depend upon the size and length of the
cable and the sensitivity of the galvanometer. It should be just high enough to
give the largest deflections obtainable.
A 6o-volt radio H.T. battery is well suited
for the purpose, as a wide range of volt ages
is available for selection.
A Useful Practical Test.
A very useful practical test consists of
measuring the charging currents from a
5o-cycle supply with earthed neutral
into the broken core with an A.C. milliammeter and comparing it with that into a
sound core of the cable or that on a known
similar length. Representatives figures
for the capacities of 3-core power cables
are 0.15 to o.6 microfarad per r,000 yards
per core, with the other cores and lead
sheath earthed, which at 25o volts to
earth, represent charging currents of
approximately 0.012 and 0.048 milliampere per yard respectively. An instrument sealed to one-tenth milliampere
provided with non-inductive shunts of
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L a bi
yards,
a1 b + a b1
x being reckoned from the cable end
from which a and b were observed.
x =-

6

••E
Fr g. 4.-A SIMPLE WHEATSTONE BRIDGE CIRCUIT.

multiplying powers 10 and Io0 would
meet most practical cases. If I, is the
charging current in the broken core,
I, that into a similar sound core of the
cable and L the cable length, the distance
to the break is
I, L
Using a Capacity Bridge to Test for a
Break.
The most convenient practical test for
a break is made with the capacity bridge.
In Fig. 3A, A E represents a non-inductive
slide wire or resistance box ; this may be
improvised by stretching a few feet of
zo S.W.G. resistance wire between two
points. K, is a condenser of known
capacity and B a buzzer energised by a
few dry cells. T is a pair of medium
resistance headphones. Let Kx represent
the capacity of the cable up to the break.
By moving C along the slide wire a point
of silence or minimum sound can be found
dividing A E into a and b length units,
whence :
Ka
Kx =
microfarad.
a
b
is the reciprocal of the corresponding
factor where Kx and K are resistances as
in the Wheatstone bridge, because a high
capacity acts as a low resistance and viceversa. A convenient value for K is 0.5
microf ar ad.
It will be noted that the factor

If the break has a high insulation from
each end of the cable K need not be known.
Make a test as Fig. 3A from each end,
calling the slide wire divisions a and b,
and a 1, b1. If L is the cable length in
yards

How to Calculate the Fault Distance if
Capacity per Yard of the Cable is
Known.
If the capacity per yard of the cable
is known from the maker's certificates,
the distance to the fault is found by
dividing this value into Kx. If this unit
capacity is not available it can be determined by substituting a known length of
similar cable for the faulty cable in Fig. 3A.
If a sound similar core in a faulty
multicore cable whose length is L yards is
available, then connect as Fig. 3B. By
similarly adjusting the point C, where
A D now represents the slide wire,
x = L—a yards.
It would be incorrect to use another
conductor of a faulty concentric cable,
because the capacity of the conductors
per unit length is dissimilar.
MURRAY LOOP TEST.
This test is a simple Wheatstone bridge
circuit represented in Fig. 4. A loop is
formed by joining solidly together the
distant ends of the faulty core and a sound
similar core. Fig. 4 assumes this condition
in a 3-core cable of which R, Y and B
represent the three conductors, the latter
being faulty.
When the position of S is adjusted s')
that no galvanometer deflection occurs,
2 b
=
L yards
(I)
a
b
where L is the length of the cable in
yards.

Fig. 5.-CONNECTIONS WITH A POST OFFICE
PATTERN BRIDGE.
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t4ca.
Simplest Way to Carry Out the
Test.
The simplest way to carry out
this test is to connect securely
and stretch out straight a few
feet of approximately No. 20
S.W.G. resistance wire across the
ends of the cable loop and
connect a sensitive galvanometer
across the cable ends, a suitable
galvanometer being a portable
suspended pattern d'Arsonval
galvanometer, provided with a Fig. 6.—CIRCUIT FOR APPLYING MURRAY LOOP TEST TO
HIGH-RESISTANCE FAULTS.
pointer and mirror, having a
Showing the use of themionic rectifying valves.
coil resistance of 18o ohms
and an approximate sensitivity of 0.2 X 10-6 ampere per scale throughout. If the conductor sizes vary,
division on the pointer, and 5 x 10-9 then one must be converted to the equivaampere per millimetre at a scale distance lent length of the other ; for instance,
of one metre when used as a reflecting if in Fig. 4 the R and Y were 19/.083
instrument.
(o.i sq. in.) conductor and the B 19/.064
The unearthed end of the battery E (0.06 sq. in.), it will be necessary to convert
can be connected to the blade of a penknife, the length of the Y to an equivalent of the
the sharp edge of which is slid along the B which is
resistance wire to a position S at which
x (.064)2
L
the galvanometer deflection becomes zero.
(.o83) 2
If the lengths of the stretched wire
The equivalent loop length in terms of
S A and S B are a and b inches respectively, .o6 sq. in. conductor is then
x is given by formula (r).
L (1 + (.0 64)21

Connection Forming Loop Must be Short.
The connection forming the loop at the
distant end must be short and as nearly
as possible of the same sectional area as
the cable conductors.
If it is impossible to make a short loop,
the length thereof must be added to 2L.
Attach the Stretched Wire and Galvanometer Leads Direct to Cable Ends.
Whenever possible, the stretched wire
and galvanometer leads should be attached
directly to the cable ends. If this is not
practicable, the connections A C, D B,
Fig. 4, must be as stout and short as
possible. As only light wires are necessary
for the galvanometer these can be conveniently connected to the cable ends.
If this is not done the " equivalent
length " of the connecting leads A C,
D B must be added to 2L.
What to do if Conductor Sizes Vary.
Formula (I) assumes that the resistance
per yard of the cable loop is uniform

(.083) 2
which

will be substituted for 2L in formula

(r).
NOTE.—It would not be convenient to
convert the B conductor to an equivalent
length of the Y, because x would be given
in an equivalent length of 19/.083, which
must be converted back to terms of 10/.064.

Why the Position of the Galvanometer and
Battery Should not be Reversed.
Although theoretically it is possible
to reverse the position of the galvanometer
and battery, there are two objections to
this in practice : (1) The fault is rarely
free from polarisation or earth currents
which do not affect the test if the battery
E is in the fault circuit, but which may
cause violent fluctuations and even damage
to the galvanometer if it is connected in
the fault circuit. (2) If E is a storage
battery there is a risk of overheating the
slide wire A S B, which may give rise to a
thermo-electric E.M.F. which will introduce errors.

-
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b being in millimetres, and always
reckoned from the end of the
slide wire to which the faulty
core is connected.
What to do When Dealing with
Long Lengths of Cable.
For long lengths of cable the
slide wire must be longer, for
assuming balance can only be
accurately read to one slide wire
subdivision, the possible error in
a one metre wire is i yard for
every i,000 yards of loop length.
Instruments are available in which
the slide wire is subdivided into
ro,000 parts giving an accuracy
of z yard per io,000 yards of loop.
It is necessary, however, that the
galvanometer is sufficiently sensitive to respond to one division
variation from the point of
balance to make the best use of
the slide wire, that the fault
resistance must not exceed a few
hundred ohms and that adequate
battery power is available. For
Fig. 7.—A COMPLETE SINGLE-VALVE TESTING SET. fault resistances of a few thousand
Siitable for pressures up to 50/60 kV. D.C. capable
of breaking down faults and supplying the localising current ohms, a Co-volt wireless battery
on cables up to 33 kV. working pressure. (Messrs. or better still, a r,000-volt hand
X- Rays, Ltd.)
generator capable of delivering
As, however, it is sometimes necessary 5o milliamperes is useful.
to resort to reversed positions of battery
If a 3-wire D.C. supply is available
and galvanometer, due attention should having an earthed neutral, a bank of
be given to these points. The galvano- lamps connected between S (Fig. 4) and
meter key K must be used and closed an outer in place of the battery E will give
before the battery circuit is closed. If good results, but all apparatus should be
a fairly steady deflection persists, balance adequately insulated or errors will arise
must be effected by adjusting the position through leakage.
of S until this deflection remains unaffected Using Two Arms of a Wheatstone Bridge.
when the battery is switched on. This is
Instead of a stretched wire bridge,
called balancing to a " false zero."
two arms of a Wheatstone bridge may be
Testing Sets Incorporating Slide Wire connected between A and B (Fig. 4).
Principle.
Fig. 5 shows the connections with a Post
A large variety of testing sets incorpora- Office pattern bridge. By first connecting
ting the slide wire principle are available, the battery terminal shown earthed to A
the simplest of which embodies a resist- the resistance of the loop can be checked.
ance wire about a metre long stretched
In making the localisation test all
above a scale of one metre divided into plugs are inserted in the arm C A. The
millimetres, with a slider which makes arm SC and the variable arm S B are then
contact with the stretched wire. If A B adjusted to balance, each being kept as
(Fig. 4) represents this wire, a + b will high as possible. If S C and S B are
2b L
represented by a and b ohms respectively,
always equal 1,000, whence x is
1,000 formula (I) gives the distance of x in yards.
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The observations already made respecting the changing over of battery and
galvanometer positions apply equally, but
it is unwise to use a supply from D.C.
mains instead of a battery as a serious
risk of burning out the resistance coils is
involved.
High Resistance Faults with L.T. CableF.
When the fault resistance is several
thousand ohms any of the foregoing loop
tests fail, as sufficient current cannot be
'passed through the galvanometer. With
L.T. cables, the applicatiOn of I,000 volts
A.C. from a small transformer will generally reduce the fault resistance to a sufficiently low value for a successful loop test.
High Resistance Faults in E.H.T. Cables
High resistance faults in E.H.T. cables
present a more difficult problem ; often
they will sustain the normal working
voltage for days and in the absence of a
testing transformer the risk of damaging
the windings of spare supply transformers
precludes the application of voltages in
excess of the working pressure.
Using Thermionic Rectifying Valves to Fig. 8.—HIGHLY INSULATED SLIDE w IRE
BRIDGE AND GALVANOMETER.
Reduce Fault Resistance.
This is specially designed for use with high
In these circumstances the fault resist- tension
(Watson and Sons (Electroance can only be reduced by the applica- Medical),D.C.
Ltd.)
tion of high-tension D.C. voltages obtained
from thermionic rectifying valves, the sheath being earthed. R3 is a resistance
operation of which depends upon the prin- of the order of 200,000 ohms for protecting
ciple that a highly evacuated space the valve against excessive currents.
containing two electrodes, the cathode of This can, however, be dispensed with when
which is incandescent and the anode a fault resistance is reduced to a lcw
comparatively old, possesses a unidirec- value. In effect, the H.T. transformer
tional conductivity. The cathode is secondary winding T2, the valve R3 and the
rendered incandescent from a source of cable which represents a condenser, form
supply insulated from earth for the pressure a simple series circuit ; as the valve will
to be applied to the cable.
only pass current in one direction, a charge
In Fig. 6, T1 is a transformer with a will accumulate in the cable core, if the
highly insulated secondary winding which insulation is sound ; if not, a unidirecincandesces the valve filament. T2 is a tional pulsating current will traverse the
step-up transformer of small capacity leakage path, or cable fault.
(say I to 3 kVA.) and R2 is a water
resistance which enables regulation of Applying the Murray Loop Test to High
the output voltage of T2 to be made.
Resistance Faults.
M is a moving coil milliammeter which will
This principle is used in applying the
record the average current passing through Murray loop test to high-resistance faults.
the valve and cable.
Valve apparatus similar to Fig. 6 replaces
The latter is indicated at the right of the battery E in Fig. 4, and a specially
Fig. 6, with one conductor connected to insulated slide wire and galvanometer is
the valve, the other cores and the lead used. Cable faults having a marked
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tendency to seal up, may require the
application of several thousands volts
pressure initially to break them down after
which currents up to roo milliamperes can
be steadily passed by the rectifying
apparatus, which allows a very accurate
loop test to be made.
Precautions to be Observed when Breaking
Down a Fault.
It is always advisable to have an
electrostatic voltmeter, V (Fig. 6), connected to the cable end so that excess
pressures can be avoided during the
process of breaking down a fault. D.C.
pressures should not exceed three times
the normal working pressure of the cable
to earth, and on very old cables, twice the
working pressure. Further, when breaking
down a fault the cable should be disconnected entirely from switchgear and
busbars.
Before a fault is fully developed, a charge
of several thousand volts can be built up
in the cable, which at a certain pressure
will suddenly arc over at the fault and
discharge the cable. This process may
repeat itself several hundred times, the
pressure at which the fault arcs over
gradually decreasing until no voltage
accumulates in the cable, but steady
currents of 5o to roo milliamperes can be
passed, as recorded by the milliarnmeter,
according to the size of step-up transformer and the type of valve used. No
attempt to localise the fault should be
made until this condition obtains, for if
there is any tendency for the fault temporarily to reseal itself there is a risk of
severe shock to the operator and damage
to the apparatus. Currents of 5o to no
milliamps. are ample for an accurate loop
test if the slide wire and galvanometer
have resistances of the order of ro ohms
and 20 ohms respectively.
Single Valve Testing Set.
Fig. 7 shows a complete single-valve
testing set suitable for pressures up to
50/6o kV. D.C. capable of breaking down
faults and supplying the localising current
on cables up to 33 kV. working pressure.
Fig. 8 illustrates the highly insulated
slide wire bridge and galvanometer specially designed for use with high tension
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D.C. The long rods on the slide wire
are made of ebonite for the safe manipulation of the sliding contact and the galvanometer short circuit key. The slide wire
is divided into r,000 parts easily read to
half a division and resistances of r, 5 and
ro times the slide wire resistance are
incorporated in the instrument, so that the
slide wire gan be lengthened by these
multiples when the fault is near the end
of the loop. This enables a reading of
three significant figures to be observed ;
otherwise in this circumstance, the accuracy of observation on a long loop would
be small and consequently the calculated
fault distance would probably be several
yards in error.
In using the apparatus shown in Figs. 7
and 8, the connections would be as in
Fig. 4, except that the output side of the
valve in Fig. 7, would be connected to
the sliding contact of the slide wire.
The precautions previously mentioned
as regards low resistance connections in
the loop and conversion to equivalent
lengths must be observed.
Loop Tests on Branched Cables.
On a cable having solidly connected
branches, a loop test should be made with
the various branches looped at their ends
in turn, the other branch ends being left
open circuited. A moment's reflection
will show that if a fault is in an open
circuited branch, the loop being closed on
another sound branch, then the fault
position will be given at the T joint of
the open circuited branch, which would
not be correct.
" Short " Between Two Cores.
If the fault is a " short " between two
cores and not an earth, the loop test gives
excellent results, provided a good return is
available, as in Fig. 4 one of the " shorted "
cores is used instead of earth. In Fig. r,
for example, the loop would be formed by
the B and R phases and the end of the
battery shown earthed in Fig. 4 would be
connected to the Y phase instead. The
testing apparatus should be insulated from
earth in this case.
A later article will deal with fall of
potential tests, and testing by the induction method.
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The Editor invites correspondence from readers on any subject of general interest
to members of the electrical engineering profession. Letters should be addressed
to THE EDITOR, The Practical Electrical Engineer, 8-11, Southampton
Street, Strand, W.C. 2.
Protecting a Building from Lightning and Line
Surges.

SIR,—Can you tell me how to protect a
building which receives its electrical supply
from an overhead transmission line, from the
effect of lightning and line surges ?
R. M. C. (NEWCASTLE).
Horn type spark gap arrestors should be fitted
at the entry of the lines to the dynamo and motor
shed.
Should the switchboard be fitted inside a building,
the incoming and outgoing lines should be also
fitted with arrestors
Impedance cods of
low reactance

Impedance coda of
i low reactance

Horn type arrestors

DYNAMO

Horn type arrestors-,

',Arrestors fitted here if the
8.8 made a budding

y

Earthed vela of arreet017

Earthed sot of arrestors

How HORN TYPE SPARK GAP ARRESTORS SHOULD
BE FITTED.
The arrestors should be fitted close to the point
of entry of the lines into the building, and may be
clamped on to the lines, thus avoiding the necessity
of making joints.
The ends of the lines should be coded in a few
turns to act as a low reactance impedance toil:
this is, in effect, a high resistance to oppose the
passage of II .F . currents due to lightning discharge,
into the apparatus and machinery contained inside
the buildings.
The spark gap in the arrestors should be small,
owing to the low pressure mature of the distribution.
An authority on lightning conductors and
protection of buildings from damage due to
lightning discharge, is Sir Oliver Lodge.
His book entitled, " Lightning Conductors and
Lightning Guards," may be consulted with advantage.

Heavy Synchronous Motors.
SIR,—Can you tell (1) What will happen to a
heavy synchronous motor when the exciter

circuit is suddenly switched off, with the motor
running at normal speed? By exciter current I
mean the D.C. circuit supply current to the
field of the synchronous motor.
(2) Is there
any other method except by using a transformer
to start the heavy synchronous motor ?
A. K. BHAUMIK (STRETFORD).
(I) A definite answer cannot be given to this
question because no data are available of the design
of the motor, the nature of the load, nor of the supply
system. Full data would be required on all these
points before any definite statements could be made.
We may assume, however, that the synchronous
motor is of the modern self-starting type with a
squirrel-cage winding in the pole faces. We will
also assume that the supple system to which the
motor is connected is capable of maintaining its
coltage and frequency when large drafts of current
are taken front the mains.
The effect of opening the exciting circuit is to
convert the machine onto an induction motor. The
magnetising current, which normally was supplied
from the direct-current exciter, will now have to be
supplied from the A.C.mains. Thus an increase
of current will occur, and the power factor will
be reduced.
The motor will, of course, fall out of step ; but
whether or not it will continue to run slightly below
synchronous speed as an induction motor will
depend upon (1) the pull-out torque corresponding
to induction-motor operation ; (2) the actual load
on the motor.
Due to the relatively large air gap the pullout torque when operating as an induction. motor
will be lower than that of a true induction motor of
similar size, and in the present case may be much
less than the pull-out torque when operating as a
synchronous motor; in fact, this torque may vary
between one-half of full-load to twice full-load
torque according to the design of the pole face
winding.
Hence, if the motor were lightly loaded it would
probably continue to run as an induction motor
Due, however, to the flywheel action of the heavy
machine, the speed will fall gradually to its steady
sub-synchronous value, and, in consequence,
when the excitation is removed, the stator current
will not rise suddenly to its steady value, but may
take several seconds to reach this value.
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(2) Synch; onous motors are usually
fitted with it squirrel-cage pole-face
Hiding for the double purpose of
preeenting hunting (by damping sudden
it regular dies in the speed) and to pros aie
sufficient starting torque to enable the
machint t shot against light load whin
the stator winding is connected to the
supply system and the field winding
is unexcited In order to limitthe current
taken from the supply system, the motor
is started at reduced voltage
Any
method ,1 ;educing the voltage may be
used (e g ,
series resistance, a series
remtanct, in a transformer), but the best
method is the transformer, as the current ta4en from the supply is reduced
as well as the cottage applied to the motor
In some modern synchronous motors
in which high torque is required at
starling, the pole face winding takes
the for in of a polyphase winding similar
to the rotor winding of a slip-ring induction motor This winding is connected
to slip-nags in the same manner as
in an induction motor. The motor is
started at full collage (i.e , no transformer is used) with external resistance
connected to these slip rings, and this
esistance is cut out in steps to bring the
motor up to nearly synchronous speed
The motor then pulls into step when excitation is
applied to the field winding When running, the slip
rings are kept permanently short circuited, so that
the pole-face winding acts as a damper winding.
It should he noted that in this type of synchronous
motor, the rotor is of the salient-pole type and has
two distinct windings, viz , the ordinary excitation
winding and the pole face winding. The motor,
therefore. differs considerably from a synchronousinduction motor Further details can be found
in the Transactions of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers, co/ 5o (1931), p. 600.
Rewinding a Small Motor.
SIR,—Would you be good enough to inform me
how to wind a motor armature which has
14 slots and 2h commutator segments for
D C , speed 3,000 r p m ?
S. W McLouGHLIN (HOLMES CHAPEL)

The 'winding data relates to a motor having an
armature it-in. diameter, with 14 slots and a
2S-segment commutator. The motor is to work on
c, D C. supply of in) colts.
A nzotor qf this type must hac'e a duplex armature
winding, because there are twice as many commutator segments us there are slots on the armature
The accomparri :rig diagram shows the completely
wound armature There are 28 coils of 40 turns
each 'V 29 S TI".G double-silk coined tt. ire.
The first nalf of the winding is shown in the diagram by full lines, Oak the second 14 coils are
shown by dotted lines. One coil is emphasised in
the diagram to indicate the span of the coils The
order of a zazug the coils is as follows .—
Wind sound slots i and 7, then 13 and 7, 13
and 3,
and 5, II and 3, 9 and 3, 9 and 1, then
repeat.
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THE COMPLETELY WOUND ARMATURE.

For the fields, wind two coils of 3,900 turns each,
with 33 S.W.G enamel-covered ware, on wooden
formers After binding the coils with empire
tape, they are transferred to the magnet. The field.
are connected in series with one another and in
parallel with the brushes or armature. In the
diagram the brushes are shown in. the neutral
position with respect to the field magnets, but
under working conditions the brushes should be
displaced from the neutral position in the opposite
direction to the rotation of the machine. The _field
coils will require about I lb of wire and the armature
3-4 ounces
Fixing Wall Spikes.
SIR, —Can you tell me how wall spikes are
fixed in a wall, where the public supply is on the
overhead system and house services are taken
straight from a pole and fixed on the house
walls by means of small shackle insulators ?
If cement is used what is the correct mixture
H. STEVENSON (BROTTON)

Distribution line fittings filed to houses are
secured in a variety of ways, depending on the
nature of the fitting and the class and condition
of the wall Ordinary wall nails may be used,
driven into the mortar, or screw bolts screwed into
a drilled hole of the correct size. When rag bolts
are used, thet are grouted in with cement The
actual mixture of cement is of little importance for
such work , almost anything from neat cement
to an ordinary 3:1 nipture of sand and cenzern
can be used If quick setting cement is used, wires
ran be strained the following day. If the bolt is a
tight fit in the hole made, and the sham is almost
entirely a side strain and not an outward pull
wires could be fixed before the cement has set
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A very eminent politician recently expressed
the opinion that we
must, even in a time of
prosperity, expect to
have a large surplus of
unemployed wotkers numbering in the
neighbourhood of one million. A very
depressing fact if true, but is it true ?
This question was propounded by a
well-known electrical engineer at a
friendly after-lunch discussion at which
we were privileged to be present. Our
engineering friend stated that in his
opinion the potential capabilities of
modern manufacturing plant for producing commodities was substantially
in excess of the maximum possible
world demand. He suggested that if
this is actually the case the obvious
remedy would be to introduce shorter
working hours throughout industry.
He agreed that for such a movement to
be effective it would need to be world
wide, and he admitted that as he was
an engineer and not a politician, the
ways and means by which such an
effect could be brought about were
beyond him.
It will be observed
Getting Down that the above arguTo " Terminals " ment is only indirectly
concerned with the
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present state of unemployment which,
it may be fairly stated, is purely
temporary and due to dislocation of world
credit. The point at issue is not " what
is the cause of to-day's unemployment ? " but, " are the world's, and in
particular, this country's factories and
workshops now capable of producing
far more goods than can ever be
absorbed by the population which they
serve ? "
We think not. Let us bring the
problem down to " terminals "—to
paraphrase an old tag. Nearly everyone who reads these words is engaged
in some branch of the electrical profession. Ask yourself whether you have
everything you would like to have in
the way of electrical appliances. Possibly you have an all-electric house
equipped with electric fires, cooker,
electric clocks, hot plates and kettles.
Perhaps you also have a radio-gramophone, an electrical refrigerator, an
electric toaster and a home talkie
outfit. Your wife may have an electric
hair-drier, an electric washing machine,
an electric iron, heated towel racks,
electric hot water supply, and you may
possibly have fans for use in the summer
and artificial sunlight equipment for
use in the dark winter months. Perhaps
you also have a perfect bell system,
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efficient burglar alarm, and house telephones installed. Your garage may be
wired for lighting and power, and even
equipped with a small battery charging
plant which you can use for giving a
boosting charge to your starter batteries
in cold weather. Also, being an engineer
and a practical man, you may have a
workshop with a small electrically driven
lathe and all the instruments which can
gladden the heart of the man who wishes
to experiment with, and test all kinds of
new ideas. If you are blest with a family
you may even have small mains transformers installed at convenient points
enabling you to work low voltage apparatus such as an electric train set, or a
lighting installation for a doll's house.
If you have all these
things, there is at the
moment not really a great
deal more that you can wish for in the
electrical field as far as your home is
concerned, but remember that you are one
in a million. Probably there are at least a
dozen items mentioned above which you
would like to have, providing you had the
ways and means of obtaining them without
keeping the income-tax collector waiting
too long.
There are at the present time about four
million houses in this country which are
wired for electricity, and there are between
eight and nine million still to be wired.
The time may come when all these consumers and potential consumers have
everything electrical that they could wish
for, but we believe you will agree that
this state of affairs is still a long way off.
Until it arrives there is plenty of work
waiting for electrical manufacturers, contractors and retailers. The bulk of it will
be done by the most enterprising in each
group. See that you secure your share
of it.
We have just received
from the British ThomProgress
son-Houston Company an
interesting statement of progress during
the past year. This statement should be
If
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in the hands of every electrical engineer.
It is a wonderful record of achievement.
Every electrical engineer knows that this
great company is famous for heavy
electrical machinery, switchgear, transformers, and turbo-alternators, and during
the past year notable progress has been
made in each of these sections. There are,
however, many other branches of electrical
activity where progress is being made at
an equal rate.
As examples may be
instanced, a new type of
A Few Examples electric clock, an electric
stethoscope for medical
use, electrically driven blowers. and compressors, gas boosters, mercury arc rectifiers, diesel electric locomotives, electrical
equipment for an aeroplane testing wind
tunnel, gearless electric lifts, special plating
generators capable of delivering 3,000 amps.
at 7 to 14 volts, frequency changers, and
motors large and small for all kinds of
industrial purposes, including rolling mills,
coal cutting machinery, woodworking,
and papermaking machinery. The development in fractional horse-power motors is
also of interest, particularly noteworthy
being the " Selsyn " unit which can be
used for transmitting a small movement
e.g., from a water level indicator or an
instrument dial-reading, to a point remote
from the origin. We have not yet seen
one of these units in action, but assuming
that they are up to the usual " B.T.-H."
standard of performance they should have
a very wide field of application in the near
future. Talking films and public address
systems form another interesting branch of
activity.
It may be pointed out that whilst
routine production of stock lines may
offer the most remunerative return in the
immediate present, the continued prosperity of any firm depends upon the
development of new ideas and improvements.
It is good to know that our best electrical
manufacturers not only realise this, but
shape their policies accordingly.
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STORAGE BATTERIES FOR EMERGENCY
LIGHTING AND STAND-BY SERVICE
By A. T. DOVER, M.I.E.E.

Fig. r.—A

LARGE (4,000 AMP,-HOUR) STAND-BY BATTERY AT THE BANKSIDE GENERATING STATION
OF THE CITY OF LONDON ELECTRIC SUPPLY Co.

This battery is maintained in a fully charged condition by trickle charging.
Chloride Electrical Storage Co. and the City of London Electric Supply Co.)

Why Storage Batteries are Necessary for
Emergency Lighting.

N

OTWITHSTANDING the increasing
use of alternating current for
electric lighting and the changing
over of many direct-current systems to
alternating-current supply, a source of
direct current is still a necessity in installations where emergency lighting has to
be provided to meet the contingency of
an interruption of the main supply. The
source of direct current is a storage battery,
as this is the only apparatus in which
electrical energy can be stored so as to
be instantly available in emergencies.

(Courtesy of The

Necessity for Emergency Lighting.
Emergency lighting is a necessity in
power stations, hospitals, theatres, cinemas,
concert halls and other places of public
entertainment, large hotels, large banks,
departmental stores, town halls, underground tube railways, cement works and
similar factories operating continuously,
etc. In all these cases uninterrupted
lighting is essential to safety and safe
operation of the plant and processes.
Moreover, in many large busines premises
and banks, time—particularly at certain
seasons of the year—is of the utmost
value, and even a short stoppage of work,
due to an interruption of the lighting
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or the electric supply for the modern
accounting machines, may result in a
heavy financial loss.
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on the trains of underground railways
cannot be over-estimated, and, therefore,
some notes on the system adopted on the
London tube railways will be of interest.
Emergency Lighting in Theatres, Cinemas
The trains on these railways are made up
and Entertainment Halls.
of either one or two " train-units," a trainEmergency (dual) lighting is compul- unit consisting of one motor-coach coupled
sory in theatres, cinemas and all entertain- to one or two trailer coaches.
The passenger compartment halls. The emergency
(called " safety") lights must
AC
ments of all coaches are
fitted with two 12-volt emerbe illuminated the whole time
that the public is present in
gency lamps, located one at
the building, and must be
each end of the compartment.
An emergency lamp is fitted
fed from a source which is
Rectifier
in the motorman's cab, and
independent of that of the
one is also fitted in the
main lighting. Except in
tail-light fitting in addition
very special cases a storage
to the ordinary tail-light
battery must be installed to
bulb, which is supplied from
provide the independent supthe traction circuit.
ply for the safety lights. A
The emergency lights are
special article on this subject
supplied from a 48 amperewas published in the Janhour 6-cell Exide battery
uary issue of this magazine.
carried on each motor-coach,
and are controlled by a relay,
Emergency Lighting in HosBattery
the operating coil of which
pitals.
Fig. z.—How THE TRICKLE is connected in series with
In hospitals emergency AND
HIGH-RATE CHARGING
lighting is required not only CURRENTS ARE OBTAINED the ordinary tail light. The
emergency lights, therefore,
in the corridors, staircases
FROM A RECTIFIER.
and wards, but also in the The trickle-charging cur- come into operation either
is adjusted to the (I) with a complete failure of
operating theatres. The light- rent
correct value (read on the
ing in the operating theatres, milliammeter) by the lamp the traction supply (from
however, must be absolutely resistances, L. The high-rate which the ordinary lighting
infallible, and even the con- charging current is adjusted of the trains is obtained), or
the correct value (read (2) if a defect occurs in the
tingencies of the burning out to
on the ammeter, A) by the
of the lamp filament or the resistance, R, this circuit ordinary tail light. This
blowing of a fuse must be being controlled by the arrangement ensures that light
is always available for the
provided for. These contin- switch, S.
tail light and in the motorgencies can be met by arranging that the special emergency lights in man's and passenger compartments.
The batteries are removed for inspection
the operating lamp fitting of any theatre
are controlled directly by a special relay, every 14 days. They are discharged to
the operating coil of which is connected in 1.8 volts per cell before being recharged
(at the train depot) and fitted to another
series with the main lamp.
The general emergency lighting and the train.
special emergency lamps in the operating
lamp fitting are supplied from a storage Stand-by Supply in Power Stations.
In power stations a stand-by supply,
battery and are controlled by a special
type of automatic switch which is described entirely independent of the main generalater. The scheme of connections is ting plant, should be available for the
station lighting, the protective switchgear,
shown in Fig. 9.
and the vital auxiliary machinery. In
Emergency Lighting on the Trains of the both D.C. and A.C. generating stations
London Underground Tube Railways. this stand-by supply is usually furnished
The importance of emergency lighting by a storage battery.
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The battery has usually a moderate
ampere-hour capacity. For example, at
the Lots Road power station of the Underground Railways of London a battery of
62 cells of 2,764 ampere hours capacity
at the m-hour rate is installed for operating
the main high-voltage
switch groups and
emergency lighting in
the power house and
control room.
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Supply Company. This battery is employed
as a stand-by supply to the station bus bars
to maintain the station lighting and auxiliary power supply in emergencies. It is
capable of giving 2,000 amperes for one
hour, and has, on occasions, given discharges of 1,50o amperes for 45 minutes.

Stand-by Battery for
Load Levelling.
In many traction
substations supplyStand-by Batteries for
ing D.C. railways
D.C. Distribution
large batteries are
Networks.
installed for both
In many D.C.
stand-by and load
stations which supply
levelling purposes. In
the central districts
these cases the batof large cities where
tery works permacontinuity of supply
nently in parallel
is of extreme importwith the converting
ance, a large battery
machinery : it assists
of several thousand
the latter (viz., by
ampere-hours capacidischarging) at peak
ty is installed to act
loads, and is charged
as a stand-by to the
at light loads, theremain generating
by maintaining a
plant.
more uniform load
Examples of large
on the converting
stand-by batteries are
plant than would
to be found in all
be possible otherwise.
large cities in which
At the same time the
energy is distributed
battery is available
on the D.C. system.
for emergency service
As a typical
in the event of a
example of this may
breakdown of the
be mentioned the
plant.
converting
electricity supply
Fig. 3.--WESTINGHOUSE 500-WATT COPPER- This use of a battery
in Stockholm, OXIDE
RECTIFIER FOR TRICKLE CHARGING
where in substations THE BATTERY ILLUSTRATED IN FIG. 4. is somewhat different
supplying the D.C. (Courtesy of The Westinghouse Brake and from that of the cases
Saxby Signal Co.)
previously considered
network in the city,
(viz., where the
there are installed
stand-by batteries aggregating approxi- battery is used solely for emergency supmately 75,000 ampere-hours and invol- ply), and it also involves the employment
ving a total of no less than 3,274 of auxiliary plant (e.g., an automatic
individual cells. The batteries collectively reversible booster) which is not required
can supply to the D.C. distribution system when the battery is used solely for
a current of approximately 40,000 amperes emergency supply.
for one hour.
EMERGENCY LIGHTING EQUIPMENT.
A Large Central Station Stand-by Battery. How the Emergency Lights are Wired and
Fig. i illustrates a large stand-by
Controlled.
battery (244 cells, 4,000 ampere-hours at
The emergency lights are usually wired
the 10-hour rate) at the Bankside genera- on a separate low voltage circuit (25, 5o
ting station of the City of London Electric or zoo volts), and are connected to the
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Fig. 4.—PART OF A I20-CELL, 800 AMP.-HOUR, CHLORIDE STAND-BY BATTERY AT OLYMPIA EXHIBITION
BUILDINGS, LONDON.

(Courtesy of Olympia, London, and The Westinghouse and Saxby Signal Co.)

storage battery by an automatic switch
which functions immediately an interruption occurs in the supply to the main
lighting. The emergency lights are
switched off automatically as soon as the
supply to the main lighting is restored.
The equipment additional to the emergency lights comprises : (I) a storage
battery ; (2) an automatic switch ; (3)
means for recharging the battery after an
emergency discharge, and (4) means for
maintaining the battery always in a fully
charged condition.
Size of Storage Battery Required for
Emergency Lighting.
The ampere-hour capacity of the battery
will depend upon the number of emergency
lights and the power of these lights.
Usually the emergency lights are of
relatively low power compared with the
main lights, and they are located only
at essential points, as with this arrange-

ment the cost of the emergency lighting
equipment is kept low. Particulars of
standard equipments for emergency light'
ing are given in Table I.
Cases When the Normal Lighting Intensity
Must be Maintained in Emergencies.
In power stations it is essential that the
normal lighting intensity be maintained
in emergencies. In some of the largest
and most modem hotels in London this
requirement is also considered to be
essential for the public rooms, main
corridors and staircases. In these cases no
auxiliary lighting circuits are installed,
but the appropriate main lighting is
arranged so that it can be switched over
directly to the battery in the event of
failure of the normal supply. The voltage
of the battery must, therefore, be equal
to that of the supply system, and accordingly the size and rating of the battery
will be much larger than those given in
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Fig.5.—THE WESTINGHOUSE TRICKLE
CHARGING EQUIPMENT FOR THE
SWITCH OPERATING
BATTERY AT A SUBSTATION OF THE
LONDON POWER CO.
The battery is
used solely for supplying direct current for the solenoid
operating gear
(closing and opening) of the metal
clad oil switches on
the right-hand side
of the illustration.
(Courtesy of London
Power Co. and
Westinghouse Brake
and Saxby Signal
Co.)

Table I. For example, at the Dorchester
Hotel, London, the battery is of 300
ampere-hours capacity at the io-hour
rate, and can supply a load of 20 kW.
Again, in the operating theatres of
hospitals the normal intensity of lighting
on the operating table must be maintained under all circumstances, including
even the contingencies of the blowing of a
fuse and the burning out of the lamp
filament. To meet this case, emergency
low-voltage lamps, equal in intensity to
TABLE I.—PARTICULARS

Number
of cells,

METHODS OF CHARGING EMERGENCY
AND STAND-BY BATTERIES.
How a Battery is Maintained in the Fully
Charged Condition.
An emergency or stand-by battery must
always be maintained in a fully charged
condition in order that the full capacity
of the battery may be available on
emergencies.

OF BATTERIES FOR STANDARD EMERGENCY
(" KEEPALITE " SYSTEM).

Voltage of
emergency
lighting
circuit.

Ampere-hour capacity of
Battery.
, hour
3 hours
discharge. discharge.

Io hours
discharge.

LIGHTING

EQUIPMENTS

Total load in kW.
which the battery can
supply for—
I
hour.

3
hours.

,r)

Equipment
reference
No.

the main lamp, are arranged in the
operating lamp fitting.

0.179
0.358

•
25

15

50

15

21
21

30
30

26
26
26

5o
5o
5o
100

43
64
86
64
86
129

6o
go

5o
50

30
45
6o
45
6o
go

5o

too
Ioo

120

go
120

18o

c•••

3
4
5
6
7
8

14
26

OO .
ei m4o6

I
2

0.716
1.075
1.433
2.15
2.866
4.3
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Very little supervision and maintenance
Normally the battery is kept continuously trickle charged at a very low rate, is necessary for a stand-by battery on
which is just sufficient to balance the loss trickle charge, owing to the entire absence
of energy when standing on open circuit, of heating and gassing of the electrolyte.
but after an emergency discharge the There is in consequence no loss of acid and
battery must be
scarcely any
given a quick
wear of the
recharge at the
plates through
scrubbing acnormal chargtion (which ocing rate.
curs when a
battery is gasTrickle Chargsing during a
ing.
This is a
normal charge).
Hence the life
method of
is far longer
maintaining a
than that which
fully
charged
would be obstanding battained if the
tery in the fully
battery had to
charged conbe worked undition by passder the usual
ing a very small
Lock•oFF
cycles of charge
charging curContactor
and discharge
rent continuto maintain it
ously (i.e., day
in good condiand night)
tion for emerthrough the
gencies.
battery. The
The electrocurrent must
lyte retains its
just balance the
original specific
losses (e.g., self
gravity,
and
discharge due to
very little sedisurface leakage,
ment, if any,
gradual sulpb.ais thrown down
tion, etc.) which
from the plates.
occur in the
For instance, in
particular battery on open Fig. 6.—STANDARD " KEEPALITE " CONTROL PANEL the 4,000 amWITH COVER REMOVED. (Chloride Electrical Storage Go.)
pere-hour, 244circuit.
The " mains " switch is a double-pole switch for
Trickle charg- isolating
purposes. The " charge " switch is a single-pole cell stand-by
ing is not a switch for high-rate charging, and is marked S in Fig. 7. battery at the
method of re- The " lock-off " is a mechanical device for locking the Bankside gencontactor in the " off " or neutral position shown in the erating station
charging a par- illustration.
of the City of
tially discharLondon Elecged battery.
tric Supply Company, the sediment,
Advantages of Trickle Charging for Stand- after 51 years of emergency service and
by Batteries.
trickle charging, is insufficient to mark
Trickle charging, when properly carried a clean stick.
out, prevents any tendency for the
electrolyte to combine with the active Current Required for Trickle Charging.
The current required for trickle charging
material of the plates. Thus the plates
never become sulphated or sluggish and is very small—only a few milliamperes in
retain their full capacity for an indefinite some cases—as a modern Plante type
stationary battery does not lose more than
period.
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ably a copper-oxide, rectifier could be used
2 per cent, per day of its ampere-hour
capacity at the io-hour rate. Thus, with to supply the trickle charging current, and
a 90-ampere-hour battery (ro-hour rate) a larger valve rectifier for the high-rate
having an open circuit loss of 2 per cent. charging current.
per day, the loss of ampere-hour capacity
The advantage of this arrangement is
that
the continuous trickle charge can be
during 24 hours would be z o X 90 = 1.8
given very efficiently since the copper
o
ampere-hours, which must be compensated oxide rectifier may be rated for no more
by the ampere-hours supplied by the than the trickle charge current, i.e.,
it will work on praccharging current.
tically full load.
Hence, the charging 4, .Supply
There
is a slight adcurrent = 1.8/24 =
Main Lights
vantage in that an in0.075 ampere, or 75
crease in the life of
milliamperes.
the valves is obtained,
In practice, the
but it should be uncurrent is usually
derstood that modern
fixed slightly on the
gas-filled valves used
liberal side to take
for both trickle charcare of variations in
Rectifier
ging and occasional
the open circuit
charging
a
full-rate
losses. The correct
work normally at
value may be ascerabout one-fiftieth of
tained by observa- Charging
their
full load output
tion of the specific
Equipment
and experience has
gravity, voltage, and
shown that under
gassing of the cells,
op2
these conditions
as explained in the
Coil.
later paragraphs on D. P. D.T.
several years' life is
111111111- -11011
maintenance.
obtained.
Contactor
Spring
Where current is
Battery
expensive
the imCHARGING
proved
efficiency
and
Emergency
Light
ARRANGEMENTS.
somewhat longer
The charging Ftg.7.-CONNECTIONS OF " KEEPALITE " SYSTEM valve life might easily
pay the extra cost of
arrangements
will
FOR A.C. MAINS.
the combined form
depend upon the size
of charger.
of the battery and the
nature of the main supply.
Motor Generator Set.
When the high-rate charging current
Charging from A.C. Mains with Rectifier.
When the main supply is alternating a exceeds that which can be obtained from
rectifier outfit is employed to provide a valve rectifier, either a mercury-arc
both the trickle charging current and the rectifier or a motor-generator set must be
high-rate charging current for the standard used (see THE PRACTICAL ELECTRICAL
ENGINEER, November, pp. 98, 103, for
equipments given in Table I.
How the Trickle and High-rate Charging diagrams of connections). In these cases
the motor-generator set or mercury arc
Currents are Adjusted.
The trickle charging current is adjusted rectifier is used only for high-rate charging,
to the required value by suitable series and a small rectifier (valve or copperresistances (usually lamps), and the high- oxide type) is provided for trickle
rate charging current is obtained by charging.
switching a resistance in parallel with the
As the high-rate and trickle charging
trickle charging resistance. Fig. 2 shows currents are obtained from separate
the general scheme of connections when circuits a double-pole change-over switch is
necessary to change over the battery
a valve rectifier is employed.
Alternatively, a small valve, or prefer- to the appropriate charging circuit.

1

1
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Examples of Trickle-charging Equipments
for A.C. Mains.
Fig. 3 shows a copper-oxide (Westinghouse) 50o-watt trickle charger for a
stand-by battery (120 cells, Soo amperehours at the io-hour rate) installed at
Olympia Exhibition Buildings, London.
The high-rate charging current is supplied
from a motor-generator. The battery is
shown in Fig. 4.

/ Charging

Equipment

k•S

R

LiOperating
Coil
Change-over
Contactor

Spring

S.-CONNECTIONS OF " KEEPALITE " SYSTEM FOR
D.C. MAINS.

EmergencyLights
Fig. 5 shows the charging equipment
for a switch-operating battery in one of
the distributing substations of the London
Power Company. Although not exactly
stand-by service, the duty on this battery
(and similar batteries in power stations)
closely resembles that on a stand-by
battery, as heavy discharges of very short
duration (one or two seconds) are required
at relatively long intervals. It is, of
course, of supreme importance that the
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battery should be kept in a fully charged
condition, and this is effected by a copperoxide (Westinghouse) rectifier.
Charging from D.C. Mains.
When the main supply is direct current,
series resistances are used for both trickle
charging and high-rate charging, except
in the case of a central station stand-by
battery of the same voltage as the main
bus bars when a booster set is necessary.
AUTOMATIC CONTROL EQUIPMENT.
Keepalite Automatic Switch and Control
Panel.
The automatic switch in the Keepalite
system of emergency lighting fulfils two
functions, viz. : (r) It connects the emergency lights to the battery when the
normal supply fails ; (2) it reconnects the
battery to the charging circuit when the
main supply is restored and maintains the
battery continuously on trickle charge
during normal conditions.
A typical control panel is illustrated in
Fig. 6. This type of control panel is
used in all standard " Keepalite " equipments, and a slightly modified form is
used in cinema equipments.
In the standard type of control panel
the automatic switch consists of a doublepole double-throw contactor, the lower
moving contacts of which are biased by
gravity (and a spring if necessary) to the
lower pair of fixed contacts. These contacts are connected to the emergency
lights, and the moving contacts are connected to the battery.
How the Automatic Switch Works.
The operating coil is permanently connected across the main supply. Hence,
as long as this supply is maintained, the
armature will be attracted to the pole
piece, the upper moving contacts will make
contact with the upper pair of fixed
contacts and the lower contacts will remain
open. As the charging supply is connected
to the upper fixed contacts the battery will
be trickle charged all the time that the
main supply is maintained on the operating
coil. But immediately this supply fails
the contactor will drop over to the lower
contacts, and the emergency lights will be
connected to the battery. When the
supply is restored the contactor will switch
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the battery over to the charging contacts.
The battery may then be given a high-rate
charge, if necessary, by closing the
" charge " switch.
The trickle and high-rate charging
currents are indicated on separate ammeters.
Connections for Standard " Keepalite "
System for A.C. Mains.
Fig. 7 shows the connections for this
system when the supply is alternating
and the charging currents are supplied
by a single rectifier according to the
scheme of Fig. 2.
Connections of Standard " Keepalite "
System for D.C. Mains.
Fig. 8 shows the connections when the
supply is direct current. In this case
the voltage of the battery is less than that
of the D.C. mains, so that both tricklecharging and high-rate charging can be
effected from the mains by series resistances.
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NOTES ON THE MAINTENANCE OF
TRICKLE-CHARGED BATTERIES.
Importance of Correct Rate of Trickle
Charging.
The trickle charging current must be
maintained at the correct value, as too
AC

Main Lighting circuits

Ov

9
6

0

Standard
Keepalite
Panel

LIGM'S &477. SAME

Qop
~p o

Emergency Lights
Theatre Emerge?,
Theatre

Fl
Battery
Circuit

Main Circuit

Fuses
Connections of " Keepalite " System for
9
Hospitals.
Fig. 9 shows the connections for hospitals.
Relay
In this case special provision is made to
Isoking Sw.
ensure continuous lighting in the operating
theatres under all contingencies, including
the burning out of a lamp filament or the
Main Lamp
THEATRE 111°
blowing of a fuse.
mergency
Lamps
The operating lamp fitting has, in
addition to the normal special type lamp,
Operating Lamp
Fitting
a group of low-voltage emergency lamps
giving an illumination equal to that of Fig. 9.—CONNECTIONS OF " KEEPALITE " SYSTEM
the normal lamp. These emergency lamps
FOR HOSPITALS.
The emergency lamps in the operating
are wired direct to the battery through
lamp fitting in each operating theatre are
relays, a separate relay being used for each wired
directly to the battery, the lamps in
operating lamp. The actuating coil of each fitting being controlled by a relay which
the relay is connected in series with the closes this circuit in the event of any interruption
normal operating lamp, and under normal of current in the main lamp.
conditions this coil is energised and the
switch in the emergency circuit is open. high a current will eventually cause
If, however, the supply to the operating gassing and over-formation of the positive
lamp fails or the lamp filament burns out plates, and too low a current will cause
the relay loses its excitation and the switch sulphation.
The correct value is the minimum
automatically closes the emergency circuit.
A double-pole isolating switch is incor- current which will maintain the constancy
porated with each relay for the purpose of of the specific gravity of the acid in the
isolating both the main and emergency cells at its maximum value, which varies
lamps when any particular theatre is not with the temperature, make and design
of cell. Fairly common values are :—
being used.
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Temperature °F.

50

6o

70

8o

zoo

Specific gravity ..

I 215

1.210

1.206

I 202

1.195

The cell voltage is also a useful guide
and should be between 2.20 and 2.3 volts,
when battery ha; been fully charged and
has settled down on trickle charge.
In actual practice the trickle charging
current is adjusted to its correct value in
accordance with the indications of : (I)
specific gravity ; (2) tendency to gas ;
(3) cell voltage. When once the exact
voltage corresponding to the correct
trickle charging rate has been determined,
this voltage can be used in future as an
indication that the cells are receiving the
correct trickle-charging rate.
Careful records should be kept of these
quantities, specific gravity, temperature, cell voltage, tendency to gas,
which should be taken at weekly intervals
on selected or pilot cells, together with
similar readings at monthly intervals on
all cells.
Topping-up Water.
Owing to the absence of electrolysis,
the amount of topping-up water required
for a trickle-charged battery is comparatively small.
When adding water it should be poured
to the bottom of the cell by means of a funnel
and glass tube to ensure thorough mixing
with the electrolyte. Give a quick charge
until there is sufficient gassing thoroughly
to mix up the acid and added water.
Level of Electrolyte.
If reliance is to be placed on specific
gravity readings, the level of the electrolyte should be as constant as possible,
and should never exceed i-in. from the
normal level in cells of medium size.
With open-type cells evaporation may
be reduced by covering the top of the
electrolyte with a thin layer (-in. thick) of
anti-spray oil film.
Cleanliness.
Very careful attention must be paid
to cleanliness, as any accumulation of
dust, dirt and cobwebs in positions where
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it can cause leakage of current between
the terminal lugs of the cell will seriously
upset the working of the battery, owing to
the reduction of the trickle charging
current by the leakage paths. With
open-type cells the side supports for the
plates must be kept clean, and with sealed
cells the top of the sealing cover must be
kept clean and dry.
In dusty locations dust covers should be
provided and the cells should receive a
thorough cleaning and inspection before
these covers are fitted and the trickle
charging regime is put into operation.
Recharging After an Emergency Discharge.
After an emergency discharge the battery should be given a complete recharge
(at the high rate) with as little delay as
possible, both in order to keep the plates in
good condition and to restore the battery
to its normal service. The charging
current may have any convenient value
between half normal and twice normal
charging, but as soon as free gassing
commences the current should be reduced
to the half normal rate.
It is very important that the battery
should be absolutely fully charged before
trickle charging is resumed, and to be
quite sure of this condition the recharge
should be continued until every cell has
come up to its maximum specific gravity
and voltage for a period of two hours.
Precautions to be Observed When a New
Battery is Put on Trickle Charge.
When a new battery is to be put on
trickle charge for the first time, it is very
important that the active material of
the plates should be in thorough working
condition and stabilised before the trickle
charging is commenced. Usually half a
dozen cycles of charge and discharge are
necessary to get the plates into this condition.
Acknowledgments.
Acknowledgments are due to the
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London for the supply of photographs,
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NEON SIGNS
By D. WINTON THORPE, A.M.I.E.E.
There is undoubtedly an enormous field for the sale of Neon signs, and in
this article Mr. Thorpe gives some useful advice that should help electrical
contractors to take advantage of the business offered in this particular field
neglect to take the
WAS about to
fullest advantage of
start this article
the sale of Neon
by saying that
signs.
the Neon sign was
the sign of the
Neon Signs Have
future. That would,
No Filament.
however, give an
It must, first of
entirely wrong imall, k be understood
pression since it
that the light proneeds little more
duced in a Neon
than a glance round
sign is unlike the
any of• our large
conventional form
towns to-day to find
of electric light inthat it is the sign
asmuch as there is
of the present.
no filament ; that
Nevertheless, f o r
is to say, there is
every sign of this
no piece of wire
sort which is,workcarrying the current
ing to-clay, there
from one terminal
will be ten signs
of the tube or elecworking in a couple
trcde, as it is called,
of years' time.
to the other,
It is surprising
that the electrical
How the Neon Tube
contractor and reis Constructed.
tailer in general is
The Neon tube,
not being so quick
or Neon lamp, conto take advantage
sists of a length of
of the possibilities
glass tube with a
of selling these signs
piece of metal, the
as one might expect
from their obvious FITTING -UP A NEON TUBE ON A SIGN, AT FACIA electrode, inside
HEIGHT.
each end and sealed
popularity, and effiSee page 256 for practical notes re fixing.
into it, but with a
ciency. Probably
metallic • c onne cthe reason is to
be found in a certain amount of tion coming through the glass to the
mistrust which has been fairly naturally outside. This hermetically sealed tube
caused by one or two misapprehensions is exhausted : that is to say it is reduced
on the whole subject. If I can, in the to as near a vacuum as is commercially
following short article, clear away any possible, by pumping out all the air that
of these misapprehensions, it may be that is in it. When the tube is exhausted a
it will have the effect of making people in very small quantity of gas is allowed into
the retail trade realise what a gigantic it. The gas which is let in is in many
opportunity they are missing if they cases Neon gas, and it is from the name

I
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A.C.
Main
Supply
THE SIMPLEST NEON SIGN CIRCUIT.
Note fuses on L.T. side.

of this gas that this particular form of
lamp first took its name. Nowadays it is
usual to find a number of various gases
used in order to obtain various colours.
Bending the Tube to Various Shapes.
Before the tube is exhausted and gassed
it can be bent into any desired shape,
even, when required, into the shape of a
letter, and when the sign is lighted up,
the tube, being in the form of a letter,
will give a penetrating glow in the form
of that letter, or any other type of design.
How the High Operating Voltages are
Obtained.
So much then for what we may term
the mechanical side of Neon tubes. The
electrical side of the Neon tube or lamp
depends upon the principle of applying
a very high voltage across the two terminals
or electrodes. The voltages actually in
use in commercial Neon signs to-day
vary, for the most part, from 1,50o to
6,000 volts, though there are on the
market signs operating on lower voltages.
This high voltage is obtained, in the case
of alternating current, by means of a
transformer, the low tension mains being
connected to the low tension terminals of
the transformer and the high tension
terminals of the transformer being carried
to the electrodes at each end of the tube
to be lighted. When this high voltage is
applied across the electrodes there is a
discharge from one electrode to
the other which is made possible
by the presence of the gas in what
would otherwise be a vacuum.
A,C.
According to the gas which is used
Main
and the amount of gas which is
Supply
used, so we get the variation in •
colours and the depth in colours.
Production of Neon Signs.
That all sounds from the manu-
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facturing point of view very simple.
Actually, of course, the manufacture
of Neon signs and Neon tubes
generally is not a simple matter,
but requires a very great deal of
knowledge and skill. There are
such processes as ageing and a
multitude of other intricacies
which enter into the production
of Neon signs efficient enough
to stand up to the service which is
demanded of them. But this article is
written, not for the person who may
contemplate the manufacture of Neon
signs, but for the person who contemplates
the sale and erection of Neon signs.
Static Discharge.
Since the discharge in the Neon tube
is in the nature of a static discharge,
very little current passes. And what
current does pass is converted almost
entirely into light.
It is as well to
remember that with the ordinary filament
type of electric lamp about 92 per cent. of
the energy put into that lamp by
electricity is given off in the form of
heat. Only about 8 per cent. is left to
be turned into light. Therefore, the
ordinary filament type of lamp, useful
as it is and indispensable as it is,
is a highly inefficient piece of apparatus ; it is, in fact, only 8 per cent.
efficient. If we could take that remaining
92 per cent. and turn it into light instead
of heat we should, of course, have a
zoo per cent, efficient piece of apparatus.
Efficiency of the Neon Tube.
The Neon tube gets much nearer to this
desired efficiency. For if anyone places
his hand upon a Neon tube while it is
working he will find that it is quite cool.
It is not, in fact, giving out any appreciable

A CONDENSER OR BANK OF CONDENSERS PLACED ACROSS
THE PRIMARY INCREASES THE EFFICIENCY.
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SEVERAL TRANSFORMERS ARE NECESSARY WHEN A GREAT LENGTH OF TUBE HAS TO BE ILLUMINATED

amount of heat ; in other words, what
little current is taken to operate a Neon
sign is nearly all given out in the form of
light. This, of course, is one of the
strongest selling points in connection with
Neon tubes, since the running cost of a
sign fades into insignificance beside the
running cost of an equivalent sign carried
out in ordinary electric filament lamps.
For obvious reasons, such as the intricacy
of manufacture and the fragile nature of
the sign when it is being conveyed to the
point of erection, the Neon sign is, in the
first instance, rather an expensive investment. But that it is a sound investment
is beyond dispute.
Fog-penetrating Power of Neon Tubes.
Another small point in connection with
the advantages of Neon tubes is to be
found in the fact that the red Neon, that
is to say the tube which is charged with
actual Neon gas, has greater fog-penetrating powers than practically any other type
of lamp. For this reason it has a much

greater advertising value where the site
is one where fogs are at all prevalent,
as in this country.
Value of Neon Lamps.
The obvious and most important advantage of Neon signs is, of course, that
they do have a compelling power beyond
anything which has yet been produced.
It is impossible not to look at a Neon
sign, whether you like it or not. Outline
work, that is to say the running of a strip
of Neon tubing round the outside of a
building, even where there is no lettering
attached to it, has an amazingly satisfactory advertising value. Moreover, this
form of Neon sign work is comparatively
cheap, since most of the expense of
bending the tubes is removed.
Use of High Tension Supply Not Dangerous.
Many people have a wholesome fear of
any voltage above that used in the general
distribution of electricity for domestic
purposes. Yet a moment's reflection will

crone Coil

Earthed centre point
of secondary winding

THEORETICAL DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR A CONNECTIONS FOR TWO-SECTION SIGN USING
ONE TRANSFORMER.
SINGLE LETTER.
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remind these people that the voltage
used for the sparking plugs on any motorcar, whether provided by a magneto or a
coil, is also of a very alarmingly high
figure. In the case of Neon signs the
voltage is high, but the high tension side
of the transformer is so well insulated, so
completely protected, that danger from
this source can be entirely ruled out.

CONDENSERS
POSITION I
EARTH

L.T

DISTRIBUTION BOARD
ONE wAT PENTRANSFORNER

H.T.

February

current is used in connection with transformers, the latter allowing a voltage of
between 5,000 and 15,000 volts to be
applied to the electrodes. The diameter
of the tubes ranges from 10 mm. to 30 mm.
diameter, and the current from 15 to 25o
milliamps.
The most convenient length for handling
is usually up to 15 feet, but the highest
efficiency
is
in
obtained
Cil!udegeri'Sign leaving thelength
of tube as long as
possible. The
tension
low
wiring is quite
straightforward,
ordinary circuit
wiring being run
to the primary
side of the transformers.

TRANSPORMERIE
PLACED S . CI.FROM RESPECTIVE ELECTRODES NT WIN,.
FROM TRANSFORMERS 'ID SIGN INSTALLED ST.
CIALIDEGEN"

TIME SWITCHES
ELECTRICALLY NAND
woUND OR WOUND

Points to Observe
in Installing
Neon Signs.
Great care
should be taken
11
with high tension
side
of the trans11
to
formers
prevent leakages
which might
cause burning of
the high tension
cable.
High
SUPPLY
tension wiring
should be either
of bare wire, or,
if desired to be
METHOD OF WIRING A " CLALTDEGEN " SIGN FOR LSE WITH AN A.C. SUPPLY•
protected, run in
glass tubing, and
Signs Made Up in Sections.
kept well away from all earthed objects
In most signs of reasonably large such as walls, gutters and iron fixings.
When making connections from the
dimensions, what appears to be one sign
is, in effect, a number of signs, representing high tension rubber and lead-covered
sections of the whole. In the word cable they should be protected either with
" Restaurant," in three-feet letters, prob- the special joints for this purpose or by
ably each letter and certainly not more means of glass bell-heads, which prevent
than every two letters, would represent damp coming in contact with the installation. Half an inch air space should be left
a separate sectional sign on their own.
around electrodes passing through letters.
SOME PRACTICAL POINTS.
Keep tubes
in. away from those of
The wiring of Neon signs does not letter, except when run with comparapresent any great difficulties. Alternating tively low voltage, when they can be
FIREMAN S SwITCN

ON

CONDENSERS
POSITION 2

AC

D P.I C
AC
MAIN
SWITCH
FUSE

SUPPLY COS
TERMINALS
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placed in direct contact with face of letter.
Only a comparatively few feet of tubing
is required for one low voltage transformer.
Transformers should be kept as close
as possible to the tubes.
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transformers will be specified with the
sign. If more than one transformer is
supplied, a double-pole ironclad distribution board must be fitted and fixed in the
low-tension circuit, in close vicinity to the
sign, with a double-pole fuse for each transformer. Mains must be run from the
supply terminals to this distribution board,
and from the distribution board separate
feeds to each transformer.

PRACTICAL NOTES ON THE INSTALLATION OF " CLAUDEGEN " SIGNS.
All wiring should conform to I.E.E.
wiring regulations, and rules laid down by
the L.C.C. Fire
Brigade DepartSlaudegen Sign
ment, the local
I
supply company
1
L.T. H T
and any fire insurance company
WIRING
involved.
The fireman's
switch only is
I
supplied with the
SW 11-.1
sign. The lowtension wiring
comprises sup UCK
plying, fixing
DC
and connecting
all necessary
wiring and fittings from the
SUPPLY
supply company's terminals
to the low-tension
terminals of the
transformers and
to
condensers
where specified ;
also the fixing
and wiring of the
.6°C
fireman's switch
A C CIRCUIT
supplied with the
AS ABOVE
AUTOMATIC
sign.
CONTROL FOR la Nro SUPPLY
Fireman's
switch is to be
fixed about 9 ft. METHOD OF WIRING A " CLAUDEGEN " SIGN FOR USE WITH D.C. SUPPLY.
The lower drawing shows how automatic control can be arranged.
from ground
level on face of
building with the " off " position on top. Method of Wiring.
Where D.C. is available a rotary conThe wiring throughout should be in
verter and hand starter are recom- screwed steel conduit, and a 7, .029 bare
mended.
copper earth wire should be drawn through
Condensers may be in either position the tube with V.I.R. cables, earthing all
I or 2. As specified by Claudegen.
switchgear and the condenser and the
transformer cases to nearest lead watermain
What to Do if More than One Transformer
The mains must first be brought to the
is Supplied.
fireman's switch from main switch, which
The number and primary current of the will isolate the whole sign in emergencies.
66

AA

i

TRANSFORMER/.
PLACED 0" FROM RESPECTIVE ELECTRODE. NT
FROM TRANSFORMERS TO SIGN INSTALLED BY"CLAUDEGEN"

DIST RIBUTION
BOARD
ONE WAY PER
TRANSFORMER

OFF

E•RTN

FIREMAN

CONDENSERS
IF SPECNNED
IlEY'CLAUCIEGEN"

P, IC
AC
N
SWITCS
FUSE

I C, DC MAIN SWITCH
FUSE ADJACENT TO
fiSUPPLY COS INTAKE

STARTER
C

FUSE

SUPPLY COY
TERMINALS

DC

ROTARY

CONVERTER

TIME SWITCHES
ELECTRICALLY NAND
WOUND OR WOUND

IC
D
eo4•7114
'
T'
CN
FUSE ADJACENT TO
SUPPLY COS INTAKE

DC
AUTOMATIC
STARTER

nt-

SUPPLY COS
TERMINALS
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How TO ELIMINATE MAINS INTERFERENCE
WITH WIRELESS RECEIVERS
By " E LECTRODE "
Interference from electric motors and generators, high-frequency medical apparatus,
flashing signs, lifts, etc., is sometimes a considerable source of annoyance to wireless
listeners. In this article our contributor deals with the most likely causes of mains
interference and discusses the best methods of curing it
AI NS interference
Reversing the Mains-plug is
with broadcast reSometimes Helpful.
ception is by no
The hum from a good
means a matter of new
A.C. mains set ought normally to be very small
occurrence or discovery, but
has assumed its present
indeed, but frequently it is
undoubted importance on
worse with one direction of
F
account of a number of
the mains-plug than with
A NOISY MOTOR.
factors such as (T) the in- SILENCING
Mains sets
the other.
This can be done by
creasing number of listeners; condensers,
generally work fairly effieach of 2 mfds
(2) the improved sensitivity
or more. F is a fuse and R ciently without an earth so
of sets ; (3) the increased a resistance of from 5 to far as aerial pick-up is conuse of mains supply to ro ohms, which may be an cerned, but an actual earth
broadcast receivers ; (4) the additional help.
is usually very helpful in
spread of electric supply
cleaning up hum.
generally; and (5) the increased use of the Noise From House Wiring.
supply for domestic and industrial purHum may also be picked up on any set
poses.
from the type of house wiring. Assuming
Broadly speaking, general hum from the metal-cased wiring
conduit or lead
mains must be classified as an interference, sheathing—discontinuity of bonding or
since it certainly interferes with the omission of an earth may often bring up
enjoyable reception of a programme. hum, even on a battery-operated set.
Usually, however, interference from the This is particularly so if the metal casing
mains is taken as referring to noises of is run everywhere on dry-seasoned wood
the crash type, frequently called " man- and makes little contact with earthy
made " atmospherics, since they do fre- walls of any sort.
quently amount in the aggregate to the
Lead Sheathing Must be Properly Earthed.
same effect as continuous atmospherics.
The writer has known the D.C. supply
Avoidable Hum.
to speak quite badly into a battery set
Before considering this, however, it is when the earth was removed from the
necessary to deal briefly
lead sheathing of the house
with avoidable hum. In the
wiring. In this instance, the
case of a mains set, hum
casing was certainly moderof any sort is usually
ately well insulated until an
largely the fault of the set
actual earth connection was
itself, but there are other —LON
effected. In a similar case
factors that may also be SILENCING A NOISY MOTOR. it was found, also, that
High frequency chokes in- considerable mains hum was
active. In the case of a
as shown help to picked up by an A.C. mains
D.C. mains set, a hum at serted
make the condensers more
about 30o cycles may be due effective by-pass paths for set when. the earth was
to really noisy mains.
removed from the casing.
high frequencies.
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Thus, the making and breaking of
commutators, contactors, keys,
switches (including imperfect connections acting as partial switches)
are all liable to cause sudden
changes of potential of some part
of the circuit wiring, " shockexciting " it or a section of it into
oscillation at high frequencies, often
within the broadcast band.
A METHOD OF SILENCING A ROTARY RECTIFIER

In persistent cases of annoying hum the
above points are well worth attention.
The Listener's Own Appliances.
Apart from the above types of hum
interference, due to the listener's own
premises, interference is also often experienced from vacuum cleaners, refrigerators, fans, etc., in the listener's home,
without him being aware of the cause.
No doubt it is stupid and slow of him not
to correlate cause and obvious effect,
but often he fails to do so. The practical
man called in, perhaps, to investigate the
matter is thus well advised first of all to
make sure that the noise is not generated
in the complainer's own premises.
Noise-producing Devices.
Assuming that the interference is definitely traced to be coming from outside
the listener's house, we may first consider
the various types of electrical devices that
are known to be noise-producers. These
are :—
(A) Motors and generators, A.G. and
D.C. ;
(B) Battery-charging rectifiers ;
(c) High-frequency medic al
apparatus ;
(D) Flashing signs ;
(E) Electric ovens and heating
pads, thermostatically controlled ;
(F) Neon signs ;
(G) Lifts ;
(H) Tramcars and trolley buses ;
(i) Mercury arcs.
Interference at High Frequency.
Most interference has been
found to be high frequency in
character, and is due to sudden
changes of current in the circuit.

Two Types of Interference Caused.
Two things may thus happen : ( I)
the wiring may behave as a transmitting
aerial and radiate waves which are picked
up by the receiving aerial ; (2) the highfrequency currents so generated may travel
along the supply wires and so get on to the
internal wiring of the listener's premises,
where they may be picked up by the
adjacent aerial and/or lead-in, or it may
become impressed on the set by its
connection to the mains for its operating
supplies. The second type of interference
propagation is the more usual.
Basic Principles of Remedies for Interference.
All remedies for interference of the highfrequency character are based on methods
of (A) reducing to negligible proportions
the H.F. voltages on sections of the
mains or wiring capable of radiation ;
(B) restricting the H.F. voltages to as
small a section of the mains as possible
or to sections of the wiring remote from
the receiver.
Right of Complaint.
The right of the listener to complain

C 0 Switch

SILENCING DEVICES APPLIED TO H.T. AND L.T BATTERYCHARGING ROTARY RECTIFIERS.
The mains condensers are all a mfds ; the L.T. condenser,
.1 mfd. upwards ; first H.T. condenser, 4 mfds. ; and
second H.T. condenser, .25 mfd upwards.
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about mains interference is fully recog- flow to earth, for example, by the connised, and official organisation exists for densers, each of 2 mfds. or more, as shown.
dealing with it. Complaints should first Sometimes it is necessary to insert an H.F.
be addressed to the B.B.C., who send a choke in each mains lead (see diagram)
form to be filled up with full particulars. to increase the H.F. impedance of the
The complaint is then handed over to the mains and so make the condensers more
Post Office for investigation, since the effective in shunting the high frequencies
P.O. has technical representatives so to earth. Occasionally a resistance of 5
widely spread all over the kingdom, while to 10 ohms, as shown at R, is also
the B.B.C. has no such technical organisa- of assistance. These methods apply equally
tion. The P.O. then investigates the to D.C. motors and to A.C. motors of the
matter under the direction of the Radio commutator type (induction motors give
Section at Engineering Headquarters.
very little trouble).
As the law stands, the P.O. has no
authority, apparently, to enforce the Fitting the Silencing Devices.
application of such remedies, but it has
The silencing devices should be fitted
as close as possible to
been stated that the
the machine with very
owners of offending plant
are usually quite willing
short leads and also with
to assist in the applicaa short heavy earth-lead.
It is interesting to know
tion of remedies that have
been shown to be effective.
that adjustment of brush
position can also help to
While, therefore, the
chief work of interference
reduce interference.
rh
tracking and silencing is
one for large
Interfere n c e
organisafrom Gentions, many
erators.
practical
Generators
men find
produce both
themselves
high-frequency and
concerned
SILENCING TREATMENT FOR FLASHING SIGNS.
lowfrequenwith probThe lead A B in top picture is " shock-excited " into
cy interferlems in conoscillation and high frequency currents follow the dotted
ence. In the
nection with
path. The left bottom figure shows the addition of a protectil e screen, and on the right a quenching circuit is shown.
the effective
case of small
machines
silencing of
individual pieces of plant. Fortunately, the interference is generally of the highas a result of the P.O.'s investigations frequency type and is amenable to the
a considerable amount of information same treatment as for motors as already
is now available as to the methods shown.
which have been found successful in
Real low-frequency interference is exvarious cases.
perienced due to ripple on large supplymachines, and is usually only experienced
Noise From Motors and Generators—
on mains-operated sets, where the cure is
The considerable use of motors causes improved smoothing. The same is true
them to be a big source of interference in the case of ripple on D.C. supplies
which appears to be entirely of a high- derived from mercury-arc rectifiers.
frequency character. Although locally
severe it rarely extends to a greater Rotary Rectifiers and Battery Chargers.
Rotary rectifiers give rise to H.F.
distance than zoo yards. Usually
interference in the same general manner
becomes inaudible at 5o yards.
as motors and over the same general sort
of distance. Direct radiation may be
—And Its Cure.
The cure is to form a low-impedance aggravated by batteries on charge on the
path for the high-frequency currents to D.C. side.
e
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How Rotary Rectifiers are Silenced.
A general method of silencing such
rotary rectifiers is show in the diagram,
where it is again often found of advantage
to use a resistance of 5 to io ohms as
shown at R. A rotary rectifier for L.T.
and H.T. battery charging is also shown,
with the silencing devices that have been
found helpful. Chokes are of advantage
in the H.T. leads, as shown, a suitable
choke consisting of about 20 yards of the
necessary gauge of wire wound on a former
of about 8 in. diameter.
Why a Fuse Should be Fitted.
In applying smoothing condensers in all
the above cases it is advisable to fit a fuse
or other protective device to protect the
mains in the case of the condensers ever
being broken down by a heavy surge.
Alternately, of course, much more highly
rated condensers can be used.

T
HIGH FREQUENCY MEDICAL APPARATUS.
The patient acts as a good aerial, in addition
to the high frequency currents sent back to the
mains.

Flashing Signs.
These consist, in their simplest form,
of a contact or switching device operated
either automatically or by thermostat
or the like. The simplest type of circuit
is that on page 260 (top picture), which
locates the point of interference to the
lead A B. When the switch is closed
A B is mains-voltage above earth, but
when the switch is opened the potential
of A B falls to zero and causes the capacityto-earth of A B to discharge through the
path shown dotted.
Using a Constant-potential Screen as a
Cure.
One form of cure is to surround the
apparatus by a constant-potential screen
as shown in the left-hand picture, with
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the condensers shown. An alternative
method is shown in the right-hand picture,
which has a choke in the mains and
a quenching circuit across the contact.
The choke should be as near as possible
to the contactor, and should preferably
be screened. The first method is considered to be generally the better, but
the second is of advantage if the apparatus
cannot be screened or if it is some distance
away from the switching mechanism.
Multiple-contact Signs.
Multiple-contact signs are exactly
similar in principle and are amenable
to the same treatment. This method of
silencing is also applicable to electrical
ovens, heating pads and other devices using
thermostatic control.
High-frequency Apparatus.
Apparatus generating and using highfrequency currents as part of their operation are naturally serious offenders—
the most serious technically, although
fortunately not so numerous. Notably
in this class comes H.F. medical apparatus
of the so-called " ultra-violet-ray " class.
This uses a frequency somewhere
between 6o and 15o kc. (2,00o to 5,000
metres) and is effectively a " spark "
transmitter, stepped up to the patient,
the high-frequency currents flowing
through his effective capacity to earth.
The Only Cure for Interference from
High-frequency Apparatus.
With this type of apparatus, as at
present designed and made, the only cure
is the construction of a complete metallic
screen, large enough to enclose both
patient and apparatus. This method of
cure is too expensive to commend itself
to the user, except in the case of large
installations, such as hospitals, etc. In
smaller cases, however, a small screened
cage may be practicable. Future improvement involves redesign of the apparatus,
and would no doubt be helped also by
the use of valves as generators instead of
spark methods.
Neon Signs.
Another type of high-frequency
apparatus is met in neon signs. These
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are made both for low-frequency and for
high-frequency operation, the latter usually
being installed indoors to avoid risk of
shock. Although using the same method
of generation as in the medical apparatus,
the fact of the H.F. secondary being closed
on the tube should make them less
objectionable. Interference is, however,
experienced on account of currents between
the H.F. secondary and primary, these
being due jointly to insulation and to
capacity. A capacity screen between the
windings is of help.
In some cases the H.F. step-up transformer consists of two transformers, and
improvement can be effected by joining
the primaries in parallel and the secondaries in series, joined at those ends nearer
to the primary. Adjustment of slight
out-of-balance capacity to earth can be
made by a small capacity to earth at a
suitable point along the tube as shown.
Screening of the whole apparatus is, of
course, an excellent cure as in the case
of medical apparatus. Little trouble
seems to have been experienced from lowfrequency neon signs.
Lifts.
In the case of lifts, several types of
induction motor are in use and some give
very little trouble. Those that are noisy
can be helped by H.F. chokes in the
mains and the mains bridged on the
controller side of the chokes by two
condensers each of at least 4 microfarads.
It is usually necessary to apply further
silencing to controller noises, a suitable
arrangement being 2 microfarad condensers across each contactor, or better
still a condenser-resistive " quench "
circuit of the type already described.
•0001

A SCREENED AERIAL LEAD-IN IS A GREAT HELP
TO THE LISTENER IN ELECTRICALLY " NOISY "
DISTRICTS.
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H. F.
TransformerHIGH FREQUENCY NEON SIGNS.
A small balancing condenser to earth is
usually of help.

The same general treatment also applies
to D.C. motors.
Tramcars and Trolley Buses.
Several successful methods of cure have
been developed, but as treatment of this
interference is in the hands of an authority
or corporation there is no need to discuss
them here.
Curing Incoming Interference at the
Listener's Premises.
Since most of the H.F. interference
enters the listener's house by the mains,
and is radiated or induced by the house
wiring, additional help can usually be
obtained by H.F. filter devices applied to
the mains where they enter the house.
Condensers, as for motor-smoothing, are
usually an improvement in noisy districts,
and, if insufficient, can be implemented
by chokes in the mains. The chokes must,
of course, be of adequate copper to carry
the A.C. or D.C. current of the house load.
Methods of Reducing the Interference.
Interference can often be reduced by
altering the direction of the aerial, also
by using a " counterpoise " earth. Recently
it has been found that improvement can
mostly be effected by the use of a screened
lead-in from the aerial to the receiver.
Some Interesting Circuits.
Some interesting circuits for the elimination of interference with radio reception
are given in a booklet entitled " The Design and Construction of Radio Power
Units," published by The Telegraph Condenser Co. We have made arrangements
for a copy of this book to be sent free
to interested readers who apply to The
Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd., Wales
Farm Road, North Acton, W.3, mentioning the name of this magazine.
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THE CHANGEOVER PROBLEM IN
ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN FACTORIES
By ROBERT RAWLINSON

In the January issue Mr. Rawlinson outlined the various questions which
arise when changing over from D.C. to A.C. In this article he deals
thoroughly with the problem of determining the horse power required
NE of the first problems that arise
before commencing any alterations
to the factory drives is:—" How
many horse-power do the factory machines
require to drive them ? "

O

necessary to measure the resistances of
its various circuits so that the losses in
them can be calculated. If a Post Office
box type Wheatstone bridge is available,
this can be used, but as an instrument
of this type is seldom available in the
average factory, the measurements we
require can easily be computed from voltmeter and ammeter readings.

Measuring the Horse-power Required.
By far the best way is to measure the
actual power which the driven machines
demand. This is quite easily done by
measuring the current and kilowatts Equipment Required.
The instruments, etc., necessary to
which the original motors take, and,
after working out and deducting the losses make the tests will depend to a certain
extent upon the size
in the motor, estiof motor which is
mating the actual
under investigation.
horse-power which is
Suppose that the motor
supplied to each driven
nameplate is stamped
machine. Suppose that
as follows :there are a group of
io machines driven by
20 h.p., 44o volts,
one D.C. motor, which
38.5 amps., 65o r.p.m.,
is of the compound
1.3 shunt amps.
wound type and fitted
The equipment
with interpoles, then
selected should thenbe:
the procedure should
A .. i voltmeter
be as follows :—
reading to
Arrange matters so
50o volts
that each driven mach(to measure
ine can be fully loaded;
main volts).
that is to say, have
ammeter
B
the largest size of
reading to 5o
article which is to be
amps.
(to
worked on in the
measure main
machine, or arrange to
amps.).
take the heaviest cut
voltmeter
C
.
.
on the hardest material
70 MAINS
reading to 15
which it is usual to CONNECTION DIAGRAM OF A COMPOUND
volts
(to
work on the machine
WOUND D.0 MOTOR.
measure loss
in question.
This diagram shows the connections
volts).
between motor and starter, the main
Preliminary Readings. switch and fuses being omitted for clear- D. . I ammeter
ness. Note that terminals A and AA
reading to 15
Before starting the may be interchanged, depending upon the
amps.
motor it will be direction of rotation of the motor.
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is available, it can be used instead of
B and D. These multi-range instruments
are very useful in maintenance work
aqd should be available to the maintenance
electricians of any reasonable-sized factory.

The Resistances to be Measured.
In order to calculate the losses, we must
measure the resistances of the following
windings of the motor :—
I. The armature.
2. The interpoles.
3. The series (or compound) coils.
We must also measure the current
taken by the motor when running without
any load, i.e., with the belt off, uncoupled
or out of gear as the case may be. However, let us for the moment consider only
the measuring of the resistances.

Connecting Up for Resistance Measurements.
The accumulator battery should be

ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN BLOWING FAN FOR
CINEMA ORGAN.
This illustration depicts the D.C. motor driven
blower which supplies the necessary air to the
organ in a large cinema. It will eventually be
converted to A.C. and the method on which the
conversion should be made is described in this
and later articles. (Metropolitan-Vickers.)

(to measure no load amps.).
E . . i revolution counter.
F . . i accumulator of about 6 volts
(a car battery is very suitable).

Multi-range Voltmeters and Ammeters.
Note that the voltmeter A must always
have a maximum reading greater than
the voltage of the supply to the motor.
It may very conveniently be of the multirange pattern and in this case voltmeter C
may not be required. For instance, a
very suitable and commonly used instrument for maintenance work has four
ranges of 1.5, 15, 15o and 600 volts, and
it is clear that an instrument of this type
will take the place of both A and C.
The same remarks apply as regards the
ammeter. If a multi-range instrument

SWITCH

CONNECTIONS FOR TAKING RESISTANCE
READINGS.
This diagram shows the connections between
motor, battery, switch and ammeter when
taking resistance readings. Note that in some
cases of large motors it may be necessary to connect a resistance in the circuit to limit the
current to a reasonable value. When this is
necessary the resistance should be connected
between the switch and ammeter, as shown
dotted. The switch must be closed only for
the few seconds required to take readings, so as
to avoid heating the windings and running down
the battery.
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fully charged and it should be
taken, together with a single-pole
knife switch (mounted and about
5o amps. capacity) and the
instruments B and C previously
mentioned, to the motor. The
battery should be connected
through the knife switch and
ammeter B to the motor terminals
as follows :—With the usual type
of D.C. motor starter it will
be found that there are three
cables entering the motor terminal
box, two of these being of heavy
section and the other one considerably smaller in size; this will
be clearer on reference to the
diagram of connections, which
shows the heavy cables in thick
lines and the smaller one thinly.

The Procedure.
Proceed now in the following
manner:—Remove the heavy
cables from the motor terminals
and connect in their places the
cables from the battery, ammeter and switch, so that one
terminal of the battery is connected to one motor terminal,
the other battery terminal being
connected to one knife switch
terminal. The remaining knife
switch terminal must be connected
to the ammeter and the free
side of the ammeter should then
be connected to the second
motor terminal in place of the
other heavy cable.

MEASURING THE INTERPOLE RESISTANCE.
The operator is holding one point on terminal AA and the
other on the brush arm, while he reads the voltage drop
across the interpole winding. In this case the current is
fed into the machine by the two leads which are connected
to the two left-hand side terminals A and YY. (MetropolitanVickers.)

Main Switch Must be Off.
These connections are as shown and
it should be noted that the main switch
must be " OFF " before any connections
are altered or made, and that the knife
switch must be kept open until we are
ready to take readings. For these connections a fairly heavy cable should be
used. The following table may be taken
as a rough guide, but the cable size given
need not be very strictly adhered to if we
remember that the heavier the cable the
better, within reason.

TABLE OF CABLE SIZES.
Motor Nameplate. Approximate Cable Size
for Resistance MeasureFull Load
ment Connections.
Current.
Up to 15 amps.
15 , 5o ,
50 , Ioo „
ioo , 150 ,
15o „ 200 ,

3/.036 or .003 sq. in.
"
7/.044 " .01
197.044
.03
.o6
19/.064
19/.072 , .075 ,

Before Taking Any Readings.
The next step is to locate the points
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in the motor and its terminal box across
which voltmeter readings are to be taken
with the instrument C. Referring to the
first figure we can see how the various
circuits are connected up inside the motor
and in the terminal box, and it will be
clear that to measure the voltage across
the armature we must make our voltmeter
connections on two segments which are
under brushes of opposite polarity. To
measure voltage across the interpole
windings we must make connections, one
to the lead from the armature to the interpoles (this is usually situated on one

INTERNAL WINDINGS OF A FOUR-POLE COMPOUND-WOUND MOTOR.
We have here the arrangements of the windings
and connections in a four-pole compound-wound
D.C. motor. The voltmeter connection points
are marked, as described in the text, VI, Vz
and V3 for armature, interpole and series
windings respectively.

brush arm) and the other to the terminal
AA in the terminal box. All other points
of connection are available in the terminal
box, so there will be no necessity to open
up the motor to make them available.
These points are made clearer by the
figure which appears above, giving the connection diagram of a four-pole motor of
the compound .wound type, the points
for connection being marked VI for the
armature, V2 for the interpoles and V3
for the series.
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A Convenience for Taking Measurements.
It is very convenient if we have a pair
of points attached to flexible cables for
use when taking measurements with
the voltmeter, and as such details may be
very easily and quickly constructed, it is
as well to provide ourselves with them.
The illustration shows the details and construction of such a pair of contact points
made from material such as may be
found in maintenance shops.
The Readings to Be Taken.
The readings which we are going to
take are for the purpose of measuring the
resistances of the following circuits :—
I. Armature winding.
2. Interpole coils.
3. Compound or series coils.
In order to calculate the resistance it
will be necessary to measure the current
or amps. flowing when the knife switch
is closed and at the same time we must note
the voltage across the terminals of each
winding. Having got these readings, we
can very easily calculate the resistance
of each separate winding and we shall then
use this resistance to compute the efficiency
and power output of the motor.
Taking the Readings.
Having made all the connections and
ascertained the points at which measurements must be made, as previously described, we are ready to make our tests,
and to do this we should proceed in the
following manner :—The person who is to
take the measurements should be accompanied by an assistant who has paper and
pencil at hand to note the readings observed. The assistant should have set
out his sheet in the form of a typical
record sheet so that all readings can be
entered readily under the correct headings
The Resistance Readings.
After filling in the preliminary information, such as nameplate particulars and
meter numbers, the taking of the resistance
readings may be proceeded with as
follows :—The voltmeter points are first
held in contact with two commutator segments which are under brushes on adjacent
brush arms, and the knife switch is then
closed. This will cause both the ammeter
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and voltmeter to show a deflection and
their readings should be noted and
entered on the record sheet. The knife
switch should be opened as soon as the
readings are taken.
The procedure should now be repeated
for the interpoles, making voltmeter
connections, one to the lead from brush
arm to interpoles and the other to terminal
AA, closing the knife switch and entering
the voltmeter and ammeter readings on
the record sheet as before. The readings
for the series coils (if any) must now be
obtained, the same procedure being followed and the voltmeter connections being
made to terminals Y and YY. When a
voltage and current reading has been
obtained for each of the three circuits
(i.e., six readings in all) we have completed
this part of the test and have sufficient
information to calculate the circuit resistances which we require. The normal
connections between motor and starter
should now be replaced.
Uncouple the Motor from Its Load.
The next stage is the taking of the noload losses of the motor and in order to do
this the machine must be uncoupled from
its load. It is not sufficient merely to
take the load or work off the driven machines. The belt should be removed if
the drive is of this type, or, if the motor
drives through a coupling, the bolts or
links should be removed. In the case of
gear drives it is best either to remove the
motor pinion or, if this cannot be done,
slew the motor round so that the gearing
is out of mesh. It is advisable to .make
quite sure that the pinion is well clear of
the driven wheel in these cases, and to
clamp the motor so that any vibration
will not cause it to move into mesh while
running. If this is not done, there is a
possibility of serious accidents. Having
now made sure that the motor is disconnected from any kind of load we may
take the no-load readings.
The Meter Positions.
In order to measure these losses we require readings of the main volts and
armature current when the motor is
running unloaded at full speed, and to
obtain these readings we must connect
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our meters as follows :—The voltmeter A
should be connected across the mains,
and the most convenient position to do
this is to connect the meter across terminals A and YY in the terminal box. To
read the armature current, ammeter D
should be inserted in the line which runs
from the starter terminal marked A to the
motor terminal A (or AA, depending on
the direction of rotation). The diagram
on page 270 will make these connections
quite clear.
1'

q dw Brass Rod
Dr a

Waster -'

6/*

Hanle.

flex cable.

terminal

POINTS FOR VOLTMETER MEASUREMENTS.
The actual point consists of a length of brass
rod pointed at one end and with a hole for the
cable drilled in the other end. A brass washer
should be sweated on to the rod as shown, to
form a location for the handle which is made
from a piece of hardwood, fibre, bakelite or
ebonite to the dimensions given. A length of
about six feet of flexible cable should be soldered
into the rod, and the whole should be assembled
by threading the cable through the hole in the
handle and then pushing the handle on to the
point-rod, on which it should be a good tight fit.
If some shellac varnish is smeared on the rod
before the handle is fitted it will set and make a
good joint between rod and handle. A spade
terminal at the end of the flex facilitates connections.

Taking the No-load Readings.
Having made these connections the
no-load readings may be taken, and in
order to do this it is only necessary to
start the motor up in the normal way by
means of its starter and then read the
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deflections of the meters, entering them
up in the correct places on the record
sheet.

which will enable us to calculate the
horse-power required by each driven
machine.

The Load Readings.
Having now taken all the preliminary
readings, the motor may be recoupled
to its load and the separate load readings
taken. The positions of the instruments
will be the 'same as for taking the no-load

The Horse-power Required to Drive the
Lineshaft.
When everything is ready as described
above, the motor may be started up
in the usual way, and when it is up to
full speed, the main volts and armature
amps. should be
read and noted
down on the
record sheet.
There should be
no work in any
of the driven
machines while
this reading is
being taken, and
if fast and loose
pulleys are fitted
(as is usual), all
belts should be
running on the
loose pulleys. In
other words, for
these readings we
want to get the
power required
to drive the lineshaft only. Therefore, all machines
which are driven
from the line
shaft should be
stationary.

The Horse-power
Required by
MEASURING THE ARMATURE RESISTANCE.
Each MachNote that the voltmeter points are on the edges of two segments which are
ine.
beneath two adjacent lines of brushes. When making these resistance measurements on lr ge machines it will sometimes be necessary to use a millivoltmeter
The next stage
when the circuit resistances are of a low value. (Metropolitan -Vickers.)
is to take the
power required
measurements which have just been made, to drive each machine separately, and
so that it will be unnecessary to make any for this purpose it will be necessary
further connections, although it will to load up each machine in turn and take
probably be necessary to put ammeter B main volts and armature amps. readings
in place of ammeter D. The belt or in the same manner as already described
coupling bolts should be replaced or the for taking the power required to drive
gear should be put back in mesh, depending the lineshaft. The best procedure is to
upon the type of drive, and having made have work ready by each machine, i.e.,
sure that the motor is firmly bolted down, if it is a lathe, have a piece of metal to
we are in a position to take the readings turn, preferably of as large a size as the
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lathe will accommodate and of the hardest
grade which is usually machined in that
particular lathe, and when taking the volt
and amp. readings take a fairly heavy
cut at a rather fast feed and speed so that
the load on the lathe is about as severe
as will generally obtain in its normal
work.
How to Load the Driven Machine.
If one of the driven machines happened
to be a sand mill we would arrange
matters so that there was sufficient
sand to fill the trough and so
place the mill on full load, while
a pump or fan would be loaded
up to its full capacity and greatest
pressure.
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our calculations to determine the horsepower required by each driven machine
when it is fully loaded. The working
out is only simple arithmetic and to make
it quite clear we give here as an example
some typical figures that might be obtained. If the reader will follow through
the working of these, the method will be
obvious and the following remarks will
assist in gaining a mental picture of the
processes involved.

Taking the Machine Load Readings
When the arrangements for
loading each machine are complete, the readings may be taken
as follows :—Start the motor and
put machine No. i in work. All
other driven machines should be
standing idle at the time. As
soon as the load is steadily applied,
take a reading of main volts and
armature amps. as before and
note on the record sheet. When
these readings have been taken,
the driven machine may be shut
down, since we have the information needed to calculate the
horse-power required by it.
The volt and amp. readings when
the motor is driving the seccnd
machine only should now be obtained in the same manner, care
being taken that the second
driven machine alone is working—
TAKING THE SERIES RESISTANCE.
all others being idle—and after
The points are held on terminals Y and YY while the
these readings have been taken voltage drop across the series (or compound) windings is
and noted, the same procedure measured. (Metropolitan-Vickers.)
should be gone through for the third
machine, and so on until all the machines Resistance Readings.
which the motor drives have been dealt
In order to obtain the resistances of the
with and the corresponding volt and amp. armature interpole and series windings
readings noted down on the record sheet. we must follow Ohm's Law and divide the
volts drop across the winding by the current
Working Out the Results.
in the winding. The result of this simple
We have now obtained all the readings division will give us the ohms resistance
we require and may proceed to use them in of the winding at the time the measure-
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ments were taken. Suppose, for instance,
in our example the drop across the
armature is 4.42 volts when a current of
13 amps. is flowing through it ; dividing
4.42 by 13 we get 0.34 ohm, the resistance
of the armature winding. This division
should be done for each circuit, the ohms
being entered down.
The No-load Readings.
It is quite clear that the motor will
require some power to make it run, even

TERMINAL

BOX.
ksA

A.
STARTER

VOLTMTER

"A

•

+

— TO MAINS

CONNECTIONS FOR NO-LOAD AND LOAD
READINGS.
This diagram gives the connections for
the no-load and loaded readings. In the case
of the load readings it may be necessary to
put ammeter B (see text) in place of ammeter D. The main switch and fuses are
omitted for the sake of clarity.

although it is not carrying any load.
The gross no-load watts are obtained by
multiplying together the main volts and
the armature current taken at no-load.
Now the armature, series and interpole
windings have resistances, the ohmic
values of which we have just worked out,
and because of this they give rise to losses
even when the motor is running on
no load. The loss in these windings is
easily obtained by squaring the no-load
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current (i.e., multiplying it by itself)
and then multiplying by the number of
ohms in the winding. For instance, the
armature resistance is 0.39 ohm hot
(see below) and the no-load current
1.9 amps. in our example, so that we have :
Current squared x Ohms = Watts loss
1.9 X 1.9 X 0.39 = 1.4 watts
By doing this for each winding we obtain
the watts lost in each, and we must then
add the separate losses together to obtain
the total no-load copper loss. Having
got this the nett no-load watts are calculated by subtracting the total no-load
copper loss from the gross no-load watts.
In the example we have :—
Gross no-load watts — Total no-load
copper loss = Nett no-load watts.
836 — 2 = 834
Although the copper loss on no-load is
negligible in this case, instances can arise
where neglect of this loss introduces
errors. It is advisable to form the habit
of always taking the no-load copper loss
into account for this reason ; hence its
appearance here.
The Summary.
The calculations which have so far been
made must now be summarised so as to
be more conveniently used when dealing
with the load readings. The resistances
of armature, interpoles and series windings
must be added together, giving the total
main copper resistance (0.5108 ohm in
our example). The nett no-load watts
should also be entered in the summary.
An Important Point.
It is very important that the losses
should be calculated on the assumption
that the motor is hot and for this reason
it is desirable to take all the readings
after the motor has been working for a
full day and is well warmed up. If it is
impossible to do this and the readings are
taken when the motor is cold, it will
be necessary to multiply all resistances by
1.15 so as to allow for the increase when
the motor temperature rises. For instance, in our example the resistances were
taken cold, the armature coming out at
0.34 ohm ; when this reading is transferred to the summary it is put down as
0.39 ohm, which is 0.34 X 1.15. It will
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the armature amps. (i.e., 44o x 7 =
308o watts in the example), and from
this figure we must subtract the losses
which we have already calculated. It
will be clear that by taking the losses from
the input we have the output left, this
being expressed in watts. Following this
through in our example, we have
The Position at this Stage.
We now find that all our preliminary 873 watts losses from 3080 watts input,
readings are simplified into two quantities : leaving us 2207 watts output.
I. Total main copper resistance (hot).
The Horse-power Output.
II. Nett no-load watts.
All that now remains is for us to convert
These two figures are sufficient to enable
us to calculate the horse-power developed the watts output to horse-power, which
by the motor for any input current, it we may easily do by dividing by 746.
being only necessary to introduce one
other very simple quantity to take account The Horse-power Taken by the Driven
of the resistance of the contact between
Machines.
brush and commutator. It should be
Having now calculated the horse-power
noted that the voltages at which the taken by the lineshaft, we can easily
no-load and load readings are taken must arrive at that required for each driven
not differ by more than about 5 per cent. machine by going through the same
if accuracy is to be obtained.
procedure. In order to obtain the power
demanded by the machine only it will be
How to Calculate the Horse-power.
necessary to subtract the lineshaft horseWe are now in a position to calculate power from each machine's calculated
the horse-power required to drive, first, horse-power.
the lineshaft only, and then each driven
machine in turn. Taking the case of the Final Notes.
lineshaft only, we find that we have two
We have now calculated the horsereadings, main volts and armature amps. power taken by each driven machine
The armature amps. in flowing through and it is only necessary to make a note of
the windings of the motor will give rise the speeds at which the various driven
to a loss which should be entered as machines are running when fully loaded.
"copper loss watts" on the record sheet. This information should be noted down at
The amount of this loss is equal to the once; its use will be obvious later, when
armature current squared multiplied by we come to discuss the installation of the
the total main copper resistance, being, new A.C. motors which are being put in
in our example :
when we change over.
7 x 7 x 0.5108 = 25 watts.
To this copper loss we must add the nett Not for Series Motors.
no-load watts, which we have already
Before closing this article it must be
calculated, and the watts lost in the brush noted that the method of testing described
contact. The approximate value of this cannot be applied to series wound or
brush contact loss is easily arrived at by heavily compound wound motors. These,
multiplying the armature current by two, however, are almost invariably used for
and the three losses can now be added driving cranes or other duties involving
together to give us the total losses occur- only one driven machine, and for this
ring in the motor at this particular input reason the output for change-over purposes
current.
may be taken as the nameplate output,
neglecting other aspects which will be
Take the Losses from the Input.
considered later. The testing method is
We must now calculate the input watts for the shunt or light compound wound
which are equal to the main volts times motors usually installed for group drives

be realised that the series and interpole
resistances should be similarly adjusted.
Note also that this adjustment is performed
in working out the no-load copper loss,
the motor being hot when the no-load
readings were taken.
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PRACTICAL METHODS OF USING THE
CATHODE RAY OSCILLOGRAPH
By "ELECTRODE "
In an article which appeared in the November issue our contributor
discussed the general principles of the Cathode Ray Oscillograph. The present
article outlines the methods which can be used for applying this instrument to
the solution of practical problems in Power Stations, Works and Laboratories.

T

and used in this way to measure an A.C. voltage, remembering that the line moves out
to points corresponding to the peak voltage
(which is 1.414
times the R.M.S.
value). The current taken by the
Use as an A.C.
deflecting plates is
Voltmeter
extraordinarily
Taking No
small—so small
(b)
Load.
indeed, that they
form almost a
One general ap" no load" electroplication of the
instrument that Fig. I.—USE OF THE CATHODE RAY OSCILLOGRAPH static device—so
FOR SYNCHRONISATION OF ALTERNATORS OR COMPARIthat the instrucan be indicated
SON OF THEIR FREQUENCIES.
is its use as an
In (a) the machines are assumed to have no earth ment can be used
A.C.
voltmeter connection. At (b) they are assumed each to have one in this manner
without any appretaking no load. side earthed.
ciable effect on a
For example, with
a Cossor oscillograph with 350 v. circuit of high impedance.
on the anode—as might be used on
a tube for visual observation—the deflecPOWER STATION APPLICATIONS.
tion is 1 mm. per
So far the
volt applied to the
cathode-ray oscildeflecting
lograph does not
plates.
Thus 20 V. D.C.
appear to have been
would displace the
much used in power
spot by 20 mm.,
practice,
station
v,
while an alternating
although a number
voltage of 14.14 v.
of factory applications have been
R.M.S. would have H2
a peak of 20 V. and
devised.
V2
would give a line
Phase Determinadeparting by 20
tion and Synmm. on either side
chronisation.
from the position
of the undeflected
Fig. 1 shows
spot. With anv
how we could join
other value of accel- Fig. 2.—SIMULTANEOUS ACTIVATION OF BOTH separate alternators
erating voltage the PAIRS OF PLATES BY EQUAL VOLTAGES OF VARYING or other A.C. sources
PHASE.
deflection can simito each pair of
A, V/ and H1 in phase ; E, V/ and H1 9o° out of
larly be calibrated phase ; G, V1 and H1 180° out of phase (i.e., V/ plates ; in (a) the
by a D.C. voltage and H 2 in phase).
are
machines
HE general diagrams and notes
given here are intended to help
the practical man in applying the
oscillograph
to
the various purposes indicated.
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assumed to have no earth
connection and that no
direct earth connection is
permitted ; in (b) the machines are assumed each to
have one side earthed. Assuming, further, that they
are of equal voltage and of
the same frequency, we will
get a line at 45° as shown
B at A in Fig. 2 if the phase is
such that V1 and H, are
always in phase together.
If they are not in phase
(or if the phase of one can
be controlled so as to bring
them out of phase) the 45°
line opens out into an
ellipse as shown at B. It
should be mentioned that
the sensitivity of departure
0
from phase is remarkably
Fig.
3. - high.
DETERMINATION Sensitivity of Departure
OF PHASEfrom Phase.
D IFFEREN C E
BETWEEN
Thus, if we have a line of
Two COM- 8 to io cm. length, a differPONENTS.
Phase ence of phase of only I°
angle is between V, and H1 is sufficiACB.
ent to cause the line to open
into an ellipse with 1 mm.
opening between its sides. This sensitivity
can be increased, for example, by using
C
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E. Continuing further, the ellipse turns
the other way, as shown at F, until finally
when V1 and H, are 18o° out of phase—
that is V, and H, are now in phase—we
get a line tilted at 135° as shown at G.
Measurement of Phase Difference.
The ellipses such as those shown can
be used to measure the phase-difference
between two voltages. Thus, Fig. 3 can
represent the picture of an ellipse, either
traced or photographed from the tube.

(a)

(6)

Fig. 4.—WAVE FORM OF ALTERNATOR.
(a) Circuit arrangements. (b) Typical pictures ;
top, pure wave form on t/f time-sweep ; centre,
on 2/1 sweep ; bottom, 2/I sweep showing
harmonics in wave form.

If we draw the minor and major axes
AB and CD respectively, we can
construct the isosceles triangle ACB
when the apical angle ACB represents
the phase difference.
Synchronisation.
Ripple
The practical application to
synchronisation is obvious
D.C.
from the above since it repreZero
sents the case, already
considered, when the phase of
(b)
one component can be con(a)
trollably varied until an absoFig. 5.—PERCENTAGE RIPPLE OF D.C. MACHINE OR SOURCE.
lutely in-phase line at 45° is
bigger deflections, even if they go well off the obtained, while the fact of the line being
screen when an equally small visible open- exactly at 45° is also an indication of
ing means a correspondingly smaller the two machines being exactly of the
same voltage.
difference of phase.
Continuing with Fig. 2, if the
phase-difference is continuously
Ati/:VViett•Pv Zero
changed we would get the defleci
tion opening from the line of A
ease
through a narrow ellipse to various
ellipses such as B, C and D. When
(b)
(a)
the phase becomes go° the design
Fig. 6.-EXAMINATION OF RIPPLE WAVE-FORM, D.0
becomes a circle such as shown at
BEING EXCLUDED BY THE CONDENSERS.

ITL.
{
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Sample

-JMic.

Amplifier
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-I III I-77>n,
Base

7.—CHARACTERISTICS OF SOUND INPUT
(E.G., NOISE, SPEECH, MUSIC, ETC.)

One Observation Checks Two Practical
Operations.
Two practical operations are checked
in one observation. The phase-relations
between current and voltage can also be
examined, for example, by applying the
voltage to one pair of plates while deflection
in the other dimension can be obtained by
a coil carrying the current.
Comparison of Frequency.
This application i3 included at this point
because certain aspects
of it are related to the
above, while others have
bearing on further applications. A simple case might
be that of comparing two
machines which are of very
nearly the same frequency.
The general connections
would again be as in Fig. I.

S

Fig. 8.—EXAMPLE OF OBTAINING "CAUSE AND
EFFECT" CURVES.
Circuit for tracing hysteresis loop of iron
sample.

voltages are unequal the pattern will
vary between a line and an ellipse.
The difference of frequency is indicated by the cycles of
changes-per-second. When
the machines are of exactly
the same frequency, the
pattern will become a perfectly steady one of the type
already shown in Fig. 2,
according to the phase.
Thus identity of frequency,
voltage and phase can be
checked in one single observation, which appears not
a bad accomplishment for a
Fig. 9. — PHOTOGRAPHIC RE- single instrument.
CORD OF HYSTERESIS LOOP Wave-form of Alternating
Voltages Nearly Equal.
OBTAINED WITH APPARATUS OF
Voltages.
If the machines are also
PREVIOUS FIGURE.
Before considering the
of nearly equal voltage the
further case
type of picture
using
of
be
would
the oscilloone which
graph for the
changes concomparison of
t inu ally
through line,
two frequento ellipse, to
cies of widely
circle to line,
differingvalue,
etc., passing
however, it is
continually
perhaps desithrough all the
rable to conFig. I0.—COMPARISON OF FREQUENCIES OF DIFFERING
conditions
sider the use
ORDERS.
shown in Fig.
of the oscillo(a) circuits for elliptical (or circular) time-scale at low
frequency with higher frequency superposed on vertical
2 as the two
graph for dedeflection. (b) 8 to r frequency comparison.
slightly differtermination of
An improved method is to make the time base in the
ing frequenthe wave-form
form of an ellipse so that its back and, forward strokes
cies fall in and
of machines
are both visible with the higher frequency imposed on
them. Voltage across C and R will be 9o° out of phase,
out of step.
such as alterand adjustment of R will cause the spot to trace anything
nators, or outVoltages Unfrom a horizontal line up to a circle. In the case shown,
put of transequal.
if the low frequency is 5o cycles the higher frequency
formers.
N x F=8 x 50 = 400 cycles.
If
the
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How This is Done.
This is simply done by applying a timebase to the horizontal plates while the
source under examination is joined to the
vertical plates as shown in Fig. 4 (a).
Time-base Voltage.
The time-base voltage should be one of
saw-tooth form. The machine shown is
assumed as being non-earthed. The
question of adjusting the t;me base is of
special importance.
Correct Adjustment of Time Base.
The time base should be adjusted so
that it is either equal to or lower than the
frequency of the machine. Thus with a

Fig. I I .—ACTUAL PHOTOGRAPH OF 21 TO I
FREQUENCY COMPARISON.
The low frequency is 50 cycles. It will be
seen that there are 21 cycles of the higher frequency to one of the 5o cycles, i.e., the higher
frequency is 21 x 5o
1050 cycles.

5o-cycle machine, the time-base would be
adjusted to 1/5o of a second, giving a
pattern of one cycle of 'the alternator to
one sweep of the base, as in the top
picture of Fig. 4 (b). The base could, of
course, be made 1/25 of a second, giving
2 cycles per sweep as shown in the middle
trace of Fig. 4 (b), which shows (as does
the upper figure) a wave-form free of
harmonics. On the other hand, the bottom picture shows the same 2 to I design
for the wave-form of a machine which has
a pronounced harmonic.
General Wave-forms.
The arrangement of Fig. 4 (a) is, of
course, the general type of scheme for
the examination of any wave-form, i.e., to
apply the voltage to be examined to the
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plates giving vertical deflection and to
apply to the other pair of plates a timebase voltage of the saw tooth. In
cathode ray work, as in all practical work,
written instructions may help the beginner
very appreciably; but they are not a
substitute for actual experience.
No
doubt, every reader realises this important
fact. The frequency of the time-base
must, of course, be chosen to be suitable
for that of the phenomenon to be examined,
but a little experience soon guides the
new user in this matter.
Ripple on D.C. Machines.
A further power-station application,
however, may be illustrated at this point,
since it shows the effects of combining
D.C. and A.C. It is the case of examining
the ripple of a D.C. machine or rectifier
system. The arrangement is shown in
Fig. 5 (a), which assumes a typical 3-wire
D.C. generating system with mid-earth.
Use a Potentiometer to Apply the Voltage.
It is desirable to apply the voltage under
examination by means of a potentiometer,
so as to be able to keep the deflection just
on the screen. In the case of a mid-earthed
system this means that two potentiometers are necessary, as shown in the diagram. The time-base is of the saw tooth
form already discussed. When the D.C.
source is inert the pattern on the tube is
the simple time-base line occupying the
position marked as zero. Switching in
the D.C. generator with the polarity as
indicated in the diagram, then raises this
line bodily by the amount of the D.C.
applied via the potentiometers.
How the Ripple will be Shown.
If the D.C. is entirely free from ripple
the pattern will still be a perfectly clean
line. If, however, ripple is present it will
then show as serrations of the line, the
depths of the serrations being proportional
to the ripple. Since the mean height is
proportional to the D.C. voltage (as would
be read by a voltmeter) the percentage of
ripple can be determined. The picture
of Fig. 5 (b) shows a typical appearance
on examining a D.C. system working off
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a mercury-arc rectifier fed by 6-phase A.C.
against a time base of 1/5o of a second.
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graph of cause and effect is thus directly
traced on the screen.

Examining the Ripple Only.
Hysteresis Loops.
If it is desired to examine the ripple
An example is shown in Fig. 8 for the
only, the arrangement of Fig. 6 should be delineation of hysteresis in magnetic
adopted. The D.C. is then excluded by materials. The sample of material, say
the condensers which continue to pass the a bundle of iron wires, is inserted in a
ripple component. The full A.C. com- solenoid with one end close to the tube,
ponent can then be utilised, giving a bigger so that when the alternating current is
picture of the ripple effect. This arrange- passed through it the spot is deflected
ment is very valuable in examining the vertically. This movement of the spot
efficacy of smoothing devices, permitting is in proportion to the magnetic induction.
check of progressive improvement (if any).
Applying a Horizontal Deflecting Voltage.
FACTORY AND WORKSHOP
A horizontal deflecting voltage is applied
APPLICATIONS.
by tapping across a part of the potentioVarious applications to factory and metric resistance in series with the soleworkshop practice follow on the lines noid. This voltage is proportional to
shown above. For example, examination and in phase with the` current. The patof wave form and ripple are almost more tern on the screen is a curve of the type
appropriate to the development workshop shown in Fig. 9. The axes may be marked
(or engineering laboratory) than to the by first opening the switch, thus removing
power station itself. An application which the horizontal deflection from the solenoid,
has been described before the Institution then by removing the solenoid and closing
of Electrical Engineers is that of studying the switch to give the horizontal axis.
the nature of machine-noise in factories
and workshops. The general scheme is Comparison of Different Frequencies.
shown in Fig. 7, utilising a microphone
The case of comparing two frequencies,
and amplifier and examining the output nominally or very nearly alike, has already
of the amplifier against a time-base.
been discussed. The oscillograph can
also be used for comparing frequencies that
Simultaneous Plotting of Cause and Effect. are very different in value, i.e., one is
A number of workshop applications can many times the other. In this case, the
and have been devised to permit quick lower frequency can be used as a time base,
check of repeated operations such as tests showing the number of cycles of the higher
or of operations concerned in the pro- frequency that exist in one cycle of the
gressive adjustment of a product. A lower. Thus a saw-tooth voltage of
typical method is to, apply to the hori- known frequency can be used in this
zontal dimension a deflection varying in manner. If however, a good sinusoidal
accordance with the cause and to the verti- source is available, e.g., the 5o-cycle mains,
cal dimension a deflection varying in this can be used as a time-base, with
accordance with the effect. A direct very satisfactory results.
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ELECTRICITY IN THE HOTEL AND CATERING
INDUSTRIES
J.

Lyons and Company is recognised as one of the most successful
The firm of
in this particular branch of activity. Our readers will be interested to
see from this article how this enterprising firm utilise electricity for promoting
;he efficient running of their famous establishments and their allied hotels

THE MAIN GENERATOR STEAM SETS AT THE STRAND PALACE HOTEL.
One triple expansion and two compound Belliss & Morcom engines direct coupled to a 300 kW. and
two 220 k W. Crompton D.C. generators (215 volts). The diesel and semi-diesel sets are not shown.

ODERNITY and comfort—these
are the keynotes of the Strand
Palace Hotel, one of London's
most luxurious and up-to-date hotels.

One of the Largest Hotels in Europe.
The Strand Palace has 98o bedrooms.
There is only one larger hotel in Europe,
and that is the sister building, the Regent
Palace Hotel, which has 1,050.

Private Generating Plant.
Although this hotel is situated in the
heart of London, it is equipped with its
own private generating station in the

basement of the hotel. There are three
steam sets consisting of :—
One 300-kilowatt Belliss & Morcom
triple-expansion steam engine, coupled
to a Crompton Parkinson generator.
Two 220-kilowatt sets each consisting
of a compound Belliss & Morcom steam
engine, direct coupled to a Crompton
generator.
One 120-kilowatt set consisting of a
6-cylinder Deutz diesel engine direct
coupled to a Crompton generator.
One 33-kilowatt set consisting of Gardner 2-stroke semi-diesel engine direct
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coupled to a Crompton generator.
The secondary equipment, which is
required by the L.C.C. Regulations, consists of one 33-kilowatt set consisting of a
Gardner semi-diesel engine and Crompton
generator, and one 15-kilowatt set of the
same type.
The supply throughout is direct current.
The generating voltage is 215, which allows
a drop of 5 volts on the cables, the supply
voltage being 210.

5

6

—
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which is normally closed when the secondary lighting is on.
In operation, the voltage-control relay
is permanently connected to the secondary
supply, and when the main circuit is
alive, the relay contacts are held open,
thus keeping the change-over switch main
contacts open. As soon as the secondary
voltage falls, the relay contacts close
and in turn cause the change-over switch
to pull in and complete the ,secondary

•

THE LIGHTING, HEATING AND POWER DISTRIBUTION PANEL : STRAND PALACE HOTEL.

The supply panels and the distribution
panels, which are subdivided for lighting,
heating and power, follow the best
standard practice.
Automatic Change-over for Secondary
Supply.
The double-pole change-over switch is
used to put secondary lighting on the
ordinary automatically, should the secondary lighting fail. It cannot, of course,
act in the reverse direction owing to the
very heavy load on the ordinary lighting.
The change-over switch consists of two
contactors, together with a voltage relay

circuit, this being now fed from the main
supply. When the secondary circuit is
again resumed, the switch is automatically
put back to its initial position.
In order to satisfy L.C.C. requirements,
the additional contacts had to be fixed
in a remote position from the main switch
so that the two supplies were not adjacent.
The diagram gives an idea of the working
of this. (See page 28o).
In the scope of this article it is not
possible to deal in detail with the whole
installation. We have, therefore, picked
out some of the more interesting items for
detailed description.
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enabled to give herewith a circuit diagram
The Smoke Density Indicator.
It is interesting to note that a photo- of this arrangement. Notice the
electric smoke density indicator is fitted 10 - watt lamp and 3 - microfarad
into the chimney stack in the basement condenser which are connected in parallel
of the hotel. The arrangement of the cell across the mercury switch contacts.
and exciter lamp is as illustrated in the The lamp keeps the circuit " charged,"
December issue of the Magazine, but the and prevents a time lag in the
density indicator, warning lamp and bell operation. The condenser prevents arcing
circuits have been specially planned by across the contacts and also assists the

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF THE GENERATING STATION AT THE STRAND PALACE HOTEL.

the firm's own engineering staff.

instantaneous operation of the device.

The Electric Time Stamper.
Another very interesting item is the magneta electrically controlled time stamper.
An electric clock in the basement closes
a contact once a minute, and through a
relay closes a mercury switch which sends
an impulse to all the time stamps which
are in use in various parts of the building,
thus keeping them all in exact synchronism.
By the courtesy of the engineers, we are

The Silent Signalling System.
One of the most interesting devices is
the maid-finder. If one of the maids on
any floor is engaged in a bedroom, and is
wanted by a guest in another bedroom,
her exact location can be ascertained.
The guest presses a button in his room ;
this flashes a light signal outside his room
and also in the service quarters. The
message is instantaneously flashed to

28o
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be linked to any other or others in any
possible combination during certain hours
when some of the maids are off duty, are
provided. Sometimes only one maid
remains on duty, when all sections can
be linked. When one or more sections
are linked, provision is made to indicate
which section is calling.
Call lamps are fitted outside each bedroom, and in the corridors (situated at the
junction) two-light fittings suspended from
the ceilings are provided, one such fitting
per section. One lamp of each fitting is
the ordinary call signal from the bedroom ;
the other denotes to the maid that a meal
previously ordered is waiting in the
service. This second lamp is operated
by pushes provided in the service and is
cleared from the service.

The Electric Maid Finder,
The operation of the entire signal
sy stem is as follows :-,

r

THE AUTOMATIC CHANGEOVER.
This is controlled by a novolt relay housed in a separate compartment, and in
case of failure of the secondary generator sets, it changes
over the secondary lighting
circuit on to the main
generator.

r-

_

whatever room the
wanted chamber-maid
may be in.

I=

one gy/nn•

General Arrangement of
System.
Each floor is divided
into a number of sections,
each section having approximately twelve
rooms. In each floor
service a control board
is fitted containing a
number of lamps corresponding to the number
of sections on the floor.
In addition a set of
pushes operating corridor section lamps for
calling any maid to the
service if required, and
a system of plugs so
arranged that any floor
section or sections may

I =

,Utv
2 5...a.a

gjons atnouzao

CIRCUIT OF THE AUTOMATIC CHANGE-OVER.
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A guest desiring the serAn Ingenious Idea.
vice of a maid depresses
A single pole switch in
a push in the bedroom.
the form of a door bolt is
This lights up the lamp
inserted into the door frame,
outside her room, one of the
this being normally " off "
when the door is shut and
lamps of the corridor twothe bolt in its socket. This
light fitting on that section,
bolt switch is in series with
and also the section lamp
the maid-finder lamp which
on the service board. The
in turn is connected to
maid, seeing one of these
every bedroom lamp on
lamps, will easily locate the
that section. When a maid
room, since, of course, it is
enters a bedroom for the
only one of perhaps
twelve under her conpurpose already mentioned,
she must pull the bolt out
trol, attend to the call,
and clear it from outside
so that the switch is closed.
the door.
Should a call be made from
any of the bedrooms on her
A push with a lamp above
section, the maid-finder
is fitted in the corridors,
lamp in that room is illumione per section, for the use
nated, together with the
of visitors wishing to call a
maid from the corridor. Not
usual lamps previously mentioned.
only the lamp above, but
The object of this switch
that on the corridor section
being in the form of a bolt
fitting and the corresponding lamp on the service TRANSMITTER FOR PAGE CALL is that when the maid leaves
INDICATORS.
the room for good, she is
board for that section, are
illuminated, so that the maid can easily bound to push the bolt in, thus putting
locate the call.
the lamp out of circuit. If it were an
ordinary
Maid-Finder
switch, she
Lamp,
might forget to
At certain
put it " off "
and the maidtimes during
finder lamp
the day the
V
would be illumaids are busy
I
1
in the bedrooms
minated with
every call on
making beds,
V
I
and tidying.
the section, so
In these circ ausing
cumstances,
annoyance to
she would be
the guests.
unable to see
any call which
Night
40W
Might be made
Operations.
CUT OUT
for hers To proDuring the
SWITCH
a_ociur4c or:
vide for this, a
night—say
PUSH
TIME
STAMPER
maid-finder
after II p.m.—
10 WATTS
TRANSMITTER CIRCUIT
lamp is inall floor maids
LINE SATURATION
CONDENSER
stalled in
are off duty,
CONTACT IN
CLOG(
every bedand the night
I ADM IMPULSES
room. This
porter has to
OF THE ELECTRICALLY CONTROLLED TIME STAMPER
works in the CIRCUIT
attend to any
An electric clock closes the relay once a minute, thus
calls made
following tilting the mercury switch and sending an impulse to all
manner :—
during that
the time stampers.
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THE ELECTRIC PAGE.
If a visitor enquires for any guest
staying in the hotel, the room number of
that guest is flashed on suspended signs in
every part of the hotel.

period. In the hallporter's office,
situated on the
ground floor near
the entrance, a signal lamp board is
fitted having a lamp
for every section on
every floor.
A change-over
switch is provided
to put all floor signals on to the night
system.
In this
case, of course, any
call from a room
is indicated on one of
the lamps in the hallporter's office, and
he attends to same.
Ordering Meals from
Bedroom.
The Meal Call is
operated in the
following manner:
When a guest

THE ELECTRIC PAGE.
Here we see the inside of the electric page
mechanism.

ittE)0
A 6 C
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THE SECTION LINKING BOARD.

orders a meal from
the bedroom, the
message is telephoned to the Still
Room in the basement. In this room
there is a board
containing a push
for every section of
every floor. The
meal is prepared
and the tray put on
an elevator with a
slip giving the room
number, and it is
automatically taken
to the correct floor.
When the meal is
despatched, the
push corresponding
to the floor and
section for that
meal is depressed.
This indicates on
the section lamp in
the floor service and
on one of the lamps
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of the two-light fitting on that section.
Also, of course, on any maid-finder which
may have been put in circuit. The maid
is therefore made aware of the meal
awaiting her in the service to be taken
to the room. This system is patented.
Panel Heating in Rooms.
Panel heating of the latest design has
been installed in every bedroom. There
are independent controls, so that every
resident can adjust the heat exactly to
his or her liking. Every bedroom has a
telephone with facilities for local and longdistance calls.

Lifts and Elevators.
Five high-speed electric lifts, travelling
at the rate of 500 ft. a minute, communicate with all floors. Continuous elevators
or " delevators " bring meals from the
kitchens to the bedroom floors.
7...e.av a
In CORR,.

THE SILENT SIGNALLING SYSTEM.
Note the light above the door, and the singlepole switch in the form of a door bolt.

Rau:, Nom,
ota,01,„

MC

Electric Dish Washers.
All the washing - up
equipment is new and
up to date. Dishes and
silver are washed by electrical machinery and
sterilised. The plant can
deal with 120,000 pieces
an hour.
A loud speaker signalling system is used in
the kitchen.
The Electric Page—
" Pageing," one of the
nuisances of hotel life
in the past, is replaced by
a system of signalling
installed in every one of
the public rooms. If a
visitor enquires for any
guest staying in the hotel,
the room number of that
guest is flashed on suspended signs in every
part of the hotel.

—and How it Operates.
NOTtl. SILENT 5IGNA.L.LING SYS7GM •-•-• 50-It.MATIC DIAGRAM.
CIRCUIT OF THE SILENT SIGNALLING SYSTEM.

This apparatus consists of a number of
indicators prominently
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A VIEW OF THE SCREWED PILLARS WHICH WORK THE
VANISHING WALL AT THE TROCADERO RESTAURANT, W.

situated in the public rooms of
the hotel. ' These indicators are
controlled from a transmitter in
the charge of the enquiries clerk
in the front hall. Four calls may
be displayed at one time and left
illuminated until answered or
cancelled in favour of further calls.
Each indicator comprises four
rotors, and each rotor has four
discs, each disc being rotated
independently. On each of these
discs are a number of numerals
and letters and by suitably operating any three in a row, any bedroom number in the hotel can be
displayed. This, of course, is
repeated on the other indicators.
The numbers intended for display
are brought to a position immediately behind a square of clear
glass on the black glass front of
the indicators.
The positional control of each
rotor is effected by means of the
action of fixed electro-magnets
upon permanent magnets mounted
on the rotor. Each rotor has
mounted thereon a number of
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permanent magnets. For energising these electro-magnets there
are three circuits and these three
circuits when operated from the
transmitter are adapted to be
energised sequentially, causing the
rotor to be rotated in a step by
step manner.
When an enquiry is made at the
counter, the enquiries clerk
operates the transmitter giving
each numeral of the bedroom
number separately. The discs
rotate to these numerals and when
they get opposite the clear glass
aperture on the indicators, the
power circuit is automatically cut
off, a warning bell rings, and lights
are illuminated behind the number.
When another bedroom is required
from the same rotor, the transmitter is operated in a similar
manner and the numerals adjust
themselves to the new number,
some discs rotating perhaps ten
steps, others only one or two

THE MOTOR WHICH ACTUATES THE VANISHING WALL.

The gears are driven from the motor and are interconnected by Spicer shafts and universal joints.
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THE VANISHING WALL AT THE TROCADERO.

This photo shows the wall in position.

THE VANISHING WALL AT THE TROCADERO.

Here we see the wall half way through the floor.
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This wall, which weighs about
19 tons, is complete with all
decorations synchronising with the
other walls of the room, even to
the illuminated tassel fittings.
It contains doors which are glazed
to correspond with the principal
doors, and which, by a special
electrical device, automatically
lock themselves when the wall
is put in motion. Thus, the
possibility of " losing " a waiter,
who might otherwise vanish with
the wall when it disappeared in
the floor is entirely obviated.
The movement of the wall is
controlled by push buttons in the
service room. One button is for
lowering the wall, another is for
raising it, and the third is for
arresting the movement of the
wall in any position whenever an
emergency arises.
Limit switches are provided for
stopping the movement when the
wall reaches the upper and lower
positions. • The wall is raised and
THE SELF-OPENING DOOR AT THE
OXFORD CORNER HOUSE.
Showing the door opening as the
waitress- intercepts a beam of light
which 'normally falls upon the photoelectric cell.

steps. A delay action is incorporated :on the transmitter, so
that the power is not automatically cut off until the last disc
has assumed the correct position.
When the call on that rotor is
cancelled; the lights are automatically switched off, thus giving
no display.
This system is patented.
The Vanishing Wall at the
Trocadero.
The Empire Room, which is
about 8z ft. long :and 67 ft. wide,
can be divided into two by touching an= electric switch. This
causes remarkable " vanishing
wall," 13 ft. high and 67 feet long,
to rise up through an aperture in
the floor.

THE MECHANISM WHICH CAUSES THE DOOR TO OPEN.
Showing the arrangement of the actuating mechanism.
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CLOSE-UP VIEW OF THE DOOR-OPENING MECHANISM.
When the beam of light outside the door is interrupted it causes a relay to close the contacts of
a powerful solenoid which actuates the door-opening mechanism.

lowered by means of five screwed pillars
which are spaced equally underneath it
and which are operated by worm gearing ;
the gears being driven from a single motor
and interconnected by spicer shafts and
universal joints. The arrangement of

L-i
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CIRCUIT OF PHOTO-ELECTRIC AMPLIFIER WITH
DELAYED ACTION.
Function of apparatus:—No anode current
(relay open) when light is falling on the cell. On
interrupting the beam of light, anode current
immediately rises (closing relay). When the beam
of light is restored relay remains closed (anode
current flows) for a predetermined period. Should
beam be interrupted before anode current has
died away, same will rise to its maximum. It
will be noted that the period for which door remains open is proportional to the rate of cutting
the beam of tigbk-

this is illustrated in the accompanying
photographs. The wall was installed by
Messrs. Waygood-Otis, Ltd.
The Self-opening Door.
Space does not permit of our dealing
in detail with many of the other interesting
electrical devices which we saw in the
course of our visit to these establishments,
but readers will be particularly interested
in the self-opening door which is giving
very satisfactory service in the Oxford
Street Corner House. The action of this
can be clearly seen from the accompanying
photographs. As the waitress approaches
the service depot she intercepts a beam
of light which normally falls upon the
photo-electric cell shown on the right of
the picture. This causes a relay to close
the contacts of a powerful solenoid which
actuates the door opening mechanism, as
can be clearly seen• from the above
photograph.
We are indebted to the electrical staffs
of these establishments for their assistance
in compiling this information.
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The Editor invites correspondence from readers on any subject of general interest
to members of the electrical engineering profession. Letters should be addressed
to THE EDITOR, The Practical Electrical Engineer, 8-11, Southampton
Street, Strand, W .C.2.
Using a Commutator Stone.
SIR,—I should be glad if you would let me know
how a commutator stone can be used on the
commutator of a D.C. motor while the motor
is running on load. If the motor was switched
on to supply and run up to speed, would the
brushes be raised off the commutator before the
speed dropped to any extent? Or would the
slight remanent field magnetism cause a voltage
at the commutator when the speed is running
down ?
H. STEVENSON (BROTTON).

A commutator stone can be usea 'a the commutator of a D.C. motor whilst the nui,,r is running
on load, preferably on a fairly light load, with the
brushes bearing on the commutator, of course.
After the machine has been shut down, attend to
the brushes if necessary, bedding them down to the
commutator in the usual way by using a strip of
medium or fine-glass paper stretched over the face
of the commutator,,the abrasive surface to the brushes,
and pulling the glass paper to and fro until the
brushes bear evenly over the whole surface. Finally,
clean out all traces of carbon and copper dust from
the commutator, risers and end turns of the
armature.
Effect of Sawing or Filing Steel.
SIR,—Recently I have had reason to trim the
ends of Fin. steel bars (about 75 carbon) with
a machine saw. At the end of the sawing operation I have noticed that the steel possessed
magnetism, a state shown perfectly by the steel
particles upon the bar (shall we say " sawdust ").
Continuing my observations, I placed in the saw
a length of steel, which, after testing, was found
to be devoid of magnetism, and, as already stated,
the bar possessed a certain amount of magnetism
after being sawn. Upon placing a length of iron
in close vicinity (Fin. diam ) the steel particles
were attracted by it, but after adhering to this
bar for a few seconds, they fell away. Can you
please inform me why this occurs, and also from
where does the magnetism come ?
" STUDENT " (Sheffield).

Before magnetisation the molecules of the steel are
arranged in such a manner that the resultant
magnetism is practically nil.
The effect of sawing or filing the steel is to disturb the molecules so that the saw dust, and some-

times the ntaterzal of the bar itself exerts a certain
amount of free magnetism after sawing The
particles of dust are really tiny permanent magnets
which will, therefore, adhere to a bar of iron. They
soon become magnetically weakened owing to their
minute size. That is the reason they fall away
from an iron bar after a few seconds.
Size of Welding Transformer.
SIR,—How can I estimate approximately the
capacity of a single-phase transformer, as used
for low voltage resistance welding machines ? The
primary is 25o volts ; the secondary, 1-4 volts.
J. F. D. (Walsall).

It is not clear from the question whether the
querist requires (a) to estimate the kVA. capacity
of a transformer from its dimensions, or (b) to know
the size of welding transformer required for a given
service.
In the absence of further data it is assumed that
(b) is desired.
The power required for resistance welding varies
considerably with the conditions, such as material
to be welded, size of weld, type of weld, and time
allowable.
The following are typical figures for butt welding :
Iron bar,
dia. Time, 3 secs. Power, 2 kW .
Iron bar, I-71/. diarn. Time, 18 secs. Power
12 kW.
A Price Reduction.
SIR,—We would advise you that as and from
the ist January, 1933, we are reducing the price
of our Lewcodensers, Type 0 and W from 2S. to
is 6d.
The increasing and constant demand for these
condensers has enabled us to reduce our factory
costs, and we therefore have much pleasure in
passing same on to the public.
THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY
AND SMITHS, LTD.

IV e have pleasure in passing on this information
to our readers —[ED.]
Owing to the rapid progress in the design of
electrical apparatus and to our efforts to keep our
readers in touch with the latest developments, we
give no warranty that apparatus described in our
columns is not the subject of Letters Patent.
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From time to time
one notices in the lay and
technical press complaints about the prices
of electric lamps. It is an open secret
that lamp prices in this country are
strictly controlled by the Lamp Manufacturers' Association.
From investigations which we have
made into this matter, we gather that
members of this Association compete
with each other by any legitimate
means. That is to say, by advertising
and by offering service to the retailers,
and by striving to improve the quality
of the lamps. They have agreed not
to compete by price cutting.
We are in the position of being able
to take a perfectly unbiased view of the
situation, and we believe that this
arrangement is a good one for the
Electrical Industry as a whole.
Assume that one of the
big lamp manufacturers
Effect of
Substantial decided to cut their
Price Cutting prices by 25 per cent.
There is little doubt that,
providing they were powerful enough
and prepared to spend sufficient in
advertising and sales service to retailers,
they could capture the bulk of the
trade—always assuming that the present
Lamp Prices

No.

7
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quality of the lamps was maintained.
This firm could in a very short time
quadruple its output, with the result that
the other manufacturers who abided
by the price agreement would have to
cut down to a fraction of their present
output.
But, on the other hand,
Why Price the total number of lamps
Cutting is Bad consumed in this country
would not be affected to
any extent. Thus, consumers of electric lamps would
eventually be paying into the electrical
industry perhaps 25 per cent. less than
they are at present.
This is not an argument
which can be
In the Lamp
applied indiscriminately
Industry
to any manufactured product. The point in connection with
lamps is that the price of lamp replacements at present is not exorbitant.
If electric lamps were sold at half
their present prices it is extremely
doubtful that this would induce people
to use more electric lamps. A cut in
lamp prices could only be justified if it
were established beyond doubt that
such a cut would lead to a greatly
increased consumption of lamps by the
community as a whole.
BB
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Again, the argument cannot be
applied in the opposite sense. If, for
instance, the present lamp prices were
increased appreciably this would undoubtedly deter people from adopting
electricity.
The above suggests an
What is a Fair interesting point. Is there
Price P
such a thing as a fair
price for any commodity?
Karl Marx propounded
a theory that every comKarl Marx and modity had a definite
the Moderns value ✓which can be expressed in terms of the
amount of labour expended in producing it. Some modern economists
advance the theory that any article
is worth exactly what it will fetch in
the open market. We believe that
neither of these theories will fit the
facts.
If a manufacturer produces, say, i,000 lamps
Labour Cost not of a particular pattern
a Sound Basis the actual cost in labour
of each lamp would be
represented by a figure of many pounds.
If, on the other hand, the same manufacturer produces the same lamp in
millions, the total labour cost per lamp
would be a matter of pence. Obviously
labour cost cannot be taken as a basis
for fixing a fair or an economic price.
If members of our Lamp Manufacturers' Association decided suddenly
to fight one another by price cutting it is
conceivable that the price of electric
lamps might be reduced to a figure below
the cost of making and selling them.
There might be a glut of lamps on the
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market selling at a price as uneconomic
as the present price of rubber, which,
as everyone knows, can be bought at
present for round about 24d. a lb.,
whilst the production costs are in the
neighbourhood of 32d. a lb.
Obviously, the law of
The Right
supply and demand does
Basis for
not give a fair or economic
Price Fixing price.
We suggest that the fair or economic
price for any manufactured commodity
is the price which will yield the highest
net profit to the firm or group of firms
manufacturing the article.
At first sight this may
Henry Ford's seem in direct opposition
to Mr. Henry Ford's ideal
Ideal
of giving the maximum
service to the community, but it will
be found in practice that the two
methods give very similar results.
In cases where reducing the price
leads to a greatly extended use, the
lower price will be found to give a
higher net profit. When a decrease in
price fails to affect appreciably the
number of articles sold it is not an
economic proposition to decrease the
price. It is this fixing of prices at the
optimum point which embodies the
secret of success in the electrical
industry no less than any other.
In view of the frequent
A Guinea for controversies which arise
regarding the price of
You
electric lamps, we invite
readers to comment on the above line of
argument, and shall have pleasure in
awarding a guinea to the reader who
sends the most interesting comment .
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TUNING COILS FOR WIRELESS RECEIVER/
By FRANK PRESTON
The construction of tuning coils for wireless receivers can easily be undertaken
by the practical man. In this article Mr. Preston explains how to make a
useful coil, together with details of suitable circuits in which it can be used.
Particularly interesting is the description of the new core material "Ferrocart."
This new material may have wide applications in electrical engineering work.
and this latter increases in
greater proportion than does
the physical size of the coil.
In consequence of this, were
large coils to be employed
in a set having more than
one tuned circuit their fields
would overlap and cause uncontrollable oscillation or
feed-back unless screening
were resorted to. And this
leads to another difficulty
because screening reduces
the efficiency of coils to a
certain, and measurable,
extent.
A "Perfect" Coil Not Wanted.
It is clear, then, that we
do not in most cases wish
to have a theoretically perfect coil, though the extent
to which we may digress is
limited and can only be
found by direct experiment.
" Negative " Resistance.
With any receiver of norFINISHED COIL DESBut when reaction is em- THE
mal
proportions and having
CRIBED IN THIS ARTICLE.
ployed, or when two or more
more than a single tuned
This was wound on a
screened grid stages are former if in. in diameter by circuit, screening of the coils
used, the large and 3i in. long.
is a practical essential and
ultra-efficient coil is no
thus, in working out any
longer necessary, nor, in many cases, even design, we must bear this point in mind. As
desirable. In the first place the application previously mentioned, screening reduces
of reaction gives the effect of " negative the efficiency of a coil, and it must be
resistance," so counterbalancing in some added that in doing so it also lowers the
measure the resistance loss in the coil ; coil's effective inductance. Thus, a coil
and in the second, highly efficient coils which is to be screened (especially if the
used in a multi-stage S.G. amplifier lead screening is to be very close) should have
to instability because the valves are rather more turns for any given inductance
incapable of dealing with the high degree than an unscreened one.
of amplification afforded.
Furthermore, the larger a coil becomes Standard Coils.
the further does its magnetic field extend
After a good deal of experiment in the
Types of Coils.
EFORE we consider
any constructional details let us decide on
the types of coils most
suitable for various purposes. Generally speaking
the most efficient coil is a
single layer coil wound
with a comparatively stout
gauge of wire and having
a diameter equal to approximately two-thirds of
its length. It is evident
that such a coil would be
very large and unwieldy
besides being rather expensive to construct. At the
same time it would be ideal
for a crystal set or for a
Det.-L.F. type of set in
which reaction was not
employed.

B
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Diameter of former gl in. ri in.

Winding A

Wling B

Winding C

SECTIONALISED SKETCH SHOWING THE DIsPOsITION OF THE VARIOUS tt INDINGS.

matter of coil design I have evolved a more
or less standard coil which can successfully
be employed in almost any type of receiver
whilst being easy of construction, inexpensive and adaptable to practically
any form of mounting. It is not claimed
that the coil is any better than a good
commercial article, but it is ideal for the
home constructor and experimenter, so a
few notes regarding it should not be out
of place.
From the photograph of the finished
coil it will be observed that the windings
are accommodated on a ribbed ebonite
former. Practical details and important
dimensions are given in the sectionalised
sketch. This coil is designed to cover the
two broadcast wavebands (230 to 55o
metres and goo to 2,000 metre.;) when
tuned by a .0005 mfd. variable condenser
and it has a winding which can be used
for reaction, aperiodic aerial coupling or
negative inductive band-pass coupling.
The coil is thus suitable for a multiplicity
of circuits, some of which will be dealt
with later.
Making the Coil.
The first essential is a length of ribbed
ebonite coil former of suitable diameter.
The diameter will depend upon the space
available in the receiver and the number
of coils required. When several coils are

March
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in.

21 in.

3 in.

Winding A—
No of turns ..
82
Gauge of wire .
32's
Length of winding r

R, in.

W lndnle B—
No of turns ..
Gauge of wire ..

90
36's

84
36's

Winding C—
No of turns ..
Gauge of wire ..

240
36's

210

165

150

132

30's

3t.'s

36's

36',

75

52

32's

30'S

30's

in.

I in.

45

a in

42

75
36's

69
36's

6o
3CS

28'S

to be used for a multi-stage set a diameter
of
to IT; in. will be most convenient,
but if only a single coil is needed for, say,
abet.-L.F. receiver, a larger diameter up to
2l or 3 in. will be better. It might be
added in passing that the diameter of
ribbed former is always taken outside the
ribs.
Winding Data.
Having decided on the diameter of the
former we can determine the numbers of
turns and gauges of wire required for the
three windings by consulting the above
table, which has been drawn up from the
writer's own experimental data.

Pass loop
thro' here

Twist wire to
form a loop

HERE WE SEE HOW THE END OF THE WIRE IS
FIXED AND HOW THE TAPPING IS MADE.
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THREE DIFFERENT METHODS OF MOUNTING COILS.
From left to right : A pair of screened coils mounted on an aluminium plate ; a panel mounting
coil with wavechange switch ; a six-pin plug-in coil.

In every case the wire specified in the
Table is enamel covered but single silkcovered wire could be used without making
any alteration to the number of turns
stated.

wire. Make the loop amply big so that
it can be passed through a hole in the
former and drawn out at one end for
connecting purposes. Continue winding
until the requisite number of turns has
been wound on and then terminate the
Preparing the Ebonite Former.
winding by anchoring the wire in the same
The first job is to mark out the former way as at the beginning.
for the positions of the slots. The latter,
After completing winding A put on
which are a in. wide and I in. deep, can winding B in the opposite direction of
then be turned out in a lathe or made with rotation. One-third of this winding is
a warding file.
placed in the
Having thus
upper slot and
Ebonite Flange
Coil
prepared the
two - thirds in
former, make
the lower, a
two Tlg in. holes
tapping being
near one end,
taken after
anchor the wire
winding the first
ange
as shown and
slot.
wal
gLyede
proceed to put
Lastly put on
on winding "A"
winding C in
Screw Tapped
In doing this
the same direc_Wooden Block Screwed —
into Flange
to Baseboard
keep a good
tion as A. This
steady tension
is evenly distrion the wire to
buted in three
Tapped Hole
prevent it from
slots, a tapping
slipping. After
being taken at
winding onethe end of the
to take
x- Holes
Split Pins
third of the
first. As for
number of turns
winding B, the
required, a tapturns are conEbonite F ange (or
6 - Pin Coil Plug
ping must be
tinuous ; that
made by form- DIFFERENT METHODS OF MOUNTING COILS OF THE KIND is, after putting
ing a loop in the
the correct
DESCRIBED.
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Baseboard Mounting.
The mounting shown at A is perhaps the
simplest and in this case the leads would
be brought out to terminals mounted
round the end of the former. At B an
ebonite flange is shown with which the
coil can be made suitable for plugging
into a six-pin coil mount. The leads would,
of course, be soldered to the pins before
finally attaching the flange to the former.
Panel Mounting.
In C still another form of mounting is
depicted. An ebonite flange is again used
but this time it has a wave-change switch
attached to it. The bush of the latter
HFC
P.D.T
W/C
Switch

Holes for
Connecting
Wires

T1
L. W.

THE USE OF A SCREENING CAN

LT*

number of turns in one slot the wire is
carried straight on to the next.
After winding scrape the ends of all
tappings clean and then solder together
the end of winding A and the beginning
of winding C.
Mounting the Coil.
We have a wide variety of methods of
mounting our finished coil, some of which
are shown in the illustrations. It will be
noticed that the system of mounting also
determines the terminal arrangement.

Screen-4

HT0003

How TO USE THE COIL IN A DETECTOR-L.F.
RECEIVER.
The wavechange switch shorts out the long
wave winding and at the same time transfers
the aerial to a tapping on the medium wave
winding, thus ensuring good selectivity on both
wavelength ranges.

serves for fixing the coil to the panel.
Most of the coil leads would be taken to
terminals mounted on the end of the
former, but some would be attached
directly to the switch.

CF

3

OCT

T.2

H.T. 1 0003
Paint
Wave Change Switel.

2 Point
Wave Change Switch

A SCREENED-GRID CIRCL-IT
Here one coil is used for aerial tuning and
another for tuned grid coupling.

Screening.
When two or more coils are to be used
together, screening is necessary. In some
instances this will be provided in the set
itself by a vertically erected aluminium
sheet separating the S.G. and detector
components. Even when such screening
is employed it is as well to mount the coils
with their axes at right-angles still further
to reduce the possibility of inter-coupling.
A good method is where a pair of coils
are attached on opposite sides of an
aluminium screening plate by means of
large terminals. The two coils should be
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at equal distances from the screen and
these latter should not be less than about
half an inch. With this method of screening it is essential that the tuning condenser (preferably a ganged one) and the
S.G. valve should be of the screened
variety.
Screening Cans.
Another and excellent system of screening is to enclose the coil in an aluminium
" can." The can should not be less than
in. from the side or r in. from the ends
of the windings.
USING THE COILS.
A Det.-L.F. Arrangement.
One of the simplest circuits for which
the coil is useful is a Det.-L.F. circuit and
Screen

0001

1
3

3

.0005
4 i 4

m.r
, 04
3 Paint
Wave Change Switch

A LINK CIRCUIT (CAPACITATIVE AND INDUCTIVE
COUPLED) BAND-PASS FILTER.

the coil forms a dual range tuner, with
reaction. When operating on long waves,
windings A and C are in series and the
aerial is connected to tapping T3. By
turning the switch to the medium wave
position the long wave winding C is shortcircuited and the aerial is transferred to
tapping Tr. This is better than the usual
system and ensures equal selectivity on
both tuning ranges.
Winding B is used for providing reaction
in conjunction with a .0003 mfd. reaction
condenser.
A Selective Aerial Coil.
Another illustration shows a S.G. circuit
in which one coil is used for aerial tuning
and another to provide tuned grid coupling
between the S.G. and Det. valves. Winding B on the first coil is used to give
aperiodic aerial coupling, but windings
A and C are in series and are tuned in the

Screen—>j
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Ganged
1

3
T2

01
\'• 4-Point Ware Change Switch

A CAPACITY-COUPLED BA.N D -PASS FILTER.

ordinary way. Connections Tr and T3
are not used. When working on the lower
waveband one portion of winding B and
the whole of winding C are short-circuited
by means of a three-point switch.
This method of connection provides a
highly selective arrangement.
The tuned grid coil is connected in
more or less orthodox manner, but by
taking the detector grid connection to
tapping Tr selectivity on medium waves
is still further improved. Winding B
again serves for reaction in conjunction
with a .0003 mfd. variable condenser.
This circuit provides about the best and
most selective arrangement possible without using a band-pass filter.
A Capacity Band-pass Circuit.
Two of the coils described can well be
used to form a band-pass filter. The two
coils are screened and are tuned by a twin
gang condenser, a four-point switch serving
for wave-changing. Capacity coupling
is used between the coils, a .or mfd. noninductive condenser being employed for
this purpose. If the two coils are not
Ferrocart
Core

Toroidal Windings
THIS SHOWS THE FORM OF CONSTRUCTION
EMPLOYED FOR " FE RROCART " COIL s.
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100
90

250

80
200

70

Zi 150

60
Q 50

100

40
50
0
200

d 30
300

20
400
500
Wavelength in Metres

600

CURVES SHOWING THE MAGNIFICATION OF AN
ULTRA-EFFICIENT LABORATORY COIL (I) AND A
" FERROCART COIL OF SIMILAR INDUCTANCE (2).

entirely screened by enclosing them in cans
it might be necessary to increase the
capacity of the coupling condenser to
about .02 mfd.
When the filter precedes a S.G. valve,
winding B on the second coil will not be
required ; but if used before a detector
valve, terminals 3 and 4 should be connected to provide reaction, as in the
circuits previously discussed.
The Link Circuit.

A capacity coupled band-pass filter is
not always desirable, because it is more
efficient on long than short waves. But
by using a " link " circuit, which combines
capacitative
and negative
inductive coupling, results are
uniform on all
wave - lengths.
The circuit of
such an arrangeill is
ment (with all
connections
marked) is
shown.
ji
Alternative Tapping Points.

Different degrees of select ivity are
afforded
by
altering the
positions of tap-

10
0
20 15 10 5 0 5 10 15 20
Kilocycle^ rr no
COMPARATIVE RESPONSE CURVES OF LABORATORY
COIL AND A " FERROCART'" COIL.

pings Tr and T2, but those mentioned have
been found best for most purposes.
However, those constructors who wish to
experiment should try the effect of
different tapping positions. Taking the
tappings nearer the beginning of the
windings will reduce selectivity and improve slightly the sensitivity. Taking
the tappings " lower down " the windings
will give the opposite effect.
" FERROCART " COILS
A NEW
DEVELOPMENT.

All the tuning coils described above
are thoroughly
efficient and
have been
proved, both by
trial and laboratory tests. They
follow accepted
principles and
are probably as
® good as any
at present obtainable. But
there is somelikelihood that
they will in
future become
obsolete, as will
,Iii li
all other contemporary coils
APPROXIMATE RELATIVE SIZES OF Tv, 0 SCREENED DUALand tuners,
RANGE COILS.
both home
(I) The usual type and (2) a " Ferrocart " coll.
I

1
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made and factory manufactured. This
statement is prompted by information
which has recently become available as a
result of years of research work carried
out by a German scientist, Mr. Hans Vogt,
on a new magnetic material.
Use of an Iron Core.
It has, of course, been known for many
years that the inductance of a coil of wire
could be considerably increased by inserting into it a core of ferrous material.
And this knowledge has been applied in
the case of such wireless components as
low-frequency chokes, transformers, etc.
But when attempts have been made to
use iron cores for coils carrying highfrequency currents, the losses occasioned
by the formation of eddy currents in the
iron have always proved to be so great as
to make negative any possible advantages
in other directions.
Numerous other difficulties have also
presented themselves, principally on
account of the hysteresis or " magnetic
lag " which always occurs in iron when
under magnetic influence. The lag is not
too serious when dealing with currents
of audio frequency, but at high or radio
frequencies it is sufficient to " paralyse "
the circuit because the core has insufficient
time to " recover " from the effect of
one half-cycle before being subject to the
next half-cycle of opposite sign or polarity.
It will be seen from the above brief
and somewhat untechnical explanation
why the use of iron-cored tuning coils
has long since been ruled out as impracticable.
A New Core Material.
However, Mr. Hans Vogt has now
produced a synthetic core material which
he has called " Ferrocart." This consists
of finely divided particles of magnetic
material contained in a solid insulating
substance. Due to the construction of
" Ferrocart," hysteresis and eddy current
losses are reduced to negligible amounts
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so that the material forms almost as
efficient a core as does air.
Actually, the coils wound on " Ferrocart " are appreciably more efficient than
air core ones, because they require considerably fewer turns of wire to produce
an equal inductance, and thus have lower
copper losses.
Screen Still Necessary.
Even with this form of construction a
screen is still desirable to prevent electrostatic coupling with other components,
but it can be placed very close to the
windings without introducing losses such
as those which occur when ordinary coils
are screened. Partly due to the closeness
of the screen and partly on account of the
fewer turns required, coils of the new type
are much smaller and more compact than
the usual solenoids.
Smaller in Size.
It was mentioned before that a " Ferrocart " coil is much smaller, physically,
than an ordinary type of coil of equal
inductance. The difference in size will be
appreciated by glancing at the diagram
which shows the relative sizes of a screened
coil of each type.
" Ferrocart " Patents.
The new material, " Ferrocart," is, of
course, protected by various patents,
but Messrs. Colvern have recently acquired
manufacturing and selling rights for
Great Britain and will shortly put on to the
market a complete series of " Ferrocart "
coils suitable for all purposes at present
covered by coils of normal type.
Easy to Work.
This new material is very easy to work,
since it can be sawn, drilled or filed without
danger of splitting or breaking. Readers
will be interested to know that all Colvern
" Ferrocart " coils will be supplied accurately matched for employment with
ganged tuning condensers.
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ANOTHER STEP FORWARD
Luminous tubes giving a light sufficiently strong to be used as a main source
of illumination are the latest development of the well-known "Neon" tubes
E are on the verge of a new era Vast Possibilities.
Luminous tube lighting is more than an
of internal illumination of
public places. Neon tube interesting novelty. It is a development
,fighting for advertising signs is already which may revolutionise electric lighting
practice, not
in wide use. A
only in the
most important
case of large
development of
public buildthis is the use
ings, but also
of tubes which
for street lightcontain other
gases which
ing and, in time,
ri
q domestic
give, instead of
e
lighting. At
the well-known
'present the volred or orange
tage used for
glow, a light
I
=
tube illu.minasufficiently
t i on ranges
^^«
bright for
from -1,500 to
illumination.
6,000 volts, but
we have reason
An Interesting
to believe that
Fact.
the problem of
Here is an
rendering these
interesting fact.
tubes safe for
Over 92 per
domestic
cent. of the
lighting is not
energy supplied
far from a
to an incandespractical solucent electric
tion.
lamp (gas-filled
The filament
type) is wasted
in the form of THE " SUNLIGHT " TUBE INSTALLED AT FISCHER'S electric lamp
could never
heat. With
RESTAURANT, CLIFFORD STREET, W.I.
lamps of the
compete with
The tube surrounds the pillars and throws a flood of
the "lumiNeon tube type light on the dining tables behind them.
nous" tube
nearly all the
energy is given out in the form of light. from the point of view of efficiency.
A building lighted throughout with the
" Sunlight " Tubes.
new tubes would have its yearly bill for
The new " Sunlight " tubes marketed electric lighting cut down by at least
by Claude Neon General Lights, Ltd., give 75 per cent.
At present, the first cost of the " lumiout a light which is of sufficient intensity
to be used for general illumination. We nous " tube installation is heavy, compared
show three pictures of the application to the cost of installing equivalent filament
of this. We understand that at the lamp lighting.
We are indebted to the Claude Neon
moment the expense of installing these
tubes is considerable, but there can be General Lights, Ltd., for permission to relittle doubt that in due course this obstacle produce the three illustrations which
accompany this article.
to rapid development will be removed.

W
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IN THIS ILLUSTRATION IT CAN BE SEEN THAT THE " SUNLIGHT " TUBE COMES OUT IN A HUGE CIRCLE
OVER THE ORCHESTRA ROSTRUM.

ANOTHER VIEW OF THE " SUNLIGHT " TUBE AT FISCHER'S RESTAURANT.

An enormous luminous snake in " Sunlight " tubing stretches across the ceiling and,:when the
centre tables shown here are removed, illuminates the dance floor.
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USEFUL DIAGRAMS FOR THE ELECTRICAL
CONTRACTOR

I

N the following
pages are collected together
a series of diagrams
illustrating standard
methods of wiring for
bells and indicators,
burglar alarms, luminous call systems,
intercommunication
telephones, and some
useful switching circuits.

TRRIV3 FOPICR
__

I —BELL AND INDICATOR CIRCUIT FOR

Use Bell Transformers Fig.
BATTERY OR TRANSFORMER WORKING.
Wherever Possible.
An indicator is connected in series with
Our first illustra- each push. Above are shown the connections
a 6-point indicator. A bell transformer
tion shows a 6-push to
may be used to supply the current instead
bell and indicator sys- of the battery. The connections for the transtem with alternative former are shown dotted. It is best to use an
connections for bat- A C. bell with the transformer, though an
tery or bell trans- ordinary bell may be adapted for the purpose.
former. Note that in
the latter case fuses
should be inserted in
the primary (high
tension side) of the
transformer. A large
number of householders would welcome the opportunity
of running their ex- Fig 2 —A SIMPLE INDICATOR C IRCUIT WITH
BELL
isting bell system
Any size indicator, either pendulum or
from the mains if mechanical,
mas be wired as shown.
this possibility
were brought to
their notice. It
can be pointed
out that, providing a well - de signed
trans former is used,
current consumption is negligible.
The existing
bell will usually
be found to operate quite satisfactorily,
Fig. 3.—A SIMPLE FIRE ALARM SYSTEM FOR t

A

although in the case
of an old installation
with only one or two
bells it will usually
be found worth while
to fit proper A.C.
bells in place of the
existing bells. Ask
your customers to
allow you to quote
for modernising their
existing bell installation.
Fig. 2 shows the
external connections
to a 4-point indicator.
Here again the connections for transformer working can
be readily seen by
comparison with
Fig. I.
Fire and Burglar
Alarm Circuits.
Fig. 3 shows a
battery-operated 3point fire alarm. Note
that when any one
of the alarms is operated all three bells
ring. Also, should
one of the batteries
be run down the
alarm will still be

HOUSE OR BUILDING.
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7I
X

hVO/GWOR

rr "ZOO i. /A,0/44 -0,9

AMC

OAS TER/AVGATOIT

Fig. 4.—HOTEL SYSTEM WITH " SAX ELECTRICAL INDICATOR.
When push r or 2 is pressed the corresponding
movement on the landing board, together with
the correlated movement on keyboard, is shown.

ii

F/ ,u

—'` SAX " SIMPLE LUMINOUS CALL
SYSTEM.
Assuming that the push in room No I is
pressed, the lamp outside the room and the lamp
in the servers glow. The audible signal sounds
Directly the pressure is released, the audible
signal stops but the lamps remain alight. The
maid arriving in room No. I presses the relay
reset push which extinguishes the lamp.

.3'd Root,

s..44 1
4

214 floor
R000rs

A
00

41

ilt r1001.

aooes

El

I'

e

I i?'

IP

A.

4"" —l

Ground Floor new

18ii0

Fig. 5 —INDICATOR CIRCUIT FOR HOTELS.
This system is for use by attendants on each
floor by day, and by one attendant on ground
floor by night.

Fig. 7.—A BURGLAR ALARM CIRCUIT.
This shows how the continuous ringing bell is
used on a burglar alarm circuit. Note the alarm
contacts on doors and windows, and also the
master sw itch, which is turned off when the
burglar alarm points are not required, e.g.,
during the day.
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previously been
made in these
ROOM
columns. This is
PENDULUM
INDICATOR
known as the Sax
Luminous Call
System.
The
BELL OR
BUZZER
Tangent LuminLAMP SIGNALS
ous
System,
BELL OR
OUTSIDE DOORS
BUZZER ON
manufactured by
GROUND FLOOR
IF REQUIRED
Gent & Co., is
SUPPLY
illustrated
in
Fig. S.—GENT LUMINOUS CALL SYSTEM.
Figs. 8 and 9.
Attention is called at each floor or wing by a pendulum indicator, and a
The selection
buzzer or bell operates just so long as the push is pressed.
of a signalling
system for hotel
operated by the two remaining batteries. work depends upon the special requireA useful burglar alarm system is illus- ments of the management and can, therefore, only be decided after careful discustrated in Fig. 7.
sion. The ingenious contractor can devise
Bell and Luminous Indicator Systems for a scheme which will meet any requirements which arise in practice. Fig. ro
Hotel Installations.
Fig. 4 shows an indicator circuit pro- illustrates another method of obtaining a
vided with master inPUSHES
INSIDE Ip
dicator. Each of the
ROOM
BUZZER SOUNDS
ONLY WHEN
floor indicators is proPUSH IS PRESSED
vided with a replacement push which DROP
RELAY II
restores the indicators CORM
when the call has been
attended to.
TO OTHER
Two other useful
LAMP SIGNALS
GROUPS
OUTSIDE DOORS
systems for hotels are
shown in Figs. 5 and 6.
The latter is a luminLAMP
ous type which has
INDICATOR
ANY VOLTAGE
SUPPLY
been found so success9.----GENT
LUMINOUS
CALL
SYSTEM.
ful in some of the
In this system, four wires are carried round and a luminous indicator
bigger hotels and to is employed
where shown.
which reference has
continuous ringing bell circuit
pl577WYCE WIPING .
with remote control.
PUSH.
PUSHES IQ
INSIDE

FROM OTHER
SECTIONS

SCUMS MON WIWI
NMI IS 'IMMO

CR 4?

1

Fig. io —A SIMPLE BELL CIRCUIT.
This diagram shows a simple bell circuit with pushes wired in parallel and
connected to an indicator.

HOUSE
TELEPHONE
SYSTEMS.
Some Simple
Circuits.
In order to understand house
telephone
circuits, it is necessary first to
obtain a clear
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idea as to the internal connections of the
ordinary hand telephone set. These are
shown clearly in the centre diagram of
Fig. ii. The internal circuit of the hand
set is not completed until the telephone is
grasped so that the spring contact is
pressed in, so completing the circuit.
One of the simplest intercommunication
systems is shown in Fig. 12. This system
has the advantage of great simplicity, but
it is not secret, because other stations can
listen in by turning their switch arm on to
the number corresponding with either of
the stations which are speaking. Other
systems with the great merit of simplicity
are shown in Figs. 13, 14 and 15.
A Central Battery System.
Figs. 16 and 17 show respectively the
ringing and talking circuits of the Standard
Central Battery System. It will be seen
that retardation coils are provided.
These prevent cross talk between the
various circuits. Further details regarding
any of these telephone systems can be
obtained from the respective makers, i.e.,
Messrs. Standard Telephones and Cables,
Ltd., Connaught House, Aldwych, W.C.2,
Figs. 13, 16 and 17; Messrs. Siemens Bros.
& Co., Ltd., Woolwich, S.E.i8, Fig. 14;
Messrs. Ericsson Telephones, Ltd., 67.
Kingsway, W. C.2, Fig. 15.

Fig. I I .—HOUSE TELEPHONE OR BELL CIRCUIT.
This shows the method of using an existing
bell circuit for a house telephone. This system
only allows one-way calling, e g. from the livingrooms to the kitchen.

SnanoN S

ti fin° 5fr

Smnav4z

HAND 5aT

LIGHTING CIRCUITS.
Multiple Switching.
In order to obtain the full advantage of
the convenience of electricity full use
should be made of the possibilities of
modern lighting switches which are now
made in a great variety of types. Even
to-day it is comparatively rare to find a
house which is provided with switching
points which take full advantage of these
possibilities. It should be remembered
that the average consumer of electricity
is not always aware of the combinations
which can be obtained.
Probably the most useful application
of multiple switching is for bedroom lights
controllable from the door or from the bed.
Although two single-way switches in series
may be used the results are not entirely
satisfactory. The correct method is that
illustrated in Fig. 18, using two 2-way

0

I

SrRnoN.3

'Ono Ser

0
f19/1D
5E7"

O

0
Smrion /

0

"

I

119r10

8 5ar

Fig I2 —INTERCOMMUNICATION TELEPHONE SET.
This shows a 5-station installation, each
station being provided with a 5-way switch for
( ailing any other station.
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SPEAK
KEY
A

Fig. 13. (Left) STATION
WITH THREE SIDE
STATIONS ARRANGED WITH TWO
COMMON TALKING
LINES A AND B
The master station can ring the
side stations and
the side stations
can ring the master
set. The side stations cannot ring
one another. This
is a standard Telephones and Cables
system.
MASTER

A

TR

TR

TR

S8

RING
KEY

8

B

0

Fig. 14 (Right).—
Two STATIONS OF
A SIEMENS 5-LINE
I N T ERCOMMUNICATION TELEPHONE
SYSTEM.
All contacts ai e
normal
shown
When station
rings station a the
plunger or key No.
2 makes on both
top and bottom
contact. When the
key is released, it is
locked down so that
it makes on the
upper contact only.
This type of system
is arranged for common return.
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5
3
2

BUZZER

####

$
$ $ # KEYS
imP° TTITT
I 2 3 4 5

T TTTT
2 2 4 5

—111HAND
SET

HOOK
SWITCH

Fig.

5

15 (Left) -

AN ERICSSON

4

2
PLUNGERS
-r

-r -r
T
3 4 5

T

I2

2 3 4 5

SOS

IMO
HOOK
SWITCH

KEY

HAND

SET

BUZZER

5

IN-

TERCOMMUNICATION
TELEPHONE SYSTEM.
This shows two
stations of a 5-line
equipment. All contacts are shown
normal.When one of
the selecting plungers is depressed
fully, the ringing
circuit is established
and when released
it is locked on the
upper contact so
that speaking may
take place.
S.B.
is the speaking battery and R.B. the
ringing
battery.
This is mechanically linked with
the plungers.
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switches, one of
which may, if
desired, be a pear
switch. The diagrams which follow show other
applications of
the 2-way switch
in combination
with intermediate
and
master
switches.
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1.
MICRO
RETARDZ I

RETARD

4-

-

CALLING
STATION

CAL LED
STATION

I

N°1
BUZZER

MICRO

III

TALKING
BATTERY,

41

2

N°3

'11

A Selling Point.
Bullon
The whole sub- pushed
RINGING
wyht
2
BATTERY
down
ject of lighting
control is a fascinating
one
which will well
Fly 16 —RINGING CIRCUIT. (STANDARD TELEPHONES AND CABLES)
repay study on
The circuits involved when one station rings are shown by the heavy lines
the part of the The connection " 0 " between the positive of the talking battery and the
enterprising con- positis e of the ringing battery is to pre'. ent " cross ringing."
The
tractor.
control of landing lights, porch lights, method. If the building contractor can
cupboard lights, etc., offer many possi- be made to see this he will not quibble at
bilities of new business. More particularly the trifling extra cost which these imwhen new property is being wired for proved methods require.
In the near future it is likely that much
electric light should these possibilities be
borne in mind. Houses which are wired new building work and renovations will be
in such a way as to provide the latest put in hand, and the wiring contractor
modern conveniences as regards light who has the opportunity of quoting for the
control have distinct advantages from a electrical side of this work will be well
selling point of view over similar houses advised to make a study of multiple
which are wired in the old-fashioned switching, not so much from the point of
view of the additional amount
of work entailed
in the wiring, but
3
because it will
MICRO
enable him to
RETARD
offer the builder
RIO
TALKING
something
difBATTERY
ferent and better
TALKING
in the way of
STATION
o-ANSWERIN I. electric light wirNEI
STATION
ing.
BUZZER
N°3
I

Buffos

/ocked
down

T

' BUZZER

-7-RINGING
BATTERY

• °
"2'

Fig 17.—TALKING CIRCUIT. (STANDARD TELEPHONES AND CABLES )
When both parties have remos ed their rnicrotelephoneb and cons ersation
has begun, the circuit conditions are shown by the talking circuit

Some Typical
Examples.
The diagrams
which follow
show some
typical combinations of various
types of switches.
00
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single-way
switch.
The Two-way
Switch.
The two-way
switch, as its
name implies,
enables one line
to be connected
to either of two
other lines at will.

5.7101075WITC1/f5
L • ifir7P5
, R. 8DDITIONfiL
LIW1P5 .
's

5UPPLY

18 —A SIMPLE Two-WAY
LIGHTING CIRCUIT.
The solid lines comprise the most
simple two-way circuit, while the
dotted lines show how additional
lamps may be added in parallel.
Fig.

4—

SU PPLY.

. TWO WRY
5WITCPE5.
L LAMPS.
T MTERITORTE
5WITCti
P'l . P713.5TEP
SWITCH

Fig. 19.—TWO-WAY CIRCUITS.
In the above diagram each lamp
is controlled by its own pair of twoway switches, although the lamps
are in parallel.

The Intermediate
Switch.
The intermediate switch,
which has four
internal contacts
arranged in pairs,
the position of
the switch knob
altering the
pairing of the
contacts, as indicated by the
dotted lines
shown in Figs. 20
and 21 on the
switches marked
T.

The Single-way
Switch.
Note that the
ordinary oneway on and off
switch is used
as the master
switch in these
multiple control
circuits.
We are indebted to Messrs.
Fig 20.—MULTI-POINT AND MASFig. 2I.—MULTI-POINT CONTROL.
TER CONTROL.
In this circuit the lamps can be J. A. Crabtree
The lamps are independently
operated from either of the switches and Co., Ltd., for
controlled by the switches S and T,
S or T.
permission to
but when the master switch M is
reproduce the
closed, the lights cannot be extinguished except by this switch.
illustrations
shown in pages
The most useful types of switches for 307 and 308. These are of great
these special circuits which provide several interest, as they show in a graphic manner
control points are the two-way switch, how multiple switching can be used in
the intermediate switch and the ordinary the home.
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SPECIALTWO-WAYSWITCH.

March

a

MAIN ENTRANCE.

z

a
0
1-4

Fig. 22.—INTERMEDIATE CONTROL.

Fig. 23.—CONVERTING A ONE-WAY
CIRCUIT FOR TWO-WAY CONTROL.

LOOP-INTERMINALSWITCH.

D.P. MASTERSWITCH.

For lighting dark corridors and passages from various points.

STANDARDTWO-WAYSWITCH.

U
U

Fig. 24.—DOUBLE-POLE MASTER SWITCH

Fig. 23.—THE LOOP-IN TERMINAL

CONTROL.
Showing a D.P. master outlet control
switch at the door.

SWITCH.
For providing an extra point without
disturbing the existing wiring.

SPECIAL
TWO-WAY
SWITCH.

SWITCH

INTERMEDIATE
SWITCH.

Two-WAY

SWITCH

STANDARD
TWO-WAY
SWITCH,

Fig. 26.—A TWO-WAY SWITCH CIRCUIT.
These switches are invaluable in bedrooms,
on landings, on the staircase, for the side entrance and in every room with two doors.

Fig. 27.—CONVERTING A ONE-WAY CIRCUIT FOR INTERMEDIATE ,
CONTROL.
Showing how this can be done without disturbing existing
wiring.
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Intermediate
Switch
TWO WHY t7115TER SWITCHES.
5. TWO WRY
L. Lflf705
5. TWO WRY SWITCHES.
Control.
SWITCHE5.
M. P7155Tfit SWITCH.
LRP7P.S.
Fig. 22, for
instance,
shows how
intermediate
switch
control can be
used to put an
end to fumbling about
for switches
in dark halls,
corridors
or
passages. In dts
such places
the light
should be controlled from
Fig 29 —MASTER CONTROL.
every door
Fig. 28 —MASTER CONTROL.
When the switch M is oft no
By the use of a circuit and two-way
and entrance.
lamps can be lighted. If any half
such as this, the lamps are
The inter- switches
if the switch M is placed on, any
controlled by their two-way switches
mediate S, but are subject to the two-way lamp may be controlled from its
w i t c h master control of the switches M. Two own switch. When both halves of
switch M are on, the lamps are not
permits any positive feeds are necessary, connected
controlled by their own switches
number of to either side of switches S.
control points
5uPay.
to be intro0
5 It/TERMED/RYE SWITCHES.
duced in the
M. MR5TER SWITCH
two-way • L. LIIMPS.
circuit, and
the user is thus
enabled to
pass rapidly
O
through the
house switchSWITCH.
ing on lights
0
before her and
switching off
O
behind her
without once
having to
grope in the
dark.
Fig 30 —MASTER CONTROL
Converting a
The lamps L are controlled by
Fig. 31 —THE CONNECTIONS OF A
One -way separate switches, but the whole
THREE-PLATE CEILING ROSE.
Circuit for may be lighted and kept alight by
To enable feeds to be looped in
and out
Two-way the sw itch M.
Control.
A common wiring problem is the con- necessary to replace the one-way with
version of a one-way circuit for two-way this special switch and to connect the three
control, and Fig. 23 shows a special two-way new leads to any standard two-way wall,
switch that can be used for this purpose. ceiling or suspension switch. The original
To convert an installation it is only wiring is retained in the same position.

1
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LOCATING FAULTS IN POWER CABLES
By

C. GROVER,

A.M.I.E.E.

In the January issue, Mr. Grover dealt with capacity tests and the Murray
loop test for localising cable faults.
In this article he deals
with two other methods, i.e., fall of potential tests and induction methods

the varying
AULTS in
conditions met
power cables can be
in practice. It
is advisable to
classified as
take these tests
follows :—
(A) Disconwith reference
to either cable
tinuities or
end, accepting
breaks leaving
the mean of the
high insulation.
results as the
(B) Disconfault position.
tinuities or
breaks leaving
low insulation.
(1) Earth Fault
(c) Low inin Single
sulation
beCore Cable,
tween conducReturn Contors only.
ductor Avail(D) Low inable.
sulation
beA B in Fig. 2
tween conducis the faulty
tors and earth
only.
conductor and
CD is the
(E) Any combination of (A),
return, not
necessarily of
(B), (c) and (D).
Fig. I.—SIMPLE CONTROL BOARD FOR H.T. DIRECT
CURRENT TESTING SET.
the same conWe have
Two methods of using the board are illustrated in figures
ductor size,
already dealt
4 and rz respectively. For high-voltage tests, the board
which are
in the January is
used in conjunction with a step-up transformer and
looped together
issue with (1) valve rectifier.
at one end and
capacity tests
—applied to (A) only—and (2) the Murray across the other end a storage battery and
loop test—applied to (c), (D) and (E), ammeter are connected. The voltages
between A and earth and B and earth,
and we will now deal with :—
(3) Fall of potential tests ; applied to V, and V2 respectively, are observed by
connecting the voltmeter at A and B,
(B), (c), (D) and (E).
(4) Induction methods ; applied to (A), for each of which observations the ammeter must indicate the same current.
(B), (D) and (E).
The fault distance X is
V L
FALL OF POTENTIAL TESTS.
X— 1
VI + V,
All fall of potential tests are based on
On a short loop of heavy cable it may be
the principle that the voltage drop is
uniform per unit length of cable. Examples necessary to use a piece of stout iron wire
of various forms of tests are shown to suit to limit the current. Eight amperes from

F
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AmyEreaz.

-0

X

r

4

AuLr.
Amfrte

V

c.

Fig 2 —EARTH FAULT IN SINGLE CORE CABLE,
RETURN CONDUCTOR AVAILABLE.

a well-charged 12 v. motor car battery is
convenient. A millivoltmeter having a
long scale and shunts would be the most
suitable instrument for measuring V,
and V,.
An Alternative Test.
An alternative test to this when an
adjacent length of sound cable is available
is shown in Fig. 3. A, B and C are street
disconnecting boxes or feeder pillars on a
feeder and the section B C is faulty.
Tests are made from B. Return conductors must be available from A to point
i and C to point 3. A is connected to
earth through an ammeter and battery
or, in place of the latter, current may pass
through the fault from a live main via
a suitable resistance.
If the length of A B is L yards, and V1
and V, the voltages observed between
and 2, and 2 and 3 respectively, then
x = V 2 L1
Vi
If A B is of different sectional area to B C,
then it must be converted to an equivalent
length of the latter. The return conductors may be pilots.
(2) Earth Fault in Single Core Cable : No
Return Available.
A fair degree of success is possible if
the fault is free from earth or polarisation
currents and of low resistance.
Consider C D to be earth in Fig. 2.
Let I, and V1 be the current and voltage
drop with the B end of A B earthed. The
resistance of X in series with the
remainder of the cable shunting th
fault is
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If R is the resistance of A B, the resistance
to the fault is :—
R1 — ti (R — R1) (R 2 — R1) ohms.
Dividing this value by the resistance per
yard of the cable as determined for the
conductor size from the British Engineering Standards Specification No. 7 gives
the fault distance in yards.
This is an adaptation of Blaviers test,
in which R1 and R2 are directly measured
by a Wheatstone bridge.
If the fault resistance shows any tendency to vary, the test cannot be relied
upon. Current should be passed through
the fault until its resistance is constant,
but the current used should be small or
there is a risk of burning right through
the conductor.
(3) Faults in Twin, Concentric and Multicore Cables.
Provided one conductor remains intact
and no severance of conductors at the
fault occurs, it follows that the test,.
described in Fig. 2 can be applied : the
undamaged core would be then represented
by C D.
One Core Faulty to Earth.
If one core is faulty to earth and
continuous, the others being severed and
faulty to earth, then the test applied would
be similar to either of those described for a
single-core cable in Figs. 2 and 3.
Fault Between Two Cores.
If the fault is between two core-,
connect a battery, resistance, ammeter and
voltmeter as shown in Fig. 6. Testing
from the A end, observe the voltage drop
across the cable ends, V, when the current
I has a steady value. If x is the resistance
of the cable up to the fault, whose resistance is f
V
2 X — f
I

= R1.
Now insulate B and observe V2 and L, :
let

V
I

' = R2

itAMMETER

Fig. 3.—AN ALTERNATIVE TEST
WHEN AN ADJACENT LENGTH OF
SOUND CABLE IS AVAILABLE.
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Fig. 4.—ADJUSTING BALANCE ON THE
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HIGH TESNION SLIDE WIRE IN MAKING LOOP TEST ON HIGH
RESISTANCE FAULT.

The illustration shows a valve rectifying set for high tension direct current.
Now carry out a
similar test from
the end B, adjusting I to the same
value as before and
measure the voltage
drop V2, then :—
V,
— = z(R — x)
I
From • these two
equations :—
(V;— V, +2R)
x=

must not be high
compared with x,
or Vi — V2 becomes
zero and x always
R
equals — .

I

ohms
where R is the resistaRce of the cable
length. Dividing x
by the resistance
per yard of the conductor gives the
fault distance in
yards from A.
It is obvious that
the fault resistance

Fig. 5.—THIS SHOWS THE FAULTY CABLE END
CONNECTED DIRECTLY TO THE SLIDE WIRE TO
ELIMINATE CONNECTION ERRORS.

A 3-core cable is
indicated in Fig. 6,
to which this test
is equally suited.
A Similar Test.
A similar test is
shown in Fig. 7,
where R is resistance or length of
cable expressed as
an equivalent
length of the faulty
cable. Keeping the
current constant,
measure the potential differences between the points r
and 2, 2 and 3,
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F. 0 —TEST FOR FAULT BETWEEN CORES.

and 4 and 5. Call these

V1,

V, and

\3.

The fault distance x is then :—
V V,
R 1
yards.
2
This test eliminates the fault resistance,
but it must not be too high or insufficient
current can be passed. A storage battery
capable of passing io amps. steadily should
be used.
When Supply Voltage Can be Used for
Fall of Potential Test.
If only one conductor of a triple comcentric or multicore cable is faulty to
earth, the other cores being intact, the
supply voltage can be used for a fall of
potential test whether D.C. or A.C.,
the neutral of which would, of course,
be earthed. Connect the three cores
together at the B end (Fig. 8).
Pass a steady current of a few amperes
down the good core 2, which should be
the same size as the faulty core 3. Measure
the voltage drop between points 2 and 3,
and i and 2 at the A end, i.e., V1 and V,
respectively, which are proportional to
L
x and L, whence V1 : L x : : V, : L.
— V,
or x = L.
yards
2

where L is the cable length in yards.
Faults on a Distributor.
Faults on a distributor to which services

AMMETER

3
PosisrAmcg

1joSz/OPLY
S.—USING THE SUPPLY VOLTAGE FOR A
FALL OF POTENTIAL TEST.
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are teed off at every few yards are easily
narrowed down to a short section of cable.
Connect a battery at one end as shown in
Fig. 9 (a) to pass a few amperes to earth
through the fault as shown, after having
removed the main service fuses. (No
meters should be left connected.)
Commencing at the A end and testing
the voltage across consumer's terminals,
a gradual reduction in the reading will
be observed until a uniformly small or
zero reading will persist. If the test is
now repeated from the B end, the battery
being transferred thereto, then the fault
will lie between the two consumers at
which the voltage readings first become
a minimum or zero.
What to do if the Fault is a Complete
Burnout.
If the fault is a complete burnout as
shown in Fig. 9(b), omit the earth connecAmmErE2

YotrwErre
Fig. 7.—A SIMILAR TEST TO THAT SdowN IN
FIG C.

tion of the battery when the fault will
be traced as just described. Ut course,
if the distributor was fed from the normal
supply at one end only, the fault would be
just beyond the last consumer to receive
supply.
Practical Notes on Fall of Potential Tests.
In carrying out any of these fall of
potential tests, care should be taken not
to pass too heavy currents through the
fault, and the time during which such
currents as used are passed should be as
brief as possible, as there is always a risk
of burning through the conductors.
The instruments used should be accurate.
Voltmeters or milli-voltmeters should be
high-resistance instruments in comparison
with which fault resistances are negligible.
As a rule, a milli-voltmeter is the best
instrument for measuring potentials in the
foregoing tests.
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INDUCTION METHOD.
In its simplest form this test is ideal,
but unfortunately present-day practices
and conditions introduce many difficulties
into its practical application.
The Search Coil.
If a faulty non-lead sheathed and
unarmoured cable is energised by an
interrupted D.C. or an A.C. supply, one
side of which is earthed, this current will
traverse the cable up to the fault whence
it will disappear to earth. If a coil of
several turns of fine wire be held with its
plane parallel to the cable, the field set
up by the cable current will induce a
current in this coil which is called a
" search coil."
This induced current is detected by a
r—

Marc!

avices.
B.

'E

—FAULTS ON A DISTRIBUTOR TO WHICH
SERA ICES ARE TEED OFF AT EVERY FEW YARDS
(a) Connections for fault on one side only ;
(b) Connections for a complete burn ot,t

centric cables having faults on an
inner core only, present a difficulty
to the search coil method because
"1-1
the return current generally tra= =
, I :0
verses the whole length of the
4EaPHONES
—+
lead sheath. From the end to
which testing current is applied
._.7'
up to the fault, the induced
current in the search coil is due
VALVES. / P.M/ H L
to the resultant field of the conc' Poll DX
ductor and sheath currents which
3 PM 242 PENTODE
are substantially in opposition,
Fig. 10 —CONNECTIONS FOR RESISTANCE CAPACITY
and their mutually induced fields.
COUPLED 3-VALVE AMPLIFIER.
Theoretically, this resultant field
telephone receiver connected to the search should be zero, but actually it is not quite
coil and no sound will be heard when the so. Beyond the fault the field is due to
fault is passed.
the resultant field of the lead sheath
currents and possibly the slight capacity
A Suitable Coil.
effect of the cable cores.
A D-shaped coil with a major axis
about IS in. long and wound with about Change of Intensity.
It is clear, therefore, that with sheathed
2 lb. of 36 S.W.G. enamelled copper
wire gives very good results with a pair cables there can be no cessation of noise
of sensitive high-resistance headphones
TRAirs'aemEa.
230/6 roc rs
when employed for locating faults in
vulcanised bitumen mains or cables not
A6
lead sheathed or armoured.

g1 ;
- 1

How to Carry the Search Coil.
The search coil should be carried over
the cable route with its major axis
nearest to and parallel with the cable route.
A Difficulty When Using the Search Coil
Method.
Single-core lead-covered cables or con-

To CABLE
E,

Fig.

I I.—HEAVY CURRENT WESTINGHOUSE
METAL RECTIFIERS CONNECTED FOR DOUBLE
WAVE RECTIFICATION.
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Fig. I2.—APPLYING A HIGH TENSION D.C. TEST TO A CABLE.
The valve on the right rectifies A.C. Test voltage is recorded directly by voltmeter seen in the
centre.

mouring, particularly steel tape,
reduces the external
field to a very low
value, and it is
practically impossible to obtain any
results unless the
search coil currents
are amplified by a
valve amplifier.
Even then the
search coil must be
held closely to the
cable, as it has been
found that the field
strength, due to the
cable, varies roughly
inversely as the
cube of the distance
from the cable.

in the telephone at
the fault : a change
in intensity only
will be observed dependent upon the
particular local conditions requiring
some skill in interpretation.
Multicore Cables.
With multicore
cables the lay or
twist of the cores
continually changes
their direction with
respect to the lead
sheath, so that the
external field is
stronger than on
single core or concentric cables.
Why a Valve Amplifier is Necessary.
In any case ar-

Fig. 13.—A " SILIT " RESISTANCE OF 50,000
OHMS CONNECTED TO THE CABLE END TO
PROTECT THE VALVE.

Connections for a
3-Valve Amplifier
Fig. Io shows the
connections of
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resistance capacity coupled 3 - valve
amplifier designed by Mr. J. H. Savage
(see Distribution, Vol. IV, Sept., 1931,
Page 761), of W. T. Henley's Telegraph
Works Co., Ltd., for use in conjunction
with a search coil which is effectively
screened by completely enclosing the
apparatus in a metal-covered case. The
valves are surrounded by felt-lined clamps
to reduce microphonic noises.
Importance of Screening.
The connecting leads of the telephones
and search coil together with the coil
itself, except the active wire, must also
be screened and connected to the amplifier
screen. In the absence of effective screening, the effects of extraneous currents will
produce noises which will completely mask
that due to the fault-current field.

Marc,'z

insulated local battery and arranging this
vibrating mercury contact in series with a
2 kW. heater element connected to a live
main on a 230-v. earthed neutral system,
a pulsating D.C. current of about 9 amps.
can be obtained which will produce a
distinctive note on the telephones.
Another Method.
Another method is to drive a makeand-break commutator from a small motor
at say 1,000 r.p.m., arranging this to interrupt a supply through a 2 kW. heater
as before.
Very Low Resistance Faults.
For very low resistance faults an electric
bell or buzzer connected at one terminal
to an earthed battery and at the other to
the cable will produce a workable current.

Tracing Faults in read-covered and
Armoured Cables.
With this apparatus faults in leadcovered and armoured cables can be
traced. It does not, however, reduce the
test to one of extreme simplicity, because
quite appreciable return currents are
picked up by gas and water pipes or other
cables adjacent to the faulty cable run.
The effects of branches off the faulty cable
can also be misleading, so that the success
of the method is dependent upon an
exact knowledge of the local conditions
and an intelligent interpretation of the
results obtained.

What to do if 50-Cycle A.C. Supply is
Available.
If 5o-cycle A.C. supply only is available,
it would be useless to energise the cable
directly therefrom, as a 5o-cycle note is
not very audible, and any adjacent live
cables to the faulty one would Mask the
effects of the testing current. Heavycurrent Westinghouse metal rectifiers connected for double-wave rectification as
shown in Fig. ii, would produce a note
of ioo cycles which would be distinguishable from the 5o-cycle hum; but as the
voltage of this rectifier is low the fault
resistance must necessarily be low.

When the Search Coil Method is Recommended.
The search coil method is only recommended for faults which cannot be
accurately located by other methods such
as complete burnouts. Even then other
tests should be tried as they will probably
yield an approximate result which will
narrow down the field of application
of the search coil.

Obtaining a Fairly High Voltage.
If a fairly high voltage is necessary to
maintain a current through the fault, a
highly saturated choke coil can be connected between a source of 5o-cycle A.C.
supply and the cable, which will produce
a pronounced third harmonic that will be
easily audible above the 5o-cycle hum.

What to do When D.C. Supply is
Available.
If a D.C. supply is available the testing current may be produced by bending
the hammer of an ordinary electric bell
and arranging it to dip into a mercury
bath. By energising the bell from an

Very High Resistance Faults.
Effective signals can be obtained in the
case of very high resistance faults through
which the usual low voltages are ineffective
by connecting the cable to one sparking
plug of a motor-car engine. Surges of
several thousand volts can thus be passed
through the fault.
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SOME PRACTICAL APPLICATION/ OF
PHOTO-ELECTRIC CELLS
N this article
steel strip from
we give dewhich these
tails of
tubes are rolled,
some practical
right from the
applications of
moment when
the photo-electhe heated strip
tric cell in inis pulled out of
The
dustry.
the furnace
photo-electric
with a temperacell is used in
ture of over
an electrical cir1,35o° C. to
cuit in such a
the end of the
way that a
process, when
small change in
the finished
current is protube moves
duced in the
down the coolcircuit
when
ing rack at the
the light falling
other end of the
on the cell
tube mill plant.
OSRAM PHOTO-CELL EQUIPMENT IN A TUBE MILL.
It is used for counting the tubes and also for preventing
alters. AlOwing to the
though this collisions between them during their passage through the rapidity with
rolls.
change in
which the tubes
current is very small—about a follow one another through the sizing
millionth part of that flowing through rolls and the cross rolls, the operation of
an ordinary ioo-watt electric lamp—it releasing the tubes from the cross rolls
can be magnified by means of an ordinary to the cooling bank is one which demands
wireless valve and made to operate a constant watchfulness and prompt action
relay which can be
on the part of the
used to actuate
operator. The
various devices.
slightest error in
timing by the operaUse in a Tube Mill.
tor will result in a
Our first picture,
temporary stoppage
showing the Osram
due to collision bephoto-electric
tween the tubes.
equipment installed
It has been imat the works of
possible to provide
Messrs.
Stewarts
mechanical means
and Lloyds, Ltd.,
to check these
the tube manufacoperations and to
turers, illustrates an
prevent the tubes
interesting applicafrom colliding or
tion of the photobeing sent forward
cell. The process of
into the cross rolls
manufacturing
before the preceding
welded steel tubes USING A PHOTO-ELECTRIC CELL FOR SMOKE
tube has cleared it.
DETECTION.
requires very rapid
It has now been
This diagram shows the connections for a
handling of the hot • D.C. circuit.
found, however,
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that
the given here
ray given shows how
out by a photoR.070-CELL.
A
these hot electric
tubes will cell can be
operate a used as a
Ii
- photo- smoke dein
electric cell tector
CIRCUIT DIAGRAM FOR WORKING
placed the stack of
A PHOTO-ELECTRIC CELL SET
within a a boiler
FROM BATTERIES.
few
feet of house to
The battery A must be of
the tubes as prevent un5u..pr• AfAmis
high capacity if the set is to be
operated for long periods, but
they travel due smokDIAGRAM FOR WORKING
battery B may be of small
from the ing and CIRCUIT
PHOTO-ELECTRIC CELL SET FROM
rapacity.
sizing rolls also to enSUPPLY MAINS.
through the able the
Any small power valve having
cross rolls to the cooling bank. The current stoker to a high mutual conductance will
set up in the photo cell is amplified run the be found satisfactory
through an Osram valve and relays to boilers
operate an elecunder more
trical contaceconomical
tor, which
conditions.
closes the cirThe apparacuit of a
tus consists espowerful
sentially of a
solenoid.
By
photo-cell and
means of the
an exciter lamp
solenoid, the
at opposite
releasing
sides of the
shutters, which
stack, or, alwere originally
t ern at iv el y ,
operated by
the back
hand, are
chamber of
automatically
the boiler (if
SHOWING CONVENIENT POSITIONS FOR THE
operated at DIAGRAM
required to
VARIOUS COMPONENTS OF THE PHOTO-ELECTRIC CELL SET.
exactly the
detect smoke in
The connection from the anode of the photo-cell to
right moment, the grid of the valve should be as short as possible and individual
and by this should be clear of any other leads.
boilers), and
means collision
suitable proof tubes, etc., is prevented.
vision to allow light to
At the same time each
pass through the stack
tube is counted in a similar
without allowing gases to
way by means of its ray
escape.
being picked up by another
Photo-electric Cell Circuits.
photo-cell equipment which
Some interesting circuit
operates a solenoiddiagrams showing how
operated counter.
to connect up a photoThe cost of power con- How TO SET THE CIRCUIT FOR electric cell set are also
sumed by each equipment
given. These include the
LIGHT DETECTION.
approximates to 2d. per
This is a typical arrangement
methods of operating from
week, based on a price of for use as a burglar alarm. The supply mains and batcell is normally kept dark and the
id. per kw. hour.
teries, while a suitable layalarm is brought into action
Smoke Detection.
out of the components is
continuously as soon as light
The first circuit diagram falls on the cell.
also given.
RELAY

OSRAM L PR

11
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THE PROTECTION OF GENERATORS,
TRANSFORMERS AND FEEDERS
By H. W.

RICHARDSON,

M.I.E.E.

In the January issue Mr. Richardson outlined the apparatus used in the G.E. C. system of
protection which is based on McColl patents. Here he describes the various schemes which
are employed in modern practice for the protection of generators, transformers and feeders
AVING explained the principles
underlying the G.E.C. System of
Protection (McColl's patents), and
described the apparatus employed in the
application of these principles (see the
January issue), we will now deal with the
various schemes which are employed in
modern practice for the protection of
generators, transformers and feeders.

H

Generator and Transformer Protection.
It is convenient to deal first with
generator and transformer protection as
being rather more simple than the protection of feeders. There is still some
difference of opinion regarding the extent
of protection desirable for a generator,
but it is generally conceded that the
modern turbo-alternator with a capacity
of many tens of thousands of kilowatts
should be protected against any untoward
eventuality which can be foreseen.
Main Faults Likely to Occur in Generators.
oThe main faults which are likely to
occur in generators are, first, due to
faulty insulation, secondly, failure of
excitation, and thirdly, due to trouble in
the prime mover. The first of these
three classes of fault may be further subdivided into three, namely, faults to
earth, faults between phases and faults
between turns of the same phase.
In considering the protection of generating plant one rather pertinent fact must
be remembered, namely, that in the case
of a leak it is not sufficient merely to trip
the circuit breaker, as the machine is
itself producing power. Moreover, the
construction of generating plant involves
a large mass of inflammable material concentrated in a small space, and—in the

case of the turbo-alternator—a powerful
flow of air is necessary for cooling
purposes.
It is therefore of the greatest importance
that the protective apparatus employed
must be capable not only of tripping the
circuit breaker, but also of suppressing
instantly the excitation and closing the
ventilating doors. In some cases the
tripping of the emergency stop valve is
also recommended. A comprehensive
scheme affording every reasonable form
of protection for a turbo-alternator is
given in Fig. 1, but before considering
this diagram in detail, the methods of
protection necessary to guard against
individual classes of fault must be dealt
with.
Plain Differential Scheme.
For protection against faults to earth or
faults between phases a simple application
of the plain differential scheme employing
biased beam relays is sufficient. The
diagram to represent this protection
corresponds very closely with the elementary diagrams given in the January issue,
and need not therefore be reproduced in
this article.
Does not Operate in the Event of Reverse
Current.
It should be particularly noted that
this form of protection does not operate
in the event of reverse current, but in
dealing with faults to earth and faults
between phases it affords protection
against the faults most likely to occur in
practice. Further it offers great sensitivity. The only apparatus required
comprises six current transformers, and
three beam relays in one case.
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CircuitEmployed.
This involves
the necessity of a
potential transformer, and the
circuit employed
is given in Fig. 2.
For this scheme
the sets of current transformers
at the neutral
and switchboard
ends of the windings respectively
must be biased,
those at the
neutral end being
wound to give
7 amps., and
those at the
switchboard end
7.5 amps. The
induction relays
should be provided with 0.5
amp. current
coils.

Operation for
Faults to
115-6615151---; ALTERNATOR FIELD.
Earth and
Between
FIELD SUPPRESSION
SWITCH.
0
Phases.
As regards
operation for
L
faults to earth
EXCITER.
and between
phases, the current representing
the
leak flows
To SOLENOID FOR
through the
AIR SUPPLY.
operating coil
1:2:-; I -COMPLETE ARRANuEVENT OF TURBO-ALTERNATOR PROTECTIVE
EOUIPMENT.
across the bridge
between the
two current transformers. But owing to
Differential Reverse Scheme.
In the event of protection being desired the differing ratios of these transformers
in addition against reverse current, due to there is already, under normal conditions,
breakdown between turns of the same a difference current flowing across in the
phase, failure of excitation, or prime opposite direction, and this must be
mover trouble, a differential reverse scheme cancelled by the other before the relay
must be employed. The principal differ- contact can be moved in the tripping
ence of this scheme from the plain differ- direction. At normal full load, a fault
ential is that directional relays of the of just io per cent. of normal is needed to
induction type are substituted for beam. cause operation, and this proportion rises
for overloads and falls for light loads, the
relays.
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tripping current being
always in the vicinity
of TO per cent. of the existing load.
What Happens When a
Reverse Current Flows.
When a reverse current
flows for any reason, the
difference current due to
the transformer ratios now
flows in a tripping direction, and the standard
relay is designed to
operate when the reverse
current reaches 10 per
cent. of normal. An adjustment and scale are
provided, however, whereby this value may be
increased to as much R
as 6o per cent. if
desired.
Faults Between Turns
of the Same Phase.
Faults between turns
of the same phase and
derangement of the
prime mover both cause
a reversal of power,
and will trip the relay
when the reversal
reaches io per cent. of
normal value. Failing
excitation,
however,
results in a low leading power factor, which
trips the relay owing
to the "leading phase "
connection of the potential winding. For
this reason, also, a
short circuit in the
external load which
causes a low lagging
power factor holds the
relay cont act definitely
in the "d# " position,
ensuring stability.
Biased Relay.
Referring again to
Fig. 1, it should not now
be difficult to trace out
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The
the connections.
protection is of the plain
differential type employing a biased relay with
drum contact, as described
in the previous article.

When a Fault Occurs.
Assuming the oil circuit
breaker initially to be
closed, the relay element
in any phase in which a
fault occurs will trip the
multi-contact drum, which
will first energise the trip
coil through two pairs of
Fig. 2.-ALTERNATOR PROTEC- auxiliary contacts on the
TED WITH REVERSE DIFFERENbreaker, whereupon the
TIAL RELAY.
latter immediately opens.
Secondly, two other
contacts are brought
into engagement upon
the drum that trips the
field suppression switch
near the right-hand
bottom corner, and the
Bun.
switch just below this
REJAVAIS
for controlling the
ventilating doors.
By these measures
the safety of the
machine is absolutely
assured. It will thus
be realised that the risk
of damage to large
generators is very
Fig 3 -PROTECTION OF STAR-DELTA
effectively dealt with
OR DELTA-STAR CON.NE( TED TRANSby the gear described.
FORMER.
Not only are the necessary steps taken instantly upon the outbreak of the trouble, but
these steps are inau1
gurated by only a small
leak, remedial measures
ool disoLga1
not having to wait until
a large proportion of
MTh
the power of the
°°°
machine is pouring into
the fault.

Fig

4 -PROTECTION OF STAR-STAR
CONNECTED TRANSFORMER

TRANSFORMER PROTECTION.
The protection of
transformers is readily
Dv -
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majority of transformer faults are
initiated by small leaks between adjacent
turns of the same phase.
If protected by a system with a very
low fault setting the leak will be detected
before any material damage has occurred.
If, however, the fault setting had to be
high on account of the system being
insensitive, serious mischief might be set
up due to the continued burning of the
insulation with consequent risk of fire.
Voltage Ratio between Primary and
Secondary.
In considering transformer protection
it is at once obvious that due to the
voltage ratio between primary and

5.-PROTECTION OF DELTA-DOUBLE-STAR
CONNECTED TRANSFORMER.

effected by a straightforward application
of current transformers and biased relays,
and from many points of view transformer
protection is simpler than either generator
or feeder protection. But there are certain
inherent properties of transformers which
have to be taken into account when
working out suitable schemes.
Further, it must be remembered that
each of the many varieties of transformer
connection demands some particular
method of connection of the protective
apparatus. It is for this reason that so
many diagrams illustrative of transformer
protection are given.
Biased Beam Relay for Transformer
Protection.
The biased beam relay offers one very
great advantage so far as transformer
protection is concerned.
This arises
due to the
very great
sensitivity
which the
relay confers upon
the system.
It will be
readily appreciated
Fig 7 -PROTECTION OF SCOTTthat the
CONNECTED TRANSFORMER.

IS' B
DOUSLB 131:-T.

Fig. 6.-PROTECTION OF DELTA-DOUBLE-DELTA
CONNECTED TRANSFORMER.

secondary, the incoming and outgoing
currents which have to be balanced in the
relays will usually be of widely different
values. This clearly necessitates current
transformers with windings suitably calculated to make allowance for this current
difference in the main circuits.
Magnetising Current.
Another characteristic of a transformer
is the magnetising current which flows in
the primary, which may, on occasion, rise
to as much as io per cent. of the normal
full load current. Magnetising current
will have the same effect on the relay
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as a fault current, and
for this reason an adjustable counterweight has to
be provided at the restraining end of the beam.
The magnetising current
is in quadrature with the
load ; it therefore has
little effect except at light
loads, in this respect
corresponding with the
action of the counterweight.

sz 4.4
Rtuvt
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the method of connection
of such a transformer is
different on the two sides,
the effect of the differences, both in phase and
magnitude, is corrected
by interconnecting the
current transformers at
the two ends, in the
converse manner and
adjusting the ratios to
maintain the standard
current of 5 amperes in
the pilot ring circuits.

A Possible Cause of
Protection for Delta-Delta
Trouble.
Transformer.
A phenomenon conThe connections for a
nected with transformer Fig. S -PROTECTION OF GENERATOR
switching might cause AND TRANSFORMER AS A COMBINED delta - delta transformer
UNIT.
are still more simple as
the relays to trip directly
all the current transthe load is switched on,
unless suitable precaution were taken to formers are star connected.
prevent it. Transformers are generally
connected to the bars without any form Protection for Star-Star Transformers.
Star-star transformers, however, are a
of synchronising. As a result the residual
magnetism of the core may oppose that more difficult proposition, as the main
corresponding to the first half-cycle sub- primary and secondary currents are not
sequent to the closing of the circuit. In balanced and naturally the pilot circuits
such an eventuality there will be a moment- cannot be. This difficulty is overcome
ary rush of current into the windings by the arrangement shown in Fig. 4,
which, although only lasting for four or delta connected current transformers being
five cycles, may attain to a maximum used at each end. It is necessary to
increase the bias to a figure of 25 per cent.,
value of four times normal full load.
as stability can then be guaranteed.
Methods of Preventing Relays from Being
Protection for Delta-Double-Star TransTripped.
former.
There are several ways of preventing
the relays from being tripped due to this
The delta-double-star transformer,
phenomenon, those in most general use Fig. 5, differs from the delta-star in that
being (I) the auxiliary contacts may be the right-hand ends of the secondary
operated by a plain voltage relay, which phases are brought out instead of being
would introduce an adequate time lag, connected in star. These extra leads,
and (2) an auxiliary switch may be fitted shown dotted in the figure, carry the
to the oil circuit breaker, which puts the same current as the original set, and the
protective gear into commission a few circuit is thus fully protected by the one
cycles after the main circuit has been original set of current transformers.
closed.
Protection for Delta-Double-Delta Transformer.
Protection for a Star-Delta or Delta-Star
Transformer.
A similar case is the delta-double-delta
Considering now the connections of the transformer, Fig. 6. This method of
protective apparatus for the various forms connection involves two distinct threeof transformer connection, the arrange- phase secondary windings with separate
ment for a star-delta, or delta-star con- leads, those applying to one of the deltas
nected transformer is given in Fig. 3. As being dotted for distinguishing purposes.
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Although two sets of current transformers slight percentage change in the transformer
are shown it will be found, if the circuits ratio. The biased type of protective
for possible faults are traced out, that apparatus is well suited for making the
complete protection is given by one set necessary allowance for this change. Two
only. The units shown dotted are there- methods are available.
In the first, balance is preserved by
fore omitted in practice.
providing tappings on the current transProtection for Scott-connected Trans- former corresponding to those on the
formers.
main transformer.
In the second method, the ratios of the
The problem with a Scott-connected
transformer (Fig. 7) is rather different. current transformer may be kept constant
Protection is accomplished by dealing and the bias of the scheme increased by a
with the " teazer " unit as a single-phase small percentage. The second method is
transformer and protecting it by means almost essential for on-load tap changing.
of the upper relay. The difference of the
currents in the two outer phases are Protection of a Generator and Transformer
balanced against the remaining phase on
as a Combined Unit.
the two-phase side by means of the lower
It is appropriate, finally, to refer to the
relay. Two cross-connected current transformers, each designed for a secondary protection of a generator and transformer
current of 2.89 amps., are located on the as a combined unit ; a case which often
outer phases, and deliver the difference occurs in practice. The method recomcurrent required, which normally has a mended, Fig. 8, is that of treating the
combination as a single unit, and connectfull load value of 5 amps.
ing the current transformers at the star
Complication Due to Use of Transformer point of the generator and at the outTappings.
going terminals of the transformer. No
The wide use of transformer tappings complications will arise from this
introduces a complication in the form of a arrangement.

CORRESPONDENCE
The Editor invites correspondence from readers on any subject of general interest
to electrical engineers. Letters should be addressed to THE EDITOR,
The Practical Electrical Engineer, 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
Testing a Discharge Ampere-hour Meter.
Six,—The charge and discharge current of a
large battery is registered by two Chamberlain
and Hookham ampere-hour meters, both of
which are connected to the same shunt in the
negative bar as shown By charging at a steady
rate for a period, the charge meter was found
to be within i per cent correct. The battery
is in good condition, volts and S G 's correct,
vet according to the meter readings is always
ioo or so ampere-hours to the bad over a week's
working This points to the discharge amperehour meter being fast Could this meter be
tested against the charge meter by reversing
the meter leads to the shunt or would the small
compensating coil in the meter preclude this
being done ),—B WILLIAMS (Harrow)
- Battery Bar
Charge Meter

Discharge Meter

Polishing a Commutator
SIR,—IS it possible to polish the commutator at
the D C end of a rotary con\ erter while the
machine is switched on to an A C supply, and
would it be practicable to polish the shp rings
at A C end while the motor is running on
its load ,—H STEVENSON (Brotton).
In the case of a rotary convertor, the machine can
be run on the starting motor while the commutatos
IS ground. Large machines usually have special
arrangements for slow speed running of the starting
motor for this pui pose. IT -hen running a machine
for long periods in this way, take care that there is
not a dangerous tempeiature rise in the starting
motor or starting windings
The slip rings of A.G. motos can be t; aed with a
stone while the machine is running, and if short
circuiting and brush lilting gear is ptted, this work
can be carried out on full loud. Take especial
case to clean out all copper dust when the motor
TS shut down, or a shot-circuit may be formed
between rings with the result that trouble mar occur
when next the machine is started.
[We regret that owing to pressure on OW space
many letters J have had to be held over until ne xi month 1
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ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION AND
DISTRIBUTION IN STOCKHOLM
By A. T. DOVER, M.I.E.E.

In the December issue, Mr. Dover dealt with the Swedish grid System in which the
peak load is carried by water power stations, and steam stations are used purely as a
stand-by. In this article he describes the steam and water power stations in Stockholm
where the arrangement is just the reverse, the peak load being carried by the steam station
HE present article forms
an
interesting
contrast to the
previous article,
in the December number, as
we are now concerned with the
operation of a
steam station
and water power
stations, in which
the peak load is
carried by the
THREE-CORE CABLES IN ONE OF
station. LAYING I0,000 KVA. , 30,000-VOLT,
steam
STOCKHOLM'S HARBOURS.
In the previous
Owing to the numerous waterways in and around the city, several underarticle, which water cable crossings are necessary. In all cases the cables are rated at
dealt with the in- io,000 kVA., 30,000 volts. The tower of the modern city hall is seen in the
terconnected sta- background.
tions of Sweden's
national grid, a steam station was used wide navigable channels. One of these
purely as a stand-by or reserve to the channels forms the main sea route to the
water-power stations.
Baltic, and the other forms part of a large
fresh-water lake (the Malar) which is also
Stockholm—Its Size, Situation and Sea connected to the Baltic (via Sodertalje)
Connections.
by a shipping canal.
Stockholm—often called the " Venice of
the North," because its oldest portions are The Problems of Electricity Supply.
built upon islands and are connected by
These are considerably more varied and
numerous bridges—is Sweden's largest difficult than those connected with a city
city and capital. Its population is about of corresponding size in this country,
600,000, and this is distributed over an because of : (I) The wide navigable
area of about 7 square miles.
channels together with the numerous
The city is about 4o miles from the open smaller channels and waterways in and
sea—the Baltic—and forms part of a around the city ; (2) the irregular and
huge archipelago of over 1,50o islands. rocky nature of the islands and mainland
Although there are altogether 13 islands, on which the city is built ; (3) the lack of
large and small, in the city's precincts, coal, all of which has to be imported ;
large portions of the city and suburbs (4) the absence of waterfalls and water
occupy the mainland on both sides of two power near the city.
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AERIAL VIEW OF THE VARTAN PEAK-LOAD STEAM STATION, STOCKHOLM.
The building (with flat roof) in the foreground is the transformer house. The control room and
switch house adjoin this building, and further to the rear are the engine room and boiler house.

Difficulties of Electrical Distribution.
The islands, and some parts of the mainland, on which Stockholm is built consist of hard, irregular granite rock. The
irregularities of the rock are such that it is
no uncommon sight to see the ground
floors of the buildings on one side of a
street at street level and those on the other
side of the street at a level of 5 ft. or more
above the street surface. In some cases
the front of a building rests upon solid
rock and the rear is supported on piles or
concrete piers. Thus the difficult nature
of the task of the distribution engineers in
finding suitable sites for, and in laying,
underground cables can well be imagined.
Overhead Distribution Prohibited.
Notwithstanding the difficulties in excavating for, and in laying, underground
cables, overhead distribution is rigorously
prohibited in the city. The only overhead
wires to be seen are the trolley wires of the
tramways. Overhead distribution, however, is used in the suburbs

Under - water Distribution-30,000-volt
Cables.
The task of the distribution engineers,
however, is not restricted to the rocky
terra-firma, as a number of high-voltage
cables have had to be laid in the main
navigation channels and in some of the
smaller channels. Owing to the large
number and variety of vessels using these
channels, warning notices, forbidding
anchoring, are erected of all underwater
cable crossings.
In the view showing cable-laying in progress in the " town " harbour (Lake
Malaren), the cables are of the three-core
30,000-volt armoured type, in which the
individual cores are lead sheathed before
being made up into the complete cable,
and the latter is lead-covered, jute served
and tape armoured. Each core has a crosssection of 15o sq. mm. (0.23 sq. in.), and
the complete cable is rated to transmit
10,000 kVA. at 30,000 volts.
System of Supply— A Link with England.
Electric supply started in 1892 on the
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VIEW OF THE UNTRA WATER POWER STATION FROM THE TAIL RACE.
The building on the left is the switch and transformer house.

D.C. 3-wire system, 110/22o volts, from a
steam station in the centre of the city.
It is interesting to recall that this system
was installed by Colonel Crompton, founder
of Crompton & Co. (now CromptonParkinson), Chelmsford. Eleven years
later the voltage was changed to 220/440 ;
the original steam station was closed
down, and a new steam station (Vartan)
on the site of the present one commenced
service, supplying three-phase alternating
current at 6,000 volts, 25 cycles, to four
substations which were equipped with
motor-generators for supplying the D.C.
distribution system.
Large industrial
consumers were subsequently supplied
direct from the 6,000-volt 25-cycle system.
The Vartan station occupies an extensive site adjoining one of the harbours
(communicating with the Baltic) on the
outskirts of the city where ample facilities
are available for coal wharves and coal
storage. The city gas works (also owned
by the municipality) occupies an adjacent
site. An aerial view of the station as it
exists to-day is given on the previous page.
From Steam to Water Power.
Progressively increasing demands for
electrical energy for industrial purposes,
tramways and lighting necessitated progressive extensions of the steam power
station, with corresponding increases in
the amount of coal required, all of which

had to be imported. These circumstances
led to the harnessing of waterfalls 8o miles
north of the city and the substitution of
water power for steam power in 1918 ;
the steam-power station being used only
for peak loads and as a stand-by to the
water-power plants.
Plant Capacity of the Power Stations.
Two Frequencies in Use.
At the present time two water-power
stations (at Untra and Lanforsen, 82 and
90 miles, respectively, from Stockholm)
and the Vartan steam station are necessary
to supply the demands for electrical
energy, which amount to about 260,000,000
kWh. per annum, the peak load, being
about 85,000 kW.
The Untra water-power station contains
30,000 kW. of 25-cycle generating plant;
the Lanforsen water-power station conthins 30,000 kW. of 5o-cycle generating
plant ; the Vartan steam-station contains
57,500 kW. of 25-cycle generators and
6o,000 kW. of 50-cycle generators, but the
maximum full-load output (25 and 5o
cycles) of the station is 97,500 kW. as one
turbine is coupled to two 20,000 kW.
generators (viz., one for 25 cycles and one
for 5o cyles).
Why Two Frequencies are Necessary.
The necessity for two frequencies is due
to causes somewhat similar to those
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concerned with the dual frequencies at the
Trollhattan power plant. Thus in the early
days of three-phase generation and transmission, and the conversion of the energy
into the direct-current form by synchronous machinery, a low frequency (25 cycles)
was essential to obtain satisfactory operation of the latter.
But for the supply of large industrial
consumers direct from the A.C. transmission system a frequency of 25 cycles
has serious disadvantages
compared with
a frequency of
jo cycles, as the
low - frequency
supply cannot be
used for lighting,
and the transformers and induction motors are
heavier than
those for 5o
cycles. Hence as
the demands for
industrial power
increased, so also
did the necessity
for a 5o-cycle
supply system
which could be
used for both
power and
lighting.

1/arch

controlled to about 7,000 cubic ft. per
second, and the maximum (flood) flow is
as high as 70,000 cubic ft. per second. By
means of regulating dams and weirs the
head available at the Untra station is
from 40 to 5o ft. (depending on the flow),
and that available at the Lanforsen
station is 3o ft.
Positions of Power Houses.
In both stations the power house is

.51m0;

monsm.."99L• omminr.

1Q01111111111.0.10011Mi

THE WATERPOWER
CROSS SECTION OF THE UNTRA WATER-POWER STATION.
PLANTS.
The intake is at the extreme left and the tail race at the right. The turbines
The water are located in sumps, and_the generators are placed in an adjoining room.
plants are of interest because
they utilise the water of successive falls in built across a channel which originally
the same river (Dalalven), and this water was part of the river, and which now forms
is again utilised in the Alvkarleby station both the head race and the tail race.
supplying the National grid. The position
of the Alvkarleby station is shown on the Layout and Equipment of Power Houses.
map, Fig. 2 (p. 160), of the previous
The Lanforsen power house (which is of
article. The Lanforsen and Untra stations
are approximately 8 and 16 miles, respec- recent construction, 1930-1932) is equipped
tively, south-west of the Alvkarleby station. with Kaplan (vertical shaft) turbines and
The river drains an area of approxi- 5o-cycle alternators. The general arrangemately io,000 square miles, but the flow is ment of the turbines and hydraulic gear is
very variable. The minimum (low water) similar to that at the Lilla Edet power
flow at the Untra station has now been station (which was described in detail on
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pages 166 to 169 of the December number
of this magazine.
The Untra station is equipped with
horizontal shaft double-runner Francis
turbines and 25-cycle alternators, but the
arrangement is quite different from that
at the Trollhattan power station.
A cross section of the Untra station is
shown on page 328, and it is interesting to
compare this figure with that (Fig. 5,
p. 163) of the Trollhattan station.
In the present case the main turbines
are built without cylindrical casings, and
are located in separate chambers or sumps
of reinforced concrete. The generators are
located in an adjoining room, and are
coupled to the turbines by extended shafts
and couplings.
The water in the head race flows directly
into the sumps through sluice gates and
screens.
110,000-volt Transmission Lines.
At both stations transformers are installed to raise the voltage to no,000
volts for transmission to the Vartan
steam station at Stockholm, which forms
the main distributing centre. On account
of the two frequencies separate transmission lines are necessary. Between
Stockholm and Untra the lines are run on
lattice steel towers, but the line between

STEEL TOWER FOR THE 82-MILE II0, 000VOLT TRANSMISSION LINES BETWEEN
STOCKHOLM AND THE UNTRA WATERPOWER STATION.

Untra and Lanforsen is run on hollow
concrete poles.
Telephone Service over the Transmission
Lines.
The transmission lines are used for
private telephone service between the
water-power stations and the Vartan
station (Stockholm) at the same time as
they are transmitting energy. The carriercurrent or " wired-wireless " system is
used.
THE PEAK LOAD STEAM STATION.
This station possesses several features
of interest. As already explained the
station is primarily used for supplying the
peak load. But it also acts as a stand-by to
the water-power stations, and in emergencies, can take over the whole normal
load of these stations. On this account
means have been provided whereby steam
can be raised rapidly and also stored.

THE I I0,000-VOLT TRANSMISSION LINE
BETWEEN THE LANFORSEN AND UNTRA
WATER-POWER STATIONS.
This line is built with hollow concrete
poles.

Steam-raising Plant—Electric Boilers and
Steam Accumulators.
Reserve steam for the speedy starting
up of the steam turbines in an emergency
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is provided by (a) two electric boilers (one
1,50o kW. and one 5,000 kW.) which are
normally supplied with energy from the
water-power stations ; (b) two steam
accumulators each holding 3,670 cubic ft.
(Zoo cubic metres) of steam at a pressure
of 375 lb. per sq. in.
How the Steam Plant can take up Load at
Short Notice.
During some parts of the year, when the
peak load is within the capacity of the
water-power stations, the steam plant is
nominally idle. But this plant must be
capable of taking over the load at short
notice in the event of a failure of the waterpower plants or the transmission lines
In order to avoid having to keep banked
fires permanently in the boilers, some of
the steam from the electric boilers is used
for maintaining certain of the ordinary
boilers permanently preheated so that the
latter can be rapidly started in an emergency. By these means a high standard
of stand-by service is obtained without
having to resort to the use of coal.
Main Boilers.
The main steam-raising plant consists
of 26 boilers which collectively can produce 440 tons of steam per hour with
normal draught, and 63o tons of steam per
hour with forced draught. Twenty-four
of the boilers are of the ordinary Babcock
and Wilcox type with chain-grate stokers.
These are arranged in two rows with a
central aisle.
Oil-fired and Combined Oil-and-coal-fired
Boilers.
Two boilers of a special type were
under construction at the time of the
author's visit. These boilers have vertical
tubes and are designed for rapid steaming.
One boiler is arranged for oil firing, and
the other is arranged for both oil and coal
firing. In the latter boiler oil firing will
be used when starting, and coal firing will
be used for normal running. Both boilers
work at 36o lb. per sq. in. with a steam
temperature (superheated) of 35o to 400'
C. (66o to 75o F.). The oil-fired boiler has
a heating surface of 8,70o sq. ft. and a
normal evaporation of rro,000 lb. of steam
per hour, which can be increased to 165,00o
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lb. per hour with forced draught. The boiler
with dual firing has a heating surface of
6,200 sq. ft. and a normal evaporation of
77,00o lb. of steam per hour, which can be
increased to 110,000 lb. per hour with
forced draught.
Fuel Consumption.
Notwithstanding the adverse conditions
under which the steam plant operates, the
fuel consumption averages less than r kilogramme (2.2 lb.) of coal per kWh. The
energy produced by this plant in 1931
was 35,000,000 kWh.
Engine-room Plant. — Turbo-generators,
Frequency-changers, Substation and
Stand-by Battery.
The engine room is arranged parallel to
the boiler house. The generating plant
consists of 25- and 5o-cycle turbo sets, the
majority of which have 20,000 kW., twopole alternators and de Laval steam turOn account of the increasing
bines.
demands for 5o-cycle energy one of the
25-cycle 20,000 kW. units has recently
.
been fitted with a second 20 000
alternator for 5o cycles, so that this set
can supply either 25 or 5o-cycle energy as
required. All the alternators are wound
for 6,600 volts. There are two Io,000
kVA. synchronous frequency changer sets,
25 5o cycles. These sets enable an interchange of power to be effected between the
25- and 5o-cycle systems.
The substation is equipped with 25-cycle
synchronous motor-generators, and supplies direct current for house service as
well as for the requirements of the neighbourhood and the tramways. A 2,60o
amp.-hour stand-by storage battery is
floated across the D.C. bus bars.
Transformers and Switchgear for 25- and
50-cycle Distribution Systems.
The transmission lines from the waterpower plants terminate at the Vartan
station where the energy is transformed to
the voltages of the primary distribution
networks, viz., 6,000 volts for the 25-cycle
network and 30,000 volts for the 5o-cycle
network. The higher voltage was adopted
for the newly developed 5o-cycle network,
to enable this network to supply the newer
parts and outskirts of the city which are
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farthest from the Vartan station. In this
case the consumers are supplied with
alternating current, and the only converting plant connected to the 5o-cycle
network is that in the tramway substations.
On account of the 50-cycle distribution
being at 30,000 volts, a transformer is
required for each of the 5o-cycle generators,
and for the 5o-cycle end of the frequency
changers, as all machines are wound for
6,000 volts.
All transformers and switchgear are of
the indoor type and are located in a
building adjoining the engine room.
THE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS.
There are six distribution systems for
the city and suburbs, viz. : (t) The
6,000-volt, 25-cycle primary network ;
(2) the 30,000-volt, 5o-cycle primary
network ; (3) the three-wire D.C. network, 220 440 volts ; (4) the tramway
network, 600 volts, D.C. ; (5) the 5o-cycle
secondary network, 6,000 volts ; (6) the
5o-cycle, four-wire tertiary network 220/
380 volts.

The older parts and the centre of the
city are supplied from the 220 '440-volt,
three-wire D.C. network, and the newer
parts and suburbs are supplied from the
220 /380 volt A.C. four-wire network.
Some of the consumers who were originally supplied with direct current are being
changed over to alternating current.

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF VERTICAL TYPE
OIL-FIRED BOILER.
References : f, oil burners ; 2, water tubes ;
3, superheater ; 4, drums ; 5 economiser
6, fans for induced (upper) and forced (lower)
draught.

Substations for D.C. Distribution—Motorgenerator Plant, Rectifiers, Batteries.
For supplying the tramways and the
220/440-volt D.C. network there are 16 are installed, and are supplied through
substations. The converting plant con- transformers (30,000,'6,000 volts) from the
sists of synchronous motor generators and 30,000-volt network.
mercury-arc rectifiers. The motor-generThe majority of the mercury-arc rectiator plant has an aggregate output of fiers are supplied, through transformers,
69,00o kW., and the mercury-arc rectifier from the 5o-cycle primary network, but
plant has an aggregate output of 23,275 some are supplied from the secondary
kW. In addition storage batteries having 6,000-volt network.
an aggregate capacity of 72,754 amp.hours, corresponding to a one-hour's Substations for A.C. Distribution.
The whole of the 5o-cycle energy is
discharge of 36,828 kW., are distributed
among II of the substations.
distributed from the Vartan station by
The majority of the motor-generators 30,000-volt cables to a number of primary
are supplied from the 25-cycle network, substations where it is transformed to
but in five of the substations 5o-cycle 6,000 volts for the secondary distribution
motor-generators (aggregating 22,000 kW.) network and any substation converting
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plant. This three-phase network supplies
large industrial consumers (direct), and
the secondary substations (which totalled
65 in January, 1932), from which the low
voltage distribution network is fed.
The primary substations are equipped
with 10,000 kVA. transformers to correspond to the rating of the 30,000-volt
cables. The secondary substations are
equipped with one or two transformers,
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5o-cycle primary substation receives supplies from both sections of the appropriate bus-bars, these supplies feeding
separate converters or transformers as the
case may be.
At light loads, when only the waterpower stations are working, the two sections of the bus-bars are connected
through reactance coils.
In each substation supplying the
three - wire D.C. system
duplicate D.C. bus-bars are
provided and large storage
batteries are floated across
these bus-bars. Thus the
chance of a complete shutdown is very remote.

Service Connection Pillars.
Service connections to the
low-voltage distributors are
made in overground pillars
and not in underground boxes
as is common practice in this
country. A photograph shows
a service pillar in position
against a wall. It contains
four bus-bars and provision
for connecting 12 pairs of
service cables to the appropriate bus-bars.

Allocation of Energy.
For the year 1931 the energy
allocation is as follows : Industrial bulk supply at high
voltage (6,00o volts), 31.83 per
SERVICE CONNECTION PILLAR FOR A.G. FOUR-WIRE NETWORK.
cent. ; motors, supplied from
This pillar accommodates 12 pairs of service cables, io
low-voltage network, 11.83
pairs being already in position. The four A.C. bus-bars are
arranged horizontally, and the service cables are connected
per cent.; tramways, 15.39
by lugs and hexagon screws.
per cent. ; general lighting,
26.8 per cent. ; public lighting,
ranging from 100 kVA. to 500 kVA. each, 3.68 per cent. ; cooking and water heating,
according to the load to be supplied.
8.94 per cent.

Arrangements to Ensure Continuity of
Supply to the Distributing Systems.
During peak loads—when the steam
station is operating in conjunction with
the water-power stations—both the 25cycle and 5o-cycle bus-bars at the \Tartan
station are divided into two sections, one
section of each being fed from the waterpower plant and the other from the steam
plant. Each 25-cycle substation and each
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USEFUL DATA FOR THE LIGHTING
ENGINEER
By F. H. HOWELL
Every electrical engineer whose business it is to sell "light" will
find a use for the data given in this article. It will provide him
with ideas for arguments which should help him find new customers

T

HE electrical salesman must have a
certain amount of technical data
at his finger tips to enable him to
give conclusive arguments when trying
to sell lamps, or, in other words, to sell
more " light." The following will be
sufficient for ordinary purposes.
Foot-Candle.
The degree of illumination of a surface,
either vertical or horizontal, is measured
in foot-candles. The illumination of one
square foot to one foot-candle requires
what is known as a " lumen " of light.
Lumen.
This is the unit of light and is the total
amount falling upon a surface of one square
foot, every point of which is one foot from
a source of light which has an intensity of
one candle. The total flow of light from
such uniform light-source of one candle is
12.57 lumens.
The amount of light which reaches the
working plane from a light-source is, of
course, dependent upon the height above
such plane at which the light-source is
suspended, and the size and shape of the
room. In order to calculate correctly
the number of lumens or light units to
illuminate any given area, rooms are
classified by a letter which is known as the
c,
room index," which will be found in
the table on page 334, taken from the
Illumination Handbook, No. 2C, issued by
the Lighting Service Bureau, Savoy Street,
Strand. The working plane is, unless
otherwise specified, usually taken as a
horizontal plane, 2 ft. 6 in. from the floor
for offices and shops, and 3 ft. for industrial
work benches.

Coefficient of Utilisation.
It is obvious that every lumen produced
by the lamp does not reach the working
plane, as a certain amount of light is
absorbed, not only by the fitting itself,
but also by absorption of light by walls
and ceilings, etc. These losses vary with
the room dimensions, and the table given
on page 335 sets out the coefficient of
utilisation.
The Depreciation Factor.
Another point which must be taken into
consideration is "the depreciation factor."
This compensates for light losses due to
falling off in the efficiency of reflectors,
walls, etc., due to the unavoidable collection of dust. For practical purposes this
is taken to account for 3o per cent. and
gives a depreciation factor of 1.43. With
the above knowledge the size of lamp to be
used for any area to be illuminated may be
determined from the following equations :
(a) Area per unit in sq. ft.
Total floor area in sq. ft.
Number of units
(IA Lamp lumens required per unit
Foot candles x Area per unit
in sq. ft. x Depreciation factor
Coefficient of utilisation
Foot-candles = Illumination decided upon.
Area per unit : from calculation A.
Depreciation factor : use a factor of 1.43.
How to Find the Size of Lamps Required.
When the lamp lumens required for each
unit (i.e., lighting fitting) have been found
by using the above calculations, the size
of lamps may be fcund by reference to the
table on page 336, which gives the lumen
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ROOM INDEX.
Classify the room according to the proportions and the mounting height above the plane of work.
Use upper column headings for direct-lighting units ; for indirect use column at bottom of page.
Room
Width.

Room
Length.

Feet.

Feet.

Direct and General Units.
Height of Fitting above Plane of Work (Feet).
5

10

14

18

Jo
12
16
24
35
5o

A*
A*
B
B
B
C

—

—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—

ro

—

30
40
7o

B*
B*
B
C
C
C

—
—
A
B

—
—
—
—
—
A

12

12
18
24
35
5o
90

B*
l3*
C
C
D
D

—
____.
A
A
B
B

—
—
—
—
—
A

Ib

16
3o
5o
So
120

C*
D
D
D
D

A*
B
B
C
C

—
—
A
B
B

20

20
40
6o
roo
14o

D
D
D
D
D

B
B
C
C
C

3o

3o
eo
Ioo
'40

E
E
E
E

40

40
So
14o

6o

So
Too

S

-

A

26

3o

—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—

—
—

—
—
—
—
—

—

—

—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—

A

—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
-

A
A
B
B
B

—
A
B
B

—
—
—
—
A

—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—

C
D
D
D

B
B
C
D

A
B
B
B

—
A
A
B

—
—
—
A

—
—
—
A

F
E
E

D
D
D

C
D
D

B
B
C

A
B
B

—
—
B

—
—
B

6o
loo
200

F
F
F

E
E
E

D
D
E

C
C
D

B
C
D

B
B
C

B
B
C

8o
1 40

F
F

E
E

F.
E

D
D

C
D

D
C

B
C

roo
120

F
F

F
F

E
E

D
E

D
D

C
D

C
D

71.

15

21

39

45

-

—
___
—
—

—
—
—

—

—

_
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—

14
20

10

—

22

—
—
—

27
33
Ceiling Height in Feet.

Semi and Indirect Lighting Units.

,

Ceiling Height above Plane of

Wnrir_

* The room indices marked with an asterisk should be advanced two steps when only a single
lighting fitting is employed. For example, A will be altered to C.
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output for each size of standard gas- Hotels-General rooms
..
Offices
filled lamp.
Public halls ..
Bakeries
Foot-Candle Illumination.
Assembly shops
The following foot-candle illumination Laundries ..
is recommended for different purposes :- Machine shops
Warehouses . .
. . 15-20
Large stores ..
Textile mills
• . 10-15
Small shops . .
15-20
CottonShowrooms . .
Carding rooms ..
Churches
..
••
4-6
Warping and weaving . .
25-50
Drawing offices

335
7-9
11-13

7-9
8
8

ro
Io
3

5
8

COEFFICIENT OF UTILISATION.
Find room index from previous table.
Fairly Light.

Ceiling.
Lighting Unit.

Fanlv
Dark.

Walls.
Room
Index.

DIRECT (A)
Open reflectors
Such as standard dispersive

DIRECT (B)
Reflectors
globe

with

enclosed

Such as industrial diffusing
unit
SEMI-DIRECT
Enclosed fittings with major
light flux downward

GENERAL
Enclosed diffusing fittings

SEMI-INDIRECT
Enclosed fittings with major
light flux upward

A
B
C
D
E
F
A
B
C
D
E
F

Fairly
Dark.

1
I
1

[
-II

•33
•37
•43
•47
•52
.56

•37
•40
•40
.50
•55
•58

•33
•37
•43
•48
•53
•57

•38
•42
•47
.51
.56
.00

•2 4
.27
.31
•35
• 39
• 42

.27
.3o
•33
•30
•40
•44

.25
.28
.32
.36
•40
•45

.29
.32
.36
•40
•44
•48

.20
.23
.27
•31
.36
•41

.24
.27
.31
•35
•40
•45

.2I
.25
•30
•35
•41
•47

.26
.29
•34
•39
•45
.51

•20
-29
.32
.38
• 43

.24
.27
•32
.36
•42
•46

.23
.26
•33
•37
•44
•50

.28
.32
•38
•43
•49
•55

.12
.13
.17
. 20
•24
. 20

.25
.27
.22
.25
.28
.32

.16
.18
.24
.28
•34
•40

.20
.23
.28
•33
•39
•45

. oS
.I0
.13
.16
.10

.I0
.I2
.15
.18
.21
. 24

.15
.I8
.23
.26
.32
.38

.28
.22
.27
.3o
.36
•42

.23

1

A
B
C
D
E
F
-I

INDIRECT
Indirect pendant fittings

A
B
C
D
E
F

Fairly
Light.

Coefficients of Utilisation.

A
B
C
D
E
F
A
B
C
D
E
F

Fairly
Light.

Very Light.

I

.22
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LUNIE'cS RXTINGS OF G4SFILLED LAMPS.

Si IINIXRI OF PROD, MON TESTS

VOLTAGE

Kind oI Work.
Lou .

High.
attaze
200 2101
220 I

230

240
250

I00, 105 I 15, 120
110
125, 130

Rated Initial Lumens.
40*
no.
75*
100.
/50
200
300
500
1,000
1,500

340
0o6
817
1,190
1,92o
2,660
4.26o
7,700
17,400
27,900

324
58z
795
1.16o
1,920
2,66o
4,26o
7,700
17,400
27,900

312
570
772
1,140
1,920
2,66o
4,260
7,700
17,400
27,900

440
744
96o
1.330
2,130
2,960
4,770
8,700
19,300
30,300

March

416
720
96o
1,330
2,130
2,960
4,770
8,700
19•300
30,300

* Lumen values given apply to both pearl and clear lamps

Silk
Throwing, etc. ..
12
Light weaving ..
8
WoolLight weaving ..
8
Combing
..
••
4
Note.-Dirty lamps and reflectors will
cause a decrease of as much as 3o per cent.
in lighting.
Increased Cost and Increased Output.
The table showing a summary of
production tests will be a conclusive
argument in showing that the increased
cost due to increased lighting is more
than compensated for by increased output.
To take, for example, a composing room,
it will be seen that by increasing the
intensity from 2.o to 20.0 foot candles,
an increase in production of 25.o per cent.
resulted, this large increase being obtained
with only a 1.7 per cent. increase in the
wages bill.

Stamping
pressing

Intensity
Foot Candles.
Old

New.

Increase
Cost in
in Produc- Per cent
of
t ion
Per cent
Wage.

and
0.7

13 0

12.2

2 5

Semi - automatic huffing .

3

11.4

85

9

Compo,ing
room

2

20 0

25.0

1.7

0

Sott metal hear
46

15 0

Heac y
steel
machining .

3.0

II .7

10.0

12

Carburettor assembling ..

2.I

12.5

12.0

O9

Spinning
tile

1.5

90

17.0

(tex.

A similar case is that of a spinning mill,
where by increasing the intensity from
1.5 to 9.o foot candles an increase in
production of 17 per cent. was obtained,
the percentage increase in the wages
bill being, in this case, negligible.
To take another example, in a machine
shop a io per cent. increase in production
was obtained by increasing the foot
candle intensity from 3.o to 11.7. This
increase in production was obtained for
an increase of 1.2 per cent. in the wages
bill.
These are figures that should prove
invaluable to the enterprising salesman,
for by quoting actual figures for an industry that can be compared with the industry in which the client is interested,
he can prove that the increased production
obtainable by improved lighting will
pay for the increased cost of the lighting,
many times over in the course of a year.

Owing to the rapid progress in the design of electrical apparatus and to our efforts
to keep our readers in touch with the latest developments, we give no warranty that
apparatus described in our columns is not the subject of Letters Patent.
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It is not surprising
that the leading article
in last month's issue has
excited a good deal of
interest amongst electrical engineers.
It will be remembered that we put forward a basis for price fixing as follows :—
The economic price for any mass produced article is the price which will
yield the highest net profit to the firm or
group of firms manufacturing the article.
Many interesting communications
have been received and a selection of
these will be published in next month's
issue. In most cases the comments received have been favourable. Criticism,
either constructive or otherwise, is
invited.
One well-known engineer asks how this law
When Lamps can be reconciled with
are Exported the fact that lamps sold
in this country at ring
prices are obtainable abroad at a very
much lower figure. The answer is that
whilst we are not in a position to judge
what price should be charged for lamps
exported to other countries, we believe that the manufacturers concerned
have fixed these prices at or near the
optimum figure, i.e., the figure which
will give them the highest net profit.
In doing so they are acting not only
More about
Lamp Prices

1933
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8

Price - 1/- Monthly
Yearly Subscription, 14/- Post Free
6 months' Subscription, 7/- Post Free
Registered for Transmission by Canadian Magazine Post
Canadian Rate: Yearly Subscription, 13/6 Post Free
6 months' Subscription 6/9 ..

in their own interests but in the best
interests of the electrical industry.
Another correspondent asks " Could
you give us a basis for fixing the optimum price for any manufactured
article ? " A very shrewd question.
We wish we could. However, we think
the solution would require the three
following qualifications :—
(a) Long experience in the particular
market concerned.
(b) A scientific outlook.
(c) Some knowledge of human nature.
This brings us to another interesting
question, viz., Do Engineers Make Good
Business Men ? Taking the words
engineer and business
man in their best sense
Engineers and and not in the restricted
Business Men sense in which they are
often employed—we
should say that when
an engineer devotes his attention
seriously to the business side, he makes
a very fine business man. Henry Ford
is one of the outstanding examples of
this. Uninformed people sometimes
make disparaging remarks on the Ford
system, but anyone who will take the
trouble to read the books explaining
how the Ford business was developed,
or, better still, to visit a Ford factory
FF
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and see the system in operation, must
admit that the Ford system is one to be
admired.
There is, however,
one very important
The Human Side
point to be remembered,
viz., that the great
majority of engineers devote many
years to a close study of their own job,
which may be defined broadly as finding
out how to harness the forces of nature
to serve the requirements of modern
civilisation. This is a fascinating study.
So much so that many forget that the
human side is of even greater importance.
Take two men of equal intelligence—
one with a deep knowledge of engineering and a slight knowledge of human
nature ; the other with a slight knowledge of engineering and a profound
knowledge of human nature. Which
of these two men will make the most of
his life and get the most out of life ?
Undoubtedly, the student of human
nature.
The engineer who can add to his
strictly logical training an equally sound
knowledge of his fellow men is indeed
fortunate.
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In the February issue
of the Magazine we
What we Like asked readers whether
to See
they had — amongst
many other electrical
luxuries—a battery charging plant installed in their garage. We now learn
that the Westinghouse Brake and Saxby
Signal Company have just placed on the
market an apparatus designed specially
for this purpose. The first models are
now available to the public, and these
are being supplied in two sizes—
one designed to deliver a charging
current of i ampere at 12 volts and
another designed for a 2-ampere charging
rate at 6 volts. The transformer
supplied with this charging set has
tappings on the primary to enable it to
be used on any ordinary A.C. supply.
A special charging socket is fixed to the
facia board of the car, so that all
the user need do, is plug in and switch
on. The charging current is lead
through the ammeter of the car, so that
no separate instrument is required.
We compliment the manufacturers on
their enterprise and wish it the success
which it deserves.

FURTHER ADVANCE IN NEON LIGHTING
NEW development in the Neon
industry is the application of
Neon Tubes to internal illumination. This has been practised for some
time with success on the Continent, but
until recently it has been comparatively
unknown in this country.
Under this system three tubes of
different colours are used, viz., red, blue
and green. The tubes themselves are
usually concealed, and the blended light
is used for indirect illumination. Rheostats
in the form of rotary dimmers are included
in the circuit of each tube, so that the

A

three colours may be blended in any
desired manner. One of - London's best
known restaurants is now being equipped
with a Claudegen Neon installation, which
will provide through the use of various
colours a close approximation to daylight,
and the possibility of any desired shades.
Readers will notice that in this system
the colours are mixed " mechanically "
to obtain a light approximating to daylight, whilst in the sunlight tubes,
referred to in our March issue, the effect
is obtained by a single tube containing
the appropriate gases.
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ON THE MERCURY ARC RECTIFIER
By SIR AMBROSE FLEMING, F.R.S.

We have been fortunate in securing the following article by Sir Ambrose
Fleming, and we feel sure that every reader will be interested in his
description of the development and use of the mercury arc rectifier
ALMOST
exactly
3o years
ago patents
were taken out
by Mr. Peter
Cooper - Hewitt,
of New York,
U.S. A. , for a
method of rectifying or converting alternating electric
currents into
direct currents,
which methods
have been since
developed into
extremely important practical appliances in
electrical engineering.

formers f or
transmission by
relatively small
sectioned conductors and retransformed
down again to
low voltages bystatic transformers which need
no attention and
can be placed
even in the open
air in iron watertight cases.
The Problem of
Interconnecting the
Two Appliances.
The problem
then was to interconnect the
two appliances
or rectify the
alternating currents into direct
currents (D.C.)
for use with
D.C. motors.

Advantages of
L3
the Direct
Current
I.—MERCURY
ARC
RECTIFIER
IN GLASS BULB.
Fig.
For rectifying single phase alternating current from a
Motor for
Traction transformer T, to charge a storage battery B. V is the
mercury rectifier valve ; a, b, iron anodes ; C, mercury
Purposes.
cathode ; c, starting cathode ; L1 L2 L3, inductance coils
It has long to limit current ; S1 S2, switches.
been recognised
that for all traction purposes the direct Rotary Converters.
This can be done by rotary converters
current electric motor has very great
advantages in weight and bulk per horse- consisting of an alternating current motor
power, ease of speed control, and simpli- coupled to a direct current dynamo, but
city of construction compared with any such machines must be housed in a proper
building and require constant attention
alternating current motor.
and therefore cannot be left alone for any
Advantages in the Generation of Alternating considerable time.
Electric Currents.
On the other hand, alternating electric Development of the Mercury Arc Rectifier.
An adequate solution of the problem
currents can be generated at low voltage,
raised to high voltages by static trans- has, however, been found in the develop-
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ment of the mercury
arc rectifier into an
appliance which requires little or no
attention and has
a high efficiency at
low loads, which
is not the case with
the rotary transformer.
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Why the Mercury
Pool Must be
Connected to
the Negative
Pole.
The explanation
is as follows :—
Mercury is an element with large atomic weight (200.6)
and large atomic
number (8o). This
The TechnicalAction
means that the nucof the Mercury
leus of the atom is
Rectifier.
massive and there
The technical
are a large number
action of this mer(8o) of negative
cury rectifier may
electrons surroundbe explained as foling it. This atom
lows :—
easily loses one or
We place in a
more electrons and
glass bulb, which is
becomes ionised and
subsequently
exthe ion is positively
hausted of its air,
charged. Mercury
a little mercury and
has also a low boiling
make an electrical
point or is converted
connection with this
into vapour at a
mercury by a platitemperature of 3500
num wire sealed
C.
through the glass,
Accordingly, when
and we also provide
contact is made
another electrode of
between the meriron or carbon also
cury (cathode) and
attached to a plairon (anode) poles
tinum wire sealed
some mercury is
through the glass. Fig. 2.—SECTION OF AN ALL-METAL RECTIFIER volatilised and
We shall then have
ionised.
BY BROWN BovER"
an arrangement
The positive ions
A, cock connecting rectifier with vacuum
which can act like pump ; B, ignition coil ; C, condensing cylinder ; or massive mercury
D, anode plate ; E, main anodes ; F, arc guides ;
a valve to electric G,
atoms minus one or
auxiliary anodes ; H, collector , I, collecting
currents, or permit funnel ; K, steel cylinder ; L, funnf 1 ; M, plate ; more electrons are
electricity to pass N, cathode base ; 0, connections ; P, insulators then drawn poweronly in one direction This illustration is from a paper by R. L. fully to the mercury
Morrison, A M.I E E , before the British Associthrough it.
cathode and bomation some years ago and is of interest for comLet us suppose the parison with present day British practice.
bard it, thus liberamercury pool to be
ting more electrons,
connected to the negative pole of a which are drawn to the iron or anode.
dynamo or battery and the iron or carbon The iron, however, being cool, does not
pole to the positive terminal and let the emit electrons, but absorbs them as it is
bulb be tilted for a moment so as to bring positively electrified.
the mercury in contact with the iron or
carbon anode. Then an electric arc will Flow of Electrons Only in One Direction.
Thus there is a flow of electrons only in
start between them and be maintained,
but it cannot start if the mercury is made one direction, viz., towards the iron pole.
the positive pole.
But the direction cannot be reversed as
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Fig. 3.—THREE 1,500 KW. G.E.C. MERCURY ARC RECTIFIERS INSTALLED AT THE CHISWICK
PARK SUBSTATION FOR THE WESTERN EXTENSION OF THE LONDON ELECTRIC RAILWAY Co.
Power is supplied at I r,000 volts, 3-phase, 33f cycles at the main distribution station and is
rectified to 630 volts D.C. at the substations. An important feature in the design of the
rectifiers is the method of insulating the anodes from the top plate. A seal capable of withstanding an electrical pressure of over 20,000 volts is used and consists of a top and bottom
member between which are inserted a number of iron cones separated by a special vitreous
enamel having a coefficient of expansion similar to that of iron.
(By courtesy of theG.E.C.)

the iron does not emit electrons until it
is at a white heat. Hence this air exhausted bulb full of mercury vapour acts
as a valve for large electric currents.

The Action is the Same as that of the
Fleming Thermionie Valve.
It acts just as a Fleming thermionic
valve acts for small currents as used in
wireless work. In this last case the incandescent tungsten filament emits electrons and these are absorbed by the cold
positively electrified metal cylinder or
anode which surrounds the filament.

How the Mercury Rectifier is Used to
Rectify Larger Alternating Currents.
We can utilise this Cooper-Hewitt
mercury rectifier to rectify larger alternating currents, single or poly-phase as follows.

Rectifying a Single-phase Alternating Current.
To rectify a single-phase alternating
current the bulb must have two iron or
carbon anodes and one mercury pool
cathode as shown in Fig. 1. If the alter,
nating current is supplied from a transformer we can connect it up through
the mercury rectifier as shown in Fig. I.
The outer ends of the secondary circuit of
the transformer are connected to the two
anodes and the middle point of this circuit
to the mercury cathode ; and the article,
whether motor, arc or storage battery, is
connected as shown to the mercury cathode and the middle point of the secondary circuit. It will be seen, then, that
when an alternating electric current
flows in the secondary circuit first one and
then the other ircn arc de becomes
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Fig. 4.—INTERIOR OF MANOR HOUSE SUBSTATION.
Showing three 1,30o kW. B.T.H. mercury arc rectifiers for converting the incoming alternating
current at ri,000 volts to direct current at 63o volts for driving the trains. Filter circuits on the
narrow gallery at the right prevent interference with telephone communication. (By courtesy of the
B.T.H. Co.)

positive and the mercury cathode is
always negative. Accordingly, an electric
arc in the mercury vapour jumps from
one to the other anode and the current
through the external circuit is always in
one direction.
Starting the Arc.
In order to start the arc we require a
small supplementary mercury anode
marked a in Fig. 1, and the arc is started
by tilting the bulb and then setting it
upright again. The object of the large
glass bulb is to afford a surface for condensing the mercury vapour, and it then
trickles back into the pool again. Thus no
mercury is used up in the operation of the
bulb.
Rectifying Three-phase Alternating Currents.
When three-phase alternating currents
have to be rectified, which is usually the
case on commercial or public electric
supply, the transformer which steps down
the alternating electric current must

have its three secondary circuits star
connected with middle points all joined
to the mercury pool of the rectifier.
There have then to be six iron anodes
placed at equal distances round the
bulb and also a starting anode as abovedescribed.
The three-phase alternating current is
then rectified into a slightly pulsating
direct current, which is taken off from
circuits attached to the middle point of
the transformer secondaries and from the
mercury pool respectively.
Some Commercial Uses for the Glass Bulb
Mercury Rectifier.
Such glass bulb Cooper-Hewitt rectifiers
have been used much for rectifying commercial alternating currents into direct
currents for use with arc lamps in cinema
projectors or for charging storage cells or
working direct current motors, even up to
a power of 5o kilowatts.
Mercury Rectifiers for Large Power Supply.
For large power supply such as railway
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Fig. 5.—SECTIONAL ELEVATION SHOWING GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF SUBSTATIONS.
The D.C. isolating switches are placed on a wall, the other side of which carries the D.C. bus-bars.
This enables these switches to be placed in the direct run of the cables to the D.C. circuit-breakers
on the gallery above, thus rendering the main connections short and neat. Similarly, the location of
the oil switches directly above the A.C. bus-bar chambers simplifies the layout of the high tension
connections. (By courtesy of the B.T.H. Co)

and city tram work, it would be inadvisable
to employ rather fragile glass bulb mercury rectifiers and therefore immense
ingenuity has been expended by the
British Thomson Houston Co. and the
General Electric Co. in this country and
Brown Boveri & Co., on the Continent,
in translating this device into a metal container rectifier of a non-fragile character
suitable for large electrical engineering uses.

anodes. In the bottom plate there is a
sort of basin containing mercury and the
whole cylinder is carried on porcelain
insulators.
How the Glands are Made Airtight.
The glands are made airtight by washers
of asbestos covered with mercury and the
lid and other joints in the same way.
Fig. 2 shows a section of the allmetal rectifier as made by Messrs. Brown
Boveri & Co.

Present Form of the All-metal Mercury
Arc Rectifier.
The present form of this all-metal How the Three-phase Transformer is
mercury arc rectifier is as follows. The
Connected to the Rectifier.
glass bulb is replaced by a welded steel
Associated with it is a three-phase transcylinder, which is double walled for former with three secondary star connected
cooling water circulation. The top and circuits, the six ends of which are conbottom of this cylinder are closed by nected to the six main anodes. The
steel plates and in the upper plate there other two smaller anodes are connected
is a second smaller condensation cylinder, to the secondary terminals of a small
also water-cooled. In the upper lid are single-phase transformer, the purpose of
eight glands or airtight openings through which is to maintain a small arc in the
which pass the conductors of the iron interior so as to keep the mercury cathode
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" alive," that is, emitting electrons even
if the main transformer currents fall to
zero for a time. This auxiliary discharge is cut off automatically when the
main discharge starts again.
The second important addition is the
pump for keeping up a high vacuum.
Air Pressure in the Interior.
The mercury arc rectifier will not work
well unless the air pressure in the interior

Fig. 6 —SECTIONAL DRAWING OF THE PUMP
USED TO KEEP A VACUUM IN THE INTERIOR
OF THE MERCURY ARC RECTIFIER.
a, pipe ; b, chamber containing pool of mercury ; d, non-return valve. (As used with the
rectifier shown in Fig 2.)

is less than o.00i mm. of mercury ; in
other words, less than about one millionth
of an atmosphere.
How the Vacuum is Made and Kept.
To make and keep this vacuum a pump
is associated with the rectifier, comprising
a rotary oil pump driven by a z h.p.
electric motor, which reduces the pressure
to about 0.02 mm., and this backing pump
is in series with a mercury condensation
pump operating on the principle of the
steam injector. In the Piccadilly line
extension rectifier plant, the vacuum is
obtained in two stages, the first stage consisting of a mercury diffusion pump which
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operates in a manner similar to a steam
ejector, while the second stage comprises
an oil-immersed rotary box pump and is
driven by a small motor off the 230-volt
A.C. operating supply.
Measuring the Vacuum.
In order to measure the vacuum and
tell when to start the pump a very ingenious arrangement is employed. If an
electric current is passed through a fine
wire of pure metal the wire is heated
and its electrical resistance increases. If
the wire is in air the cooling action of
the air keeps down the resistance, but
in a good vacuum the resistance of the
wire for the same current is greater than
that of an equal wire in air. One of these
wires is then included in the rectifier
cylinder and the other is in the open air.
By a simple electrical arrangement
similar to that known as a Wheatstone
bridge the ratio of the resistances of these
two wires can be measured, and it has a
certain value when the vacuum has the
right reduced pressure.
An improvement on this is the Pirani
gauge recently developed by the G.E.C. in
which an instantaneous reading of the
vacuum is obtainable.
A water supply circulates through the
jacket of the rectifier and condenses the
mercury vapour and it trickles back into
the cathode basin.
Power for Railway Working.
For railway working power is supplied
along the line by overhead three-phase
high voltage circuits. At certain stations
current is tapped off and reduced in
voltage by a static transformer and fed
into one or more mercury arc rectifiers.
The high tension direct current at about
1,50o volts or so is then fed to an overhead line from which the running contacts
on the electric locomotive pick up the
current for the driving motors.
How the Iron Anodes are Protected.
One other point in connection with
the construction of the all-metal rectifier
is that the iron anodes are protected by
insulating tubes which prevent discharge
in the form of an arc taking place between
the iron electrodes and thus causing
emission of electrons and failure to rectify.
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THE PROTECTION OF FEEDERS
By H. W. RICHARDSON, M.I.E.E.
In this article, the third in the series dealing with the protection of electrical
apparatus, Mr. Richardson describes methods for the protection of feeders,
using the G.E.C. system of protection which is based on McColl patents
NE of the most
important applications of
modern protective
apparatus relates to the
isolation of fault y
feeders. If a fault on
a transmission system
is allowed to persist it
may quickly lead to a
maximum of inconvenience to consumers.
Methods employed for
feeder protection must
therefore be reliable
and decisive in action.

O

nectors it should not
be overlooked that a
feeder originally installed to feed only
from one end is liable
to be used subsequently
as an interconnector,
or as part of a ring
main, which is of course
virtually the s am e
thing.
Turning now to the
general schemes which
meet the three classes
of feeder arrangement
referred to above, feeders call for rather more
protective I apparatus
than is required for the
protection of generators and transformers,
described in the previous article of this
series.

Principal
Three
Arrangements of
Feeders.
There are three prin- Fig. I.-DUPLICATE RESISTANCE AS USED IN
cipal arrangements of SCHEMES FOR THE P ROTECTION OF SINGLE
FEEDERS AND IN TERCONNECTORS.
feeders employed in
present day practice,
and each demands its own scheme Duplicate Resistance.
of protection. We have to consider
One added item of apparatus required
(1) single feeders and interconnectors, for single feeder schemes is known as a
(2) parallel feeders, and (3) parallel duplicate resistance. It is mounted in a
interconnectors. One advantage of the box very similar to that used for an
parallel arrangement of feeders is that ordinary motor starter resistance (Fig. I).
pilot wires for the circulating current are The function of this duplicate resistance
eliminated, and further, the apparatus may be understood readily from a study
employed in the system under considera- of the diagram of a single feeder scheme
tion can be adapted to parallel feeder given in Fig. 2. This scheme employs the
protection in a very simple and economical circulating current method, pilot wires
manner.
joining the current transformers at opposite
ends of the feeder, with the restraining
Interconnectors.
coils of the relays in the circuit. The
The grid transmission system in this duplicate resistance is thus necessary in a
country, now rapidly approaching comple- local circuit in order that the secondary
tion, has obviously led to the introduction currents may divide equally between pilot
of interconnectors on a large scale, and as wire and local circuits when all is sound.
power may be fed into them from either Thus the necessary balance is effected
end special treatment is called for. In between the operating coil and the review of the extending use of intercon- straining coil of the relay. Actually both
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forces on the two sides of the beam be
calculated, on the assumption that they
are proportional to the square of the
currents, it will be found that the pull of
the operating coil is very nearly proportional to the load plus the fault, and that
of the restraining coil proportional to the
load only. The relay will then trip when
the fault current reaches 5 per cent. of the
load current passing at the time.
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2.-DIAGRAM SHOWING METHOD FOR PROTECTION OF SINGLE FEEDERS AND INTERCONNECTORS.

Apparatus for Three-phase Feeder.
It will be seen that the apparatus
required in the scheme just described, if
applied to a three-phase feeder (Fig. 3),
consists essentially of three current transformers, three single-biased beam relays
(in one case) and three duplicate resistances. If overload protection is required, three time-element fuses will also
be necessary.

these coils have the same number of turns,
and the fulcrum is displaced a small
distance from the middle of the beam
towards the trip contacts, giving a 5 per
cent. bias in favour of the restraining
coil.
The pilot circuit has just twice the
impedance of each dummy circuit (the
return path for the pilot current being
assumed to have no impedance). But A Two-pilot Scheme.
A considerable saving in apparatus may
there are two current transformers in
series to drive the current through it, as however be effected with little loss of
compared with only one for each dummy sensitivity by the use of a two-pilot
circuit. Thus the secondary current from scheme (Fig. 4) instead of the three-pilot
the transformers divides equally between scheme. Only one biased beam relay is
the two circuits when the feeder is in a required and one duplicate resistance.
healthy condition, and in consequence, the The current transformers are so connected
pulls of the operating coils of each relay and designed that a difference current is
are indentical. The lever bias of 5 per passed through the operating coil of the
cent. is sufficient to ensure stability under appropriate relay or relays for a fault to
all load or through fault conditions with earth on any phase or between phases.
A peculiarity of this two-pilot scheme is
standard current transformers and feeders
that the sensitivity varies somewhat in
of usual length.
each phase as indicated in the diagram
at Fig. 5. In many cases, however, this
The Fault Current.
A fault current, which flows out of the variation in sensitivity is not of real
feeder somewhere between the two current moment, and, as shown in a previous
transformers, produces an excess flow in article, a very high degree of sensitivity is
the home current transformer secondary. always a feature of protective schemes
There are again two paths open for this employing McColl patents.
current, but that through the operating
coil has now only one-third as much
impedance as that through the restraining
circuit, which includes the two relay coils
and the duplicate resistance at the
distance end.
When the Relay will Trip.
Three quarters of the excess current
therefore passes through the operating,
and one quarter through the restraining
coil, and the relay tends to operate. If the

3.-SCHEME FOR PROTECTION OF THREEPHASE FEEDER OR INTERCONNECTOR.
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Beam Relay in the Three-pilot Method.
Some rather interesting points arise
from a consideration of the characteristic
of a beam relay (Fig. 6), as employed in
the three-pilot method. The tripping
current increases with rising load, following
the line of bias. At zero load, however,
should the form of the curve be maintained, there would be trouble due to
capacity currents (the effect of which is
explained in an earlier article).
Fig. 4.—PROTECTION OF THREE-PHASE FEEDER
For this reason the no-load end of the OR
INTERCONNECTOR BY TWO-PILOT METHOD.
curve is raised, as indicated, by means of
an adjustable counterweight at the re- increases very much, and renders it
straining end of the beam. Its effect is impossible for the relays to trip incorrelatively great at light loads when the rectly when these occur. Capacity curmagnetic forces on the plungers are small ; rents, therefore, which have occasioned so
but as the load reaches the full normal much trouble with opposed voltage schemes
value, the curve approaches the line of protection, not only do not necessitate
representing a true 5 per cent. bias, and sheathed pilots in this system, but are
becomes asymptotic to it as the load still actually an advantage in securing stability
further increases.
at all frequencies, an essential which has
necessitated
complicated accessories in
What Happens in Practice.
In practice, the no-load tripping point certain other schemes.
is adjusted by means of the counterweight
so that it is safely beyond the possible A Marked Advantage of the Methods of
Single-feeder Protection.
charging current of the line. As the
One very marked advantage of the
latter is in quadrature with the load methods
of single-feeder protection which
current, its effect decreases as the load we have discussed
is that immediately there
rises. This is similar to the effect of the is a break in a pilot
wire tripping is
counterweight.
to occur, and the fact that the
It should be observed that capacity bound
is not in operation is at once
current in the pilot wires flows through protection
This feature compares very
the restraining coils only, and brings evident.
about a small additional restraint which favourably with certain systems in which
is constant at standard frequency. At the pilot wires have to be frequently
to ensure that the pilot is sound
high frequencies, such as those of surges tested
and similar phenomena, the extra restraint and the system capable of operation.
00 RC.
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5.—PERFORMANCE CURVES OF TWO-PILOT
SCHEME. (See Fig. 4.)

Protection of Parallel Feeders.
As already stated the protection of
parallel feeders is relatively simple. These
feeders are usually identical, and when
there is no fault present the currents
flowing in them are equal. Should these
feeders for any reason not be identical so
that the currents in them are different,
the protective apparatus can be designed
to allow for the difference.
When considering the protection of
single feeders it was necessary to compare
the currents at opposite ends of the
feeder, involving pilot wires. In the case
of parallel feeders, however, the comparison
is made between currents flowing at the
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the scheme described for the home end of
parallel feeders is not suitable for the
distant end, because the relays employed
are not directional ; they cannot therefore
discriminate between a fault which enters
and a fault which leaves a feeder.
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Fig. 6 —CHARACTERISTIC OF A BEAM RELAY
AS EMPLOYED IN THE THREE-PILOT METHOD.
The tripping increases with rising load,
following the line of bias.

corresponding ends of the parallel feeders
(Figs. 7 and 8), and pilot wires running
from end to end of the feeder are eliminated.
The Home End of the Parallel Feeder
System.
The diagram at Fig. 7 refers to the
home end of a parallel feeder system,
power flowing into the feeder. It will be
seen that the two similar coils of each
beam relay are connected in series in
what may be termed a " ring " circuit,
and the pulls are therefore balanced when
there is no fault. The excess current due
to a fault passes only through the operating
coil of the appropriate relay, and thence
through the auxiliary switch into the
common lead, returning to the current
transformer through the restraining coil
of the next relay. When this excess
current is of sufficient value to overcome
the bias of the beam (which is usually
fixed at io per cent.), the relay operates.
The auxiliary switch then cuts out the
protective gear on the faulty line and
remakes the circuit for the remaining
apparatus.
Apparatus Required.
The apparatus required for the home
end of each three-phase feede cromprises
three current transformers, three beam
relays (which are accommodated in one
case) and a triple pole double break, double
throw auxiliary switch.
It should be particularly observed that

The Distant End of Parallel Feeders.
A suitable scheme for the distant end of
parallel feeders is shown in Fig. 8.
Direction relays are employed, in which
the relay operating coils form the bridging
paths, being connected as shunts to the
transformer secondaries. If the connecting leads had no appreciable resistance, no
current would normally pass through the
relays whatever the current in the ring
circuit. But the insertion of the biasing
resistances " R " compels a certain fraction
of the secondary current to pass through
the operating coils, and at the distant end
this will force the relay contacts in a nonoperating direction. An excess current in
one transformer secondary must reach a
sufficiently high value to cancel this
forward current before causing tripping,
and thus the scheme is biased.
An Alternative Scheme.
An alternative to this scheme for the
distant end of parallel feeders is that to be
described next. It is the scheme which is
used for both ends of parallel interconnectors (Fig. 9). Directional relays are
employed, but a small biasing electromagnet is incorporated in each relay
instead of the biasing resistances employed
in the scheme shown in Fig. 8. It is
connected in the ring circuit and thus the
current flowing through it is proportional
to the load in the feeders. It exerts a

Fig 7. —SCHEME FOR PARALLEL FEEDERS.
This shows the home end.
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pull upon an armature attached to a
short arm fixed at the upper end of the
relay spindle, and a direct restraint is
thus exercised upon the movement of the
relay itself.
An important feature of this method of
biasing is that the pull is always a positive
one, and the restraint does not reverse and
become an operating force when the
power flow reverses in the feeders as with
the previous scheme.
Apparatus Required.
The apparatus required at the distant
end of each three-phase parallel feeder, or
for either end of each three-phase parallel
interconnector, consists of 3 standard
current transformers, 3 biased directional
relays, i triple pole single-throw auxiliary
switch, 3 time-element fuses (if overload
or stand-by protection is to be added),
and r three-phase potential transformer.
Somewhat different results are given by
the relays at the two ends, the one at the
home end being always more sensitive
than the other. This feature in protective
gear is in accordance with the require-

:
r

1

011

131'

Position of
Aux Switch
F

a
imill

GOI

Fig. 9 —SCHEME USED FOR BOTH ENDS OF
PARALLEL INTERCONNECTORS.

8.—SCHEME FOR PARALLEL FEEDERS
This shows the distant end.

ments of parallel feeder protection, where
it is an advantage that the home relay
shall operate first.
In this connection it should be borne in
mind that either end may be the home or
the distant end, depending upon the
direction of flow, and it is the latter alone
that determines which of the relays shall
have the lower setting. The result is
achieved through the reversal of the
voltage drop across the impedance of the
small biasing magnet, which exerts a
negative effect upon the bias at the home
end and a positive effect at the distant
end.
Sensitivity of a very high order is
obtained.
The schemes which have been described
in this and preceding articles cover the
forms of protection which are most
usually required. There are of course
many other arrangements of plant which
can be protected by the methods described,
such as for instance, the protection of a
feeder and transformer as a combined
unit. In this and similar cases the
schemes do not present any complication,
and with the diagrams already given the
reader should not have great difficulty in
applying the methods described.

Owing to the rapid progress in the design of electrical apparatus and to our efforts
to keep our readers in touch with the latest developments, we give no warranty that
apparatus described in our columns is not the subject _of Letters Patent.
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DEMAGNETIZING A WATCH

Using a Powerful Electromagnet.
A watch may be demagnetised by placing it between the poles of a powerful
electromagnet whose windings are connected through a reversing switch and a
sliding resistance, to a D.C. supply.

WATCH HELD IN POSITION
IRON
POLE
PIECE
ROMAGNET

I

N the following article are given two
methods by which a watch can be
demagnetised.

Take the Fingers Off the Watch.
The fingers of the watch are taken off,
and the watch is then fixed in position
between the poles of the electromagnet
and the current is switched on. The
current is then constantly reversed about
3o times a minute, and at the same time
the current is gradually reduced to zero,
by operating the sliding resistance, moving
it from its minimum resistance position
to its maximum resistance position.
About five minutes should be taken to
reduce the current to zero. If the fingers
of the watch are not removed, they may
be bent during the demagnetising operaMIN.

D.C. SUPPLY

SLIDING RESISTANCE

Illfll

III! III I

DEMAGNETISING A WATCH BY PLACING IT
BETWEEN THE POLES OF A POWERFUL ELECTROMAGNET.
The supply may be obtained from a 4 or 6-volt
accumulator. If the supply mains are used
precautions should be taken to prevent too large
a current passing through the circuit by having
a permanent suitable resistance inserted which
cannot be cut out. A maximum current of about
5 amperes will in most cases be suitable.

1111111

III

CHOKING COIL

MIN

MAX
SLIDING RESISTANCE

SWITCH

A C SUPPLY
DEMAGNETISING A WATCH BY USING AN AIRCORED CHOKING COIL.
A maximum current of about 3 amperes with
a suitable choking coil will be satisfactory and a
permanent resistance should be inserted in the
circuit in order to prevent the current rising above
this value. Too large a current may damage the
main spring and metal works of the watch, due
to the heavy eddy currents induced in them.

tion, because they are generally made of
steel.
Using an Air-cored Choking Coil.
If a supply of A.C. and an air-cored
choking coil is available, the watch is
fixed at one end of the coil and the current
is switched on. The current is then
gradually reduced in the same manner as
with the D.C. circuit, taking about five
minutes to reduce the current to zero.
In this case, no reversing of the current
with the switch is necessary.
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SPOTLIGHTING FOR CINEMA/ AND
THEATRE:
By

L. G. APPLEBEE

HEODORE FUCHS, the eminent

A Typical Example of Refraction.
Theatre Consulting
A typical example of this is to thrust
American
Engineer, in his book on Stage some object at an angle into water then
Lighting, defines the spotlight for stage the portion in the water appears to be
work as :—
bent at the point where the water joins
" A piece of
the air. Lenses
stage lighting
are made of
apparatus used
glass, being a
for lighting a
clearer medium
than the sursmall portion
of the stage,
rounding air,
the light rays
or a character,
passing through
to a higher inare bent, or in
tensity than the
remainder, and
other words, rethus unconfracted, accordsciously focusing to the
particular curing the attenLENSE
tion of the
vature of the
audience
to
lens face.
either that part
of the stage or
The "Plano
that character
Convex"
so lighted. It
Lens.
consists princiThe piano
pally of a conOURCE OF LIGHT convex lens is
centrated light
the type comsource, and a
monly used for
lens mounted
spotlights.
DETAILS OF THE " PLANO CONVEX " LENS.
in a housing
They are flat
on one surface,
that restricts
the escape of light to the opening occupied and curved on the other
, and made in
by the lens."
various diameters and curves, according
to the requirements of the spot to be
Lenses.
obtained. This latter is determined by the
It will:be seen, therefore, that given a focal length.
For example, a 6-in. focus lens means
concentrated light source the entire
function of the spotlight is dependent that a source of light placed 6 in. away
from the flat side of the lens will direct
upon the lens.
For the benefit of the reader who has no rays of light through the lens so that the
knowledge of optics, we will explain rays of light are bent to a parallel beam
briefly the functions of this section of the on passing out of the curved surface.
This will quickly be seen by reference
apparatus. Light travels in straight lines
as long as it continues to traverse a to the first diagram.
It follows, therefore, that if the spotlight
medium of uniform density, but on entering a medium of a different density it is beam is to diverge or spread out beyond
the parallel beam, the light source has to
bent out of its course or " refracted."

T
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be brought nearer the flat surface of the
lens when the rays will be as shown.
Alternatively, if the source of light is
taken farther away from the lens, then
the beams of light will be concentrated on
to a spot.
Note :—The plano convex lens is very
often described as a condenser, which is
quite incorrect. The condenser consists of
two plano convex lens placed curved face
to curved face, and is used in optical
lanterns to project lantern slides.
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found that if a piece of lime was raised to
a great temperature it became highly
incandescent and gave out a very brilliant
white light. Various methods of heating
the lime were tried, and the finest results
were obtained by burning a mixture of
oxygen and hydrogen, the flame of which
was directed on to the cylindrical block of
lime. This system of illumination became
known as " limelight " in this country.

The First Spotlight.
Fuchs tells us that the
earliest the limelight was
used in connection with a lens,
and thus the first spotlight,
was in 1837 (the year Queen
Victoria came to the Throne),
although it was about 20
years later before they came
into general use. They were
then used in large numbers
to augment the other lighting
of the stage, which was by
gas, and had been invented
by William Murdoch, a Scotch
Engineer and Inventor, in 1781,
5
DIAGRAM OF THE LIMELIGHT APPARATUS USED AT DRURY and installed at the Lyceum
LANE THEATRE.
Theatre, London, in 1803,
1, cylinder of lime ; 2, revolving spindle for turning and
remaining in use at this theatre
raising lime as it is burnt away ; 3, gas valves ; 4, oxygen
to the exclusion of electricity
tube ; 5, hydrogen tube ; 6, centring screw ; 7, pipe union ;
8, screw for adjusting distance of lime from jet ; 9, mixing
until the year 1902, which seems
chamber.
incredible.
The quality of the limelight
Spot lights are made so that either the was beautifully soft and mellow, and gave
light source can be moved to and from what is known in America as a " soft edge
the lens, or the lens to and from the source spot," the light gradually dying off
of light. The former is the usual pro- towards the edge.
cedure.
It is also of extreme importance that How the Oxygen and Hydrogen are
Supplied.
the source of light should be both verUp to the year 188o the oxygen and
tically and horizontally in the centre of
the lime, and means must always be hydrogen was supplied to the theatres in
rubber bags which the operator usually
provided for this adjustment.
sat on to obtain the necessary pressure,
but a serious accident occurred at Drury
SYSTEMS OF LIGHT SOURCE.
Various systems of light source have Lane in 188o, one of the bags bursting,
been used since " spotlights " were first with fatal results, and the rubber bags
were replaced with iron cylinders. Evenused in stage lighting.
tually these also disappeared, and were
The " Limelight " or " Drummond " replaced by permanent tanks, fitted in the
theatre, with gas pipes run to the various
Light.
points.
The first known source was the "
" or " Drummond " light. Its in- Limes from the Auditoriums.
ventor, Thomas Drummond, in 1816,
The inventor of the limelight led pro-
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ducers of the day to try to do
away with the footlights by lighting the stage with limes from
the auditoriums, but the fact that
each limelight necessitated the
services of an operator to adjust
the pressure of the gas and continually turn the cylinder of lime,
made the front lighting unpopular
for the time, but the use of limes
on the stage itself hung on for
many years after the coming of
electricity.
In fact, our " National " Theatre,
PRINCIPLE OF THE MANCHESTER " ARC LAMP
The light from the positive carbon was thrown on to a
Drury Lane, still uses the lime
light for some productions and polished metal parabolic reflector and reflected back on
a diagram of the apparatus is re- to the object.
produced here.
This method of obtaining a spot was The " Manchester " Arc Lamp.
Davy had obtained his arc lamp by
used for so many years that the name
" limelight " has remained, and is used in means of voltage piles or batteries, and it
the theatre to describe those particular was not until dynamos and other mechaspotlights that are used to follow artists, nical means of generating electric current
particularly in theatres devoted to variety were invented and became commercial
turns, irrespective of the source of light propositions, that the arc lamp for spotlights really came into general use in this
employed.
country, and in about 1886 Austin
Walters, a theatre engineer of Manchester,
The Electric Arc.
Sir Humphry Davy invented the produced his " Manchester " arc lamp.
electric arc in 1808, and demonstrated it This was practically the same as the
at the Royal Institution in i8io—six modern searchlight, and no lens was
years before Drummond produced the employed. The light from the positive
limelight, but strange to say it was not carbon was thrown on to a polished metal
until 186o that there is any knowledge of parabolic reflector, and reflected back on
its being used in the theatre, as the source to the object, as shown. Ultimately
of light for a spotlight, when it was used lenses were employed.
at the Paris Opera House, in a lantern How the Electric Arc Works.
devised by a Frenchman, Duboscq.
To those readers who are not familiar
with the electric arc, the following brief
description is given :—
An electric arc occurs when the flow of
current is broken by means of a definite
break in the continuity of the circuit, such
as the opening or closing of a switch.

THIS SHOWS THE ANGLE AND POSITION OF
POSITIVE CARBON IN TYPICAL STAGE ARC.

Sir Humphry Davy's Discovery.
Sir Humphry Davy found that if two
pieces of carbon (one connected to the
positive and the other to the negative
terminals of a direct current supply) were
touched together, current would flow in
the completed circuit, and if these carbons
were just separated, then the current
would " jump " or " arc " across the gap,
GG
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current which may be due to changes in
the formation of the carbon crater, or to
the varying of the gap between the
carbons.

Voltage Across the Arc.
The pressure across the arc should be
between 35 and 5o volts. For arcs up to
3o or 4o amperes, fixed resistances are
generally used, but over that a varying
resistance should be used, provided with
a certain number of steps, so that the
current can be raised step' by step, and is
used to " strike the arc " and run for a
short time on a low current to allow the
carbons to be burnt in.
TWO ADJUSTMENTS TO WHICH 'THE ARC IS VERY
SUSCEPTIBLE.
First, the angle of the two carbons relative
to the condenser should be as shown. Secondly,
the centre line of the negative should be advanced from 2 to 4mm. towards the condenser.
In this way the 6o° crater angle seen below will
be obtained.
(Courtesy of Ship Carbons.)

A Disadvantage of the Arc for Spot
Lamps.
One of the disadvantages of the arc as
the source of light in spot lamps was that
the quality of the spot was exactly
opposite to that obtained with the limelight. The high intensity of the light
appeared at the edge of the beam, which
made the centre contain a dark spot,
whilst prismatic colours appeared around
the edge of the beam when cheap lenses
were used.

and eventually heat the two points of the
carbons to a white heat, forming a vapour
of molten carbon of high illuminosity,
and providing a path for the current to
pass from one carbon to the other.
This high temperature eventually burns
the carbons away, and the gap increasing,the
current fails to jump across. If, however,
the correct distance is kept more or less
constant by closing the carbons together
as they burn away, the arc is maintained.

These difficulties were overcome by
placing a diffusing screen of either ground
glass or frosted gelatine in front of the
lens, whilst another method employed and
patented by the writer's father, G. A.

Why a Resistance Must be Placed in
Series with the Carbons.
It has been found that in order to keep
the current constant within certain limits,
a resistance must be placed in series with
the carbons, otherwise the arc will not be
maintained, owing to the fluctuations in
the resistance of the arc itself, due to the
varying size of the gap between the
carbons.
Further, it is advisable to have a fair
margin of voltage from the supply source
beyond that required, at the arc lamp
terminals, and this excess of voltage has
to be absorbed in the resistance. This
may be thought to be a waste, but the
resistance acts more or less as a damper to
prevent sudden surges in the value of the

THE 60° CRATER ANGLE.
The correct adjustments to obtain this angle
are described above. (Courtesy of Ship Carbons•)

How these Disadvantages were Overcome.
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Applebee, was to place a
screen of ground. mica
between the lens and
Thomas J.
the arc.
Digby really placed the
arc spotlight on a commercial basis, and was
the pioneer of this system
The
in this country.
reader will readily understand the extent of
its use when I mention
that as many as 4o spot
arcs were used by Sir
Herbert Tree in his
productions at His
Majesty's Theatre in the
pre-war days.

Other Disadvantages.

A I,000-WATT INCANDESCENT
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main light source is obtained, can be adjusted
so that the light is thrown
forward towards the lens.
(See diagram.)
(b) Rack and pinion
movements that allow the
carbons to feed together.
(c) Centring movement
so that the crater which
is the light source can
be raised or lowered
vertically to the centre
of the lens.
(d) Lateral movement
to centre the light source
horizontal to the crater
of the lime.
(e) Angle tilt so that
the carbons can be tilted
at an angle to throw
the light forward towards

SPOTLIGHT_
Other disadvantages
are :—
I.
Operators are required for each spot, the lens.
(f) Focusing movements to move the
in order to feed the carbons as they burn
arc to and from the lens.
away.
2. Direct current is essential, as on
alternating current the intensity of the Attachments to Arc Spotlight Housings.
Much has been done in recent years to
light is very poor, whilst there is a
distinct " hum " which is sufficient to be the various attachments to arc spotlight
heard by the audience, and thus distract housings, to assist the working of the
attention from the play and spoil the apparatus, such as vertical and horizontal
shutters (commonly called the barn door
illusion.
3. The heavy cost of providing motor shutter) for masking the light so that
generators or rectifiers if the main supply only a given area in the stage is illuminated.
in the theatre is A.C.
4. The constant renewal of carbons.
5. The heavy current consumption, Iris Diaphragms.
Iris diaphragms for producing various
and, therefore, the heavy wiring required.
size pin spots—changing lens apparatus so
Modern Spot Arcs.
that various size lenses can be brought
The modern spot arcs as now manu- into operation quickly—colour mediums
factured are extremely fine pieces of work, in magazine receptacles in the fronts of
and still all the lamp.
These are all
arc hand fed.
Each arc must usually operated
be provided by means of
with adjust- levers and rods
ments, as with controls at
the back of the
follows :—
(a) Top car- lamp.
bon adjustment, so that Suitable Position
for Spot Arcs. HERE CAN BE SEEN THE
the positive
Spot arcs are ADJUSTMENTS FOR A SPOTcarbons, when
LIGHT ARC.
generally used in
A TYPICAL ARC SPOTLIGHT. the crater and
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connection with stage lighting from the
following positions :—
i. On small platforms right and left of
the stage near the curtains about io ft.
off stage level.
2. From either a special chamber
situated in the main ceiling or from the
bioscope room, where such is provided.
NOTES ON CARBONS.
The usual path of the current in the
carbons is from positive to negative, and
the passage of the current gradually forms
a hollow or crater in the tip of the
positive carbon.

April

light is emitted from the crater of the
positive—IS per cent from the negative—
and io per cent from the arc itself.
It is, therefore, now quite clear why the
carbons are placed at the angle shown,
with the positive just behind the negative,
as shown in the photograph.
" Feeding " the Are,
In order that the arc may burn steadily
and without " jump " or " flicker," the
carbons must be constantly adjusted by
means of the lamp mechanism, so as to
maintain an even gap. This is commonly
known as " feeding " the arc.
We do not
propose to go
into the chemical
constituents of
the carbons or
their process of
manufacture as
this is a specialist's job, and
all carbon manufacturers work
to their own
formulas.

Size of Carbon
for Different
Currents.
It is, however,
obvious that for
various currents
SPOTLIGHTS FITTED TO THE CIRCLE FRONT OF A LONDON THEATRE.
diff erent size
(Courtesy of the Strand Elec. and Eng. Co.)
carbons are reOn direct current the positive carbon is quired, and the undermentioned list,
burnt away much faster than the negative, which we publish by courtesy of Messrs.
due to the high temperature. It has been Charles Champion, of " SHIP " carbons,
found that about 8o per cent. of the useful gives the sizes required :—

Amperes.

Diameter
of
Positive.

Diameter
of .
Negative.

Arc
Volts.

Approximate
Burning.
Positive.

Rate per
Hour.
Negative.

10-15
15-25
25-3o
40-50
50-65
65-80
85-ioo

12 mm.
13 mm.
15 mm.
18 mm.
20 mm.
22 mm.
25 mm.

8 mm.
io mm.
12 mm.
9 MM.*
IO mm.*
II MM.*
Is mm.*

45-50
45-50
45-48
45-48
45-48
45-48
52-56

if in.
1f in.
if in.
2} in.
if in.
2i in.
2 in.

if in.
1 in.
1 in.
2f in.
2i in.
21 in.
2f in.

* Copper-coated negatives.
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Carbons are always measured in millimetres and you will note that in all cases
the positive carbon is described as cored.
The Core.
This means that through the centre of
the carbon a small core like the lead of a
pencil is provided, of a different chemical
composition, to enable the centre of the
carbon to vaporise more easily, and thus
" centre " the arc in the crater and
prevent unsteadiness. For the higher
currents it has been found that a core in
the negative is also an advantage.
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The Incandescent Projector Spotlamp.
In modern theatres of to-day, the
incandescent projector spot lamp plays a
very important part, particularly in the
non-musical play, such as a comedy or
drama.
Sometimes as many as ten to twenty
incandescent spots are hung up amongst
the sky borders, each lantern picking out
some particular portion of the stage, where
important acting required additional light,
in order to make the actor or actress stand
out more prominent from the surroundings.

Copper Coated Carbons.
Carbons in certain cases are
coated with a copper coating.
This increases their conductance,
and decreases the rate of consumption, but for stage work
the copper coating has been found
unsuitable, as the melting copper
in the top of the negative, becomes luminous, and its image
projected through the lens on
to the stage.
THE INCANDESCENT SPOT.
Swan invented his incandescent
electric lamp in 1879, but it was
not until 1913 that projector
lamps as they are known, were
first used as a light source in
spotlights. The filaments of these
lamps are the nearest (commercially) that the lamp manufacCONTROLLED COLOUR-CHANGING SPOT turers have been able to produce A MAGNETICALLY
LIGHT. (Courtesy of the Strand Elec. and Eng. Co.)
with a point source of light such
as the old limelight and arc gave us. These Difficulty of Obtaining a Small " Spot."
were first used successfully in this country
The incandescent spotlight has one
by Arthur T. Earnshaw, a pioneer of disadvantage, namely, the difficulty of
modern stage lighting equipment, in a obtaining a small " spot," as when the
play called " The Willow Tree," produced lamp is drawn away from the lens, thus
at the Globe Theatre, in 1916.
reducing the light to a small circle, an
They rapidly became universal for image of the filament is projected upon
stage lighting, having the following ad- the surface where the light is thrown.
vantages :—
Spotlights are now usually of either L000
I. Low current consumption.
or 2,000 watts capacity.
2. They could be " dimmed."
3. They required no operator.
Incandescent Spots Situated in the Audi4. They could be placed in all sorts of
torium for Stage Lighting.
positions not previously possible with the
During the last few years the practice
of using spotlights attached to the fronts
arc, or limelight.
of circles has greatly found favour with
5. Silent in operation.
6. They work equally well on A. C.or D.C. the play producers, and up to about two
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are installed in the roof.
years ago it was the
In 1929 the Seecol
practice to use one or
Stelma spotlight was intwo for this purpose.
vented; this, at any rate
In 1931 a sudden PLAIN
for the small theatre, has
" wave" came over the RESISTANCE
replaced in some cases
London productions,
the front of house arc.
starting with the AlIt uses a combination
hambra show—
of specially curved re"Waltzes from Vienna,"
flectors and refractors,
where Hassard Short, an
together with a condenAmerican producer, had
SWITCH S
FUSES
ser lens, and a 3o-volt 3orows of spots installed
on both the first and
ampere projector lamp.
second circle fronts. This
MAINS
Floodlighting by Spotwas quickly followed by
lights.
Charles B. Cochran with ARC LAMP WITH RESISTANCE WOUND FOR
A DEFINITE FIXED RESISTANCE.
Noel Coward's producReaders who rememtion of "Cavalcade" at
ber the recent flood
Drury Lane, and here a fresh innovation lighting of London will be surprised to
was provided by operating the change of hear that Nelson's statue was, on this
colours to the spotlights electrically, by occasion, lighted by only three goo-watt
means of solenoids, and controlled from lamps only, used in three of these lanterns.
a remote point, namely the stage switchWhen it is realised that the throw was
board. These have been installed at the about 30o ft. and the low wattage, one
Gaiety and Adelphi theatres, whilst the must admit that the results on a statue
Hippodrome and the Palace (for the that was practically black were effective.
These lanterns play an important part
" Cat and the Fiddle " production) also
installed many spotlights on both circles, in the stage lighting of the Shakespeare
and hence there started another step in Memorial Theatre at Stratford-on-Avon,
where four are concealed in the main
the history of stage lighting.
ceiling, to light the fore stage.
Colour Effects on Screen.
In this theatre, Messrs. Ridge and
This practice is also being adopted by Aldred, the theatre lighting consultants,
the cinema to project colour effects on the also in conjunction with the architects,
screen and screen curtains : For example, concealed twelve i,000-watt spot lanterns
Gaumont Palace, Lewisham,where the spots in the circle front.

VARIABLE
RESISTANCE

L

PARALLELING
RESISTANCE

SWITCH a,
FUSES

MAINS

HERE WE SEE How CURRENT CAN BE
VARIED BY MEANS OF THE RADIAL SWITCH
CONNECTED TO TAPPINGS ON THE RESISTANCE.

MAINS

ANOTHER METHOD, IN WHICH EACH SECTION IS
WOUND TO GIVE A DEFINITE CURRENT THROUGH
THE ARC. As EACH SECTION IS SWITCHED IN
CIRCUIT THE CURRENT IS INCREASED BY THE
AMOUNT FOR WHICH THE SECTION IS WOUND.
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CARRIER CURRENT TELEPHONE
By H. E. N UTTER, A.Am.I.E.E.
The problem of satisfactory wire telephone communication between
points on a high-voltage transmission line is an important one.
In this article Mr. Hutter describes how this problem has been solved
Advantages of
HE artithe System.
cle on
To overcome
"Electric
these deficienPower Generacies a telephone
tion," by Mr.
system using
A. T. Dover,
the transmisM.I.E.E., which
sion line conappeared in the
ductors as a
December issue,
channel for a
mentions the
high - frequency
use of carrier
voice moducurrent
telelated wave was
phony or wired
developed. The
wireless as a
advantages of
means of cornthis system are
munication
of real importbetween the
ance, namely,
various subthe circuit is as
stations.
strong as the
The question
line, inductive
of communicaeffects are
tions has been
eliminated, the
of the greatest
system is not
importance
affected by the
ever since power
failure of an
transmission
insulator or
over high voltsome of [the
age lines came
lines, and lightinto operation.
ning, unless [a
The problem of
continuous dissatisfactory
charge has no
wire telephone
effect. The inicommunication
tltal cost is
between points
on a transmis- Two CABLE TYPE COUPLING CONDENSERS WITH PROTECTIVE cheaper than a
EQUIPMENT,
telephone line
sion line is •
Installed in a 132 kv. substation.
for distances
admittedly
exceeding fifty
difficult. This
is due to the fact that the telephone miles, while there are no line maintenance
line is often carried on the same towers as costs.
the overhead line, and under these circumstances the telephone line is directly How the Apparatus Wo rks.
exposed to electrostatic and magnetic
In the process of transmission the
fields from the power line. apparatus produces a high frequency
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BASIC CIRCUIT FOR CARRIER CURRENT TELEPHONY.
This shows a B T H. system. The apparatus required at each station consists of a radio recei\ er,
radio transmitter and the apparatus for coupling to the transmission lines together with accessory
apparatus

alternating current varying from S to
150 kilocycles per second. When the
operator speaks into his telephone instrument the intensity of the carrier wave
is varied in a manner which is directly
related to the frequency and intensity of
the sound vibrations which make up the
operator's voice. This process is known
as modulation, and the modulated carrier
wave is impressed upon the transmission
line through coupling apparatus which does
not pass, to any considerable degree, the
high voltage low frequency energy from
the line.
What Happens at the Receiving End.
At the receiving end, by a process known

as demodulation, the modulated cal rie
wave is made to produce currents which
cause the operator's telephone receiver tc
produce sound vibrations, the nature of
which is dependent on the manner in
which the carrier wave has been modulated
at the sending end by the transmitting
operator's voice.
Difference Between Common Radio and
Carrier Current Communication.
The only essential difference between
the common radio and carrier current
communication is that the later is trans
mitted through a metallic circuit betweer
stations.

——
TO
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DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING PRINCIPLE OF COUPLING AERIAL
A, coupling aerial ; B, spark gaps ; C, drain coil ; D, H.T. fuse ; F, condensers.
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Single or Double Frequency Duplex Systems.
The most common systems are duplex,
thus two-way communication can be
carried on similar to the usual telephone,
again this may be divided into single or
double frequency duplex, using either one
frequency for transmitting and reception
or a different frequency for each.

Apparatus Required.
The apparatus required at each station
consists of a radio receiver, radio transmitter and the apparatus for coupling to
the transmission lines together with
accessory apparatus.
The operation of the system is independent of open switches and it isoossible
to bridge over the gap between power lines
of different voltages.

How Another Station is Called.
The calling of another station is effected
by the operation of a dial similar to the
usual telephone of
the automatic type;
the receiver
at each station being
always in
operation
the calling
bell will
ring until
the receiver
is unhooked, or alternatively,
will ring
for a specified time
according
to the system; conversation
can then be
carried on.
CABLE TYPE COUPLING
CONDENSER.
For 132 kv. working voltage.
The capacity of the condenser is
0.001 mfd. and it is mounted on a
tower or frame as shown on
page 359.

How Line
Noises are
Prevented.
The radio
apparatus
is usually
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located near to the
line, the telephone
instruments being
placed in the control
rooms. The application of a high voltage
to a line gives rise to
line noises from various
sources, and to prevent
these noises from affecting the reception,
the power valve used
is of comparatively
high power, the usual
wattage being about
250.

Coupling the Apparatus to the Line.
The coupling of the
apparatus to the line
is accomplished in two
ways ; by means of
aerials, or coupling
condensers. One CARRIER CURRENT
system using aerials COUPLING CONDENSER.
utilises three, each
(Butlers Ltd.)
approximately 2,000
A capacity of
feet long, one used
for reception and the 0.01 mfd. can be
obtained for 22 kv.
other two for trans- working, varying
mitting. The con- to 0.003 mfd. for
ductor used is the 132 kv. working.
same material as the
line, ensuring the same sag and mechanical
strength.
Coupling Condensers.
Coupling condensers may be of two
different types, the condenser type for
use at any voltage or the cable type made
by the American General Electric Company,
which is much used for iio to 132 kv.
work.

Details of the Condenser Type.
The condenser type consists of a suitable
condenser unit mounted inside a porcelain
bushing or else in a tank with a single
bushing, the whole in either case being
oil filled. The capacity of the unit can
be varied between limits, a capacity of
0.01 mfd. can be obtained for 22 kv.
working varying to 0.003 for 132 kv.
working.
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Details of the Cable Type.
The cable type consists of a loop of oil
filled cable as used for high voltage underground transmission, the two ends of
the conductor are clamped together and
taped to the correct insulation, being
brought out through the top of the
bushing to serve as the high voltage
terminal, a pressure reservoir is added
consisting of a tank and air bellows to
ensure that the cable is always filled with
oil, the carrier current equipment is
connected to the lead sheath. The minimum capacity used at a terminal station
is o.00i mfd.
Protective Equipment.
Protective equipment is provided to
prevent damage to the operator or equipment from any high voltage that might
reach the apparatus, either through indirect contact or induction.
To meet the requirements of short lines,
sets of 15 watt capacity can be obtained,

April

the entire apparatus being self-contained ;
a more common use for this set is to
provide an additional channel of communication over existing telephone lines
which are either overloaded or inherently
noisy.
Portable Set for Linesmen.
The use of a portable set for linesmen
will give easy communication with the
central station from points along the line ;
a 15-watt set is used for the work, short
aerials being strung at distances of five
miles, the linesman coupling his set to this
aerial when communication is required.
A similar set can be used on a motor van;
in this case the aerial is strung up as
required, the maximum length of 800 feet
giving a range of 5o—zoo miles. The
power from these portable sets is obtained
from self-contained batteries.
The author is indebted to the British
Thomson Houston Co. for the loan of
illustrations.

IMPROVING THE POWER FACTOR OF AN A.G. SUPPLY
SYSTEM WITH SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS

T

HE power factor of an A.C. system
may be brought to a low value
-when induction motors are connected to it, especially if they are not
well designed, and consequently the
efficiency of the system is considerably
reduced. Synchronous motors are often
used in conjunction with an installation
of induction motors to improve the
power factor of the system.
These motors run in synchronism with
the generators, which supply the current
to the installation, and when the excitation
current to their fields is adjusted so that
their armatures take the minimum current
from the system, their power factor is
unity. If the excitation current be now
increased, the current taken by their
armatures will increase, first slowly, and
then more rapidly, per step of the field

rheostat. The current now leads the
impressed voltage and the motors now
have a leading power factor.
The armatures can be made to take
their full load currents by continually
increasing their excitation although the
motors may be running idle, giving an
increased leading power factor. Induction
motors have a lagging power factor, and
if the leading power factors of the synchronous motors are adjusted to counteract the lagging power factors of the
induction motors then the power factor
of the installation will be improved
and the efficiency of the A.C. supply
system increased.
In later issues the important question
of power factor correction will be dealt
with in detail by an eminent engineer who
has specialized in this subject.
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VENTILATION SCHEMES FOR /HOP
WINDOW LIGHTING
By

E. H. FREEMAN, M.I.E.E.

In this article Mr. Freeman deals with the important problem
of providing ventilation for shop window lighting displays

TYPICAL EXAMPLE OF SHOP WINDOW LIGHTING.
Showing facia and lettering with Neon tube lighting. Compare this with the illustration on page 158,
which shows the same window by daylight.

HOP windows with lighting schemes
designed on the principles described in the article in the December issue, even if not arranged for
colour lighting, provide special problems
on account of the heating effect of the
lamps. A window 15 ft. in frontage and
say 5 ft. deep and io ft. high has a cubic
content of 75o watts and a single i kW.
radiator would be suitable for warming
such a space.

S

Why Special Provisions Are Necessary.
With even ordinary lighting at ioo watts
per foot run of frontage and one or two
spot lights the lamp load will be about
2 kW. and most of this is given out in

the form of heat. With windows with
larger loadings or designed for colour
lighting, or arcade windows lit from two
sides, the problem becomes serious and
calls for special provision in the way of
ventilation. In a window at Messrs.
Drages' shop in Birmingham a window is
lit from two sides with three colour
reflectors and various spot and flood
lights in addition, the total load being
over 12 kW. for a total space of under
2,000 cubic feet.

Almost All Classes of Goods Liable to be
Affected.
In such conditions almost any class of
goods except ironmongery will suffer.
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CEILING PLAN OF SIDE OF WINDOW.
Showing fresh air inlets from front or arcade with exhaust air duct above and fan to discharge
heated air above window.

Wax models would certainly melt, as they
do in even ordinary windows with a
single row of reflectors. Furniture might
crack in the panels ; fabrics would
deteriorate and many other goods would
be affected.

the effect of the window if not frequently
removed and involves extra work in
dusting and more frequent window dressing, and these objections are usually
sufficient to make dust tight windows a
necessity.
A ventilation scheme that exhausts the
entire content of the window at frequent
intervals sax 6 to 12 times an hour or
perhaps more—means a comparatively
large fan with risk of noise and high cost
of running and also involves problems in
finding an outlet for the large volume of
air, which is not easy
where a shop only
occupies a ground floor.

Disadvantage of Openings at Top and
Bottom.
Ender such circumstances some precautions must be taken to avoid an undue
rise of temperature and some form of
ventilating scheme must be devised.
In ordinary windows
loaded to about zoo to
15o watts per foot run,
ventilation openings at
DUCT
the top and bottom of
fiVV-5E
/ C-Ey,../NG
the windows may suffice
but this is not a satisfactory solution.
Such
a scheme must result in
r,,,97s/iva
}beidvoore .eepzEcro.es
the entry of dust into
the window as if air filters
are used to prevent this
they also prevent the
SECT/ON OF MP
proper working of a
ventilation scheme relying
aleNze
)-649cov,
only on natural draught
for air circulation. Dust SECTION THROUGH TOP OF WINDOW.
entering the windows
Showing ventilation enclosure
means possible damage to with fresh air inlet and exhaust
goods displayed; spoils into duct in false ceiling.

Providing Ventilating
Fans.
The solution where
practicable probably lies
in the enclosure of the
window reflectors in
glazed ducts and the
provision of ventilating
fans to draw the air from
these only, and such a
scheme is shown here.
The details must depend
on the plan of the particular shop as the
difficulty of finding suitable inlets for cold air and
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outlets for heated air are considerable.
A scheme of this kind was designed for
Messrs. Drage and although the temperature in the glazed duct rose, with the
fans working, to over 120 c the temperature
in the display area of the window did not
rise above 72°. Without the fans the
temperature in the duct would probably
have risen to 15o° or more but the experiment was not made on account of the
risk of damage to the rubber insulatiom
of the wires.
Why it is not Practical to Utilize Heat from
Windows for Warming the Shop.
Attempts have been made to utilize the
heat from the windows for warming the
shop but the complications involved are
likely to render such schemes uneconomical.
Heat may be wanted in the shop when
windows are not lit up or only partly lit
as on a bright cold day. On the other
hand heat may be definitely not wanted

SWITCH CONTROLS FOR WINDOW REFLECTORS.
Correct arrangement for even lighting with
alternate lamps.

when windows are lit as on a warm dull
day. To meet these conditions the air
flow should be reversible and provided
with adjustable inlets and outlets to meet
all requirements. Ordinary heating must
be provided in any case to meet the first
condition above (a cold day with windows
not lit) and the possible saving in running
cost as a result of using the window heat
would not be sufficient as a rule to justify
the extra capital outlay.
If the shop were electrically heated
with thermostat controls the scheme might
be workable and in favourable circumstances it would be worth consideration.
Simultaneous Operation of Fan and Lights.
There is one further point that must be
provided for in such ventilation schemes
viz., the necessity of interlocking the
window lighting switch with the ventilating
fan starters. This must be arranged
either mechanically or electrically both
for starting and stopping. Obviously the
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SNN ITCH CONTROLS FOR WINDOW REFLECTORS.
Incorrect arrangement giving patchy lighting.

fan must start as soon as the lights are
switched on or over-heating will occur.
It must also stop when they are switched
off or the fan will be running uselessly
with consequent waste of current. There
should be no difficulty in devising methods
of dual control and probably electrical
devices will be best so that they can be
operated by the time switches for switching
off after closing hours.
Entrance Lobbies.
It is necessary to ensure ample lighting
in the entrance to the shop. This has
already been mentioned when the entrances
consist of comparatively long arcades
leading through the windows to an inner
entrance, but even if no such feature
exists care should be taken to ensure that
even a small entrance is well lit. The
method of lighting, whether by a pendant,
ceiling fitting, ceiling panel with concealed
lights or concealed cornice lighting must
depend on the plan, and no hard-and-fast
rules can be laid down. Such lights
should be controlled by the window time
switches.
Interior Displays.
Additional value of the entrances can
sometimes be obtained if the doors are
glazed by placing displays of goods on
suitable portable tables inside the doors
after the shop is closed. These are best
lit by spot lights placed above the entrance
and arranged to direct the light on the
display table. They could not be used
when the shop is open as the display
table would be an obstruction, and such
lights thus form a part of the after-hours

SW. ITCH CONTROLS FOR WINDOW REFLECTORS.
Correct arrangement for even lighting for
one-third or two-thirds illumination.
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window lighting
only and should
also be controlled
by the tim e:switches.
Switch Controls.
The method of
connecting up reflectors for control
by different switches
is a matter of importance, as the
grouping must be
arranged so that
even illumination is
provided under all
conditions. It is
not satisfactory to
switch the lights in
groups as shown, as
if only half light is
required the illumination in different
parts of the window
will differ widely.
SIMPLE TIME SWITCH SUITABLE FOR SMALL

Atri

such cases thelamps controlled by
each switch must
be evenly distributed through the
window. One shop
may wish to use
one-third; twothirds or all lights
and two switches
would then control
reflectors Nos. I, 4,
7, io, etc., and Nos.
2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, etc.,
respectively.
If two rows of
reflectors are in use
each row should be
dealt with separately on the above
principle.
Plugs and spot
lights in any case
must be switched
separately from the
window reflectors
and one switch to
each is desirable.

WINDOWS FOR SWITCHING OFF ONLY.
Switch Alternate
Reflectors.
In most cases it is satisfactory to Time Switch Control.
switch alternate reflectors, i.e. Nos. I, 3, 5,
The use of windows for display after
7, etc., on one switch and Nos. 2, 4, 6, 8, closing hours has led to the general
etc., on another. It is rarely necessary adoption of time switches, and these
with ordinary window lighting to provide are now designed to give very elaborate
for any greater subdivision of lighting controls as mentioned later.
than this, which allows half or full lighting
Simple Time Switches.
evenly distributed.
In its early form the time switch was
When Greater Subdivision may be little more than an ordinary alarm clock
Necessary.
with the mechanism slightly modified to
In special cases—for example where operate a switch inside instead of ringing
colour lighting is used at times—greater a bell. Such switches could be used for
subdivision may be, necessary, and in all simple systems of window lighting that
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DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR TIME SWITCH
CONTROL OF SMALL WINDOW TO SWITCH OFF
ONLY.

DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR TIME SWITCH
CONTROL WITH SHORT CIRCUITING SWITCH TO
CUT TIME SWITCH OUT OF ACTION ON SPECIAL
OCCASIONS.
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only needed to be switched off
at a definite time and which
could be switched on by hand
when required. Such a clock is
shown in the photograph and a
simple diagram of connections
showing the method of connecting
is given.
Automatic On and Off Switching.
The next stage in development
was to provide automatic switching on as well as off, but this was
found to be unsatisfactory in one
detail, namely, that it was
necessary to reset the clock
mechanism if the window lighting
was needed at abnormal hours
due, for example, to a fog or a
dark evening. This difficulty can
be overcome by adding a short
circuiting switch which cuts the
time clock out of circuit. If
lighting is required at special
hours the short circuiting switch
is closed and the windows are
then under hand control, but
when the switch is again opened
the time clock operates as before,
as shown. This arrangement
obviates any need for altering
the setting of the clock in any
special emergency.

MODERN TIME SWITCH WITH SPECIAL ATTACHMENTS FOR
CONTROL OF LARGE WINDOWS.
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DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR LARGE WINDOW DISPLAYS WITH THREEWIRE SUPPLY.

Showing company's time switch for two-rate tariff and consumer's
time switches for separate sections of the lighting.

What the Modern
Time Clock
Will Do.
Gradually
other complications arose and
were provided for
in the modern
time clock which
will now give
almost any form
of control required as, for
example, leaving
the lights out of
use on one or
more days a
week; switching
all lights on at
one hour and half
off at one tithe
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and the rest at another ; changing the receive less daylight than others and will
lighting load over from one meter to therefore need to be switched on slightly
another to meet varying charges for earlier.
current at different times.
The diagram shows two fuse boards for
All these operations might not be pos- the windows with split bus bars, but it
sible with a single time switch but a would make no difference if four separate
combination of two or three will provide boards were used—one controlled by each
almost unlimited control.
of the consumer's time switches.

TUBULAR HEATER AT BOTTOM OF WINDOW TO
PREVENT CONDENSATION ON GLAZED FRONT.

Duplicated Control to Suit 3-Wire Supply.
A more complicated scheme is given
with duplicated control to suit a 3-wire
supply. The Company's time switch is
connected to the outers of their 3-wire
200/400 volt system and changes the
whole window lighting over from one
meter to another at closing time and back
again at a late hour—after the window
lighting is cut off by the other (consumer's) time switches. This allows for a
tariff giving special rates for current used
after shop hours.
The four consumer's time switches are
arranged two on each side of the 3-wire
supply, and each of these controls part of
the window lighting, thus allowing, say,
half lighting to be switched off at 9.30 and
the remainder at ii.o or whatever hours
may be suitable to the district.
Why Four Switches Are Most Suitable.
The consumer's switches might be
reduced to two, each 3-wire, but this has
the disadvantage of giving the ordinary
shop assistant who sets the switches from
month to month, according to the end of
daylight, access to 400 volt wiring which
is not always advisable. The extra control
is also often useful, as some windows may

WIRES INSIDE
WINDOW ENCLOSURE AND
LIABLE TO
DAMAGE FROM
HEAT 0 F
LAMPS.

WIRES OUTSIDE
WINDOW ENCLOSURE WHERE
THERE IS No
UNDUE HEAT
AND No RISK
OF DAMAGE.

Double Push Button on the Time Switch.
A recent development is the provision
of a double push button on the time switch.
One button cuts the clock mechanism out
of action and the other puts it into
operation again. This device makes the
short circuiting switches unnecessary and
is cheaper and better. A form of time
switch required for these more complicated
operations is shown.
Illuminated Backgrounds.
Striking effects may be obtained by the
use of illuminated backgrounds to windows,
but these are probably not suited to the
ordinary shop. They would be very
valuable in certain special cases, such as a
railway or tourist agent's window to show
off pictures of places of interest, but such
windows do not as a rule display any
other goods for sale. No special problems
arise in providing such illuminated backgrounds if a foot or more of space is
available behind the screen or picture to
be lit. In such a case lamps can be
distributed behind the area to be lit,
which must have a semi-opaque backing
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TRANSFORMER FOR METAL RECTIFIER
HE following design is for a
transformer
suitable for use in conjunction with a metal
rectifier such as the
Westinghouse RF4-24-I
which has a D.C. output
of 120 volts, 4 amperes,
with an A.C. input of
180 volts.
In order to isolate
the rectifier and its output from the A.C. mains,
a double-wound transformer is used. The
windings given are suitable for connection to
any A.C. supply, 5o-6o
cycles, provided that
the correct primary
winding, as given in the
table, is used.

T

Materials Required.
Sankey's Stalloy
stampings, Zoo pairs ;
Bakelite
thick, 31in. sq., 2 pieces ; Bakelite 1 -in. thick, 6 X 3
in., I piece ; Bakelite
312 -in. thick, 12
X 3
in., i piece ; Bright
steel angle, 4 x f x
in., 2 feet ;
B.S.F.
steel bolts 21-in. long
with nuts and washers,
4 ; 21 S.W.G. enamelled
copper wire, 2 lbs. ;
Primary wire (see table),
2 lbs. ; Terminals and
block if required.
Bobbin.
The bobbin is built up
from two thicknesses of
bakelite sheet. The tube
of the bobbin is formed
from -s-in. material. It

31"

DETAILS OF THE BOBBIN.

PRIMARY WINDINGS.
Primary.

Mains
Voltage.

S.W.G.
I00
110
II5
120
125
200
210
220
225
230
240
250

19 D.S.C.
19
„
19
19
„
19
„
21 enam.
21 „
21 „
21
21
21
21

Turns.
35o
375
402
420
437
700
735
770
788
805
83o
8 75

5"
4•

•11-17•••••

DETAILS OF THE STAMPINGS.

is first made pliable by
soaking in hot water,
then bent round a piece.
of material 1i-in. square.
The bobbin may be
cemented together with
Durofix. One of the
bobbin cheeks is drilled
to provide for the primary leads and the
starting end of the
secondary. The positions of these holes is
indicated in the drawing.
The Windings.
The primary winding
is put on first and the
voltage tappings, if required, are made at the
finishing end of the
winding. A single layer
of
bakelite is used
to insulate the primary
from the secondary
winding. Irrespective of
the primary winding,
the secondary consists
of 670 turns of 21 S.W.G.
enamel-covered wire.
Paper insulation is used
between each layer of
enamel-covered wire,
while the double silkcovered 100-125 volt
primary is wound
straight on without any
interlayer insulation.
Using the Table.
It will be noticed that
the table contains particulars for the primary
winding only. This is
to enable the reader to
select the winding suitable for his supply voltage. The secondary
winding is the same in
every case.
HH
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FIFTY AMPERES FROM
THERMOCOUPLE"

A ril

Two

E have just seen an interesting picture. Note that one end of the bar is
demonstration of a fact which dipped into a beaker of cold water, whilst
may surprise some of our readers, the other end is heated by means of an
viz., that it is possible to obtain as much ordinary bunsen flame. After about half
as 5o amperes from two small thermo- a minute, when the heat has travelled
couples.
along the bar to
one end of the
Messrs. Griffn
and Tatlock,
thermothe well-known
j unctions the
whole appartus
scientific instrument
can be lifted by
makers, have
means of the
ring bolt, as
recently manushown in the
factured appasecond picture.
tus to demonstrate this.
This apparatus
The Reasoning.
consists of two
In order to
iron plates, the
magnetise
lower one conplates suffitaining a recess
Fig. I.—APPARATUS USED FOR THE DEMONSTRATION.
ciently for such
to accommoOn the right can be seen the thermojunctions which
date the two are joined across the two arms of a stout loop of copper. a weight to be
sides of a cop- A recessed iron plate with a weighted base and an arma- lifted, the current flowing in
per bar bent ture or cover for the plate complete the apparatus.
into a loop.
the bar must
amount to about
The thermo-junclions are formed by
5o amperes. This is
demonstrated
in
two short pieces of
constantan joined
the last picture.
across the open
Here we see the
ends of the loop.
same apparatus,
except that the copThe lower plate has
attached to it
per bar and thermojunctions have been
a cylindrical
weight.
replaced by a coil
consisting of 5o
These with the
plate and cylinturns of No. 20
D. C.C. wire.This coil
der weigh altogether
about 15 lb. The
is supplied with
current from an
demonstration is
accumulator
illustrated in the
through a variable
first, second, and
resistance. The
fourth pictures
resistance is
herewith.
Fig. 2.—HEATING AND COOLING THE THERMO- adjusted until the
JUNCTIONS.
magnetism proOne end of the copper bar rests in a beaker of
The Demonstration.
duced in the plates
water and the other end is heated by means of a
is just sufficient to
Look at the first Bunsen burner.

W
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enable the whole
with the making of
apparatus to be
electrical pyrolifted, as before, by
meters and certain
means of the ring
scientific instrubolt. It is found
ments. It seems not
that a current of
unlikely that this
one ampere is reproperty of the
quired to produce
thermocouple may
the desired effect.
at some time be
Now, one ampere
utilised in a manner
which takes advanflowing through 5o
turns produces a
tage of the property
magnetising force
demonstrated
of 5o ampere turns,
above.
i.e., a magnetising
force of 5o ampere
A Word of Warning.
Readers are, howturns is required to
magnetise the plates
ever, warned against
sufficiently to enexpecting to find
able the apparatus
that the use of
to be lifted en bloc
thermocouples will
from the ring bolt.
Fig. 3.—THE DEMONSTRATION. NO I provide an easy
After a short time it is found that the whole method of convertIn the first experican be lifted bodily owing to the ing heat into elecment, however, we apparatus
had only a single magnetic effect between the armature and plate. trical energy.
turn, and from this it follows that a current
of 5o amperes must have been flowing Many Attempts Made to Produce Batteries.
round the loop when the second photoMany attempts have been made to
graph was taken.
produce batteries comprised of a number
of thermo-electric elements arranged in
An Interesting Speculation.
such a way that all the hot junctions
These four photographs demonstrate could be heated at the same time.
quite clearly that it is possible to obtain
very heavy currents from thermocouples. Avoid the Difficulties Encountered by
Of course, the voltage at which the
Previous Investigators.
current is delivered is very small, but it
So far, none of these attempts has met
will be seen that quite appreciable magne- with commercial success, therefore, if any
tic effort can be obtained by allowing a reader feels inclined to engage in experiheavy
mental work in
current to
this direction
flow round
he is strongly
one or two
advised to
turns of an
make himself
electroacquainted
magnet.
with any existSo far as we
ing patents
are aware the
and other litthermocouple
erature on the
has not up to
subject so
the present
that he may
been used in
avoid the
practice to any
difficulties enFig. 4.—THE PROOF.
appreciable
countered by
Here the copper loop has been replaced by a coil of 5o turns.
extent, except It is found that a current of r ampere is necessary to give the other investiin connection same lifting effect as before.
gators.
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How

TO CALCULATE WINDING: FOR
HEATING ELEMENT:

LTHOUGH heating elements for
various types of fires, ovens, etc.,
can be purchased from the manufacturers-the wiring contractor and practical man may have occasion from time
to time to construct elements or to rewind
burnt-out elements for the same or
different voltages.
The following brief notes show how to
calculate the amount of wire required for
any given size of element.
The Reasoning.
For convenience the reasoning is given
first in algebraic symbols, but readers who
may be a little rusty in their book learning
will find that the practical methods of
arriving at the result required are given
later :Let V = Supply voltage.
W= Wattage required in element.

A

Then current through winding = -Vamps.
V
Voltage - V2
-WCurrent - W
V
The maker's table of standard resistance
wires must now be used to arrive at the
required size. Here is an extract from a
table published by the London Electric
Wire Company and Smiths dealing with
their nickel chrome resistance wire.
An Actual Case.
We will now abandon symbols and deal
with an actual case :Voltage, 200. Size of element, i,000
watts. To run at 600° C.
Resistance of winding =

From our formula we have seen that :Vo
Er Resistance of winding =
wattage
= in this

200 2

40,000

case
=
1,000
I,000
4o ohms.

Also, we find from the previous formula
that the current required is :Wattage .
r,000
- 5 amps.
, i.e.
Volts
' 200
So we see that we require a winding
which will have a total resistance of
4o ohms, and which will run at a temp.
of 60o° C. when a current of 5 amps. is passing through it.
From the table below, it can be seen
that No. 22 gauge wire maintains a
temperature of 600° with a current of
5.1 amps. This, therefore, is the size of
wire required.
Next we notice that Low yards of No. 22
gauge wire has a resistance of 2,82o ohms.
The question is what length of No. 22
wire will be needed to give a resistance
of 4o ohms.
This is a matter of simple proportion,
i.e., length required
I,000 X 4o yards
= 14.19 yards.
2,82o
A useful list of resistance wires will be
sent free to any reader of this magazine
who writes to The London Electric Wire
Co. and Smiths, Ltd., Church Road, E. to.

NICKEL CHROME RESISTANCE WIRE.
Size
S.W.G.

Approximate Resistance per t,000 yards.
Standard Ohms.
200° C.

16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

452
591
802
1154
1426
1809
236o
3237
3828
4732
5720
6890
8460
10000

12040

400° C.
494
646
879

1266
1590
1978
2583
3535
4187
506/
6250
7535
9250
10950
13170

Approximate Amperes at

Weight per
1,000 yards.

400° C.

600° C.

lbs.

12
9.6
7.7
5.7
4.7
4. 2
3.5
2.8
2 .4
2.1
1.9
1.6
1.4
1.3

18
14
11
8.4
6.8
6.2
5.1
4.1
3.3
3.1
2.6
2.4

600° C.

200° C.

538
703
957
1378
1700
2151
1820
386o
4555
5505
6870
8400
10070
11920
14320

7. 1
6.o
4.3
3.7
3.3
2.7
2.2
1.8
1.6
I.4
1.1
I.0

• 93
• 78
.68

2.0

.8
1.6

37.6
28.9
21.2
14.
12.0
9.41
6.71
5.31
4.46
3.69
2.98
2.48
1.95
1.69
1.42
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OIL FILTRATION AND THE
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
STREAM-LINE FILTERS FOR INSULATING
OIL TREATMENT
By

ALBERT BEALE,

Wh Sch , A.M.I.Mech.E , A.M.I.N.A.

In view of the large number of high voltage transformers and
switches now coming into everyday use as a result of the Grid
scheme, the particulars given in this article of a method of
maintaining the good condition of the insulating oil which plays
an important part in their design will be of interest to our readers
The Oil Problem.
IL is used in large circuit-breakers
and transformers for cooling and
insulating purposes.
The oil
selected is of low
viscosity and high
dielectric strength,
that is, of good
insulating
value.
The latter quality
is very greatly impaired by the
presence of even
minute quantities
of moisture or solid
impurity ; hence it
is of importance
to ensure the supply of clean, dry
oil, to select a grade
which does not itself deteriorate by
slugging, and to
provide means for
removing any contamination which
may arise.

O

Breathers.
Insulating oil is
highly hygroscopic,
but modern transformers are pro-

vided with breathers charged with calcium
chloride or silica-gel which prevent moisture from the atmosphere gaining access
to the oil. In a transformer in service
the electrical properties of the oil
are now lowered
chiefly by fibrous
material ultimately
becoming detached
from the windings
and by the semisolid sludge which
forms in time even
in the best oils.
In the presence of
a bare trace of
moisture such impurities provide a
relatively conductive path through
the oil, and the insulating protection
given by the oil is
correspondingly
reduced.

CIRCUIT BREAKERS ON A GRID SCHEME STATION.
Showing oil piping and filter-plant house
in background.

Effect of Arcing.
In circuit
breakers there is a
further source of
contamination k in
the products formed
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by arcing when a circuit is broken.
Notably, colloidal carbon is produced—carbon in a state of subdivision so great that it will not
settle out of the oil however long
it is left standing. This carbon
tends to collect where it is least
wanted in the circuit-breaker,
and with moisture present very
little carbon is necessary to reduce
the dielectric strength of the oil
below a safe limit.

Magnitude of the Problem.
The largest sizes of modern
transformers, and the three phases
of circuit-breakers, may contain as
much as io,000 gallons of oil. An
average Grid-scheme sub-station
PRINCIPLE OF FILTER.
may have 40,000 gallons of oil
vacuum-operated
in the breakers and transformers.
laboratory filter lifted
A British Engineering Standfrom beaker of unards Association specification defiltered liquid to show
ACCUMULATION
the solid cake formed
SECTION OF
fines how the dielectric strength
OF SOLIDS
on filter pack.
PACK
of insulating oils shall be meaDURING FILT.LATION
sured. Under these conditions a
good new oil will withstand 30,000
volts on a gap of o.15 inch, whilst a specially sphere, or by contamination so slight as not
good oil will withstand 45,000 volts. These to be detected by eye, will be reduced to
oils by brief exposure to a damp atmo- a dielectric strength of only 7,000 to
io,000 volts. Such
figures enable the
importance of efficient and easily
used oil purification
plant to be judged ;
FLOW OF
and the matter is
CLEANING AIR
of equal relative importance to users
of transformers on
a smaller scale than
that indicated as
applying to the
PACK SHOWING
SOLIDS COMPLETELY
National Grid
CLEANING PROCESS
REMOVED BY AIR
system.

Desirable Purifier Characteristics.

PRINCIPLE OF THE STREAM LINE FILTER.
Laboratory filter at the instant of cleaning by reversal
with compressed air. Note the filter pack made up of
specially prepared paper discs.

A good purifier for insulating
oil must easily remove all traces
of solid impurity and moisture
from the used oil. It should be
of such design that the purified
oil can be delivered back into
the circuit-breaker or transformer
without exposure to the atmo-
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FILTER COLUMN

PRESSURE GAUGE

THERMOMETER

DIRTY OIL INLET

SLUDGE OUTLET
SECTION OF T91 FILTER.
Each column consists of nearly ro,000 discs
and is spring-loaded as shown.

sphere, and should be capable of dealing
with the oil in a transformer by circulation, while it is on load. The colloidal
carbon formed in circuit-breakers is so
fine that it cannot be removed (without
previous chemical treatment) by ordinary
filters or centrifugal separators, whilst
complete dehydration demands treatment
under vacuum. Streamline filter equipment conveniently combines fine filtration
with vacuum dehydration, and the plants
described have been widely adopted.
The Streamline Filter—How it Works.
The filter itself operates on the principle
of edge filtration between paper discs.
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A single filter column for the laboratory is
shown on page 374. It consists of discs of
specially prepared paper about fourthousandths of an inch thick, which are
maintained under end compression by
spring loading, so that only interstices of
infinitesimal size caused by the fibrous
nature of the material remain between
consecutive discs.
The liquid to be
filtered passes between the discs, leaving
the impurity entirely deposited at the
paper edges. It is possible by this means
to remove particles so fine that they would
readily pass through the pores of the
paper if used in the ordinary " surface
filtration " process.
The passage of the liquid through the
filter may be carried out under the agency
of vacuum applied to the inside of the
packs or of pressure applied to the liquid
surrounding the packs. When the accumulation of solids has become sufficient to
slow up the rate of filtration appreciably
the pack is cleaned by reversal with
This simple process
compressed air.
completely removes the solid "cake" and
restores the rate of filtration.
Vacuum Dehydration.
A vacuum-operated streamline filter
provides exceptionally favourable conditions for dehydration. So soon as the oil
passes the solid cake outside the filter
discs, it is exposed to 26 ins. to 29 ins.
vacuum and being already at 8o° C., it is
well above the boiling-point of water for
the reduced pressure. Thus, the moisture
is vaporised while the oil is in layers of
only molecular thickness, and the separation of oil and water is very complete for
that reason.
Removing the Vapour from the Oil.
It still remains to remove the vapour
from the oil. They pass together from the
filter itself into a vacuum receiver of
special construction. The oil encounters a
series of heaters and flows over a number
of trays where the full benefit of heat and
vacuum is obtained, thus preventing
condensation of the moisture already
evaporated. Clean dry oil is withdrawn
continually from the bottom of the vessel
(see diagrammatic drawing), whilst air,
gases and water vapour pass off from the
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top of the vessel and out to
atmosphere through the dry
vacuum pump. The level of
the oil seal above the dry oil
outlet is maintained by floatgear operating on a valve in
the oil line.
It is an interesting fact
that the action of the filter
itself is essential to complete
dehydration of the oil. The
absolute elimination of all
moisture is not readily obtained by the use of a vacuum
vessel alone.
Accessory Equipment.
To ensure complete dehydration the oil must be heated
to 8o° C. and subjected to a
vacuum of 26 ins. to 29 ins.
of mercury. In the smaller
filters electric heaters are
included in the construction of the filter
body itself, whilst
in larger filters

April

TO DRY VACUUM PUMP

(OUTLET FOR WATER VAPOUR
AND GASES)

FLOAT CONTROLLING
VALVES FIXING OIL
LEVEL

TO OIL DELIVERY
PUMP

INLET FROM
FILTER

(OUTLET FOR CI FAN
DRY OIL)

DIAGRAMMATIC SECTION OF VACUUM
DEHYDRATOR.

for Grid scheme work a
separate preheater is used.
To produce vacuum an ordinary reciprocating vacuum
hopump is used, whilst the oil
is delivered either by a
reciprocating wetvacuum-type pump or
by a gear pump with
special features enbling it to
withdraw oil
from the
system even
against the degreeof vacuum

ASSEMBLY OF FILTER PLANT AS SUPPLIED TO GRID SCHEME STATION.

April
produced by the
other pump.
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Output of Oil
Purification
Equipment.

The oil puriHow Compressed Air is
fication equipment has an
Obtained.
Compressed
output of 300
air for cleaning
gallons per
the filter is obhour, whilst the
transfer pumps
tained by running the dry
will deal with
vacuum pump
several thousands of gallons
for a few minper hour. The
utes as a comoperator has
pressor
to
the choice of
charge a suittwo methods
able air bottle.
for dealing
In the photowith the oil
graph of a
GRID SCHEME TRANSFORMER AND FILTER PLANT HOUSE.
in the electrical
large plant to
deal with 30o g.p.h. of oil, the following equipment ; he may either circulate it
features may be seen stretching from left • through the purifier at 30o gallons per
hour, thus gradually bringing the bulk
to right (see previous page) :-Switchgear and contactor for thermo- of oil in any one transformer (or circuitbreaker) up to standard, or he may pump
static control.
the dirty oil rapidly into the dirty oil
Preheater.
storage tank, refill the transformer from
T91 filter.
Compressed air bottle, with, behind it, the clean oil storage tank, and then deal
with the dirty oil at leisure, passing it
the vacuum dehydrator.
Pumping set, with dry-vacuum pump in through the purifier into the clean oil tank
front, and oil delivery pump (half-hidden) ready for the next call.
Transformers are usually dealt with by
behind.
The oil inlet and outlet valves can be circulation and circuit-breakers by batch
treatment ; in the case of the former
seen on the extreme right.
the treatment can without objection be
Purifying Plant for Large Grid Scheme carried out while the transformer is " on
load."
Stations.
The photographs of Grid scheme circuitbreakers and transformers give some idea Clean Oil Storage Tank.
The clean oil storage tank is equipped
of the size of the oil-filled vessels whose
functioning depends on the maintenance with a calcium chloride breather, so that
of the oil in good condition. A diagram is the clean dry oil shall not be exposed to
given to illustrate the lay-out of an contamination by atmospheric moisture.
electrical equipment in a substation of The pipe mains are provided with crossconnections so that all pipes can be
no more than moderate size.
All oil-filled electrical equipment is circulated with clean oil to dry them out
connected by permanent piping to a plant when' first installed or after any subsehouse containing filtration plant. Steel quent accidental exposure. All pipework
pipe mains of zi in. or more diameter are runs in underground chases (with portable
used for dirty oil and copper pipe mains covers) except where actual connection
of 2 in. or more for clean oil. The pipe- to the electrical equipment is established.
work also links up with large storage The chases are drained to prevent the
tanks for clean and dirty oil, and, in the pipework becoming waterlogged, and the
plant house, with oil transfer pumps of pipes themselves are sloped to convenient
points from which they can be emptied
considerable capacity.
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of oil in the
event of repairs
being necessary.

Afirit
circulated at a
rate of ioo gallons per hour.

How the Trailer
Type Filter
Plants are
In the plant
Moved.
house the oil
The trailertransfer pumps
type filter
are located in
plants are
addition to the
moved from
purifying plant,
station to
electrical
all
station by a
controls being
towing lorry.
conveniently
When delivered
grouped. The
to the site
applications of
they can be
the pumps and OIL MAINS PIPING CONTROL WALL IN FILTER HOUSE. moved from
are
purifier
one transformer
governed by a valve bank shown in a to another by hand, and the purifying
typical photograph above. Externally, the plant operated by electricity obtained by
valves necessary are confined solely to the plugging-in to a suitable source of power
shut-off valves at each transformer and provided at each necessary position.
circuit-breaker, and the sectionalising
When the inspection doors of the trailervalves considered to be expedient for type plant are closed, this plant is
dividing the pipe mains into groups.
thoroughly weatherproof. It can function
out-of-doors however inclement the
Filters for Groups of Secondary Grid weather.
Stations.
The smaller transforming stations do not Filter for Individual Power Stations.
warrant the installation of fixed filterThe requirements of single stations may
house plants and permanent piping.
be met by the use of portable filters not
To meet their requirements special designed to travel the roads, but suitable
portable filters have been designed, for wheeling over a level floor.
mounted on pneumatic-tyred trailers suitSuch filters are usually mounted on low
able for travelling for hundreds of miles trolleys fitted with castors, and no attempt
over a wide area. These plants embody is made to render them weatherproof.
all the feaOtherwise,
CLEAN AND DIRTY OIL CONNECTIONS TO SWITCHES
tures of the
they embody
filterfixed
the same eshouse equipsentials as the
ments except
more mobile
the oil storage
plants already
tanks and
described.
transfer
Filters are
pumps ; they
made in this
are taken
type for outalongside the
puts of ioo
transformers
gallons
per
to be treated,
hour down to
connected up
as little as
by means of
5 gallons per
flexible hose,
hour.
The
and the oil is
smallest comTYPICAL PIPEWORK LAYOUT FOR LARGE SUB-STATION,
The Plant
House.
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mercial filter of
this size is only
32 inches long,
22 inches wide
arid 31 inches in
height.
It is
adequate for dealing with transformers containing. 5o to ioo
gallonsof oil without undue delay.
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bulk of oil in a
transformer
is
to be upgraded
by circulation are
not quite so obvious as the
above. In this
case it can be
shown that the
degree of purification obtained
in passing the oil
through the filter
Choosing a Filter
is even more
—Output Neimportant than
cessary in
the
filtration
Given Circumrate, i.e., there
stances.
is a distinct ad(1) Batch Treatvantage in the
ment.
ability of a puriIf the oil is to
fier to deliver oil
be dealt with in
well above the
batches, i.e., by
dielectric
filtering from a
strength actually
dirty oil tank to
required in the
a clean oil tank,
transformer itTESTING THE DIELECTRIC STRENGTH OF FILTERED
the requirements
self. The matter
OIL.
of a good purifier
is susceptible to
Strengths of over 6o,000 volts are obtained.
are, first, that it
treatment
by
should deliver the oil after a single passage straightforward mathematics :—
Let Q (gallons) = Quantity of oil in
at or above the desired dielectric strength,
transformer.
and second, that it should do this at a
q (g.p.h.) = Rate of circulation
rate consistent with the complete treatthrough purifier.
ment of a batch of oil in reasonable time.
xi (k.v.) = Dielectric strength of
The application of these requirements is
oil at start.
straightforward, and as the batch of oil
C (k.v.) = Dielectric strength of oil
is usually not required for immediate use,
delivered by purifier.
but only for storage in the clean oil tank
until a demand is made for it, the output
t (hours) = Time from commencement of circulation.
of the purifier need not be very large. This
accounts for the choice of filter with the
x (k.v.) = Dielectric strength of oil
relatively
low
in transformer
UPGRADING TRANSFORMER OIL
DIELECTRIC STRENGTH Of
output of 30o gal- OR.
after time t.
IN TRANSFORMER
LLY CIRCULATION
KY.
lons per hour for
Then
60
use in grid scheme
Q.dx .--'`G
P TZ2,7L7°62Pg"A`'
stations
where
q.dt (C—x)
DESIRED CONNTION OF OIL IN TRANSFORMER
there may be a
is the fundamental
45
.,,PURIFIER OF 300 OPH CAPACITY
GIVING OIL AT 45 KY
total of 40,000
differential equagallons of oil to
tion expressing the
maintain.
process of purifiINITIAL CONDITION OF OIL IN TRANSFORMER
20
cation of the oil in
(2) Treatment by
the transformer.
Circulation.
Solving
this
0
TIME
The requireequation in the
ments when a CURVES ILLUSTRATING CHOICE OF PURIFIER EQUIPMENT. usual
manner,
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of the oil is not
and
substituting
constants expressstudied. Periodic
filtration without
ing the known initial
conditions gives
waiting for any
signs of breakdown
X =
4t
is a good policy.
c —(c —x1)e
In large stations
As would also be
it is worth while to
obvious from
take regular tests
general consideraof the condition of
tions, this result
the oil, so that filshows that it
tration can be
would take an
immediately underinfinite time for the
taken when necesdielectric strength
sary. The British
of the oil in the
Engineering
transformer (x) to
AssoStandards
reach the value
ciation lays down
given to the oil
standard conditions
actually leaving the
for testing. Spheripurifier (C). Thus,
cal balls of specified
if the purifier were
diameter are imonly just capable ADJUSTING FILTER PACK COMPRESSION OF GRID mersed in the oil to
SCHEME FILTER.
of giving to the oil
be tested, contained
passed through it the dielectric strength in a cell of given form, and separated by a
desired in the transformer, the bulk oil gap fixed at 0.15 inch. Increasing voltage
in the transformer could never be brought differences are applied to the two balls,
right up to the desired state, no matter and the establishment of an arc through
how great the output of the purifier. On the oil fixes the voltage described as the
the other hand, a purifier of small out- dielectric strength.
put but high efficiency would attain the
When test transformers giving up to
desired result in a reasonable ,time.
6o k.v. in convenient stages are available
the test is applied by these means. OtherComparative Curves.
wise an approximate figure can be obAs between two purifiers, both giving tained by means of the dielectrimeter
more than the dielectric strength called shown on page 379, in which an induction
for, but one giving much more together, coil is used.
with a low output, and the other giving
Samples from transformers and circuita little more together with a high output, breakers should always be drawn off near
the comparison is shown by the curves. the bottom, where the condition of the oil
It will be seen that for a short time after is likely to be at its worst.
the commencement of purification the
latter plant appears to be the better, but Adjustments to the Streamline Filter.
that before the desired object has been
Solid impurities are removed from the
achieved the curves cross and the former filter periodically by reversal with complant is seen to be really the better.
pressed air, whilst water vapour and gases
The choosing of a purifier therefore pass out continually through the dry
calls for careful consideration, but to vacuum pump. The only actual adjustdemand high efficiency is sound in all cases. ment required by the plant is attention
about once a year to the filter pack
Maintenance Work with Insulating Oils.
compression. Shrinkage of the paper leads
The consequences of a considerable drop to a loss of compression, and although the
in the insulating value of oil in switchgear springs follow this up, they must be
or transformers may be disastrous, and tightened to normal length again occawill occur without warning if the condition sionally.
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USEFUL CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
In this and the facing page are shown the connections for different types of D.C.
starters, for series wound and shunt wound motors, and also the simple starting
connections for one, two and three-phase A.C. motors. Figs. I to 4 show connections for D.C. series wound motors and Figs. 5 to 7 the connections for D.C.
shunt wound motors. The starting connections for A.C. motors are shown in
Figs. 8 to 12

Fig. I.—PLAIN FACE-PLATE STARTER CONNECTIONS FOR D.C. SERIES WOUND MOTOR.
The starter shown is a simple starter without
no-volt release or over-load release. This means
of starting can only be used for small motors
up to, say, I horse-power.

Fig. 2.—FACE-PLATE STARTER CONNECTIONS
FOR D.C. SERIES WOUND MOTOR.
In this case the starter shown is similar to
Fig. r, but with the addition of a no-volt
release and should be used only in similar cases.

3.—FACE-PLATE STARTER CONNECTIONS
FOR D.C. SERIES WOUND MOTOR.
This starter is similar to the two above, but
with the addition of an over-load release. R is a
resistance in series with the no-volt release to
eliminate the possibility of a dead short when
the over-load release acts.

Fig 4.—A D.C. FACE-PLATE STARTER WITH
REVERSING SWITCH FOR SERIES MOTOR

cr0—' 0
0-1

4
MAINS
SUPPLY (1).
Fig. 5.—D C. MOTOR (SHUNT WOUND).
The spring-controlled starting handle is moved
step by step to the full-on position, where it is
held by the magnet, through the windings of
which the current flows.

Fig. 6 —A D.C. FACE-PLATE STARTER WITH
REVERSING SWITCH FOR SHUNT MOTOR.
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Fig. 7.—THE INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL CONNECTIONS OF A D.C. STARTER WITH REVERSING
SWITCH FOR A COMPENSATED MOTOR.
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Fig. 8.—STARTING INDUCTION MOTORS.
The internal and external connections of
starting switch with a single-phase induction
motor. R.S. is the resistance and R.A. reactance.

Fig. 9.—STARTING INDUCTION MOTORS.
Fig. I0.—STARTING INDUCTION MOTORS.
A wiring diagram of starting switch for a
A starting rheostat for a small two-phase
single-phase induction motor with rotor and motor. Y is a separate brush insulated from X,
rheostat.
but making contact with segment Z.

Fig. I 2 . —STARTING FOR THREE-PHASE MOTOR
Fig. 11.—STARTING RHEOSTAT FOR A THREEPHASE INDUCTION MOTOR WITH ROTOR RESIST- WITH ROTOR RHEOSTAT WITH NO-VOLT AND
OVER-LOAD RELEASE.
ANCE.
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The Editor invites correspondence from readers on any subject of general interest
to members of the electrical engineering profession. Letters should be addressed
to THE EDITOR, The Practical Electrical Engineer, 8-11, Southampton
Street, Strand, W.C. 2.
An Adaptation of the " Keepallle " System.

for correct S.G. 1.2 to 1.25 and restore to the correct
SIR,—With reference to your article on the
strength tf necessary. This treatment is only
" Keepahte " system in PRACTICAL ELECTRICAL
correct provided the accumulator is not in too bad
ENGINEER for January, I am enclosing a point
a condition, and the plates have not disintegrated.
from an adaptation of the above system, which
Testing
a Discharge Ampere-hour Meter.
I think may be of interest to many readers.
Briefly, the scheme is to use existing points
The following letter is in reply to Mr.Wiliiams's
in a building as emergency lighting. An extra
question in the March issue :—
contact is added to the " Keepalite " contacts,
Where separate recording ampere-hour meters
or in the example (Fig. 1) shown the alarm
are used in a battery installation, the two meters
contact is used to supply current to a duplicate
may be coupled in series or arranged to operate
switch feed so that whether the local switch is
off the same shunt. Reversal of rotation of
on or off, on failure of supply all emergency
F he two meters is pre'vented by a ratchet and
lights are brought into
action. As will be seen
the switches are ordinary 2-way and under
u s ua 1
conditions
function normally, but
as explained must in
either position cause
the emergency lights
to operate.
I should imagine a
system of this kind
would be invaluable in
public buildings and
would do away with
the necessity for gas
exits and staircase
lights and bring the allelectric age appreciably nearer. Trusting
you will find this of Fig. I.—THE ADAPTATION OF THE " KEEPALITE " SYSTEM REFERRED TO
interest.
IN MR. WATSON'S LETTER.
W. WATSON (E. Ham).

A Cell That Has Been Charged the Reverse Way.
SIR,—W111 you please let me know what can be
done with a cell that has been charged the
reverse way ?
R. T. (Grimsby).
If an accumulator has been reversed due to
charging in the wrong direction it may be restored
to normal condition by giving a long continued
charge in the correct direction at quarter the normal
charging rate. The plates will be mechanically
weak and the accumulator must be carefully
handled. At the end of the charge test the acid

pawl attachment, so that one meter records all
the charge passed into the battery and the other
meter all the discharge taken from the battery.
The accuracy of the meters can easily be checked
by reversing the connections of the charge meter
so that both meters temporarily record the battery discharge.
The discharge meter is never designed to run
fast, but sometimes the charge meter is geared
to run slow to the extent of io per cent., i.e.,
for every ioo ampere-hours indicated on the dial
of the charge meter, the battery has received
ro ampere-hours. The practice cannot be
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recommended
that w h e ii
for the theory
series wound
is unsound
the
machine
since the
will run on
ampere - hour
either D.C. or
efficiency of a
A C. Fig. 2
battery canshows the prinnot be arbicipal dimentrarily fixed at
sions.
The
of
go per cent.
thickness
It is advisable,
the laminations
inch.
therefore, that
is
both meters
record actual
Armature.
The armaampere - hours
without any
ture is of the
compensation.
7-hole
type
with a 7-part
The engineer
Fig. 2.—PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS OF THE SMALL 6-VOLT MOTOR.
commutator..
in charge can
Before winding the armature, the ends are insulated
then easily carry out the battery makers'
with presspahn and the slots are lined with a single
instructions to the effect that on all ordinary
layer of empire cloth. This thin slot insulation
charges the battery should be given so per cent.
is sufficent for a low-voltage motor, while zt allows
more ampere-hours than the amount shown on
more room for the wire.
the discharge meter for the previous discharge,
For 6-8 volts, the armature is wound with
but that once a week, or at least once a fort26 S. W. G. double silk covered wire. The winding
night, the meter readings should be ignored
consists of 7 coils of 26 turns each, as shown in
entirely and the charge should be continued
Fig. 3. The coils are wound in the following
until the battery shows all the indications of
order :—
being absolutely fully charged. With this
Wind round slots
arrangement, at the
and 4, then I and 5,
end of any period, say
5 and 2, 2 and 6, 6 and
one year, the dials of
3, 3 and 7, finally, 7
the two meters will
and 4.
show the aggregate of
After winding the
all the charge and all
coils and soldering the
the discharge over that
connections to the comperiod, and as a rule,
mutator, a slip of thin
the ampere-hour effibakelite or hard fibre
ciency will work out
is threaded betw,en the
much nearer 85 per
top of the winding and
cent. than go per cent.
the top of the slots.
E. C. MACKINNON
The armature is dried
(Chief 'Engineer

Chloride Electrical
Storage Co.).
Winding a Small 6-volt
Motor.
SIR, — Will you
please advise me the
gauge and number of
turns to wind a small
motor for 6-8 volts,
11-2 amps. The particulars are as follows :
Armature if in. diameter, a in. long ;
7 slots circular about
in. diameter ;
7-part commutator ;
Field winding space,
in. by in.
C. L. RED SHAW
(Spalding).

This motor has both
armature and field magnet built up from Stalloy
laminations, in order

Fig. 3.—DIAGRAM SHOWING THE ARMATURE
WINDINGS WHICH CONSIST OF 7 COILS OF 26
TURNS EACH.

in an oven for an hour
and then soaked, while
hot, with insulating varnish. It is then baked
for another half an
hour to dry the varnish.
The field winding
consists of 270 turns
Of 22 S IV. G. single
silk-covered wire. This
s wound on a wood
former having a core
fin. square, so that
the coil can be threaded
over the stampings when
The field
taped up.
coil and the brushes
are connected in series,
that is, one end of the
field is connected to
one brush and the
second end of the
field and the second
connected
brush is
to the battery.
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Lamp Prices.
In response to our recent Editorial on this
subject we have received many interesting
letters. Some of these are from wiring contractors who sell lamps to the public, others
from professional men who realise the importance of this question to the industry as
a whole, others from works engineers. A
selection from these is given in our correspondence pages.
We have decided to award the guinea prize
to Mr. M. E. Shoenberg, whose letter sums up
the position from the viewpoint of the
Electrical Contractor in a well-reasoned
statement.

The Eddy Current Brake.
Whilst the application of the Eddy Current
Brake is of particular interest to Railway
Electrical Engineers, we believe that most
readers of the Magazine will be keenly interested in the description of this new application of a well-known principle. It appears
that in railway shunting operations the
problem of braking the shunt wagons as they
run into the sidings presents several difficulties from a mechanical point of view. The
Eddy Current Brake which applies a strong
magnetic field across the rims of the wheels
of the wagons as they pass over a certain
section of the track provides a simple and
effective solution of the difficulty.
The first installation in this country has
just been completed at the Whitemore
sidings (L.N.E.R.), March, and owing to its
success will solve the problem of controlling
flyshunting operations.

Electrical Methods of Train Control.
Electricity provides an ideal medium for
signalling purposes. In fact the application
of electricity for purposes of telegraphy and
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Canadian Rate: Yearly Subscriptions 13/6 Post Free
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telephony was at one time by far the most important application. The present Institution, as most readers are well aware, developed from the original Society of Telegraph
Engineers. In view of this, is it not surprising that signalling on railways has so long
remained largely in the domain of what one
would describe as the Heath Robinson type
of mechanical engineering ?
Enormous
levers in signal boxes have to be pulled over
by hand to operate the signals through a
system of wires, rods, chains and bell crank
levers. No doubt, the reason for the slow
development of electrical signalling on main
lines has been the difficulty of obtaining a
uniform electrical supply at different points
on a given railway system. The rapid
growth of the Grid is putting an end to this
condition of affairs, and we see a corresponding growth of electrical signalling. Automatic
train control is of course an integral part of
the electrical signalling system used on
electrified lines. Present-day practice tends
towards the use of electri cal control apparatus
on all main line steam operated railways.
An article on this subject which is one likely
to become of increasing importance in the
near future will therefore be read with
interest.

Electric Door Opening.
Opening doors by electricity is not new.
In the Electrical Exhibition held in Manchester in 19to we recollect that an electrically operated self-opening door was exhibited. The opening device was, we believe, actuated by the closing of a contact
placed immediately under a loose section of
flooring in front of the door.
The idea
provided excellent copy for the newspapers,
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The Thrustor Mechanism.
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The very latest type of electrical dooropening mechanism which has been developed by the British Thomson-Houston
Company comprises the following main components.
First, a photo-electric relay
operated by the interruption of a beam of
light ; next a valve amplifier for strengthening the photo-electric impulses ; third, a
sensitive relay for closing the contact of the
electric motor, the rotation of which operates
the thrustor mechanism. This new device
is fully described in our article " A New
Electric Door Opener."

Fifteen years ago such an innovation would
have been a doubtful proposition for the
simple reason that comparatively few garages
were equipped with electric light. To-day it
appears not only a reasonable proposition,
but one which is likely to receive very wide
acceptance. It is not beyond the bounds
of possibility that the fitting of " universal "
starting motors might become standard
practice, providing these motors can be made
to give the necessary torque at low speeds.
Every garage attached to a house having an
electricity supply, should undoubtedly be
wired both for lighting and power.

Transmitting a Movement Electrically.

Immersion Heaters for Car Radiators.

For the transmission of signals such as the
movement of a telegraph needle or a telephone diaphragm, and for the transmission
of power, electricity is an ideal medium. If,
however, it is de-dred to transmit movement,
e.g., a movement of a float in a measuring
tank to some distant point, it is found not so
simple a problem to do this by electrical
methods. One successful method which for
many years has been applied to engine room
telegraphs is the Selsyn system. Recent
developments in the way of using valve
apparatus in connection with the Selsyn
unit has led to greatly extended possibilities
of this system which can now be applied successfully to a very wide range of industrial
activities, including Printing, Textile Manufacture, Chemical Manufacture, Papermaking, the control of Theatre Lighting, etc.
Readers who are interested are referred to the
article "Modern Developments in Selsyn
Units," on page 424.

Another Opportunity for Electrical
Manufacturers.
We take the liberty of quoting from a
recent issue of The Light Car and Cyclecar :—
STARTING OFF THE MAINS.
Medical men and many others who use
their cars a lot for short journeys and
after-dark work will be glad to learn that
a gadget has been introduced which, in
conjunction with a specially converted
starter motor, enables one to start the
engine from a mains power plug. The
gadget, of course, takes the form of a
suitable transformer, and all that is necessary when starting up in the home garage
is to plug in the mains current and close the
special starter circuit switch. You then
sit back with a broad grin and wait for the
engine to fire, rejoicing the while in the
thought that the precious amps in the
battery are being hoarded against subsequent start-ups and long periods of parking
y ith the lights on.

The possible uses of electricity in connection with the car have hardly begun to be
explored. Electrical vacuum cleaners, car
battery charging plant, and radiatorwarmers
for winter are just the beginning. Another
item that suggests itself is the use of some
form of immersion heater attached to the
radiator cap for warming up the water to
assist easy starting on cold mornings. Has
this been done ? If not, why not ? It may
be found on trial that it would require half
an hour to warm up the water sufficiently to
give a good start, but many people would not
mind this, as they usually know well beforehand when the car will be required. We
suggest it might repay some enterprising
electrical manufacturer to look into the
question.

The I.E.E. Wiring Rules.
Although these are now known under the
more imposing title of " Regulations Relating
to the Electrical Equipment of Buildings," we
think that most engineers still think of them
as the TViring Rules. Mr. D. Winton Thorpe,
A.M.I.E.E., has struck a new note in his
contribution to this issue in which he comments on the application of these rules to
actual practice. Mr. Thorpe's guiding
motive has been to attempt to make the
rules " come to life," and we believe that in
his article dealing with the Conduit System
has succeeded admirably.
A further supplement (9th March, 1933)
has been issued to the Ninth Edition of the
I.E.E. Regulations for the Electrical Equipment of Buildings. It relates to electric
signs and luminous-discharge-tube installations, and is issued, for convenience, in
advance of the Tenth Edition. Copies of
this supplement can be obtained free of
charge, on application to the Secretary of the
Institution of Electrical Engineers, Savoy
Place, Victoria Embankment, London, W.0 2.
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A NEW ELECTRIC DOOR OPENER

ONE OF THE MANY USEFUL APPLICATIONS OF THE B.T.-H. THRUSTOR MECHANISM.
It will be seen that the waitress has interrupted the light beam of the photo-electric thrustor control
system and that the door has partly opened. By the time she reaches the door it will be fully opened.

E have already described in our
issue of February an automatic
door opener, operated by a
solenoid. The latest development is the
B.T.-H. Thrustor mechanism used with a
photo electric relay.

W

The Complete Equipment.
By means of this new automatic dooropening device, a swing or sliding door or
gate can be opened and will remain open
for a definite period of time, by the
momentary interruption of a beam of light
falling on a photo-electric cell. The complete equipment comprises a B.T.-H.
thrustor ; suitable link mechanism coupling the thrustor with the door or gate ;
a control pillar ; a projector lamp ; and a
photo-€1ectric cell mounted in a holder.

Equipments can be supplied for operation
on either A.C. or D.C. supply.
The Thrustor and Link Mechanism.
The thrustor and its link mechanism are
set up at the side of the door, on the same
side as the hinge, and the door is arranged
to open only in the same direction as the
oncoming traffic. In this way, all the
mechanical control gear is unseen by anyone approaching, being hidden by the
door when the latter opens. The photoelectric cell and projector lamp are set up
a suitable distance away from the door,
so that the approaching traffic will
interrupt the beam of light on approaching
the door ; the electrical control pillar is
erected in close proximity to the photoelectric cell.
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Time Interval for Closing.
The device is so arranged that when any
person approaches the door, and obstructs
the beam of light, no operation takes

the person will have reached the door. The
door will remain open for a definite time
interval, and this interval can be varied
by means of a three-way switch. A time
interval of the
order of six secAUTOMAIIC OPENING
onds from the
NI.,
(
time the beam
is restored to the
T-H7
time the door
PLEAS
ASS 1580155
begins to close
is found to be
quite satisfactory. With this interval, as soon as
the traffic has
cleared the door
by about one
second, the door
begins to close ;
its closing is
effected by an
automatic door-closing device.
.

,

What Happens if
a Stream of
People Interrupt the Beam.
Should a second
person momentarily interrupt
the beam of light
a second or so
after the first
person has already set the
door opening, the
apparatus will
operate to reset
the time delay
period, which will
therefore expire
one second after
THE B.T.-H. PHOTO-ELECTRIC DOOR-OPENING EQUIPMENT.
A person approaching the door interrupts a beam of light—this sets in motion
the second person
the actual mechanism for opening the door. After a certain time interval the has cleared the
door closes. In the illustration the door is seen in the position it would be
were the person about half-way between the beam of light and the door. On door. This rethe right is the projector lamp and on the left the B.T.-H. photo-electric relay. setting of the time
The equipment is particularly valuable in hotels, restaurants, etc.
delay period will
hold good for an
place ; immediately the beam of light is infinite number of persons, so that in the
restored by the person taking a step event of a stream of people approaching
nearer to the door, however, the door the door, the latter will open and
begins to open, and is fully opened in remain open until one second after
approximately two seconds, by which time the last person has cleared the door.
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It will then close in the normal way.
What Happens if Door is Momentarily
Interrupted While Closing.
In the event of the beam of light being
momentarily interrupted while
the door is closing it will immediately reopen,
and remain open
for the time delay
period. It should
be noted, however, that the
length of this
time delay period
is fixed from
the instant the
beam of light is
restored, to the
instant the door
begins to close.
It is, therefore,
obvious that if
the door has just
begun to close,
when the beam
is again interrupted, the time
that the door
open
remains
will be approximately two
seconds longer,
since the time
taken for the
door to open now
becomes part of
the time that the
door remains
fully open.
Traffic in One
Direction Only.

May

against the pressure of the thrustor,without damage to either the thrustor or the
link mechanism. The door itself
can always be operated manually if
necessary.

VIEW OF PHOTO-ELECTRIC DOOR-OPENING EQUIPMENT SHOWING THE B.T.H.
ELECTRO-HYDRAULIC THRUSTOR AND LINK MECHANISM FOR ACTUALLY

The
device
OPENING THE DOOR.
described above
On the right is the case housing the electrical control equipment.
is designed for
traffic
passing
through the door in one direction only. Operating the Door from an Invisible Beam
In spite of the considerable force exerted
of Light.
by the thrustor to open the door, the
If it is desired to operate the door from an
latter may be held closed quite easily invisible beam of light, this can easily be
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and contains a
piston which is
connected to the
bolts which actuate the thrustor
mechanism
through a cross
bar and clevis.

Willa t Happens
When the
Motor is
romenosboom,
Started.
Transformer
t
1
.
Contactor
Re
When the
• Outgoing.
J
:61ra;
1
motor is started
:
• D.C.
.Outgoing Control
oil is drawn
• to Contactor
through the
J
incoming- hollow shaft from
D.0
the upper part
A.C.Supply
of the cylinder
I 1
and forced to the
CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF THE AUTOMATIC DOOR-OPENING DEVICE.
underside of the
piston, causing it
effected by placing an infra-red filter in to rise steadily.
front of the projector lamp lens. In this
way, the beam of light cannot be seen, and And When It Stops.
When the motor stops, the oil flows
the operation of the device is unaffected
since the photo-electric cell is more sensi- back through the impeller and hollow
tive to the infra-red rays than to the visible shaft to the upper part of the cylinder,
thus allowing the piston to move downrays.
wards.
4.

SQf 09..

---4----,,-rt-• Incoming Control
e'-'• from P.E. Relay

Load Taken.
During operation, the electrical control
pillar and the projector lamp take a united
load of 6o watts, and the thrustor, while
the door is being opened, takes a load of
140 watts.
It will be appreciated that the thrustor
load is intermittent, the only constant
load being the 6o-watt load of the control
pillar and the projector lamp.
How the Thrustor Operates.
The photograph on page 388 gives an
external view of the thrustor. Look at
this for a moment and you will see
that it consists of two cylindrical portions, the smaller of which is an electric
motor, which drives an impeller at the
base of the larger cylinder through a
hollow spindle.
The larger cylinder is filled with oil

Applications of the Thrustor.
It will be seen that owing to the construction of the thrustor it can be applied
to many different purposes where a smooth
and quick thrusting action is required.
At the same time, the thrustor mechanism
does not interfere with manual operation.
When external pressure is applied to
the cross bar the oil chamber acts similar
to a dashpot, i.e., it slows down but does
not prevent movement.
Cost of Operating.
For a door of average weight operating
r,o0o times per day, the consumption is
less than I Board of Trade unit, which is
equivalent to saying that the cost for
I,000 operations at power rate of id. per
unit is something less than id. per day ;
this, of course, varies, depending upon
the size and weight of the door.
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AUTOMATIC TRAIN CONTROL
By H. GREENLY, A.I.Loco.E.
N the majority of the reports dealing
with railway collisions issued by the
Ministry of Transport, the inspectors
refer to the advisability of the early
adoption of
some form of
automatic train
control to prevent or minimise the damage to life and
property caused
by these and
similar train
accidents.
For many
years railway
engineers and
operators have
given much attention to the
numerous devices that have
been put forward either to
stop the train
or audibly warn
the enginemen
when the latter
fails to pull up
at an adverse
signal.

stop, which, by the way, is a piece of
apparatus made approximately 20 years
ago, and which has, up to the present,
made three and a half million movements
without a failure, the electrical mechanism operates an
outside arm, as
illustrated, in
the vertical position. This arm
has a transverse
cylindricalknob
on the top and
when in this
position the
signal is at
danger. Any
train which fails
to pull up in
advance of this
control is
stopped. The
arm engages
the downturned handle
of a cock connected to the
Westinghouse
air brakesystem
on the loco or
motor coach
Fig. I.—THE WESTINGHOUSE TRAIN STOP IN ACTION.
and opens this
Train Stops on
The trigger on the train is about to engage the cylindrical
the Under- head of the train stop. When the signal shows " line cock. The release of the air
ground.
clear " the train stop lever moves down parallel with the
applies the
On the Lon- rails.
automatic
don Underground Railways train stops, as they brake in exactly the same way as it would
are called, have been in use since the be put on by the accidental rupture of
lines were started, and are operated the train pipe or the operation of the
in conjunction with the electric signals. guard's or driver's valve on the train.
Every train and every stop signal is
The effect of these train stops is, however,
equipped with this apparatus, and at the
purely mechanical.
moderate speeds obtaining on these London
suburban lines no difficulties have been
How the Mechanism Operates.
As shown in the photograph of the encountered in the use of this simple
Westinghouse Brake and Signal Co.'s scheme. All the rolling stock is relatively

I
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2.—LONDON UNDERGROUND RAILWAY " METROPOLITAN " TRAIN STOP AS SUPPLIED BY THE
WESTINGHOUSE COMPANY TWENTY YEARS AGO.

This electric apparatus has made approximately 3i million movements without failure.

new and rail and vehicle clearances are
rigidly standardised.
Main Trunk Lines.
On the main trunk lines speeds are very
much higher and other troubles arise.
However, the Government Committee
appointed to consider the whole matter,
with a view to a more general use of the
" A.T.C.," have made out a complete
case for the adoption of some well-tried
system, although only six or seven accidents can be recorded in 392,000,000
train miles per annum which it was
considered the employment of an automatic train control would have avoided.

THE RAMP SYSTEM.
The electrified ramp system, which has
been under service condition trials on the
Great Western Railway during the past
20 years, has been approved by the Com,
mittee as sufficiently reliable even under
weather conditions of snow and ice. Some
slight alterations in " fixed structures
and the passing out of certain more or less
obsolete vehicles will, however, be required by the 4-in. clearance above the
level of the rails that is necessary for
the ramp scheme to make the use of this
Great Western Railway system possible
on all of our standard gauge railways.

SouthernRailway
Experiments.
The Southern
Railway
Com-.
0/STANT '
NOME
-pang are experimenting with the
/35P of Intyloted Rad
#.35fi. of insulated Roil
Strowger - Hudd
control gear. This
Fig. 3.—STROWGER-HUDD TRAIN CONTROL.
Diagram of track apparatus as laid down near Byfleet Southern Railway system, the
for demonstration purposes.
apparatus for
/no/actor ...C .

inductor B'

inductor fl

zoolt
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AA-sot:vise
which has been made for the
Moore'?
PLUIVGE
American inventors by the Automatic Telephone Co. of Liverpool,
is an intermittent-inductive control scheme, which depends upon
the magnetic induction between
the track and train elements, the Tires//Y
Corr'ROL
latter comprising no parts operated
by electrical currents or wires.
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7 7> Speed
Co•-•frol,

used

Main Line Trials.
For the main line trials near
Byfleet, Surrey, the apparatus
was attached to a standard home
and a distant signal. For those
FETE/ VCR
who may not be fully conversant
with the principles of railway
signals, it may be mentioned that
the " home " signal is an absolute
stop signal and the " distant "
Fig. 4.—THE LOCOMOTIVE FOUR-POLE INDUCTIVE
is a signal which warns the driver
RECEIVER AND MECHANISM FOR USE WITH VACUUM
BRAKE EQUIPMENT.
of the position of the home signal
which next follows. If the latter
is at danger he must be prepared to Essential Features of the Experimental
stop at the " home " signal, unless he
Section.
The accompanying diagram (Fig. 3)
finds that it is " off (line clear) when
he gets to it.
represents the arrangement of the experimental section installed, and the
' essential features are the provision
of three insulated sections of track
with three inductors, A, B and
C, and, on the locomotive or
motor coach, a receiver which is
influenced as the train passes
over the respective inductors.
The inductor A gives, in
effect, a warning to the driver
that he is approaching a section
governed by signals and that he
will soon pass a distant signal.
The inductor B is placed at this
signal and either continues the
aforesaid warning if the distant
signal is against him, or causes
the warning signal to tease—thereby intimating that the signal
is " off " (line clear).
The third inductor (C) is placed
at or near the " home " signal.
If that signal is " on " (at danger)
the warning is repeated and the
Fig. 5.—THE LONDON ELECTRIC RAILWAY ELECTRICALLY train pulled up. Should the sig nal
be showing " line clear " there is
SIGNAL-OPERATED TRAIN STOP AS SUPPLIED TO THE
METROPOLITAN RAILWAY ; WESTINGHOUSE PATTERN.
no action.
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The Inductor A.
The inductor A has permanent
magnets fixed at right angles to
the direction of travel and is
constant and uninfluenced by the
visual indications given to the
driver by the semaphore or colour
light signals. It is, therefore, always operative to influence the
pole pieces of the receiver on the
locomotive.

C
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The Inductor B.
20
The inductor B has an electromagnet, not a permanent one, and
Fig 6. — DETAILS OF IN DUCTIVE RECEIVER FOR THE
it is parallel with the line of the
S TROWGER-HUDD TRAIN CONTROL
track. Normally, this magnet
is de-energised when the engine
enters length of track circuit shown at collector plates A, A, B, B, with their
this inductor (the one rail of the track is respective pole pieces IA, 2A, is and 2B.
common to inductors B and C, it will be Pivoted at D is the armature C having a
noted). The local battery will be switched spring blade E that covers the pilot valve F
in the rubber hose connection 0 to the
train control valve. The armature normally has two arms in close proximity to
the pole pieces IB and 2B and two other
arms away from IA and 2A.

Fig 7 —DETAIL SKETCH SHOWING THE DIAPHRAGM OPERATED BY THE ENGINE DRIVER'S
RESPONSE OR ACKNOWLEDGING PLUNGER.
The rocker shaft and arm resets the commutator C, bringing it back to the pole piece IB

The Train Control Valve.
The train control valve is fitted up
above the receiver and connected to the
train pipe of the automatic vacuum brake.
It has a valve L which is held on its seat
by the diaphragm M under normal conditions by the vacuum maintained in the
vacuum reservoir of the locomotive

in, provided that the signal arm is at
" line clear," and the magnet will be
energised.
The Inductor C.
The inductor C is provided with both
permanent and electro-magnets. The
latter when energised similarly to the
electro-magnet in inductor B at the distant
signal, overcomes the permanent magnet
and the result, as will be seen in the notes
following, is the same as at the " distant."
The Receiver on the Locomotive.
The receiver on the locomotive is shown
in diagram Fig. 4. It consists of four

Pipe to
Response
Plunger

Fig. 8.—THE AXLE DRIVEN SPEED:CONTROLLER
WHICH CAN BE ADDED TO THE SIGNAL WARNING
PART OF THE STROWGER-HUDD APPARATUS.
This is useful for portions of the line where
speed restrictions may be in force.
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through the restricted orifice in the union
connection at N. When the valve L is
released, a portion of the incoming air
operates the reed R of the hooter in the
cab of the locomotive ; the remainder
enters the train pipe and makes a gradual
application of the brakes.

01111111110
Fig.

Normal Condition of the Receiver.
Normally, the receiver is in the condition
illustrated, i.e., two arms of commutator C

Fig. I0.-THE UNDERSIDE OF INDUCTOR B
WITH PARALLEL-TO-TRACK ELECTRO MAGNET.
are in close proximity to the. pole pieces
is and zu. As the receiver passes over
the first inductor (A) a magnetic field is
thrown up so that the plates A, A are
energised, the armature C is attracted
to the pole pieces IA and 2A, away from
in and 2B, and the pilot valve is then
opened. The area uncovered is roughly
twice that of the inlet through the orifice
N leading from the vacuum reservoir
and thus the valve L is released.
•

Fig. 12.-THE UNDERSIDE OF INDUCTOR C,
ILLUSTRATING THE COMBINED ELECTRO MAGNETS
AND TRANSVERSE PERMANENT MAGNETS.
The First Warning.
The result is a short blast by the reed
(R) of the hooter in the locomotive cab
and a slight reduction in the train pipe
vacuum. This is of so short a duration
as to scarcely affect the action of the
brake : its purpose is to warn the engine
driver and by the vacuum gauge it shows
that the brake is working properly.
The locomotive almost immediately
afterwards passes over the inductor B
at the " distant " signal. If the position
of the latter is at danger, the magnet is
de-energised and the brakes will then be

May

9.-UNDERSIDE OF INDUCTOR A SHOWING
TRANSVERSE PERMANENT MAGNETS.

applied and the hooter will continue to
sound. Should the signal be at " line
clear," the switch operated by the arm is
closed. A current flows through the inductor (B) and the magnet is energised.
The plates B B pick up the magnetic
flux and the pole pieces is and 2B attract
the armature. The pilot valve closes so
that there is no brake application of the
brake nor sounding at the hooter.

Fig.

II.-THE INDUCTOR B AS FIXED ON THE
SLEEPERS.

What Happens if the " Distant " is
" On."
Should the driver have been warned
that the " distant " is " on " by the
sounding of hooter and partial application
of the brake, he will proceed cautiously
to the stop signal and inductor C. If

Fig.

13.-THE RECEIVER ON THE LOCOMOTIVE.
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inductors, which
that signal is on the
permanent magnets
arrangement has the
merit that the incause the IA and 2A
poles again to attract
ductor repeats the
condition of the signal
the armature and
section should the
for the train control
signal fail. At a
valve to be opened.
two-arm signal where
In case, however, the
there is an upper stop
signal indicates " line
signal and a " disclear " the electro
tant" below it, an
magnet in inductor
inductor of the C
C is energised to
type would be proneutralise the pervided, and if the conmanent magnet and Fig. 14.—THE INDUCTORS A AND B AT A
" DISTANT " SIGNAL.
trol was for a stop
the pole pieces In
signal the engine
and 2B hold the armature and prevent the pilot valve from man would bring his train to rest ; if for
a distant at the " warning," he would
opening.
release himself and run forward to the
Any Failure Leads to the Operation of the " stop " signal that the distant repeated.

Train Control.
It is, therefore, evident that energy is
necessary to give a " clear " signal : the
absence of energy from a failure of the
battery or the battery leads to the operation of the train control. This is in conformity with the strict and safe rule of
railway signalling that a failure of any
power or movement will lead to the danger
signal being given.

The Acknowledging Plunger.
The acknowledging plunger illustrated
at P in Fig. 4 is provided in the cab in
order to meet the necessity for the driver
to release the brake after it has been
automatically applied at the " distant "
so that the train may run forward to the
" home," also to stop the hooter. The
plunger is connected to the diaphragm H
by a pipe and operates the rocker shaft
and arm J so that the armature is restored
to its normal position against the poles
IB, 2B. To prevent any possibility of
the continuous operation of the diaphragm H, a small leak hole is provided
at K. The spring resets the plunger when
released by the driver.

Colour Light Signals.
With colour light signals the circuits
governing the signal are connected to the

Locomotive Speed Controller.
The device as made includes a locomotive speed controller, which can be
used for speed restrictions at curves.
and new works. In such cases an inductor
of the A type requiring no current would
be used.
This would automatically apply the
brakes at any given point should the
predetermined speed be exceeded and
keep them applied until a lower speed is•
attained.
This speed controller is illustrated in
the sketch Fig. 8. It is attached to an
axle and runs on ball bearings. The
weighted valve (V) closes outlet (X) and
allows the acknowledging plunger to be
used when the speed has been reduced. At
higher speeds the valve (V) is kept open by
centrifugal force and the operation of the
plunger is of non-effect.

Track Clearance Required.
The track clearance required is 5 in.
above rail level and also a clearance of
4 in. between the bottom of the receiver
and the top of the inductor.
The Strowger-Hudd scheme can be
applied to electrically operated trains and
also for both steam and electric trains.
using the Westinghouse air brake.
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SOME IMPORTANT A,C, MEASUREMENT:
By G. E. MOORE, A.M.I.E.E.
In this article Mr. Moore describes how some important tests can
be carried out in a simple manner with apparatus of moderate cost

M

OST people concerned with the
practical side of engineering
realise that without measurement science could not exist. Yet there
is a surprising lack of appreciation of the
advantages and benefits which simple
tests can bring in the workaday industrial
sphere. Electrical measurements can
show, for example, whether existing plant
and installations are efficient in terms of
required horse-power, current-carrying
capacity, overload possibilities, powerfactor, rated and actual voltage, and so
forth. Contemplated extensions and alterations can be determined with accuracy.
Knowledge of general consuming conditions, and of process or departmental
consumption, are important for
works costing. There is special significance in tests which concern fuel input
and electrical output, or the purchase of
energy from an external source. The
economic value of all such measurements
can be of a very high order.

The details and suggestions are based
upon practice. For simplicity, the conditions of national standard supply (that is
400-volt 3-phase, with 23o volts between
line and an accessible neutral, and a
5o-cycle periodicity) have been assumed.
Direct connection of instruments in and
to the line is proposed also. After experience of the tests given here one could
later pass with some assurance to more
elaborate methods of measurement.

Apparatus.
Needless to say, many different forms
of instruments are required to measure
the various electrical quantities ; of
these instruments there are many patterns,
intended for use under various conditions ;
and they may be obtained from any of
the several makers. It is possible to
obtain really robust and accurate instruments for works use, and if one wishes for
reliable results and yet funds are not
lavish, it is preferable to invest in instruments one by one and thus build up a
useful stock and experience at the same
Scope of the Measurements.
The art of electrical measuring is a vast time.
and, in some aspects, a very technical
In obtaining an instrument the purand difficult one. Nevertheless, there is chaser should ensure that the appropriate
considerable scope for engineers and others British Standard Specification is followed
with some understanding of electrical by the maker, the limits of error to be for
terms and of practical conditions and who, first grade in the case of indicating instruwith neither the wish, time nor apparatus ments and commercial grade for energy
Current
to oust the legitimeters.
Current
Coit
cots
Points of special
mate testing expert,
interest : Clear, open
desire to increase
Pressure
CaL
their knowledge of
LOAD scales ; protected
the plant under MAIN
means of connection;
their charge. It is
finger-tightened terfor such as these
minals provided
SIMPLE Two-NVIRE CIRCUIT.
that this article has
with
non-detachShowing ammeter, voltmeter and wattable
insulated
been projected.
meter
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THREE-PHASE THREE-WIRE CIRCUIT.
Power =
A x PF
; or 13
with balanced conditions.

heads; adequate ranges to suit the work;
suitable extra protection for the whole
apparatus or for the glass window. There
is a certain use for combination (multipurpose) instruments, but as many tests
call for simultaneous measurement of
different quantities the writer does not
recommend them.
Voltmeter.
Useful ranges for this are : 30o v. and
boo v. A press switch is an advantage,
especially if it is of the type which, if need
be, can be left " on " for the duration of
the test. A range-switch is very useful
as change of range can be made without
connection alteration, the test being commenced with the high-range setting and
this returned to when disconnecting.
Ammeter.
Several ranges are possible—more than
the single range being advisable in order
to obtain a good scale reading always
up to large current values. ro-30—zoo
is one useful arrangement. Range alteration whilst current is flowing is naturally
less easy for the designer to arrange.
Watt-hour Meter.
Often referred to merely as " meter,"
this in its commercial form is a most
robust and cheap means for measuring
not only energy in B.o.T. units (kilowatt
hours) but also, over short or long periods of
time, average power in kilowatts or watts.
The usual sizes are 5, 1o, 20 and 5o
amperes ; and 23o v. 2-wire, 400 v.
3-phase 3-wire, and 400 v. 3-phase 4-wire
meters are obtainable. One's choice must
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depend upon one's field of action. The
meters can be relied upon from 1/2o load
upwards and modern meters have overload
capabilities up to double the marked load
in amperes.
For lighting and similar circuits one to
three 23o v. 2-wire meters are useful—
the Io-amp. size covering a good range ;
on 4-wire conditions (3 phases and neutral)
three such meters can serve more usefully
than the 4-wire polyphase instrument.
On pure 3-phase circuits the 3-wire
meter is advised, the 50-ampere size having
a very suitable capacity. As is shown
later, such a meter can also be used for the
measurement of idle power and the like.

Thermal Demand Indicator.
An instrument costing roughly as much
as a medium-sized single-phase meter.
As usually made, the indication is in
amperes and gives the maximum demand
over " time-lag " periods of 15 (or more)
minutes.
Various Other Instruments.
The writer has introduced the most
important apparatus. Others can, however, be obtained should the need and
funds permit. For example, a Power
Factor Meter will indicate instantly and
save calculation, but the choice of an
instrument is not easy. Again, knowledge
of frequency is oft-times beneficial ; various
types of periodicity indicators are available, but in the synchronous-motor clock,
costing little more than z, lies the means
for obtaining either a long-period or short-Phase i
—Ph.ase2.
MAIN

LOAD

—Phase 3

—Neutral
THREE-PHASE FOUR-WIRE CIRCUIT.
For balanced or unbalanced load Power
= W,
W, + NV3. May be treated as three
two-wire circuits,
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period check by comparison with a good
watch or ordinary clock.
An accurate watch, having a seconds
hand and preferably a stopwatch attachment also, is required for determining the
time factor in many measurements. A
periodic alarm has a certain value ; this
may be reset or restarted for the succeeding
signal when responding to its call, and
thus the humble alarm clock may fill the
breach or an electric-bell circuit can be
closed by one or more " whiskers " of
telephone flex strands contacting with
the hand of a clock.
Apparatus at Supply Service.
This may include indicating instruments, energy or other meters, demandindicators, combined meters and demandindicators, time switches for the latter or
for controlling meters (for day and night
rates), and so forth. The functions of these
should be studied. It may be found that
both total and circuit conditions are dealt
with.
Certain of the tests may be carried out
upon the supply-point apparatus and for
many purposes the latter •will serve
entirely. Under no circumstances, however, must suppliers' gear be interfered
with. It should be noted that, if energy
is supplied and measured at high or
extra - high pressure, power - transformer
losses and power-factor are of special
significance.
MEANS AND METHODS OF CONNECTION.
The connections for simple instruments
like voltmeters are self-evident, and those
for watt-hour meters are shown in diagram
form on their terminal covers. Meters
should preferably be mounted portably
on panels or in boxes ; for instance, a
colliery engineer known to the writer has
an elaborate outfit mounted in a box which
can be placed in a coal tub and taken
inbye.
As leads, both " V.I.R." and toughrubber-sheathed cables have their respective advantages. Care should be taken to
enclose all temporary leads and to place
these and the instruments away from
interference of all kinds, the electrical
requirements of the Factory Acts being
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followed where these apply ; particularly
should bare cable ends be disposed within
the terminals, and all live parts under
cover—the latter preferably of a nonconducting nature.
Circuits can be opened up at appropriate
points for insertion of gear, e.g., at switchfuses, D.B.'s, motor terminal boxes, inspection elbows and the like. When
conduit continuity is broken temporary
bonding across should not be neglected.
All gear should be suitably sealed or
locked.
USING THE APPARATUS.
A great advantage of mounting instruments upon a support is that means can be
effectively provided for protecting them
electrically. For instance, current circuits

MAIN
A
B
SINGLE-PHASE (TWO-WIRE) METER CONNECTIONS.
A and B are alternative methods.

can be shunted by a switch, thus
enabling one to avoid overload effects due
to starting-up of motors and so forth ;
again, H.O. cut-outs with I-amp. (or less)
fuses can protect pressure circuits and by
their fuse-bridges act as test links for
certain purposes (as shown in one of the
diagrams).
It is assumed that instruments are in
order, but one should seize all opportunities
for cross-checking and otherwise watching
their reliability. The maker's directions
should be borne in mind—manufacturers
invariably being most ready to advise.
Stray field effects must be guarded
against. The zero ought to be examined
repeatedly, and watt-hour meters should
not creep on pressure only. Good response
should, if possible, be obtained. Care
must be given to avoiding mistakes due to
observation, to the method and to the
tester.
Checking by repeat tests, by another
observer's opinion, and by alternative
methods, are all to the good. On variable
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THREE-PHASE THREE-WIRE METER CONNECTIONS.
Phase 2 need not necessarily pass to and
from meter, but a connection is required.
Phases " come up " 5-2-3. Phase I element
(W1) slower than Phase 3 element (W2) on
motor load.

THREE-PHASE THREE-WIRE REACTIVE METER
CONNECTIONS.
Note the pressure links removed and cut-outs
C1 C2 used. Correct phase sequence is vital
(i.e., as energy meter, phase I element the
slower on motorload).
Special constant of
X o.866.

loads mean readings of indicating instruments may be necessary ; here one must
not be misled by the fluctuations but take
deliberate snap readings at definite intervals and note them for averaging purposes
later. In coming to decisions results
must be carefully assessed in the light of
the installation conditions as well as the
capabilities of the test gear and methods.

made of the pointer positions. For short
runs even the test dials (showing part-units)
can be taken, the reading extending to
one-tenth of the last division. Dial constants should be carefully applied.

TESTS.
Reference may first be made to the
simple tests for voltage, amperage and
frequency, but only to emphasise that,
simple though these tests are, it is surprising how significant they can be. Overvoltage is not so common as under-voltage,
but harm and inefficiency follow both.
Excessive current with regard to capacity,
and especially as related to low powerfactor, is another condition of moment,
though one also encounters instances where
uneconomic effects obtain through low
amperages. The following measurements,
though presented in simple form, are
concerned with important quantities.
Energy.
There is no need to dwell upon the
importance of measuring electrical consumption. It is undertaken by the watthour meter, which announces the consumption in kilowatt-hours (kWh., B.o.T.
units) by means of a register. Some care
and practice are required to read the dials,
and, in cases of doubt, a sketch should be

Power.
The watt-hour meter can also be used
to measure wattage, i.e., act as a form of
watt-meter. Over a long period the
average kW. can obviously be found by
dividing the registered energy by the time
in hours. Over a short period the disc
revolutions may be timed in seconds ; a
constant for kW.-secs. per rev. is derived
from 3,600 divided by the nameplate
figure for meter-disc revolutions per unit ;
the average kW. for the short period being
given by (Constant times Revs.)/ Time in,
secs., i.e., kW.-secs. divided by secs.
Power Factor.
(A) In a 2-wire circuit the conditions
for P.F. measurement are simple. During
the test period the wattage (W) can be
found by the power test, and the apparent
power by the average volt-amps (VA), the
P.F. being therefore W/VA. Usually it is
more or less lagging, mainly owing to
motors, the poorest value being given when
the latter are running light.
(B) In a 3-phase 3-wire circuit, conditions are more involved. Balance of
pressure, current and phase power-factor
can be assumed, when, after measuring
the across-phases voltage (V), the line
KS
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current (A) and the energy meter wattage
(W), the P.F. is given by W/1.732 VA.
Again, with the same assumption of
balance and also of steady load, the
behaviour of each of the polyphase meter's
two elements affords a criterion ; by
opening in turn the terminal-block pressure
links (or cut-outs if these have wisely been
added), the speed of each element may be
taken and the P.F. found by reference to
the curve shown on the right Note that with
lagging P.F. the element connected to the
" slower " of the two meter currents is the
slower, and that below o.5 value it runs
backwards. (This is hence a check on
phase rotation.)
Utilising a Second Polyphase Meter.
Finally, by utilising a second similar
polyphase meter but connecting it as
shown the reactive (or idle) power
can at the same time be measured by watthour-meter tests. With a special correction of times o.866, the register now gives
reactive kVAh, and the disc reactive kVA
—the apparatus becoming a " sine meter."
Those familiar with " trig." tables can
readily find the phase angle, and thus the
P.F. (i.e., cosine), from the tangent value
given by the idle (or sine) value divided by
the useful (or cosine) value of power or
energy over the same period.
Maximum Demand.
This important factor in electricity
tariffs is usually determined by the supply
authority taking the average kW. over
a time period. Thus in a commonly
adopted method, a mechanism attached
to an energy meter indicates the biggest
advance made over a time period ; for
example, with an hourly period the advance
in kWh. is obviously the average kW. also,
while over a half-hour the average kW.
would be twice the kWh.
By taking a periodic reading of an
ordinary energy meter this method can
be simply applied over (say) a day, or for
those times during each day when peak
conditions exist. Should a reactive meter
also be used, simultaneous readings and advances will allow the average P.F. also
to be determined ; and from the values
of kW. and P.F. the kVA. figure is readily
obtained.
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METER ELEMENTS

CURVE FOR DETERMINING POWER FACTOR
AFTER THE SPEED OF EACH ELEMENT HAS
BEEN TAKEN.
With lagging P.F. and W, the slower : (a)
Wi/W2 (for watts) ; (b) W2/W, (for time per
rev.).

The maximum demand merely in amperes can be found by the use of a thermal
demand-indicator, resetting to zero each
day, or as required, whilst the load is off ;
such D.I. is more sensitive to peaky conditions than the kW. form just mentioned,
and it is scaled in terms of a steady load
applied for its time-lag period.
Load Factor and Load Curves.
Load factor (relation of average kW.
to max. kW.) and the load curve (load
conditions throughout working day or
other period) can be found by preceding
tests.
Motor H.P. and Efficiency.
These important figures can be given
by measuring the power, and with this
knowledge and the maker's chart the
developed horse-power and efficiency may
be found. If the P.F. is measured there
is this check against the maker's particulars,
while, of course, means may exist (e.g.,
as by brake test) of finding the mechanical
output also.
How a Greater Range of Loads Can be
Dealt With.
A greater range of loads can be dealt
with by the use of current transformers,
the " clip-on " form being especially useful
when the circuit must not be opened.
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CALCULATING THE VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION
OVER A 10-UNIT SUSPENSION INSULATOR
AN ORIGINAL INVESTIGATION BY A. T. DOVER, M.I.E.E.
Transmission engineers will find the following investigation of great interest and
practical utility. We feel sure that electrical engineers who are not specialists
in this branch will also be interested to see the intricate calculations involved in
the design of the suspension insulators which are now being used in connection
with the grid transmission lines. The investigation was made at the request of
a member of our Technical Advice Register who experienced difficulty in
calculating the voltage distribution over a string of suspension insulators, and
in reconciling the algebraic and hyperbolic formula. The constants for which
the calculations are made, are those suggested by our reader.

oFig. I.—THE NORTON-ON-TEES 132,000-VOLT TRANSFORMING STATION.
All over the country may be seen the pylons of the grid where suspension insulators are used for
supporting high-voltage transmission lines. To calculate the correct dimensions of these insulators
is an important part of the work of the transmission engineer. The following investigation shows the
complexity of the problems involved.
HE following investigation is intended to show practical methods
of using the two alternative
formulae which apply for finding the
voltage distribution over insulators of
the type shown.
The first formula is known as Peek's
formula :—

T

E r Cn
. TAC1 — I )
e2 ---. el -- E -- el where
k
el -=•.-

E = Total voltage.
el = Voltage across first unit.
e2 = Voltage across second unit.
Cn = Capacity of string.
C1= Capacity of one unit to earth.
C2 = Mutual capacity of each unit.
k = C2/C1.

The hyperbolic form is :—

= E sinh [(n — m)/ Ark]
sinh (n/

which gives the voltage at the mth
insulator of the string.
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It will be shown later that each of the
above formul2e gives the same result,
although the methods of calculation in
each case are widely different.
We will first show the methods of
calculation when (1) algebraic and (2)
hyperbolic functions are used.
Algebraic Method of Calculating the Voltage
Distribution Over a String of Insulators.
This method is based upon most elementary principles, viz. : (1) that the
string of insulators is equivalent to a
group of condensers, series and shunt
connected, as in Fig. 2 ; (2) that the relationship between the voltage across a
C2- Mutual Capacity
CI-Capacity to Ground

Hay

(Note.-Cm is calculated in terms of C 1
and C2 as shown later.)
Hence the charging current of the first
insulator (No. 1) = I - I. Whence the
voltage, 1-1, across this insulator is
obtained from :
- Il 6)Ei(Cn — C1)
=

0.) C2

6) C2
(Cn
k

(I)

where k = C2 / C1.
The charging current of the second
insulator (No. 2) = I - /, - / 2
= E, (Cn -C1)-w E2 CI
E, (C„ - C1) -w C, (E, - V 1)
=c0E,(C„-C1) —6>C1[Ei —

k l (c
Cn — i)i
j
i

Whence the voltage, V2, across this
insulator is obtained by dividing the
charging current by 6) C2, i.e. :I - Il - 12
V2
(.0 C2
(.1)-E1(Cn — C1) —1-0 -E3.(C1 — (C/i
.) C2
El( C1 - Ci)
c2

xx

=
If
Line

Fig. 2.—THE EQUIVALENT ELECTRICAL

CIRCUIT
OF A STRING OF SUSPENSION INSULATORS CONSISTS OF A NUMBER OF CONDENSERS, SERIES
AND SHUNT CONNECTED.

El G1 Cyt - GIA
k C2 )
`C2
(

Cn

- Vl

El

( Cn IN)

El k k C
1

k Ci

k

C1)7 73 )

)
-

I (E —
1

k

k kC,

1))
(2)

Similarly for the third insulator we
should obtain :v3 - v2 E1

11 + V2)

(3)

condenser and the charging current is and, in general, for the mth insulator :I = w C E, where I is the charging
E, — (V 1 + V2 + • • I'm —1)
current, E the voltage across the con- Vm — Vrn — 1
denser (the capacitance of which is C
(4)
farads) and 6) = 2 Tc X frequency.
Thus, if, as represented in Fig. 1, C, Hyperbolic Method of Calculating the
denotes the capacity to earth, and C 2
Voltage Distribution Over a String of
the mutual capacity of each unit of the
Insulators.
string, the charging currents /,, / 2, . . . .
In this case we assume that the string
flowing to earth at each insulator are is so long that the series (mutual) and
directly proportional to the voltages shunt (ground) capacitances are uniformly
E 1, E 2, .... across the condensers C, ; distributed over the whole length of the
i.e., /, = W C1 E1, 12= o C1 E 2, • • • • •
string, as represented in Fig. 3. Thus
The total charging current I of the per unit length of string the series capacigroup is given by I = o C„E„, where tance is C2, the shunt capacitance is C1,
C„ is the total capacitance of the string the reactance is X --11- 6.) C2, and the
and E, the voltage between line and earth. susceptance is B= W C1. NOTE.-As_we
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are dealing only with capacitances we
need not use the vector notation, so that
reactance and susceptance may be expressed in their algebraic forms.
At any point, P, Fig. 3, distant 1 from
the cross-arm end of the string, let the
voltage to earth be E and the series
charging current be I. Then over an
elemental length dl at P we have
w1 dl
voltage drop = dE = I X dl = I(0.)C2)

loss of current = dI = EBd1 = E(6)C,)dl.
Hence at the point P the rate of change of
voltage is :—

dE
dl

7.1"
-‘(0C2..)

(5)

where ./e is the current at the cross-arm
end of the string.
Hence, since A, + A 2 = o, we have :—
A, =
A

E= Ie (

= /e

Alk
(1.1C2

(7)

l/ tire
i
- e
Nk A1

I

Nk

+1/ A117
A 1e

Substituting in (5), and evaluating for
the condition 1 = o, we have, on rearranging
A1 — A 2

=

Ie Al7
coC2

(8)

1/ NT3

since sinh x = (e' — e—)

Earth

Shunt
Capacitance=
C> per unit
length

Unit
/engt

Series Capacitance

where A, A 2 are constants and E is the
base of Naperian logarithms.
The constants are determined by the
terminal condition that at the cross-arm
end of the string 1 = o and E = o.
Hence substituting these values in (7)
we have A, + A, = o.
Another equation connecting A, and
A I is obtained by differentiating (7) with
respect to 1 and substituting the result
in place of the left-hand side (dE/d1) of
(5). Thus from (7) :
dl

—e

2

k

+ A 2e

dE

c

k)

Cross Arm

The general solution of this equation
is :
—1/ Aire
NIIT
E .=

CO C2

coC2

(6)
These, then, are the fundamental
differential equations for the insulator
string from which we have to obtain an
expression for E.
The first step is to eliminate I from (5).
This is effected by differentiating (5) and
substituting for d I /dl from (6). Thus :—
=

Ie (±
17)

Substituting these values in (7) :—
( 1/
— 1

E(.c,)

d 2E
-= E(wC,) (
d12
‘0.)C 2
where k=C 2/Cl•

(
(.0C 2.1

2=—

and the rate of change of current is :
d
dl
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-02 per unit length
3.—IN THE HYPERBOLIC METHOD OF CALCULATION THE CONDENSERS IN FIG. 2 ARE
ASSUMED TO BE CONTINUOUS, THE CAPACITANCES
BEING UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED AS REPRESENTED BY THE CROSS HATCHING AND VERTICAL
LINES.

Equation (8) gives the voltage to earth
at a point / in the string measured from
the cross-arm.
If the total length of the string is L,
then the voltage at the line end is :—
r Or) sinh
E1 = -e
co C2

L/NIT

(9

)

Whence :—
E
——

sinh //NT

E1 sinh L/

(10)

Interpreting these equations for the
case of a string of n insulators, in which
the insulators are numbered from the
line end, as in Fig. 2, we note that L = n,
and that 1 = n — In, where in is any
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E, are in phase with each other we do
not have to treat them as vector quantities,
and therefore the calculations are very
simple when tables of hyperbolic functions
are available.
The voltage across the mth insulator is
given by :—
vn, = Em —, — Em
sinh (n —m— I)/ -Njr—sinh (n—m)/ -NA=
(
sinh n/ -‘117.
)
(12)
Method of Calculating the Total Capacitance of a String of n Insulators.
The method is quite simple and involves
only the application of the two rules for
determining the joint capacitances of
condensers connected in series and parallel.
Thus for the parallel connection the joint
capacitance is the sum of the individual
capacitances ; for the series connection
the reciprocal of the joint capacitance is
the sum of the reciprocals of the individual
capacitances.
Thus for a string of two insulators
(e.g., Nos. 4 and 5, Fig. 2) the total capacitance is made up of the capacitance C 1 of
No. 4 in parallel with the joint capacitance
due to C2 of No. 4 in seats with the
parallel-connected capacitances C 1, C2, of
No. 5.
Thus the total capacitance of the two
units is :—
I

C2,nnts =

C1

+ I +

Ci +

C2

= C1 +
= C1 +

Ci C2

C1+ 2C2

C1 C2 +

= Cl +

Fig'. 4.—A

particular insulator. Equation (io) may
therefore be rewritten in the form :—
sinh (n — m)/ -‘,117
Em +1 Ei.
(II)
sinh n/ 'Nile
where E.+ , is the voltage to earth at the
cross-arm end of the mth insulator, and
E 1 is the line voltage. Since Em+ 1 and

C2 2 +"C2 2 — C2 2

CI +
C2

FLASH-OVER TEST ON A BUILT
UP INSULATOR IN THE RESEARCH LABORATORIES OF THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.

C2

+ C2 2

2C2

(C1 + 2C2) — C2 2
Ci + 2C2
C2 2

=C1 + C2 —

(13)
Similarly, for a string of three insulators :—
C3 = Cl + I
C2

— C1 -1--

1
C2

±

C1 + 2C2

I
C2 units

1
_ ci + 1
1
c2 + C1 +

C2
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=C1 +

I
2

C,

Cl

C,

C2 2
2C2

C22

= Cl + C2 —

C, ± 2C, —

C2 2

C1 + 2C2
(14)

If we substitute a for (C 1
C1) and
b for (C1 + 2 C 2), the total capacitance of
a string of n insulators is given by :—
c„ = a — C2 2
b — C2 2
b — C22
b — C2 2
b — C2 2
b
to (n — 1) terms.. (15)
in which the term C 2 2,7) occurs (n — I)
times.
Numerical Calculations for a 10-unit
Suspension Insulator, k = 10.
(I) Calculation of the voltage distribution
using the hyperbolic method.
The voltage to earth at the cross-arm
end of the ;nth insulator is calculated
from formula (II). Thus :—
Ent ± — El

sinh (n — m)/ \ k
sinh 11/ -\ .17

The denominator can be evaluated
straightaway :—
Thus 12/ s,k = to
= 11- 77.

= 3-162. Smh 3.162

For the 1st insulator (m = t), sinh 9, 110
sinh 2.845 = 8.5717.
Whence E, =
E1 (8.5717/11.77) = 0.729E1. Voltage across
1st insulator = V1 = E1 — E 2
— 0.720)
= 0.271E,

For the znd insulator, sinh 8/ Nilo = sinh z•53
6-237. E3 = El (6.237 /11.77) = o-531E1.
.•. V2 = E,E 3 = E1 (0. 729 — 0.531)
= O 198E1.

For the 3rd insulator, sinh 7/
c = sinh 2.21
4.555. E4 = El (4.555/11.77) = 0.3865E1*
V3 = E l (0.531 — 0.3865)
0'1445E1.
For the 4th insulator, sinh 6/ NIT; = sinh I•897
= 3.258. E, = E, (3.258/11.77) ----- o•277E1.
V4 = E l (0.3865 — 0.277) = 0-1095E1,
For the 5th insulator, sinh 5/ 1110 = sinh 1•58
= 2.3245. E6 = EI(2.3245/11•77) = o•1975E1.
V5 = o-o795E1.
For the 6th insulator, sinh 4/ A/IT) = sinh 1.265
1-63. .E7 = .E1 (1.63/11.77) = o-1385E1.
V, = o.o59E1.
For the 7th insulator, sinh 3/ -NITO = sinh o•948
1.0965. E8 = El (1.0965/11.77) = o-o931E1.
•. V7 = o-o454 E1.
For the 8th insulator, sinh z/ 1/TO = sinh o-632
= (7).6749. E, = E, (0 6740/1117) = 0.0574E1.

.• V8 = 0'0357E1•

For the 9th insulator, sinh AlTa = sinh o.316
= 0-3213. E10 = E, (0.3213/1117) = 0.0273E1.

.•. 179 -=- 0.030IE1.

••• V10 = Eio = 0.0273E1.

As a check on the calculati ns we total
up the voltage drops, and we
that the
result is exactly I•0000E,
(2) Calculation of the total capacitance of
the string (lo units, k = io).
NOTE. The total capacitance of the
string is required before the calculations
of the voltage distribution can be made
by the algebraic method.
The calculation is made by substituting
in formula (i5), there being nine (C2 2/'b)
terms.
In the present case k= C 2/C 1 = io,
i.e., C 2 = IOC '.
Hence a = C 1
C2
=- 'IC, ; b= C, + 2 C 2 = 21 C1 ; C 2 2
I00 C1 2.

Thus the total capacitance is given
by :-

C„ = ti C, — too C, 2

21C1— ioo C 1 2
2I C1
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I 00C12
zr — tooC12
21C1 -100C1 2
21C1 — IO0C12

2I C1 — I00 C 1 2
— 100C12
21 C1 — 100C12
2I CI
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This is evaluated by starting with the
last term, i.e., ioo C12/21 C i, and proceeding step by step upwards. Thus
Subtract this
Ioo C i 2/2 r C, = .4.76 C 1.
from 21C, and divide the result into
ioo C1 2. This result (6.16 C1) is subtracted
from 21C, and divided into ioo C12
giving 6.74C1. Repeating this process
successively we obtain the quantities
Tor Ci, 7.15C1, 7.22C1, 7.26C1, 7.28C1,
7.29 C1. The last result is subtracted
from it Ci, giving C„ = 3.71C,.
(3) Calculation of the voltage distribution
using the algebraic method.

The voltage drop across each insulator
is calculated by means of formula (1),
,(2), (3), etc :—
Thus, for insulator No. r,
Cn
— I)
El (3.71io
73
= 0.271E1.
For insulator No. 2,
E1 — V1
o
„_.
_ .c.1(o.271 1—•271)
V2 -= 174
k
I0
= 0' I 08I Er
For insulator No. 3,
Ei — (V 1 + V 2)
V3 = V 2
I — (0.271 + 0.108))
=E1 (0'198
I0
= 0'145E,
For insulator No. 4,
Ei — (V1 + V2 + V3)
"=-• T r 3
k
(0-145 I — (0.27I +0.'08 +0.'45)
= E1
10
)
0' io64E1.
For insulator No. 5,
.
E1 — (V1 + V2 + V3 + V 4)
V5 =
4
E1 (0.1064 — 0.02796) = 0.0785E1.
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For insulator No. 6,
El — (V + V2 + 1 3 + V4 + V5
V6 = V5
k
= E1 (0.0785 — 0.02012) = 0.0584E1.
For insulator No. 7,
V7 = V6 —
E1 — Vi + V2 + V3 + V4 + V5 + V6)
k
= E1 (0.0584 — 0.01429) = 0.0441.E1.
For insulator No. 8,
✓9 = 1T7 -(Vi + V 2 + V3 + V4 + V5 + V6 + V7 )
= E1 (0.0441 — 0'00086) = 0'0342E4.
For insulator No. 9,
V9 = V8
• — (V1 + V 2 + V3 + V4 + V5 + V6 + V7 + V 9)
= E, (0.0342 — 0.00644) = 0.0278E /
For insulator No. ro,
V10 = V9 —
E1—(V1-1-1/ 2+V 3±V 4+V 5+V6+-177 + V5-1- V9)
k
= E, (0.0278 — 0.00366) = 0.0242E1.

Totalling up the voltage drops we find
that the result is o.9877E1, indicating
that the value (3.71 C1) of the total capacitance, C„, which was calculated with the
aid of a slide rule, is not quite correct.
We observe that an error in the calculation of one voltage will upset the whole of
the succeeding calculations. On the other
hand, with the hyperbolic method each
voltage is calculated independently, and,
in consequence, any errors are not cumulative.
The whole of the calculations for both
the hyperbolic and algebraic methods
have been made with the aid of a 20-in.
slide rule of the ordinary straight type.
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THE EDDY CURRENT BRAKE
By H. GREENLY, A.I.Loco.E.
This device, used in railway wagon gravity shunting for
goods sorting sidings, provides an efficient method of retarding
wagons as they are allowed to run free from the "hump"

Fig. 1.—THE CONTROLLER AT WORK AT MARCH L.N.E.R. GRAVITY SIDINGS.
From this board all the points and crossings, as well as the eddy current brake and shunting signals,
are operated. On the ground the shunters simply have to release the wagons one by one and the engineman to push the train to be sorted to the top of the "hump." A second panel in the same cabin, and in
charge of another operator, controls the eddy current rail brake.

RAVITY shunting for goods sorting
sidings has been in use for many
years, and our great railways
have at all times felt the need for an
efficient method of retarding wagons as
they are allowed to run free from the
" hump " formed in the track at the
bottle-neck which leads into the various
sidings.
Mechanical rail-retarders have been
devised—some operated by electricity,
others by pneumatic or hydraulic power,
in each case the braking force being
applied to the tyres of the wagon and the
retardation effects being dependent on

G

the magnitude of this force. The trouble
with frictional brakes is that there is
always the danger of a wagon running at
high speed lifting itself over the top of
the brake rails.
Principle of the Eddy Current Brake.
The latest development is the Eddy
Current Brake, the operation of which is
all electric, and its retarding action is
electro-magnetic. The principle involved
is by no means new, and it has been
successfully employed in several other
spheres, in railway signalling and other
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apparatus. One
of its best known
applications is for
the retard of the
pick-up or dropway movement of
A.C. slow release
and time element
relays.

The shortcircuited winding
Whee
stamped out of
copper sheet,
Voi
\
• ra
similar to a
,...
flattened-out
111''
/ 1#1:11[/!
squirrel - cage
motor winding,
Magnetised
was inserted in
Braire
Beams
Short- 61-cur/the face of each
History of the Winding
brake beam.
Magnetic Brake.
During the entry
Magneto or kiter,ors
The braking
of the wagon this
effect produced Fig. 2.—EXPERIMENTAL EDDY CURRENT BRAKE AS winding had the
by eddy currents DEMONSTRATED AT MUNICH TRANSPORT EXHIBITION. effect of delaying
set up in a metal
the building of
The " short-circuit " windings in the brake beams
disc rotating in a were sheets of copper and acted in a similar manner to the magnetic
the squirrel cage windings of an induction motor.
magnetic field is The
field, due to the
windings are developed out flat and inserted in
a feature that has the face
induction of eddy
of each brake beam.
been known for a
currents in the
considerable time
winding, and, to a
but the possibility of utilising this effect for certain extent, in the wheel and brake
the purpose of braking railway wagons—the beam. This gradual growing of the field
wheel takes the place of the metal disc— gave a very smooth entry, absolutely free
was first realised by Drs. Baeseler and from any shock.
Thoma, who, after carrying out some
experiments, produced an eddy current Proving the Principles of the Brake.
rail brake which was demonstrated at the
It was alleged at this juncture that the
Transport Exhibition at Munich in 1925. retardation effect was due entirely to
A sketch of this brake is shown in Fig. 2. mechanical friction between the brake
E

M

C

frf

.5-0 ft
Fig. 3.—GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF A 50-FT. DOUBLE-RAIL BRAKE ON THE WESTINGHOUSE EDDY
CURRENT PRINCIPLE.
A, brake beams. C, energising magnets placed at intervals along the brake installation. E, hinges
coupling up the bars and the magnets C to the connecting pole pieces. G, brake rails attached to
brake beams. J, raising and lowering slides. L, raising and lowering motor. K, raising and lowering
cross shaft. M, raising and lowering screw gear. R, running rails. At Whitemoor (L.N.E.R.) 70 ft.
double line brakes are installed.
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shoes and the wheel tyres and that no
eddy currents were set up at all, so that
it became essential to the development of
the scheme to demonstrate conclusively
that the fundamental principles upon
which the brake was designed were sound.

Tests with an Oscillograph.
For this purpose a measuring coil was
attached to one tooth of the Munich
brake over the short-circuit winding and
connected to an oscillograph. The graphs
obtained showed not only that an
electro-motive force was induced
in the short-circuit winding, but
the oscillograms indicated how the
E.M.F.varied as ,the wheel moved
through the brake.
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What the Tests Showed.
The tests showed that with all mechanical braking eliminated, the retarding effort
amounted to approximately 1,40o lbs.
per wheel at a speed corresponding to
6o ft. per second. This braking force was
due to eddy currents action alone, and it
was understood that an increased power
could be expected in practice, due to eddy
currents set up on the brake beams.

The Magdeburg Brake.
These experiments led to the design of

Another Experiment that Proved
Valuable.
In view of the results obtained
the presence of eddy currents was
incontestable; but even then it was
argued that this effect was merely
ancillary to the mechanicalfriction
forces present. The latter could,
however, be calculated ; but to
make the demonstration more
conclusive a new experiment was
made which allowed only the pure
eddy current retardation to act.
This also provided data concerning
Fig. 4.—WAGON PASSING THROUGH THE EDDY CURRENT
the effect of eddy currents in solid
BRAKE.
The magnitude of the retardation is controlled from
wheel tyres which proved to be
very valuable in the development the cabin by the magnetising current.
of the new designs which have
now been brought to a successful issue. a new brake installed in Magdeburg
shunting yard in November, 1928, which
has been working day and night ever since.
The Full-size Experimental Apparatus.
From further tests, carried out on this
A wheel on an axle was mounted on brake under actual working conditions,
bearings and coupled to a D.C. electro- improvements and modifications in design
motor as shown in Fig. 5. The tyre rotated were made and the Westinghouse Brake
between the poles of a very powerful and Signal Company have recently inelectro-magnet energised by direct current, stalled new brakes of the double rail type
and to eliminate all friction braking a in the huge Whitemoor marshalling yard
small air gap was left on each side of the on the L.N.E.Rly.
wheel. It was then necessary to energise
the electro-magnet so that the magnetic Construction of the Brake.
field was the same as that of the actual
The diagrams, gigs. 6. and 7, show a
brake. The retarding torque was deter- plan of and cross sections through the
mined at various speeds and with various Whitemoor 70 ft. double rail brakes.
air gaps, and the braking force calculated The brake beams A extend the whole
from this.
length of the retarder and are supported
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at intervals by
position in which
core pieces B,
their tops are
which themselves
level with the
rest on the cores
upper surface of
C of the electrothe beams A.
magnets D. The
This mechanism
beams A are not
is shown in Fig. 3.
rigidly fixed, but
Attached to the
are capable of a
bars G are blocks
which slide in
limited movement towards or
sloping guides J,
5.—THE LABORATORY EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
away from the ARRANGED TO DETERMINE THE VALUE OF THE EDDY placed at interrunning rails, this CURRENTS IN RETARDATION OF THE MOTION OF THE vals along the
WHEEL.
installation. The
being effected by
Note
te that an air gapwas maintained between the pole
the hinged con- piece
guides are fitted
bars and the rotatingwheel to eliminate all friction
to the brake
struction shown braking.
at EE, Fig. 7.
beams (A). The
Springs (F) are used to constrain the effect of pushing or pulling the bars horizonmovement and return the beams to their tally is to lower or raise them, and this is done
normal position when the brake is un- by means of a motor actuating a screwed
occupied by a vehicle. The magnet cores sliding mechanism, through a reducing
are held down rigidly to the concrete gear. This slide is attached to the transfoundations by foundation bolts. The verse lever shaft S, which operates the
poles between which the wagon wheels adjustable push rods K. This device is the
roll consist of bars G normally projecting only mechanical part of the brake, but it
above the beams A, as illustrated in the plays no part in • the actual process of
cross sections.
braking. The other moving part, the
There is a small amount of wear in the brake beams A, only alter their position
parts as the poles are actually in contact laterally to adjust themselves to the so
with the wheel tyres, although the part slightly varying widths of wheel tyres.
played by friction in the brake is proportionally very small, and separate Details of the Standard Magnetic Retarder.
wearing strips, lettered H, are fixed to
The overall length of the standard
the bars G in order to make replacement as magnetic retarder is 5o ft., and the double
simple and inexpensive as possible.
rail equipment, such as that illustrated, is
fitted with 14 magnets in all, seven per rail.
Provision for Locomotives Passing Through The windings are impregnated and enclosed in a sealed sheet-metal case filled
the Brakes.
But for the necessity of allowing loco- with compound to render them absolutely
motives to pass through the magnetic watertight. There is, therefore, no danger
brakes, the bars G might be rigidly fixed of abrake failure through the track becomto the beams A. Provision has, therefore, ing flooded, although channels are probeen made for lowering the bars into a vided in the reinforced concrete foundations

C

Fig.

6.—NORMAL CROSS SECTION OF BRAKE
F, pull-off spring gear. (Other reference
letters same as Fig. 3.)

lilt

Fig.7.—CROSS

Si.

SECTION OF BRAKE AT ENERGISING MAGNETS.
D, windings of energising magnets. (Other
reference letters as Fig. 3.)
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for drainage as well as for laying in the
necessary cables.
The Core Construction.
The cores are composed of a number of
sheets of steel riveted together. The same
construction is adopted for the brake
beams (A), while the core pieces connecting
them consist of plates loosely held together
and hinged to both the brake beams and
the magnet cores, as already mentioned.
This loose construction permits the movement of the brake parts to allow accommodation to the
varying tyre
widths the brake
has to encounter ;
but no rattling
and consequent
wear can occur
during operation
owing to the
attractive action
due to the magnetic fields produced.
The brake is
mounted on a
concrete foundation, but in some
cases it may be
found that a
wooden substructure has advantages.
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there is a tendency for a sudden and great
increase of flux. This increase is, however,
opposed by the setting up of eddy currents
in both the tyres and the brake beams themselves, owing to the rotation of the wheels.
It is the power dissipated by these
eddy currents that provides the main
braking effect.
Small Proportion of M echanical Retardation.
There is, of course, some mechanical

The Action of the Fig. 8.—VIEW OF THE WESTINGHOUSE EDDY CURRENT WAGON BRAKE AS FITTED
AT THE L.N.E.R. MARCH GRAVITY SORTING AND MARSHALLING SIDINGS.
Brake.
When the magnet windings are energised gripping action on the wheels on account
before the wagon wheels enter the brake, a of the great magnetic attraction. This
magnetic flux is set up round the cores, being the case, a certain amount of fricthrough the core pieces and across the tion must occur and the retardation is to
gap, this, of course, tending to draw the some extent mechanical. This is but a small
brake beams together. The springs F are proportion, not more than 20 to 25 per
used to restrain this tendency to move- cent. of the total braking force. As the
wagon enters the brake the building up
ment.
of the magnetic flux is delayed and the
What Happens when the Wagon Enters gradual building up ensures that retardation is always smooth in its action. The
the Brake.
When the wagon enters the brake, the magnetism always holds the vehicle down
magnetic circuit is completed through the to the rail and derailments are impossible.
wheel tyres. Owing to the change in the It is not absolutely necessary to use
reluctance of the magnetic circuit brought double rail brakes. Single rail retarders
about by the substitution of the large air can be used without setting up any stress
gap by the magnetic material of the wheels in the axles of the vehicles.
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personnel in the yard of the failure
of the brake.
The Control Desk.
This desk is of sheet metal with
the retarder control handles, the
points operating thumb switches,
and the hump signal control,
together with indication lamps,
all mounted on a sloping panel.
This is placed at such a height
that the operator may sit before
Fig. 9.—A TYPICAL COMBINED ILLUMINATED DIAGRAM
it, with an unobstructed view of
AND SWITCH CONTACTS AS USED BY THE OPERATOR.
On the site the control cabin is placed as indicated
the territory over which he has
at CC. G, green. Y, yellow. R, red. P, points
control.
switches. L, lower brake rail. R, raise brake rail.
This panel may be conveniNos. I and 2, excitation strengths. 0, off.
ently laid out in the form
of a schematic track diagram
Power Required.
of the shunting yard. In such a
The electro-magnets are wound to case, the thumb switches controlling the
operate on a direct current, the maximum points would be at their appropriate place
load current being 15o amperes, the ap- on the diagram together with three
plied voltage depending upon the size of
indication lamps for each set of points.
the brakes. Should the local supply be These three lamps would be a green and a
A.C., control can be effected through rec- red for the normal and reverse direction
tifiers or motor generators. As the demand indication, with a white light between the
is very intermittent the overload capacity two for track indication. This scheme is
of the apparatus can be utilised to its illustrated in Fig. 9.
fullest extent.
Signalling.
Gradation in Retarding Force.
As the engine is behind the unsorted
It is considered preferable to obtain train, pushing the train more or less
some gradation of braking by providing slowly over the hump where the wagons
two or more definite values of excitation, are detached to continue by gravity,
a signal system to the driver is necessary.
and allowing the current to be cut off
when the wagons have been slowed down This can be done by a three-colour
sufficiently, rather than by providing light signal from the control cabin.
continuous and delicate variations in This is arranged to provide for dual
excitation.
Special provision is made control by the operator and the head
for breaking the highly inductive shunter and the control panel repeats the
circuit as rapidly as possible.
MPHr Fr Sec
The Control Gear.
The control of the brake is simplicity
itself. There are two buttons for stopping
and starting the motor generator set, and
one control handle for the brake. Every
protection is made for faults at the brake,
in the rest of the apparatus, and for faults
on the part of the operator. In the case
of an overloading occurring at the brake,
the fact is made known by a lamp lighting,
and also the continuous ringing of a bell
outside the control cabin to warn the

20
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Fig. I0.—TIME-SPEED DIAGRAM, SHOWING RETARDATIONS AT Two EXCITATION VALUES.
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aspect of the actual signal. The three
aspects are, " hump fast " ; " hump slow"
and " stop humping."
The Advantages Over Frictional Brakes.
The danger of derailment of wagons and
consequent total stoppage of the yard
shunting, which has been the source of
trouble to users of mechanical wheelgripping brakes, is eliminated by the eddy
current brake. Tests with light empty
wagons, run into the fully excited brake at
the highest speeds, show not the slightest
trace of lifting, in spite of the very rapid
retardation of the vehicle. The action is
smooth and there is absolutely no danger
to delicate loadings. The possible damage
to any form of goods susceptible to magnetic effects has been the subject of
experiments. It was found that at a height
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of 3 ft. above rail level (4 ft. 3 in. is the
usual wagon floor height), the magnetic
field created was not sufficient to harm the
most delicate apparatus.
Constant Performance.
The percentage of braking force, due to
friction being small, the performance of the
eddy current brake is very constant, in
spite of changing weather conditions,
presence of grease, rough and smooth
wheels and the number of other factors
which must play an important part in
any mechanical system of braking.
The two curves on the typical speedtime diagram, Fig. io, are interesting. It
will be noticed that, as would be expected,
the curve for full excitation is considerably
steeper than that for half-excitation.

IS A.C. SUPPLY MORE DANGEROUS THAN D.C.
SUPPLY?
What Happens When You Receive an
Electric Shock (D.C.).
When one comes into contact with D.C.
the nerves through which the current
passes are stimulated, and cause the
muscles they control to contract. Then a
slow electrolysis of the organs takes
place, with burning where the current
enters and leaves the body.
If the shock has not been too severe or
affected any vital organs, recovery of the
nerves on the stoppage of the current is
rapid.
What an A.C. Shock Does.
With A.C. of the same voltage, the
same current flows and there is the same
burning. There is no electrolysis. However, with 5o-cycle A.C., the nerves are
excited first in one direction and then in
the other 5o times a second, and just as

bending a piece of wire backwards and
forwards ultimately breaks it, the nerves
soon become fatigued and are then paralysed.
Peak Value of Voltages.
Besides this, the voltage of a 230-volt
A.C. circuit has its peak value at about
325 volts, and so the nerves receive a
shock nearly one and a half times as
severe as with 23o volts D.C.
Conclusion.
Therefore because of the paralysing
effect on the nerves of the A.C. current,
and the fact that the shock is one and a
half times as severe as from a D.C. supply
of the same voltage, a " shock " from
A.C. is more dangerous than one obtained
from D.C. of the same voltage.
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PRACTICAL NOTES ON REGULATIONS FOR
THE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT OF BUILDINGS
(LEX WIRING RULES)
By D. WINTON THORPE, A.M.I.E.E.

THE CONDUIT SYSTEM
HIS system of wiring is probably
the best known and the most
reliable of any used to-day. We
will, therefore, comment first on those
portions of the Regulations which have a
direct bearing on this.

T

Inspection and Draw Boxes.
Under Section 87 of the Regulations
we come to the Sub-section xviii, which
states :—
The conduits shall conform in all respects
to British Standard Specification No. 31,
and if used for circuits of medium pressure
shall be of heavy gauge. Also inspection
and draw boxes shall be of metal and rigidly
connected to the conduits by means of screwing or by nuts on both sides of the wall of
the box.
There is not perhaps a great deal
to be said here, except that it does not do
to poke the ends of your tubes through a
hole in the draw-box and consider that
you have made a job of it. Nor is it
sufficient to put a nut on the end of the
screwed tubing inside the box and draw it
tight, making use of the natural tension
between the secured tube and the
rigid box. There is only one way to
make an entry of this sort into a draw-box
which conforms with the Regulations,
and that is, as the Regulation states, to
place a nut on each side of the wall of the
box.
Mechanical and Electrical Continuity.
Sub-section xix states :—
The conduits shall be mechanically and
electrically continuous across all joints
therein and earthed in accordance with
Regulations 96 to 103.

It is as well to remember here that
conduit joints may be electrically
continuous without actually being mechanically continuous and may be mechanically continuous without being electrically continuous. There is a tendency to
consider that a satisfactory continuity
test of the metal sheathing of an installation carries with it a guarantee that the
job is mechanically continuous. This
need not be the case, since a newly erected
conduit with bright ends needs only a
comparatively slight connection to give a
satisfactory continuity test. It might
be quite possible, however, for this conduit
not to have been properly screwed into
the sleeve or elbow. Again, if there is
paint or other non-conducting material
on the thread of the conduit as it is being
screwed into a conduit fitting, it may very
easily remove all electrical continuity,
while maintaining a perfectly sound
mechanically continuous job.
Electrical Resistance of the Conduit.
Sub-section xx states :—
The electrical resistance of the conduit
in a complete installation, measured between
the conduit at a point near the main switch
and any other point of the installation,
shall not exceed 2 ohms.
With the old bell-and-battery test the
measurement of the resistance of the
sheathing of an installation was not
apparently a matter of any great moment,
since it was usual to pass or condemn such
an installation entirely on its capacity
for ringing a bell with a given size of
battery. There is, however, nowadays
an increasing tendency to demand an
actual reading of the resistance of the
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Sectional View.
Right way.

417

Sectional View
Wrong way.

A SECTIONAL VIEW OF A DRAW-BOX.
On the left, the conduits are shown correctly
connected, i e., by means of nuts both on the
outside and the inside. The sketch on the
right shows the incorrect method. It is not
sufficient to put a nut on the end of the screwed
tubing inside the box and draw it tight, making
use of the natural tension between the screwed
tube and the rigid box.

Nut inside and out

Bad joint in screwed Conduit only one
thread has entered giving bad
mechanical and electrical continuity.

MAKE SURE THAT CONDUITS ARE MECHANICALLY
AND ELECTRICALLY CONTINUOUS ACROSS ALL
JOINTS.
Here we see a bad joint in screwed conduit,
only one thread having entered, thus giving
bad mechanical and electrical continuity.

A PERSPECTIVE VIEW OF A DRAW-BOX.
Note that there are nuts both on the inside
and the outside of the box. The regulations
state that the draw-box must be of metal and
rigidly connected to the conduits by means of
screwing or by nuts on both sides of the wall
of the box.
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Enlarged View
Gripping screw properly
tightened down and
biting into the conduit,
thus ensuring electrical
continuity.

Bed joint in ship tube. The gripping screw
has not been tightened down and the layer of enamel
will break the electrical ecntinuity.

How BAD ELECTRICAL CONTINUITY MAY BE
CAUSED WHEN USING SLIP TUBE.
If there is paint or other non-conducting
material on the tube it is important to make
sure that the gripping screw is tightened down
and is biting with the conduit.

Wrong way of instellihg Tube is threaded
an to the wire and the tube is then erected

THE WRONG WAY OF INSTALLING CONDUIT.
The wires are here shown threaded through
the tube, prior to screwing or fastening the
tube into the next section or to the conduit
fitting. This is a practice definitely to be
avoided, and the conduits of each circuit should
be erected complete before the cables are
drawn in.

‘111"1"allaatalitgailairj;

Bush on end of conduit to prevent abrasion

HOW TO PREVENT THE SHARP AND JAGGED
EDGES AT THE END OF A PIECE OF CONDUIT
FROM DAMAGING THE BRAIDING OF THE CABLE.
It is essential to put some form of bush on
the end of the conduit as shown.
LL
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DRAWING THE. WIRES INTO THE CONDUIT AT
A JUNCTION Box.
They are kept parallel to each other as
they'pass into the box by allowing the wires
to slide through the fingers of the hand.

May

FITTING AN INSULATING BUSH.
Where the wires emerge from a run of
conduit, an insulating bush made of hard
rubber or ebonite is fitted on the end of the
conduit.

How TO CUT STEEL CONDUIT.
The teeth of the saw are very small and have a big set. This prevents the saw jambing in the saw
cut and the teeth being stripped by the edges of the conduit. The burr caused by the saw must be
carefully removed from the inside and outside edges.
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sheathed circuit, and this makes it imperative to bear in mind that the Regulations do actually call for a specific maximum measurement, namely, 2 ohms.
Ventilating Outlets.
Sub-section xxi states :
Ventilating outlets shall be provided for
the conduits containing every circuit, and
preferably at their highest and lowest points,
to allow circulation of air through the conduit.
In all conduit installations there is apt
to be a certain amount of condensation
of moisture inside the tubes. This dampness will remain unless means are taken
to remove it. The simplest method is to
allow nature to remove the moisture by a
free circulation of air, which will only take
place so long as the tubes are ventilated
in the manner called for in this particular
section. Quite small holes will serve the
purpose ; they need not be more than
-k-in. in diameter, but it is as well to see
that the installation has a reasonable
number of these ventilating holes.
Conduits to be Erected Before Cables are
Drawn in.
Sub-section xxii :—
The conduits of each circuit shall be
erected complete before the cables are drawn
in.
I have never really understood why any
electrician should want to be bothered with
the finnicking, fiddling process of erecting
cable and tubing together. Nevertheless,
it is quite frequently met with, though it is
expressly forbidden by this sub-section.
The method which is disallowed here is
that in which the wires are threaded
through a length of tube which is then
slipped along the wire much as a bead over
an embryo necklace until the tube can be
screwed or otherwise fastened into the
next section, or to the conduit fitting. I
suppose that one of the reasons for applying
this cumbersome and inefficient method
of erection is due to the fact that in this
way rather more cables can sometimes be
crammed into a tube than would be possible if the whole installation were to be
erected first and the cables subsequently
pulled in. But since this is one of the
very reasons why the Regulation has been
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drafted, the fact emphasises the futility
of trying to disregard this sensible rule.
Provided that the whole tubing installation
is erected and all the cables drawn in
thereafter, one may feel quite confident
that there is not an undue number of
cables in the tube, and further that
abrasion of the cables on the sharp edges
of bits of tube threaded on to them will
not have had a detrimental effect.
Preventing Abrasion.
Sub-section xxiii :—
Provision shall be made at the ends of all
conduits to prevent abrasion of the covering
of cables emerging therefrom.
This sub-section is really self-explanatory and it virtually insists that there
shall be some form of bush on the otherwise
jagged ends of the conduit. After a piece
of conduit has been hacksawn through,
the cut end offers some remarkably sharp
and jagged edges to the comparatively
easily damaged braiding of the cable.
Conduit in Damp Situations.
Sub-section xxvi :—
In damp situations, and where exposed
to the weather, the conduits shall be welded,
brazed or solid drawn.
This is quite really an exciting subsection, for tacitly, it appears to give
permission for the use of what is known as
close-joint conduit in places other than
damp situations or where exposed to the
weather. Now close-joint tubing is, to
most engineers, anathema, and I suppose
that most people would unequivocally
state that these Regulations forbid its
use. It does, however, appear from this
Regulation that the use is not definitely
barred. Nevertheless, it is as well to
remember that in certain circumstances, at
any rate, the use of this (to me) obnoxious
tube is definitely discountenanced. Closejoint tubing, to which I have referred, is
tubing which is manufactured by bending
strips of metal longitudinally into the form
of a tube but leaving the two edges free
though adjacent. In the case of this
tubing it is possible to insert a penknife
blade into the seam and run it down the
full length of the tube ; the result is that
wherever a set is made the seam gapes.
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Metal Conduits not Screwed.
These Regulations sanction the use of
metal conduits not screwed, provided that
(Sub-section xxvii) :—
The ends of the conduits where terminating
at accessories and fittings are to be adequately clamped thereto, or should be led
into separate blocks, preferably of nonignitable material.
NOTE. —Plain slip sockets do not comply
with the above conditions, some form of
screwed or grip joint which will give ample
and permanent electrical conductivity and
mechanical rigidity throughout being
necessary.
This Regulation endorsed by the Note
definitely and unequivocally precludes the
use of slip fittings without any continuity
grip fixing. The use of plain slip fittings
without such grip device is, like the use
of close-joint tubing, a thing which is
abhorrent to most reputable engineers.
In this case, however, the Regulations
do definitely forbid its use.
Grip Continuity Fittings.
It must be clear that if reliance is to
be placed on a straightforward slip fitting
of this sort to secure electrical continuity
one is likely to be very disappointed. It
only needs a very few months before a film
of oxide collects between the surf aces
which are supposed to be in contact after
which, of course, any question of electrical
continuity will have entirely disappeared.
The grip continuity fittings, to which
reference is made in this section, are of
various sorts, but the three best known
depend, in the first place, upon a tangential
screw which tightens up a collar at the
end of the fitting, so that it grips the
conduit tightly. The second sort relies
on a tangential screw again, but one which
is so placed that the thread of the screw
bites slightly into the conduit as it passes
across the tangent. The third type consists of a radial screw which is screwed
down and into the conduit, making a
satisfactory electrical contact.
Non-Metallic Conduits.
Provision is made next for the use of
non-metallic conduits. All classes of cable
specified in Regulation 76A (that is,
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vulcanised indiarubber cable) may be
enclosed in conduits of non-ignitable,
non-absorbent, damp-proof material, provided that such conduits are mechanically
continuous and strong and are installed
in accordance with the conditions in
sub-sections (iv), (xiii), (xiv), (xvi), (xvii) ,
(xxi), (xxii), (xxiii), (xxv) and (xxvii).
Although it is only recently that conduits of this sort—that is to say, nonmetallic conduits—have come into fashion
at all in this country, they have been in
use on the Continent of Europe and
America for some time past. And I think
it quite possible that they may at no great
distant date enjoy a spell of real popularity
in this country. It is, therefore, as well
to remember that these Regulations do
specifically provide for their use.
V.I.R. Cables in Wood Casing.
V.I.R. cables may be enclosed in wood
casing provided that :—
(xxviii) Wood casing is used only in dry
situations.
(xxix) It is not buried in plaster or
cement, nor fixed in contact with gas pipes
or water pipes or immediately below the
latter.
(xxx) The capping is secured by screws,
and
(xxxi) If the casing forms part of ornamental woodwork, ready access is provided
to the cables contained therein.
Wood casing is a system which flourished
about thirty years ago, and although it
seems to have very little to commend it
on purely technical grounds, yet practically it has resulted in some of the longestlived and most reliable electrical installations that I have known. Although it is a
system being killed by other more up-todate methods, it is one which is always
liable to be met with, and it is as well
to keep it in mind as a possible method
of executing certain jobs.
It must be remembered, however, that
it is dependent on complete dryness for
its efficiency, and being dry and being wood
is inflammable ; therefore, precautions
against damp and precautions against fire
must be taken with very great care.
Flexible Cords.
Here is another surprise. High insula-
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THE CORRECT METHOD OF
SCREWING CONDUIT TUBING.
After the tubing has been
cut to the required size the
burr on the outside edge of
the tubing must be removed,
using a draw file as illustrated
below. This is a small but
important operation which
facilitates the subsequent
screwing of the tube end.

THE CORRECT METHOD OF SCREWING CONDUIT
TUBING.
This picture illustrates the use of a portable
vice for holding the tubing whilst it is being cut.
Note the position of the feet to steady the vice
whilst in use. It will be seen that the upright
of the support can be canted at an angle to
afford the most convenient position for working.
The picture also illustrates the correct method of
holding the hacksaw. Special care must be
taken not to twist the saw out of the cutting
plane. This is the secret of avoiding frequent
breakages of the hacksaw blade.
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THE CORRECT METHOD OF
SCREWING CONDUIT TUBING.

This shows how stocks and
dies are used to form a
thread on the prepared end
of the tubing. A few drops
of oil applied to the end of
the tube before screwing will
be found to assist easy
working.

THE CORRECT METHOD OF SCREWING CONDUIT
TUBING.

This illustrates the final operation in screwing
the tubing. It shows a tapered reamer being
used to remove the burr inside the tube. This is
a very important operation and should on no
account be omitted. If sharp edges are left projecting into the tube the insulation of the wires
is liable to be chafed when the wires are being
drawn through the tube. The omission of this
process may easily cause a serious short circuit.
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tion twin or multicore flexible cords such
as are specified in Regulation 79 may,
in addition to being used for pendant and
portable appliances, be installed provided
that the following sub-sections are complied
with. Although the use of flexible cord
in this way for ordinary installation
purposes is undoubtedly hemmed in with
a good number of regulations, which we
shall deal with later, it is a surprising
fact and, to same people, a disappointing
fact, that the use of this type of wire is
tolerated at all for installation purposes.
However, as it is allowed, here are some of
the " do's " and " don'ts" connected with
its use :
(xxxii) It is used only for extra low
pressure and low pressure sub-circuits
carrying currents not exceeding 6 amperes
from distribution boards.

That means that the flex may be used
for anything under 250 volts A.C. or D.C.,
provided that it is not asked to carry more
than 6 amperes.

Close joint tube.

Close joint tube set,
showing gaping seam

ALTHOUGH NOT ACTUALLY BARRED IN THE
REGULATIONS EXCEPT IN DAMP SITUATIONS,
CLOSE-JOINT CONDUIT IS NOT TO BE RECOMMENDED FOR THE REASON SHOWN ABOVE.
Close-joint tubing is tubing manufactured by
bending strips of metal longitudinally into the
form of a tube, but lea\ mg the two edges free
though adjacent. It will be seen that with
this type of tubing it is possible to insert a
penknife blade into the seam and run it down
the full length of the tube ; the result is that
wherever a set is made the seam gapes

--
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Wood Casing and Capping.

Section of Casing with
Capping shown above.

USING V.I.R. CABLES IN WOOD CASING.
It is stated in the regulations that V.I R.
cables may be enclosed in wood casing provided
that the wood casing is used only in dry situations ; that it is not buried in plaster or cement,
nor fixed in contact with gas pipes or water
pipes or immediately below the latter ; that the
capping is secured by screws ; and that if the
casing forms part of ornamental woodwork,
ready access is provided to the cables contained
therein.

(xxxiv) It is supported on porcelain or
other equally effective insulating cleats fixed
at intervals not exceeding 3 ft., such cleats
being so designed and placed that the cords
are securely fixed and permanently spaced
away from walls, ceilings and structural
metal work.
(xxxvi) The premises do not come within
the provisions of the. Factory and Workshop
Acts and the Coal Mines Regulations Acts.
(xxxvii) It is not used in shops, warehouses, or places of public resort.
(xxxviii) Where passing directly through
floors or division walls it is protected by
non-ignitable damp-proof conduits.
(xxxix) Where issuing from fittings and
unavoidably passing into ceilings it is
enclosed in non-ignitable tubes terminating
in non-ignitable junction boxes.

Well, there you are ; you may use
flexible cord in certain circumstances for
ordinary installation work. For myself,
I shall continue to use something rather
more effective and a little less dangerous.
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MODERN DEVELOPMENTS OF THE SELSYN
SYSTEM

F

OR the benefit of those readers who
may not be already familiar with
the Selsyn system, it may be
mentioned that it is designed to provide
an electrical means of transmitting or
reproducing motion of any kind such as
that of a float to a distant point. The
same system can be employed wherever it
is desired to copy a motion.

Perhaps one of the best known applications is for an engine room telegraph.
Two-way Signalling Device.
This equipment is a two-way signalling
device, enabling the transmitted signal to
be repeated to the sender, thus giving
evidence of its accurate reception. It
also includes a continuously ringing bell,
which commences ringing on the transmission of a signal, and can only be
silenced by correct
acknowledgment of
the signal from the
receiving end.

Exact Level of Water in a Reservoir.
For example, the
exact level of water
in a reservoir may
be indicated at a
pumping station
Other Applications
several miles away,
of the Selsyn
and also at one or
System.
more other points
In many indusif required, the only
connecting link be- DIAGRAM OF SELSYN TRANSMITTERS AND trial plant it is
ing three pilot wires RECEIVERS EMPLOYED I N ENGINE ROOM TELE- desirable to be able
GRAPHS.
to operate from a
and a common A.C.
control-room valves
single-phase lightor other controls which may be actually
ing supply.
The difference in water level between located in widely different and perhaps
the head and tail races of a hydro-electric inaccessible parts of the plant. It may
station, or between any two reservoirs, sometimes even be necessary to locate a
possibly miles apart, may be indicated valve or control in a danger zone, where
or recorded, or both, at any convenient it cannot be approached safely by an
attendant while the plant is in operation.
point, or at several points if desired.
Selsyn devices enable the whole control
to be centralised in a cabin together with
Position of Swing or Bascule Bridge.
The operator of a swing or bascule the necessary indicators, which enables
bridge or haulage plant may know, by the whole plant to be under the control
means of a pointer on a dial, or even of one person if necessary.
Furthermore, in addition to merely
by a small model in his control cabin,
the exact position of his bridge or cars, indicating and recording, the Selsyns
even though fog, darkness, or any other may be arranged to operate directly
obstruction may obscure his direct view. upon the controls of auxiliaries ; for
The position of a lift may be indicated instance, the varying level of liquid in a
at any desired point ; in fact, movement tank may be made to control the speed
of any mechanism is capable of being of a pump or the opening and closing
transmitted electrically to any one or of a valve, etc.
more points and there indicated and Textile Printing Works.
Selsyns are being employed in textile
recorded by suitable recorders.
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printing works to couple the pilot motors
of two variable-speed commutator motors
driving two printing machines. Under
certain conditions it is necessary to
couple the machines together mechanically
so as to run the material through both
machines in series. When operating in
this way it is essential that the pilot motors
controlling the commutator motor brushgear be maintained in step one with
another to prevent overloading either of
the machines. The location of the latter
motors is such as to render difficult any
mechanical interconnection of the pilot
motors.
The difficulty was solved by coupling a
Selsyn to each pilot motor, and arranging
an interlock switch, by means of which,
on engaging the gear which couples the
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presses, which will remain in step with a
degree of accuracy depending upon the
size of the Selsyn employed. Previously
this was only attainable by means of
expensive and complicated gearing and
clutch mechanisms.
Paper-making Machine.
It is also possible to couple a variable
speed electric motor or prime mover to
another motor or other piece of machinery,
electrically, in such a way that the former
machine will run at a speed exactly proportional to that of the latter, irrespective
of load variations, etc. For instance, a
number of motors driving individual units
of a sectional paper-making machine
may have their speeds controlled by a
master motor.

RECENT
DEVELOPMENTS.
Three-phase
Selsyns Used in ConY- connected
stator winding.
junction with
Thyratron Valves.
Rotor winding
When used in conconnected to
shp -rings
junction with thyratron valves an even
RECEIVER OR
TRANS /TTER
TRANSMITTER.
OR RECEIVER.
more extensive field
is opened up. The
Single -Phase Supply.
thyratron is a mercuryvapour valve having
CONNECTION DIAGRAM FOR TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER.
a heated cathode surrounded by a grid and
two printing machines, the pilot motor an anode. A negative voltage of sufficient
controls are paralleled so that operation value of the grid will prevent current
from either push-button station affects flowing, but at certain smaller negative
both. At the same time the Selsyns values depending on the anode voltage,
are energised and maintain the two pilot the valve becomes conducting and has a
motors in step with one another in spite very low resistance, the discharge taking
of any load differences due to variation in the form of an arc. The thyratron may
effort required to move brushgear, thus be used as a relay, which can control
etc.
large currents, but requires only voltage
with practically no power for its operation.
Newspaper Printing Presses.
A similar principle is utilised on a Remote Control in Theatre Lighting
larger scale in newspaper printing plants
Schemes.
to interconnect any number of printing
The Selsyn may be employed to effect
presses. In this application the Selsyns the remote control of some device operating
are of a size comparable with that of the upon the grid circuits. This method has
motors driving the presses, and are some- been employed in theatre lighting schemes.
times built integrally with the motors. Large amounts of lighting energy can be
By simple electrical switching it is possible handled by thryatrons in conjunction with
to couple together any combination of saturable core reactors. The grid control
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is by means of small induction regulators.
The induction regulators are operated
from a convenient point in the theatre—
generally a control box behind the
orchestra and commanding a good view of
the stage—through the medium of Selsyn
DIAGRAM OF SELSYNS USED IN CONJUNCTION
control.
WITH MAZDA THYRATRON VALVES.
In this way it is possible to group the
complete control of a large number of
circuits within reach of one operator. oppose one another and no stator current
Furthermore, it is possible for this operator flows. Any relative displacement will
to arrange lighting schemes in advance upset this balance and cause circulating
of his requirements by setting a number currents in the stator circuits, which give
of dials and " fading in " at the required rise to torques tending to restore the units
moment by grouping the Selsyns under to a state of mutual correspondence.
The restoring torque is roughly propormaster Selsyns.
It was previously necessary to operate tional to the sine of the angle of error,
the stage lighting from a large switchboard, and thus for small errors is approximately
generally in the " wings," from which proportional to the error. It should be
it was difficult to judge the effect, besides noted that, with an error of 18o' the restorrequiring several operators. Groups of ing torque falls to zero. In this position,
however, the system is unstable, since the
spotlights can also be controlled more slightest
angular deviation of either
efficiently by one operator who has the
machine
will
set up a torque tending to
advantage of a better viewpoint to judge
increase the deviation. Hence, for any
the effect, than individual operators given
position of the transmitter there
stationed at each light.
is only one stable position of the
receiver.
Principle of Operation.
The Selsyn unit consists of a small
electrical machine having a three-phase Where Accurate Indication is Required.
Where accurate indication is required
stator winding wound in slots similar to an
induction motor, and a single-phase salient- with single Selsyns it is, therefore, necespole rotor. Generally, only two poles are sary to keep the friction of the receiver
used, so that the system has only one unit low. It is, however, possible to deal
position of correspondence per 36o° of with larger torques by the adoption of an
movement. Similar units are employed auxiliary motor and contacts or thyratrons
at opposite ends of the system, their as mentioned above. When used as a
stators being connected together, phase signalling device in such a way that its
to phase, through three pilot wires. The complete travel is less than 36o° the
rotors at both ends are connected to the system has the advantage of being selfsetting.
same single-phase A.C. supply.
When the units are in the same position
relative to each other, the electromotive Self-setting Property.
On resumption of power after a shut
forces induced in the stator windings
down the receiver will at once
come into coincidence with the
transmitter. Larger operating
torques can be obtained by gearing at the expense of this useful feature, which can, however
be overcome by the employment
of two units—one as a coarse
indicator and the other as a
vernier, the latter being so
geared that it makes a number
CONNECTIONS FOR DIFFERENTIAL SELSYN.
MO

TRANSHITT.Eli

SELSYN
RECVIIVP
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Variable Speed A.C. Motor Drive.
If two of the units of a three-unit system
SE
are coupled to two moving mechanisms
in such a way that they are driven round
at the same relative speeds, the third
unit may be arranged to remain stationary.
DIAGRAM OF SELSYNS APPLIED TO VARIABLE
SPEED A C MOTOR DRIVE.
If the speeds of the two mechanisms
should now differ, the third Selsyn will
of revolutions for one of the coarse revolve at a speed corresponding to the
difference between the first two. It may,
indicators.
This self-setting property enables one therefore, be coupled to some means of
transmitter to send different signals suc- speed control so as to adjust the speed of
cessively to a number of receivers, by one of the mechanisms and bring it back
means of a selector switch. When this to t1 e same speed as the other.
Thus, a number of variable speed motors
switch is placed so as to connect a given
receiver with the transmitter, the receiver maybe maintained in step with one another
will automatically set itself into coincidence and with a master motor, as required, for
instance, in paper mill drives in which
with the transmitter.
various units have to be separately driven
yet all run at proportional speeds.
Differential Selsyn.
By varying the relative speed between
A second form of Selsyn unit, known as a any motor and its Selsyn, such as by means
" differential Selsyn," enables the system of conical belt pulleys, the speed of any
to be adapted to many other duties. motor in the equipment can be raised or
This unit has the same type of three-phase lowered at will, but will still follow prostator as the ordinary type, but has also a portionally any variations in the speed of
three-phase wound rotor of the cylindrical the master motor.
type with the winding carried in slots.
By the insertion of a fourth Selsyn
If one of these units is inserted as a into the concatenated system, the fourth
transformer in the stator circuits of the being of the differential type, it is possible
two main Selsyns (i.e., the stator and to advance or retard at will the phase of
rotor winding of the differential unit being rotation of any motor without interfering
used as primary and secondary windings with the speed proportionality. This
respectively) and the differential unit pre- might be useful for adjusting the " slack "
vented from rotating, the two ordinary between two Selsyn-synchronised maSelsyns will operate as before, except that chines through which a continuous band of
they may now have a relative deplacement material passes, as in multiple unit printing
when in the no-torque position, depending presses or paper mills.
on the angular position of the differential
3
unit.
If, however, one of the three units
comprising the system is free to rotate
while the other two are coupled to two
different mechanisms, the free unit will
move by an amount depending on the
n
algebraic sum of the movements of the
other two. Thus, if one, for example, be
coupled to a float mechanism measuring
the height of water in one reservoir, and
the second be connected to a similar
mechanism measuring the height of water
in a second reservoir, the, third unit may
DB
be made to indicate the difference in height
between the two reservoirs, irrespective TORQUE AND CURRENT CHARACTERISTICS OF A
of any rise or fall common to the two.
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THE MERZ-HUNTER PROTECTIVE
SYSTEM
By F. C. ORCHARD, A.M.I.E.E.
In this article Mr. Orchard gives a brief description of the principle and
operation of a pilotless system of protection for cable or overhead lines
HIS system of protection is a
pilotless one, yet provides instantaneous isolation of a faulty
cable or overhead lines, and affords
complete discrimination. The feeder will
be disconnected from service at both ends
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By inserting a differentially wound
current transformer in each phase, having
the two primaries of the split passing
through the core in opposite directions, no
current will flow in the secondary windings
when the current through the primaries
is balanced,
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of the splits, howTHE MERZ HUNTER PROTECTIVE SYSTEM APPLIED TO A SINGLE-PHASE
ever, more curCONDUCTOR.
Note the reversal of current in the transformer.
rent will flow
through one
in the case of a fault, yet will not trip primary than the other of the current
when fault current is passed through the transformer and will upset the induced flux
balance, which will in turn produce a
feeder to a fault at some remote point.
proportionate E.M.F. in the secondary to
operate a trip circuit relay.
Principle of the System.
This system of protection depends on
the simple principle that two conductors Operating the System.
To operate this system it is necessary
having equal resistances and connected in
parallel will divide the load equally between to use a set of three split conductor transthem, providing the insulation is com- formers at each end of the line, the secondIf now a three-phase aries of which are connected to a relay for
pletely sound.
transmission cable has six conductors— operating a trip circuit on the circuit
three pairs—each pair constituting one breaker. The value of the current to cause
phase, being precisely similar in every a relay to operate will depend on the
respect, then each conductor in a pair will distance of the fault from the current
carry equal proportions of the phase transformers. Should a fault arise near
to the switchgear, that switch will be
current.
Switch
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tripped immediately, but the switch at
the far end may not necessarily trip
because the impedance of the two splits
is not so very different, and the unbalance
of fluxes may not produce sufficient
secondary E.M.F. to operate the relay.
Reversal of Current in the Transformer.
Now look at the first illustration and
note reversal of current in transformer.
This difficulty was overcome by the use
of current transformers having a high
primary reactance of such value that the
Bus Bars

3-phase
Circuit
Breaker
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end of the line. This type of switch has
an ordinary pair of contacts on the bus
bar side, but double contacts on the
feeder side, one pair coupled to each split
and insulated from each other. If a fault
causes the split conductor relay to operate
and open one circuit breaker, an infinite
impedance is introduced between the two
split conductors, and also the split having
the fault will be the only one carrying
current at the opposite end, and that
switch in turn will immediately open. In
this scheme, high reactance transformers
are not necessary,
though the fault value
is still dependent upon
the distance of the
Trip Coil
fault from the relay.

How Split Conductor
Relays Work.
Split conductor
Earth
relays work on the
electro-magnet principle with a gravitycontrolled ar mat ur e
Split
I 1 Conductor system. The fault value
Overload
Relay
Instrument
for operation of the
TransiSrm'Y
relay is usually for a
—1111111111111110Trip Circuit
difference of 25 to 5o
Battery
amperes between the
Overload
and Earth —
currents in the splits,
L7.0.
Leakage Earth
Box
irrespective of the
Relay
length of the line.
T'd lines may be
Cable
connected to split
COMPLETE THREE-PHASE DIAGRAM OF SPLIT CONDUCTOR CABLE
conductor feeders
PROTECTION,
providing the T'd main
is also a split conductor
difference in impedance values between the type, and a split conductor circuit breaker
two splits was made sufficient at low fault is used.
currents to operate the relay wherever the
fault developed on the line. This method Jointing Split Conductor Cables.
had one great disadvantage in so far as
When jointing split conductor cables,
the reactance had to be designed to suit especially on short lines, care must be
the impedance value of the feeder, so taken to keep the resistance of the joints
that standardisation of current trans- equal, otherwise differences in balance of
formers was impossible. Furthermore, to current through splits will arise and the
obtain a good stability factor, the current stability factor affected.
transformers had to be large and expensive.
The Contacts.
Care should also be taken with the split
Split Conductor Switches.
conductor switch contacts, for considerable
These disadvantages were overcome by difference of resistances can be obtained
the use of split conductor switches at each by poor maintenance work.
Split
Conductor
Current
Transformer.
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The Editor invites correspondence from readers on any subject of general interest
to members of the electrical engineering profession. Letters should be addressed
to THE EDITOR, The Practical Electrical Engineer, 8-11, Southampton
Street, Strand, W.C. 2.
In the March Issue we invited readers to send
us their comments on our notes regarding the
price of electric lamps. We have received many
interesting letters and after due consideration we
have decided to award the guinea offered for the
most interesting contribution to Mr .M. E. Sh oenb erg ,
whose letter is published below. In view of the
interest aroused we are also publishing a further
selection of the letters sent in, and these will be paid
for at our usual rates.
Lamp Prices.
SIR,—The ideal state of affairs is when the
manufacturer makes the greatest nett profit,
whilst giving the public adequate service.
Adequate service may be defined as such service
in quality, prompt replacements, and price—in
the order named—as will encourage an ever
increasing demand for his products.
Taking the present lamp situation, we have a
product of high quality, easy to obtain, and at
a price which is no restriction to its extended
use.
In addition, and solely due to the fact that a
good profit is made by the lamp manufacturer,
the community enjoys the very considerable
benefits which accrue from constant scientific
research, maintained by certain well known
firms.
We are, for instance, now witnessing the
development of very high efficiency N apour
lamps A development which has cost, and is
costing, tens of thousands of pounds, which is
giving us one or two types of lamp to choose
from, and which will benefit every user of lamps
throughout the world.
Had we as lamp purchasers been charged
sixpence, or even threepence, less per 6o-watt
lamp, this research would have been impossible,
owing to lack of funds.
And what of our sixpences ? They would
have gone, for the most part, in odd packets of
cigarettes or frittered away in mere nothings :
and the price paid for such fritterings would
have been the absolute stagnation of the lamp
industry. A national calamity.
In effect, we pay a small amount towards the
cost of research and improvement, each time
we purchase a lamp, and we receive more than
adequate value in return.

Provided a manufacturer gives high quality,
prompt service and regular improvement following research, then the more profit he makes the
better.
Such a firm can, and usually does, treat its
staff and workmen well ; it observes the recognised rates and conditions, and usually provides
sports grounds and recreative clubs. It can
afford to do so
It is the thin profit firm which has to dodge
doubtful stuff through, just keep within the
specification, and cut its salaries and wages to
the bone, and with whom it is a trial to deal.
Whereas the high-profit firm will have the best
staff, the best materials and insists on its clients'
interests being looked after well and generously.
W. T. WARDALE, A.M.Inst.E.E. (Sheffield, 7).
Fair Return for Enterprise.
SiR,—I have read with great interest the
clear and broadminded summing up of the lamp
price question which appeared in the March
issue of your interesting periodical, and must
congratulate you on the definiteness with which
you state your belief that the Lamp Manufacturers' Association is good for the electrical
industry as a whole. I am surprised, however,
you do not go further and include the actual
users of the lamps among those who have benefited, as I am convinced that were it not for the
Association, the quality of electric lamps would
be far below its present high standard.
Unless an association of manufacturers adopts
the disastrous policy of cutting prices below a
figure that an unattached firm can profitably
approach, it must offer something which the
latter cannot In the case of lamps, the extra
inducement is apparently better quality, as
the superiority of Association lamps over the
non-Association lamps—I have tried both—in
the light they give and their uniformity, is
most marked.
Another point in your article upon which I
would like to comment is your suggestion that
" the fair price for any manufactured commodity
is the price which will yield the highest nett profit
to the firm or group of firms manufacturing the
article." This sounds far too selfish an axiom to
be fair, as to adopt it literally—at any rate, as
far as electric lamps are concerned—would be
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countenancing making profits at the expense
of the whole electrical industry
For instance, it is quite possible that the
lamp manufacturers might consider that it v ould
pay them best to sell half as many lamps at
double the price, rather than twice as many
lamps at hall the price, but if they were to do this
what disastrous results it would have on electric
progress, since electric lighting is the foundation
of the whole electrical industry, and by its
restriction in this way, the whole industry
built upon it would be restricted You must
agree that prices which brought about such
conditions would not be fair.
In these times of interdependency, to my mind
the price of a household necessity such as an
electric lamp can only be fair if it takes into
consideration—in addition to the manufacturers'
personal gains—the welfare of the whole electrical
industry and the welfare of the user, and it
would appear that these principles have actuated the Lamp Association, as the present
fixed prices certainly protect the retailer and
are high enough to ensure the user getting a
good lamp. There is undoubtedly a profit for
the inanufacturers,but by the time they have paid
for research, advertising, delivery, packing and
given the retailer his discount, I do not think
we should grudge them what is left, as it cannot
be more than a fair return for their enterprise.
D. K. FoksnyicE (Chislehurst).
The Viewpoint of an Electrical Contractor.
Six,—The remarks given below are from
the viewpoint of an electrical contractor, but
it seems to me they should also apply to the
consumer (whether a private man or an industrial
user) and the manufacturer.
We have at present with us an association of
lamp manufacturers comprising the best known
firms in this country, and thus stable prices
and fair trading conditions are maintained.
Electric lamp prices to-day seem fair in view
of the fact that they have fallen during, say, the
last io years very much more than the cost of
living during the same period.
As one for whom it is essential to supply a
reputable article in order to maintain my own
trading reputation, I have convinced myself that
the quality of Association lamps has improved
consistently during the last few years In
other words, the public are getting to-day much
more for their money than is actually represented
by the lower price, because, after all, the lamp
is only sold for the light it gives.
Again, from the point of view of the industrial
user, it is very important for him to know that
when he puts in a lamp in a certain position,
which, for instance, it may be very difficult for
his man to get at, that lamp will give a certain
life and a certain light output.
All this has only been achieved by very considerable expenditure by the manufacturers
concerned on research, and if they did not have
a reasonable margin of profit, and what is more
(and this is even more important), stabilised
trading conditions, they would not have incurred
this expenditure.
I can well remember in the old days, before
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the Carbon Lamp Association vas formed, the
price of a lamp was below bd —there was
nothing in it for either the manufacturer or
retailer—and the public got a very inferior
product, which was very expensive when running
costs were taken into account.
Speaking purely from the electrical contracting
side, undoubtedly the Association of Lamp Manufacturers in this country does a great deal to
help the industry by its sales promotion campaigns, conducted by the Lighting Service
tlui eau, although this is also of ultimate benefit
to the user as it results in better illumination.
This, again, costs a good deal of money, and if
lamp prices v ere to be cut indiscriminately this
expenditure could not be afforded, resulting
thereby in loss of business to electrical contractors, and, at the same time, lowering the
standard of lighting in this country.
To sum up, a fair price for any commodity is
one which enables the manufacturer to turn out
a first-class product as well as give a reasonable
profit to the trade distributing it, and I certainly
think this applies to the Electric Lamp Manufacturers' Association of to-day.
M. E. SHOENBERG (London, N.W.6).
[The guinea prize is awarded to Mr. Shoenberg.]
A Word for the User.
Six,—The article in the March issue of your
magazine admirably sets out the many advantages of an electric lamp manufacturers' association in so far as the manufacturers and retailers
are concerned, but rather neglects the cornerstone of the industry—the user.
Now, what is really a fair price for an electric
lamp, or, for that matter, for any manufactured
commodity ? As you say, it is the price which
will yield the highest nett profit to the manufacturer, and presumably you also include by
this the trade distributing the article, but I
think it must be clearly understood that this
is always provided a really first-class product is
sold to the public.
As a user, in buying an electric lamp I wish to
be assured of an economical conversion of my
current to light, and also a regulated period of
useful burning life to minimise labour costs in
replacing lamps in difficult positions
There was a black period in the early stages
of lamp manufacture when carbon filament
lamps could be purchased for an almost incredibly low figure. The user was obtaining an
inferior product and the manufacturer was selling
at a loss. The retailer was not obtaining
sufficient profit to cover his overhead charges,
and accordingly users were getting very little
or no service from their suppliers, with the
result that the industry degenerated.
The Lamp Association was formed and prices
were stabilised amongst the various manufacturing members. The retailer now has a
fair profit, he has the backing of extensive
advertising schemes, good, rapid delivery services,
and he is educated in the ideals of quality and
service which tend to assist him in the catering
for their requirements.
Why should there be a difference in initial
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Fig. 2. — VECTOR
problems, and the
Fig. I .—D IAGRAM OF CONDIAGRAMS SHOWextensive backing
The induction reNECTIONS OF AN INDUCTION
RESULTANT
ING
offered to the regulator could be so
REGULATOR.
VOLTAGE OF THE
tailers, are ulticonnected as to add
WELDING TRANS mately to aid the buyer who would be
or subtract a given
FORMER,
ill-advised to invest in an inferior product,
variable voltage to
which although effecting some small economies
or from the primary of the welding transon original outlay, would probably incur heavy
former, thus increasing or decreasing the
expenses throughout burning life.
secondary voltage and current in the same ratios.
Price cutting is the thorn in the side of every
The regulator can be considered as either a transindustry. I am sure the Association manuformer with a movable secondary winding, or as an
facturers could en masse undercut any outside
induction motor whose rotor is fixed in any
competitors, but they continue this sane and
desired position with a gear controlled movement
enlightened policy of stabilised prices with the
of either 180° or 360°.
result that the lamp industry thrives under
As a fixed single-phase induction motor, the intheir protection, and the user benefits by reduced E.M.F. in the rotor will be in phase opposiceiving better value for his expenditure on
tion to the stator E.M.F. If the rotor be moved in
lamp replacements.
either direction as far as 9o', the rotor E.M.F.
L. A. MILLs (Lewisham).
will be reduced to zero.
A further 9o° movement

will cause the E.M.F. to rise to its full value in
the opposite direction. Thus, if the secondary
winding be connected in series with the primary
winding of the welding transformer, the primary
voltage will be increased or decreased as desired
by the induction regulator secondary voltage.
Diagram of connections is shown in Fig. r, It is
usually found convenient to make the stator the
secondary winding, and the rotor the przmary
winding, the supply voltage
to the rotor being led by
E. .f:
flexible leads.
Vector diagrams zn
s ! it Fig. 2 show the resultant
, voltage of the welding trans9041•
former w•th the regulator
I voltage added and subtrac/
ted respectively. In the
case of 3-phase regulators
the regulator voltage is
Fig. 3.—VEC TOR DIAGRAM FOR 3 - PHASE
constant but is added vecREGULATORS.
torically as seen by Fig. 3.

A Simple Dynamo Problem.
SIR, —A laboratory experiment was carried
out on a separately excited D.C. generator driven
at constant speed to show the effect of armature
reaction.
As resistance was cut out the load current
varied from o up to 21 amps
What I cannot quite grasp is why the
load current should go up
as the resistance is taken
out. Does this not point
RESULTANT
to the fact that the bigger
load you put on a dynamo
• • PRIM
(i e , the higher res.) the
less current will be used ?
This does not seem reasonabl&. F. L. (Brentwood).
A bigger load is put on a

dynamo by reducing the
external resistance of the
dynamo, not by increasing
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Lamp Sales.
The recent formation of the Crompton
Kye Lamp Sales Organisation under which
the two largest non-ring lamp manufacturers
have pooled their resources is an interesting
development. The organisers claim that
their programme for the coming season is
the most ambitious individual scheme ever
planned to co-operate with the recognised
electrical wholesalers and retailers profitably
to combat the menace of cheap imported
lamps.
Electrical Advertising.
This opens up the very interesting question
of electrical advertising. So long as electrical manufacturers were only concerned
with selling their products to engineers
the problem of advertising was comparatively simple. The time is now approaching
when, in order to take full advantage of the
possibilities of electrical development, some
of our larger manufacturers must consider
seriously the question of advertising their
goods direct to the public. The electrical
retailer cannot be expected to educate
the public to the full possibilities of the many
domestic electrical appliances which are now
available. At the present time the great
majority of people who are not in the industry
seldom think electrically, except, perhaps, at
Christmas time when they may purchase
toasters, hair dryers, and similar electrical
appliances suitable for presenting to their
friends.
A few years ago, electrical advertising
direct to the public would not have been a
worth-while proposition, but to-day there
is an immense amount of new business to be
secured in this way. The possibilities of
multiple switching for landings, passages
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and outhouses, dimming switches, low candle
power lamps for bedroom and landing
nightlights, electrical refrigerators, fans,
hair-dryers, irons with thermostat control,
safety electric kettles, heated towel rails,
are a few electrical items which have infinitely
more interest to the housewife than to the
electrical retailer so far as advertising is
concerned.
The Four Cardinal Points.
The woman, who decides in most cases
how money is to be spent in connection with
the home, has to be shown by skilful advertising the convenience, the safety, the simplicity,
and the economy of using the many domestic
electrical appliances which are now available.
Whilst advertising to other engineers will
continue to be the most effective form of
publicity for manufacturers of highly specialised electrical products and for the producers
of the raw material of electrical manufacture,
the same will not apply in the case of those
firms who depend for their prosperity upon
the sale of domestic electric appliances.
Before the recent Russian trial, how many
people outside the electrical industry knew
of the existence of the great firm of MetroVickers ? True Metro-Vickers may not have
much to sell direct to the general public,
except through their associated companies,
but the fact remains that before the trial
there were literally millions of people in the
country who had never heard of their
existence.
The Lesson of the Wireless Industry.
Wireless manufacturers quickly realised that
advertising to other wireless engineers and
manufacturers would not get them very far,
and results achieved in the wireless field have
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proved there is an immense scope for those
electrical manufacturers who apply similar
methOds to bringing the advantages of their
products prominently before the woman in
the home.
The above remarks may at first appear to
be outside the scope of a technical magazine,
but this is not so. The function of the magazine is to serve the interests of its readers,
practically all of whom are in one or other
branch of the electrical industry. Increased
prosperity in the electrical industry means
increased prospects for every reader of these
pages.
A Low Voltage Gas Discharge Lamp.
In this issue we give particulars of a new
type of gas discharge lamp which is now
in use on a section of the Watford Road,
Wembley. The construction and operation
of these lamps is extremely simple. They
give a light which has a reasonably well
balanced spectrum, and are extremely
effective for the lighting of main roads. In
addition to the absence of glare, an even
illumination of tho road surface can be
obtained by the use of suitable reflectors.
Developed Wiring Diagrams.
The tracing out of circuits and sub-circuits
on the diagrams of modern electrical
machinery is an involved and difficult
process. The method of using developed
wiring diagrams which is explained in this
issue by Mr. C. J. 0. Garrard is well worth
study by every reader who may have occasion
to deal with circuits of electrical machinery
either on the design, installation, or maintenance side.
Public Address Systems.
Many large halls are already equipped with
public address systems. The resultant gain
in comfort on the part of the audience has
to be experienced to be realised. We hope
very shortly to publish an article dealing
fully with the practical side of the installation
of such a system in large and small halls.
This is work which should definitely be in
the hands of electrical engineers, and there
are still hundreds of halls and lecture rooms
which are not adequately equipped. In the
present issue, we include an article dealing
with the construction of a powerful gramophone amplifier suitable for installing in
dance halls and small concert halls.
Electrical Relays.
On page 453 will be found an article
dealing with the design and construction
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of electrical relays of various types. The
possibilities of using electrical relays for the
remote control of electrical apparatus and for
obtaining the required sequence of operation
has, we believe, never yet been fully explored.
We invite our readers to send in ideas as to
the various methods by which relays can be
utilised either in connection with electrical
models, remote switching, for interlocking
devices, etc. A selection of the best suggestions received will be published in a later
issue.
Calculating Cable Sizes.
An ingenious appliance for calculating
the correct sizes of cables for house and
factory wiring is described on page 459.
Readers will, we believe, find this more
convenient to use than the regulation wiring
tables. The scales of the calculator are
based on the wiring tables, and the calculator
provides a rapid method of calculating and
checking sizes.
Electricity in the Garage.
Apropos of our last month's notes—we
have received from Mr. A. W. Robertson,
A.M.I.E.E., particulars of an immersion
heater designed for insertion in the drain
plug of a car radiator to keep the water at
about zo° above the atmosphere. The unit
in question consumes So watts, and in order
to be effective must be left in action during
the night.
Electric Automobiles So Near and Yet sc
Far.
Battery-driven electric vehicles have, o
course, been in use for over 20 years, chiefly
for delivery vans operating within a smal
radius, for dust and refuse collector carts
and in a few cases for town runabouts. If tIn
problem of producing a storage batten
reasonably light and with a large capacity
could be solved, there would be an immense
scope for electrically driven vehicles amongs
private owners. Under modern condition
it would be quite practicable for a private
owner to leave his car on charge over nigh
and so store up sufficient energy to prope
it for perhaps 5o or too miles during th
following day at a cost of half a crown or les
for electrical energy.
A Subsidy Waiting.
Incidentally, the tax on electrically prc
pelted vehicles is at present 4;6 irrespectiv
of horse-power--in effect, a subsidy on electri
vehicles.
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THE LOW VOLTAGE ELECTRIC DISCHARGE
LAMP
ITS PRINCIPLE, CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRUCTION

Fig.

1.-A SECTION OF THE WATFORD ROAD, WEMBLEY, MIDDLESEX, ILLUMINATED WITH OSIRA
ELECTRIC DISCHARGE LAMPS.

NE of the most important recent
advances in the technique of light
production is the development and
practical application of the electric discharge lamp. An application of this type
of lamp to indoor illumination was referred to in the March issue, on page 298.
Another application is the installation by
the General Electric Company of their
" Osira " lamps, to the lighting of a mile
of the Watford Road, Wembley, Middlesex, as shown in Fig. 1. An extremely
interesting feature of this installation is
that the lamps are installed under
the normal street lighting conditions of
wiring and switching, and at usual spacings
and mounting heights. The cost of running
such lamps is stated to be considerably
lower than ordinary filament lamps of
equal capacity.

O

The New Principle Explained.
The electric discharge lamp introduces
into practical use an entirely new source
of light.
In the past, all practical illuminants
have depended upon the radiation emitted
from heated solids. The sun, the filament
of an electric lamp, the gas mantle and the
crater of a carbon arc all emit light because
and only because, they are extremely hot.
The case of electric discharge lamps is,
on the other hand, entirely different. The
light is produced, not because the gas or
vapour is very hot, but because it is
" excited " electrically. Energy is acquired by the individual atoms owing to
their collisions with ions and electrons and
the atoms then release this energy in the
form of light.
Briefly stated, the new lamp gives its
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light by the discharge of electricity through
a mixture of gases which includes mercury
vapour.
Construction.
The construction of the new lamp is
shown in Fig. 4. It consists of two electrodes situated at opposite ends of a
tubular bulb which is enclosed in a vacuum
jacket. There are only two leads taken
into the lamp, one to each electrode, and
connection is made with the supply mains
by a standard Goliath Edison screw cap
such as is standard on all large gas-filled
filament lamps.
Connections.
The " Osira " electric discharge lamp is
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able energy and lower the overall efficiency
as compared with that of a lamp designed for
A.C. working. It will thus be seen that in
all considerations of discharge lamp efficiency, it is most important to distinguish
between the energy consumed by the lamps
themselves and by the complete installation.
As the current through the lamp is not
strictly sinusoidal, the usual simple
methods of calculating power-factor from
a knowledge of the inductance and capacity
in the circuit do not accurately hold.
The use of a series choke on A.C. supplies
will lower the power-factor of the system
and under commercial conditions it may
be necessary to correct it. In an indoor
installation this might be effected at a
lb•
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2 —THE COMPLETE WIRING SYSTEM FOR
THE " OSIRA " ELECTRIC DISCHARGE LAMP.

connected directly to a standard A.C.
supply through a simple choke and will
start automatically when switched on. No
gear is needed for starting the discharge,
nor are any filament transformers required
to heat the electrodes (see Fig. 2).
All discharge lamps have a characteristic
similar to that of an arc, and therefore
require a series impedance. On A.C.
supplies this can be introduced by a
choke without appreciable loss of energy,
but when used on D.C. supplies, there is
the inherent disadvantage that a resistance
must be used. This will absorb consider-

Fig. 3.—LIGHT DISTRIBUTION CURVES IN A
VERTICAL PLANE OF ORDINARY LAMP AND
ELECTRIC DISCHARGE LAMP.
Curve r, Osram 300-Watt gas-filled Tungsten
filament lamp. Curve 2, " Osira " 420-Watt
electric discharge lamp.

central point, but in an outdoor installation it will desirable to keep the current
in the distribution cables as low as possible
by fitting a condenser at each unit.
When the new lamp is used on a 5o cycle
A.C. supply, a 20 microfarad condenser
raises the overall power-factor to the satisfactory value of o.83. The complete wiring
diagram under these conditions is that
shown in Fig. 2.
As the new lamps have G.E.S. caps, they
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will fit in existing lampholders, and, as
they are at present designed to operate
directly off existing A.C. supplies of 230/
25o volts, it is clear that the only alteration
needed when existing filament lamps are
to be replaced by the new lamp is the
insertion of the choke in one of the lamp
leads. In street lighting columns the choke
and the condenser (for power-factor correction) may be housed in the base of the
standard.
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taining brilliant greens, reds, yellows and
blues,. appears, under sodium light, as a
monochrome in yellow-brown.
With the Osira lamp, a luminous efficiency of 21 times that of a tungsten filament lamp of similar wattage is obtained,
together with reasonably good colour
rendering. In its light, blues, greens and
yellows appear as brilliant as in daylight.

Efficiency and Life.
The most important feature of the new
lamp is that its initial efficiency including
the losses in the choke is 38 lumens per watt
as compared with the 151 lumens per watt
given by a tungsten filament gasfilled
lamp of similar wattage ; that is to say,
it has an overall efficiency of 21 times that
of the tungsten filament lamp. The efficiency of the lamp alone is 39 lumens per
watt.
The total consumption of the lamp and
choke is 42o watts of which 10 are lost in
the choke. This wattage was chosen as
giving a light output approximately equal
to that of a I,000 watt tungsten filament
lamp. The life of the new lamp is at least
equal to that of the normal filament type.

Light Distribution.
The distribution of light from the 420
watt Osira electric discharge lamp compared with that of a standard 50o watt
Osram gas-filled tungsten filament lamp is
shown in Fig. 3. The greatly increased light
output will be noted whilst it will be evident
to those familiar with the design of street
lighting installations that the shape of the
polar curve given by the new lamp is
particularly useful.

Fig.

4.-THE NEW
LAMP.
OSIRA

Fig. 5.-THE SOURCE
OF LIGHT IN THE
NEW LAMP.

Colour of the Light.

Normal Current About 2 Amps.

The colour of the light given by a discharge lamp is mainly determined by the
gases or metallic vapours with which it is
filled.
There have been produced in the G.E.C.
Research Laboratories sodium lamps of
very high efficiency, but their spectrum
consists mainly of two yellow lines very
close together. Their light is consequently
almost pure yellow and colour discrimination is therefore sacrificed. A picture con-

After the lamp has been switched on,
the light output steadily increases for about
three minutes. During this time the
voltage across the lamp rises and the mains
current falls to its normal running value
of 2.0 amperes, from an initial value of
about three times this figure.
If the supply fails or is switched off,
the lamp cannot restart for a few minutes
until its temperature has fallen ; restarting then takes place automatically.
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WOOD POLE CALCULATION:
By H. E. HUTTER, A.Am. I .E.E.
stay attached below the
HE calculation of the
point of pull :—
stress in a pole stay
wire, due either to
P
I.—SHOWING ANGLE
Fig.
where
S=
change in direction of the BETWEEN WIRES, RESULTS0
line or the dead ending of a ING FROAI CHANGE IN LINE
p1= p [ + 3(H — H i) 1
DIRECTION.
line, together with the de1
2H1
sign of the anchor for the
stay, can be rapidly obtained from the Weight of Earth on Stay Baulks.
following data.
The stays are attached to creosoted wood

T

J

Pull on Pole Stay.

baulks buried in the ground. The stay
The pull to be taken by the stay due to baulk is held down by the weight of a
change in line direction, as shown in Fig. r, is prismoid of earth resting on it. The weights
given by the following
of the earth prismoids
table, showing the relaLine
Line
o resting on baulks of
tion between the angle
different sizes buried at
0 between the wires and
varying depths can be
the resultant pull in the
read directly from the
line, equal to the tencurve (Fig. 3).
sion to which the wires
The angle of repose of
are strung x number of
dry loam is assumed at
wires.
3o' for the curve; acAngle. Resultant pull
tually it is nearer 45°,
160° .. .348 '
providing a suitable fac(b)
(a)
1400 . . .684
tor of safety, the
2.—Two POSITIONS FOR ATTACH130° . . .846
ING STAY WIRE.
weight of dry loam
120° .. 1.000
being Ioo lb. per
xP
10° .. 1.148
cub. ft.
18
Ioo° .. 1.286
go' .. 1.414
Stay Wire.
6o° .. 1.732
The material used
16
for stay wires is galThe stay wire
vanised steel strand
should make as
of 45 tons per sq. in.
large an angle as
‘4
breaking strain. A
possible with the
,„,
steel stay rod with
pole, 30-45° being
bow is attached to
usual.
3s'
baulk, the tension0
Position of Stay.
N'
ing of the stay being
Two positions are
N)'
carried
out by means
suitable for attachof the nut attached
ing the stay. Let
Wood th-u/ks 10'14ide
to the bow.
S = tension in stay

0

e ,,,0 ;,„,

k\•\o

wire, and P = resultant pull of line
wires. First position (Fig. 2A) :—
P x be
S=
ab
The second case
(Fig. 2B) with the

•

ek\

s
'''

\,§'

Breaking loads of
the stay rods are :-

6

4

1
5

7
6
Depth 117 Ground in feet

in. diam. 10,650 lb.
in. diam. 15,900 lb.

in. diam. 21,900 lb.
Fig. 3.—CURVES GIVING WEIGHTS OF EARTH
RESTING ON STAY BAULKS OF DIFFERENT SIZES. I in. diam. 29,100 lb.
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DEVELOPED WIRING DIAGRAMS
By C. J.

D

0. GARRARD, M.SC.

EVELOPED wiring diagrams, or,
as they are called in the U.S.A.,
" line to line " diagrams, are an
extremely useful aid to the study of
automatic contactor equipments, traction
work, interlocking schemes, and so on, and
should be more widely used than they are.
For those who are not familiar with the
method, these remarks may be useful.

In Fig. I are shown some of the conventional signs used to indicate various
pieces of apparatus when constructing a
developed wiring diagram.

A Simple Example.
Fig. 2 is the wiring diagram of a contactor starter for a small three-phase
motor (M). This consists of a three-phase
contactor (L) with one auxiliary contact.
This contactor can
What a Developed
be opened or closed
Wiring DiaNormally closed contact,
0
o
by means of two sets
gram is.
(i.e.
closed when the curof push-buttons (C).
A developed wirrent in the coil is broken.)
The motor is protecing diagram is one
0 0 Normally open contact.
in which no attempt
ted by three overload trips (H) which
is made to repre- ==I (i.e. open when the current
in the coil is broken.)
open the contactor
sent the parts of
in
case of the motor
the various pieces
Push-button, normally open,
of apparatus,
being overloaded.
closing on being pressed.
switches,
relays,
Fig. 3 is the corPush-button, normally closed responding deveetc., as they acopening on being pressed.
tually are arranged,
loped diagram. This
is in two parts,
but one in which
Relay, or contactor coll.
each separate cirone representing
the main conneccuit is represented
Cable core.
as far as possible
tions which carry
Tube carrying wires.
the motor current,
by a straight line
running across the
and the other showLamp.
ing only the auxidiagram between
the +ve and —ye Fig. 1.-HERE ARE GIVEN THE CONVENTIONAL liary circuits. The
poles or between SIGNS USED IN DEVELOPED WIRING DIAGRAMS. diagram shows that
two phases of an
on pressing one or
A.G. system, which
other of the "Start"
are represented by two vertical lines one buttons the circuit through the bobbier of L
on each side of the diagram.
is completed, L closes and its auxiliary
The connections which really run cont act closes, thus short-circuiting the
backwards and forwards in all directions start-buttons. The contactor L can be
between the various pieces of apparatus opened by pressing one or other of the
are straightened out so that they can be two " stop " buttons, or opens when one
of the overload trips functions.
represented by straight lines.
The above example is simple and a
developed diagram would not really be
How the Diagrams are Constructed.
In the following pages are given one or necessary to study it. The utility of the
two examples of developed diagrams with developed diagram becomes greater,
the corresponding wiring diagrams from however, the more complicated is the
wiring.
which they are derived.
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Another
The car starts
Line
Example.
and continues
Fig. 4 repreto move until
sents the cirthe
floor
i2 I
cuit diagram of
switch at the
a simple fourlevel at which
floor A.C. lift
it is desired to
contactor gear,
stop
opens the
Start and Fig. 5 the
floor relay.
Stop
same diagram
Rules for
in developed
Construct form.
i n g the
3
The lift is
Diagrams.
driven by a
The following
three - phase
rules have been
motor which is
found useful:
started and reStop
A
(i)Each
versed by two
circuit
should
Start
contactors I
start on the
and II. The
left and finish
lift is controlled
on the right
by a series of Fig. 2.—ORDINARY WIRING DIAGRAM OF A.C. MOTOR without ever
push-buttons STARTER CONNECTIONS, WITH PUSH BUTTON CONTROL FROM reversing
its
Two POINTS.
in the car (CB)
direction.
or - by floor(2) All cirbuttons (FB) situated by the floor gates. cuits should be represented as they would
The lift can only be set in motion when all be were there no voltage in any part of
the gates are closed (gate switches GS). the system.
It is stopped automatically by the floor
(3) The sequence of operations should
switches (FS I and FS II) or the limit be from the top downwards.
switches (LS I and LS II). When anyone
(4) As far as possible all symbols reis standing in the lift the car floor switch presenting pieces of apparatus which have
FS puts the floor buttons out of action, the same or similar functions (i.e., relay
so that the car can only be started and coils, push-buttons, etc.) should be arranged
stopped from inside.
on the same vertical line.
It will be seen that by pressing the
(5) Start by drawing the main circuit
button corresdiagram ; give
ponding to the
each piece of
floor at which
apparatus,
it is desired to
switch, contacstop, the correstor, relay, etc.,
ponding floor
a number or
relay (III, IV,
letter ;
each
V or VI) is
contact on a
closed. At the
certain piece of
same time one
apparatus bears
Start Stop Stop H
or other of the
the same num2
3
7
motor contacber or letter.
tors closes, depending on
The Uses of
whether the car
D e v eloped
is above or
Diagrams.
below the floor
The use of
at which it is
developed dib.3.—DEVELOPED DIAGRAM CORRESPONDING TO THE
desired to stop.
WIRING DIAGRAM IN FIG 2.
grams will be
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Fig. 4.—CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF A FOUR-FLOOR A C. LIFT CONTROLLER.

found to save a great deal of time in
establishing diagrams of connections. With
a small amount of practice one can make
them as quickly as one can write, and with
the same facility. Contacts can be added
or removed, moved from one contactor
to another and so on with the greatest
ease. The developed diagram can then

Fig. 5.—THE SAME DIAGRAM AS FIG. 4, BUT DEVELOPED.
The upper part respresents the main circuits of the motor and the
brake magnet which lifts the brake each time the motor is started up.
The lower part shows the auxiliary circuits for the control.

441
be used to make the
wiring diagram for
the shop. By proceeding in this manner one has the least
chance of making
mistakes ; it is easy
to eliminate redundant circuits and
superfluous cont acts
and detect " feed
backs " and similar
troubles.
On the other hand,
no method of studying an existing diagram is so easy as to
develop it.
One can complete
such developed diagrams by marking
on the lines representing the circuits
their entry into and
leaving of tubes and
cables (see signs
Fig. 1).
otor
C
Brake
Magnet

Complicated Interlocking Schemes.
If very complicated
interlocking schemes
are to be studied, it is
helpful to place over
each contact on the
diagram a small pearl
button between two
holes in which a
thread has been tied.
By turning the button go degrees, one
can represent the
opening or closing of
the contact ; different
coloured buttons can
represent different
sorts of contacts
i.e., black buttons
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_I Shunt
---4
I

2
3
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ones contacts which are closed when
the current is broken and so on. By
this means even the most complicated circuit diagrams may be
followed quite easily.

Series

A

How to Deal with Controller
Drum Circuits.

In circuit diagrams where there
are controller drums it will frequently be found necessary to
split up the drum into several
11 1. 11
parts in order to avoid crossing or
turning back of circuits.
'11!I
Fig. 6 shows a simple controller
circuit, where this splitting up
has not been necessary. The
controller drum is represented
Fig. 6 —DEVELOPED DIAGRAM OF A DRUM CONTROLLER
above with the fixed drum fingers
FOR SPEED CONTROL OF A COMPOUND MOTOR.
below. These fingers are really
There are three series speeds and six shunt speeds,
of course, arranged in a single
obtained first by connecting the series resistance FR in
row one beside the other. In
series with the motor, and then by reducing the strength
of the field by means of the shunt resistance SR.
the developed diagram each is
placed on the vertical line correpresent contacts which are open when responding to the drum segment which
the current in the coil is broken, and white it touches as the controller turns.
I

i I LIT
MN

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS IN PRACTICE
A diagrammatic method similar to that
described above has been evolved by the
General Electric Company. The reader
who follows the diagrams already described
will have no difficulty in understanding
It
the method illustrated in Figs. 7-10.
is based on the same principle, with a few
minor differences in detail.
How to Make the Diagram.
A list of all the apparatus is written
down on the left-hand side of the sheet
(see Figs. 7-10) and horizontal lines are
drawn right across the page between
each piece of apparatus.
A series of heavier lines representing
control busbars is drawn at the top and
bottom of the diagram. Positive (D.C.)
or red (A.C.) at the top, and negative or
blue at the bottom.
Arrangement of Circuits.
Between these operating busbars, cir-

cuits are drawn vertically (not horizon
tally as in the first method), and the
operating coils, contacts, etc., in these
circuits are inserted opposite the name of
the apparatus on the left. Thus the
circuits are simply laid out and since the
operation of any piece of apparatus changes
all the contacts between two of the
horizontal lines, the effect of this operation
on each circuit may be traced separately.
Some Examples.
Some concrete examples are given in
Figs. 7-10, showing the starting and
synchronising operations of converters
and generators. For the sake of simplicity
all protective features are omitted from the
diagrams. The key to the symbols used
is given below each diagram. The symbols do not differ greatly from those
already given. The vertical operating
circuits have been lettered for ease of
reference.
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1 D.C. Operating Circuit (Network+m)
„
(Red)
2 A.C.
3 D.C.
(ov• Brush)
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4 Low Voltage Starting Relay

E H T Bus Bar
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5 Time Delay Relay for Starting
6 Pi
TiWau-tion for Local Starting

Sri.

Isolating Links

I,

T P Oil Switch
la-
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...in
0
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Converter
Transformer
3/6 Phase
A C Operator
Circuits
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11 Starting Contactor
12 Contactor for Polarised Field
13 Aux. Contactor for Synchronising Contactor

0

'
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14 Synchronising Contactor

1 1
t.,

15 Aux. Contactor for Running Contactor
16 Field Contactor (Two-way Make bef re B rali)
17 Synchronising Relay
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0

A
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Running Contactor-'
Triple Pole

TL!
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18 Motor Operated Field Rheostat

Synchronising
Contactor
Triple Pole
Starting
Contactor
Ti iple Pole

" :Is
ng
Sgl=

v

19 Switch to interrupt Startinc S . ence when c indin:
ommu a or
20 Running Contactor
21 Main Shunt Field on Rotary

aye

Current
Transformers

SIVo7
B

B

7Main Shunt Field
Polarising Field
1111:111111
C rinovt:r7er
+1E1

22 D.C. Operating Circuit (-"Brush)
(Blue)
„
23 A.C.„
...
/ .1...... ...nix
.
_V.1
24

DIAGRAM OF .MAIN
CONNECTIONS
REFERENCE TO SYMBOLS

(a) fi

Operating Coil

(d) :8

Contacts close early in closing stroke of Main Contacts

(g) 840

Push Button Switch - Push to close circuit

(b) u

Contacts close when Coil is energised

(e) 08

Contacts close early in opening stroke of Main Contacts

(h)

As(o)but remain open for Time lag after Coil is de-energised

(c)

Contacts close when Cod is de-energised

(f) ; r L

As (b) but remain oven for Time lag offer Coil is energised

(k) y

Two-way Controller

Fig 7 —DIA(.RAMS TO ILLUSTRATE STARTING AND SYNCHRONISING OF MOTOR OPERATED AUTOMATIC ROTARY CONVERTER
It is assume.1 that a D C. solenoid-operated oil switch is used. The sequence of operations is as follows : (I) Starting impulse receised, (a) by
di,tant control, (b) by low D C olt age on bus bars (time delay fitted), (c) time switch. (2) The oil switch closes. (3) Main transformer and
A C operating circuit energised. (4) Starting contactor closes (5) The machine runs up as a D.C. generator. (6) Synchronising contactor
closes (7) The machine is pulled into step and held there (8) Running contactor closes. (9) Machine parallels.
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7 Automatic-Local Controller
8 Aux. Contactor for closing Machine Oil Switch
9 Polarising Field
10 Machine Oil Switch (latched)

-If

a b c
1 D C Control Circuit +" Network

2 k.C.Control Circuit Red
3 D.C. Control Circuit +°° Brush
4 D.C. Low Voltage Starting Relay
5 Time Delay Relay for Starting
6 Push Button for Local Starting

E H T Bars

(l
o

Links

a

Oil
Switch
Current
Transformei s

,-

8 Calibration for L.V. Starting Relay
9 Polarised Relay
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Motor for Motor Operated Oil Switch
Rotary Field
Contactor for Oil Switch Motor
Machine Oil Switch
Aux. Contactor for Field Contactor
Field Contactor
Aux. Contactor for Running Contactor
Starting Contactor

np

n,-.
...1R -L-i,
Mt)

Main
Transformer
A/VVVW

3/6 Phase
NVV\N`

Midwi e

0

II fl

18 Running Contactor

Starting
Contactor

0

Civ X
110voltsA C

E

0

(lie
"--I.
0 eA

Us

Running
Contacr

19 Motor Operated
Operated Field Regulator
Field
Contactor
20 D.C. Control Circuit —" Brush
21 A.C. Control Circuit Blue
22 D.C. Control Circuit —"Network

Field
Rheostat
REFERENCE TO SYMBOLS

(a) (1
? Operating Con

B

As (c) but opens late in CloSing Stroke of Main Contacts

(b)

Contacts close when Coil is energised

(f) jE As (c) but opens early in Closing Stroke of Main Contacts

(c)

Contacts open when Coil is energised

(g)

(d) 8 Et As (b) but made at beginning of Closing Stroke of Main Contacts

(h)

A Contacts make when Machine comes up with Reversed Polarity
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7 Auto-Local Two-way Controller

ghik

?`n Contacts make after a short time lag when Polarity is correct

Fig. 8 —DIAGRAMS TO ILLUSTRATE STARTING AND SYNCHRONISING OF AUTOMATIC TAP STARTED ROTARY CONVERTER.
is assumed that an A.C. motor-operated oil circuit breaker is used. The sequence of operations is as follows : (1) Starting impulse received
(2) Oil switch closes (3) Main transformer becomes energised. (4) Starting contactor closes. (5) Machine runs up. (6) Polarity corrected
(if necessary). (7) Machine synchronises. (8) The machine parallels.
It
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21 D.C. Control Circuit --,Brush
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Midwire
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o
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Syn hronising
Contactor
Field
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REFERENCE TO SYMBOLS

(e) q1L s Limit Switch opens when Rotor Phases are shorted by Motor

(a) et)

Operating Cod

(b)

Contacts close when Cod is energised

(f)

Limit Switch opens when Rotor Phases are opened by Motor

(o) $

Contacts open when Coil is energised

(g)

;'cs. Rentnfugal Switch closes when Oil Switch Motor runs up to speed

(d) $-r t. As (o) but remain open for alms lag after CO is deeenergised
Fig. 9.—DIAGRAM OF STARTING AND SYNCHRONISHING G.E C. AU1OMATIC MOTOR CONVERTER.
It is assumed that an A.C. motor-operated oil switch is used. The sequence of operations is as follows : (1) Starting impulse received
(2) Oil switch closes. (3) Machine stator becomes energised and machine runs up. (4) Machine pulled into synchronism. (5) Synchronising
relay (time delay) operates. (6) Synchronising contactor closes (short circuiting starting equipment). (7) All phases of rotor short circuited.
(8) The machine parallels.
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MAIN CONNECTION DIAGRAM
Operation of Oil Switches
Springs for closing Oil Switches are compressed
Oil Switch A closes immediately
Oil Switches B & C are Cocked until
released by the Closing Coils

u sh

27 D.C. ControTCircuit — Brush
28 A n CInntonl ntrrint (Rica Pha Atli
29 D.C.Control Circuit —Network

KEY TO SYMBOLS

(a)1:
;1 )

Operating Coil for Relay, Contactor or Circuit Breaker

(e) 9 a

As (b), but make Contort early in the Closing Stroke of the Main Contacts

(b)

Auxiliary Contacts Open & Close with Main Contacts.or Close when Coil is Energised

(f)

E

As (c), •

(g)

TL

As (b),but with Time Lag on Closing Stroke

tAuxiliary Contacts Open when Main Contacts Close
, Open
Close
or Close when Coil is De-energised

(c)

(d)

6

E

As

(h) r L. As (c) •

•

n

at end of Opening

^

of Auxiliary Contacts

(b). but make Contact at the End of the Closing Stroke of the Main Contacts
Fig
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26

)i.

10--DIAGRAMS TO ILLUSTRATE START IN(, AND SYNCHRONISING OF AUTOMATIC SYNCHRONISING MOTOR GENERATOR

The sequence is as for ows : (1) Stirting impulse received by either (a) Supervisory gear, (b) low voltage (D.0 ) relay, (c) time switch, (2) Oil
switch motor contactor becomes energised (3) Synchronous motor field circuit broken and generator field rheostat arm open circuited to
include maximum resistance in generatoi field circuit (4) Motor closes oil switch A and cocks oil switches B and C. (5) A C. stator connected
to line. (6) Oil switch B closes (7) The machine runs up. (8) Operation of synchronising relay (9) Motor pulls into step (io) Motor
synchronised
cc
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PRACTICAL NOTES ON REGULATIONS FOR
THE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT OF BUILDINGS
(I,E,E. WIRING RULES)
By D. WINTON THORPE, A.M.I.E.E.

SECONDARY BATTERY INSTALLATIONS, SWITCHES
AND FUSES

U

if the arrangement of tiers permits it,
finish at the end of the second tier ; or,
alternatively, drop down to a tier below
and double back again to the other end.
This may, of course, necessitate a rather
long run of service cable from the further
Potential Difference Between Cells.
end of the battery to the switchboard, but
Regulation 6oA states :—
Every battery shall be so arranged that a it conforms with the requirements of the
potential difference exceeding 5o volts does Regulation and therefore of course, reprenot exist between adjacent cells without sents prudent practice.
adequate protection, and that each cell shall
be readily accessible from the top and from Provision of Spray Arrestors.
at least one side.
Regulation 6oD states :—
It may seem idle to comment on this
Cells having containers not sealed or
very clear and very obvious Regulation, provided with screw-down covers shall be
but I have actually seen a battery— fitted with spray arrestors.
installed it is true, by an amateur—in
Some people, I believe, consider that
which, for the convenience of his switch- what are termed " spray arrestors "—that
board and to shorten the lead to and from is the sheets of glass which lie diagonally
the battery, a series arrangement of cells across the top of open-type cells—are
started at the middle of the top tier, merely refinements intended to prevent
went along that tier to the end down to dust from getting into the cells. This is
the bottom tier, back along the full length not so, of course. This particular Regulaof the tier, up to the top tier and back tion is very important because although
again to the middle, so that in the middle when battery plants are first erected, it is
of the top tier were two batteries at oppo- usual for spray arrestors to be placed
site ends of the series chain ; thus he had on the top of open cells, ' ese sheets of
a potential difference of 54 volts on the glass are apt to get broken, and in many
terminals of the adjacent cells at the cases are not replaced. Nevertheless, they
middle of the top tier. This was clearly do prevent the spray, which is given off
a very dangerous state of affairs, since one by the gassing cells, from rising into the
cannot risk a serious short-circuit in the atmosphere and creating an explosive
highly inflammable gaseous atmosphere of mixture. Instead, the spray collects on
a battery room. Had it not been for this the underside of the glass and falls back
danger, the arrangement of cells was quite into the cell.
ingenious.
The normal and probably the best way
of arranging cells in a battery is to start Ventilation of Battery Room.
on one end of the top tier, work along that
Regulation 61 states :—
tier and downwards at the further end
The room in which the batteries are placed
to the next tier, back along that tier and, shall be thoroughly well ventilated.
rn

NDER the general title of " Secondary Batteries," there are certain
Regulations which are, I think,
worth noting.
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WRONG WAY
ARRANGEMENT OF CELLS IN A BATTERY.
The top picture shows the correct series
arrangement. The lower arrangement contravenes the regulations and increases the risk of
short circuit in the highly inflammable atmosphere of the battery room. (Regulation 6oA )

OPEN-TYPE CELLS SHOULD ALWAYS BE PROVIDED WITH SPRAY ARRESTORS. (REGULATION
60D.)

ARRANGEMENT OF SWITCHES AND FUSES.
the fuses should be placed so that they are
not " alive " when their respective switches are
in the " off " position. The lower picture shows
an example of switch fuse apparently rightly
connected but actually connected wrongly.
Regulation 64M.)

No FUSE SHOULD BE FIXED ON THE BACK OF
THE SWITCHBOARD. (REGULATION 64F.)
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Ventilation is one of the most important,
if not the most important, considerations
when designing a battery room, or deciding
upon an existing room to serve as such.
The ideal ventilation demands a natural
circulation of air, that is to say, an intake
point near the ground and an exhaust
point near the roof or ceiling. It is a
matter upon which the architect or builder
is likely to be more expert than an
electrical engineer and, in most cases, it is
well worth employing the services of
someone who thoroughly understands the
question of ventilation. In the case of
ventilating an existing room, a fairly
satisfactory impression of the ventilating
qualities may be obtained before the
batteries are placed in position by burning
newspaper, etc., and watching the behaviour of the smoke. If the smoke hangs
about it may reasonably be assumed that
the room is not well ventilated ; if, on the
other hand, it can be seen that there is a
clear through current of air which keeps
sweeping through and washing out the
atmosphere, then the room may be considered to be satisfactorily ventilated.
The purpose of this Regulation is as
before—to obviate as far as possible the
existence and stagnation of explosive gas
in the battery room. It is a most important Regulation and one which I am afraid
is very often ignored.
Protection of Switchboards from Acid
Fumes.
Regulation 63 states :—
Open-type switchboards . . . shall be so
arranged as to prevent access of acid fumes
from batteries to the boards . .
The acid fumes which are given off by
every battery have a deleterious corrosive
action upon metal and, since all switchboards contain a great deal of metal, this
Regulation has been very properly drafted.
A switchboard inside a battery room is
definitely at variance with the spirit and
even the letter of this Regulation, if it is an
open-type switchboard. Even with enclosed type switchgear, the acid fumes from
the battery room are definitely injurious.
There is no doubt that to place a
switchboard of any sort inside a battery
room, though it may be extremely con-
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venient from the point of view of layout,
is inexcusably bad practice.

Accessibility of Switchboard Parts.
Regulation 64F says :—
All parts (of a switchboard), including
connections, shall be readily accessible; and
no fuse shall be fixed on the back of the board.
Generally speaking, the electrical contractor will buy switchboards from the
manufacturer. There are, however, occasions when a board has to be specially made
up, and not infrequently this Regulation is
defied because the back of a switchboard
seems a neater place for a fuse than the
front. If placed on the front of a switchboard, the fuse is readily accessible,
whereas it is inaccessible at the back and
much more likely to result in the operator
accidentally making contact with some live
conductor and getting a shock. On the
front, it acts as a reminder to the operator
to switch off before changing the fuse. In
addition, the combustion when the fuse
blows is unlikely to do any damage if the
fuse is mounted on the front, whereas, if
mounted On the back, it may tend to burn
some of the many conductors leading to
the back of the board.
Switch Fuses.
Regulation 64m states :—
In every case in which switches and fuses
are fitted on the same pole, these switches
shall be so arranged that the fuses are not
alive when their respective switches are in
the " off " position.
• This Regulation is primarily intended to
avoid the bad practice of drawing and
replacing fuses from and on a live conductor. If we have a switch fuse, and
for the purposes of reloading a fuse we
turn the switch off, it is reasonable to
expect that the fuse upon which we are
operating is dead. But if this Regulation
has been contravened, and if the wiring
has been carried out in such a way as to
bring the switch on to the dead side of the
fuse (or the fuse on the live side of the
switch), then turning off the switch will
not have the effect of deadening the fuse
upon which we intend to work. This
point cannot always be seen from a visual
examination of the relative positions of the
two, since circumstances may and often do
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demand that the switch be apparently
placed on the live side of the fuse, whereas,
in effect, it is wired in such a way as to
bring the fuses on the live side of the switch.
Great care should be paid to this Regulation as contravention of it is undoubtedly
the cause of quite a large number of
accidents, particularly in connection with
switch fuses in factory operation.
Colouring of Busbars.
Regulation 64N states :—
Where a scheme of colouring is employed
to distinguish switchboard omnibus bars
and connections to individual poles or
phases, such scheme of colouring shall conform in all respects to British Standard
Specification No. 15S.
The colouring of busbars is really a very
important matter nowadays since it is by
such colouring that the phases can easily
be distinguished from one another and from
the neutral. To open a busbar chamber
and confuse a phase with neutral may mean
the difference between potential difference
of 250 volts and one of 415 volts. Anyone
who has experienced a 415-volt alternating current shock will sympathise with
the person who drafted these Regulations.
Apart from this, however, it is of the utmost
importance that a phase shall be easily
recognisable in order to achieve a proper
balance of load between phases.
In these days of extensive 3-phase wiring
it is becoming more and more usual to
have to colour one's busbars in some
manner, and endless confusion is caused if
the installing engineer does not realise,
as he is asked to in this Regulation, that
the British Standard Specification on the
subject lays it down quite definitely that
the colours for such phase-colouring are
red, white and blue for the phases, with
black for the neutral.
State of Insulation.
Regulation 66 states :—
Where private generating plant is installed, main switchboards shall be provided
with suitable means for indicating the state
of the insulation of the system, either by
lamps or voltmeters or otherwise, except in
the case of extra low pressure plant having a
capacity not exceeding 5 kilowatts. This
Regulation shall not apply to systems
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installed in accordance with Regulation 88.
(That is, systems making use of earthed
concentric wiring.)
It is, unfortunately, rather easy to
forget that insulation and voltage go
hand in hand. The higher the voltage the
more important becomes the question of
insulation. Moreover, it is quite useless
to rely on an initial insulation test as a
criterion of the state of that insulation
at a subsequent date. For this purpose
the Regulation quoted has been drafted to
emphasise the necessity of having a
perpetual indicator of some sort to show
what is the state of the insulation on the
system.

THIS SHOWS THE CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH
A FUSE MAY" BE PLACED IN AN INTERMEDIATE
ADAPTOR.
The fuse should be rated at not more than
5 amps. The consuming device should take
5 amps. or less.

It is perhaps worth noting that since
the drafting of this particular Regulation,
which called for an indicator in the form
of a lamp or voltmeter, a piece of apparatus
has been developed and is being manufactured on the Continent known as an
earth leakage circuit-breaker which, though
not specifically mentioned in this Regulation, probably comes within the spirit
of it. This piece of apparatus is nothing
more or less than an ordinary circuitbreaker designed to operate at very low
current. It is connected between the
metal sheathing of the installation and
earth, so that if the insulation resistance
of the system is reduced sufficiently to
allow of a passage of current from the
conductor through the insulation to the
sheathing, and thence through the apparatus to earth sufficiently strong to warrant
notice being taken of it, the circuit-breaker
will trip and the circuit will be broken.
Anyone interested in this particular aspect
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of installation work should read
a book entitled " Artificial Earthing for
Electrical Installations," by T. C. Gilbert,
A.M.I.E.E. Although one has not the
time to go deeply into the question here,
it is, undoubtedly, a matter which is
exercising the minds of most installation
engineers very considerably at the present
time.
It is as well to bear in mind that
the only two exceptions to this Regulation
are those which refer to earthed concentric
wiring, or alternatively, to extra lowpressure plant of under 5 kW. capacity ;
that is to say, pressure normally not
exceeding 3o volts in the case of A.C. and
ioo volts in the case of D.C. Though
ordinary small private house plants,
operating at ioo volts or less, are excluded
from the provisions of this Regulation,
there are very many plants installed at
200 volts which clearly come within the
province of this Regulation. Moreover,
it is worth noting that as the tendency to
use heavy current-consuming devices increases, so will the tendency to install
higher voltage private plants increase.
Circuit-opening Devices.
Regulation 67c states :—
Every circuit-opening device shall be so
constructed and arranged that when placed
in the " off " position it cannot accidentally
move sufficiently to close the circuit.
The best test of a switch is to take off the
cover and move the dolly as slowly and
deliberately as possible, in order to endeavour to bring the contacts slowly
together. In the best type of quick-make
and quick-break switch, it will be found
that this is impossible, for, on the first
movement of the dolly, no movement is
apparent in the actual switch contacts,
whereas, as the dolly is pressed further
home, the switch contacts fly over quickly
and make an abrupt and definite contact.
Tne same procedure may be applied for
breaking contact.
Tne title of " circuit-opening device "
is apt to make one think in terms of
circuit-breakers, whereas, in fact, it is
merely the covering epithet for any sort
of device which performs this duty. For
instance, a 5-ampere tumbler switch is a
circuit-opening device, and if one looks
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round many of the houses to-day which
have been wired for some time, it is not
unusual to find that the movement of such
a tumbler switch is so slack that it very
often does accidentally move sufficiently
to close the circuit. In other words, one
need have no hesitation in condemning
such a switch in so far as the Regulations
are concerned. It might be thought at
first sight that provided this accidental
movement did only succeed in closing the
circuit and did not provide a short-circuit,
there is no need for a regulation of this sort.
Further thought shows, however, if it can
be accidentally moved near enough to
close the circuit, then the danger of persistent arcing becomes very serious and
the switch in question becomes a menace.
Where Fuses Should be Placed.
Regulation 68A (f) states :—
Fuses shall not be placed in ceiling roses,
in switches other than fuse-switches or those
of the metal-covered type which comply with
the Home Office Regulations, or in wall
plugs or sockets. A fuse rated at not more
than 5 amperes may, however, be placed in an
intermediate adaptor designed for insertion
into a wall socket and for receiving the pins
of a smaller plug connected to a consuming
device taking 5 amperes or less, provided
that in all cases the wall socket or sockets shall
be protected by sub-circuit fuses mounted
in accordance with Regulations 68 (g).
Where such an adaptor is used it shall not
be sunk below the surface of the wall and its
base shall comply with Regulations 68 (c).
A fuse is, after all, the one place in an
electrical installation where combustion
may, as indeed it probably will, take place.
When a fuse blows it does not just quietly
melt and cut off current but, having broken
the current by melting, it draws out for
the moment a fairly substantial arc, which
is extremely hot and usually takes the
form of a more or less momentary explosion
on a small scale. If this fact is appreciated
it will be understood why it is undesirable
and even dangerous to run counter to the
requirements of this particular Regulation.
Fuses should be treated with more respect
than any other part of an electrical installation. I say this advisedly, and
without any qualification whatsoever.
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Position of Cut-Outs.
Regulation 68A (g) states :—
When cut-outs are not fixed on a switchboard, they shall be grouped on distribution
boards or, unless completely enclosed, shall
be contained within cases conforming in all
respects to the requirements specified in
Regulation 69 below.
Regulation 69 referred to deals with
Section and Distribution Boards. This
requirement expressly forbids a practice
which again is very prevalent, that of
placing cut-outs individually at convenient
points about a house. This is particularly
noticeable in extension work where perhaps
the existing distribution fuseboard has
not got a spare way to accommodate a
new circuit which may be required, and
many electricians consider that they are
at liberty to put in a cut-out at any position
in the house that appears to them con-"
venient. I have known these cut-outs
placed in most inflammable positions,
tucked away in cupboards behind books
and, in short, without any regard to this
particular Regulation.
Fuseboards.
Regulation 68B (c) states :—
The busbars, fixed contacts, removable
contacts and fuses shall be so shielded as
to protect a person against accidental contact
with live metal when the fuse carrier is being
inserted or removed.
Although it is highly desirable to turn
off the main switch before handling a
fuseboard in any way, there is no doubt
that fuseboards are handled when they
are alive. This being so, the desirability
of having no chance of accidental contact
between the hands and live portions of
metal becomes immediately apparent.
The old-fashioned type of fuseboard, which
is still on the market and is perfectly sound
from a technical point of view, has fuse-
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bridges in which the contacts attached to
the fuse-bridges are part and parcel with
a metal band, either of copper or brass,
round the porcelain bridge itself, forming
part of the mechanical structure of the
contact. Although this type of fuse is
obsolescent, I know that those manufacturers who still have a certain demand for
it, will not object to the suggestion
that it is stretching one's conscience
rather far to imagine that it comes
within the provisions of this particular
Regulation.
If we approach a fuseboard in the dark
—and it must be remembered that in
many cases these are just the circumstances in which a householder does approach a fuseboard—he puts out his hand
and quite probably will touch the live
metal on the end of the fuse-bridge. If,
on the other hand, the bridge is so shielded
with porcelain as to make it a practical
impossibility for him to touch any live
metal, he can, with complete confidence,
approach the fuseboard even when it is
alive and remove a fuse for reloading. I
particularly do not want to be too didactic
on this point, because I myself have
recently had evidence as to the doubtful
interpretation of this Regulation. But
what I state must be taken as my view
rather than my assertion.
It is as well to qualify these remarks by
saying that if any electrical installation
engineer asks for a fuseboard from anyreputable British manufacturer to-day he
will, in default of specified requirements,
receive a type of fuseboard that is known
as the " Home Office " type which conforms in every respect with the requirements of this particular Regulation. If,
on the other hand, he is buying foreign
fuseboards, then he must be very careful
to see that the Regulation is complied
with.
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THE DESIGN AND WEI OF ELECTRICAL
RELAY:
By H. E. J.

BUTLER

In this article, Mr. Butler contributes useful data on the construction of electromagnetic relays, including double coil and polarised relays. The information given
on solenoids provides a useful addition to the sparse literature on this subject
series operation. That is to say, the relay
Types of Relays.
HERE are three principal types of winding is placed in the actuating circuit,
electrical relays. First there is so that the relay is operated by a break or
the electro-magnetic type with a make of the main circuit or by a change of
movable armature, which operates elec- current in the actuating circuit. Series
trical contacts or some mechanical device. relays are of comparatively low resistance,
This type is the most used.
because their inclusion in the circuit must
The second type is the electro-magnetic not entail any appreciable loss. The most
relay with a movable core, which may familiar form of series relay is the overload
operate either electrical contacts or a release in a D.C. motor starter, where an
increase
mechanical device. This
current
of
kind of relay is called a
through its coils, which
solenoid.
is in series with the
The third type is elecarmature of the motor,
tro-thermal, where the
causes its contacts to
heating effect of an elecshort-circuit the holding
BOBBIN
tric current is utilised to
magnet of the starter
CHEEKS
operate electrical conarm. This allows the
tacts. This type is not
arm to return to the off
Fig. i.
generally suitable for A MOVING ARMATURE RELAY position, thereby prooperating a mechanism
tecting the motor from
WITH THE BOBBIN EMPTY.
Showing the principal features
on account of its slow
the overload.
of the construction.
action.
Another form of series
relay is the supervisory relay of the
manual telephone exchange. This relay,
Purposes of Relays.
The principal use of a relay is to control which is interposed between the battery
a large current by means of a smaller one, and a connected subscriber maintains a
or to make the actions of two electrically partial short-circuit on an indicating lamp,
independent circuits dependent upon one while the subscriber is drawing current
another. Relays of a slow-acting type are from the battery. As soon as the subscriber
used to produce an interval
hangs up the receiver
of time between the operathe current is cut off.
tion of one circuit and
This allows the relay to
another. Relays are inreturn to normal, therevaluable for the remote
by removing the shortcontrol of switches in subcircuit from the lamp,
stations.
which now lights up.
This gives the indication
to the operator that the
How Relays are Used.
Fig. 2.
There are two funda- A SECOND TYPE OF MOVING ARMA- subscriber has finished
mental methods of using TURE RELAY WITH THE CONTACTS conversation.
Thus the operation of
relays. The first is by ARRANGED TO MAKE THREE POINTS.

T
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not possible or desirable
to use a fuse for checking
an abnormal current. A
shunt operated circuitbreaker is used for breaking a circuit when an
excess voltage occurs. A
Fig. 3.
fuse is not suitable for
A SENSITIVE TYPE OF RELAY SUITthis purpose, because it
ABLE FOR A SINGLE MAKE.
The armature and the yoke form
can only be connected in
part of the electrical circuit.
series with a circuit when
it can control only the current and not
the voltage.
Shunt Operated Relays.
The second method of connecting a
relay is in parallel with the actuating
THE MAGNETIC RELAY.
circuit. In contrast with the series oper- Movable Armature Types.
ated type the shunt operated relay has to
There are three principal components
work on the voltage of the circuit across of a magnetic relay. They are the winding
which it is placed and not the current. or coil, the magnetic circuit and the conA shunt operated relay is therefore used tacts or switches. There may be more than
to make or break a connection when the one coil. The magnetic circuit of a movable
voltage of the circuit across which it is armature relay comprises the armature,
connected is altered. A shunt connected yoke and the core. Fig. i shows the
relay may also be used to give an indication construction of a typical moving armature
that the circuit is normal or abnormal. relay. It has a single winding which is
This is done by the contacts of the relay wound in the space between the bobbin
controlling lamp circuits or by means of cheeks. The yoke, core and the armature
visual mechanical indicators, which are consist of annealed Swedish iron or of a
special magnetic material such as Stalloy.
worked by the armature.
The contacts are mounted on the yoke and
are insulated from it by means of ebonite
Circuit Breakers.
A relay which cuts off the circuit to or bakelite. The arrangement of contacts
which it is connected by means of an over- shown in Fig. I is the most simple that is
load of current or voltage is called a used with this type. As many as three
circuit-breaker. A series operated circuit- sets of three contacts are frequently used
breaker is used instead of a fuse when it is when the circuit conditions require it.
a series connected relay
depends on the conditions
existing in the circuit in
which it is placed, while
its contacts either control or indicate the condition of that circuit. A
relay connected in series
with one circuit may
also be used for controlling a second circuit.

MERCURY
SWITCH

PERMANENT
MAGNET

Fig. 4.
A DOUBLE-COIL RELAY WITH AN ARRANGEMENT
OF CONTACTS FOR SWITCHING Two CIRCUITS
INDEPENDENTLY.

Fig. 5.
THE ESSENTIAL FEATURES OF A POLARISED
RELAY.
The bobbins are show.n unwound. This type
of relay is operated by a reversal current
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A relay of similar possibilities is shown in Fig. 2. In
order that the weight of the
armature may not affect the
MINATURE
power of the relay, it is
PUSHES
arranged to work with the
breadth of the armature in a
vertical plane. That is to say
MERCURY
that Fig. 2 represents a top
SWITCH
TO
view of the relay.
SET
-4
A third type of moving
Fig. 6.
armature relay is shown in THE CIRCUIT OF A REMOTE
CONTROL SYSTEM USING A
Fig. 3. This is a relay of simple
POLARISED RELAY WITH A MERCURY SWITCH.
construction, but it is suitable
for only a single make. It takes very little of a polarised relay. The essential features
power to operate, because there are no of this type are shown in Fig. 5. The
spring contacts. The magnetic circuit of special feature of this relay is the employthe relay forms part of the electrical ment of a permanent magnet. This gives
circuit, so that it is necessary to insulate the armature a definite polarity which
controls the direction in which it moves
the relay itself from a metal support.
when
a current passes through the relay
Double Coil Relay.
coils. The permanent magnet maintains
A double coil relay, similar in construc- the
polarity at each end of the armation to a trembler bell, is shown in Fig. 4. ture,same
so that when the relay is energised
This type is not so sensitive as the fore- with
the pole faces north and south, one
going because the magnetic circuit is long end of
armature is attracted and the
and there are two air gaps. It does not other isthe
repelled.
a polarised relay
lend itself so readily to a self-contained has been actuated,When
the
permanent
magnet
construction like the single coil types. It tends to hold the armature in position.
has the advantage that a large movement If there are no contacts or other springs
of the contacts can be obtained by the to return the armature, no current is
extension of the armature, without the required to retain the armature. This
necessity of lengthening the air gap.
condition is obtained by using a mercury
switch as shown in Fig. 5.
Polarised Relay.
Sometimes it is necessary to operate a
A circuit for using this type of relay is
circuit by a reversal of current in the shown in Fig. 6. It is particularly suitable
actuating circuit. This is done by means for the remote control of wireless sets where
it is desirable to economise in
battery consumption. The
relay is controlled by two
pushes, which enable the
current through the relay
to be reversed. This method
necessitates the use of at
least two cells ; single cell
operation could be obtained
by using a reversing switch
instead of the two pushes.
This, however, would require an extension of four
leads to the switch instead
of three as shown in Fig. 6.
Fig. 7.
Design of Contacts.
AN ARRANGEMENT OF RELAY CONTACTS (ACTUAL SIZE).
An assembly of relay
Showing the principles of construction. The portion of the
elevation between the dotted lines is in section.
contacts, suitable for the
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control of small currents,
impart mechanical action
is shown in Fig. 7. The
or to provide a suitable
material used for the conmeans of obtaining a long
tact springs is nickel-silver.
delay action with an oil or
The longer springs, which
air controlled dash-pot. It
are operated by the relay
is possible to obtain some
armature, are thinner than
delay in the acting of a
the others. A suitable
moving armature relay, but
thickness for the longer
when more than a few
springs is .oro-.015 in.,
seconds delay is required
while the shorter springs
a dash-pot controlled solenoid must be employed.
are .020-.032 in. thick.
In order to obtain a firm
contact without making
Design.
the shorter springs unduly
The design of a solenoid
stiff, they are provided
is governed by two rewith backing strips of
quirements. The first is the
thicker material. These are
pull required and the
made somewhat less than
second is the length of
Fig S.
half the length of the THE POSITION OF MAXIMUM travel over which the pull
thicker contact springs and PULL OF SOLENOID PLUNGERS OF must be maintained.
DIFFERENT LENGTHS.
The pull of a solenoid is
about twice as thick.
The contacts themselves are an alloy of not easily predetermined, because there
silver and gold in the proportion of go per are a large number of variable factors. It
cent. silver and io per cent. gold, which is depends on the following :—
sufficiently resistant to corrosion for most
I. The ampere-turns of the coil.
purposes. Platinum or platinum-iridium
2. The area of the plunger or core.
alloy is used in exceptional circumstances.
3. Magnetic properties of the plunger
The contact springs are insulated from material.
one another and from the base as shown
4. Position of the plunger.
in Fig. 7. This part of the assembly is
5. Length of the coil and plunger.
shown in half-section. Each spring has an
insulating spacer of ebonite or bakelite, Position of Plunger.
Fig. 8 shows the position of maximum
and the whole is clamped together with
6 B.A. screws which are bushed to insulate pull for plungers of various lengths
As the
them from the springs.
with respect to the coil.
The soldering tags of the contact springs length of the plunger is increased the
are staggered to facilitate soldering, as position of maximum pull becomes
further into the
shown in the
20
coil, until the
plan of Fig. 7.
length of the
plunger inside
SOLENOIDS.
the coil is twoUses.
thirds the length
Solenoid relays
of the coil. Any
are not so effiincrease in the
cient as the movlength of the
able armature
plunger beyond
types, because
times the
the air gap in
length of the
the magnetic circoil does not
cuit is very large.
2
f
Id
appreciably
They are used
LENGTH OF PLUNGER RELATIVE TO COIL
affect the posionly when a long
Fig. 9.
movement is A GRAPH SHOWING THE RELATION OF THE MAXIMUM tion of maximum
pull.
necessary to
PULL TO THE LENGTH OF THE PLUNGER.
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6
Length of
reached when the
Plunger.
ends of the
Two
things
5
plunger are equidetermine
the
distant from the
length of the
ends of the coil,
N4
plunger — the
whether the
travel required
plunger is longer
03
and the pull.
or shorter than
tip to a point
the coil.
z2
the pull increases
with an increase
Sectional Area of
in the length of
Plunger.
E1
the plunger. Fig.
For small sole9 shows the relanoids allow two
tion between the
0 2 .4 •6 8
10 12 1.4 16 18
20
square centiSECTIONAL AREA OF PLUNGER. SQ.CMS.
length of the
metres of section
Fig. ro.
plunger with refor each four
THE RELATION BETWEEN THE AREA AND THE
spect to the coil
ounces of pull.
MAXIMUM PULL OF THE PLUNGER OF A SOLENOID.
and the pull. It
The relation beThe upper curve is for a magnetising force of 1,500
ampere turns and the lower curve for r,000 ampere
will be noticed
tween the area
turns.
that there is not
of the core and
much to be gained by increasing the the maximum pull is shown in Fig. io.
plunger by more than 4 times the coil The following table gives the diameter
length. Thus, it is evident that the best of plunger to use for maximum pulls up
length for the plunger is 4 times the coil to Z lb.
length.
Material of Plunger.
12
The actual
The most
length of the
suitable material
11
plunger must be
for a solenoid
at least three
plunger is Swed10
times the stroke
ish iron. If the
if the variation
solenoid is to be
9
in the pull is to
operated from an
be kept within
8
A.C. supply the
15 per cent. of w
core is compcsed
the maximum. Z 7
of a bundle of
Suppose a stroke 0
soft iron wires so
6
of three inches
as to reduce the
is required. The
losses due to eddy
0. 5
plunger would be
currents in the
nine inches, while
4
core.
A solid
the coil would be z
core is quite suitmade six inches <
z3
able for D.C.
long. If the coil
operation.
An
2
and plunger were
A.C.
operated
made longer than
solenoid is not
this the pull
so efficient as a
would be obD.C. one, on ac500
1000
tained with less
1500
2000
2500
3000
count of the
AMPERE —TURNS
variation.
losses entailed in
If the plunger Fig. 11.—THESE CURVES SHOW THE AMPERE-TURNS the core.
of a solenoid is REQUIRED FOR A SOLENOID 3 IN. LONG WITH A PLUNGER
OF THE SAME LENGTH.
allowed to travel
Ampere-Turns
The top curve is for a plunger of .307 sq. in. ,the
to its full extent, middle curve for .146 sq. in and the bottom curve for
Required.
is .036 sq. in. sectional area.
equilibrium
The ampere-
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turns required to give a certain pull turn coil with a current of one ampere.
is more quickly determined by experimental methods than by calculation.
Max. Pull, ounces. Dia. of Plunger, in.
The curves in Fig. II show the pull
obtained from a small solenoid using three
2
6
1'
different cores. Provided the foregoing
5
4
8
principles have been followed the maximum
3
6
4
pull required is safely obtained by allow7
8
8
ing 25o ampere-turns per ounce pull.
7
I0
8
Suppose a solenoid is to have a maximum
12
I
pull of 8 ounces. This would require a
16
14magnetising force of 2,000 ampere-turns,
which could be obtained by using a 2,000

A LIGHTING INSTALLATION MISTAKE
WO light points
are connected to
a circuit fed from
a distribution board ;
the wiring is installed in
screwed conduit. One
of the points takes a
20o-watt lamp and the
other a 25-watt lamp,
and each lamp is controlled independently
by its own switch. Due
to the mistake in connecting the points to
the wiring when both
switches are closed, the
20o-watt lamp lights up
and the 25-watt lamp
will not light up ; and
when the switch controlling the 2oo-watt
lamp is turned off, the
25-watt lamp lights up.
This lamp may now be
turned off or on by its
own switch.

T

LIGHT FEED SIDE OF 200 Warr Powr
LIGHT FEED
Llawr FEED LOOP
PROW DAsramtunms
Ba RD Sw/rai FEED
200
WATTS

Swim.
Was Sloe
Op 200 Parr
Powr

`PasWINE LOOPED
len, Mews SIDE
OF 200 WA Poorr

Rectifying t he Mistake.
Change over the light
feed loop from the
switch wire side to the
light feed side of the
20o-watt point.

Explanation of the Phenomena Due to the
Mistake.
When both switches
are closed the voltage
Sw/raf FOR
25 W47-7across the 25-watt point
THE INCORRECT CONNECTIONS.
is approximately zero,
therefore this lamp will
not light up, but when
the switch controlling
the 2oo-watt point is
opened, the two lamps
are connected in series
across the full mains
pressure. Owing to the
very low resistance of
the 2oo-watt lamp compared with that of the
25-watt lamp, the current passing through
the lamps is insufficient
The Mistake in the
THE CORRECT CONNECTIONS.
to cause the 2oo-watt
Connections.
The light feed loop
lamp to glow, but is
from the 20o-watt point to the 25-watt large enough to light up the 25-watt lamp
point has been looped in to the switch to almost full brilliancy. When the
wire side instead of the light feed side, switch controlling the 25-watt lamp is
of the 200-watt point.
opened the circuit is broken.
Sverrcei FOR
200 WArr LAMP

LAMP
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A RAPID CABLE CALCULATOR
.

By H. E. HUTTER, A.Am.I.E.E.

How to make and use a calculator, by means of which volt drop, cable
section, current or length of line can be determined with one operation.

Fig. 1.—THE RAPID CABLE CALCULATOR IN USE.
Showing the working out of the size of cable required in the first example described in the text.
The current scale reading of 282 amps. has been placed underneath the volts drop reading of ro.
The appropriate size of cable for a length of 6o yards can then be read off on the third scale and will
be seen to be just under o.i sq. in. It is then, of course, necessary to refer to the table of cable data
to see if this size is of sufficient capacity to carry the current demanded of it.

HE calculation of voltage drop in
cables is a matter of considerable
importance in many classes of
work. For example, the Wiring Regulations of the I.E.E. state : " The minimum
size of a conductor within a building will
be determined as follows : For lighting
circuits, by the permissible drop in volts,
which must not exceed two per cent., plus
a constant allowance of one volt."
The rapid calculator enables any one of
four factors to be found instantly when
the other three are known. The actual
construction is most simple. It consists

T

of suitably calibrated sliding scales
arranged on the slide rule principle.
HOW TO MAHE THE CALCULATOR.
First obtain a piece of bristol board
size 15 in. by 6 in. This should be marked
out as shown in the sketch (Fig. 2). It is
next carefully cut into pieces as indicated.
Two side portions are next pasted on the
base. The scales, which, are given full
size in Fig. 3, are then pasted on the
requisite piece of board. The slide should
then be cut off accurately along the scale
lines. The narrow strip is mounted
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Junc

cable under consideration : Place cable
section above length of cable, under
volt drop find maximum current permissible without exceeding given volt drop.
To find maximum length of cable of
given section which will carry a given
current without exceeding a specified volt
drop. Place current below volt drop,
below cable section read the maximum
length.
METHOD OF USING.
The volt drop given by the calculator
To find volt drop, given cable section,
current and length of line, slide centre is for two wire circuits, for three-phase
circuits the drop
Side Pieces
Table of Wire Sizes
Slider Strip
Bend Line
pasted on here
must be multiplied by the
confollowing
stants :
o.866 if power
factor is 1.0.
0.78 if power
factor is .9.
0.693 if power
factor is .8.
o.6o6 if power
factor is .7.
Calculations
I < f*"
f4"„ fis", [, "i ( ffe,
fte ) ,
74'
for cables of
sections not
given on the
slide can be
carried out by
simple proportion, for example,
VOLT DROP
if
the cable secCURRENT
tion is 0.0225
CABLE SECTION
sq. in. the calLENGTH OF LINE
culations can be
Slide
worked out on
the basis of 0.05
Fig. 2.—HOW TO MAKE THE CALCULATOR.
This shows how the bristol board should be marked out, cut up and pasted
sq. in. cable, and
together.
the result doubled
if volt drop is
scale until cable section is above required being worked out.
length of line. Above the current find
volt drop required.
SOME PRACTICAL EXAMPLES.
To find cable section, given allowable Case 1.
volt drop, length of line and current : Place
Required to find the size of cable
current below given volt drop ; above
necessary
to supply a 3-phase motor 440
length of cable find section. The cable
section thus obtained must be compared volts (RMS) 120 h.p.
Efficiency .9.
with the table of allowable current
Power Factor .8.
ratings to ensure that the cable is not
overloaded. To find maximum current
Length of line from distribution board to
a cable will carry without exceeding motor 60 yards. Permissible volts drop,
a given volt drop for the length of 10 volts.
LENGTH OF LINE

on the slider strip. The volt drop scale
and the length of line scale are then pasted
in position on the base, leaving a slot into
which the sliding scale can be fitted. The
table of wire sizes is next pasted on the
uncovered portion, which is then bent over
in the centre to form a protection for the
calculator.

7
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VOLT DROP
CURRENT

10

CABLE SECTION
103

1045

5

.25

007
I

11

LENGTH OF LINE IN YDS
POINT TO POINT

lb
0145

20

2

1

I 1 i 40 l 60 1 80 1 100
50
70 90

25 I
30

03
.0225 1
5

06

04
10

12

075
15

.1

20

150

12

200

15

25

3

•4

25
40

5

6

7

8 10
9

300 I
1 51001 1700 91 0
250
400
600 800 1000

1
30

4
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50

60

80

6
100

10

„15
,,
15,./ I I

120

200

Fig. 3.-THE CABLE CALCULATOR SCALES (FULL SIZE).
To make the calculator,the above scales may be cut out and pasted on to the bristol board. The board
should then be cut accurately along the lines of the scale. A razor blade makes a suitable cutter.

In this case a little preliminary calculation is necessary as follows :Electrical power required in watts
Horse-power x 746
120 X 746
= 99 ,466.
Efficiency
.9
Current = wattsx power factor
volts

99466

capacity. For a paper-insulated cable the
size would be 37/ .083 or for V.I.R. cable
61/.o93.

Case 2.
A 3-kilowatt fire 220 volts is to be
installed in a house.
The length of run between the point and
the distribution board is 30 yards.
What size of cable should be used ?

n = 282 amps.
44o x 8
Now placing the current scale reading
First find the current from the formula282 underneath
watts
Current _a
the volts drop
volts
CABLE DATA.
reading of 1o,
3,000
we see on rei Maximum amps. single
220
ferring to the
Nominal
core cables I.E.E. rating.
length of line
No. & dia.
area.
13.5 amps.
scale reading 6o
of wires.
j
Sq. ins.
PaperV.I.R.
Insulated
Permissible
that the approvoltage drop=
priate size of
1/.036
.00
4.1
4.1
cable is just
+ 2 per cent.
.0015
6.1
6.1
1/.044
of 120.
under 0.1
3/.029
.002
7.8
7.8
3/.036
.003
12
12
square inches,
5.4 volts.
1/.064
.003
12.9
12.9
which gives a
7/.029
.0045
18.2
18 2
cable size of
Now move
7/.036
.007
28
24
19/.083. A
the current
31
.01
7/.044
42
7/.052
.0145
cable of this
scale of the
37
57
7/.064
.0225
46
75
size will not,
calculator until
19/.052
104
64
.04
however, safely
the reading 13.5
19/.064
83
.06
135
carry more than
is directly below
19/.072
.075
157
97
19/.o83
.1
118 amps. if
118
191
the reading 5.4
37/.064
.12
130
210
rubber insulaon the volts
37/.072
.15
152
246
ted, and 191
drop scale. The
37/.083
.2
184
296
amps. if paper
table size is
.25
214
37/0093
343
insulated. The
385
found to be
37/.103
•3
240
61/.o93
288
•4
464
choice of cable
.0045 sq. in.
61/.1o3
332
-5
540
must, therefore,
From the table
91/.093
.6
624
384
in this case be
we see that
91/.103
461
•75
738
127/.103
decided by the
1.00
932
7/.029 will meet
595
current carrying
the case.

.
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AN ELECTROLYTIC BATTERY CHARGER
By WELLINGS W. WHIFFIN

T

HE original electrolytic charger, general experimental research work. Its
called the Noden valve, left behind simplicity and reliability render it especiit such a bad reputation that very ally suitable for the electrical and radio
many experiengineer who
menters have
finds it necesassociated its
sary to hold
shortcomings
accumulators
with the chemiready for use
cal charger in
when required.
general. The
TrickleCharging
particular rectiThe charger
fier employing
will be found
lead and tantaof great use in
lum electrodes
maintaining
was enjoying an
the charge of
increasing popuaccumulators
larity up to the
permanently
advent of the
installed for a
metal rectifier,
particular purnot only for batpose. Such
tery charging,
applications inbut as an elimiclude fireFig. 1.—THE FINISHED CHARGER READY FOR SERVICE.
natc,r for the
The normal output is about 4 amps. at 6 volts. This
alarm, burglarH.T. supply in can be modified by using suitable resistances in output alarm, call and
radio receivers. leads.
bell systems,
For reliability and low cost of construc- and the operation of electrical relays where
tion, the electrolytic rectifier is still able to a steady D.C. voltage is required. For
hold its ground for the charging of small these purposes, the charger should be
car and wireless accumulators.
arranged to operate as a trickle charger
FULL LIST OF MATERIALS REQUIRED.
Two strips Tantalum, 5 in. by -A. in.
Strip thin sheet lead, oi in. by x in.
Perforated sheet iron, 24 in. by 6 in.
6 dozen pairs Stalloy No. 4 Transformer stampings.
Mains switch, 5 ampere type.
z large terminals.

Charging Low Voltage Accumulators.
The charger, illustrated in Fig. 1, is
intended primarily
for the charging of
low-voltage accumulators for motor-car,
receiving
wireless
sets and for the accumulatSrs used in

'Metal carrying handle.
Quantity stiff cardboard.
Transformer wire, + to § lb., see Table.
Mains twin flex and plug.
Ebonite tube zi in. long by
diameter.
Planed deal wood, 32 in. by 5 in.

Strip of Aluminium 24 in. by }in.
2 lb. jam jar in glass.
Small quantity brass screws, Seccotine,
shellac varnish, empire tape, systoflex, paraffin wax, sheet rubber and
acid-proof paint.

Fig. IA.—CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF ELECTROLYTIC BATTERY CHARGER.

permanently wired to
the batteries of the
system. The rate of
charge will, probably
be decreased under
these conditions to
suit the demand
made. This can be
arranged by decreasing the number of
turns on the secon-
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Fig. 2.—CONSTRUCTING THE TRANSFORMER

Fig. 4.—CONSTRUCTING THE TRANSFORMER

BOBBINS.
Choose a piece of stiff cardboard of good
quality and mark it out to the dimensions
shown in Fig. 3.

BOBBINS.
After marking out the bobbin on a stiff
piece of cardboard, cut the cardboard in the
manner shown on a sheet of glass.

dary coil, or more simply, but less economically, by employing a series resistance
in the charging circuit. In either case,
the object is to obtain a balance between
the charging voltage and the back E.M.F.
of the accumulators. When the latter
falls, the charger automatically restores it
until a balance is once again provided.

in Fig. 6, in which is seen one of the
completed bobbins. The winder consists
of two plywood uprights screwed to a
substantial baseboard and supporting
a horizontal cranked spindle at their top
ends. A block of wood is cut to fit the
centre hole of the bobbin and is screwed
by a central hole to the winder spindle.
Two metal cheeks are clamped at either
side of the bobbin during the winding
process to prevent the cardboard cheeks
from bulging outwards.

Constructing the Transformer Bobbins.
Three bobbins are required. The largest
and centre one carries the mains primary
current, and a smaller one at either side,
joined in series, provides the centre
tapped secondary winding of 3o volts.
A stiff cardboard of good quality is
chosen and marked out as shown in Fig. 2
to the dimensions given in Fig. 3. The
width given is for the smaller bobbins,
this value being increased to i• in. when
making the larger one.
Cut the cardboard as in Fig. 4.
A wooden former is used on which
to bend and glue up the oblong
centre portion of the bobbin. When this
has thoroughly dried, glue the cheeks in
position as shown in Fig. 5 by folding
back the projecting
tags.
The Winder.
It is a laborious
process to wind the
centre coil by hand,
especially if the
mains supply is at
25o volts. A simple
winder is illustrated

Shellacking the Bobbins.
If the bobbins are made before the
winder is constructed, the former should
now be sufficiently dry for shellacking, an
operation which is shown in Fig. 7. The
shellac will help materially in stiffening
the cheeks and several coats may be given
if necessary, particularly on the inside
of the oblong hole where the cardboard is
likely to be damaged when fitting the
laminations of the transformer.

Winding the Coils.
From the table of transformer windings
is selected the cor4" rect number of primary turns for the
appropriate mains
voltage. A separate
I_I
!I
6column gives an
alternative mains
Fig. 3.—DIMENSIONS FOR MAKING OBLONG CENTRE tapping point which
PORTIONS OF CARDBOARD TRANSFORMER BOBBINS.
enables the chargWidth of fin.giyen is for the two smaller bobbins.
For making larger bobbin, this should be enlarged ing rate of the
instrument to be
to fin.
00

11
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increased or decreased slightly,
and helps to compensate for any
slight error in counting the
turns. The method of winding is
of the simplest as is borne out by
the illustration of this operation
(see Fig. 8). Note that the wire
is fairly tightly wound on the
bobbin by the pressure of the
fingers of the left hand.
A small hole is drilled in each
bobbin to enable the beginning of
the wire to pass to the outside
where it can be twisted out of the
way round the winder spindle.
When the correct number of turns
5.—CONSTRUCTING THE TRANSFORMER BOBBINS.
has been wound, secure the end Fig.
Bend the piece of cardboard as marked out and cut in
and bind the coil with a strip of Figs. 2-4, and glue to form the centre of the bobbin cheeks
oiled silk or Empire cloth. It as shown. A useful aid is the wood former seen above.
will be seen from Fig. 9 that
the ends of wire all project at the shorter with the " U " piece in three places.
edges of the bobbins in order that they A second " U " is laid in position with
its centre limb over the top of the last
may not foul the laminations.
" T." Now place a " T " and then a
" U " in position from the other side of the
Fitting the Core.
Six dozen pairs of Stalloy No. 4 trans- bobbins. Repeat this process until the
former stampings are needed. As an air- hole is completely filled. If the laminagap is not required, the " U " and " T " tions are still loose, they can be tightened
pieces are arranged in an alternate by driving in a thin wedge of wood at one
fashion. Start by fitting a " T " piece at end. The fitting of the laminations is
each side of the oblong hole. A " U " piece shown in Fig. 9.
can now be laid so that its parallel limbs
are in line with the thick leg of the " T." Completing the Core.
The irregular exterior of the core can
Fit another " T," this time from the
opposite side so that its edges come flush be remedied by hammering the laminations into line as illustrated in
Fig. 1o. There should be no
appreciable gap where the edges
of the two types of lamination
meet.

Fig. 6.—A

SIMPLE WINDER FOR WINDING COILS ON
TRANSFORMER BOBBINS.

A completed bobbin will be seen in the above picture.

The Top Cover and the Base.
The top of the instrument and
its base each measure io in. long
and 5 in. wide, and both are cut
from planed deal of about 4 in.
thickness. After the corners have
been rounded, three sides are
channelled; into which grooves
-the perforated iron casing is ultimately secured. Each groove
should be about f in. from the
adjacent edge, A in. wide, and
in. deep. There are a number
of ways in which these grooves
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Fig. 7.—SHELLACKING THE BOBBINS BEFORE WINDING THE COILS.

Fig. 8.—A METHOD THAT MAY BE USED FOR WINDING TRANSFORMER COILS.

Fig. 9.—FITTING THE CORE WHEN MAKING THE TRANSFORMER.
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I0.—EVENING UP THE TRANSFORMER
CORE LAMINATIONS.

may be made. The method illustrated
in Fig. II employs a sharp wood chisel
and a mallet, the centre piece being prised
out with a pen-knife. For the rounded
portions, a narrow chisel is used. The
ends of the groove need not be extended to
the extreme edge of the top or base, as
they will be covered up when the end
piece is fitted.

Fig.
FOR

June

II.—METHOD OF CHANNELLING WOOD
COVER AND BASE OF INSTRUMENT.

ToP

nelling. Two similar strips are screwed
to the inside faces of the uprights
in such a position that they press upon the
laminations when the uprights are screwed
into position from the underside of the
base. The vertical end piece should be
about I in. from the edge of the base.
The Remaining Woodwork.
In order to locate the position of the
jar, a ring of wood, of I in. thickness, is
cut to fit the bottom of the cell, its exterior shape conforming to the contour
of the inside edges of the base channelling.
A 5-ampere mains switch and two. substantial terminals are fitted to the end
piece as shown in the photographs, while
a semi-circular cut is also made in 'the
middle of the top of this piece. The
mains cord passes through this gap and is
firmly held when the top is fitted. If
the stems of the terminals are not long
enough to pass
through the end
piece, the latter
must be recessed
to allow for making electrical
connection.

The Two Upright Members.
Both these pieces are cut from the same
material as the base. The width is
exactly that of the inside measurements of
the grooves, whilst the height is -A- in.
more than the overall height of the jar
selected for the rectifying cell. The
writer used a z-lb. jam jar in glass, of
which the height was 5f in. In addition
to forming a support for the top cover, the
upright pieces serve to fix the transformer
rigidly in position. The way in which
this is done is
clearly shown in
Fig. 12. The
transformer
is
raised from the
base by two oblong blocks of
wood whose out
side edges come Mains 13=='
flush with the inside of the chanFig. I IA.—PLAN VIEW OF WIRING.

The Electrodes.
A view of the
inside of the part
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I2.-METHOD OF FIXING TRANSFORMER IN POSITION.

ly finished instrument is shown
in Fig. 13. The jar has been
removed to show the positions
of the two strips of tantalum
and the centre lead electrode. The
latter is a strip of thin sheet
lead, as used by builders for outside work, and measures gi in.
long and i in. wide. The submerged part is corrugated to
provide a larger surface to the
electrolyte.
Another view of the lead strip
is seen in Fig. 14, in which the
wiring has been completed. It will
be noticed that the lead is drilled
and bent over into the transformer compartment for connec-
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tion to the negative terminal. The
tantalum strips measure 5 in. by
-13-1r in. A No. 6 B.A. hole is drilled
at the extreme top end of
each strip so that the connecting wire may be joined by a
short nut and bolt. It is not
possible to solder this metal.
The tantalum strips are bent
over at the top of the jar and are
supported by their connecting
wires which pass through holes
drilled conveniently through the
centre partition. All connecting
wires should be well covered with
systoflex to prevent attack by
acid fumes. At the junction of

Fig. 13.-VIEW

OF PARTLY FINISHED INSTRL7M
SHOWING POSITION OF ELECTRODES.

the tantalum and its connections,
acid-proof paint should be liberally
applied. The success of the
charger will depend largely upon
the care taken in isolating the leads
to the tantalum strips from acid.
The possibility of this is rendered
extremely remote by fitting a
rubber washer tightly over the
top of the jar and carrying an
outlet pipe clear of the internal
connections.

Fig.

I4.-INSTRUMENT WITH WIRING COMPLETED.

Impregnating the Woodwork.
All interior woodwork should
be impregnated with paraffin
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Fig. 15.—FITTING THE PERFORATED IRON

Fig. 16.—FITTING TOP TO INSTRUMENT.

SIDES.
Before the final assembly the iron is
painted inside and outside.

This shows clearly the rubber seal for cell
to prevent corrosion of metal parts of charger,
and the tube for topping up.

wax. A convenient way of effecting this is
to melt the wax with a hot soldering iron
and to allow it to flow into the corners.
The exterior is painted at a later stage
with a cellulose enamel or with acid-proof
paint.

switch, while the other lead joins to one
wire from the centre bobbin. It is convenient to anchor these two wires under a
screw and washer to the inside of the end
piece.

The Perforated Iron Sides.
The exact dimensions for the perWiring the Charger.
A plan view of the wiring is given in forated iron will depend upon the radius
Fig. ILA. Assuming that the two smaller of the corners of the channelling and the
secondary coils are mounted so that the length, while the height is determined
turns run in the same direction, then the by the height of the vertical pieces and
the depth of
end of one bobbin will join to
the channelling.
When the radial
the beginning
bends have been
of the other.
made, the iron is
If a direct curslipped into the
rent were now
passed through
groove at the
bottom as shown
both coils the
in Fig. 15, in
current should
which a screwnot change its
driver, engaged
direction. The
in one of the
junction of
perforations, is
these two coils
used to force the
is taken direct
metal into posito the positive
tion. Before the
charging termifinal assembly,
nal. One of
the iron is painthe mains leads
ted inside and
goes direct to
Fig. 17.—ELECTROLYTIC CHARGER IN USE, CONNECTED
outside.
the mains
TO A MOTOR-CYCLE ACCUMULATOR.
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Making the Cell Watertight.
These are shown in Fig. 17 illustrating
If the measurements have been made the electrolytic charger connected to a
correctly, there should be a space of about motor-cycle accumulator.
in. between the top of the jar and the
underside of the top cover. A large Determining the Charging Rate.
rubber disc cut from an old motor car
It is advisable to wire an ammeter in
tube is intended to fill this gap and by series with the accumulator on first using
pressing tightly on the rim of the jar to the charger to make certain that the
prevent the egress of acid or its fumes charge is not excessive. If the battery is
An outlet is provided by fitting an ebonite run down considerably the charging rate
tube of a in. diameter through the top will be high until the back E.M.F. is
cover. This tube will serve for filling built up. The rate can easily be reduced
the cell or for topping up occasionally by using coiled resistance wire as conwith distilled water. The tube and necting leads. The instrument will give
rubber disc are clearly seen in Fig. 16, a slightly greater output when the electrowhere the top cover is being lowered into lyte is warmed by usage. The jar should
position. Note that the disc is sprung not become excessively hot, while the rise
round the lower end of the tube by means in temperature of the transformer should
of a small centre hole. If the pressure of be negligible. It will be noticed that the
the rubber is insufficient, the cell can be lead electrode becomes a rich brown in
raised slightly by standing it on another colour when formed, a process which
takes about ro minutes the first time the
rubber disc.
instrument is used. The acid level is
maintained with the addition of distilled
The Final Details.
Substantial brass screws are used to water at about
in. below the rim of
fix the top cover to the upright pieces. the cell.
Brass screws should be used throughout
in the construction work as they are less Obtaining the Materials.
No difficulty should be experienced in
liable to corrosion.
A metal carrying handle is screwed to obtaining the materials used in conthe top cover over the transformer, in struction with the exception of the
metal tantalum. This can be obtained
which position the balance is preserved.
Positive and negative signs are attached directly from Messrs. Blackwell's Metallurgical Works, Ltd., Speke Road Works,
to their appropriate terminals.
A very useful addition is a float arranged Garston, Liverpool.
to project through the outlet tube with
the object of indicating the acid level at a TABLE OF TRANSFORMER WINDINGS.
glance. It consists of a wooden skewer
Mains
about 7 in. long and of a diameter allowing
Voltage
No. of
No of
it to pass through the tube fairly easily.
40-60
Turns
Turns
Wire
The diameter is reduced to about I in.
Primary
at
Cycle
Gauge.
throughout half the length, the narrowed
Tapping
A.C.
Bobbin.
part projecting through the tube. It
ioo
600
55o
24 D.C.C.
should be well sandpapered and treated
iio
66o
605
24 D.C.C.
with paraffin wax.
120
72o
66o
24 Enamel
The Electrolyte.
The electrolyte is diluted sulphuric
acid of S.G. 1,25o, into which is dropped
ferro-sulphate crystals or some iron nails
until the solution is saturated.
The appearance of the completed charger
is improved by screwing aluminium strips
over the edges of the two upright pieces.

13o
200
210
220
23o
240
250

78o
1,200
1,260
1,320
1,380
1,440
1,500

715
1,100
1,155
1,210
1,265
1,32o
1,375

24 Enamel
28 D.C.C.
28 D.C.C.
28 Enamel
28 Enamel
28 Enamel
28 Enamel

Each secondary bobbin has 90 turns No. 20
gauge single cotton on enamel wire.
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A NEW METHOD OF CONTROLLING MODEL
A,C, LOCOMOTIVES
By HENRY GREENLY, A.I.Loco.E.
After describing the past methods used for the control of models working on
D.C. and A.C., Mr. Greenly gives details of a new system for A C.
supply. This employs the method of superimposing a low voltage chrcct
current on the rail supply
HE gradual change
over from direct
current house supply
to the A.0 system is
making a considerable
difference in the methods
employed in arranging
for the power and control of model railways.

T

Past Method of Power
Supply — Direct
Current.
In the past equipments have been designed for a normal
line voltage of 4 to 6
volts direct current, Fig.
C. REVERSING CONTROL OF A.C. MODEL ENGINE MOTORS.
Diagram showing electrical connections and instruments necessary
supplied to the rails
through a commutating to provide distant-control of model electric locomotives working
the A C. mains. Loco Equipment :—RR Running Rails ; CR,
switch for reversing and off
Centre Conductor Rail ; CL, Collecting Shoe ; W, W heels forming
a rheostat for speed con- the ' earth " circuit through the running rails ; M, Main Traction
trol. Although the ad- Motor ; A, Armature of Motor ; C, Commutator of Motor ; R,
vantages of a higher Reversing Switch ; double dotted lines show connections in reverse ;
A C. Choking Coil ; PR, Polarised Relay ; RA, Relay Armature.
voltage were known, the CH,
Line-side Control Box :—TF , Power Circuit Transformer (220 v.
expense of cells to supply to zo v ) ; CS, Direction Selector Switch , MS, Main Switch , RS,
25 volts, or the installa- Reversing Stud; PS, Power Stud; LB, Local (D.0 ) Battery; RH,
tion of a rotary con- Rheostat for speed control.
verter, kept the voltage
for models to the lower figure of 6 volts. in very much improved collection of
current from the conductor rails and the
series-wound motors specially designed
Introduction of A.C. Supply.
A.C. transformers are now made by with laminated field-magnets have characreputable manufacturers for 20 volts, teristics which are eminently suited to
i and 2 amperes output, and traction traction purposes. The torque is heavy
motors are standardised to suit this at starting and the amperage consumed
pressure. The higher voltage has resulted falls at the higher speeds.
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Difficulties
with
Reversing the
Locomotive
with A.C.
The A.C. supply
up to the present
has, however, rendered impracticable
the reversing of the
locomotive from the
lire side control
switch and many
users therefore
will not adopt the
system in spite of
its greater economies and the convenience of being
able to plug in to
any electric, light
socket near to the
model line.

Disadvantages
of
the Sequence
Reverser.

Permanent
Magnet

Land-1
/2ess

B
A

t- Wires .Si arom Ala/or

Relay Feeder
/Pikes

Re/uy Armature

Gap re clear
Conizellem /b
Armature

Fig.

SWITCH

C

2.—THE POLARISED RELAY REVERSING
INSTRUMENT.

SHOWING REVERSING

(R, Fig. I).

reverse to forward
every time the current was shut off
and reapplied, gave
considerable trouble
At any time a
break occurred in
the collection of the
current from the
rails, due to a jar
at points and crossings or the incidence of a patch of
dirt on the rail,
the locomotive was
in danger of being
inadvertently reversed in direction
of travel.

Drawbacks of Hand
Reverser.

The latest motor
mechanisms made
for No. o
gauge model railways are therefore constructed with a hand
reverser only, which in a finished engine is
operated by a push-rod from the cab.
The line-side control box only comprises

(A) Reversing switch end ;
(C) Armature feeder wire end.

The " sequence reverser," an electromechanical device which moved the reversing switch on the locomotive round one
peg, i.e., from forward to reverse and

Fig. 3.—RELAY

Feeder
vies

Reversing
Seelleh
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(B) Side view ;

Fig.

4.—FEEDER END OF RELAY.
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higher voltage alternating
power current it is arranged
that only one current is
flowing at any time, not
both The main switch has
the usual " off " point and
in its path to the A.C.
power stud sweeps across a
rather long stud connecting
the D.C. local battery.
During this contact the
direct current, the direction
of flow is determined by
a pre-selecting switch, passes
along to the locomotive.
The selector switch also
controls the movement
Fig. 5.—CONTROL PANEL OF THE REVERSING RELAY.
Showing three main controls :—RH, Speed Regulation of the permanent magnet
Rheostat ; Main Switch ; CS, Selector Switch for revers- relay device in the locomoing, and wires to local control battery.
tive. If it is already in the
forward position and the prean " on " and " off " switch and a variable selection switch on the control board is set to
resistance for speed regulation with, of " reverse," then the direction of the local
course, the necessary terminals for the battery current is such that the relay
connection of the transformer and a fuse. armature turns the reversing switch on the
In using this form of control the operator engine over to required reverse position.
must leave his station if he wishes to The same action takes place when it is
desired to change from the reverse to the
reverse a distant engine.
forward direction. When no alteration
A New Reversing Scheme.
is required the current flows, but of course
The newly invented reversing scheme has no other effect but to ensure that the
which has been the outcome of experiments by the writer gets over this difficulty of reversing control.
By imposing a D.C. control current
on the same wires as those carrying the
A.C. power circuit, a polarised relay can
be operated on the locomotive, through the
rails from the control box, which relay
will mechanically operate the reversing
switch on the engine. The reversing
switch only needs one watt to move it
and therefore the voltage can be low. For
practical reasons—to break down any
dirty connection on the running rails,
collector and conductor rail, at least
4 volts should be used. The relay may
therefore be quite inefficient as an electrical
instrument for other reasons to be explained later and take quite a large D.C.
current.
How it Works.
To protect the local D.C. battery at the
line-side control from the effects of the

Fig. 6.—CHOKING

COIL PLACED IN POLARISED
REVERSING RELAY SHUNT CIRCUIT.
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relay is in the right
position before the A.C.
power circuit is switched
on.
Equipment on the Locomotive.
As on the model locomotive the polarised relay
is in parallel to the main
power circuit, it is desirable to protect it and
at the same time to impede, as far as possible,
the flow of A.C. current
through the windings of
the relay armature.
Therefore an essential
part of the circuit is, Fig. 7.-20 V. ALTERNATING STANDARD MOTOR MECHANISM
as shown in the theoretical TO WHICH THE SUPERIMPOSED D.C. REVERSING CONTROL WAS
APPLIED.
diagram Fig. r, a low
D.C. resistance choking
coil. In the experimental apparatus a this magnet and its moving armature to
Ferranti standard B 7 choke was employed reduce the flux. The momentary excess
and even with a relatively efficient polarised of D.C. control current which will follow
relay which would operate on .5 to .75 the increase of voltage supplied from a
watt at 2 volts the full voltage (2o v.) local battery—an increase necessary to
alternating power supply passed so little the breaking down of any dirt at the rail
magnetising current through the armature collection contacts—will allow a lesser
that for final use in a No. o gauge model a number of turns to be used in the relay
much smaller choke can be installed. The armature windings. There is nothing
B7 choke has a D.C. resistance of 1.4 against the use of a relay requiring
three or four watts to move it.

Construction of the Relay Reverser.
The relay reverser magnet was
fitted with end-bearing discs
carrying an " H " armature made up
of seventeen .015-in. standard
if-in. stampings. The spindle carries
a barrel-type reversing switch as
shown in Fig. 3, of the finished
Fig. 8.—A PRACTICAL ARRANGEMENT OF THE REVERSING instrument. The use of slip rings
SCHEME IN A MODEL ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE. OF THE to feed the current to armature
L.N.E.R. TYPE.
As the
windings was eliminated.
armature only rotates through an
ohms and a limiting current of i ampere. arc of go° the wires were connected to a
On 20 volts 5o cycles A.C. the alternating silk covered flex and brought out through
current that is passing is not more than an insulating fibre nipple fixed on the other
one-tenth of an ampere, and the inductance end of the spindle. The armature of the
ranges between .o75 and .28 henry. reverser is wound with No. 22 gauge wire.
This current has hardly any effect on the Four brushes are required to collect the
permanent magnet of the relay and it is A.C. power current frcm the reverser
possible to increase the air gap between contacts.
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A POWERFUL GRAMOPHONE AMPLIFIER
By S. A. HURREN and G. A. CRUICKSHANK
In this article, the authors describe how to construct a gramophone amplifier. By the
addition of a detector valve and H.F. amplifier, the set may be formed into a radiogram.
Another possibility is the use of the amplifier for public announcements by microphone

E

XPERIENCE has shown that for
the proper reproduction of gramophone records the power output
from an amplifier must be about double
that needed for radio purposes, in order
to give adequate volume. In the following article is described an amplifier to give
this volume. It can be thoroughly recommended to anyone who wishes to build a
powerful, yet distortionless, instrument
for the reproduction of gramophone
records. Primarily intended for this
purpose, provision has been made for
the connection of a detector valve, which
may itself be preceded by a high frequency
amplifier, thus forming a very powerful
radiogram.
The Circuit Diagram.
The diagram shows
that the complete
design is straightforward and easy of
construction. The
components used,
with the exception
of the bias resistors,
are standard, being
obtainable from any
good wireless dealer.
They are all of high
quality and guaranteed, so that there is
little likelihood of
the amplifier being
" out of action " for
long periods while
some nondescript
component is going
backward and forward between the
retailer and manufacturer.

The General Scheme.
The lay-out followed was adopted to
render interaction between components
as small as possible. It is important to
earth the metal frames of the gramophcne
motors at the point indicated by the
makers, or a certain amount of hum may be
noticeable when the volume control is
full open and no record being played.
The pick-up leads are screened, and this
screening earthed. The negative high
tension is also earthed, as are the transformer cores, and although the amplifier
will work without an earth, it is highly
advisable to earth it, so as to lessen the
risk of hum or crackling.
Perhaps the simpA LIST OF COMPONENTS.
lest way to describe
the amplifier is to
• gramophone motors (Garrard No. 2or
A.C. induction).
say that a pick-up is
2 pick-ups (B.T.H. Minor).
connected through a
fader, 50,000 ohms (Clarostat).
step-up transformer
pick-up transformer (Varlet' D.P.3).
• double push-pull input transformer (Varlev
to the first valve,
D.P.I7).
which is transformerI output transformer (Varier D.P.7).
mains transformer (Varley E.P.z4).
coupled to the two
variable resistance, x meg.
output valves in
• 50,00o-ohm resistance (Varlev Power).
5,000-ohm resistances (Tag).
push-pull, these out4 20o-ohm resistances (Tag).
put valves operating
• 30,000-ohm resistance.
a moving-coil loud• 2o-ohm " Humdinger " resistance.
o.00x-mfd. condenser.
speaker through a
4-mfd. condensers.
stepdown transfor3 2-mfd. decoupling condensers (Ferranti,
750-volt test).
mer.
smoothing choke (Varlet' D.P. so).
A.C. 'H.L. Mazda raise.
2 P.P. 5/400 Mazda rah es.
• U.IT. I2o '500 Mazda \ alve.
thermal delay switch (Bulgin).
moving coil speaker (B.T.H. Senior).
Westinghouse metal rectifier.
I 4-mfd. condenser.
Baseboard, to-ply.
2 mains fuses.
mains sw itch.
Valve holders (Benjannn anti-microphonic).
I 500 ohm resistor (1 watt).
127o-ohm resistor (5 watts).

CONSTRUCTIONAL
DETAILS.
We will now consider the amplifier in
detail. The instrument is housed in
a large cabinet, made
of oak, the panels
being an inch thick,
the front acting as a
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200 l! 50h, Ma ns

C.H.

Switch)

000000

PU4
To8
To
6r ma-c—,g orL. Motor4
S.
Field

Fig. I —CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF GRAMOPHONE AMPLIFIER.
RI = 50,000 ohms fader ; R2 = 500 ohms ; R3 = 50,000 ohms ; R4 = 30,000 ohms ; R5 —.270
ohms ; R6 = 20 ohms ; R7, RS = 5,000 ohms ; R9, Rio = ioo ohms. CI, C2, C3 = 2 mfd. ;
C4, C5 = 4 mfd 2,000 V.D.C. test ; C6 = 05 mfd. ; T.D.S. = Thermal delay switch ; T.0 =
Tone control.

very efficient baffle for the loud-speaker.
The pick-ups and gramophone motors, as
well as the volume and tone control with
the pick-up transformer, are supported on a
motor board at the top. A lid closing
down on these is hinged at the front so that
the operator is at the back and does not
get in front of the loud-speaker, nor does
he have his back to the audience ! Two
motors and turn-tables are incorporated,
with two pick-ups, the latter connected to a
" fader," so that rapid switching from one
record to another is possible, no time being
wasted in changing records or needles
between items. This is a great boon for
dances.
The Gramophone Motors.
The gramophone motors actually used
are Garrard No. 201 A.C. induction motors,
which give sufficient torque to keep the
speed of rotation constant on the heaviest
of recordings.
The Pick-ups.
The pick-ups are two B.T.H. Minors.
These are very neat little pick-ups, which,
in spite of their small size and low price,
have a very good response curve. They
have a very sharp cut-off at 5,50o cycles

per second, this being evidenced by the
absence of surface noise, which absence is
also aided by gocd tracking. The bass
response is sufficient, and there is no sign
of chatter even on low organ notes.
How the " Fader " is Connected.
These two pick-ups are connected to a
" fader " (RI) of 50,000 ohms each side.
As explained, this gives rapid change-over,
and the type used (Clarcstat) is wirewound and absolutely silent in operation.
The two output leads from this " fader "
go to the primary of the pick-up transformer, a Varley D.P.3, which has a transformation ratio of I to 5. Its primary
inductance (with no D.C., as is the case
when used thus) is 90 henrys. A really
good transformer must be used in this
position, a poor one being a source of
loss rather than of gain.
The Tone Control.
Across the secondary of the transformer
is a tone control, a variable resistance of
megohm maximum in series with a
fixed condenser of about 0.001 mfd.,
which is used for bass accentuation, by
cutting down the high note response for
dances, when well-marked rhythm is
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Fig.
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2.-ILLUSTRATING ASSEMBLY OF COMPONENTS ON BASEBOARD.

necessary. The double bass and drums
come out very " forward " in this way.
With the exception of the mains switch,
and two small lamps run off one of the
low voltage secondaries of the mains
transformer, all the rest of the components are located on the baseboard
shown in the photograph. It is fixed at
the bottom of the cabinet, and is easily
removable by unscrewing a few screws
when access to the components is required,

Shielded Leads.
Shielded leads are taken from the
secondary of the pick-up transformer
down to the two terminals seen at the
bottom right-hand corner of the photograph ; these connections feed into the
grid of the first amplifying valve (Mazda
AC/HL), the bias for which is derived
from a resistance of 500 ohms (R2) in its
cathode lead, decoupled by a 2 mfd.
condenser (CI).

Anode Circuit of First Amplifying Valve.
In the anode circuit of this valve is one
primary of a Varley double push-pull
input transformer (T2) decoupled by a
50,00o ohms resistance (R3, Varley Power)
and a 2 mfd. condenser (C2), the decoupling
resistance also serving to drop the high
voltage supplied by the rectifier down to the
200 volts required for the high tension
supply to this valve. The other primary

of the transformer (T2) can be used for
connection of a detector for radio, as
mentioned earlier, or for connection of a
microphone and associated amplifier for
announcements or public address. The
list title of this transformer is D.P.I7.

The Output Stage.
We now come to the output, probably
the most important stage of any amplifier, whether " gram " or radio, for it is
here that losses are liable to occur if
matching is not correct or if overloading
is allowed.

The Push-pull Valves.
The push-pull input transformer has a
split secondary, and separate bias may be
used for each of the pair of push-pull
valves if necessary. The circuit followed
is that recommended by the valve makers,
the valves in use being Mazda PP 5/400.
The resistance and condenser values
specified have been adhered to carefully.
This is most important, as otherwise
parasitic oscillation is likely to occur,
with consequent damage if not actual destruction of the valves. The grid and anode
circuits both have anti-oscillation resistances, of 5,00o (R7 and R8) and ioo (R9
and Rio) ohms. As the anode current of
the PP 5/400 is 6o milliamps., and a single
ioo ohm tag is only rated to carry 5o
milliamps., it is advisable to connect two
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200 ohm tags in parallel, thus forming a
ioo ohm resistor capable of carrying up to
90 milliamps. These resistances, as will
be seen from the photograph of the amplifier, are connected directly to the appropriate terminals on the valve holders.
The Output Transformer.
The output transformer (T3) is a Varley
push-pull output double ratio, D.P. 7,
having ratios of I : i and 20 : I, the latter
ratio being used. The moving-coil speaker
is a B.T.H. Senior, with a Westinghouse
metal rectifier and a 4 mfd. smoothing
condenser incorporated for field energising.
The speaker has an impedance of 15 ohms.
The equation for loud-speaker matching
is :—
N
‘/Optimum load of valve X 2
Speaker impedance
where N is the transformer ratio, and
the multiplier 2 is used because with
valves in push-pull their impedances are
in series. This gives us :—
2,700 X 2
— A/36o 19
N
I
15
That is to say, we require a transformer
with a 19 to i step-down ratio, and the
standard 20 to i ratio given by the Varley
component is therefore nearly correct.
The filaments of the output valves are
heated with raw alternating current from
one of the 4-volt secondaries on the mains
The 27o-ohm bias
transformer (cd).
resistor (R5) specially wound to this
valve is connected between H.T. negative
and the centre point of the filament supply
as located on a 20-ohm " Humdinger "
across the filament winding. The centretap of the input transformer is at earth
potential, so that the voltage drop across
this resistance, caused by the anode
current of 12o milliamps., amounts to
32.4 volts, and gives the requisite negative
grid bias for the valves.
Output of the Valves.
The two valves in push-pull give an
undistorted output of 12.5 watts, and the
loud-speaker is capable of handling
It) watts. There is sufficient power to
work two loud-speakers of this type, and
if the amplifier is to be used in a large
hall an extra speaker correctly matched
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would be an advantage. Four speakers
connected in series-parallel could be used.
THE POWER SUPPLY.
The power supply for an amplifier of this
size needs very careful attention. The
mains transformer used should have a good
" regulation curve." The Varley (E.P. 24)
120 watt has several 4-volt windings for
filament heating. The rectifying valve
is a Mazda UU 120,/500, which, as its
name implies, gives 120 milliamps. at 500
volts. The output valves require 400 volts
high tension, so that there is sufficient
surplus voltage for the grid bias, and for
voltage drop in the smoothing choke,
output transformer primary and anode
anti-oscillation resistances. The smoothing choke (CH) is large, a Varley D.P. 3o,
and has an inductance of some 13 henrys
at the 120 milliamps. passing through it.
The 4-mfd. smoothing condensers shown
in the picture are Hydra, but the one
on the left, immediately following the
rectifier, is now an 800-volt (working)
Dubilier. A Bulgin thermal delay switch
(T.D.S.) is fitted in the conventional
position serving to prevent the high
tension reaching the valve anodes before
the filaments are properly warm, and
preventing dangerous surges through the
condensers, thus lessening the likelihood
of breakdown.
The decoupling condensers (C2, C2,
C3) are Ferranti 2 mfd., 75o volt test,
correct for their positions.
Fuses are, of course, inserted, one in
each mains lead.
The Baseboard.
The baseboard is of io-ply, giving the
necessary rigidity to carry the heavy components, the smoothing choke alone weighing over 9 lb. From the photograph it will
be seen that this baseboard is cut away,
allowing it to fit around the supports for
the moving-coil speaker, which is supported
on a stand built into the base of the
cabinet, to prevent rattle or vibration.
Heavy workshop flex is used for the
filament heater leads, and separate runs
are taken to each valve to prevent voltage
drop in these leads. The valve holders
are Benjamin anti-microphonic.
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The Editor invites correspondence from readers on any subject of general interest
to members of the electrical engineering profession. Letters should be addressed
to THE EDITOR, The Practical Electrical Engineer, 8-11, Southampton
Street, Strand, W. C. 2.
Details of an Electrolytic Rectifier.
containing electrolyte as above. Connect to
SIR,—I should be glad if one of your readers
200-volt mains. After current has been passing
can give details of an electrolytic rectifier
for 15-20 minutes it wall be seen that the lamp is
suitable for supplying the high tension current
completely extinguished.
for a three-valve re'eeiver.
Forming is then com- 8-5/16' Die Slots
A. J. (Fulham).
plete.
Forming was
All the necessary details for the construction of
tried with other sized
an electrolytic rectifier for H.T. supply are given lamps, but did not
below. The rectifier has been supplying a three- succeed, hence it must
valve set, det , L. F. and power, for some weeks and
be stressed that a iooit has given very satisfactory
service.
Materials required :—
1/32"Prophan
insulation
Electrodes-6 en. X i iz
ch side
only
Input
aluminium rod, 4
6 in. X Ia zn X * in. transformed
to IDOvAC
lead strips, 4 only.
Electrolyte—Pure ammonium phosphate in distilled water, 141b to' gallon.
ARMATURE
Cells-2 lb. glass jam
-4- aluminrum electrodes L-leadelectroo'es
jars, 4 only.
CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF ELECTROLYTIC
ARMATURE OF SMALL
The aluminium electrodes
RECTIFIER
MOTOR.
must first be formed as
aluminium
electrodes
in
series
2
follows : Connect
watt lamp, or possibly one of lower resistance,
with a ioo-watt Ian p and place them in a cell be used
The rectifier is then connected as shown iii the
2 Me"
theoretical circuit, bearing 131 mind the following
points : Do not let electrodes rest on bottom
of cells--a metallic sediment is deposited which may
cause shorting if this is neglected Cover electrolyte with thin layer of oil—preventing evaporation
of electrolyte. Two aluminium and two lead
electrodes may be in one portion. I made connections by drilling holes in electrodes and attaching
terminals, but possibly a moi e efficient method
exists.
Of course, the usual smoothing apparatus must
be connected to output to eliminate ripples.

FIELD 1/2" WIDE
FIELD OF SMALL MOTOR.

Re-Winding a Small Motor.
SIR,—I send herewith scale drawings of the
field and armature of a small motor which I
am desirous of re-winding as a high torque,
low-speed machine.
Can you oblige me with winding data (a)
for a iz-volt, D C. or A C motor, max. torque at
500 r p.m. (b) for 200 1 50 v A C motor,
max torque at 500 rpm L P. (Huddersfield)
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Electrical Advertising.
In our last issue we advocated an extension of co-operative advertising to the
public by the electrical industry. Readers
will be interested to learn that a scheme is
now on foot, sponsored by the Central
Electricity Board and the Council of the
Electrical Development Association, to reorganise the activities of the E.D.A. on a
wider basis.
Experiments with Micro Waves.
The electrical engineer who is familiar
with the terms microfarad and microhm,
where the prefix " micro " has the meaning
one millionth, may at first imagine that
micro waves are of the order of one millionth
of a metre. This is not so. In its strict
sense " micro " merely means very small,
and the micro waves which are now being
investigated by Marchese Marconi are waves
below one metre in length. Such waves have
interesting possibilities. They can be projected in a beam by the use of a suitable
reflector. They also provide a very large
number of wavebands with io kilocycles'
separation between the limits of a quarter
of a metre and one metre.
On pages 481 to 488 will be found a description of a demonstration apparatus intended
for the use of research workers, lecturers and
students who wish to study the properties
of these waves. A few of the many interesting experiments which can be performed
with this apparatus are shown by photographs.
Accidents on the Roads.
The extended use of machinery in the
civilised world has been responsible for
many accidents. A particular case in point
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is the motor vehicle. During the past few
years the numbers of killed and injured in
road accidents have risen to a marked degree.
The following table issued by the Home Office
presents the statistics in a summarised
form :—
NUMBER OF PERSONS KILLED OR
INJURED IN ROAD ACCIDENTS.
Year.

Killed.

Injured.

Total.

1926
1927
1928
1929
1930

4,886
5,329
6,138
6,696
7,305

133,888
148,575
164,838
170,917

138,774
153,904
170,976
177,613

1931

6,691

177,895
202,119

185,200
208,810

1932

6,667

206,450

213,117

A large number of these road accidents
occur not in the congested traffic areas where
drivers exercise extreme caution, but at
comparatively quiet cross-roads where drivers
are unable to see approaching cross-traffic.
Making Roads as Safe as Railways.
This is where electric road signals can be
and are being used to reduce the appalling
waste of life.
The vehicle-operated traffic control system
which has recently been installed in Trafalgar
Square will, we believe, be found to have its
maximum utility in situations remote from
busy traffic centres. One or two installations
have already been made in such locations
with great success. Full details of the
ingenious scheme are given in the article by
H. Greenly, which appears in this issue-.
•
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Power Factors Calculations.
In the present issue Mr. E. W. Dorey,
A.M.I.E.E., gives some practical methods of
making power factor calculations which will
be particularly useful to busy works
engineers.
Markings for Imported Electrical Accessories.
The Board of Trade have just issued the
report of the Standing Committee respecting
imported electrical accessories, including :—
Lampholders.—Switches up to and including 3o-amp. rating.—Ceiling roses.—
Cut-outs ,and fuses up to and including 3o
amp. rating.—Wall sockets and plugs and
plug adaptors up to and including 3o-amp.
rating. Plugs and/or sockets for use as
connectors up to and including 3o-amp.
rating.—Adaptors for lampholders, and
switch plates.
An application was made by the British
Electrical and Allied Manufacturers' Association (Incorporated), and was supported
by twelve other influential associations.
The application was opposed by the Electrical Importers and Traders' Association.
The Standing Committee reported as
follows :—
" We have come to the conclusion that the
case will be met by requiring each imported
electrical accessory of the descriptions set out
in Annex I to bear an indication of origin diestamped, impressed, embossed, engraved or
moulded in a conspicuous manner on each
accessory, provided that in the case of cartridge
fuses less than z in. in diameter and 2 in.
long, and switch plates of glass, it shall be
sufficient if an indication of origin be
stamped or printed on a label securely affixed
to each article. In addition, we consider that
any carton or other container in which these
goods are sold or exposed for sale should be
stamped or printed with an indication of
origin."
It is recommended that the Order should
come into force three months after the date
on which it is made, or on January ist, 1934,
whichever is the later.
Electrically Operated Mobile Cranes.
Another interesting application of
the Diesel-electric or petrol-electric combination is to mobile cranes such as are used
in railway sidings. A 6-ton caterpillar mobile
crane with lifting magnet equipment has
recently been supplied to the L.M.S. Railway
for operating at a stores dump in Scotland.
The electrical equipment for the cranes
referred to was supplied by the British
Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., and the
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mechanical equipment by Messrs. Henry J.
Coles & Co., Ltd.
Installing Mains-driven Wireless.
The average 4-valve receiver (with rectifying valve) consumes something like 40
watts. Not a large figure, but if the set is
in use for, say, eight hours a day, it will take
over two units a week.
Thus, despite the low consumption of a
wireless receiver, a distinct economy may be
effected by operating it from a power rather
than from a lighting point, when current is
paid for on the unit system.
A New Oxide Cathode Rectifier.
A new oxide cathode rectifying valve
recently introduced by Messrs. Phillips
Industrial, Ltd., should be the means of
obtaining much more economical operation
of D.C. apparatus from three-phase four-wire
A.C. supply. The rectifier has three anodes,
each of which may be connected directly to
one phase of the supply without the use of a
transformer. A well-regulated output of
D.C. is obtained between the filament
(positive) and neutral wire (negative), whilst
the efficiency is in excess of 90 per cent. on
full load.
Electrical Interference—A Suggestion.
Every motor, dynamo, refrigerator,
vacuum cleaner, flashing sign, and, in fact,
every electrical device having an intermittent contact, is a potential source of
trouble to the wireless listener.
Any firm that made anti-interference
devices as standard, or even optional,
fittings could count on the strong support 01
the wireless Press and of the mass of the
listening public.
We believe that purchasers of domestic
appliances would be quite prepared to pay a
little more in the assurance that they would
not be compelled to forgo the pleasure 01
listening whenever the appliance was in use
The High-frequency Pentode.
Another new valve, the Mullard highfrequency pentode, is now available ir
indirectly heated (mains) form.
The Mullard H.F. pentode is, in effect,
screened grid or variable mu valve having i
third grid interposed between the screening
grid and anode. This has the effect o
making the valve more stable whilst enabling
a greatly improved H.F. amplification to b(
obtained.
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THE MARCONI MICRO WAVE
DEMONSTRATION APPARATUS

Fig. 1.—His HOLINESS THE POPE, AND HIS EXCELLENCY MARCHESE MARCONI AT THE
INAUGURATION OF THE FIRST REGULAR MICRO WAVE TELEPHONE SERVICE IN THE WORLD BETWEEN
THE VATICAN CITY AND CASTEL GANDOLFO. THE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE STATIONS IS 20
KILOMETRES AND TRANSMISSION TAKES PLACE ON A WAVELENGTH OF 60 CENTIMETRES.

N February 11th, 1933, the first regular micro wave telephone service
in the world was inaugurated by
His Holiness the Pope at Castel Gandolfo,
near Rome. The service was established
between the Vatican City and Castel
Gandolfo, a distance of about 12 miles.
The installation operates on a wave length
of 6o centimetres, and was personally supervised by Marchese Marconi.
The use of these ultra-short waves, or
micro waves as they are termed, has
introduced a new technique into wireless
transmitting and receiving apparatus.

O

Two Important Characteristics of Micro
Waves.
At wave lengths below r metre there is
an enormous choice of wave bands, each
separated by io kilocycles frequency. For
instance, between the wave lengths of 200
metres and 300 metres there are 5o wave
bands with this separation, whilst between

one metre and half a metre there are
wave bands, and between half a
metre and a quarter of a metre there are
another 6o,000 wave bands.
Another point of importance in connection with micro waves is that it has
been found practicable to direct the waves
by means of small metal reflectors which
project the waves in a narrow beam.
30,000

The Possibilities of Micro Waves.
These two factors taken together suggest
immediately an enormous increase in the
possibilities of wireless communication.
When the system is perfected it should be
possible to have a very large number of
stations operating at the same time with
the minimum of interference and the
maximum of secrecy. It is impossible to
foresee the future development, but it is
clear that this new system has very great
possibilities, and we believe that readers
will be intensely interested in the following
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account of the
demonstration
apparatus
which is now
made available
as a result of
Marchese Marconi's experimental work.
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than
shorter
half the wave
length.
(d) The principle underlying the working of the
direction
finders can also
be demonstrated very nicely
by rotating the
disc wave meter
until a zero
current reading
position is
found, facing
the disc in the
direction of the
transmitter.

THE MARCONI
MICRO WAVE
DEMONSTRATION APPARATUS.
This apparatus has been
designed for the
purpose of demonstrating the
laws governing
the transmis(e) By means
sion, reception
of the Lecher
and propagawire auxiliary
tion of electrowave meter, the
magn et is
principle
of
waves having
current distriwave lengths
bution along
below one
Fig. 2.—THE MICRO WAVE TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER. wire can be
metre.
shows the actual installation at the Vatican. Notice demonstrated
The trans- theThis
parabolic reflector and the extraordinary compactness
and the wave
mitter is a of the whole assembly.
length genernormal Marconi
ated measured.
ultra - short
(f) Horizontal and vertical polarisation
wave unit transmitter, working at the
electrical focus of a small portion of a can also be shown by means of the
normal Marconi ultra-short wave unit crystal detector and modulation applied to
the transmitter, or by means of the disc
reflector.
wave meter or half wave length rod.
What the Apparatus Will Show.
Description of Apparatus.
Amongst many things which can be
The transmitter consists of two valves
demonstrated with such an apparatus and
oscillating on the Barkhausen-Kurz prinits various auxiliary appliances are, for
ciple in the new Marconi ultra-short wave
instance :—
circuit. This circuit is characterised by
The
gain
obtainable
by
a
reflector
(a)
three tuned circuits—grid, anode and
rod placed at a correct distance behind a
filament. Its electrical adjustments are
receiving aerial.
controlled by the instrument fixed on the
(b) The dependence of the length of control panel, which is part of the equipsuch a reflector rod upon its correct dis- ment.
tance behind the receiving aerial.
(c) The screening effect secured by The Transmitting Circuit.
placing such a rod in front of a receiving
Fig. 3B shows diagrammatically the
aerial instead of behind it, and the gain arrangement of the transmitting circuit.
which can be obtained in that condition if It will be seen that two valves are used in
the length of the rod is made considerably parallel. The oscillations which are
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Fig. 3.—THE MARCONI MICRO WAVE DEMONSTRATION APPARATUS.
Reading from left to right we see the Lecher wire wavemeter, the Marconi disc wavemeter with
milliammeter in base, the receiver consisting of crystal mounted at the centre of the dipole with
headphones connected across it, the transmitting aerial, the reflector, the transmitting valves, the
control panel.

generated on the grids of the valves being plate voltage when varied exercises a
fed direct to a small dipole aerial, the latter tuning effect, as it controls the speed of
is essentially a short copper rod with a oscillation of the electrons about the
circular disc at
respective
each end.
grids.
These discs
serve a double
The Reflector.
purpose.
By
In the deacting as end
monstration
capacities they
apparatus the
enable a shorter
reflector contransmitting
sists of nine
aerial to be
horizontal conused, and ex- Fig. 3A.—A CLOSE-UP VIEW OF THE TRANSMITTING ductors fixed to
CIRCUIT.
perience
has
a support which
shown that they
is shaped to a paraalso enable more
bolic curve. The
power to be radidipole transmitting
ated.
Filament -10
aerial is arranged
resistances are used
at the focus of the
+200
on each valve to
parabole.
equalise the emisReceiver.
sions and secure an
This instrument
exact balance in the
consists of a crystal
output from the Corn, +L.7:
mounted at the
respective
grids. Fig. 3B.—DIAGRAM OF THE TRANSMITTING centre of a dipole
Both the plate
CIRCUIT.
with a pair of lowNote that special valves are used with the resistance
circuits and the
telewires to grid and plate taken through phones connected in
grid circuits are lead-in
the glass bulbs. The three variable resistances
tuned, and in ad- for controlling the filament current are mounted shunt across the
dition to this the on thd control panel.
detector.
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Fig. 4.—TUNING THE TRANSMITTER.
The wavemeter is placed half a wavelength from the transmitter and the controls on the control
panel (see Fig. 3) are adjusted until the milliammeter shows a maximum reading (about 8o milliamps.).

Fig. 5.—DIRECTIONAL EFFECT OF DIPOLE AERIAL.
Note that with the aerial turned in this position the ammeter reading has fallen to zero.
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Fig. 6.—ILLUSTRATING THE REFLECTION OF MICRO WAVES.
A tuned circuit held behind the wavemeter increases the reading on the milliammeter by about
5o per cent. Compare with Fig. 4.

Fig. 7.—A SINGLE WIRE REFLECTOR.
The same effect is here being obtained by the use of a straight copper wire cut to a little more
[ than half wavelength.
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Wave Meter.
This is the normal commercial Marconi
disc micro wave radiator indicator, which
consists of a low-resistance thermo-couple
mounted in the centre of a dipole aerial
provided with large end capacities. The
meter side of the couple is joined to a
suitable instrument giving a range of about
0-120 m. a.
The set requires one 8-volt accumulator
battery of fairly large capacity, and a
i8o-volt accumulator battery to supply
the grid potential. The latter can be
replaced by D.C. main supply of zoo or
240 volts and a resistance in series, which
can be supplied as an addition to the
normal equipment.
DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS.
By the courtesy of the Marconi Wireless
Telegraph Co., Ltd., we were able to witness
a demonstration with this remarkable
apparatus, which is in effect a miniature
wireless transmitting station and a moveable receiving station. The signals received can be either visible signals as
shown on a milliammeter, or speech and
musical notes can be transmitted and
picked up on a crystal detector connected
to a suitably tuned circuit. The photographs of the experiments which accompany this article were taken during the
actual demonstration. They are not by
any means exhaustive, but we believe
that they will serve to bring very clearly
before our readers some of the unusual
properties of micro waves as a medium of
wireless communication. In addition to
its obvious uses in Universities and
Technical Colleges this demonstration
apparatus will, we believe, make a strong
appeal to research workers and experimental radio engineers.
How the Circuit is Tuned.
The wave meter instrument, which can
be seen on the left of Fig. 3 and which is
described above, is placed at about half a
wave length (say 3o centimetres) from the
transmitting aerial, and it will be seen that
the milliammeter shows a reading. The filament resistances and plate voltages are
then varied by means of the control cabinet
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(which can be seen on the right of Fig. 3)
until a maximum reading is shown on the
milliammeter at the base of the wave meter.
First Experiment—Directional Effect of
Dipole Receiving Aerial.
To show the directional effect, the wavemeter was placed half a wave length away
from the aerial and, as can be seen from
Fig. 4, the milliammeter indicated showed
an appreciable deflection (about So milliamps.). The top portion of the wave meter
was now twisted round at right angles so
that the receiving dipole is pointing
directly to the source of the radiations.
As a result the reading on the milliammeter
fell to zero, as can be seen in Fig. 5. A
striking feature is that, although the
receiving aerial is practically on top of the
transmitting aerial, the signals are cut out
completely when the receiving aerial is
pointed directly towards the sending aerial.
Second Experiment—How Micro Waves
can be Reflected.
By using the Lecher wire auxiliary wave
meter tuned to a little less than half a
wave length it is possible to reflect the
waves on to the receiving aerial. This is
clearly illustrated in Fig. 6. Notice that
the wave meter milliammeter reading has
been increased by about 5o per cent.
as compared with Fig. 4. Fig. 7 shows a
single wire conductor, a little greater than
half wave length, held horizontally behind
the receiver producing a similar effect.
•
Third Experiment—to Show that the
Reflected Waves are Polarised.
If the Lecher wave meter is held at right
angles to the position shown in Fig. 6 no
strengthening of the receiving signals
occurs. This can clearly be seen from
Fig. 8.
Fourth Experiment—Absorption of Waves
by a Suitably Tuned Circuit.
If the Lecher wave meter is tuned to
half wave length exactly and brought
near to the receiving aerial the reception can be entirely cut out. Notice that
the instrument reading in Fig. 9 is zero.
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Fig. 8.—REFLECTED MICRO WAVES ARE POLARISED.
If the tuned Lecher wires are held in a vertical plane no strengthening of the received signals is
obtained. Compare with Figs. 4 and 6.

OM-

Fig. 9.—ABSORPTION OF MICRO WAVES.
This shows the Lecher wire circuit tuned to half wavelength, and held near the receiving aerial
Notice that the reading on the milliammeter has now fallen to zero showing that the Lecher circuit
is absorbing the radiations.
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'O.—EXPLORING THE FIELD.

It is found that at a distance of one wavelength from the transmitter will be found the second point
of maximum signal strength. By placing the wavemeter in different positions the relative strengths
of the transmission can very conveniently be compared. In this way the beam effect of the parabolic
reflector can be shown very clearly. Polarising of the beam can also be demonstrated.

Fifth Experiment—Exploring the Zone of
the Beam.
By placing the wave meter in the various
positions near the edge of the beam, and by
varying distances from the transmitting
aerial in the direct path of the beam, the
relative strength of the radiations can
easily be compared. It is found that the
beam is sharply directional. There are
also points of maximum and minimum
signal strengths after leaving the proximity
of the transmitting aerial. The first of
these occurs half a wave length away from
the source (see Fig. 5). The second point
is found one wave length distant from the
source (see Fig. 10).
There are literally scores of interesting
experiments which can be carried out with
this ingenious apparatus, which has been

designed expressly for the purpose of
facilitating the study of micro waves.
These demonstration sets are made either
for battery operation or for operation
direct from the D.C. mains supply of
200-240 volts. A suitable A.C. eliminator
can, if necessary, be used if it is desired to
operate the set from an alternating current
supply.
One of the most fascinating things about
this new apparatus is the fact that the
complete theory of micro wave transmission has not yet been worked out. In
addition to this Marchese Marconi has
found that practical results very often
do not agree with the calculated values.
A wonderful opportunity for the radio
research worker and, indeed, for any
electrical engineer who has a taste for
original investigation.

Owing to the rapid progress in the design of electrical apparatus and to our efforts to
keep readers in touch with the latest developments, we give no warranty that apparatus
described in our columns is not the subject of Letters Patent.
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ELECTRO-MATIC VEHICLE-ACTUATED
TRAFFIC CONTROL
By

HENRY GREENLY,

A.I.Loco.E.

Mr. Greenly describes the new system of traffic control recently installed in
London and the provinces. The special feature of this system is that the
"rights" of the vehicles on the road are automatically respected and the
control operates accordingly
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Fig. I.—CROSS

ROADS FITTED WITH AUTOMATIC TRAFFIC SIGNALLING SYSTEM, OPERATED BY
THE VEHICLES ON THE ROAD.

Let into the road in the foreground will be seen a detector which records the passing of each
traffic unit and is in connection with the control mechanism operating the signals. Note short
section between tramway rails. (Automatic Electric Co., Ltd.)

COMPLETELY satisfactory system
of automatic control of traffic at
road junctions with regard to the
right of way for every vehicle at the earliest
possible moment, would seem to present
insurmountable difficulties.
The problems raised, however, would
appear to have been solved by the new
" Electromatic " street control system
first installed in London at Cornhill and
recently at Trafalgar Square and Piccadilly.
The "Electromatic" system introduced and

A

manufactured by the Automatic Electric
Company, Ltd., Liverpool, regulates the
traffic automatically by the conventional colour light signals in direct
accord with the requirements and conditions of the traffic at any instant.
Unlike the ordinary system with its
fixed time cycle of events, i.e., regular
periods of " stop " and " go " signals,
the periods determined by the " Electromatic " system are regulated by the
vehicles themselves.
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SIMPLE INTERSECTION OF TWO
CROSS TRAFFIC, SHOWING THE
APPARATUS.

Fig. 3.—DEALING WITH A CONTINUOUS STREAM
OF TRAFFIC ON ONE ROAD PHASE AND THE
ARRIVAL OF A VEHICLE ON THE CROSS ROAD.

The white lines A A represent the detectors ;
the thinner line in advance of these are the
ordinary stop marks at the signals B B.

The vehicle is allowed to cross when a gap
occurs. Failing a gap, the main road stream is
stopped after a certain interval, long enough
for the vehicle to pass through.

Fig. 4.—SHOWING HOW THE DETECTORS COLLECT
THE INFORMATION AS TO THE RELATIVE TIME
OF THE ARRIVAL OF VEHICLES.

Fig. 5.—SHOWING THE TROLLEY CONTACTS
USED TO DETECT PRESENCE OF TRAMWAY CARS.

Fig. 6.—A T CROSSING.
Showing the arrangement to deal with filtration of traffic going in two directions.

These contacts operate in same way as the
detectors in the road surface.

Fig. 7.—SHOWING

HOW A THIRD PHASE OF
TRAFFIC CAN BE CONTROLLED.
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The "Electro-matic" apparatus consists of three main parts electrically
interlinked.
(1) The "detector" units, let into the
roadway. These indicate the presence
and movements of the vehicles.
(2) A control mechanism which is
capable of what is termed " thinking,"
"receiving instructions" and then operating.
(3) The traffic lights fixed in any convenient position, on a post, pedestal or
pendant, facing the driver in the roadway.
The Detector
Unit.
The vehicle detector unit is
operated by the
weight of the
vehicle passing
over it. One is
placed in the
carriage way at
each approach to
the road crossing or intersection. Vehicles
which pass over
these detectors
send an " electrical message " to
the control mechanism, which
operates the signals to meet the
demands of the
traffic.
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every moving thing made the early automatic colour light signals very unpopular.
If two cars—one in the main road and
the other in the cross road—happen to
pass over the respective detectors
simultaneously, the right of way is
given to one only, but the arrival of the
other is " remembered," the right of way
being accorded as soon as the first vehicle
is safely through.
Continuous Stream of Traffic.
A continuous stream of traffic is never

8.—A SECTIONAL VIEW OF A STANDARD DETECTOR, SHOWING A MOTOR
CAR WHEEL DEPRESSING THE CONTACTS. (Automatic Electric Co., Ltd.)

Fig.

The Control Box.
The controlling mechanism notes the
arrival, the speed of arrival and the
order of arrival of every vehicle. It
then functions according to the relative
times of arrival and the traffic density
of the moment.
HOW THE TRAFFIC IS CONTROLLED
When a single car approaches an
intersection where there is no cross
traffic, it receives the " all clear " signal
immediately, and is never required to
slacken speed or stop. This is one of the
most important features of the invention.
The annoyance of having to obey " stop "
signals when all streets were empty of

interrupted except by the arrival of cross
traffic. This latter only awaits for a
gap in the first stream and is then allowed
to cross, but if no gap occurs the time
element is introduced. Within a predetermined period the stream is interrupted while the waiting cross traffic
passes and later the right of way reverts
to the main continuous stream.
The features of the system may be
summarised as follows :—
Vehicles Given Time to Clear Crossing.
(1) No vehicle having the right of way
can lose it, once it has entered the controlled zone, until the expiration of a
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on any one line or phase having the right
of way exceeds the right of way interval set
up by the last vehicle to enter the zone on
that phase, the right of way immediately
reverts to the other (cross) phase if
there is waiting traffic there. The right
of way will not change, however, unless
a vehicle has been registered by the
detector of the second (cross) phase.

Fig. 9.—SECTION THROUGH A DETECTOR.

Controlling Continuous Stream of Traffic.
period sufficient to enable it to clear the
road crossing.
The controlled zone is a " variable "
and may be defined as " that distance
from the intersection on all approaches
in which it would be dangerous for a
vehicle proceeding at the average road
speed when traffic is ' light ' to attempt
to stop before reaching the intersection,
plus a safety factor distance to cover the
psychological reaction time of the average
driver to a change of signal." Detectors
in this system are always placed within
this zone.

Speed of Vehicle Taken into Account.
(2) Vehicles approach the intersection
at varying speeds and require different
periods to safely clear the road intersection. This is automatically catered
for as the controller registers the speed of
the vehicle as well as its presence.

When Right of Way is Changed.
(3) All vehicles approaching the intersection that have not the right of way
receive the amber " caution " signal, then
the green " go " signal immediately they
are detected, provided there is no other
vehicle within the zone of the other crosstraffic phase.
(4) Succeeding vehicles on the same
phase of traffic movement which
may enter the zone before the
expiry of the right of way
period to the previous vehicle
on the same phase, each set up
a new right of way interval for
themselves, but do this in a
manner that ensures that there
shall be no accumulation of unexpired time intervals.
(5) When the " time spacing "
between the approaching vehicles
Fig.

(6) When the traffic is so dense and
continuous that vehicles constantly arrive,
then the first vehicle at a detector on a
phase which has no right of way sets a
time limit for the already moving traffic
on the other phase. This limit can be predetermined. If before its expiry there
has not been a " time space " between
two successive vehicles on the already
moving phase then the control system
arbitrarily takes the right of way from
the moving phase and transfers it to the
waiting one on the cross road. If the
traffic is dense and therefore slow moving,
the normally. short amber period is
automatically extended.
(7) The control is always arranged to
return the right of way to the phase from
which it has been arbitrarily forced, either
when the cross traffic ceases or at the end
of a similarly preselected interval of
continuous flow.
(8) When the right of way changes from
one phase to another on which vehicles
are waiting, two distinct types of traffic
must be provided for, viz :

Stationary Vehicles and Moving Ones.
The former which will have been standing in the zone between the detector and
the signal line will, of course, on passing
over the detector have registered their

0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

I0.—PLAN OF ONE OF THE TYPES OF DETECTOR.
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Fig. IL—A DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR THE
SPECIAL UNIDIRECTIONAL DETECTORS WHICH
ARE SOMETIMES NECESSARY.

arrival, whereas the others are already
moving at the normal road speed.
The stationary vehicles require a period
in which to get into motion and accelerate.
Therefore an initial period is predetermined
and fixed to allow the stationary vehicles
to clear. After this initial period the
detector may extend the right of way
for each moving vehicle for a shorter
period, determined by the speed.
(9) Waiting traffic, therefore, is always
passed through the first available gap
(Fig. 3) that occurs in the other stream
of moving traffic or at the end of the
period settled upon by the adjustment of
the controller instrument.

Fig. 13.—ONE OF THE FORMS OF TRAMWAY
DETECTORS.
The trolley bends the wire upwards and causes
contact.

Used for All Types of Crossings.
The scheme can be applied to T
and X - shaped road crossings. Offset intersections, Y - shaped junctions,
multiway intersections, circuses, drives
from hotels and factories, minor roads
crossing arterial highways can be provided for. The " Electro-matic " system
may be co-ordinated in a progressive
system, when desired, so that a continuous
movement of traffic is assured to the main
thoroughfare and groups of vehicles are
allowed to traverse the entire length of a
principal street without being stopped.
A third phase can be automatically
introduced, the control reverting to twophase when the traffic resumes its normal
flow, as illustrated in Fig. 7.

Tramcars Provided For.
The tramway car indicates its arrival
by means of
separate overhead or conduit
detectors.
D.C. posit e
A.C. lii e , idt.
Earth
When the car
5T0fr-$P,
has discharged
and taken
Cos
aboard its
Relay
Solenoid
rRUTIO/Y
passengers it
moves towards
the
crossing,
GO
the special detector indicates
Contactors
Road Signals
its presence and
it is then subjected to the
colour light Neon discharge tube
Road detector
Condenser
signals in the Fig. I2.—SOME OF THE SPECIAL SYMBOLS EMPLOYED
usual manner.
IN THE WIRING DIAGRAMS.

-c-

Special Conditions.
Remote and
local controls
can be used to
hold up traffic
for the emergency right of
way for fire
engines and
also for the
passage of
children at
crossings opposite to schools.
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Dealing with Pedestrians.
forward installation, but when the traffic
Where conditions warrant it, the con- increases to a predetermined density
troller can be arranged to interrupt the then a master controller -automatically
traffic flow for the benefit of pedestrians takes charge and operates to introduce
wishing to cross the road. This may be the ""flexible progressive " plan. The
done automatically to give a fully pro- traffic then flows at a prearranged speed
tected period and stop all vehicular traffic and is started and stopped as in the
if the pedestrian flow is extremely heavy Oxford Street scheme, i.e., in sequences of
or it may merely interrupt a continuous time. This plan continues only while the
traffic flow after a predetermined interval. conditions hold, but the instant they
In general, however, pedestrians are change the system automatically reverts
better catered for by the use of pedestrian to the isolated " Electro-matic " working

Fig. 14.—THE CAMSHAFT AND THE SOLENOIDS OPERATING IT. (A .E.00.).
The camshaft actuates the spring contacts which are connected to the light signals.

push-buttons. When depressed, these
signal the presence of foot passengers to
the control box. The pedestrian is then
treated as a traffic unit and passes over
in the first gap that occurs in the moving
stream or at the end of the preselected
maximum period of continuous flow.

on the principle of first come, first served.

CONSTRUCTION OF DETECTOR.
The Contacts.
The detector lies almost flush with the
road surface, and is a contact-making
device consisting of two spring steel
plates lying parallel and spaced about
in. apart. The plates, together with
Piccadilly, London.
A further application of the " Electro- their attached electrical connections, are
matic " principles is being inaugurated moulded into a rubber envelope of subat Piccadilly, London, where a problem stantial dimensions.
This contact package, as it is termed,
was set which the new system provided
the only satisfactory solution. Each road- lies in a shallow cast-iron trough laid on a
way intersection operates as in a straight- concrete base in the road and secured by
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steel anchor bolts. A hard, well-wearing but it is increased for higher normal
in. thick speeds and for down gradients, to afford
rubber mat or tread about
surmounts file package, and is secured in ample braking space.
the troughing by steel strips along the
sides and ends. A splice box at the end is Avoiding Interference from Wrong Direcarranged in the casting to accommodate
tion.
the connections to the cables going to the
In certain locations where there is likecontroller.
lihood of vehicles passing over detectors
The detectors are made in three stan- in the wrong direction, a special form is
dard lengths, 4 ft. long for use between used. The upper contact plate is split
tramway tracks and 6 ft. and 8 ft. long for longitudinally and the two parts separately

Fig. 16.—NEON
Fig. 15.—A DETAILED VIEW OF THE SOLENOID.
(Automatic Electric Co., Ltd.)

other places. The standard detectors for
very wide roads can be placed end
to end, and connected in parallel, so that
they may function as a single unit. As
normally installed, the detectors have a
slight rise of I in. above the road surface
to face approaching traffic. Figs. 9 and io
show the construction of the detector unit.
The distance between the detectors and
the road intersection depends on the nature
of the traffic and the average speed maintained. It is, however, never less than
8o ft. for traffic up to 25 miles an hour,

TYPE GAS
DISCHARGE TUBE.

Two tubes of this special
type are included in the
controller. Their purpose is
to provide an absolute break
in the electric circuit until
the voltage is raised above
a certain figure.

connected to the controller box. In
these cases two relays (as illustrated in the
diagram Fig. II) are used, connected up
as shown so that the control mechanism
accepts only vehicles which form contacts
in the right order. One strip—the proper
one—must be " contacted " first, otherwise
the controller rejects the message.
QQ
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shaft, to set up the appropriate signal
indications, and change the timing as
necessary.
In addition, there are four relays, two
special gas discharge tubes of the Neon
lamp type, two condensers and a group
of resistances which are interdependent
on the various " time interval " regulating
switches.
The various instruments and apparatus
employed work according to the " timing "
arrangements used. The special symbols
employed in the accompanying diagrams
are illustrated in Fig. 12.

Fig. 17.-A TYPICAL RELAY.
Method of Connecting the Uni-directional
Detector to Controller.
This form of detector is connected up to
the controller with a pair of relays as
illustrated in Fig. ii. Assume that a
vehicle crosses the detector from left to
right, the L.H. upper strip is contacted
first and the relay UA operates at the
springs UA z and 2, the circuit UB is
opened and, as the vehicle passes from the
left to the right-hand upper contact
strip, UA is maintained operated via its
operated contacts UA 3 and 4. The
contacts UA 5 and 6 close the circuit of
the relevant road relay. Should, however,
the vehicle have arrived from right to left,
the circuit UB would have been closed
first and would, in operating, have opened
the circuit of UA at UB z and 2, thus preventing the operation UA and the consequent closing of the road relay circuit.
CONSTRUCTION OF THE CONTROLLER.
This apparatus consists of a solenoid
operated camshaft taking six steps per
cycle. Associated with the camshaft (see
Fig. 14) are two groups of spring contacts,
which open and close in varying combinations, according to the position of the

The Gas Discharge Tubes and their Function.
The gas discharge tubes (Fig. i6) are
specially designed for their work, but in
principle are similar to the strip Neon
lamps now so commonly used in advertising signs. They consist essentially of
two metal electrodes suitably disposed in
a tube exhausted of air, but infused with
a small quantity of a special gas of the
Neon type.
The peculiar feature of the completed
tube is that it acts as an absolute break

3•60

18.-TYPE OF CONDENSER USED IN THE
CONTROLLER.
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Charge Curve
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Fig. 19.—THE SIMPLIFIED TIMING CIRCUIT.

in the electric circuit until the voltage
across the electrodes is raised above a
certain critical figure. At this point the
flame-like discharge takes place between
the two electrodes and while this is
maintained current flows freely through
the tube. The discharge and the current
ceases only when the voltage is lowered
beyond another critical point usually much
lower than the striking voltage.
Other Components in the Circuit.
A wireless valve is used to rectify the
alternating current supplied from the
mains, thus the supply of a unidirectional
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CHARGE OF CONDENSERS.
This charge and discharge of the condensers,
with the resistance and the striking and ceasing
of the Neon tube, are the factors upon which the
system depends.

current of fairly high voltage is assured.
This cutting in and cutting out of the
current at varying voltages is one feature
which is essential
to the system.
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This shows the principle upon which the
system mainly depends for timing the signals.
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Fig. 2I.—GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF CONTACTS AND WIRING DIAGRAM FOR
A SIMPLE TWO-PHASE ROAD CROSSING.

The Simple
Timing Circuit.
As shown in the
accompanying
diagram (Fig. 19)
of a simplified
timing circuit,
there are two
other components besides the
Neon tube. One
is the variable
resistance VRA,
and the other
t h e condenser
KA.
One side of
the high voltage
"fixed direction"
supply provided
by the rectifying
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the relay, solenoid and camshaft will be
energised at regular intervals that can
be predetermined with great accuracy.
It is on this very simple but novel principle
that the whole of the arrangement of the
new signal system, with all its many
special features, is built up.

Fig. 22.—A DETAILED " ELECTRO-MATIC " TIMING CIRCUIT FOR A TWO-PHASE ROAD CROSSING.

valve is connected to the condenser
through this variable resistance (VRA).
The opposite pole of the condenser is
connected to the other (earth) side of the
supply. The current flows into the condenser via the resistance at the rate
determined by the resistance. Across
the condenser is connected the relay A in
series with the Neon tube, i.e., the gas
discharge tube DTA.
Operation of Timing Circuit.
As the condenser is charged, the voltage
across its terminals gradually rises. During
this period the tube (DTA) is acting as
a break in the circuit, but immediately
the voltage reaches the critical figure a
discharge commences and the stored
energy is dissipated via the tube and the
relay.
The latter operates, closes its contactors,
completing in this case the solenoid
circuit. The consequent movement of the
solenoid core steps the camshaft (Fig. 14)
round one step, to operate the cam springs
and contactors and change the light signals.
As soon as the energy in the condenser
is dissipated, the Neon tube discharge
ceases, the circuit is broken, the relays
and solenoid de-energise, and another
interval is required until the steady flow
of current into the condenser has again
raised the voltage to the critical or striking
point.
Since both the rate of inflow and the
critical discharge of the Neon tube are
fixed, under the conditions indicated,

The Actual Timing Circuits Employed.
The circuits as actually employed are
illustrated in the diagram. Fig. 22. The
rate of the charging of the condensers
(KA and KB) is inversely proportional
to the resistance, and may be expressed
as follows :—
Ec = E — t ) where
E, = Voltage across condenser terminals
at t seconds after potential is
applied.
E = D.C. voltage applied is 412 volts in
this case.
t = Time in seconds after the voltage
is applied.
R = Total resistance in ohms.
C = Capacity in farads.
Assuming the condenser charge be
zero at the moment the voltage is applied,
a typical charge curve is shown in Fig. 20.
Across the condenser in Fig. 22 will be
seen two circuits, one consisting of a
Neon lamp, DTA, and the relay A in
series, and the other a simple discharge
resistance, DR. Both of these circuits
are normally open at the contacts X and
Y. of the associated road relays.
The Neon lamp or discharge tube DTA
conducts on contact practically no current
(something less than 2 X ro-7 amps.)
until the voltage reaches the ionizing
point. The ionizing value of the lamp,
the capacity
of the condenser in farads,
and the supply
voltage have
been so selected that the
condenser
reaches the
-01 •02 03 -04 ao- 03
Wheel' Contact in -Seconds
critical charge
voltage in a
time in seconds Fig. 23.—A GRAPH SHOWING
SPEED OF THE VEHICLE
numerically THE
IN CONNECTION WITH THE
equal to the DETECTOR CONTACT TIME IN
product of the
SECONDS.
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are made for 14 milliseconds.
4/2 v
The charge curve is based on a
5 PF condenser and a resistance
600,Doo
of i megohm. With a zero
charge initially on the condenser
BMA,
/Nirmn_
and undisturbed due to the
MfTERVAL
contacts Y remaining normal,
/x3.• DFR
FB
5 seconds are required in which
c?B
QA
=IA BCI
to build up the flash-over voltage
00.n.
mo.n. S
on the Neon tube. The discharge
curve is also based on a 5 /IF
YB
condenser, but the series resistance
is much smaller, being only
2,000 ohms. Hence the rate of
discharge is rapid, the actuation
of contacts Y by a vehicle travelling at not more than 5 m.p.h.
serving almost completely to
discharge the condenser from the
maximum voltage.
Vehicles travelling at higher
speeds discharge the condenser to
Fig. 24.—INITIAL INTERVAL CIRCUIT ON PHASE A.
correspondingly smaller degrees.

condenser capacity in farads and the
resistance (VRA) in ohms. The critical
voltage is actually 63.1 per cent. of the
applied voltage. Every 200,000 ohms
variation of the resistance (VRA)represents
a variation of one second in charging
time from zero volts to the " flash over "
voltage.
It will be apparent that the
resistances VRA and VRB constitute timing switches. These perform all the timing functions of
the control system and are
loaned from one road traffic
phase 'to the other road traffic
phase by the operation of the
camshaft.
Variation of Right of Way
Extension with the Vehicle
Speed.
Examining the diagram Fig.
22 in conjunction with the graphs
Figs. 20 and 23, the smaller graph
shows the general relationship
between vehicle speed and the
time that the detector is maintained in contact.
Thus, at 5 m.p.h., the detector
contacts are made for 70 milliseconds, whilst at 25 m.p.h. they

Right of Way Extension to a Line of
Traffic.
Under this condition each succeeding
faster or slower vehicle actuates contacts
Y (Fig. 22) for shorter or longer periods,
causing correspondingly smaller or greater
discharges of the condenser. Suppose the

Cs

Fig.

25.—INITIAL INTERVAL CIRCUIT ON OPPOSITE ROAD
TRAFFIC PHASE (B).
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condenser to be fully charged,
and a vehicle crosses the detector
at 25 m.p.h. (id. millisecond
contact period). This would
reduce the charge to approximately 95 volts. This voltage
in the charge curve is attained
in 1.3 seconds, leaving 3.7 seconds
of undistributed charging time
before the flash-over voltage
is reached.
In the case of a vehicle
crossing at io m.p.h. the contact
time is 35 milliseconds and
resulting voltage from the fully
charged condition would be 12
volts, and approximately 4.7
seconds would be required to
charge the condenser to the
flash-over voltage.
In this way the right of way
,62.51" k West
is automatically extended for
shorter or longer periods in Fig. 26.—VEHICLE INTERVAL CONNECTIONS, PHASE A,
accordance with the speeds of
the vehicles crossing the detector. changed over to the other (cross) stream
In the event of the condenser having of traffic.
reached the flash-over voltage—denoting
a lull in the traffic stream that has the Timing Functions Provided and Circuit
Operation.
right of way—then, if a vehicle appears
The various functions allowed for in a
on the other (cross) phase, depressing
contacts X, the right of way is immediately normal case of a simple crossing of north
and south traffic (N. and S.) over
412v
a similar east and west stream
(E. and W.) is as follows :—
(I) N. and S. Initial right of
way interval.
Veh,cie
2 Mn
Interval
NS
(2) E. and W. Initial right of
N. S. Neon
way interval.
D lama 1-.4
Neon
howsPlIFB
(3) N. and S. Vehicle right 01
way extension.
Sow
(4) E. and W. Vehicle right o
way extension.
loon
s'a
N.
and S. Amber signal inter.
(5)
YB
Cs
val.
(6) E. and W. Amber signa
Dectectors North I South
interval.
(7) N. and S. Maximum righ
of way while traffic is waiting
on E. and W.
(8) E. and W. Maximum righ
of way while traffic is waiting
on N. and S.
Dactactoes
East

A West Phase

Fig. 27.—VEHICLE INTERVAL CONNECTIONS, PHASE B.

Complete Diagram of System.
The complete diagram of th
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" Electro-matic" system is given in Fig. 21, Light Traffic.
while the diagrams following are relevant
It will be observed that during periods
sections of them in a circuit and show the of very light traffic, the green " go "
manner in which the eight timing func- signal remains displayed along the route
tions are normally attained, that is, when last used and no change takes place
temporarily delayed traffic on either unless a vehicle faced with the red " stop "
phase secures immediate right of way signal enters the detection zone first. In
when a gap occurs in the moving stream this case signals immediately change
over.
of traffic on the other road phase.
As a preliminary to the study of these
circuits, attention is drawn to the table The Amber " Leaving " Period.
of signal sequences from which it will
The new system incorporates, with its
be observed that the camshaft has six amber warning signal, a unique feature
positions and a total capacity of 22 sets known as " amber extension." This funcof springs (two spares) which operate tion of the signalling enables several
in the order indicated. The camshaft seconds to be saved at each signal change,
is operated by a solenoid (S), which has since its use permits of a shorter " amber "
three springs, step by step. The ener- period than would normally be possible.
gising of the solenoid is accomplished by
It will be appreciated that when the
the parallel contacts of relays A and B, signals change because of a gap in the
relay A operating when Neon lamp FA moving traffic stream, the vehicle of that
flashes and relay B when the maximum stream nearest the road crossing has not
timing lamp FB flashes. It will be yet crossed a detector and only a very
observed that at each operation of the short warning period is necessary before
solenoid the two timing condensers QA and changing the signals, since there is ample
QB are completely discharged through braking distance between the boundary
the zoo ohm resistances YA and YB, via of the detected zone and the stop line. On
the operated contacts S 3 and 4 and S I and the other hand, some drivers try to " beat
2, thus ensuring uniformity in the charging the signals" and cross on the " amber."
up times of the condensers at various These have to be protected against themsteps, since in all cases the starting selves. There are also conditions that
arise when a stream is interrupted at the
voltage is zero.
As the camshaft steps round the par- end of the maximum period allowed. The
ticular timing resistance required is auto- author is indebted to the Automatic
matically introduced, as indicated in Electric Company, Ltd., for the technical
data and other information given above.
the sectionalised diagrams.
TABLE OF CONTACTS OF CAMSHAFT.
Signal Sequence G-A-R-R-G.
Cam Spring Contact Nos.
Shaft
Position.
I
I

2

3

4

5

M

2

6

7

M

M

M

M

8

9

I0 II

I2 13 14 15 16 I7 18 19 20 2I 22

M
M
M

3
M

4
5

M

6

M

M
M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

MM

M

M

M

M M

M

M

M
M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M M

Other sequences are provided for, also signals for turning right and left for the infiltration of traffic.
M = Contacts made.
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POWER FACTOR IMPROVEMENT
By E. W. DOREY, A.M.I.E.E.
Serious attention to the possibilities of saving money by improvement in power
factor is much retarded by the abstruse way in which the subject is often
presented to the busy charge engineer. The present series of articles is the result
of an effort to make the subject as easily understood and as practical as possible

D

URING recent years increasing
attention has been given to the
improvement of power factor of
alternating current supply systems. It is
now generally recognised that such improvement is a vital economic necessity
in order to ensure a low price per unit of
alternating current energy.

Calculating the Power Factor.
Assume that the supply is zoo amps.,
40o volts three phase. This equals
(400 X zoo X V3) VA = 69.2 K.V.A.
The unit meter records 48.44 units per
hour = 48.44 K.W. Then the power
factor will be
48.44 K.W. - 7o per cent.
69.2 K.V.A.

What is Power Factor ?
Efforts made to explain the term power How Wattless Current Arises.
factor by analogy usually result in conFor simplicity, wattless current may be
fusing efficiency and power factor.
regarded as of two types : lagging and
It is essential to be quite clear as to the leading. Lagging current is due to reactdifference between the efficiency and the ance. Leading current is due to capacity
power factor of an A.C. supply.
in the circuit.
Power factor is the factor or percentage
of the current in an alternating current Lagging Current.
supply which is supplied in the form of
A coil of wire, whether embedded in iron
energy, the remaining current being idle. or not, constitutes a reactance and has
Idle current is termed wattless or reactive exactly the opposite effect on a supply
current.
system to capacity. Every induction
Efficiency on the other hand is the motor,transformer and the like, comprising
percentage of the energy in the supply coils of wire embedded in or surrounding
turned into useful work—the balance an iron core, constitutes a reactance.
being wasted in so-called efficiency losses. If the apparatus is switched on an A.C.
circuit, whether it does useful work or not,
The Two Component Parts of a Current. a substantial current is taken from the
It is usually helpful to consider the system to excite it.
current in the circuit as one comprising
This current is approximately 90°
two parts, one the energy and the other lagging in phase on the voltage and is
the wattless component.
so-called idle or wattless current. The
Assume that the current is ioo amps. only energy in this current is that required
and the power factor 70 per cent. then :— to overcome the losses, and is but a small
Energy component is 70 per cent.
fraction of the total.
Wattless component is 3o per cent.,
When the motor or transformer is put
i.e., 7o amps. are doing work, 3o amps. to work, it will take, in addition to its
are idle.
excitation current, a power or energy
current according to the amount of work
What the Metres Measure.
to be done and the efficiency loss in the
A K.V.A. demand meter or an ammeter apparatus. The proportion of the two
will register the full ioo per cent., but the currents varies according to the percentage
unit meter will record only the true energy load on the motor, etc. Consequently, the
component, viz., the 70 per cent.
nearer the motor runs to full power, the
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Fig. 1.—A VECTOR DIAGRAM FOR FINDING THE
VALUE OF WATTLESS CURRENT IN AN A.C. CIRCUIT.
A represents the true
energy component of the
current as read on the
unit meter and C the
K.V.A. as shown on ammeter. The component
B at right angles to A
gives the reactive component or wattless current
lagging go° when opposed
to the direction of rotation.

greater will be
the proportion of
power current to
idle current, i.e.,
the higher the
power factor.
Induction motors, transformers and the like,
therefore, demand this excitation (wattless)
current whether
running loaded
or light, and the
supply system
and alternators
have to be designed to carry it.

Apparatus to
Eliminate
Wattless
Lagging
Current.
It is possible by the installation of
static condensers, rotary condensers or
by the provision of D.C. exciters as used
in synchronous and auto-synchronous
motors, by the use of compensated motors
or by rotary phase advancers to provide
the necessary excitation current for the
motors, transformers, etc., and thus relieve
the system of a portion or the whole of the
wattless lagging current.
Commercial Considerations.
The capital costs of the distribution
system of a supply undertaking, alternators, etc., are governed primarily by
K.V.A. and not kilowatts. It follows,
therefore, that a low-power factor results
in a high price per unit, because it involves
the locking up of capital in order to carry
a heavy, idle current. The user of electricity is the one who has control of the
power factor of his load. Therefore, it is
in the interests of consumers as a body to
ensure that the power factor of the supply
system is high, otherwise they must
necessarily be penalised for low-power
factor. Recognising that the control of
power factor is largely in the hands of
consumers, supply undertakings generally
offer tariffs which give a substantial
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bonus to those who improve the power
factor of their load, and thus enable the
supply undertaking to turn what was
previously idle capital into revenueproducing capital.
Graphic Method of Finding Value of Wattless Current.
In making calculations for power factor
improvement problems, it is helpful to
make use of a vector diagram as in Fig. I.
" A " represents the component of the
current in phase with the voltage, i.e.,
the true energy component. " B " represents the component at right angles to
" A " and which when opposed to the
direction of rotation (see arrow) is reactive
or wattless current lagging go°. (When in
the same direction as rotation it is capacity
current.)
There are not two distinct currents in an
A.C. circuit, but one current " C," which
is the resultant of the two component
currents as " A " and " B." " A " is the
equivalent of the current in phase with the
voltage which does useful work, but " C "
is the current as would be measured on an
ammeter, and which has to be carried by
the distribution system. The greater the
current " C " is relative to " A," the greater
is the reactive component " B."
Power factor is the ratio of " A " to
" C," i.e., with " A " 70 K.W. and " C "
Icpo K.V.A., the power factor equals
70
= 743 per cent
ioo
Effect of Connecting Conden>ser to Circuit. -1( D
B
Improvem e t
of power factor
is effected by
wholly or partly
neutralising the
TA
effect of the reactive compo- Fig. 2.—SHOWING THE
nent " B." If a PRINCIPLE UNDERLYING
IMPROVEMENT OF
static condenser, THEPOWER
FACTOR.
for instance, be
If the force of the
connected to the reactive component go°
circuit, it will lagging B is opposed by
equal force D, capacity
take a current an
current go° leading, the
which is at right two forces will neutralise
angles to the one another.
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energy component, but 900 ahead, i.e.,
leading in the direction of rotation. This
102 KVA
is known as " capacity current."
B
If we have two equal but opposed forces
A
as in Fig. 2, viz., " B " the reactive 100
C
current 90° lagging and " D " the capacity
>43 KVA
KW
current 9o° leading, they will neutralise
one another, and the resultant force will be
" A," representing all true energy at Figs. 3 and 4.-SIMPLE EXAMPLE OF CONDENSER
unity power factor.
CALCULATION.
Table of Reactive Components for Different
Power Factors.
The following table gives the value of
the reactive component " B " for different
power factors from which the condenser

Illustrating the effect of installing condenser
with a capacity of 62 K.V.A. in plant with
apparent load C = 143 K.V.A.

table) are respectively the cosine and
tangent of the same angle and any calculations for intermediate power factors can

TABLE.
Giving reactive (wattless) component of load in K.V.A. as a proportion of the total K W. load.

P.F.

•

CO t•-•
0 0, 0, 0)

g

•
•
•

C7, C7)

•

c
•
•

•

Nti

0,

React.
K.V.A.

P.F.

React.
K V.A.

P.F.

React.
K.V.A.

P.F.

React.
K.V.A.

P.F.

React.
K.V.A.

.o
.142
.203
.251
.291
.329
.363
•395
.426
.456

.90
.89
.88
.87
.86
.85
.84
.83
.82
.81

.484
.512
.539
.569
.593
.62o
.646
.672
.698
.724

.8o
.79
.78
.77
.76
.75
.74
.73
.72
.71

.75o
.776
.802
.829
.855
.88z
.909
.936
.964
.992

.70
.69
.68
.67
.66
.65
.64
.63
.62
.61

1.02
1.049
1.078
1.108
1.138
1.169
I 200
1.233
1.265
1.300

.6o
.59
.58
.57
.56
.55
.54
.53
.52
.51

1.333
1.369
1.404
1.441
1.48o
1.518
1.56o
1.600
1.642
1.686

P.F.

(React.
K.V.A.

.5o
1.732
.49 I 1.779
.48
1.828
1.878
.47
.46 I 1.93o
.45
1.985
.44
2.041
.43
2 098
.42
2.160
.41
2.225

Example :
•

Load 500 K.W. Power Factor 70 per cent. (714.3 K.V.A.)
The reactive component of the load is Soo x 1.02 = 510 K.V.A.
(The factor 1.02 corresponds to 70 per cent. P.F., see Table.)

capacity can be calculated for any required
degree of power factor improvement, lag
or lead.
Power factor is the cosine of the angle
of lag, whereas the reactive K.V.A. is the
equivalent of the tan of the angle of lag.
.7 P.F. and 1.02 reactive K.V.A. (see

be obtained by reference to a table of
trigonometrical ratios. For instance, if
the power factor is .766 it will be found
that the angle of lag is exactly 4o° and the
corresponding tangent of this angle is
.8391, so that the reactive component of
the load is .8391 of the kilowatt load.
It will be found
___ISupply
when
making general
X
power factor calculations that the foregoing table will give
le
sufficient accuracy to
determine the capaSynchronous Motor
200 KVA
100 1041
300 KVA
city required for
0.5 Pf =1001(W 8010Y Input at
a PO PT
0.71Y- 2100Y
0.11PF Leading (10004) power factor correction.
Fig. 5.-ARRANGEMENT OF FACTORY LOAD FOR EXAMPLE 2.
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CALCULATING CONDENSER CAPACITY
FOR POWER FACTOR CORRECTION.
The following is a simple example of a
condenser calculation :—
True load " A "
= 100 K.W.
Apparent load " C "
= 143 K.V.A.
ioo
Therefore P.F. = 143
70 per cent.
From Table I the following can be
ascertained :—
The reactive component
" B," Fig. 3 is roo K.W.
..
..
. . = 102 K.V.A.
X 1.02
If condenser be installed
with a capacity of
62 K.V.A.
The reactive component
will be reduced, see " B,"
Fig. 4, to ..

40 K.V.A.

The reactive component is therefore 0.4
of the true K.W., and reference to the
Table on page 504, shows that this corre-
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sponds to a power factor of approximately
93 per cent. The load " C " therefore,
will be ioo divided by .93 = 107.5 K.V.A.
Therefore, the connection of 62 K.V.A.
of condenser capacity has reduced the
load from 143 to 107.5 K.V.A.—approximately 25 per cent.—increasing the power
factor from 70 per cent. to 93 per cent.
Typical Practical Examples.
The following are calculations of
problems as they present themselves in
everyday life.
Example 1 :—
A factory load is 200 kilowatts at .65
power factor and improvement to .95 power
factor is required. (See Table.)
For .65 P.F. reactive K.V.A.
factor..
= 1.169
For .95 P.F. reactive K.V.A.
factor..
= .329
Difference

= .840

Capacity
required = 200
K.W. x .840
329.4
58
168 K.V.A.
) 11(61 >
KVA.
I
1
A static con1
denser of 168
1 80K•W
K.V.A. or any
1001(VA
type of power
-r-0.8
Angle of Lead=3P52' factor correction
773.2 KVA
apparatus capable
of giving the
100 I •
200 KVA
equivalent effect
KW.
of 168 K.V.A.
0.5 P.r.4ngle of Lag -60°0'
capacity would
RESULTANT
raise
the power
B
LOAD 590 K.KA. ,
factor to the re1001(W.
quired degree.
Unity f!f:
Example 2 :—
Assume a
214.2 KM. /
factory load arranged as in Fig.
5 :—
I
300 KVA
A
Ascertain :—
(I) Power factor of load at
OVERALL Rf.' .83. ANGLE Of LAG=33?54'
point of supply
" X."
0.7 RP Angle of Lag -45°34'
(2) Condenser
capacity required
to raise P.F. to
Fig. 6.—COMPLICATED POWER FACTOR CALCULATIONS FOR FACTORY LOAD
SHOWN IN FIG. 5 SOLVED BY MEANS OF THE VECTORIAL DIAGRAM ABOVE.
0.95.
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The mathematical calculations are as
follows :—
Load.
A
B
C
D

K.W.
210

zoo
zoo
8o
—
490

P.F.
0.7 lag
1.o
0.5 lag
o.8 lead

Reactive
Factor
as Table,
IM2

—
2.732
0.750

Reactive K.V.A.
lead.
lag.
—
2,4. 2
nil.
nil,
/73.2
—
58
—
— —
lag 387.4
lead
58.o

329.4
The combined load is, therefore
:-490 K.W.
329.4 Reactive K.V.A.
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Arithmetical sum—
Feeder A .. 300 K.V.A.
zoo K.V.A.
Feeder B
Feeder C
200 K.V.A.
Feeder D
zoo K. V. A.
700 K.V.A.
Whilst, therefore, ammeters on the
individual feeders would add up to the
equivalent of 700 K.V.A., the total combined incoming load is 590 K.V.A. Unless,
therefore, the power factors of individual
feeders are approximately the same, the
feeder ammeters cannot be used to give
an indication of the total amps. of
supply.

Reactive K.V.A. = 329.4
490.
= .67 of K.W. load.
Reference to the Table will show
that for a power factor of .83 the re- Supply
130 KVA.
A
100 KVA
active component is .672 of K.W.
It follows, therefore, that the
't Load
ondenser
combined load is :Fig. 7.—WHERE TO PLACE CONDENSER TO CORRECT
490 K.W. at .83 P.F. —590 K.V.A.
POWER FACTOR.
To ascertain the condenser capaThis illustrates why it is necessary to move the
city required to raise the power condenser as near to the load as possible to cut down
factor to 0.95 the calculations are- transmission losses and capital expenditure.
490 K.W. at 0.83 P.F. :490 X .67 = Reactive K.V.A.
328
Where to Effect Power Factor Correction.
490 K.W. at 0.95 P.F.:A one line diagram as Fig. 7 indicates
.161 the loadings on a circuit to which a static
490 X .329 = Reactive K.V.A
condenser is connected.
Condenser Capacity, K.V.A.
167
By connecting a condenser at point
" A," capable of so improving the power
The vector diagram in Fig. 6 is a factor of the load as to reduce the demand
representation of the second of the above from 130 to ioo K.V.A., the circuit from
problems.
point " A " to the supply will be loaded
An Easy Method of Dealing with Com- 100 K.V.A., whereas the circuit from
" A " to the load will still carry the unplicated Problems.
It will usually be found helpful when corrected load 130 K.V.A.
making complicated power factor calcuIt follows, therefore, that the nearer the
lations to sketch the circuits in vectorial point " A " is moved towards the load end,
form as in Fig. 6.
the more of the circuit will be unloaded
It is interesting to compare the arith- of the wattless current. For this reason
metical sum of the K.V.A.'s of the four power factor correction plant is concenfeeders of the above example with the trated as far out on the system as possible
combined K.V.A. of the load as calculated not only to economise on capital spent
vectorially, viz. :—
on the distribution system, but also to
Vectorial sum as above .. 590 K.V.A. minimise transmission losses.

t
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PRACTICAL NOTES ON REGULATIONS FOR
THE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT OF BUILDINGS
(I,E,E, WIRING RULES)
By D. WINTON THORPE, A.M.I.E.E.

THE ERECTION OF CABLES AND WIRES
HE manufacture of electric cables
and wires has reached such a
high state of perfection that it is
rather easy to fall into the trap of imagining that they are so sturdy that no amount
of abuse can affect their efficiency.
Sturdy as they are, it is a wise thing to
keep within the requirements of the
Regulations for the Electrical Equipment
of Buildings so far as their use is concerned.

Exposure to Unfavourable Conditions.
But the rest of this Section is most
important and represents advice which is
frequently disregarded. There is a natural
tendency in all buildings to concentrate
the main services, with their respective
control gear, in some central position,
usually in a basement. It is common to
find, for instance, that a basement corridor
or duct has to accommodate hot-water
pipes, cold-water pipes, sprinkler pipes,
gas pipes and
electric wires.
Selection of
old Water. POO..
In some cases
Cable Runs.
in addition
Section 89,
there may be
entitled " Selecei;Oe (
possibly
tion of Cable
a
Runs," states :
boiler-room in
the building
A. Cables
shall be fixed as
where the installation man
far as possible
finds he has to
in accessible
so
put either elecpositions,
tric control gear
chosen that they
or at least a
are not exposed
run of main
to drip or accucable services.
mulation of
water or oil, or BASEMENT CORRIDOR OR DUCT CARRYING ALL SORTS OF It must be reSERVICES.
membered that,
to high temNot a good route for cable, if it can be avoided.
perature from
so far as is
boilers, steam pipes, or other hot objects, possible, the electrician must shun the
society of hot-water pipes and situaor to risk of mechanical damage.
The accessibility of the position of cables tions where dampness, either from
is not perhaps so very important. Where a dripping pipe or condensation, is likely
the electrician has a free choice of runs, to occur. In general, even though it
it is more or less natural for him to select may upset the architect's vision of a
the most accessible, since such selection well-defined system of distributing the
will simplify his own work of erecting various services, it is as well to insist as
the cables ; on the other hand, in many far as possible on an entirely separate route
modern buildings to-day, the only possible being followed by all electric cables, rising
position for tube runs containing wires is, mains, etc.
frankly, an inaccessible one, for when the
building is complete, the tubes, in many Protection of Cable Runs.
If, however, it is necessary to run
cases, are buried in concrete.

T
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ENFORCED CROSSOVER BETWEEN ARMOURED
CABLE AND HOT-WATER PIPE.
A pad of lagging should be interposed
between the two to obviate any risk of the
cable being damaged.

adjacent to these other services, then care
must be taken to protect the cable runs
(even though they are already protected
by their own armour or steel tubing) by
some means which will definitely obviate
any risk of their being damaged. For
instance, where a tube run passes very
adjacent to a hot-water pipe or steam pipe,
the cross-over should be well lagged with
asbestos wool or some equivalent heat
insulator.

BADLY SET LEADCOVERED CABLE.
Showing kinks in
lead covering due to
abrupt bending.

METHOD OF FORMING
SET ROUND A CIRCULAR JUNCTION Box.
This allows sufficient
radius to avoid kinking
lead-covered cable.

lation. This, therefore, more or less
solves itself.
Danger of Kinking the Sheathing.
In the case of lead-covered or armoured
cables, however—particularly the former—
one of the commonest sights in the world
is to see bends carried out on much too
small a radius, with the result that the
lead sheathing kinks inwards and bites
in through the insulation nearly, if not
quite, to the conductors. Few wiremen
have either the time or the instruments
to measure accurately the overall diameter
of a lead cable and to strike their radius
in accordance with the exact requirements
of this regulation. Perhaps, therefore, it is
permissible to suggest that if lead-covered
cable of the twin flat variety up to, say,
3/.o36 is never carried round a smaller
radius than that represented by the radius
of a circular junction box, sold for use with
these wiring systems, then this regulation
will not be broken.
The note particularly is important, as
it is a very easy matter, unless one takes
great care to avoid it, accidentally to
infringe this particular regulation when
drawing wires into tubing, particularly
if one of the draw-points is a small inspection fitting, as illustrated.

Bends in the Cable.
Sub-section B of the same Section
states :—
B. The rims shall be selected to accord
with the following requirements :—
(a) No rubber-insulated cable shall be so
bent that the radius of the inside of the bend
is less than twice the overall diameter of the
cable if unarmoured, or than three times the
overall diameter of the cable if lead-covered
and/or armoured.
(b) No paper-insulated cable (whether
armoured or not) shall be so bent that the
radius of the inside of the bend is less than
six times the overall diameter of the cable.
This sub-section has a very important
note to it, which reads :—
These represent the permanent bends ; the
arrangement of the runs must be such that
the cable is not subjected to bends of this
kind during drawing-in or erection.
Bunching of Cables.
In the case of V.I.R. cables these are
Regulation 9o, entitled " Bunching of
nearly always run in tubes, and I think it Cables," has two sub-sections, A and B,
is safe to say that it
but is not worth
is impossible to set
quoting, inasmuch
bend a steel tube
as it deals with the
sufficiently abruptly
bunching of cables
OF THE REGULATIONS.
REGULATIONS.
for the cable inside ANAnINFRINGEMENT
inspection fitting being used for drawing in woodcasing in a
to be allowed to in and the last length of cable being subjected perfectly clear
infringe this regu- to too much bending, with danger of kinking. and unequivocal
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manner ; moreover, it is, generally speaking,
unlikely that an electrician will meet the
particular problem for which this regulation
was drafted.
Sub-section B, however, states :—
When installed in metal conduits, cables
carrying direct current may, if desired, be
bunched, whatever their polarity, but if
carrying alternating current they shall always
be bunched.
Again, there is a note which reads :—
Where large cables are bunched in casing
or conduit the current ratings given in
Tables IV, V and VI should be reduced
in order to ensure that the cables are not
overheated.
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Tenth Edition of the Regulations, when it
makes its appearance, will doubtless contain some modifications of the regulation.
The box in question, though it accommodates these various services, provides for
their complete segregation from one
another by separate compartments and
passages for the various services in such a
way that each service is always separated
from any other service by a steel partition.
The value of this box lies in the fact that
for all the many services which to-day have
to be run in a building, it is possible to
have the one inspection point for all
services. The principle of the box is that
which is known in railway parlance as a
" flying junction "—each service dips
under or rises over the other service
without interfering with it in
any way.

Separation of Supply and Bell and Telephone Services.
The reason for bunching
A.C. wires is that if conductors of a given polarity
Cable Sockets.
are segregated in a tube by
Regulation 92—" Cable
themselves, induction will
Sockets and Other Conproduce heating of the
nections "—states :—
conduit and waste of energy.
A. The ends of all conWhen this inductive effect
ductors having a sectional
is offset by the return conarea above o.04 square inch
ductor of opposite polarity
(19/.o52 in.) shall be provided
in the same tube, no trouble
with a soldering socket (preis experienced.
ferably conforming in all
LEAD-COVERED TWIN CABLE
Regulation No. 91—" Bell PROPERLY STRIPPED BACK. respects to British Standard
and Telephone Circuits "—is
Note braiding cut back
Specification No. 91) of such
worth commenting upon, for i in. on each conductor. a size that all the strands of
inasmuch as since these
the conductor can enter the
regulations were drafted a new accessory socket simultaneously.
has made its appearance on the market
There is a note to the effect that it is
which may be held to run counter to the advisable that standard conductors of
letter of the requirements of this particu- smaller size than the above shall be fitted
lar regulation. The regulation states :—
with such sockets.
Cables used in connection with the distriIt is usually possible to distinguish good
bution of electricity supply throughout a workmanship by noting whether such
building shall not be run in, conduits or sockets have been used or not.
casings containing cables used in connection
Although it may entail the work of
with electric bells, telephone and signalling soldering them to the conductors, they are
apparatus, etc.
likely to make a far better job and should
be used wherever possible. The practice of
An Inspection Box for all Services.
trying to twine the strands of the cable
The accessory referred to is a separator round a bolt under the washer is extremely
box which is shown on page 512, and which unsatisfactory.
accommodates cables for every sort of
Sub-section B.—Where a cable socket or
service, such as electric light, heating, bells, terminal is used the cable shall be so suptelephones, and signalling. This box, ported that there is no appreciable stress on
however, in no way contravenes the spirit the socket or terminal.
of this particular regulation, and the new
In the case of a rising niain, it must be

o
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remembered that the cable weighs quite a
lot; and if this stress is to be carried on the
socket, an unnecessary risk of breakage is
incurred. The cable should be clamped
or carried round a bend in some wav so that
the stress is not carried on the socket.
Stripping Cable and Soldering.

Sub-section C.—Soldering fluids containing acid or other corrosive substance shall
not be used.
Sub-section D.—When soldering or securing the ends of conductors to sockets or
terminals, the di-electric shall not be removed
farther than is necessary to allow the conductor to enter and completely fill the

the case of those insulated with rubber, when
the cables are fixed in damp situations.
The use of corrosive soldering substances
is obviously a bad practice and needs no
further comment.
Faults in Stripping Back Cable.
Unless one is careful, there is a very
great tendency to strip back the di-electric,
that is to say the insulation, further than
is necessary, with the result that between
the socket and the insulation is a bare
patch of conductor.
Cutting the Braiding.
Another fault which is frequently met

Conduit Box
(back entry)

WRONG WAY TO CONNECT V.I.R. TO FLEX
ON CEILING.
Without box and with tube terminating
near hole in ceiling.

socket or terminal and be properly soldered.
Di-electric damaged by the application of
heat during the process of soldering shall be
cut away.
Sub-section E.—The braid, lead or other
covering over the di-electric, including the
tape in contact therewith, shall be cut back at
least half an inch from the end of the dielectric.
Sub-section F.— In the case of paperinsulated cables, the exposed conductor and
di-electric shall be protected from moisture
by being suitably sealed with insulating
compound.
Sub-section G.—The ends of stranded
conductors unprovided with cable sockets shall
be made solid by soldering in the case of all
conductors insulated with paper, and, in

RIGHT WAY TO CONNECT V.I.R. TO FLEX
ON CEILING.
Using conduit box.

with, particularly with inexperienced electricians, is their omission to cut back the
braiding as required in Sub-section E.
The reason for this particular Sub-section
is that if the braiding is not cut back it is
liable to make contact with the conductor
And these braidings, having a
itself.
certain amount of moisture, have also a
certain amount of conductivity which
provides a leakage path for electricity.
Incidentally, one of the commonest causes
of bad insulation tests is this very
fact.
Somewhere on the installation the braiding
has not been cut back as it should have
been, with the result that the insulation
test does not come up to standard. This
is an important regulation.
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Preventing Creepage
of Moisture.
The next two subsections F and G, as
above, are designed
to avoid the capillary
action and creepage
of moisture up the
cable through the
conductor strands.
This peculiar property of moisture of any
sort to work its way,
A SCREWLESS METAL JUNCTION Box FOR SUNK WORK.
without the help of
This box dispenses entirely with screws both for bonding and cover
gravity, through any fixing, and is therefore quickly erected. The metal-covered cables are
small interstices, simply placed under the bonding strips and the joints made with the
Ediswan thimble connectors illustrated in the picture below. The cover
which is known as is then slipped in position by inserting one side under two projections and
capillary action, will pressing the opposite side until held by two spring clips. (Edison Swan
Electric Co.)
result in the absorption of a great deal
of moisture into the cables unless the pre- electrician should set about making solcautions set forth in Sub-section G are dered joints in cables without being conobserved.
versant with this Regulation 93A (a).
This same Regulation, Subsection A (b)
states that—
Connections Between Cables.
Every mechanical connector shall be
The next Regulation is No. 93, entitled
easily accessible and shall have a resistance
" Connections between Cables."
Subsection A deals with soldered joints, not greater than that of an equivalent length
and is not likely to enter much into the of the largest conductor to which the connector
activities of the average electrician. The is fixed. It shall be effectively enclosed
matter is, however, fully dealt with, and no in a non-ignitable box complying with 93c
below, the protective covering of the cable
being maintained up to a point within such
box and the latter being filled in the case of
paper-insulated cables with an insulating
compound impervious to moisture.
The important part in this particular
Regulation lies in the fact that this does
not refer only to large cables. Where
small cables, such as lead-covered cables
for lighting purposes, are connected by
means of mechanical connectors, these
shall be " effectively enclosed in a nonignitable box." I have seen on more than
one occasion house-wiring systems, purporting to be well carried out, in which
connectors between cables were left unTHE EDISWAN THIMBLE WIRING CONNECTOR.
covered by any form of protection. This
The use of this is illustrated at the top
is strictly against the Regulation and
of the page. It consists of= a conical spiral
contrary to every maxim of good wiring
steel spring enclosed in a porcelain insulator.
practice.
As the connector is screwed on the copper
conductors, the spring forms a thread on the
Subsection B
wires and grips them tightly. The insulator
Connections between cables and flexible
can subsequently be unscrewed, leaving the
cords, or between lengths of flexible cords,
spring on the conductors if it is desired to inspect
shall in every case be made by means of
the joint. (Edison Swan Electric Co.)
RR
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Joint Boxes.

szcznalk
=3211"111.111

=CZ=

fag
!outi

AN INSPECTION Box FOR ALL SERVICES.
Every sort of service—electric light,
heating, bells, telephones and signalling—may
be brought to one inspection point in this
box. Note that each service is positively
separated by wall from the others, and therefore the spirit of the Regulations is not contravened. (General Electric Company.)

mechanical connectors shrouded in nonignitable insulating material contained
within suitable receptacles which, in the case
of lamp fittings, may form part of such
fittings, and which, if not on the surface of the
wall or ceiling, shall be non-ignitable.
This means that you may not terminate
your tube adjacent to a ceiling point
and connect the two ends of V.I.R. cable
sticking out from this tube to two ends
of flexible cord to serve the fitting. This
is a method of procedure by no means
infrequently met with, but one which contravenes this Regulation definitely and
every maxim of good wiring practice. The
correct manner of procedure is to terminate
the tube in an iron box, inside which the
mechanical connectors make their connection between V.I.R. and flexible cord,
and over which is fixed a wood block and
ceiling plate of the fitting. The right and
the wrong methods are illustrated herewith.

Subsection C :—
Joint boxes shall be constructed wholly
of durable, non-ignitable, non-absorbent
materials, and all insulation shall be of
permanently high electric strength and
insulation resistance. The live parts shall
be so arranged, by suitable spacing or
shielding, with non-ignitable, insulating
materials, that conductors of opposite polarity
or different phase cannot be readily shortcircuited. If used in damp situations,
joint boxes shall be weather and moisture
resisting.
This, in general, is a Regulation applying
to manufacturers rather than to wiremen
themselves. All reputable manufacturers
supply joint boxes which conform in every
way with this Regulation. It does, however, sometimes happen that a wireman,
faced with an unexpected joint, makes this
joint with connectors and encases it in
what one can only term home-made joint
boxes. This .is well and good, so long as
the joint box does conform to this Subsection. In most cases, however, it does
nct. I have in many cases seen soft-wood
joint boxes which, of course, are neither
non-ignitable nor non-absorbent.

SHOWING JUNCTION Box AND CONNECTORS
IN HENLEY'S WIRING SYSTEM.
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METHODS OF /WITCHING IN ROTARY
CONVERTERS
By

F. C. ORCHARD, A.M.I.E.E.

This article outlines the methods of running and paralleling the
different types of modern rotary converter plant common to-day
lthough slight modifications and
(2) By running up on a pony motor to
refinements are sometimes to be approximately synchronous speed, then
found incorporated in the starting switching in the rotary through reactance
equipment, the sequence will not differ coils or chokers which are afterwards
from that detailed below for each method short-circuited out when the machine has
of starting, synchronising and paralleling been synchronised.
rotary converters.
(3) By the Rosenberg method of conAt the end of
n ect in g the
R W B
each sequence
pony motor in
table a few
series with the
HT SIDE OF
notes are given
rotary armaTRANSFORMER
to assist the
ture and, when
reader.
this is sync hr on is ed,
Switching in
shorting out the
T SIDE OF
TRANSFORMER
from A.C.
motor.
Side.
(4)The patent
C VOLTMETER C Z
There are two
synchronous inmethods of
duction motor
FUSES
switching in
method deveDP REVERSING FIELD SWITCH
rotary converloped
by the
TO SHUNT TRIP
NIR
ON D C CIRCUIT
ters from the
Electric ConBREAKER
i
OVERSPEED
A.C. side of a STARTING
struction ComDEVICE
TAM,
polyphase syspany, Wolver1-4 -1,RUNNING
tem, namely,
hampton.
RI EGD
by self-synchronising and by
hand synchroStarting up from
nising.
D.C. Side.
Synchronising
A rotary conby hand, howverter can also
ever, is now
DC
be arranged to
almost obsolete.
be
started up
Fig. 1.—CONNECTIONS FOR A TAP STARTED ROTARY
from the D.C.
CONVERTER.
The S e 1f-synTo start the rotary, the field switch is closed and the side of the syschronising armature switched on to the low-voltage tappings of the tem.
transformer. The rotary runs up as an induction motor
Method.
and synchronises. (G.E.C.)
The former
method can be divided into four main
SWITCHING SEQUENCE TABLES.
classes :—
FIRST CLASS—TAP STARTING.
(I) Tap starting from low voltage tap1. Inspect the machine, see all switches
pings on the main transformer or from nor- are open on the starting panel and D.C.
mal voltage tappings through choke coils.
panel. Set the field regulating rheostat to

A

*
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give a slightly stronger field than normal.
2. Close the H.T. circuit breaker to
charge the main transformer.
3. Close the field switch into the normal
contacts.
4. Close the interpole short-circuiting
switch if one is provided on the panel.
5. If brush-lifting gear is provided, lift
the D.C. brushes.
6. Close the low-tension double-throwover starting switch into the start position:
The machine will now run up to speed in
about half a minute and the field will build
up to about 4o per cent. to 5o per cent. of
the normal D.C. voltage of the machine,
depending on the position of the field
regulating rheostat and also the tapping
voltage.
7. The polarised central zero voltmeter
should be carefully watched, and if the
polarity is building up in a reverse
direction to normal, change the field
switch over to the alternative contacts
and leave it there until the voltage falls to
zero. The field switch may then be thrown
back to the normal position and the
polarity should then have been corrected.
If it has not, then the operation should be
repeated until the polarity is correct. (If
a field splitting and reversing switch is
provided, this should be kept open until
synchronous speed is reached and then it
may be closed into the normal contacts.
The field may be corrected if necessary in
the manner given above.)
8. Throw the starting switch quickly
into the running position. Sometimes a
buffer resistance is provided in an intermediate position to stop the initial rush
of current on throwing over, and a pause
should be made on these contacts before
closing the switch right home into the
running position.
9. Open the interpole short-circuiting
switch.
io. If the D.C. brushes have been lifted
these should now be lowered into contact
with the commutator.
11. Adjust the shunt field regulator
until the machine D.C. voltage is slightly
higher than the D.C. bus bar voltage then,
12. Close the D.C. circuit breakers.
Notes on the above.
It is dangerous to run up a tap started
machine with the field switch open unless
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a field splitting and reversing switch is
provided, because it is possible to have a
momentary induced voltage in the field
system of about 3o times the normal value
on switching in. With the field switch
closed the voltage in the field system would
be about 20 per cent. of normal on starting.
When performing operation 8, the
circuit is interrupted and in order to
reduce the rush of current at the time of
changing over the switch it is advisable
to apply a stronger field than normal on
starting up. The best value of excitation is
soon found by an operator. When the
machine has been synchronised the field
regulator can then be returned to its
normal position ready for paralleling in
the ordinary manner.
SECOND CLASS—PONY MOTOR STARTING AND REACTANCE SYNCHRONISING.
Example, G.E. Co.'s machines. (Fig. 2.)
1. See all switches controlling the
machine are open except the field switch
which should be closed. (Set the induction
regulator if one is provided for the best
position for starting.)
2. Close the H.T. oil circuit breaker to
charge the main transformer.
3. Close the starting motor breaker. The
rotary will now run up to near synchronous speed and the D.C. volts will build up
to about one-third their normal value.
4 Close the main machine switch into
the middle position to pass current into
the slip rings through the reactance coils
or chokers. The current flowing will pull
the machine into synchronism and when
the voltage across the chokers has fallen
to a low value as indicated on the voltmeter and by the synchronising lamps
being dark,
5. Push the main machine switch into
the running position.
6. Open the pony motor starting breaker.
(If there is a no-volt release fitted to the
breaker, this will automatically open it.
7. Adjust the D.C. voltage as in class
one and parallel.
Notes on the above.
The object of the reactance coils or
choker is to prevent too large a rush of
current into the rotary before synchronis-
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Fig. IA.—DIAGRAM FOR TAP
STARTING CROMPTON-PARKINSON SIX-PHASE ROTARY.
This method gives a rapid and
simple means of starting for
small converters. Suitable tappings on the low-tension side of
the transformer enable a reduced
voltage to be supplied to the
slip rings. A throw-over switch
is provided so that «hen the
machine has reached full speed ,
full voltage can be applied. A
suitable switch is provided for
correcting the polarity.
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Fig. I B below.—THE CROM PTONPARK INSON METHOD OF PONY
MOTOR STARTING FOR MEDIUM
AND LARGE SIZE ROTARY CO NVERTERS .
The starting motor is used
simply to drive the rotary up to
speed. No supply is given to the
slip rings of the rotary until
running at sub-synchronous
speed, and then the full supply
is only available after the rotary
converter has first synchronised
by means of a small synchronising transformer of special design.
The transformer is then shortcircuited and the pony motor
disconnected, and the machine is
ready for paralleling on the D.C.
busbars in the usual manner.
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Fig. I B .—DIAGRAM FOR PONY MOTOR STARTING CROMPTON-PARKINSON SIX PHASE ROTARY.
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ing and is usually designed to keep the
current down to something less than 4o per
cent. of normal full load value when
pulling the machine into step. During the
time required to pull the rotary into step
the machine will slip poles and the pulsating commutator pole flux may or may not
produce a little sparking at the D.C.
brushes.
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at a minimum value close the main switch
to short-circuit the motor.
8. Open the motor switch.
9. Parallel on the D.C. side as in Class 2.
Notes on the above.
This method of starting was developed
by Dr. Rosenberg some years ago, and is
used by Mather and Platt, Ltd. (See
Fig. 3.) The motor is connected in series
with the rotary armature which is
THIRD CLASS—Dr. ROSENBERG'S automatically pulled into step on reaching
SYSTEM.
synchronous
and 2.—The
speed. The starsame as in Class
ting torque is
2.
high, but the
3. Set the
starting current
rheostat for noris normally
mal starting.
about 3o per
4. Close the
cent, of the full
motor starting
load current,
switch in the
because of the
first position.
high impedance
5. The D.C.
of the starting
voltage will
motor windings.
build up with
The starting
the machine
current is purspeed to approxposely kept low
imately half the
in order that the
normal value
R87,024,-tR residual magneand thentism of the main
6. The speed
poles is not dewill be very near
stroyed by the
to that of synrush of current
chronism and
on switching on
the motor
the starting
switch should
motor. The field
be put into the
will build up
OF SELF-SYNCHRONISING METHOD and the back
second position. Fig. 2.—CONNECTIONS
FOR A MOTOR STARTED ROTARY CONVERTER.
The machine
The rotary is started by closing a switch in the starting E.M.F. in the
will then pull in- motor circuit. When the rotary has excited itself and machine that
to step. Should gives 100-150 volts, current is switched on to the rotary will be produced
reactances by pushing a main switch into a by it will cause
the field build through
pair of contacts. The main switch is pushed
up in the wrong preliminary
home, short-circuiting the reactances and tripping theth
"'e slip ring
way, shut the starting motor —(General Electric Company.)
voltage to rise
machine down
until at synand start up with the switch in the chronous speed the full transformer voltage
second position, i.e., miss out the first will be impressed on the slip rings
position with most of the regulator and at the same time as the voltage on
cut out and the field switch open. When the rings is rising the voltage across the
the machine has reached synchronous motor terminals is reduced.
speed the D.C. voltmeter will oscillate
When the machine is synchronised the
through the central zero and soon after motor can be short-circuited to leave the
passing through zero into the correct machine in step with the supply and ready
polarity close the field switch.
to take load. Befoie shorting out the
7. When the D.C. volts are steady and motor the field should be varied to give
R W
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Fig. 3.—MATHER AND PLATT'S IMPROVED TYPE OF ROSENBERG STARTING.
This illustrates Dr. Rosenberg's method of connecting the pony motor in series with the rotary
armature and, when the latter is synchronised, shorting out the motor.

the best value which will give the smallest
possible rush of current when the motor
is shorted. The D.C. volts should, however, not be varied much from the normal
value before closing the motor shorting
switch.
FOURTH CLASS—SYNCHRONOUS INDUCTION MOTOR METHOD.
Example, E.E. Co.'s machines. (Figs.
4 and 5.)

and 2. The same as in Class 2.
3. Close the motor switch. The machine
will now run into synchronism. Sometimes
a small regulating resistance is connected
in the auxiliary armature field circuit to
adjust the field for the best position to
allow the machine to pull into step. After
this has once been set it is not necessary
to again touch it.
4. Close the main machine switch.
5. Open the starting motor switch.
6. Parallel in the usual way.
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Fig. 4.—A 2,000 kW. 50-CYCLE E.C.C. SELF-SYNCHRONISING ROTARY CONVERTER.
The synchronous induction method is used for switchingin. At the A.C. end may be seen the auxiliary
motor used for self-synchronising the rotary converter. The rotor winding of the starting motor is
directly connected to the rotor of the auxiliary machine and the combined pole numbers of these
motors equal the pole numbers of the rotary converter and actually form a cascade unit running
at cascade speed. The auxiliary motor yoke can be rotated until the volts across the main switch
equal the transformer voltage, corresponding to the in-phase operation. The field of the auxiliary
motor is supplied directly from the rotary converter and permits the rotary converter to pull itself
into step. When the yoke has once been set it can be dowelled in a fixed position. When the two
voltmeters on the panel are steady and reading the same value, the set is synchronised, the main
switch is then closed, starting motor and auxiliary field switches opened, and D.C. load taken from
the machine.

Fig. 5.—ANOTHER

VIEW OF

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION CO.'S

2,006

kW.

ROTARY

CONVERTER

UNDER CONSTRUCTION.

The wound starting motor and auxiliary motor armatures can clearly be seen. The two other
rotary converters are 2,000 kW. each, manufactured by the General Electric Co., Ltd., and the
front of one starting panel may clearly be seen.
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Notes on the above.
In this type of machine the pony motor
has a wound rotor electrically connected
to a separate auxiliary mounted on the
rotary shaft. The motor usually has two
poles less than the rotary and also the
auxiliary armature revolves in a two-pole
field system, the current for which is
obtained from the rotary D.C. terminals.
As the machine runs up to speed the D.C.
voltage will build up as an ordinary D.C.
generator, and supply current to the
auxiliary field system. When near to
synchronous speed the current through
the auxiliary field system will pull the
machine into step as in the manner of the
plain synchronous induction motor. The
main switch can then be closed without
further operations.
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5. Adjust the shunt field regulator when
the synchronous speed is reached to get
both the phase and the voltage correct as
indicated by the synchroscope and the
lamps or voltmeter.
6. Close the main transformer oil circuit
breaker. The machine is now ready to
take up load.
Notes.
When it is difficult to adjust for
synchronism due to fluctuations of the
D.C. pressure supplied to the machine in
running up, it is 'preferable to avoid
synchronising altogether. This may be
done by running the machine through
synchronous speed slightly and to then
open the D.C. breakers. Quickly close the
main oil circuit breaker, and the machine
will then pull into step. The machine can
then be paralleled on the D.C. side. Great
care must, however, be taken when operating in this manner that the speed does not
vary much above or below synchronous
speed at the time of closing the main oil
circuit breaker, otherwise a very heavy
rush of current will enter the machine.
Since this method of operating is a dangerous one, it is not recommended for inexperienced attendants.

SYNCHRONISING BY HAND.
1. See all control switches are open.
2. Close the H.T. oil circuit breaker to
charge the main transformer.
3. Insert the synchroscope and the
voltmeter plugs.
4. Close the pony motor starting switch.
5. By cutting out resistance the D.C.
volts will build up.
6. By varying the main field in the case
where the motor has a solid rotor or by
GENERAL NOTES.
inserting resistance in the starting motor
circuit where the rotor is of the wound Switching for Operating in Parallel.
type, the machine can then beWhen compound-wound rotaries are to
7. Synchronised according to the syn- operate in parallel it is necessary to close
chroscope reading and the main switch the equalising switch when paralleling
closed.
an incoming machine. The order of
8. Open the motor switch.
switching on the D.C. side is as follows :—
9. Parallel on the D.C. side.
I. Assuming the machine has been
Note.
synchronised and is ready for paralleling
More care and attention must be on the D.C. bus bars, close the equaliser
taken in the hand synchronising method switch. This will cause a current to flow
than for the other methods, and in fact, through the series coils from the other
much more skill is required to run up the rotaries already on load.
machine in this manner, and it is for that
2. Close the positive switch and adjust
reason that the hand method is fast the shunt field to give slightly higher
becoming obsolete.
machine volts than the bus bars volts.
3. For final paralleling close the negaSTARTING FROM THE D.C. SIDE.
tive main switch. Regulation of the shunt
1. See all switches are open.
field may then take place for load sharing.
2. Close the series resistance switch.
The D.C. voltage of the incoming
3. Close the shunt field switch.
machine should only be two or three volts
4. Run up as an ordinary shunt con- above the bus bar voltage so that some
trolled D.C. motor by using the starting forward load is taken up on paralleling.
resistance in the armature circuit.
If the machine voltage is made too high,
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Fig. 6.—COMPLETE DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR A 1,800 kW. ROTARY CONVERTER, INDUCTION
REGULATOR OPERATED, AS INSTALLED BY METROPOLITAN VICKERS CO.
Key to lettering: BS, brake solenoid. CPW, commutating pole winding. CS, control switch
DR, discharge resistance. FDS, field discharge switch. FR, field rheostat. Fz, fuse. KS, knife
switch. LS, limit switch. OD, overspeed device. PBS, push button switch. Sc, steel conduit. Sg.L,
synchronising lamp. Sh.W, shunt winding V, voltmeter. * Running switch.

then it will take a correspondingly heavy
load. This may result in tripping the other
machine(s) out on reverse current or itself
come out on D. C. overload. In the extreme
case the machine may flash over with
possible damage to the commutator and
brush gear Should the incoming machine
voltage be too low it will be reversed out
by current flowing into the machine from
the bus bars.
AUTOMATIC , ROTARY CONVERTER
STARTING.
One example only will be given to

illustrate the principles involved in starting up without human aid. The method
illustrated by the chart is that adopted by
the G. E. Co. (British) and acknowledgment is made to them for extracting the
chart from their Bulletin No. 9 (193o).
The sequence of operations can be
followed by a careful study of the chart in
conjunction with these few notes.
The machine may start by a contact
making press button operated by an
attendant at some remote controlling
station or by the making of a contact (4b)
on a low-voltage relay (4) set to operate
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5 Time Delay Relay for Starting
6 Push Button for Local Starting

Push Button Switch — Push to close circuit

L

As(c)but remain open for Time lag after Coil is de-energised
Two-way Controller

7.—AN EXAMPLE OF AUTOMATIC ROTARY CONVERTER STARTING.
This illustrates the sequence of operat ions employed for starting and synchronising a motor operated G l C. automatic rotary converter.
Ui
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Machine pulls into Step and is
held there by Chokers.
Machine Synchronises.
Starting Gear De-energised.
I
Full Line indicates Call Energised or Contact Closed.

I1 1

Dotted Line .ndicates Coil partially Energised.

Fig. 8.—SEQUENCE CHART FOR AUTOMATIC STARTING AND SYNCHRONISING MOTOR STARTED ROTARY
CONVERTER.
(Reference should be made to Fig. 7 and description in text.)

at a predetermined drop in D.C. voltage
or by the making of contacts in a timeswitch.
If the first or third method is used the
sequence begins at (6d), but in the second
method a time delay relay only permits
the main oil switch to be closed if the D.C.
volts remain low for a predetermined time.
This relay prevents the machine starting
up because of downward kicks in pressure
only. With the operation of (5c) or (6d)
the auxiliary switch (8e) closes to give a
circuit for the operation of (roe). The oil
switch catches in mechanically and contacts (roc) open to de-energise (8c) and
then (1 o e) . The main transformer is now
alive and the A.C. operating circuit. With
o e) , (Ion closes then (uf) to give supply
to the starting motor. (lop also enables
(16j) to operate and insert a definite
resistance in the field circuit for starting
up. The machine runs up to speed, with
the field growing under the direction of the
polarising field which is switched on by
the closing of contacts on (rof) to energise
(12g) and close (1211). When field voltage
attains a predetermined value (13n) is
energised, closes (10) allowing then (r4p)
to close and hold in. Full A.C. volts are
now applied to the slip rings through

choke coils of a value sufficient to pass
current to pull the machine into step and
yet does not allow sufficient rush of
current to cause a reversal of D.C. field
when rotary and supply are in absolute
opposition.
When machine pulls into step, the
voltage across the synchronising relay is
reduced and a spring control on the contacts causes the relay to be de-energised.
When (IN) is made (15q) is energised to
close (15r). Running contactor (207) closes
and makes its own hold on coil circuit
through (207.1) and then (2of) opens and
de-energises (u), (12), (14), (r5) and (r6).
Machine is now running light with
the field rheostat in normal running
position.
Paralleling on the D.C. bus bars may be
performed in several ways depending upon
the network requirements, but one method
is for a pressure relay across the network
and the incoming machine to operate to
raise or lower the rheostat by a reversible
motor control until the voltage of the
machine is right for paralleling on to the
busbars. At this point the solenoids used
for closing the D.C. circuit breakers are
energised and the machine paralleled on
the D.C. busbars.
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DESIGN FOR VALVE RECTIFIER
TRANSFORMER

T

HIS design is given especially for
those who wish to make their own
transformer for the construction
of a power amplifier. It is suitable for
the design given on page 25.
The dimensions of this transformer are
shown in Fig. 1.
The output windings are arranged as
follows :500 + 50o volts 120 milliamperes.
4 volts 2 amperes for output valves.
4 volts or 7.5 volts 2.5 amperes
for rectifier filament.
4 volts 1-4
amperes as required.
Materials
Required.
Ioo pairs stampings (see Fig.
Sankey, Scott or
Bryan Savage.
2 bobbins to
suit stampings or
-rib-in. thick bakelite for making
same.
-/- lb. enamelcovered wire for
primary (see table
for gauge).
lb. 36 S.W.G.
enamel - covered
wire for i,000-volt
winding.
lb. each of
18, 19 and 21
S .W.G. D.S.C.
wire.
set of clamps.
12 terminals
and bakelite
block.
Approximate
cost, 15s. 6d.

The Windings.
The primary or mains winding is put
on first. The windings are preferably
split into two equal parts by using two
bobbins. This is an advisable type of
construction for any type of transformer
having a large centre-tapped secondary
winding. If the coils are wound on a
single bobbin, the two halves of the I,000volt secondary coil are inevitably unsymmetrical, because the second half of the
coil, wound over the first half, has a
different imp e d anc e, which
means that the
two halves will
not give the same
voltage output at
all loads. This
superimposes an
4-f 11.
additional ripple
on the rectified
output, which reduces the effectiveness of the smoothing equipment.
(ID The Primary
J_ 0
Winding.
23/4'
The specifica4'
tion for the priIE
mary winding deFig. I.—DETAILS OF TRANSFORMER.
pends on the voltNote the use of two bobbins, by which the
age and frequency
windings are split into two equal parts. A
of the mains. The
third winding will be seen on the right-hand
table below gives
bobbin.
the wire sizes and
number of turns
required for the
TABLE OF WIRE SIZES AND TURNS.
different voltages,
Wire
No. of
5o/6o cycles.
Volts.
S.W.G.
Turns.
Intermediate
100
22
465
II0
22
311
voltages may be
120
22
557
worked out by
200
93o
24
allowing 4.65 turns
210
24
975
per volt.
220
25
1023
230
25
1070
Secondary Wind240
25
1115
ing Data.
250
25
I I 6o
The i,000-volt
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l. 2 —PART SECTION THROUGH TRANSFORMER.

Jule

be used, the 7.5 volt 2.4 amp. winding is
put on instead. This valve is now an
obsolete type, so that the lower voltage
winding is preferred.
All the low-tension secondaries should
be centre-tapped, and some method in the
arrangement of these coils is necessary
to obtain the centre tappings neatly and
symmetrically. These coils are wound on
top of the 500 + 50o volt coils after a
layer of 1, 2 -in. thick bakelite has been used
to insulate them from the H.T. secondary.
If a 5-amp, winding is to be used, this is
put on last, because it will occupy more
than one layer on a bobbin. The method
of winding the 4-volt coils up to 17 S.W.G.
D.S.C. is to wind 10 turns on one of the
bobbins, then wind the other ro turns
on top of the first 1o. A second 4-volt
winding is now wound at the side of the
first winding in the same manner. This
leaves the centre portion of the windings
free to bring out the centre tapping
without difficulty or waste of space. A
third 4-volt winding is put on the other
bobbin, as shown in Fig. I. This may be
a single-layer winding if no fourth L.T.
coil is required.

centre-tapped winding consists of 2,500
turns on each half. The wire to use is
35 S.W.G. enamel-covered. The details
of the filament windings are as follow :4 volts I amp. 21 S.W.G. D.S.C.
10 + 10 turns
4 volts 2 amps. 19 S.W.G. D.S.C.
10 + ro turns.
4 volts 2.5 amps. 18 S.W.G. D.S.C.
± 10 turns.
7.5 volts 2.4 amps. 18 S.W.G. D.S.C. Insulation Between Coils.
Great care must be taken to completely
Ig + 19 turns.
4 volts 3 amps. 17 S.W.G. D.S.C. insulate the low-tension windings from
one another, because the rectifier filament
10 + ro turns.
4 volts 4-5 amps. 16 S.W.G. D.S.C. winding is at 50o volts positive to the other
4-volt windings, which are at or nearly
Ico + ro turns.
The total load on the low-tension filament at earth potential.
windings must not exceed 35 watts for the
Ends of Windings.
specified primary windings.
The ends of the fine wire coils—that is,
The 4-volt 2.5 amp. winding is used for
a Ur4 Marconi or Osram, UUI2o/500 the primary and H.T. secondaries—must
be reinforced with a 4-strand lead of the
Madza rectifying valve.
If a Marconi or Osram U8 valve is to same gauge as that used for the winding.
MODERN ARMATURE WINDING.
The London Electric Wire Co. and Smiths,
Ltd., have recently issued an interesting
brochure describing in detail the methods
employed for the rewinding of the armatures
of attraction motors, as practised at the
central repair depot of the London County
Council tramways.
A copy of this can be obtained by any
reader who applies to the above firm at
Church Road, Leyton, London, E.ro.

FIRE RESISTING CABLES AND
FLEXIBLES.
Flexible connectors used for irons are a
frequent source of trouble. The rubber
covering near the element terminals rapidly
perishes owing to the heat. Fire resisting
flexibles are now available which provide
an effective remedy for this. The wires are
covered with Lewbestos, a special fire
resisting fabric, and are, obtainable from the
London Electric Wire Co. and Smiths, Ltd.
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The Editor invites correspondence from readers on any subject of general interest
to members of the electrical engineering profession. Letters should be addressed
to THE EDITOR, The Practical Electrical Engineer, 8-11, Southampton
Street, Strand, W.C.2.
Calculating the Voltage Distribution Over a
10-unit Suspension Insulator.
SIR,—I read with great interest the " Method
of Calculating the Voltage Distribution Over a
Suspension Insulator " as set out by A. T.
Dover in the May issue.
There is one point, however, that does not
seem quite clear to me. The value C2 is the
capacity of any one unit (the dielectric being
porcelain, and distance between plates, say,
6 in.), and C, is the capacity of the condenser
formed by the metal part of a unit with the
tower body (the dielectric being air, and distance
between plates, possibly, 6 ft.). Both these
quantities being constant, the ratio C2/C1
In the example worked out, the author makes
this constant equal to the number of units in the
insulator string. How is this explained ?
C. P. S. (Egypt).

Our correspondent apparently has not observed
all the remarks in the introductory note (page 403)
to the article, as in this note it is explicitly stated
that the constants for which the calculations were
made were those suggested by the reader snaking
the original request to the Technical Advice
Bureau.
The fact that k — the ratio of the mutual capacity
C2 of each unit to the capacity C, of one unit to
earth—in the numerical examples was equal to the
number of units in the string, must be regarded
purely as a coincidence, as a perusal of the article
will show that k is in no way related to the number
of units n in the string. Probably the value of
so suggested for both k and n was intended to
simplify the arithmetic in the calculations.
Actually, however, this value of k = so is
suitable for suspension insulators of the " link "
(Hewlett) type. But for insulators of the " cap
and pin " type, as commonly used in this country,
a value of k = 16 is more suitable.
The effect of this larger value of k on the voltage
distribution over a so-unit string is shown in the
accompanying table, in which is also given the
values obtained in the article for a so-unit string
for which k = so. The insulators are numbered
according to Fig 2, page 404, i.e., the insulator
next to the line is No. I and the insulator connected
to the cross-arm is No. so.

Note.—E1 is the voltage between hne and earth.
VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION FOR IO-UNIT STRINGS
win Two TYPES OF INSULATORS (k = I0 and
k = 16).

No. of
Unit.

Voltage across
unit k

Voltage across
unit k = 16.

I
2
3
4

0.271 El
0.198 E,
0.1445 E1
0.1095 El
0.0795 El
0.059 El
0 • 0454 E,
0.0357 E,
o . o3or El
0.0273 El

0.225 E,
o . 176 E,

5

6
7
S
9
so

o .13S El
0.109 E,
0.087 El
0.071 El
0.058 El
0.05 El
0 . 0 44 El.
0.042 E,

A. T. DOVER, M.I E E.
Drive for Gramophone Turntable.
SIR,—I have a synchronous gramophone
turntable which is designed to operate on zoo250 volts, 5o-cycle mains, which I want, if
possible, to run from ioo-cycle mains, same
voltage. Is there any practical and not too
expensive method of doing this ?
W. H. (London).

[Readers are invited to reply. All letters published will be paid for at the usual rate.—En.]
Gauge of Overhead Tramway Wires.
SIR,—As a member of your Information
Bureau, could you give me details as to the
diameter of wire and gauge of overhead lines
used on the London tramway system ?
I should also like to know whether the wire
used is round or grooved, and the amount of
strain on these wires.
J. H. (London, N.W .).

The London overhead wiring consists of approximately soo track miles, exclusive of East Ham,
West Ham, Ilford and Croydon, which have
about another 5o to 6o miles. The main system
is 0000 grooved hard drawn copper wire with
cadmium content. It was originally 000 round
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copper wire, but most of it has now been changed
to 0000 grooved. There is still about 15 per cent.
of track where the 000 round is in use. The
000 round is .372 in. diameter, the 0000 grooved
is .4 an. diameter.
The grooved wire is more
expensive, but gives a straight running surface.
With round wire the fittings clip round the wire.
STRAINS.

The strain on a span wire on a 3o ft. road is
approximately 35o lb. On a 6o ft. road the
span wire tension is about 600 lb.
Detailed specifications can, I believe, be obtained from The Municipal Tramways Association (Standards), 3, Clements Inn, W.C.z.
Rewinding a Small Motor.
SIR,—I send herewith scale drawings of the
field and armature of a small motor which I am
desirous of rewinding as a high torque, low
speed machine.
Can you oblige me with winding data (a) for
a 12-volt D.C. or A.C. motor, maximum torque
at 500 r.p.m. ; (b) for 200-volt, 5o-cycle A.C.
motor, maximum torque at 500 r.p.m.
L. P. (Huddersfield).

Although it is possible to rewind this motor for
a speed of 500 r.p.m , the power obtainable will
be very small. The normal speed for a motor of
this size is 3,000-5,000 Y.P.M. In order to
obtain the maximum possible torque at 500 r.p.m.,
it is best to run the motor at its normal speed and
to drive the mechanism through a worm reduction
gear. The chief disadvantage of a small slow
speed machine is that the speed is very much
influenced by the load imposed on the motor.
The following windings are suitable for 12 volts
D.C. with a speed of 500 r.p.m.
2 Me"

FIELD 1/2" WIDE
FIELD OF SMALL MOTOR.

ARMATURE
ARMATURE OF SMALL
MOTOR.
Armature : 27 S.W.G. double silk, 8 coils of
90 turns each.
Field : 28 S.W.G. enamel covered, 2 coils of
Soo turns each.

Connect the two field coils in series, and connect
the two ends of the field in shunt with the armature.
When fully loaded, the machine will take ei amps.,
including the field current.
If it is decided to run the machine at the higher
speed, with a 6-I reduction gear, use the following
winding for 12 volts D.C. :—
Armature : 24 S.W.G. double silk, 8 coils of
5o turns each.
Field : 28 S. W. G. as above.
With this winding the motor will take 4 amps.
at full load, but it will give six times as much power
output as the low speed arrangement.
The motor may be wound for universal use on
either A.C. or D.C. A speed reduction gear will
be necessary with this winding. For 12 volts A.C.
or D.C., use the following :—
Armature: 23 S.W.G. double silk, 40 turns
each of 8 coils.
Field : 18 S.W.G. double silk, 2 coils of 45
turns each.
For 200 volts universal, use the following :—
Armature : 39 S.W.G. double silk, 8 coils of
55o turns each.
Field : 26 S.W.G. double silk, 2 coils of 35o
turns each.
The speed of the universal motor will vary
considerably with the load. At full load the motor
will require a speed reduction gear of ro-I to
obtain 500 r.p.m. The field and the armature
of the universal windings are connected in series.
This is a very small motor to wind for 200 volts
and great care will be necessary when winding the
39 S.W.G. wire on the armature.
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Radio Relay.
Many readers will have noticed the recent
issue of shares in connection with the Radio
Relay Company which has been operating
successfully for some time in the Leeds and
Huddersfield district. The scheme consists
in having a central receiving apparatus with
a suitable amplifying panel wired up to the
houses of subscribers in the neighbourhood.
Each subscriber is provided with a loudspeaker, volume control and selector switch,
enabling him to choose any of two or three
programmes. Such a scheme has obvious
advantages in certain cases, but it does not
seem likely to prove a serious competitor
to the manufacturers of high-class wireless
receivers, any more than the motor bus has
proved a competitor to the private motor
car. Technical details of the scheme are
given in an article beginning on page 529,
and in view of the developments which are
taking place in the near future we propose
to follow this by a short series of articles
dealing with other practical aspects of the
subject.
An Amendment to the Electricity Supply
Act.
A Bill to amend Section 16 of the Electricity (Supply) Act, 1919, and Section 21 of
the Electricity (Supply) Act, 1922, was
recently presented by Mr. George Hall.
These particular amendments have a bearing
upon the question of compensation payable
to employees of authorised electricity
undertakings who are adversely affected
by the development of the Grid • chemes.
The Memorandum on the front of the Bill
states :—

No. 12

Price - 1/- Monthly
Yearly Subscription, 14/— Pott Free
6 months' Subscription, 7/— Post Free
Registered for Transmission by Canadian Magazine Post
Canadian Rate: Yearly Subscription, 13/6 Post Free
6 months' Subscription 6/9 ,. .,

" Arising out of a claim for compensation
under the provisions of Section i6 of the
Electricity (Supply) Act, 1919, as amended
by subsequent enactments, with respect to
redundant officers and servants, the court
has held that the time limit of five years
during which a case for compensation must
arise commences on the date when the
improvement scheme, upon approval by
Parliament, comes into force. The case
which was before the court arose out of a
scheme covering a large number of undertakings, and some redundant stations were
not and could not be clo,ed until after the
expiration of five years. Consequently certain claims for compensation were rejected.
" The sole purpose of the Bill is to provide
that the time limit of five years shall date
from the period when operations under a
scheme with respect to a particular undertaking actually commence.' '
Section r of the new Bill seeks to confer
on the Electricity Commissioners power to
decide whether " any cessation of operation
or change in the method of operation of a
generating station was in pursuance of a
scheme agreement or arrangement." There
are, we feel sure, good and sufficient reasons
for this amendment, but we suggest that the
statement which appears under the heading
" Memorandum," and which, presumably, is
given for the guidance of Members of
Parliament and others interested in the Bill,
is a little misleading.
Protecting Electrical Plant Against Fire.
Now that so many districts are connected
to the Grid the breakdown of heavy electrical
machinery such as is installed at trans-
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former stations and substations is attended
by enhanced risk of fire.
Although protective appliances have been
brought to a high state of perfection, there
is still the fact that the whole power of the
Grid is momentarily behind any weak point
in the system. The rupturing capacity of
main switchgear and circuit breakers has had
to be greatly augmented for this reason.
In view of this, the subject of fire protection
is one which is of special interest to electrical
engineers, and the article beginning on
page 564 will, therefore, be found well worth
perusal.
Croydon's Enterprise.
Fires which may not be of electrical origin,
but which occur in buildings situated near
the main or subsidiary Grid network might,
it was at one time thought, introduce an
additional danger to firemen through the
possibility of the jet of water from the fi-ehose coming in contact with an overhead line
having a voltage of, say, 132,000 volts. A
brief account of the tests recently conducted
by the Central Electricity Board, in conjunction with the Croydon Fire Brigade,
will be found at the end of the article on
Fire Protection Apparatus. They show
conclusively that no danger from this
source need be feared providing proper precautions are taken regarding the size of the
jet. Where the jet is broken up into spray
the possibility of shock is negligible. If the
overhead line is very near the burning
structure only small-diameter jets, Fin.
nozzle or less, can be used with safety.
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If the distance is 6o ft. or more, jets from
nozzles i On. diameter can safely be used.
Heating Water by Electricity.
In our last issue we drew attention to the
need for a storage battery capable of storing
electricity and yet comparatively light in
weight. This is a problem which has baffled
electrical engineers for the past 3o years.
There is, however, a method of storing
electrical energy which is very simple and
highly efficient. This is the thermal system. An immersion heater fitted to an
existing hot-water tank will store electrical
energy in the form of heat during the offpeak hours, so that the householder has a
supply of hot water whenever he needs it.
The heating of water by electricity in this
way has a great future, and Mr. Hickmott's
article, which begins on page 54o, is, therefore, of more than passing interest.
An Interesting Application of Wireless.
An interesting method has been devised
by the L. M. Ericsson Co. by which a lecture
or speech can be heard in several languages.
This new apparatus was installed at the
World Power Conference which took place in
Stockholm. The Conference Hall had a
transmitting aerial fixed round the walls.
Whilst the speech was in progress interpreters
translated it into the various languages, and
each interpreter's words were " put on the
ether " on a different wavelength. Members
of the audience were each provided with a
small receiving set and frame aerial which
could be tuned to the wavelength corresponding to any selected language.

Special Offer
re

Binding of Volume I
T

HE present issue of the Magazine
completes the first volume. Readers
who wish to have their sets bound for
reference are advised to obtain the
Publisher's binding cases, which can
be ordered through any newsagent or
bookseller, price 2 '6, or they will be
sent direct, post free, price 3 com-

plete with Index. Additional copies of
the Index may be had on application
to the publishers price 6d. each post free.
All postal enquiries and orders relating
to Binding Cases and Index should be
addressed to The Publisher, " The
Practical Electrical Engineer," 8-1i,
Southampton Street, London, W.0 .2.
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RADIO RELAY SYSTEMS
By C.

W. WATSON

The average listener welcomes simplification of wireless reception and this explains the
popularity of relay services in many parts of the country. The author is engaged on the
work of installing radio relay systems and he describes in this article the various methods
used for transmitting broadcast programmes from a relay station to its subscribers
lated portion of the area which it is to
supply. Ii or obvious reasons, it may be
difficult or even impossible to secure
satisfactory
reception in
such a position,
and it is therefore often
found necessary
for the amplification to be
carried out in
the centre of
the town and
the receiving
station erected
in a more
remote situation, the two
being connected
by land line.
DISTRIBUTION OF PROGRAMMES.
By Overhead or
Underground
Lines.
In Holland,
where the
streets and
roads are not
so well made
up, it is more
easy to run
Location of the
underground
Relay Station.
wires than in
this country,
Vor transwhere the
hirssion
purcapital outlay
poses it is
involved would
desirable that
not be justified.
the station be
The commonest
situated in an
accessible part Fig. 1.—RADIO RELAY STATION DISTRIBUTION MAST. method of
of the most
(By courtesy of J. S. Ramsbottom & Co., Ltd., Bow Street, distribution
here is, theredensely popu- Keighley.)

ADIO relay service, although comparatively new to this country,
has been in operation on a large
scale on the
Continent,
particularly in
Holland, for the
past seven or
eight years.
Various
methods of
transmission of
programmes
may be employed, the
choice of these
depending
largely upon
local conditions.
The essential
features of a
radio
relay
system are, of
course, a receiving station,
amplifying
equipment, and
a medium of
transmission
from the relay
station to the
premises of the
subscriber.
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fore, by overhead lines, these being
supplemented to a large extent in flat
dwellings and large blocks of property by
lead-covered cables run along roofs or
walls as may be necessary. Programmes
may be transmitted by low frequencies
or by means of carrier current.
Transmitting Several Programmes on One
Line by Means of " Carrier Current."
This term denotes the use of modulated
high frequency for transmission of signals.
It is used to a large extent in Post Office
engineering circles for simultaneous transmission of several signals or messages along
the same lines, separate frequencies being
employed for each of the different signals.
Almost any number of frequency bands,
more commonly referred to as channels,
may be used, provided frequencies are
selected which will not heterodyne each
other.
This method is used in a comparatively
few cases where alternative programme
systems are in operation. Its advantages
are that several frequency channels may be
employed on one pair of lines. These
advantages, however, are more than
counter-balanced by the necessity of
installing rectifying equipment on the
premises of the subscriber, and as it is very
impractical to transmit signals by carrier
current with sufficient power for operating
the loudspeakers, further amplification
becomes necessary.
Low Frequency Transmission.
The main function of a radio relay
service being to simplify the reception
of broadcast programmes for the subscriber, the use of apparatus, except at the
relay station, is to be avoided. The
result is that low frequency working is
undoubtedly the most popular system
employed. In all cases of programme
distribution a balanced metallic circuit
must be maintained, earth return systems
being contrary to the regulations under
which licences are granted.
Two-wire, One Programme Distribution.
For transmission of one programme
only, one pair of lines is employed, these
being suspended and insulated in a similar
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manner to ordinary telephone circuits.
One pair of lines leaving the relay station
may supply quite a large area and instances
of 50o subscribers or mere being serviced
by a single pair are not uncommon. To
facilitate the location of faults, the branches
of such a line must necessarily be arranged
through distribution points and may be
fitted with fuses which break down with
excess of signal current in case of short
circuit, cutting out the affected area
without seriously interfering with the
service in general.
Low Frequency and Superimposed Carrier
Current Transmission.
A few systems in this country have
operated with one programme transmitted
at low frequency and the alternative
programme superimposed on the same
line by carrier current. Attempts to use
the loudspeaker coils as the tuning inductance in the detector circuit and other
interesting experiments have been made
with varying measures of success, but most
systems employing these methods have,
after an experimental period, changed over
to all low frequency working.
Two programmes may be transmitted
by means of three wires using halfphantom circuit or by four wires using two
complete circuits.
Method of Preventing Induction in the
Four-wire Low Frequency System.
In the four-wire system, which is now
fairly common, induction takes place
between the lines carrying the different
programmes. As this induction cannot
easily be prevented, the lines must be
transposed at intervals in such a manner
that the currents induced in one portion
of the lines are balanced out by those
induced in the next. In telephone practice, transpositions are arranged at intervals of one quarter of a mile to balance
out cross-talk, but owing to the heavier
currents employed in radio relay work,
more frequent transpositions are desirable.
Where the distance between the transpositions is too great, it is net unusual for
cross-talk to be audible in the centre of a
run and inaudible at the extremities, this
being accounted for by the resistance of
the conductors.
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Fig. 2.—RELAY STATION EQUIPMENT FOR SUPPLYING BROADCAST PROGRAMMES TO 2,000 SUBSCRIBERS.
Taking each stand from the bottom and commencing from the right, the units are as follows :
DX Receiver, Dual Receiver (receiving two programmes from one aerial), Two Intermediate Amplifiers.
Generator Control Panel with remote controls, regulators, and change-over switches for generator
and stand-by. Line Control Panel with plug and jack arrangement for distribution of programmes and
series jacks for measurement of outputs.
Programme Control Panel with faders from receivers to intermediate amplifiers and switches from
intermediates to power bank, also hot-wire ammeter for measurement of signal current by plugging
into series jack. Power Meter and Filament Switch with time switches. Four Amplifiers capable
of running 25o loudspeakers each, the top one giving a direct reading of voltage between anode and
filament. Four Amplifiers as above, the bottom one giving direct reading of anode current and
grid bias voltages for matching up the valves, and top one, capable of running 500 loudspeakers.
(By courtesy of J. S. Ramsbottom & Co., Ltd., Bow Street, Keighley.)

Three-wire System Relaying Two Alternative Programmes.
In the three-wire system, one programme
is arranged across two of the wires, the
alternative programme being transmitted
by the third line. Nos. 1 and 2 lines are
used in such a manner that they are at
equal potential, so that no interference

with No. I programme takes place. This
method usually entails the use of resistances or condensers which increase the
load on No. 1 Programme and also affect
the quality of reception.
The three-wire system with its disadvantages is not very popular. It is
found almost as easy to erect four wires
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No. 1, Prog. Lines

)

Induction Balanced out

Fig. 3 —How INDUCED CURRENTS ARE
BALANCED OUT IN FOUR-WIRE DISTRIBUTION
SYSTEM.
The lines are transposed at intervals in such a
manner that the currents induced in one portion
of the lines are balanced out by those induced
in the next

as three, and the result is that most dual
programme systems are now operating on
two pairs of conductors.
Method of Superimposing Third Programme on Four-wire System.
A third programme may be superimposed on the four-wire system in such
a manner that No. Z pair act as one
conductor and No. 2 pair as the other,
the potential across each pair being equal
in respect of No. 3 programme, whilst
full signal voltages are imposed between
one pair and the other.
METHOD OF INSTALLATION.
The lines carrying the programmes are
looped as far as possible from one block
of property to another, separate spurs
being tapped off for each street or block.
The method of connection is similar to
the old tree system of electric lighting, each
subscriber being merely tapped across the
lines.
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ing to which line it is connected until
receiving a report from the subscriber.
These fuses may be inserted under the
screw cover of a pot-headed insulator,
or in a suitable box on the bracket or
masonry, but are more usually fitted inside
the premises as near to the point of entry
of the lead-in as possible.
Use of Resistance or Capacity for Isolating
Faults in Distribution.
Other methods of protection, not quite
so common, are the inclusion of resistance,
or capacity, or a combination of both, in
each subscriber's circuit. In the case of
a dead short circuit in the subscriber's
premises, the load on the line is limited
by the value of the resistances or condensers, such a fault only affecting the
system to a similar extent as the addition
of several loudspeakers. The objection
to this method is that fault location is
not so easy and that in the case of an
intermittent load or short circuit, the
subscriber is apt to tolerate inferior
results from his loudspeaker for some time
before reporting the matter, whereas if a
fuse is inserted, immediate attention is
drawn to it, the trouble rectified and a
more efficient service is maintained.
A further objection to the capacity
method is that the quality of reproduction
of the lower frequencies is affected, but
this can to some extent be compensated
by tone modification at the amplifying
station if the values used are kept strictly
standard.
Interior Wiring at Receiving End.
Interior wiring of the subscriber's preSending &Or

Receiving End

Isolation of Faults by Use of
3 Wire Transmission
No f
Fuses.
Programme
Speaker on
Various methods of isolating
Receiver
/101
and
Programme
faults in installations have been
Amplifier
employed, the commonest being
the insertion of fuses which break
Speaker on /192
down in the event of an over-load
Programme
N°2
Programme
on the tapping and open circuit
Receiver
the subscriber's wiring, the reand
Amplifier
mainder of the service being
unaffected. In a small system, Pig. 4—SENDING AND RECEIVING ENDS OF THREE-WIRE
SYSTEM, FOR RELAYING Two PROGRAMMES.
the station operator may be able
No I programme is arranged across two of the wires. The
to observe when a fuse has blown, alternative
programme is transmitted by the third line.
but has no means of locating the The first and second lines are at equal potential so no interaffected installation beyond know- ference with No. I programme takes place.
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mises from the protectors may be carried
out in a good quality bell wire, the most
popular for this purpose being constructed
in a similar manner to cab-tyre lighting
cables, but not so heavily insulated. In
addition to saving on the initial cost of
wiring, this wire being less obtrusive
gives greater satisfaction to the subscriber.

is quite satisfactory for the lead-in and
internal wiring.
The internal wiring of a two-pair service
may be carried out by screened conductors,
but in practice it is found cheaper and
quite as efficient to run two pairs of bell
wire, one pair being of the side-by-side
construction and the other pair twisted

A Warning About the Loudspeaker
Adaptor.
Under regulations imposed by local
authorities, which are now almost universal, the loudspeaker adaptor must not fit
any standard electric lighting or power
socket, the idea being to prevent people
from accidentally connecting the loudspeaker to the electricity
Sending fed
supply.

THE EQUIPMENT REQUIRED AT THE
SUBSCRIBER'S END.
All that is required by a subscriber of
a low frequency service is a loudspeaker,
a programme selector switch, and a
volume control.
Potentiometer Volume Control.
The volume control is usually a 5o,000-

Programme
Receiver
and
Amplifier

4-Wire Transmission

Receiving fed
3 Pro ammes

<7
Wiring Points in Several
C>
Rooms.
Speaker on N°3
Programme
Many subscribers have N°2
their houses wired with Programme
relay points in several Receiver
and
rooms. In the case of Amplifier
single programme, these
N°3
d
points are usually looped Programme
Receiver
from room to room and
and
9
may, if desired, be fitted Amplifier
with separate fuses. In Fig 5.—SENDING AND RECEIVING ENDS OF FOUR-WIRE SYSTEM
FOR RELAYING THREE ALTERNATIVE PROGRAMMES.
dual programme systems
I pair of lines act as one conductor and No 2 pair as the other,
it is considered advisable theNo.
potential across each pair being equal in respect of No 3 proto have one master pro- gramme, whilst full signal voltages are imposed between one pair
gramme selector for the and the other
whole of the subscriber's
premises and a single pair of wires from ohm wire-wound potentiometer, connected
point to point.
across the lines, the loudspeaker being
connected between the slider and one side.
Leading-in Wires for Dual or Multi-Pro- Many suitable forms of these are available,
gramme Service.
the most desirable features being neatFor leading-in dual or multi-programme ness, reliability and a logarithmic control.
service, lead covered multi-core cables
are usually employed, the separate pairs Tapped Choke in Series with Loudspeaker
of conductors in these cables being
for Control of Volume.
screened from each other by tinfoil or
Another form of volume control intrometallised paper, these screens being duced from Holland is the inclusion of a
bonded to the lead covering, which tapped choke in series with the loudspeaker.
in turn should be earthed. To This method has been found to give more
efficiently connect a multi-core cable to distortionless control than the resistance
the lines a weather-proof joint box method.
attached to the bracket is advisable.
In addition to this a gauge of wire should Volume Control by Moving-coil Speaker
be used for the actual connection similar
Tappings.
to that of the line wire, whilst a finer gauge
A more recent improvement is the use
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of a moving-coil speaker with tappings
to the secondary of the speech transformer,
the tappings being taken to the selector.
With the latter method it is possible to
maintain the same tone irrespective of the
volume.
The Choice of Loudspeakers for Radic
Relay.
In choosing loudspeakers, it should be
remembered that radio relay lines are in
every sense of the word power lines,
carrying a definite average A.C. voltage.
The current consumption of a loudspeaker
varies inversely as its impedance and
careful study should be made of the curves
of the instruments under consideration.
Systems are in operation transmitting
a mean single voltage as low as 20 volts,
others operate round about 8o volts, and a
loudspeaker which is suitable for the
former would obviously not last very long

Programme
Change over
Switch

Loud Speake.
Plug in

Fig. 6.—THE EQUIPMENT AT THE SUBSCRIBERS'
END.
Showing the switch panel required by a subscriber of a low frequency four-wire, two programme service Situated on the panel are the
programme selector switch, a volume control
knob and a socket to receive the loudspeaker
plug. The picture on the right shows a view at
the back of the panel and gives the wiring connections. The type of volume control employed
here is a 50,000-ohm wire-wound potentiometer,
connected across the lines, the loudspeaker being
connected between the slider and one side. A
better view of the wiring can be seen in the circuit
diagram, Fig. 7.

Yellow
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Programme Change over
Switch

Programme{
N°1.
Red
Blue
Programme
A102

White

7.—CIRCUIT DIAGRAl% OF SWITCH PANEL
AT SUBSCRIBER'S END OF Low FREQUENCY
RADIO RELAY SYSTEM
As will be seen the panel is for a four-wire, two
prcgramme system. The actual equipment is
illustrated in Fig 6. Note that when the
switch is turned for programme No 1, contacts
and 5 and 3 and 6 are closed. For programme
No. 2, the switch closes contacts 2 and 5 and
4 and 6.

on the latter system without a step-down
transformer.
Selection of Loudspeakers by D.C. Resistance
A common method of selecting loudspeakers is by the D.C. resistance; this
may be a rough guide to the impedance of
the ordinary magnetic types, but in the
case of inductors and transformer-coupled
moving-coil speakers is not reliable, the
ratio between the D.C. resistance and
impedance varying considerably when
different types are being considered. The
current consumption of a loudspeaker is an
important feature to the relay operator,
and a strict minimum to the impedance
of the loudspeaker connected to the service
is usually maintained; however, in the case
of clubs and public places where more
volume is required, the power on the lines
being more or less unlimited, all that is
necessary is a larger speaker with a lower
impedance.
A Suitable Type to Use.
The most suitable form of speaker
appears to be a narrow gap permanent
magnet, moving coil, with a speech coil
giving an impedance of 4,000 or 5,000 ohms.
A relay service using this type of speaker
only will give amazingly good results,
but difficulty is experienced in matching
this type of loudspeaker and moving-iron
types to the same lines. There is little
doubt, however, that eventually this type
of loudspeaker will become universal on
radio relay systems.
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PRACTICAL NOTES ON REGULATIONS FOR
THE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT OF BUILDINGS
(LEX WIRING RULES)
By D. WINTON THORPE, A.M.I.E.E.

SUB-DIVISION OF CIRCUITS AND EARTHING

R

EGULATION 95, entitled " Subdivision of Circuits " is very
important and its application is
felt in practically every wiring job. It
states—
A. The maximum number of points that

is contrary to this particular regulation
to have more than one electric fire point
on any final sub-circuit. It is as well to
bear in mind that even if we know that
the customer intends to use, let us say,
2-kW. fires, having a consumption of only
may be connected in parallel to a final sub- io amperes, it is difficult to justify putting
circuit shall be as follows :—
two points on one final sub-circuit in
Where the total rating of the points sup- parallel, owing to the fact that though
plied from the sub-circuit does not exceed- we may leave the customer armed with
6 amperes ..
2-kW. fires, it is the easiest thing in the
10 points
8
6 „
world for that customer to decide that the
IO
fires are not hot enough and to go out and
4
20
2
buy across the counter of any general
Final sub - circuits
store 3-kW. fires, which
New Sub Dist Board
supplying one lamp or
he or she will proceed
added to accomodate
appliance are notlimited
to connect to our two
new point
as to current-carrying
points in parallel, thus
II
IEEE
capacity.
immediately breaking
,11111 CE
There is a note to the
Regulation 95A. In
New Point
effect that—
general, a fair interSub Distribution
Boards.„
In applying this
pretation is to refrain
4,
Regulation it should be
from ever connecting
IIIE
III
observed that when the
two heating points in
HIE
LIE
fusing current of the
parallel on one final
Sub Distribution
fuse controlling a final
sub-circuit.
Boards.
sub - circuit exceeds 7
amperes the smallest
cable or flexible cord
which is used for any
purpose on such circuit
must be capable of
carrying continuously a
current not less than onehalf of such fusing
current.

Let us consider the
case of a wiring installation for electric fires.
If the voltage of supply
is 200,
a 3 kW.
fire will be taking 15
amperes. Therefore it

)

IEEE

Main
Distribution
Board

New Point/
wrongly
connected to
Main Distribution
Board.

Fig. I.—RIGHT AND WRONG CONNECTIONS FOR A NEW POINT. (REGULATION 95B.)
The new point should not be connected direct to the main distribution
board. An extra sub-distribution
board must be fitted as shown, to
which the new final sub-circuit is
connected.

Where Final Subcircuit must be
Connected.
Subsection B of this
Regulation states—
Everyfinal sub-circuit
shall be connected to a
sub-distribution board.

That appears to be
an obvious Regulation, yet once again, it
is a Regulation which
is defied on many occasions, chiefly where
new wiring work is
being added to an
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existing installation. If the sub-distribution
board, supplying the final sub-circuit, is
full up and has no spare ways and no spare
current-carrying capacity on any existing
way, there is undoubtedly a temptation
sometimes to run back direct to the main
distribution board. This must not be done.
Instead, an extra sub-distribution board
must be fitted, however small, which is
served from the main distribution board.
This extra sub-distribution board, in
turn, serves the added sub-circuit or subcircuits.
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coining defective is so situated that there
is risk of accidental contact between it and
earthed metal, it shall either be protected
against such accidental contact or be earthed.
(c) The metal sheathings of cables installed in accordance with Regulation 87
(Class :1,11 and Class M2) shall be earthed.
(That is all cables having a metal sheath,
whether conduit or lead.)
B.—Where the pressure at the point at
which the supply is delivered exceeds 3o volts
in the case of alternating current, and loo
volts in the case of direct current. —
(a) If the conditions are such that a
Connections of Distribution Board.
person touching any metal liable to become
Section C of the same Regulation
alive in the event of the insulation bestates—
coming defective is likely to be simultaneEvery sub-distribution board shall be conously making contact with earth, such
nected to a separate way on a main distrimetal shall be earthed.
bution board. Each main distribution
(b) All metal conduits installed in acboard shall in turn be connected either to a
cordance with Regulation 87 (Class Tr and
separate way on the main switchboard, or to
Class T2) shall be earthed as near as conone way of a distribution board for larger
veniently possible to the point of entry
currents, which in turn shall be connected
of the supply, but isolated lengths of metal
to the main switchboard, or to one way of a
conduit need not be earthed except in the
distribution board for still larger currents.
conditions specified in A (a) and (b) above.
This is, in effect, merely carrying the
NOTE.—A person is likely to be making
idea contained in Subsection B a little contact with earth if standing on a floor which
further. It needs no further comment.
is conducting through damp or otherwise, also
if in the immediate neighbourhood of masses
EARTHING.
of metal connected to earth, e.g. structural
Now we come to what is probably the steelwork, gas stoves, water taps, etc.
most important, certainly the most
Where the metal cases of switches, distriinteresting, section of the Regulations— bution boards or other apparatus haze to be
that which refers to Earthing ; this part earthed, special precautions should be taken
of the Regulations is comparatively brief to guard against the risk of shock or burning
and includes Regulations 96 to 103. to anyone when working o a live conductors
But for all their brevity they cannot be in or adjacent to such apparatus.
too heavily stressed.
Round this whole question of earthing
there is much controversy. Some hold
Conditions Where Earthing is Necessary.
that earthing should always be carried
Regulation 96, entitled " Conditions out in every circumstance ; others hold
Where Earthing is Necessary," states—
that earthing should not always be carried
A.—For all pressures of supply, earthing out in all circumstances. But whatever
of metal objects other than the conductors one's own technical views may be on the
shall be effected as follows :—
subject, it is as well to be perfectly sure
(a) In bathrooms, lift shafts, the im- of one's ground, or, alternatively, to
mediate neighbourhood of running machi- adhere to the Regulations.
nery, and all places where even a slight
shock might lead to serious accident, all Earthing Metal Sheathing of Cables.
exposed metal liable to become alive in the
Taking this particular sub-section A in
event of the insulation becoming defective reverse order, (c) refers to the metal
shall be earthed.
sheathing of cables. I suppose it would
(b) Where any metal liable to become not be stretching a point to say that in fifty
alive in the event of the insulation be- per cent. of private houses wired for
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electricity to-day it would be possible to
find metal sheathing of cables, whether
conduit or lead-covered, unearthed. I
do not by this mean that it is common
practice to connect no earthing wire from
such metal sheathing to earth ; it is
rather that the earth wire carried in the
scullery from some point on the conduit
to a cold water pipe, is regarded by many
wiremen as complete obedience to this
subsection, whereas, in fact, the subsection is not satisfied unless every piece
of conduit in the installation is connected
to earth not separately, of course, but
by means of good continuity to the
point which is connected to earth.
Exposed Metal Liable to Become Alive.
Subsections (a) and (b) of Section A
leave a good deal of latitude in their
interpretation, since the phrases " might
lead to " and " liable to become " must
remain largely a matter of opin'on. My
personal view in this matter is to regard
any circumstances in which I could,
even with an effort and quite deliberately,
get a shock of any sort are circumstances
which come within the provision of these
two subsections. What the wireman must
ask himself, if he is called upon to decide
in a case of this sort, is, " here is the
apparatus, here is a piece of metal which is
liable to become alive "—and, by the way,
any piece of metal forming the case of any
electrical apparatus must obviously be
held to be liable to become alive—" Is
there within reach of my hand or my foot
any other piece of metal already connected with earth, or any stone floor, or
any moist conducting surface such that I
can possibly span the distance between the
piece of apparatus and this earthed contact ? If there is, then I must earth the
metal on my apparatus." Again, if, owing
to such circumstances, the metal frame of a
piece of electrical apparatus has been
earthed, it must be remembered that this
in turn now constitutes an earth and may
necessitate the earthing of the metal on
another piece of apparatus which was
previously coat of reach of a substantial
earth. As an instance of this, we may
consider the case of a drawing-room with
a heavy pile carpet and no metal hot-water
radiators or other conducting substance
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connected with earth in which it would be
reasonably safe to place an electric fire
with its metal frame unearthed. Should
that metal become alive there still remains
no reasonable liability of shock from it.
If, however, we bring into this room, say,
an electric fan having its frame earthed
by a 3-pin plug, then the unearthed frame
of our electric fire becomes a potential
source of danger, since we have now
Lead covered cable with
sheath unconnected to
conduit

Fuse Board

Earth Wire

Conduit System all
properly bonded up

Main Switch
Board

Fig. 2 —EXAMPLE OF A SYSTEM PROPERLY
BONDED IN ALL BUT ONE SECTION (REGULATION 96C).
An addition of lead-covered cable with
sheath unconnected to conduit contravenes the
regulation

introduced into the room the means of
getting a shock. A fair maxim, in such
cases, is—" All or nothing earthed."
Damp Plaster and Concrete.
Regulation 97 states :
Damp plaster or damp concrete in contact
with metal liable to become alive shall be considered, for the purposes of Regulation 96,
to form part of such metal.
That is clear enough, but I would go
further and suggest that all plaster and
all concrete should be considered as damp
plaster or damp concrete, inasmuch as it
almost invariably offers a substantial
conducting path to electricity. Plaster,
in particular, will absorb a great deal of
moisture from the atmosphere, to such an
extent even that it can rarely be considered
to be safe, so far as its connection with
earth is concerned.
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This is a fairly wellknown and fairly welldisregarded Regulation. From time to
time we see reports of
fatal accidents due to
persons in a bath using
electric hair-driers or
having an electric bowl
fire on the edge of the
bath, or in some way
Fig. 2A.—A THREE-PIN PLUG AND SOCKET FOR PROPER EARTHING OF
or another doing what
APPLIANCES.
we know perfectly well
The centre terminal of the socket is connected to any convenient
earth, whilst the centre pin of the plug is connected to the metal casing
is asking for trouble
of the appliance by means of a third wire plaited in the flexible cable
but of which they,
as shown in Fig. 3.
rather naturally since
Joints in Metallic Conduits and Sheathings. they are not electrical engineers, do not
Regulation 98 is entitled " Joints in realise the danger. This particular RegulaMetallic Conduits and Sheathings," and tion has been drafted so that we who are,
reads :—
in a sense, responsible for the safety of our
When the metallic conduits or sheathings clients and customers from electric shock
of cables have to be earthed, or are themselves shall know just how far we may go in
used as earthing connections, every joint in introducing electricity into a bathroom.
such conduit or sheathing shall be so made that Take some glaring examples which can be
the current-carrying capacity of the joint found in many bathrooms to-day infringing
shall not be less than that of the conduit or this Regulation. The first thing is the
sheathing itself.
lighting point, which may be suspended as
In an earlier article in this series, I a pendant fitting from the ceiling in a
referred to slip tubing without any con- small bathroom in such a way that anyone
tinuity fitting as being disallowed by the standing in the bath could quite easily
Regulations. This type of conduit, which touch the metal lampholder. Now this
is unfortunately used a very great deal, metal lampholder clearly comes into the
is specifically condemned in a note under category of " metal liable to become alive
Regulation 87, subsection xxvii, and is in the event of the insulation becoming
further indirectly condemned by this defective." Moreover, although it may
present Regulation No. 98.
seem unlikely that anyone standing in a
bath will want to touch the lampholder,
Additional Precautions in Bathrooms.
Regulation ioo, entitled " Additional
Precautions in Bathrooms," states—
A.—In bathrooms all exposed metal
liable to become alive in the event of the insulation becoming defective shall not only be
earthed (see Regulation 96A (a)) but, in
addition, if not forming part of an electrically
heated geyser having all exposed metal in
solid and continuous metallic connection with
the cold-water supply main, be placed out of
reach of a person standing in the bath. (Also
see Regulation 123H.)
B.—Lanipholders in bathrooms shall have
their exposed metal parts efficiently earthed,
or alternatively, all parts liable to be handled
Fig. 3.—A THREE-PIN PLUG CONNECTION.
when replacing a lamp shall be constructed
The centre wire has its other end joined to a
of insulating material.
metal part of the casing of the appliance.
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we must remember that a bath is always
a slippery place and there is frequently a
piece of soap upon which we are liable to
tread. If we suddenly lose our balance, a
natural instinct makes us stretch out a
hand for any support which we can find ;
and this may be a pendant fitting hanging
adjacent to a bath. Again, a switch
within reach of the bath, if it is a metal
switch, represents a piece of metal which
is liable to become alive ; therefore a
switch within reach of the bath is contrary
to the Regulations.
The Water Heater.
Reference to the water-heater, by the
way, is merely to except the waterheater from this regulation for two good
reasons. The first is that the waterheater, technically speaking, must go
over and adjacent to the bath ; and,
secondly, that from its very construction
it is in permanent connection with earth.
An earth wire, however carefully we apply
it, may get damaged or broken, and we
can never be absolutely certain that a
metal part which was originally earthed
remains earthed. As this Regulation deals
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with a matter of life and death it is,
therefore, not worth relying on an earth
connection of this sort.
Precautions in Earthing.
Regulation ioi—" Precautions in Earthing," brings us to the crux of the whole
question of earthing, and should be followed
implicitly where ordinary earthing methods
are applied.
A.—Great care shall be taken to secure as
far as possible that the earthing system used
shall be such that the combined resistance of
the earthing lead and of the earthing system
itself is low enough to permit the passage of
the current necessary to operate the fuse or
the earth leakage trip of the circuit breaker
protecting the circuit.
B.—Water pipes used as an earthing
system shall have metal to metal joints
throughout.
C.—Pipes conveying gas or an inflammable liquid shall not be used as an earthing
system.
NOTE.—The armouring of cables cannot
in all cases be relied upon for the purpose of
earthing.

Fig. 4.—REGULATIONS FOR THE BATHROOM. (E D A.)
All exposed metal liable to become alive should be so placed as to be out of reach of anyone who
may be standing in bath. The position of the electrically heated shaving outfit on the cupboard
top contravenes this regulation. The water heater is, of course, naturally earthed.
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WATER HEATING BY ELECTRICITY
By

J.

RUSSELL HICK MOTT

Arrangements which are being pushed forward for running electric water
heaters only at off-peak periods offer inducements to both supplier and
consumer of electricity, and the ever-increasing use of electric heating may
be anticipated. The article deals with the method of installation employed
for both storage and immersion heaters
ATER heating by electricity has,
during the last three years,
developed to an almost unbelievable extent. It has brought with it
numerous difficulties, both to supply
engineers and those responsible for its
installation. (By supply engineers I mean
those who deal with the generation side of
the question.)
Almost every supply company, to-day,
loans out some form of water heating
device. Although this raises difficulties
for the supply
company, it is
agreed by all engineers that it
has at least one
redeeming
feature which
more than makes
up for the time
and trouble
necessary in effecting a reliable
and economical
installation. This
important
feature is that
the heaters can
be arranged for
off peak load, and
is dealt with at
the end of the
article.

W

THE STORAGE
HEATER.
General Features
of This Type.
There are two
essential types of
water heating in-

Fig.

stallations. The first, which is perhaps the
simplest to install, is the self-contained
storage heater. This consists usually of a
cylindrical tank containing a heating
element and a thermostat. The tank is
surrounded by some insulating (heat)
material such as cork, kept in place by a
thin outer shell.
This outer case is enamelled and provides the apparatus with a very pleasing
appearance. Figs. I, 2 and 3 illustrate
heaters of this type.
Method of
Installation.
The majority
of storage heaters
are fixed above
the point they
are to supply,
usually the bath
or the sink. They
may be connected
with pipes to the
ordinary
hot
water taps or if
supply is only required at one
position, the outlet on the heater
will prove
sufficient.

1.—A CISTERN TYPE STORAGE HEATER
INSTALLED IN A BATHROOM.
Fig. z shows the internal construction of this type
of heater.

The Question of
Working with
an Existing
System.
It is possible
to arrange the
storage heater to
work in conjunction with the existing hot water
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COLD SUPPLY
FROM MAIN

OVERFLOW

541

HOT WATER
TO BATH ETC
CAN BE TAKEN
FROM VENTPIPE
IF PREFERRED

--(6)

0.s

L
WAJH BAJIN I I

KITCHEN

irapAE BATH

Fig. 3 —PRESSURE TYPE STORAGE HEATER.
D, expansion pipe, from which tappings for hot
II
KITCHEN TAP
water supply can be taken, if desired ; E, addiFig. 2 —THE INTERNAL ARRANGEMENTS OF A tional hot water outlet; G, maximum head of
water 4o ft. ; H, cold water feed ; I, immersion
CISTERN TYPE HEATER
heater; J, removable bottom plate for cleaning
D and E, ball valve and
purposes ; K, cable inlet bush , T, thermostat.
overflow union positions are
interchangeable ; F, cold
water feed to heating chamber ; G, expansion pipe ; H,
hot water delivery pipe with
Ball Valve Tank
graduated perforations ; I,
Cold Water
immersion heater ; J, cylinder
Expansion Pipe
Hot feeds
to retain water in case main
Expansion Pipe
to taps
water chamber empties ; K,
removable bottom plate for
cleaning purposes ; L, union
Cold feed too Inglk
connection for hot water
supply piping ; M, main ter\A
Hot Tank
minals for supply cable ;
N, removable cover giving
access to all electrical connections ; T, thermostat.
I rit

system, but usually it is
found to be considerably
cheaper to use immersion
heaters in a conversion
job. I have, therefore,
dealt at some length with
this type of heater.
THE IMMERSION
HEATER.
The use of immersion

-.1"--Hot feed

from Boller
Hot feed taken
from cold
water pipe

Cold Return

feed to ground
floor tap taken
from hot feed

Boiler

Fig 4 —THIS SHOWS THE CORRECT
ARRANGEMENT OF EXISTING PIPING FOR CONVERTING BOILER
SYSTEM TO ELECTRIC HEATING.

4A.—COMMON FAULTS
FOUND IN HOT WATER INSTALLATIONS.
TT
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heaters provides a highly
efficient method of heating
water for domestic purposes. Although great
care has to be exercised in
their installation they are
remarkably simple to
install.
Bow to Convert an Existing Hot Water
System.
The usual method of
installation is as follows:—
Almost every house
has a hot water system
-worked from a coal or
coke fired boiler. A hot Fig. 5.-HOTPOINT IMMERSION HEATER AND THERMOSTAT MOUNTED
ON FLANGE READY FOR INSERTION IN HOT WATER TANK.
water tank being provided usually in the linen
cupboard or the kitchen in a more or less About three inches above this, but stagaccessible position. The sizes of the tanks gered to one side, is fixed the thermostat
vary, but a 25/30 gallon is the most which is wired in series with the heater.
common. If the size is below this, the
idea of conversion should be abandoned Insulating the Tank.
owing to the low storage capacity.
The tank is then lagged by building
Fitting Heater and Thermostat to Tank.
around it a wooden box about four inches
Into the hot water tank is fitted, about from the tank. The space thus obtained
three inches from the bottom in a hori- is filled with some heat insulating material
zontal position, the immersion heater. such as asbestos or granulated cork.
,

Fig. 6.-A HOTPOINT IMMERSION HEATER AND THERMOSTAT COMPLETE
WITH FLANGE FITTED TO STANDARD HOT WATER TANK OF EXISTING SYSTEM.

Correct Arrangem e n t of
Piping for a
Conversion
Job.
Before commencing an immersion heater
job, the existing
piping should be
carefully examined. In Fig.
4 the correct
piping work is
shown. Fig. 4A
gives some of the
more common
faults which are
to be found in
hot water installations. If any of
these faults are
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Fig. 7.—FINAL FIXING OF FLANGE, COMPLETE
WITH IMMERSION HEATER AND THERMOSTAT,
TO HOT WATER TANK.

discovered they should be rectified or the
job refused.
SIMPLE CALCULATIONS.
Some elementary calculations are necessary if running costs, etc., are to be produced. The following figures and formulae
are approximate and should not be taken
as laws. At the same time they are
correct enough for most practical purposes :
Water Temperatures.
Cold water
..

4o to 5o degrees F.

Fig. 8.—WIRING
To
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CONNECTIONS BEING MADE
THERMOSTAT.

Bath water temperature roo to IR) degrees F.
Dish washing
125 degrees F.
Scalding
15o degrees F.
212 degrees F.
Boiling ..
Tank Capacities.
Rectangular tank—
height x width x depth
gallons.
276
Cylindrical tank—
dia. x dia. X . 78 x depth
gallons.
276
All the above measurements are in inches.
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arranged to be on circuit only during the
off peak periods. In fact a number of
supply authorities and companies make
a specially low charge for current consumed
under such circumstances. If a water
heater is to be arranged for off peak
certain precautions must be taken to ensure that there will be sufficient hot water
for use during the day.
The maximum quantity of hot water
likely to be required should be ascertained
and a storage heater of sufficient size
installed. A special type of heater is
made for this purpose having a device that
automatically closes a valve in the cold

Fig. 9.—FINAL`CONNECTIONS
BEING MADE TO IMMERSION
HEATER, SHOWING ALSO
WOOD Box ROUND TANK
CONTAINING LAGGING.
Units
Consumption of Water per
Week.
Heaters.
Self-contained storage
type
.. zo galls. 7o/loo
Immersion heater
25 galls. 6o/8o
Heating Formula'.
Kw's required—
galls. x temperature rise
Fig. I0.—THE COMPLETE INSTALLATION.
degrees F.
The hole left in wood cover allows escape of sufficient heat to air
time in hours x 34.1 clothes in cupboard above.
x efficiency %
If an efficiency of 88%
is taken the above cancels
water feed when the current is switched
out and we have
off and opens it again when the current is
Kw's required—
galls. x temperature rise degrees F.
switched on. The current is controlled,
of course, by the usual time switch.
time in hours X 300

Storage Heaters Arranged for Off Peak
Load.
One of the most important facts in regard
to water heaters is that they can easily be

The arrangement of water heaters on off
peak has proved to be of such enormous
value to supply authorities that the
scheme is being pushed to its fullest
extent in all enterprising districts.
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MERCURY /WITCHES AND THEIR
APPLICATIONS
By " VO LTUS "

T

H E mercury switch
offers a number of distinct advantages over
the electro-magnetic relay
described by Mr. Butler in
the June issue of the PRACTICAL ELECTRICAL ENGINEER.
Breaking Capacity of the
Mercury Switch.
These switches are capable
of breaking 5o amps. at 23o
volts D.C., while small currents at pressures up to
r0,000 volts can safely be
dealt with. An electro-magnetic relay equipped with
solid contacts will not break
more than i ampere without
excessive sparking. The
electrically operated magnetic
contact of 50-amp. capacity
has a bulk far greater than
the equivalent mercury switch
with the added disadvantage
of open sparking and consequent rapid contact wear.
Absence of Open Sparking.
These switches with their
total enclosure and consequent
absence of open sparking are
invaluable in locations where
inflammable gases and vapours
are present, such as mines,
petrol pumping plants, etc.
A further advantage is the
very small force, applied
electrically or mechanically,
required to tilt the switch
unit.
Average Life of Switch.
The contact efficiency is
unaffected by repeated operation under full load. Life

Si, ',PLY

E TAL
BELLOWS

Fig I.— THERMOSTATIC
CONTROL OF HEATER.
As shown, the mercury
switch is in the closed
position, and the heater
is in circuit with the
supply. The temperature
rises and expands the
volatile liquid contained
m the metal bellows.
The bellows expands and
tilts the mercury glass,
thus breaking the circuit.

tests carried out to destruction indicate the following
average life for varying
currents.
Breaking 4 amps. at rro
volt s—r ,000,000 operations.
Breaking 6 amps. at rro
volts-200,000 operations.
Breaking 12 amps. at iio
volts-5o,000 operations.
The replacement cost of the
switch unit varies from 3s. to
in the largest sizes. This
compares very favourably
with the cost of contact replacement and maintenance
of other types of relays and
contactors.
APPLICATIONS.
The typical examples
following are intended to
illustrate the wide scope of
application for these switches.
Thermostatic Control of
Heater.
As previously mentioned,
\ very little energy is required
Ito tilt the mercury unit and
itlis enables a relay to be constructed wherein the expansion
and contraction of a metal
bellows filled with a volatile
liquid provides the operating
force. The relay construction
is diagrammatically shown in
Fig. i, together with the heater
connections.

Fig. 2 — TEMPERATURE
CONTROL BY HEATER AND
FAN.
In this example, the
operation of heater and
fan switches is controlled
by a maximum and minimum thermometer.

Temperature Control by
Heater and Fan.
This is an elaboration of
the previous example, control
being provided for both
heater and the fan (see Fig. 2).
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the heater switch, at the same time the
left-hand level falls, closing the fan switch.
A suitable allowance of overlap is provided
for the contacts to prevent the fan starting
immediately the heater is cut out.
Extremely fine control is possible, due
to the form of master control provided.
Continuously Operated Colour Lighting
Dimmer.
This circuit (Fig. 3) controls a colourlighting installation of two banks of lamps
of different colours. The cycle of operation is as follows. One set of lamps
gradually attains full brilliance, while the
second set is faded out, the latter set then
gradually comes into use while the first
colour then fades out.

F g.

3.—CONTINUOUSLY OPERATED COLOUR
LIGHTING DIMMER.
A limit switch, D, is provided at each end of
the slider travel. This switch operates a
polarised relay, E, which reverses the driving
motor each time the end of travel is reached.

A maximum and minimum thermometer
provides the master control. Contacts
are incorporated in the tube walls and the
rise and fall of the mercury makes or breaks
the circuit. Increase in temperature will
cause the right-hand level to rise and open

5.—AUTOMATIC EMERGENCY LIGHTING
SWITCH.
Mercury switch controlling emergency supply
is held off by coil which is energised as long as
main supply is available. Failure of this supply
closes switch and brings second set of lamps
into operation.

A limit switch, D, is provided at each
end of the slider travel. This switch operates
a polarised relay, E, which reverses the
driving motor each time the end of travel
is reached.

Fig. 4 —AUTOMATIC LIGHT CONTROL.
Here the master control of the mercury s AN itches
is provided by a photo-electric cell in conjunction
with a valve amplifier. When the light falls
below a certain value, the control current given
by the amplifier operates a special sensitive
relay G. The closing of this switch energises
the operating coil of the switch H, direct from
the mains.

Automatic Lighting Control by Photoelectric Cell.
Here the lighting circuit is arranged to
be switched on when daylight falls below
a certain value. The master control is
provided by the photo-electric cell in
conjunction with a valve amplifier. The
circuit is shown in Fig. 4.
The control current given by the
amplifier operates a special sensitive relay,
G. The closing of this relay energises the
operating coil of the switch, H, direct from
the mains.
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Automatic Changeover
Switch.
In many locations an
emergency
alternative
supply for the lighting is
essential. A second main
supply may be available
or a battery of accumulators installed.
The switch controlling
the emergency supply is
held off by a coil which
is energised as long as
the main supply is available.
Failure of the
latter at once closes the
switch (Fig. 5), bringing
Fig. 6.— A TYPICAL EXAMPLE OF A MERCURY- TYPE RELAY.
the second set of lamps
into operation.
A typical example of the mercury-type in Fig. 6. The glass container for the
relay, made by Messrs. Isenthal, is shown contacts and mercury will clearly be seen.

AN INTERESTING APPLICATION OF SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS

The illustration shows the main drive
for a number of the heavier machines in
the new biscuit factory of Messrs. Macfarlane Lang & Co. Two 150 h.p. G.E.C.
Witton synchronous induction motors are
mechanically coupled together, and
arranged so that each can run by itself
driving the second machine idle, or the two
can run in parallel. This drive is probably unique. These motors not only
drive the main line shaft through a rope
drive, but are also used to improve the
power factor of the whole installation.

The motors and control gear have been
designed so that for any given setting of
the regulator, they share the mechanical
load and the power factor correction
equally within 5 per cent. The load on
these machines varies widely, being half
its maximum value for long periods. At
these times one motor can be run by itself
on full load and the other driven idle, an
arrangement that gives a higher overall
efficiency than if one motor of double the
size were installed and run for long periods
at half load and therefore low efficiency.
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THE OPERATION OF CONVERTER

SUBSTATIONS
By W.

T. WARDALE, A.M.I.E.E.

In this article, the author gives the benefit of his experience as
head of a large traction system for many years. Mr. Wardale deals
with the points to which particular attention must be paid by the
man in charge. He describes how to avoid faults and how to deal
with the mishaps which may occur

A GENERAL VIEW OF THE LPMINSTER SUBSTATION ON THE BARKING LPMINSTER LINE OF THE
L.M.S. RAILWAY.
Showing B.T.H. rotary converters. These machines are shunt wound, each rated 5,200 kW., 600
r.p.m., 63o volts, 5,9o4 amps, and are equipped with starting motors arranged for series self synchronising. The machines are arranged for automatic operation and are provided with bearing thermostats,
earth leakage relays, speed limit devices, and auxiliary shunt fields. The photograph shows the A.C.
end of the machines.

W

HILST modern converter substations are of the automatic
type, yet many manually operated converting plants are retained at
" key " positions, in order that certain of
the automatic plants may be under supervisory control.
Intelligent and trustworthy service in
such plants will fit a man for trial in such
posts as supervisor of manual or automatic
plants, or even out on the mains network.

Points to Watch.
Keen attention should be paid to the
recording ammeters and voltmeters. Good
handling of the machines and switchgear
is expected ; legible entering up of log
readings and reports, and good timekeeping are essential. Circuit breakers
which trip on fault or overload
must be dealt with promptly and by no
means missed through carelessness until
someone rings up from outside to complain
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that the power is off. All these properties
the substation man must possess, or he is
no use whatever.
CONTROL OF VOLTAGE.
Importance of Keeping Voltage Correct.
Observe a strict control of the substation voltage. Keep to the voltage
decided on by the super, especially when
in parallel with other substations. Keeping too high a voltage will upset the
distribution, will drop automatic substations out of service at an earlier hour
than is desired, and lead to much reduced
pressure on the network at the far end.
Make Notes of Any Alterations Required.
Should your observation suggest that
any alteration is required in the pressure,
make careful notes of load at various times,
the coming on and going off of automatic
substations working with your own, and
especially of any long continued under or
over loading of your plant.
Another serious objection to over pressure running, especially in traction substations, is that it overheats the machines
and leads to early breakdown.
Damage Caused by Over Pressure
Running.
All converters are built to work between
certain well defined voltage limits ; within
those limits they work close to unity
power factor. At unity power factor, all
the current supplied to the A.C. portion
of the converter produces a useful output
on the D.C. side. When these voltage
limits are exceeded in order to get higher
pressures at certain points on the line,
then the excitation of the machine has to
be increased very considerably. This
over excitation in turn tries to make the
A.C. end of the converter supply back into
the mains which are driving it. This being
a physical impossibility, the tendency is
corrected by the machine drawing a
current from the A.C. line which leads the
voltage considerably. This heavy leading
current does no useful work, and provides
no output on the D.C. side of the converter.
It simply circulates round the A.C.
windings of the machine and heats them
up. It is for this reason termed wattless
current or idle current.
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Effect of Heating Up of the A.C. Coils.
This heating up of the A.C. coils perishes
the insulation rapidly and in the case of
the type of converter known as the motor
converter, where pressure of 6,600 or
II,000 volts are taken straight on to the
stator windings, it is exceedingly serious.
How Eddy Currents Are Set Up.
Not only are the coils carrying extra
high tension current overheated seriously,
but the iron laminations of the stator
becomes so hot that the separating
medium between them is soon destroyed ;
they come into contact at innumerable
points, allow eddy currents to be set up
through the stator iron and so again
increase the overheating of the whole
stator, besides impairing the working
efficiency of the machine.
This overheating has been known to be
so serious as to lead to the stator laminations moving and taking up nearly all
the air gap between them and the rotor.
When it is realised that any movement
of this kind is nearly certain to start
cutting into the insulation of the coils,
the real seriousness of the damage which
must follow over pressure running can be
realised.
Tests taken by the writer on this point
show that for a ten per cent. increase
above the designed limit of voltage on
such a converter, it was necessary to get
7o per cent. increase in excitation current.
Enter Emergency Conditions in Log.
If, during emergencies, it is necessary
to run under such conditions, log the
the fact, log the A.C. ammeter readings,
the D.C. output, and the leading power
factor the machine carries. If there is
an ammeter in the field circuit also log
the extra field current taken during that
period, and call attention to the matter.
Testing Temperature of the Low Tension
Cables.
The rotary converter is supplied with
low tension A.C. current from a transformer. The low tension cables from the
transformer to the slip rings should be
encircled by the fingers three or four
times each shift to check the temperature.
Normally, they will be just above chill
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point ; now and again, however, one or Switching in on the A.C. Side.
Set the rheostat in the correct position,
other will show a higher temperature.
Mark this cable and watch it. An run up and wait for the sound which you
increase in temperature will show that know from experience to be the point
there is a bad contact somewhere between at which the machine closes easily, and
the cable and its terminals, either at then take the first good phase which
the transformer or the slip ring end. comes up.
Get the converter off load as soon as
possible, and then let the super know of When to Close the Positive Switch.
When in on the A.C. side, wipe over
the matter immediately. If not detected
such a fault might burn out the cable the commutator, see your field is right,

A MODERN MOTOR-CONVERTER SUBSTATION.
The three B.T.I-1. motor-converters shown are installed in the Arlington Road substation of the
St. Pancras Borough Council, and are each designed for a normal full load output of 2,50o kW.,
450/5ro volts, 5208/4901 amperes when supplied at 5,000/5,300 volts, 3 phase, 5o cycles. They will
give overloads of 25 per cent. for two hours or 5o per cent. for 15 minutes, following a full load run,
and will deliver twice full-load current for 15 seconds.

concerned, or cause trouble in the transformer or at the slip rings.
SYNCHRONISING.
Whether your converters are of the
modern type fitted with automatic
synchronising gear, or whether they
depend on the skill of the man in charge,
always take time over the synchronising
operation. At the best, flying shots can
only save seconds. and may, if they miss,
'waste many minutes. Whatever the
emergency, it has happened, and things
are carrying on. Quick synchronising is
necessary, certainly ; but it is always
attained by steady and deliberate action.

get the equaliser and circuit breaker in,
and then close the positive switch with
the machine volts about two volts higher
than the bar, but dead steady. That is,
not with a rising machine voltage. Otherwise a kick right over may bring you out
again ; and in any case you get a bad jerk
on the converter and system.
Steady and Deliberate Action is the Quickest
Under All Conditions.
If the man at another sub is shouting
for help, the above method is the quickest
way to help him. He is carrying on,
and even 200 amps. taken by your machine
will ease him a little, and you can then
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take a look round your own machine,
see it is all in order and then work full
load on in a few minutes.
Even in a bad crisis when some circuits
have had to be cut out momentarily,
the steady course is the quickest as well as
the safest.
There have been cases in which men have
been injured badly and the machine
damaged whilst running up in panic haste.
Field switches have been pulled in mistake
on such occasions, resulting in burnt out
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Attention to Machine.
Renew brushes as soon as they show
signs of undue wear. Note the temperature of commutator and slip rings frequently and of the pole pieces on the field.
Keep the rheostat contacts well cleaned
and the slider working freely. Cleaning
the machine not only keeps a smart appearance, but is primarily for the purpose of
getting dirt out of dangerous places, and
the equally important matter of observing
every part of the machine intimately,

A MODERN 3,600 KW. AUTOMATIC SUBSTATION FOR COMPLETE SUPERVISORY CONTROL ON
THE LONDON, MIDLAND AND SCOTtISH RAILWAY SYSTEM.
A signal from the supervisory point energises a relay in one of the cabinets (on the right) controlling
the machine selected.
This closes the E.H.T. switch and puts L.T. A.C. on to the starting
motor on the right of the rotary. Other relays bring rotary to synchronous speed, close the field
circuit, which is supplied by the exciter on the left-hand end of the rotary, and after a definite time
delay, switch the machine into the bus bars to supply the system. The circuit breakers are on the
gallery. Other devices protect the machine against faults, overloads, hot bearings, or shut the set
down if it is not on load within two minutes from starting up ; or if the load on the section becomes too
light for the machine. (The English Electric Co., Ltd.)

armatures. Field switches which can be
made and unmade are an abomination
which, personally, I always abolish by
having them bolted in. Wrong polarity
can be corrected by a shut down and
restart with safety, if with a little delay.
But it is at least safer than the risk of
opening a field switch by mistake.

Testing Your Tripping Devices.
Test all your tripping devices frequently,
particularly the reverse cut-out and the
A.C. protection. The latter by always
tripping the machine on the A.C. side from
the push button on the d.c. board.

and so noting any portion which is
becoming abnormal, or shaping to develop
trouble.

THE FEEDERS.
The Meaning of Sudden Jumps.
Occasional heavy kicks on a machine
or a feeder are of little significance if they
rise and fall with a fairly steady swing.
A sharp sudden stab may indicate a
consumer's appliance which has got across
the system and been burnt clear, or a
collector shoe or bow on a traction system
which has fouled and swung clear again.
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A Sudden Swerve Down of Voltage.
A sudden swerve down of voltage
accompanied by screaming from the
converters indicates a surge on the A.C.
side, caused by a serious mishap somewhere
which has burnt clear, or been cut out by
the protective gear.
What to do When a Surge Pulls a Machine
Out.
Should such a surge pull a machine
out for you, act as follows. If after peak
time, swing as much of your load as
possible over to the next sub-station
which is working in parallel with you, and
then get the tripped machine in again
after a glance round to see that all is in
order.
If during peak time, however, and your
remaining machine threatens to come out
on overload, trip your two least important
feeders in order to save the rest, ring up
any station which can help you and ask
for assistance, and having arranged for
help close the two tripped circuits and set
to work to find out what is the matter
with the machine.
Assistance From Other Sub-Stations.
Should the machine be flashed over,
tell the man at the other sub-station that
you are partially disabled and that he
will have to hang on to some amount of
overload for an hour or more. He will
then make the necessary arrangements
to spread his supply where possible.
Should you be appealed to in a similar
case, do all you can to help, remembering
that any decent machine will stand 25 per
cent. overload for two hours on end. If
you are in charge of a supervisory sub,
having distant control over a semiautomatic plant, then make that plant
take its overload to ease you a little and
permit you to give all help possible to
the man who is broken down.
Putting Flashed-over Machine Back Into
Service.
The man in charge of the flashed-over
machine should let the super know
immediately, and then set to work to
clean up the commutator and brush gear
and see if there is any worse damage,
and get a megger test on the plant. By
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that time the super will be in, and will take
charge of trying the machine again. It is
not advisable for a sub-station attendant
to put a machine on load again after such a
happening unless the case is serious ; that
is unless circuits are out and waiting.
If possible, let the super see the test and
look round the machine before trying it
on load. Watch his methods the manner
in which he looks round to see all is clear,
the tests he makes and the manner in
which he runs up.
Method of Testing the Machine for Defects.
Personally, I like to run up to half
voltage, and then trip the machine,
take another look round and another
megger test. This start up and interruption give a slight kick to the machine and
its transformer, above working voltage,
and will bring out any slight defect lying
hidden, and trip the machine before it
reaches a dangerous voltage or speed ;
or, show by a much lower megger test that
something is happening internally and
that caution is necessary.
As a rule, however, the run up goes
through as a matter of course, the machine
is synchronised and left running light for
ten minutes whilst its voltage is gradually
worked up to full value. It can then be
put into service on the d.c. side with
confidence.
What to do in Serious Emergencies.
During serious emergencies the above
tests must be reduced to a matter of
solitary minutes, first at half and then at
full voltage ; it is on this account that the
advice is given to let the super run up first.
His longer experience and knowledge of
many machines give him an intuition as
to whether the machine is right or not,
by the manner in which it comes up and
the sound it makes in running up to speed.
It is this experience which makes the super
apparently take risks with an easy mind
during such emergencies.
Note all such happenings carefully and
the exact time by the sub-station clock.
TROUBLE ON 3-WIRE D.C. SYSTEM.
Service Gone to Earth.
Sometimes on a 3-wire D.C. system, the
voltmeter on one side will come down once
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or twice almost to zero and then stay at
normal. Probably a service has gone to
earth and burnt clear. If fortunate, you
may also have noted the feeder ammeter
most affected. You can then ring up the
mains stand by man to warn him of trouble
of a minor character on that feeder.
Above all on a 3-wire D.C. system,
note the out of balance which occurs just as
the peak is mounting up, and also as it is
dropping off ; at both times this out of
balance current is apt to be heavy, and it
always fluctuates very rapidly during such
heavy load charges.
Note the voltages shown by the pilot
wires which show the pressure at the far
end of each feeder. If you find that the
central load is sufficiently heavy to require
the sub-station voltage increasing a little,
but that the pressure at lightly loaded
distant points is too high, it is possible to
correct the matter on a ring connected
network by dropping out the feeder
supplying a distant point, and then increasing the voltage on the sub-station bars.
This gives the central supply its extra
pressure, and by feeding the distant point
through the ring and not directly through
its own feeder actually brings the pressure
at the lightly-loaded distant point down
to normal. This can usually be done
without overloading the central feeders
as the lightly-loaded distant point is
supplied through all other feeders which are
connected to the ring network, and not
through one feed only. Keep the earth
indicator chart clean, and report any
indications.
FAULTS ON A TRACTION SUPPLY.
On a traction supply it is necessary to
distinguish between motor faults, dead
shorts, and cable faults developing.
Vehicle Motor Faults.
A motor or controller partially to earth,
or with an earthed point on it, will blow
the circuit breaker sharply; on its being
reclosed, the load will take one or two
fitful sweeps in an upward direction,
and finally the ammeter needle will go
right over and the breaker open again
when the faulty portion is reached.
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Allow the Faulty Vehicle to Clear the Line.
Inform Traffic Control Staff.
With such a fault it is not possible to
keep the line dead as a rule. It is best to
allow the faulty vehicle to try to limp to a
siding, or, if it blows the breaker too often,
it will usually await to be pushed out of
the way by the next oncoming train or
tram. Inform the traffic control and
emergency staff of the district in which
the faulty vehicle is, and then leave the
matter to them. Should the motorman
ring in to your sub-station, tell him to
keep his trolley clear of the line and wait
to get pushed into a siding, and that the
emergency men are on the way out.
Sometimes a fault of this nature will
allow a vehicle to travel from one district
to another between circuit breaker blowings. You can then tell where the vehicle
is, and the direction of its progress by
noting that it first blows the High Street
circuit breaker, and then the Corn Exchange breaker opens two or three times.
Word should be telephoned into the traffic
office at once and they will meet the
vehicle and take it off service.
Dead Shorts.
Dead shorts will declare themselves by
bringing out the breaker very heavily,
and not permitting its closure ; there is no
mistaking them. Try three times with
20 seconds interval between each trial,
and then inform the control or traffic office
that you cannot keep that circuit breaker
closed. Whilst trying on such faults,
always put your jacket on, and turn up
the coat collar. This often saves nasty
burns due to flying hot copper or carbon
particles lodging on the arms or neck.
There is then nothing to do but await the
arrival of the mains men to clear the
trouble and ask for the breaker to be put
in again. It must not be tried without
their authority.
Vehicle Cable Faults.
Cable faults may come on as sudden
dead shorts, or may give hours warning
beforehand. In the latter case, the circuit
breaker attached to a certain feeder will
open not too violently, and will then go
back again and stay in. Enquiry at the
control or traffic office will give you the
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news after a while that they can find no amperage and its heavy excess above
cause for such flappening ; that no faulty normal are ample warning that trouble
vehicle, fault outside, or on consumer's of the above type is starting.
premises has been reported. Report this
fact to mains stand-by and if they have Service Line Partially Earthed.
This fact of dead steady excessive load
the time to spare get them to run over
the feeder and its attached cables where also indicates that other rare fault, possible
possible with the megger. Even if the with any type of cable, in which a service
tests show everything all in order, the line or tapping into the system has gone
time has been well spent in settling the partially to earth on to a steel casing,
a street lamp standard or a tramway pole
matter.
Often, however, it is not possible to test which has become improperly earthed.
so promptly and possibly in two hours A cable rubs through, gets into contact
from the first blowing of that circuit
breaker it will open again. This time a
little more violently. If a cable fault is
developing, the next blowing will follow
in half an hour, and you can then be sure
that either water has got in somewhere,
or dirt has crept across an old sore in the
cable somewhere up a duct, and put the
cable to earth temporarily. The water or
dirt is blown clear and dried out by the
force of the flash over, and for a little
while the place stands up ; but each time
the damage is increased, and each time the
flash over takes place quicker until it
becomes dead earth and leads to a stoppage.
For that reason, get the mains stand-by ARRANGEMENT OF INTER-CONNFCTOR SWITCHES
AT SUB-STATION SO THAT IT MAY BE CLOSED
on to the job as soon as this repeated DOWN
AND THE VARIOUS ROUTES MAY BE
blowing makes its appearance. They may
FED FROM A MASTER SUB-STATION (MS).
then be in time to save serious delay and
A and B, cables to sub-station from MS ;
FF, feeder switches ; inter-connecting switches,
trouble.
T1 and T • circuit breakers, X.

Fault in Bitumen Type of Insulated Cable
and its Detection.
Another type of cable fault is more
rare to-day, as the bitumen type of cable
insulation and laying is now obsolete.
There is, however, still some of it left.
As the heat of a partial earth will warm up
the bitumen and seal over the bad place
for a time, this type of cable is likely to
be very treacherous. As a rule it will
hold up until quite a heavy current starts
to get to earth, and then the bitumen is
gasified wholesale, which on reaching the
air is likely to take fire and lead to an
explosion. The station man can only
rarely detect this type of fault ; but if
he notes that a certain feeder which at say
9 p.m. usually carries 50o amps. is carrying
a steady 800 to 1,200, he should suspect
trouble at once and get hold of the mains
stand-by. The actual steadiness of the

with the metal, which whilst not earthed
properly allows say 30o amps. to leak to
earth. Insufficient to blow the circuit
breaker on a circuit which takes i,000
amps. at peak time and 50o normally, but
sufficient to melt and burn the metal of
the standard. Here again, the fault is
not easy to detect, but regular attention
to the feeder ammeters and a knowledge
of what they ought to carry at a given time,
renders a man suspicious when he sees
800 amps. steady at 10 p.m. where there
ought to be q.00 amps. fluctuating. Always
ask the mains stand-by man to find out the
reason for the extra loading. If it is all
right then your enquiry does not matter ;
if it is all wrong, your keenness may have
saved a costly bit of trouble. In any case,
you get known as a man who lets nothing
pass his observation.
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Circuit Breaker Settings.
Circuit breaker settings should never be
interfered with by a sub-station man.
If, during a block on a traction system
the load drops off, and then mounts up
furiously, and this must always be watched
for, it is better to hold the circuit breaker
in on that route than interfere with its
setting.
If the cable is overloaded regularly at
every peak time, report the matter and
ask for an increased breaker setting,
or for load to be taken off that cable ;
do not on any account make a permanent
alteration in the setting yourself. Leave
these points to the decision of the super.
Interconnector Switches.
Most modern switchboards for traction
or similar purposes are arranged so that
when that particular sub-station is shut
down, the various routes may be fed from
a master sub-station. This is arranged
by having inter-connector switches as
shown on the diagram.
MS is the master sub-station and feeds
into the local sub-station through cables
A and B, or, in turn, it may be fed by
them in an emergency. F F are feeder
switches feeding out from the local substations and supplied mostly by the
converters at that sub-station ; during
light running the local sub is shut down,
and the feeders radiating from it are fed in
groups from the master sub-station. Thus,
cable A feeds into cables F and F through
the inter-connecting switches T, and T.
Before shutting down the local sub, these
inter-connectors are closed, and the circuit
breakers XX, etc., opened. This deadens
the bus bar at the local sub-station. Should
a fault occur on one of the local cables,
it is dealt with by the circuit breaker at
the master sub-station. If the local
circuits were just left in with their breakers
closed and a feed sent down from the
master sub-station, then any fault would
trip the breaker locally, and if it were
not automatic would keep the circuit open
until a complaint was made. By throwing
back the control to the master sub-station,
attention is at once called to something
wrong by the breaker at the master substation opening. The feeder B also sup-
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plies a group of local cables on either side
of it through similar inter-connectors.
Another good feature of these interconnector switches is that suppose during
normal running with the local converters
in service, the line fed by Xi became overloaded by trouble of a temporary nature ;
say clearing a block after a traffic stoppage,
and that the breaker threatened to come
out, or refused to stay in, then, by closing
Tr, current will also be fed to the overloaded cable through breaker X2, and
the inter-connector switch. This can
always be done provided that circuit X2
is not also heavily overloaded ; it can be
stated, however, that such a position does
not occur. By the nature of things, a
block on one part of the line must be
cleared and got away, before the heavy
traffic can reach another portion fed by
another feeder.
On switchboards where such interconnectors are not provided, keep a length
of insulated cable on the lower portion of
the switchboard platform, and have it
fitted with good-sized lug terminals at
both ends, on to which are screwed copper
forks which can be pushed over a switch
blade. Such a cable can then be used to
connect heavy and light-loaded breakers
to get through an emergency, or to allow
a route to be fed through other than its
own circuit breaker, whilst its own breaker
is being cleaned and overhauled.
Cleaning Circuit Breaker After Heavy
Blowing.
Always after heavy blowing, blow out
a circuit breaker with hand bellows,
clean it up well, and make a full report of
any rough or blobbed contacts which are
visible. Even if these will work fairly
easily, see that they are overhauled the
day following ; otherwise the next blowing
will find you with a breaker blobbed up,
which will not close, and a circuit off for
some few minutes while you make the
breaker workable.
Keep note of all alarm signals, bells, or
telephones which connect your sub-station
with the master-sub, or with other depots,
and on the slightest falling off in efficiency,
such as a telephone bell ringing weakly,
have the matter attended to at once.
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Master Sub-station Charge Hints.
When in charge of a master sub-station
which controls semi-automatic subs at
some distance, it is more than ever
necessary to keep your records in good
order. Above all, try to forget that the
distant subs may take a load off your
master sub-station and lower its output ;
bring the distant sub in immediately the
pressure drops below a satisfactory working point at the distant sub-station, as
shown by the pilot voltmeter. Both on
lighting and power service as well as on
traction, pressure must be maintained
whether the machines at the distant subs
are lightly loaded or not. That must be
the first consideration ; especially is this
the case when the distant sub-station
supplies a quarry, or a heavy rail or tram
route on a steep gradient. Good pressure
must come before machine efficiency ;
and your best recommendation is a well
maintained voltage chart from the distant
point.
It should also be unnecessary to warn a
man against running distant subs under his
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control, in order to keep his place lightly
loaded or to keep the temperature down in
hot weather. This sort of thing, however,
does happen, and it always stamps a man
as undesirable.
Control of a master sub, having charge
of distant semi-automatic sub-stations,
is the natural step from manual sub-station
work. It is interesting, responsible, and
gives scope for a man to get to know the
loading of a system thoroughly. There
will be in the future, a good deal of such
work to be done, as in many cases large
undertakings like to have some amount of
supervisory control over the key positions
on a system. The outer positions can be
left safely to purely automatic working ;
but with key positions it is a great convenience to be able to control them from a
centre, and thus to alter and adjust the
control they exert on sub-stations of a
purely automatic nature around
them.
From efficient control of a master substation a man passes naturally to control
of a group.

THREE 500-KW. FULLY AUTOMATIC AND REMOTE CONTROLLED ROTARY CONVERTER EQUIPMENTS BY
THE BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON CO., LTD., WITH D.C. CONTROL AND FEEDER BOARD ON THE RIGHT
AND THE ROTARY CONVERTER STARTING PANELS MOUNTED IN FRONT OF EACH MACHINE TRANSFORMER. THE E.H.T. CONTROL BOARD IS IN THE BACKGROUND.
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THE CONSTRUCTION OF SMALL POWER
TRANSFORMERS
By

FRANK PRESTON, F.R.A.

Fig. I.--A SMALL TRANSFORMER MADE
EXACTLY AS DESCRIBED IN THIS ARTICLE.
Details for making the core clamps and
spools are given in the text. Direct connections can be made by means of the
flexible leads.

HE making of power or mains
transformers is a piece of work
that is often shirked by the
electrician on the assumption that a good
deal of tedious calculation and experiment is necessary before a satisfactory
instrument can be produced. With a
view to removing this latter difficulty,
it is proposed to offer in concise and
tabular form all the information which
the practical man is likely to need in
working out the design for any small
transformer, be it required to give an
output of only 6 volts, such as might
be wanted for operating a bell, of i,000
volts, for use with X-ray or similar apparatus, or of any intermediate figure.
It should be pointed out in the first
place that mere calculation is insufficient
for determining the details of construction
and that experience is often of far more

T

Fig. IA.—ANOTHER SMALL TRANSFORMER
WHICH MAY BE CONSTRUCTED.
In this case, use has been made of readymade spools, core clamps and terminal
block. This particular component has three
secondary windings.

use. The information I shall give is
that obtained by combining theory and
practice, and by making full use of the
experience gained from " trial and error "
methods.
PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS.
Calculating Output in Watts.
In working out our design, the first
point to consider is that of the power, in
watts, with which our transformer has
to deal. This can be done by adding
together the wattage of the secondary,
or output, winding and a reasonable
percentage loss which must inevitably
occur in the iron core and in the windings.
In practice it is sufficiently correct to
base the figure for losses at some 25 per
cent. of the output power ; this assumes an
efficiency of 8o per cent., which we can
safely expect to obtain.
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As an example, let us suppose that we
require an output of 16o volts at .25
ampere. The secondary wattage will
therefore be i6o x .25, or 4o watts ;
adding 25 per cent. to this we get the
total figure of 5o watts.
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result of 160 x 8, which equals 1,280.
Next we must consider the primary
winding. This has to deal with the same
power as we found for the core, i.e.,
5o watts ; the primary current can thus
be found by dividing the mains voltage
into 5o. Supposing the voltage to be
25o, we see that the primary current
will be 50/250 or .2 ampere. Referring
to Table 2 once more it is seen that 3o's
gauge wire is again most suitable.
The number of primary
turns is found in exactly
the same way as those for
the secondary, by multiplying the " turns per
volt " of the core stampings
employed, by the voltage ;
otherwise 8 x 25o, or 2,000.

Finding Size of Core Stampings Required.
We can now find the size of core stampings required by consulting Table I.
Thus we see that No. 4 stampings will
suit our purpose, provided
that they will accommodate the necessary number of turns—this latter
point will be settled later.
Perhaps we had better
take another example just
as a check on the method,
this time assuming that
an output of 500 volts
Winding Area.
Before commencing the
at .z ampere is called Fig 2.—DIMENSIONS OF CORE
for. The output watts STAMPINGS DETAILED IN constructional work, we
must make quite sure that
will be 500 X .2, or zoo
TABLE I.
the calculated
watts ; addnumber of
ing 25 percent.
"U"Stamping
turns will fit
we can see
on the core
that the core
Built-up
provisionally
must be capCore >
Winding Area
able of handdecided
upon.
shown shaded
ling 125 watts
This can be
Winding
done by using
and that No.
Arm
-r 1
:17
tables
33 stampings
our
AA
For
will therefore
again.
instance, from
be suitable.
Core
Table II it is
Winding
Spool
that
found
'Gauge of Wire
ME
■
METHOD OF ASSEMBLING
5,370 turns of
and Number
CORE STAMPINGS
3o's gauge enof Turns.
SECTION THRO'CORE AND
"T"Stamping
amelled wire
Having deSPOOL SHEWING WIND/NO AREA
REFERRED TO IN TABLE 1.
cided on the
can be accomcore size, the
modated in
Fig. 2A.—DETAILS FOR MAKING CORE.
gauge of wire
r sq. in. of
Showing the method of assembling core stampings. Also,
" winding
and number the winding area as referred to in Table i.
of
area " (see
turns
required must be found. Reverting to the Fig. 2A), and thus our secondary winding
first example, where the secondary cur- of 1,280 turns will require a space of
rent is .25 ampere, and then referring to 1,280/5,370, or about sq
Table No. 2 we see that the gauge of wire
Similarly for the primary. Our 2,000
most suitable for carrying such a current turns of 3o's gauge enamelled wire will
without undue heating is 3o's. The total occupy rather more then a sq. in. The
number of secondary turns required can total winding area required is thus just
now be found by multiplying the voltage over 2 sq. in., and the area provided by
(16o in this case) by the " turns per volt " No. 4 stampings is seen from Table I to
given in Table I. Hence we get the be 12 sq. in., and therefore that
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TABLE I —CORE DETAILS FOR " T " AND " U " STALLOY STAMPINGS.
Size Number
of
Stampings.

4
4A
5
28
29
30
3oA
3oB
31
32
33
35

Dimensions
A.

B.

C.

ins
15
16`
15

ins.
2 16

ins.

I;

T

I

3
42

If
54

15

Ig
16

+i

1
Ia

Quantity of
Stampings.
(Pairs).

Approx.
Max.
Watts.

Turns per
Volt (for
5o Cycles).

doz.
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

50
45
30
25o
300
45
40
35
I00
75
125
200

8
8
12
6
4
8
8
8
8
8
6
5

8

3+
,1
-4

I
I

34

Ii

Approx.
Winding
Area.
sq. in.

3
511
3
1
24

14
24
5+

TABLE 2.—WIRE DATA.
Standard
Wire
Gauge.
16
18
20
22
24
26
23
30
32
34
36
38

Working
Current
in Amps.

65
36
20
1.25
.76
.51
.35
.25
.18
.133
.o6

Double Cotton Covered.

Enamelled.
Winding Turns
per sq. in.
226

392
685
I,II0
1,770
2,560
3,760
5,370
6,890
9,610
13,500
20,400

size of stamping will be amply
large.
At this juncture it should be mentioned
that the " turns per square inch " in
Table II are worked out on the assumption
of perfectly even winding (which is impossible in practice), and also that the
" winding area " of Table I makes allowance only for the space occupied by the
spool, and not for any insulation between
layers such as might be advisable in practice. In consequence of this it is necessary
to add 20 per cent. or so to the calculated
area required for the windings.
Frequency of Supply.
There is yet another point to consider.
The " turns per volt " of Table I apply
only when the supply is at a frequency of

Yards
per pound.
26 3
46 9
83 3
5 37
221
330
488
6 94
915
1,202
1,840
2,810

Winding Turns
per sq. in.
173

297
472
692
977
1,280
1,630
1,990
22,550
3,020
4,110
5,100

Yards
per pound.
25 5
45 4
79.4
129
203
294
422
587
755
1,024
1, 477
2,287

5o cycles, but actually the figures will
be sufficiently accurate for any frequency
between 40 and ioo cycles. For a frequency of 25 cycles, however, twice as
many turns per volt must be allowed if
anything like reasonable efficiency is to
be obtained. For example, 16 turns per
volt must be used on No. 4 stampings
when the transformer is to work from
25-cycle mains.
CONSTRUCTIONAL DETAILS.
We can now consider the purely
practical aspects of transformer construction, bearing in mind that the
methods will be just the same whether the
instrument is to handle io, 5o, or even 300
watts.
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The Winding Spool.
The first job is to make a winding spool
to fit the stampings decided upon. One
very good form of construction is shown in
Fig. 3, but there are many others which
will suggest themselves to readers.
The spool illustrated is made up from
a sheet of
thick fibre and a strip
of wood
wide by
thick.
First of all two pieces of wood equal in
length to the winding arm (B) of the core
are cut off and a
rebate is made at

fibre Sheet
146" Thick
Wood

Fibre fnd Cheeks
Vic Thick
CONSRUCT/ONAL DETAILS
OF WINDING SPOOL

Holes for
Small Nails

Empire Tape Bound
Round Spool Tunnel

Slightly Tapered
Wooden Rod

.

A ugust

dimensions given (the letters " A " and
" C " refer, of course, to the core dimensions shown in Fig. 2 and detailed in
Table r).
In order to ensure that the end cheeks
will be a perfectly tight fit on the tunnel, it
is best to make the holes rather too small
at first and then to open out with a file.
Besides the two end cheeks shown, a
third one will be necessary for all spools
longer than, say, r inch, to act as a division
between primary and secondary windings ;
this should be made to fit tightly over the
tunnel.
The next step is to give the whole spool
a very liberal coating of thin shellac
varnish and to dry it quickly by placing
it in a warm (not hot) oven, or by holding
it near to a fire.
Even though the middle cheek has been
made to fit tightly on the tunnel, it will
be wise to adopt some means of preventing
it from being forced out of position by
the pressure of the windings. This can
most easily be done by winding a few turns
of Empire or insulating tape in the two
sections of the spool as shown in a detail
of Fig. 3. Before applying the tape the
cheek should be so arranged that the
lengths of the two sections are proportional
to the areas required for primary and
secondary windings.
Winding.

ROD FOR HOLDING SPOOL
WHILST WINDING

4h" Bolt with
Head sawn off

METHOD OF FIXING
MIDDLE CHEEK

3.—PARTICULARS OF THE WINDING SPOOL.

each end by sawing. Next, two pieces of
fibre equal in length to the wood and
having a width of A (the width of the
winding arm) plus 1-in. are cut out, by
means of either a tenon saw or a sharp
chisel. These have a -,l,-in. notch cut
out of each corner and are then nailed to
the strips of wood so as to form a rectangular " tunnel." Before proceeding further,
the edges of the tunnel should be smoothly
rounded off with fine glass paper to remove
any sharp angle which might tend to cut
the wire. Lastly, the two end cheeks
should be prepared according to the

The spool is now ready to receive the
windings and should be mounted in such
a way that it can easily be rotated. First
of all a tapered wooden rod should be made
to fit tightly into the tunnel and the whole
can then be set up in a lathe, when such a
machine is available. Failing the lathe,
a hand drill held horizontally in a vice
will prove a good substitute if the wooden
rod is fitted with a 1-in. bolt (with the
head sawn off) as shown in Fig. 3. When
neither of the tools mentioned is accessible
the winding can be done entirely by hand
by making the wooden rod 3 or 4 inches
longer than the spool so that it can easily
be gripped.
Whatever method of winding is finally
decided upon the bobbin of wire to be
used should be fitted in some kind of a
holder so that the wire can easily be drawn
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off without causing it to become entangled ;
a suitable holder is shown in Fig. 8.
Counting the Turns.
When the winding apparatus has been
arranged a length of flex should be soldered
to one end of the wire, using a perfectly
non-corrosive flux, such as resin, the joint
being covered with Empire tape secured
with Chatterton's Compound. The flex
should now be secured to the end cheek
by threading it through the three
holes, and winding commenced. There is
some little difficulty in counting the turns
but it can be overcome when using a lathe
for winding by finding the exact number
of revolutions per minute (from 6o to So
will be found most convenient) and multi1 lying this figure by the " time of running."
Of course, it will be still easier if a revolution counter can be obtained, or devised
from a cycle distance meter. In the case
of a hand-drill " winder," the counting
will not prove too difficult if the gear
ratio between the handle and chuck is
first worked out. When winding by hand
the only really satisfactory way is to
count every turn, and although this is
rather tedious it does not present an
insurmountable difficulty.
Binding in Insulating Tape.
The turns should be wound as evenly
as possible, preferably by working from
end to end and arranging them in layers.
A fair tension should be kept on the wire
but this should not be sufficient to cause
stretching or to force any turn past the
layer which is being wound. To prevent
the possibility of short circuits between
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turns at widediffering
ly
potentials a siteHole
layer of Empire tape
should be
bound round
the winding
every
after
" so volts " Mild Steel
Hoop
or so, and no
later turns
must be allowed to slip
past it. After
putting on the Fig' 3A —SUITABLE DIMENrequisite num- SIONS FOR CONSTRUCTING
ber of turns CORE CL A.MPS, FOUR OF
for one wind- WHICH WOULD BE REQUIRED
FOR ONE TRANSFORMER.
ing another
length of flex
should be soldered on, taken once
or twice round the spool and anchored in the holes of an end cheek.
The complete winding can then be covered
with two or three layers of Empire tape,
using Chatterton's Compound as adhesive.
When the spool is divided into two
parts, the second winding can be put on in
exactly the same manner as the first, but
with a shorter spool it is more convenient
to place the secondary on top of the primary, taking great care that there is ample
insulation (three or four layers of Empire
tape) between them.

Assembling the Core.
The core stampings can next be fitted
into the spool, arranging them in the
manner illustrated in Fig. 2A; " T" and
" U " stampings are inserted
alternately from both ends so that
they interleave. It will be
noticed that one side of each
stamping is white, due to its being
covered with a film of insulation,
and the object of this is to insulate each stamping from its
neighbours ; the white sides of
every stamping must thus face
in the same direction. The winding
spool specified will take rather
less than the full six dozen
Fig 4 —THE SIMPLE APPARATUS REQUIRED FOR TESTING
pairs of stampings, but if the latter
TRANSFORMERS FOR GOOD INSULATION AND CONTINUITY
are packed fairly tightly (without
OF WINDINGS.
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using undue
force) there will
only be a few
left over.

Core Clamps.
It now remains
to fit clamps
which will make
the whole structure quite rigid.
These cart be
made as in Fig.
Fig. 5.—A SELECTION OF " T " AND " U " STALLOY STAMPINGS OF VARIOUS
3A, or may be
SIZES.
obtained readymade in the form of castings as shown charging through a valve rectifier, or for
in Fig. 6.
wireless purposes, the method of proLastly, some means of connecting up the cedure will be only slightly different from
transformer must be devised. If desired the that described above. In computing the
power to be
handled by the
core and by the
primary winding
the wattages of
all the secondaries must be
added together.
Each winding
may be put in
a separate section
of the spool, by
fitting additional
dividing cheeks,
or the secondFig. 6.—A SELECTION OF CORE CLAMPS.
aries may be
In the centre is a set similar to that detailed in Fig. 3A. The others are
placed one on top
castings which can be obtained ready-made.
of the other,
flexible leadsfrom the windings can be con- provided that ample insulation is allowed
nected directly to the appropriate points, between each. The former methcd is
but a rather neater job will result if an generally to be preferred since the windebonite terminal strip is fitted in the ings are then more accessible, but the
manner shown in Fig. IA ; in that latter has the advantage of compactness.
case, the flexible
leads should be
well soldered to
the terminals.

Multiple Outputs.
When two or
different.
more
voltage outputs
are required
from the same
transformer, such
11s for battery

Fig. 7.—VARIOUS WINDING SPOOLS OF THE TYPE SUGGESTED IN THIS ARTICLE.
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Testing the Transformer.
Before putting the transformer into
commission, it is advisable to apply a
few simple tests for continuity of windings,
insulation and so forth. In addition to
these, if a very accurate secondary voltage
is required it should be measured whilst
on full load and any necessary slight
adjustments made to the number of
secondary turns.
The simplest way of applying continuity
and insulation tests is by means of a
neon lamp connected as shown in Fig. 4.
The test points should be applied between
(a) the ends of the primary winding ;
(b) the ends of the secondary winding ;
(c) primary and core ; (d) secondary
and core ; and (e) primary and secondary.
In tests (a) and (b) the lamp should glow
continuously, but in (c) , (d) and (e) there
should be no more than a faint instantaneous glow on first making connection.
It is essential that the wires should not
be touched with the fingers whilst testing
because sufficient current would then
pass through the body to operate the
neon lamp.
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found from Table II. The same rule
may also be applied if for any reason the
working temperature of the transformer
must be kept down to a minimum. In
actual fact the working temperature of
transformers constructed according to
the data given should not exceed about
45° Centigrade.
Particulars of both D.C.C. and enamelled wires are given, but it is generallymost convenient to employ material of
the latter kind for all gauges less (higher

Notes in Connection with the Tables.
A few final notes are called for in connection with the compilation of Table II,
particularly in regard to the " working
current in amps." This is nct the
maximum current carrying capacity of
the wires, but is that current which can
be carried without appreciable temperature rise and is based on a current density
of approximately 2,000 amperes per
square inch, which is a suitable figure for
small transformers of the type discussed.
Any of the wires listed could be used to
carry a heavier current than that specified,
but the transformer would then heat up
appreciably whilst in use, especially if it
were to be used for long continuous
periods. Many designers even work on a
current density of 1,500 amperes per
square inch, but I do not find this by any
means necessary, unless the transformer
is to be mounted in such a position that
there cannct be a free circulation of
air round it. When a component is to
be used under the latter conditions it
might be well to play for safety by using
the next larger gauge of wire to that

Fig. 8.-A CONVENIENT REEL HOLDER MADE
FROM THREE PIECES OF WOOD AND A 4-IN..
IRON ROD.
number) than 24's. For thicker wire
D.C.C. is better, since there is some
tendency for enamel to crack and so
cause short-circuits. When cotton covered
wire is employed it is always best to give
it a liberal coat of shellac varnish to
prevent the ingress of moisture which
will act as a fairly low resistance across
the turns.
Where Materials can be Obtained.
Stalloy core stampings are obtainable
from Messrs. Lumen Electric Co., Scarisbrick Avenue, Litherland, Lancs, This
firm also supplies core clamps and builtup spools of the kind illustrated, as well
as all other materials required for the
construction of small power transformers,
such as wire, shellac varnish and Empire
tape.
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FIRE PROTECTION PLANT
APPLICATION TO GENERATING PLANT, SWITCHGEAR
AND TRANSFORMERS
By H. E. H UTTER, A.Am.I.E.E.

Fig. I.—EXTINGUISHING AN OIL FIRE WITH CARBON DIOXIDE GAS.
The stream of gas is directed on to the fire from a specially shaped horn. This is connected by hose
to portable CO2 cylinders, each containing 5o lb. of liquid CO2, under high pressure. When the
gas is turned on at the cylinders, the liquid flows through the hose and expands in the horn. Here it
drops in temperature and is ejected as a finely divided cloud of actual solid and gaseous CO2, forming
an effective blanket on the fire. The operator can turn off the supply at the nozzle. See also Fig. 6.

HE provision of adequate fire
protection plant for electrical machinery, apparatus and buildings is
an insurance against the heavy financial
losses incurred, both in loss of revenue and
damage to plant, by shutdown due to fire.
The necessity of using large quantities
of oil in switchgear and transformers
greatly increases the risk of fire, while
faults on rotating machinery are liable to
cause extensive damage by small fires unless
speedily extinguished.

T

THE CO , GAS SYSTEM.
For Interior Protection.
The use of CO, gas is limited to apparatus
situated in chambers normally enclosed,
except for windows and doors, or which
can be subdivided if required. Given
suitable conditions, CO, is a most efficient
fire extinguisher. Saturation of the air
with 15 per cent. of CO, gives a condition
under which combustion cannot exist.
A fire is extinguished by the descending
heavy gas in a few seconds.

The Two Fire-fighting Systems.
The specific risks mentioned above can
be adequately covered by the use of either
CO, gas or the foam system. Each system
has its special applications, which are
dealt with below.

Characteristics of CO2 Gas.
The gas is non-poisonous and noncorrosive; the dielectric strength being
higher than that of air, permits discharge
amongst high voltage gear with safety.
The gas, being heavier than air, will remain
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upon the site without
dispersing unless exposed
to draughts.
The Equipment Required.
The gas is stored in
steel cylinders, the largest
containing 5o lb. of
liquefied gas under 700
lb. per square inch
pressure, the gaseous
volume on discharge
being 40o c. ft. An
installation consists of
one or more cylinders each
fitted with a special valve
and connected to a common manifold. The gas
remains in liquid form
until actually discharged
from the nozzles to prevent any trouble from
freezing in the pipes due
to too rapid expansion.
The quantity .of gas
required should be sufficient to allow a saturation of 3o to 5o per
cent. ; this gives a considerable factor of safety
over the 15 per cent.
mentioned
previously,
and allows for loss through
the gas drifting away.
Hand or Automatic Fig. 2.—AUTOMATIC CO2 FIRE PROTECTION IN A POWER STATION.
Here we see a battery of liqui1 CO2 cylinders protecting the
Operation.
equipment in six different rooms. Fig. 3 illustrates the valves and
The cylinders may be piping connected with the cylinders. (Lux.)
operated by hand from
either local or remote
stations or automatically. In the latter addition of automatic dampers is required.
case asbestos roller blinds are dropped Gas discharge nozzles are located in the
over all windows and openings to prevent ventilating ducts. On operation of the
loss of CO, and influx of fresh air.
gas cylinders the dampers are closed.
Fire detectors are located at strategic The creation of excessive static pressure
positions in the protected area when auto- due to gas discharge is obviated by the
matic operation is desired.
provision of a by-pass duct.
PROTECTION OF ROTATING
MACHINERY.
Full protection to generating plant
operating with closed ventilating systems
can be given without any structural alterations. If the system is non-circulating the

Method of Automatic Operation.
A fire may be caused by an earth on
one phase, in which case the automatic
trips would operate. The electrical operating relay of the gas system is interconnected
with the generator relays. In practice it is
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required after gas
operation such as is
necessary after the use of
other mediums.

THE FOAM SYSTEM.
For Protection of
Equipment Fully or
Partly Outdoors.
The protection of transformers and oil switches
which are mounted outdoors or situated in bays
which are partly open
is effected by the use of
foam, which is practically
the only medium that
can be used which is
not affected by the
wind or draughts.

How the Foam System
Operates.
The arrangement of
the foam distribution
system is such that any
fire due to the fracturing
of a transformer casing
is taken care of whether
it be on the ground or on
top of the transformer,
and also flames burning
Fig. 3.—AUTOMATIC CO2 FIRE PROTECTION IN A POWER STATION.
at the fracture due to an
The weight-operated valves for the battery of CO2 cylinders illusescape of volatile gases.
trated in Fig. z. On the outbreak of fire in any of the six rooms, the
heat melts a fuse. This releases the tension on the wire and the
Foam is formed by
weights connected to it automatically drop, thus operating the
the addition of water
pipe and CO2 battery valves. The CO2 then rushes through piping
to a powder composed
to the nozzles in the room affected. Note the six branch pipes, each
of an acid, alkali and a
with a weight-operated valve. These pipes are taken off the main
pipe from the battery.
stabiliser. CO, gas is
given off in the form
found that no matter how quickly the trips of very tough bubbles, which expand
operate, some damage is always done and and form the foam. The volume of the
the risk of fire consequently great. During foam given off is IQ times the quantity
the period of deceleration, if safety mea- of the water used.
The powder is inserted in the foam
sures are not adopted, this fire may assume
serious proportions. Following an initial generator in cartridge form, rapidity of
discharge of gas further cylinders are loading being an important essential with
released at intervals of four to eight the system. The foam is projected from
minutes during the period of deceleration. the generator by the chemical action set
By this means complete extinction is up and then led through rubber-lined
accomplished and the fear of reignition, hoses or fixed piping to the nozzles
whilst the machine is stopping, is elimi- from which it is discharged.
nated.
The capacity of the foam generator is
It will be appreciated that there is no based on the largest area to be protected;
cleaning" or drying out of the windings a minimum of 6 ins. of foam is allowed
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over the area. When a
number of different areas
are to be protected the
largest is selected for calculating the generator capacity.
A liberal discharge of
foam can be given over the
switch or transformer, the
quantity being such that
it will flow quickly down
and spread over the floor.
In situations where the
floor area is comparatively
large special discharge points
are located at ground level.
The main discharge is
limited to the ground area
in situations where there
may be dangers of coming
in contact with high
voltage conductors.
Putting Out Burning Oil Fire.
It is found that with
most fires on electrical

Fig. 4.—BATTERY OF CARBON DIOXIDE GAS
CYLINDERS.
The valves for releasing the CO, are operated by
drop weights. Note the cams for releasing the
weights.

'ig. 5.—A FOAM GENERATOR OF LARGE
CAPACITY (" PHOMENE '1.

equipment the circumstances are such
that the oil container discharges the
oil to the ground, either by fracture or
overflowing, and that this burning oil
not only flows over a considerable area,.
but has the effect of maintaining the heat,
application to the oil container.
A quick discharge of foam to the floor
area thus speedily reduces the area of the.
fire and enables the portable extinguishers,
to be brought into use to deal with thefire amongst the high voltage gear abovethe transformer.
An important advantage of foam is that_
where burning oil has been covered with,
foam, not only has the fire been extinguished, but there is also no danger of
reignition for a number of, hours, the,
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and mounted on
wheels for use
indoors or out.
No separate
water supply is
required.
The
larger sizes are
capable of throwing a 5o-ft. jet
which remains
steady in operation. A large
number of these
equipments have
been provided for
the protection of
the C.E.B. Grid
in
substations
England.
CO, Portable
Unit.
The CO, portable unit consists
of a smallcylinder of gas
mounted on
wheels and provided with hose
and a special

Fig. 6.—A

FIRE ENGINE TRAILER FOR FIGHTING
ELECTRICAL FIRES.

The equipment consists of six large cylinders
each containing 5o lb. of liquid CO2. These are
coupled to two hose reels and nozzles. In
addition there are four portable cylinders, each
with a nozzle. Similar equipment is shown
in operation in Fig. I. (Lux.)

foam forming an effective blanket.
A fixed foam installation may also have
an associated foam hydrant, or foam
discharge through nozzles. Foam being
a poor conductor of electricity, care must
be exercised where the jet is played.

•
4,1,-Iril
IRE NCI NE

PORTABLE EXTINGUISHING
APPARATUS.
Four types of portable apparatus are
in use for power station use : Foam,
CO, gas, tetrachloride and the soda acid
type.
Foam Type.
The foam apparatus is made in a number
of different capacities from 2 to 3o galls.
The apparatus is entirely self-contained

Fig. 7.—PORTABLE

FOAM EXTINGUISHER.
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possible. The liquid is directed
on the flames and on coming in
contact with them is vaporised,
a heavy gas being given off.
The gas falls, acting as a blanket
on the flames and preventing
free access of the air essential
for the support of combustion.
Soda Acid.
The soda acid type is unsuited
for electrical use, but meets with
some scope in boiler houses and
similar locations.
THE CROYDON SUBSTATION
TRIALS.
Is there Danger to Firemen from
Overhead Line ?
Fears have sometimes been
expressed that firemen will be

Fig. 8.—CROYDON SUBSTATION TRIALS
ON HIGH VOLTAGE LINE.
Testing resistance of the jet of water
using a type of nozzle which produced a
spray. As would be expected, the
resistance of the jet was very high.
With a jet of 27 ft. and using a nozzle
of in. diameter, the resistance is
many megohms.

nozzle. A smaller unit is available
for carrying on a man's back.
No ill effects are felt by the
operators of these units from
the gas.
Tetrachloride.
The tetrachloride type is best
suited for use amongst high
voltage gear. The liquid being
of a very high insulating
character, no risk of shock is

Fig. 9.—THE CROYDON TRIALS.
Distance between nozzle (II in. dia.) and live conductor
is only 22 ft. The resistance of the jet is .33 megohm.
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subjected to danger, if, when dealing
with a fire, they accidentally allow jets of
water from their hoses to impinge on an
adjacent overhead line.
A previous test, carried out at Bedford
on the 23rd November, 1932, had indicated
that a 132 kV. line could be sprayed by
hand without any danger, a
nozzle
being used and the length of the jet of
water being about 40 feet. Calculations
showed that if the water jet had remained
" solid " instead of breaking up into fine
spray, then a small but easily measurable
voltage should have appeared between the
hose nozzle and earth. Accordingly, the
Institution of Fire Engineers suggested
that another test should be made using
jets of shorter length and larger diameter
in an endeavour to obtain a more or less
" solid " stream of water from the nozzle
to the live conductor.
This additional test was made at
Croydon substation recently, the hose
being arranged as shown in Figs. 8 and 9.
A voltmeter, located in one of the substation buildings, was connected between
the hose nozzle and earth.
Details of the test are given in a report
issued by the Central Electricity Board.
Test Results.
The resistance between the nozzle and
earth, the hoses being full of water, was
found to be 1,50o 1,600 ohms, while the
resistance of the water used was 2,100
ohms/cm3.
It will be seen from the results plotted
in Fig. io that the resistance of the jet is

1? DIAM. JET

0
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directly proportional to the length of the
jet until the jet reaches a length of about
5o feet when it begins to break up into a
spray and the resistance increases rapidly.
Fig. II shows how the conductivity of the
jet varies with the cross-sectional area
LENGTH OF JET .1
27 FEET

6 8 10 12 f4 16
2 4
CS AREA OF NOZZLE -SO INS

Fig. IL-SHOWING HOW THE CONDUCTIVITY OF
THE WATER JET VARIES WITH THE CROSSSECTIONAL AREA OF THE NOZZLE.

of the nozzle, the length of the jet being
constant (27 feet). The conductivity in
the case of the a-in. diameter nozzle is
very small, but the conductivity increases
rapidly for a nozzle of about 1-in. diameter
as the stream of water becomes more
solid." For the larger sizes of nozzle
(over i in. diam.) the conductivity does
not increase so rapidly with the area of
the nozzle as a larger proportion of water
fails to make contact with the conductor.
Conclusions.
It is considered that no special precautions need be taken when working at
4o feet or more from a 132 kV. line and using
nozzles having a diameter of -a-in. or less.
When using nozzles having a diameter
of 1-in. or greater, the distance to the line
should be at least 6o feet.
If it is necessary to work at shorter
distances from the lines than those
mentioned above, then, although there
will usually be no serious danger, it is
advisable as a precautionary measure to
connect the nozzle of the hose to earth,
or to use a hose having a copper wire
running throughout its length and bonded
to the nozzle and the hydrant, or to use
a nozzle covered with an insulating
material such as bakelite, or alternatively,
to hold the ordinary type of nozzle with
rubber gloves.
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The Editor invites correspondence from readers on any subject of general interest
to members of the electrical engineering profession. Letters should be addressed
to THE EDITOR, The Practical Electrical Engineer, 8-il, Southampton
Street, Strand, W .C.2.
A Transformer Problem.
SIR,—The auxiliary plant in the works is
supplied from two Soo-kW. 46o-volt 5o-cycle
transformers in parallel. Due to a breakdown in
the H.T. switch feeding of one of the transformers, we had to transfer that transformer
to our standby power station, the H.T. feeder
of which is supplied from the same H.T. busbars in the supply company's substation as
supply the other station. In energising the
transformers, we found it impossible to parallel
them, as there was a difference of 26o volts
between two phases, and 56o volts between the
remaining phase and either of the others.
Reversal of the connections on the L.T. side of
the transferred transformer failed to alter the
conditions and the alteration had to be made on
the H.T. side to remedy the fault.
Why was it impossible to rectify the fault on
the L.T. side ? The transformers are connected :
Delta H.T., star L.T. Would this condition arise
if the connections were : Star H.T., star L.T. ?
J. B. (Glasgow).
(Readers are invited to reply.
All letters
published will be paid for at the usual rate.—ED.)
Colouring of Phases.
SIR,—Mr. D. Winton Thorpe in his article on
the I.E.E. Wiring Rules states that the British
Standard Specification No. 158 definitely fixes
the colours for three-phase work as red, white
and blue for phases and black for neutral.
Now the local Corporation Electricity Department use the colours red, blue and green to
mark their three-phase supply, and I was under
the impression that this was the correct method.
Your comments on this matter would be much
appreciated.
W. T. (Blackpool).
British Standard Specification No. 158 fixes
the correct colouring of a three-phase system with
earthed neutral as follows :—
For the phases, red, white (or yellow) and blue.
For the earthed neutral, black. In the case of
three-phase three-wire, the colours red, white and
blue me used alone. In the case of three-phase
four-wire, with insulated neutral, the colour green
is substituted for the colour black for the neutral.

Our correspondent refers to the Blackpool Corporation Electricity Department as using the
colours red, blue and green to mark their threephase supply. It may be that theirs is a twophase supply with insulated neutral ; this would
result in the colours red and blue being used for
the two phase-wires and green for the insulated
neutral.
In general, the colours red, white and blue are the
standard for phase colouring, with the qualification
that the colour yellow may be used as an alternative
to white if it is desired. The neutral should be
either black or green or a combination of both—
black if it is earthed, green if it is insulated, and
striped if it is earthed through a limiting resistance.
The colours are represented graphically by the
initial letter R for red, Y for white or yellow,
B for blue, G for green and E for black or earthed
neutral.

It is quite possible that, as our correspondent
states, the supply to which he refers is in fact a
three-phase supply and is being wrongly coloured.
D. WINTON THORPE, A.M.I.E.E.
Cause of Motor Overheating.
SIR,—I have a small two-pole motor wound
for 220 volts D.C. which is in good condition.
I would like to run it on an alternating current
circuit 240 volts, to work a small drilling machine. I have had it on circuit and the motor
gets hot on no load 15 minutes run. I take it
that the increased voltage is the cause. Am I
correct ? If so, what size and quantity of wire
would you advise for rewinding ? Will it mean
the fields to be rewound, or armature, or both ?
Armature dimensions : Length of core,
in. ; diameter of core, 3-A- in. ; 16 slots ;
48 commutator segments. Size of wire on armature coils, 23 S.W.G. Brush size, covers 3
segments. Current consumption, 4 amps.
approximately.
Allow me to take this opportunity of congratulating THE PRACTICAL ELECTRICAL ENGINEER on the most valuable information it
contains. I have found it most useful in the
course of my business.
H. (Boston).
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The chief cause of the motor heating up is that
the field magnet is not laminated.
To remedy the trouble. fit laminations for the
field magnet. If you apply to Joseph Sankey
d Sons, Ltd., 168, Regent Street, London, IV 1,
they will send you lists of their laminations, from
which you can select the size required.
The increase in voltage from 220 to 2.10 should
not cause appreciable overheating, but will cause a
slight increase in the normal running speed.
Utilising Existing Mies.
SIR,-It is desired to connect low voltage
distributor cables (unbalanced load) to a threephase, four-wire supply. The distributors consist of two three-core independent cables as
used for D.0 three-wire system, with the neutral
conductor of standard section, relevant to the
outers for D.C. three-wire.

THE REGENERATIVE PRINCIPLE
APPLIED TO WATER PUMPING
PLANT.

Four 1,25o h.p. synchronous induction
motors, capable of revolving in either
direction at speeds up to 40o r.p.m.
without risk of damage, have been supplied
by the G.E.C. for driving dry dock pumps
at the recently opened extension to the
Southampton Docks.
The reason for this special provision is
that, should the electrical supply fail, it
enables the water in the dock to flow
through the pumps and drive the motors,
the pumps then acting as water turbines.
Normally, the motors run at 272.3
r.p.m. when operating on a 6,600-volt,
three-phase, 5o-cycle supply, and are
designed for a maximum runaway speed
of 400 r.p.m. and an overload of 25 per
cent. for two hours.
TWO VALVES IN ONE BULB.

A new valve introduced recently enables users of battery-operated wireless
receivers to obtain loud-speaker power
performance really comparable with that
obtained from mains operated sets. The
new Mazda P.D.22o is virtually two
valves in one bulb and works on the

A ugust

It is not possible to arrange distribution of
the entire load through a single four-core cable
as for usual three-phase distribution, and it is
desired, as far as possible, to utilise the existing
cables.
For three-phase balanced load with the
instantaneous algebraical sums of current in,
say, red and green being equal and opposite
to current in yellow, it would seem that the
sectional area of the neutral in each of the two
cables in question should be similar in area to
either of the two-phase wires, but that as the
load is unbalanced, the sectional area of the neutral
should in each case be similar in section to phase
wires for the most loaded phases in each cable,
that is, the neutral in each case should be
similar in size to yellow or green.
Is my assumption correct ?
J. ➢I. (Plymouth).

recently discovered principle known to
radio engineers as " Class B amplification."
In spite of the large power output which
the new valve gives, its consumption of
H.T. current is very economical. It only
takes power in proportion to the strength
of the signal received. In many battery
receivers, its use will actually reduce the
total demand from the H.T. battery.
The valve costs 14s. and full instructions
are supplied with each one.
FIRST IN EVERY RACE.

The remarkable reliability of B.T.H.
magnetos has once again been demonstrated. In the T.T. motor cycle races
held in the Isle of Man, B.T.H. magnetos
were fitted to no fewer than 35 machines
out of 45 completing the course. They
were on the machines gaining first and
second place in every race, all the manufacturers' team prizes, and making record
or fastest laps. They also achieved third
place in two out of the three races.
An interesting booklet, which gives a
full description of the Osram photo cell
relay unit and its industrial applications,
has been issued by the G.E.C.
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